Tweet Archive on #sharp16
From 6/30/2016 - 8/6/2016
bittenpub: Really looking forward to meeting new friends at #sharp16 preparing paper
on l'eau rose lit and reader response ☹☹
6/30/2016 5:30:22 PM
MelissaMakala: Great program. Regretting not submitting an abstract now, but too
many writing deadlines this summer, alas. #sharp16 https://t.co/obAmFURFu4
6/30/2016 11:57:19 PM
Mareike2405: Conférence internationale SHARP Paris 2016 – Les Langues du livre – du
18 au 21 juillet 2016 #sharp16 https://t.co/uB8hFEzG3r
7/1/2016 7:45:01 AM
dhiparis: RT @Mareike2405: Conférence internationale SHARP Paris 2016 – Les Langues
du livre – du 18 au 21 juillet 2016 #sharp16 https://t.co/uB8hFEz…
7/1/2016 7:50:37 AM
dhgermany: RT @Mareike2405: Conférence internationale SHARP Paris 2016 – Les
Langues du livre – du 18 au 21 juillet 2016 #sharp16 https://t.co/uB8hFEz…
7/1/2016 11:07:20 AM
JNolan_1925: One year ago today I arrived in Ireland for #Fitz2015. Two weeks from
today I'll arrive in Paris for #sharp16. Not bad, July. Not bad.
7/3/2016 1:18:10 PM
B_U_LA_C: La #BULAC accueille le congrès @sharpparis2016 (18-22/07) pour 42
conférences ! https://t.co/riqDCwbl2L #sharp16 https://t.co/2v1F4uUfmE
7/4/2016 1:00:38 PM
genetruong: RT @B_U_LA_C: La #BULAC accueille le congrès @sharpparis2016 (1822/07) pour 42 conférences ! https://t.co/riqDCwbl2L #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/4/2016 7:06:59 PM
IEAdeParis: RT @B_U_LA_C: La #BULAC accueille le congrès @sharpparis2016 (1822/07) pour 42 conférences ! https://t.co/riqDCwbl2L #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/4/2016 9:29:59 PM
B_U_LA_C: La #BULAC accueille le congrès SHARP 2016 du 18 au 22 juillet avec
@laBnF #sharp16 https://t.co/ONSsXUbXxY
7/5/2016 8:24:59 AM
laBnF: A suivre avec le hashtag #Sharp16 dès le 18 juillet ! https://t.co/NdDZ8ExpIb
7/5/2016 8:34:07 AM
livreshebdo: RT @laBnF: A suivre avec le hashtag #Sharp16 dès le 18 juillet !
https://t.co/NdDZ8ExpIb
7/5/2016 8:38:04 AM
vincentchabault: Programme complet et copieux ici : https://t.co/7jkZZabgoU
#SHARP16 https://t.co/EsT5cixUDS
7/5/2016 9:07:27 AM
CoCirPE: RT @vincentchabault: Programme complet et copieux ici :
https://t.co/7jkZZabgoU #SHARP16 https://t.co/EsT5cixUDS

7/5/2016 9:09:16 AM
sebastien_fr: RT @vincentchabault: Programme complet et copieux ici :
https://t.co/7jkZZabgoU #SHARP16 https://t.co/EsT5cixUDS
7/5/2016 9:09:16 AM
fvallott: RT @vincentchabault: Programme complet et copieux ici :
https://t.co/7jkZZabgoU #SHARP16 https://t.co/EsT5cixUDS
7/5/2016 6:52:50 PM
valiseuse: Congrès #sharp16 18-22 juillet - sessions romans noirs, récits criminels,
feuilletons, BD,.. https://t.co/lUMK70zrZN https://t.co/ypnzjeLhdw
7/5/2016 7:23:20 PM
sylvain_lesage: RT @valiseuse: Congrès #sharp16 18-22 juillet - sessions romans
noirs, récits criminels, feuilletons, BD,.. https://t.co/lUMK70zrZN https:/…
7/5/2016 9:30:31 PM
CedHannedouche: RT @valiseuse: Congrès #sharp16 18-22 juillet - sessions romans
noirs, récits criminels, feuilletons, BD,.. https://t.co/lUMK70zrZN https:/…
7/5/2016 10:11:12 PM
anne_besson: RT @valiseuse: Congrès #sharp16 18-22 juillet - sessions romans noirs,
récits criminels, feuilletons, BD,.. https://t.co/lUMK70zrZN https:/…
7/6/2016 10:46:51 AM
matthletourneux: RT @valiseuse: Congrès #sharp16 18-22 juillet - sessions romans
noirs, récits criminels, feuilletons, BD,.. https://t.co/lUMK70zrZN https:/…
7/6/2016 10:52:32 AM
Phylacterium: RT @valiseuse: Congrès #sharp16 18-22 juillet - sessions romans noirs,
récits criminels, feuilletons, BD,.. https://t.co/lUMK70zrZN https:/…
7/6/2016 7:13:40 PM
CHCSCuvsq: Le projet ANR #DEF19 https://t.co/95TbWXSR9V sera au congrès
#sharp16 ! https://t.co/W55zAPVUYs https://t.co/C2b5pd9TX6
7/7/2016 8:16:50 AM
kathoarn: Say, how many folks are attending #sharp16? Trying to decide how many
handouts I should bring for the digital project showcase.
7/7/2016 8:44:04 PM
khj5c: Library fire alarm: can't work on my paper for #sharp16; roasting outside in
Virginia heat. Can I get a @sharpicecream in advance?
7/8/2016 8:40:17 PM
sharpicecream: RT @khj5c: Library fire alarm: can't work on my paper for #sharp16;
roasting outside in Virginia heat. Can I get a @sharpicecream in advanc…
7/8/2016 9:25:09 PM
JasonEnsor: Work in progress on #sharp16 https://t.co/zDjb8Hrtb6
7/9/2016 2:10:17 AM
khetiwe24: RT @JasonEnsor: Work in progress on #sharp16 https://t.co/zDjb8Hrtb6
7/9/2016 4:25:09 AM
JasonEnsor: So far so good with the online abstracts system for #sharp16. Data
imported and now to tweak the interface. https://t.co/yd58hVukzC

7/9/2016 5:48:19 AM
JasonEnsor: Coming soon for #sharp16 https://t.co/uI61PjSBzc
7/9/2016 1:08:02 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @JasonEnsor: Coming soon for #sharp16 https://t.co/uI61PjSBzc
7/9/2016 2:45:31 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JasonEnsor: Coming soon for #sharp16 https://t.co/uI61PjSBzc
7/9/2016 2:47:45 PM
offog: RT @JasonEnsor: Coming soon for #sharp16 https://t.co/uI61PjSBzc
7/9/2016 3:36:54 PM
SHARPorg: Just over a week to the start of #sharp16 in Paris!
https://t.co/OSe467BvMm@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 4:53:07 PM
MattieT650: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to the start of #sharp16 in Paris!
https://t.co/OSe467BvMm@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 4:53:14 PM
SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 4:54:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JasonEnsor: Coming soon for #sharp16 https://t.co/uI61PjSBzc
7/9/2016 4:54:45 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to the start of #sharp16 in Paris!
https://t.co/OSe467BvMm@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 4:54:59 PM
iangadd: RT @SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official
hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 4:55:02 PM
OUHOSCollection: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to the start of #sharp16 in Paris!
https://t.co/OSe467BvMm@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 4:55:36 PM
Karenmca: RT @SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official
hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 4:57:09 PM
luke_dietrich: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to the start of #sharp16 in Paris!
https://t.co/OSe467BvMm@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 5:04:28 PM
luke_dietrich: RT @SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official
hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 5:04:30 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @JasonEnsor: Coming soon for #sharp16 https://t.co/uI61PjSBzc
7/9/2016 5:27:02 PM
lisejaillant: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to the start of #sharp16 in Paris!
https://t.co/OSe467BvMm@sharpparis2016

7/9/2016 5:45:30 PM
sharpparis2016: RT @SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official
hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 5:54:14 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to the start of #sharp16 in Paris!
https://t.co/OSe467BvMm@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 6:33:50 PM
CherylSearch: Working on my slides for #sharp16 https://t.co/flLXVJnBd2
7/9/2016 6:41:05 PM
ArsScripta: RT @SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official
hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/9/2016 7:35:16 PM
mazarines: Preparing for #sharp16 by visiting at least one library and bookstore every
day for the next 10 days.
7/9/2016 8:03:02 PM
mazarines: RT @B_U_LA_C: La #BULAC accueille le congrès @sharpparis2016 (1822/07) pour 42 conférences ! https://t.co/riqDCwbl2L #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/9/2016 8:04:57 PM
RasoulAliak: RT @JasonEnsor: Coming soon for #sharp16 https://t.co/uI61PjSBzc
7/9/2016 8:14:16 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Should be putting finishing touches on #sharp16 paper. Unfortunately
cannot put Franzen's new novel down. What to do?! #bookdilemma
7/9/2016 9:30:22 PM
MadleenPodewski: RT @SHARPorg: Just over a week to the start of #sharp16 in Paris!
https://t.co/OSe467BvMm@sharpparis2016
7/11/2016 5:43:02 AM
JocHargrave: RT @SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official
hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/11/2016 6:10:01 AM
laBnF: J-7 avant le congrès #Sharp16 ! Qui, quoi, quand ? Réponses sur le portail
Métiers du Livre https://t.co/R4sCTewadt https://t.co/K3qqw4GQm6
7/11/2016 7:05:05 AM
Thalassamas: RT @laBnF: J-7 avant le congrès #Sharp16 ! Qui, quoi, quand ?
Réponses sur le portail Métiers du Livre https://t.co/R4sCTewadt https://t.co…
7/11/2016 7:51:59 AM
superHH: Who is visiting the various libraries of the BNF on July 18 as part of
#sharp16?Looking forward to learning more about l'Arsenal @laBnF
7/11/2016 9:01:35 AM
genschaffner: if you are at #dh2016 this week, and coming to Paris for #sharp16 next
week, please dm me?
7/11/2016 3:11:13 PM
genschaffner: @JasonEnsor (try #sharp16)

7/11/2016 3:14:24 PM
genschaffner: @BnFMonde @sharpparis2016 @laBnF (#sharp16)
7/11/2016 3:16:14 PM
JNolan_1925: Spent the last hour unsuccessfully looking for my flash drive for
#sharp16. Did find my pet rock, though #win https://t.co/d3JxzdTmR2
7/11/2016 4:19:33 PM
sharpparis2016: The abstracts database is now live online at https://t.co/WLGjGEyE4P
so you can get busy planning which sessions to attend! #sharp16
7/11/2016 5:30:57 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpparis2016: The abstracts database is now live online at
https://t.co/WLGjGEyE4P so you can get busy planning which sessions to att…
7/11/2016 5:34:43 PM
shantigraheli: RT @sharpparis2016: The abstracts database is now live online at
https://t.co/WLGjGEyE4P so you can get busy planning which sessions to att…
7/11/2016 9:40:33 PM
MelissaMakala: RT @sharpparis2016: The abstracts database is now live online at
https://t.co/WLGjGEyE4P so you can get busy planning which sessions to att…
7/11/2016 11:23:36 PM
JasonEnsor: #sharp16 Pinned abstracts r now linked to ur ip address so in theory pins
should stay there after closing browser https://t.co/TIsnkYs7Sn
7/12/2016 4:36:00 AM
sharpicecream: Have an ice cream Jason #sharp16 https://t.co/XOfWn1dMzb
7/12/2016 7:58:18 AM
sharpicecream: Have an ice cream Jennifer #sharp16 https://t.co/RXaVi8ongm
7/12/2016 10:17:01 AM
sharpicecream: Oui chef #sharp16 https://t.co/XKdtlZ2WND
7/12/2016 10:18:30 AM
mhbeals: From 12-15 I will be tweeting from #DH2016 and from 18-22 from #sharp16.
Happy to act as your eyes and ears!
7/12/2016 10:51:51 AM
karstdejong: RT @mhbeals: From 12-15 I will be tweeting from #DH2016 and from 1822 from #sharp16. Happy to act as your eyes and ears!
7/12/2016 12:48:36 PM
NM_Papers: WHOA just one week till I give my little book talk in Paris at #sharp16
about Shakespeare first appearance in print in Italian 19 July 4pm!
7/12/2016 1:00:36 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Oui chef #sharp16 https://t.co/XKdtlZ2WND
7/12/2016 1:03:45 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official
hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/12/2016 1:04:11 PM

RBMSinfo: RT @SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official
hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/12/2016 1:04:11 PM
lesliehowsam: @mhbeals And looking forward to our session with @digitalpigeons &
@DigiVictorian #sharp16
7/12/2016 1:07:33 PM
DucasSylvie: RT @sharpparis2016: The abstracts database is now live online at
https://t.co/WLGjGEyE4P so you can get busy planning which sessions to att…
7/12/2016 1:12:26 PM
NM_Papers: Not a Shakespearean, not an Italianist. Found a book in my library, wanted
to write about it. #sharp16 https://t.co/f9py0VgkVI
7/12/2016 1:49:13 PM
ClaireSquires: So I've made my first #sharp16 slide. And I have hot water again.
PROGRESS. https://t.co/W0jd8r9HnK
7/12/2016 2:48:44 PM
sharpicecream: Surely an ice-creamist though? #sharp16 https://t.co/XdnUWr0oAB
7/12/2016 2:52:19 PM
sharpicecream: And tongue/langue?! #sharp16 https://t.co/u2GkhaUz49
7/12/2016 2:54:38 PM
sharpicecream: Have an ice cream, Claire #sharp16 https://t.co/beGNgujY59
7/12/2016 2:55:32 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Have an ice cream, Claire #sharp16
https://t.co/beGNgujY59
7/12/2016 2:56:32 PM
stirpublishing: RT @ClaireSquires: So I've made my first #sharp16 slide. And I have
hot water again. PROGRESS. https://t.co/W0jd8r9HnK
7/12/2016 2:57:05 PM
AmySopcakJoseph: RT @sharpparis2016: The abstracts database is now live online at
https://t.co/WLGjGEyE4P so you can get busy planning which sessions to att…
7/12/2016 3:24:28 PM
ClaireSquires: Found a Paris metro ticket stash. Hope they still work at #sharp16; prob
quadrupled in value what with Brexit etc https://t.co/sXgIS4MXDV
7/12/2016 10:37:31 PM
languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues du livre" >
https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/13/2016 8:07:31 AM
SHARPorg: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues du
livre" > https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/13/2016 8:08:41 AM
drjanepotter: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues du
livre" > https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/13/2016 8:09:17 AM

AmAntiquarian: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues
du livre" > https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/13/2016 8:10:06 AM
laBnF: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues du livre" >
https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/13/2016 8:22:33 AM
BlogAncien1: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues du
livre" > https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/13/2016 8:37:25 AM
MaribellePinson: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues
du livre" > https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/13/2016 9:11:02 AM
Paris_Sorbonne: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues
du livre" > https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/13/2016 11:26:33 AM
Stir_Research: @ClaireSquires getting ready to present at #SHARP16 next week
alongwith @maxinebranagh @sprowberry & @StevieLMarsden https://t.co/ot2cmHtaax
7/13/2016 12:14:28 PM
stirpublishing: RT @Stir_Research: @ClaireSquires getting ready to present at
#SHARP16 next week alongwith @maxinebranagh @sprowberry & @StevieLMarsden
htt…
7/13/2016 12:20:28 PM
sharpicecream: Je me demande si @laBnF me laisse entrer la semaine prochaine pour
#sharp16
7/13/2016 12:23:52 PM
sharpicecream: Moi! #sharp16 https://t.co/FEAbA0Nksw
7/13/2016 12:36:07 PM
sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/13/2016 3:22:03 PM
hobbb: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/13/2016 3:24:44 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/13/2016 3:52:01 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/13/2016 4:26:39 PM
sgediting: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/13/2016 4:44:25 PM
casbc2: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/13/2016 5:22:21 PM
vivdunstan: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/13/2016 6:08:33 PM

drjanepotter: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/13/2016 7:44:37 PM
skapa_skapa: A personal favorite from my @Etsy shop#claws #sharp16 #sharpobjects
#sharphipster #hippy #hippie #Hippiesec https://t.co/eGCmINrOKZ
7/13/2016 7:51:38 PM
fvallott: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/13/2016 8:35:14 PM
HuamaliesV: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues du
livre" > https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/13/2016 9:13:43 PM
renxiangcn: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/13/2016 10:02:51 PM
ValmirAleixoF: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues
du livre" > https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/14/2016 3:37:05 AM
JocHargrave: RT @sharpparis2016: The abstracts database is now live online at
https://t.co/WLGjGEyE4P so you can get busy planning which sessions to att…
7/14/2016 4:53:53 AM
JocHargrave: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/14/2016 4:54:09 AM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16
https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/14/2016 7:28:44 AM
alicecolombo8: RT @sharpparis2016: The abstracts database is now live online at
https://t.co/WLGjGEyE4P so you can get busy planning which sessions to att…
7/14/2016 10:11:35 AM
casbc2: RT @NM_Papers: Not a Shakespearean, not an Italianist. Found a book in my
library, wanted to write about it. #sharp16 https://t.co/f9py0Vgk…
7/14/2016 12:45:47 PM
FabieMathet: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues du
livre" > https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/14/2016 6:05:08 PM
R_Jagersma: RT @sharpparis2016: Just printed! #sharp16 https://t.co/c2BwDl06RA
7/14/2016 8:33:09 PM
sharpicecream: #sharp16
7/14/2016 9:22:32 PM
magaelfa: Paper ready, off to @sharpparis2016 now! #sharp16
https://t.co/xCowdfnxy6
7/15/2016 8:44:49 AM
RareBookLibAntw: Making final adjustments for #sharp16 lecture, while reading the
terrible news from France...

7/15/2016 10:01:24 AM
gbarnhisel: On my Paris map from my first visit (1991) the BNF and the Parc de Bercy
were still secteurs en travaux #sharp16 https://t.co/GnRqAfMSkS
7/15/2016 2:14:22 PM
RareBookLibAntw: @wynkenhimself I went out to buy a new hard drive to reorganize
my research images. Anything to stop me working on my #sharp16 lecture...
7/15/2016 6:07:28 PM
JocHargrave: @sharpparis2016 Sitting at boarding gate at Abu Dhabi Airport, waiting
for flight to Paris at 2 am local time. #sharp16
7/15/2016 7:32:39 PM
sharpicecream: Have an ice cream Jocelyn #sharp16 https://t.co/LqY5hjCxNQ
7/15/2016 11:01:18 PM
sharpicecream: Which comes first, the chicken or the ice cream? #sharp16
https://t.co/sPfYrAbSkB
7/15/2016 11:03:17 PM
ClaireSquires: @gbarnhisel I raise you my 1980s Gare aux Marchandises version
#sharp16 ... Former lives of the @laBnF https://t.co/u52rckf9RV
7/15/2016 11:06:37 PM
mhbeals: @rjstapel You too. Just waving goodbye to Amsterdam and onto Paris and
#sharp16 https://t.co/qnzO6JvvYJ
7/16/2016 8:47:16 AM
sharpparis2016: RT @gbarnhisel: On my Paris map from my first visit (1991) the BNF
and the Parc de Bercy were still secteurs en travaux #sharp16 https://t.…
7/16/2016 9:24:50 AM
NicDarwood: Paper written, PowerPoint finished, bag packed, now looking forward to
@sharpicecream #sharp16
7/16/2016 2:57:47 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: #sharp16
7/16/2016 3:22:16 PM
sharpicecream: #sharp16 https://t.co/i5aukTeYiA
7/16/2016 3:23:47 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: #sharp16
7/16/2016 3:26:56 PM
vivdunstan: Arrived in Paris for #sharp16 and starting with cocktails in the hotel rooftop
bar https://t.co/1EXnRapavD
7/16/2016 4:20:54 PM
DrSKBarker: Thought I might get away with no powerpoint for #sharp16 - nope, I was
wrong.
7/16/2016 4:28:56 PM
grham_: RT @laBnF: #SaveTheDate pour le congrès #sharp16 du 18 au 21 juillet
https://t.co/qwfqLU3OSp cc @SHARPorg @cfibd @B_U_LA_C https://t.co/QlN…

7/16/2016 4:48:58 PM
grham_: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues du livre"
> https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/16/2016 4:49:58 PM
ValKayser: RT @languesFR: 18-22 juillet congrès #Sharp16 @laBnF "Les langues du
livre" > https://t.co/xgcJgJPyHX https://t.co/BJr3zFqtWM
7/16/2016 4:54:34 PM
sharpparis2016: Getting ready for #sharp16: how to go from BNF to BULAC (and back)
https://t.co/voJWzRKsJE
7/16/2016 5:58:12 PM
GrubStreetWomen: Gearing up for #sharp16 https://t.co/oEeu4uJ7gM
7/16/2016 7:41:46 PM
jotis13: Okay, time to repack the suitcase - tomorrow I take my first ever trip through
the Chunnel to Paris for #sharp2016 (or is it #sharp16?)
7/16/2016 7:47:15 PM
sharpparis2016: @jotis13 #sharp16 is the official hashtag
7/16/2016 8:46:17 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @sharpparis2016: Getting ready for #sharp16: how to go from BNF
to BULAC (and back) https://t.co/voJWzRKsJE
7/16/2016 8:49:30 PM
praymurray: @mhbeals sorry I missed you at #dh2016, but will catch up with you at
#sharp16
7/16/2016 11:45:43 PM
praymurray: DH project for #sharp16: build a @sharpicecream twitterbot. (more time
for Someone to have more ice cream)
7/16/2016 11:50:35 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: DH project for #sharp16: build a @sharpicecream
twitterbot. (more time for Someone to have more ice cream)
7/17/2016 7:12:18 AM
JocHargrave: Cute Parisian view while I finalise paper. @sharpparis2016 #sharp16
https://t.co/EO8FwNlMnB
7/17/2016 8:03:41 AM
iangadd: Feel free to tweet me if you have any questions about this! And, if you’re
super-keen, follow @sharporg @sharpparis2016 and #sharp16
7/17/2016 9:25:07 AM
sharpicecream: HELP! Au secours! I am being hacked #sharp16
https://t.co/etqCAEC50x
7/17/2016 9:29:34 AM
sharpicecream: Et moi! #sharp16 https://t.co/c3XkXFL6l3
7/17/2016 9:31:34 AM
sharpicecream: Tutti frutti! #sharp16 https://t.co/BA4MshWOz9

7/17/2016 9:34:38 AM
SHARPorg: #sharp16 begins tomorrow! And, as is now traditional, SHARP will award
prizes to the best tweeters over the next week.
7/17/2016 9:42:14 AM
SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the conference using the
#sharp16. You don’t even need to be present in Paris…
7/17/2016 9:42:50 AM
SHARPorg: We will announce the #sharp16 twitter prize winners at the AGM on
Thursday.
7/17/2016 9:47:07 AM
SHARPorg: #sharp16 TOCs: SHARP officers to act as judges & decision will be final. No
member of SHARP council/board/ committees may participate.
7/17/2016 9:47:41 AM
sharpparis2016: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the
conference using the #sharp16. You don’t even need to be present in Paris…
7/17/2016 9:47:54 AM
SHARPorg: Previous winners of #sharp16 are also ineligible to win. That means you
@CarolGSLIS @jimmussell @ckmalone @lmaruca @stampedinblind
7/17/2016 9:48:06 AM
SHARPorg: And you @c18booktrade @wynkenhimself @nickmimic @sim1303 @triproftri
@mattrubery @dolechner @VicesimusKnox @jayeldee @helensonner #sharp16
7/17/2016 9:49:00 AM
SHARPorg: And you @praymurray @amndw2 @keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti
@botasdezidane @JocHargrave, @Shaf_Towheed, @genschaffner #sharp16
7/17/2016 9:49:01 AM
SHARPorg: And you @conversiontales, @sprowberry, @StevieLMarsden @mazarines
@roaringgirle @superHH @EpistolaryBrown @mroyup13 #sharp16
7/17/2016 9:49:03 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARPorg: And you @praymurray @amndw2 @keenera
@MitchFraas @JenServenti @botasdezidane @JocHargrave, @Shaf_Towheed,
@genschaffner #sh…
7/17/2016 9:49:20 AM
conversiontales: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp16 begins tomorrow! And, as is now
traditional, SHARP will award prizes to the best tweeters over the next week.
7/17/2016 9:49:59 AM
SHARPorg: You can follow all the #sharp16 tweets here:https://t.co/JgfOxtifgPand
herehttps://t.co/ukVudeE3Sg#pleaseusesharp16andnotsharp2016
7/17/2016 9:50:01 AM
conversiontales: Very sad to be missing both #SRS2016 *and* #sharp16. Two superb
looking conferences coming up...
7/17/2016 9:51:02 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARPorg: You can follow all the #sharp16 tweets
here:https://t.co/JgfOxtifgPand herehttps://t.co/ukVudeE3Sg#pleaseusesharp16an…

7/17/2016 9:51:23 AM
SHARPorg: Any questions, please let us or @sharpparis2016 know! #sharp16
7/17/2016 9:52:06 AM
SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using social media at SHARP
conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016 #sharp16
7/17/2016 9:53:22 AM
onslies: So much love for this practice though my timeline will be envy-fest... Enjoy
#sharp16! #bookhistory #twitterstorians https://t.co/lKcTrIPDTq
7/17/2016 9:53:43 AM
onslies: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using social media
at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…
7/17/2016 9:57:35 AM
SHARPorg: RT @onslies: So much love for this practice though my timeline will be
envy-fest... Enjoy #sharp16! #bookhistory #twitterstorians https://t…
7/17/2016 9:58:42 AM
Beth_driscoll: I’m following #sharp16 tweets from Paris this week, suggest doing the
same if you’re interested in books, authors, reading, and publishing!
7/17/2016 10:12:12 AM
sharpparis2016: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using
social media at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…
7/17/2016 10:13:24 AM
nickmimic: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp16 begins tomorrow! And, as is now traditional,
SHARP will award prizes to the best tweeters over the next week.
7/17/2016 10:15:42 AM
nickmimic: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the conference
using the #sharp16. You don’t even need to be present in Paris…
7/17/2016 10:15:44 AM
nickmimic: RT @SHARPorg: You can follow all the #sharp16 tweets
here:https://t.co/JgfOxtifgPand herehttps://t.co/ukVudeE3Sg#pleaseusesharp16an…
7/17/2016 10:16:06 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the
conference using the #sharp16. You don’t even need to be present in Paris…
7/17/2016 10:20:50 AM
praymurray: @SHARPorg @amndw2 @keenera @MitchFraas @JenServenti
@botasdezidane @JocHargrave @Shaf_Towheed @genschaffner *does finger stretches*
#sharp16
7/17/2016 10:26:55 AM
KotzurJulia: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp16 begins tomorrow! And, as is now traditional,
SHARP will award prizes to the best tweeters over the next week.
7/17/2016 10:40:53 AM
MeganPeiser: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using social
media at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…

7/17/2016 10:45:57 AM
CorinnaNoRue: En route to #SHARP16 - excited to see so many SHARP friends after
last year's hiatus!! #iheartSHARP à très bientôt!!!
7/17/2016 11:10:31 AM
andiesilva: With the real hashtag this time #sharp16 https://t.co/avMHeRr3E6
7/17/2016 11:10:42 AM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using
social media at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…
7/17/2016 11:30:52 AM
gbarnhisel: RT @Beth_driscoll: I’m following #sharp16 tweets from Paris this week,
suggest doing the same if you’re interested in books, authors, readi…
7/17/2016 11:35:15 AM
DrSKBarker: So, who else is off to Paris for #sharp16? I know @shantigraheli,
@EpistolaryBrown & @JanHillgaertner & @magaelfa will be there...
7/17/2016 11:35:18 AM
superHH: Important info regarding social media use for #sharp16
https://t.co/TQGs7b509h
7/17/2016 11:36:22 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using social
media at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…
7/17/2016 11:47:56 AM
JanHillgaertner: En route chez #sharp16 en Paris. Quelle bonheur a recontre
@Marie_LSJ cette soir!
7/17/2016 11:55:45 AM
Steenshorne: So sad to be missing #sharp16 but really looking forward to the tweets.
Have a grand time!
7/17/2016 12:00:20 PM
mazarines: RT @SHARPorg: You can follow all the #sharp16 tweets
here:https://t.co/JgfOxtifgPand herehttps://t.co/ukVudeE3Sg#pleaseusesharp16an…
7/17/2016 12:31:44 PM
mazarines: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the conference
using the #sharp16. You don’t even need to be present in Paris…
7/17/2016 12:31:56 PM
mazarines: Holy moley, this is our view. #sharp16 https://t.co/QPQHnPQ5vT
7/17/2016 12:34:32 PM
JasonEnsor: Getting ready for #sharp16! https://t.co/WL5vBsvtGG
7/17/2016 12:42:16 PM
JasonEnsor: After 29 hrs from Sydney home to Paris hotel for #sharp16, this may come
in handy! https://t.co/XGV9vQD4X9
7/17/2016 12:44:16 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the
conference using the #sharp16. You don’t even need to be present in Paris…

7/17/2016 12:50:34 PM
CritRikk: RT @superHH: Important info regarding social media use for #sharp16
https://t.co/TQGs7b509h
7/17/2016 12:51:29 PM
NM_Papers: Cab driver dropped a Ninth Gate reference when I told him I was going to
a book history conference. Good to be in Paris. #sharp16
7/17/2016 12:52:35 PM
JHIdeas: Going to #Sharp16, #twitterstorians? Let us know; we would love a write-up!
@SHARPorg #bookhistory #historyofthebook https://t.co/hdPCbb0uPv
7/17/2016 12:55:47 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JHIdeas: Going to #Sharp16, #twitterstorians? Let us know; we would
love a write-up! @SHARPorg #bookhistory #historyofthebook https://t…
7/17/2016 12:55:54 PM
CritRikk: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the conference
using the #sharp16. You don’t even need to be present in Paris…
7/17/2016 12:57:20 PM
echomikeromeo: RT @JHIdeas: Going to #Sharp16, #twitterstorians? Let us know; we
would love a write-up! @SHARPorg #bookhistory #historyofthebook https://t…
7/17/2016 1:00:39 PM
sforrest: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using social
media at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…
7/17/2016 1:28:17 PM
nzsydney: #sharp16 check out ile st-louis For heavenly @sharpicecream
7/17/2016 1:54:26 PM
helensonner: I first discovered @SHARPorg, thanks to tweets from its annual meeting
(in Finland that year). #sharp16 https://t.co/87GRoPvb6t
7/17/2016 2:04:18 PM
laurien: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using social media
at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…
7/17/2016 2:05:03 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: HELP! Au secours! I am being hacked #sharp16
https://t.co/etqCAEC50x
7/17/2016 2:08:57 PM
onslies: RT @JHIdeas: Going to #Sharp16, #twitterstorians? Let us know; we would
love a write-up! @SHARPorg #bookhistory #historyofthebook https://t…
7/17/2016 2:09:31 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @JHIdeas: Going to #Sharp16, #twitterstorians? Let us know; we
would love a write-up! @SHARPorg #bookhistory #historyofthebook https://t…
7/17/2016 2:10:32 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @nzsydney: #sharp16 check out ile st-louis For heavenly
@sharpicecream
7/17/2016 2:17:57 PM

helensonner: The #sharp16 tweets next week will help take the sting out of not being
in Paris with @SHARPorg. Bonne semaine!
7/17/2016 2:18:46 PM
RWordplay: RT @mazarines: Holy moley, this is our view. #sharp16
https://t.co/QPQHnPQ5vT
7/17/2016 2:40:30 PM
vivdunstan: RT @NM_Papers: Cab driver dropped a Ninth Gate reference when I told
him I was going to a book history conference. Good to be in Paris. #sh…
7/17/2016 2:40:57 PM
bookhistories: On my way to Paris for #sharp16 Looking forward to interesting
discussions and encounters. See you soon, @Marie_LSJ and @JanHillgaertner
7/17/2016 3:37:43 PM
ElizabethJelly: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using
social media at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…
7/17/2016 3:43:48 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: On my way to Paris for #sharp16 Looking forward
to interesting discussions and encounters. See you soon, @Marie_LSJ an…
7/17/2016 3:53:20 PM
MyLiminality: Officially en route to #Paris and #sharp16!! Very excited for all the
upcoming papers on all things #bookish https://t.co/hsqO8duhQj
7/17/2016 3:55:42 PM
MyLiminality: One of the benefits of the digital age! #sharp16 : Paris and beyond :)
https://t.co/Nq6BCqC4hX
7/17/2016 3:58:37 PM
JasonEnsor: I write digital humanities code, I research 20thC Australian publishers, I
mine bibliographic and cultural data. #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 4:28:23 PM
sharpicecream: RT @nzsydney: #sharp16 check out ile st-louis For heavenly
@sharpicecream
7/17/2016 4:31:21 PM
nzsydney: RT @JasonEnsor: I write digital humanities code, I research 20thC Australian
publishers, I mine bibliographic and cultural data. #iambookhi…
7/17/2016 4:38:41 PM
nzsydney: I explore 19C correspondence networks. I research contemporary
typography. I make book sculptures #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 4:40:28 PM
nzsydney: SHARPists unite! Now! It's #NationalIceCreamDay @sharpicecream
#sharp16
7/17/2016 4:46:21 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @nzsydney: I explore 19C correspondence networks. I research
contemporary typography. I make book sculptures #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 4:51:43 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @nzsydney: I explore 19C correspondence networks. I research
contemporary typography. I make book sculptures #iambookhistory #sharp16

7/17/2016 4:55:27 PM
CorinnaNoRue: I work on 20th/21st c green/children's/paperback/translation publishing
(sometimes all at once) & book sales clubs #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 5:00:36 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @CorinnaNoRue: I work on 20th/21st c
green/children's/paperback/translation publishing (sometimes all at once) & book sales
clubs #iambo…
7/17/2016 5:03:33 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @nzsydney: I explore 19C correspondence networks. I research
contemporary typography. I make book sculptures #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 5:06:51 PM
FgNaharro: I work on science&technology publishing under Franco (1939-1966) #Spain
#PublishingField#iambookhistory Enjoy the #sharp16 @CorinnaNoRue
7/17/2016 5:07:42 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @FgNaharro: I work on science&technology publishing under Franco
(1939-1966) #Spain #PublishingField#iambookhistory Enjoy the #sharp1…
7/17/2016 5:10:09 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @JasonEnsor: I write digital humanities code, I research 20thC
Australian publishers, I mine bibliographic and cultural data. #iambookhi…
7/17/2016 5:10:42 PM
SHARPorg: RT @helensonner: I first discovered @SHARPorg, thanks to tweets from its
annual meeting (in Finland that year). #sharp16 https://t.co/87GRo…
7/17/2016 5:13:31 PM
SHARPorg: RT @NM_Papers: Cab driver dropped a Ninth Gate reference when I told
him I was going to a book history conference. Good to be in Paris. #sh…
7/17/2016 5:14:24 PM
SHARPorg: RT @andiesilva: With the real hashtag this time #sharp16
https://t.co/avMHeRr3E6
7/17/2016 5:14:37 PM
SHARPorg: RT @bookhistories: On my way to Paris for #sharp16 Looking forward to
interesting discussions and encounters. See you soon, @Marie_LSJ an…
7/17/2016 5:15:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MyLiminality: Officially en route to #Paris and #sharp16!! Very excited
for all the upcoming papers on all things #bookish https://t.co…
7/17/2016 5:15:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JasonEnsor: I write digital humanities code, I research 20thC
Australian publishers, I mine bibliographic and cultural data. #iambookhi…
7/17/2016 5:15:13 PM
SHARPorg: RT @nzsydney: I explore 19C correspondence networks. I research
contemporary typography. I make book sculptures #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 5:15:16 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: I work on 20th/21st c
green/children's/paperback/translation publishing (sometimes all at once) & book sales
clubs #iambo…

7/17/2016 5:15:21 PM
SHARPorg: RT @FgNaharro: I work on science&technology publishing under Franco
(1939-1966) #Spain #PublishingField#iambookhistory Enjoy the #sharp1…
7/17/2016 5:15:23 PM
sharpicecream: RT @nzsydney: SHARPists unite! Now! It's #NationalIceCreamDay
@sharpicecream #sharp16
7/17/2016 5:15:32 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @nzsydney: SHARPists unite! Now! It's #NationalIceCreamDay
@sharpicecream #sharp16
7/17/2016 5:16:04 PM
iangadd: I study the early modern book trade and book trade guilds, especially the
Stationers' Company. Also an editor. #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 5:18:56 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @CorinnaNoRue: I work on 20th/21st c
green/children's/paperback/translation publishing (sometimes all at once) & book sales
clubs #iambo…
7/17/2016 5:19:55 PM
ILoveCopyright: I work on 20th/21st C publishing/authorship/translation/copyright
(sometimes all at once too) #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 5:21:26 PM
JocHargrave: I am an editor, I researched editorial practice in EM England for PhD & I
hope to research 19C Aust practice soon. #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 5:24:34 PM
IES_London: The latest Institute of English Studies! https://t.co/1BsEe28LuD Thanks to
@joe_oliver @Frank11Guinness @CarrieGrif #sharp16 #bcpoli
7/17/2016 5:29:01 PM
cathfeely: I have sworn off conferences this summer to get writing done, but a little
twinge of regret for #sharp16 in Paris. Have fun!
7/17/2016 5:30:31 PM
JohnClibbens: RT @IES_London: The latest Institute of English Studies!
https://t.co/1BsEe28LuD Thanks to @joe_oliver @Frank11Guinness @CarrieGrif
#sharp1…
7/17/2016 5:31:23 PM
OUHOSCollection: RT @SHARPorg: #sharp16 begins tomorrow! And, as is now
traditional, SHARP will award prizes to the best tweeters over the next week.
7/17/2016 5:31:54 PM
OUHOSCollection: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the
conference using the #sharp16. You don’t even need to be present in Paris…
7/17/2016 5:31:57 PM
lesliehowsam: I am a historian, of c19-20 Britain/British world. I research publishing of
#historybooks & think about b.h. #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 5:32:16 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Literary historian of reading practices with a 19th/20thC focus, also
work on author-publisher relations & editing #sharp16 #iambookhistory

7/17/2016 5:34:00 PM
wynkenhimself: #iambookhistory I study how early books were printed & how digital
media represents & distributes them. Missing Paris but here for #sharp16!
7/17/2016 5:36:41 PM
lesliehowsam: I've had to cancel trip to Paris for #sharp16 (family illness) but will be
glued to Twitter.
7/17/2016 5:51:31 PM
lisejaillant: I work on 20th century literary institutions, with a particular focus on AngloAmerican commercial publishers #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 6:04:32 PM
lisejaillant: ... or attend the #sharp16 conference @laBnF ! https://t.co/QYIV5oKxNb
7/17/2016 6:12:05 PM
arbuckle_alyssa: En route to Paris for #sharp16. Looking forward to seeing everyone &
to excellent discussions!
7/17/2016 6:14:17 PM
mhbeals: In Paris tonight for #SHARP16 and I don't think I signed up for anything
tomorrow. What is everyone doing?
7/17/2016 6:19:11 PM
DigiVictorian: Heading to Paris tomorrow for the #sharp16 conference. I'll be talking
about @VictorianHumour. See you all there! https://t.co/nZaoPE7ev4
7/17/2016 6:19:47 PM
cathfeely: RT @Beth_driscoll: I’m following #sharp16 tweets from Paris this week,
suggest doing the same if you’re interested in books, authors, readi…
7/17/2016 6:24:49 PM
MsFloraPoste: RT @Beth_driscoll: I’m following #sharp16 tweets from Paris this week,
suggest doing the same if you’re interested in books, authors, readi…
7/17/2016 6:27:31 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @DigiVictorian: Heading to Paris tomorrow for the #sharp16
conference. I'll be talking about @VictorianHumour. See you all there! https:…
7/17/2016 6:33:48 PM
sarahebull: I study Victorian medical publishing and its politics, and the trade in books
about sex #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 6:42:11 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @DigiVictorian: Heading to Paris tomorrow for the #sharp16
conference. I'll be talking about @VictorianHumour. See you all there! https:…
7/17/2016 6:43:29 PM
RE_StOnge: Amusez-vous bien à Paris, mes chers collègues ! #sharp16
7/17/2016 6:44:04 PM
sarahebull: Packed and ready for #sharp16 — can't wait to nerd out with other book
historians in Paris this week!
7/17/2016 6:47:30 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Slideshow finished, now packing for #Sharp16. See you all in Paris
tomorrow! https://t.co/9F169w9AdY

7/17/2016 6:48:48 PM
RareBookLibAntw: I work on 17-18C printing and newspapers in the Southern Low
Countries, mostly material/bibliographical stuff #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 6:49:57 PM
TimidWerewolf: RT @DigiVictorian: Heading to Paris tomorrow for the #sharp16
conference. I'll be talking about @VictorianHumour. See you all there! https:…
7/17/2016 7:03:23 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @sarahebull: I study Victorian medical publishing and its politics,
and the trade in books about sex #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 7:08:39 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @sarahebull: Packed and ready for #sharp16 — can't wait to nerd
out with other book historians in Paris this week!
7/17/2016 7:08:45 PM
SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16 Programme:
https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharpparis2016
7/17/2016 7:09:40 PM
MitchFraas: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/17/2016 7:10:41 PM
Tetens: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16 Programme:
https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/17/2016 7:10:51 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/17/2016 7:14:46 PM
MelissaMakala: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/17/2016 7:27:55 PM
amndw2: Waving to #sharp16 from afar (I'm taking a NEH seminar this summer and
can't make it). Enjoy Paris, all of you!
7/17/2016 7:34:25 PM
BarnardStuart: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/17/2016 7:36:09 PM
vivdunstan: Looking forward to 1 day at #sharp16. Have PhD in Scottish reading habits.
More widely social, cultural and urban historian. #iambookhistory
7/17/2016 7:39:35 PM
vivdunstan: I envy fellow book historians who can attend more/all of #sharp16 Due to
neurological illness I can only manage day there. Still will enjoy.
7/17/2016 7:41:25 PM
vivdunstan: If any prior contacts / new people / Twitter friends want to say hi I should
be easy to spot in pink coat + wheelchair. #sharp16

7/17/2016 7:42:11 PM
edrabinski: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16 Programme:
https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/17/2016 7:43:07 PM
DigiVictorian: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/17/2016 7:53:23 PM
superHH: Bien arrivée à Paris après une alerte au colis piégé Gare du Nord. Que
d'émotions! Prête pour demain et #sharp16.
7/17/2016 7:54:58 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Follow us all on Twitter #sharp16 and hope to see you at a future
SHARP conference? https://t.co/s4GIfggXiP
7/17/2016 7:57:43 PM
superHH: I highly recommend going to the dalle des olympiades: amazing Asian
restaurants, food stores, etc. the Parisian Chinatown. #sharp16
7/17/2016 7:57:46 PM
casbc2: RT @RE_StOnge: Amusez-vous bien à Paris, mes chers collègues ! #sharp16
7/17/2016 7:57:48 PM
casbc2: RT @lisejaillant: I work on 20th century literary institutions, with a particular
focus on Anglo-American commercial publishers #iambookhis…
7/17/2016 7:58:15 PM
casbc2: RT @lesliehowsam: I am a historian, of c19-20 Britain/British world. I research
publishing of #historybooks & think about b.h. #iambookhist…
7/17/2016 7:58:37 PM
ScoreMelissa: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/17/2016 8:03:30 PM
roaringgirle: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/17/2016 8:47:10 PM
JasonEnsor: Twas the night before #sharp16 #iambookhistory
https://t.co/zZ9XHDoA99
7/17/2016 8:49:48 PM
sharpicecream: La cinquieme, surtout #sharp16 https://t.co/qNfKv9GVsJ
7/17/2016 8:51:26 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @JasonEnsor: Twas the night before #sharp16 #iambookhistory
https://t.co/zZ9XHDoA99
7/17/2016 8:52:11 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @lisejaillant: I work on 20th century literary institutions, with a
particular focus on Anglo-American commercial publishers #iambookhis…
7/17/2016 8:53:19 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @iangadd: I study the early modern book trade and book trade guilds,
especially the Stationers' Company. Also an editor. #iambookhistory…

7/17/2016 8:53:22 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @JocHargrave: I am an editor, I researched editorial practice in EM
England for PhD & I hope to research 19C Aust practice soon. #iamboo…
7/17/2016 8:53:25 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @vivdunstan: Looking forward to 1 day at #sharp16. Have PhD in
Scottish reading habits. More widely social, cultural and urban historian…
7/17/2016 8:53:31 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @RareBookLibAntw: I work on 17-18C printing and newspapers in the
Southern Low Countries, mostly material/bibliographical stuff #iambook…
7/17/2016 8:53:34 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @sarahebull: I study Victorian medical publishing and its politics, and
the trade in books about sex #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 8:53:37 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @wynkenhimself: #iambookhistory I study how early books were
printed & how digital media represents & distributes them. Missing Paris bu…
7/17/2016 8:53:40 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Literary historian of reading practices with a
19th/20thC focus, also work on author-publisher relations & editing #sharp…
7/17/2016 8:53:45 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @lesliehowsam: I am a historian, of c19-20 Britain/British world. I
research publishing of #historybooks & think about b.h. #iambookhist…
7/17/2016 8:53:49 PM
sharpicecream: Je suis arrivee/I am in the house #sharp16 https://t.co/PTlEf36jTX
7/17/2016 8:54:13 PM
sharpicecream: Je suis delicieuse #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 8:55:27 PM
sharpicecream: Who are these jokers? #sharp16 https://t.co/h96LAhDSLd
7/17/2016 8:56:28 PM
khj5c: RT @sharpicecream: Je suis arrivee/I am in the house #sharp16
https://t.co/PTlEf36jTX
7/17/2016 8:56:43 PM
MyLiminality: I work on #scrapbooks and other archived ephemera. I am #prototyping
#DH data visualizations. I study media theory #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/17/2016 9:02:05 PM
sharpicecream: Bof #sharp16 https://t.co/Q10owSPrQg
7/17/2016 9:02:25 PM
roaringgirle: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using social
media at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…
7/17/2016 9:04:48 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JasonEnsor: Twas the night before #sharp16 #iambookhistory
https://t.co/zZ9XHDoA99

7/17/2016 9:05:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: I highly recommend going to the dalle des olympiades:
amazing Asian restaurants, food stores, etc. the Parisian Chinatown. #sh…
7/17/2016 9:05:15 PM
khj5c: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using social media
at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…
7/17/2016 9:21:33 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @JasonEnsor: Twas the night before #sharp16 #iambookhistory
https://t.co/zZ9XHDoA99
7/17/2016 9:26:46 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Je suis arrivee/I am in the house #sharp16
https://t.co/PTlEf36jTX
7/17/2016 9:27:20 PM
sharpicecream: Professor Snape will be delivering the opening plenary at #sharp16, I
am pleased to announce #NationalIceCreamDay https://t.co/z7RgMuwDmd
7/17/2016 9:58:18 PM
drjanepotter: Really pleased to back in #Paris for #sharp16 https://t.co/nSVvTsIHRR
7/17/2016 10:06:35 PM
sharpicecream: @helensonner Merci Helen. Have an ice cream from afar #sharp16
7/17/2016 10:06:52 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/17/2016 10:12:24 PM
sharpicecream: Allez, au dodo, mes braves. C'est du travail demain ☹☹ #sharp16
7/17/2016 10:14:10 PM
helensonner: Tweet well, folks! #sharp16 #SRS2016
7/17/2016 10:16:17 PM
SRSRenSoc: RT @helensonner: Tweet well, folks! #sharp16 #SRS2016
7/17/2016 10:17:32 PM
iangadd: RT @JasonEnsor: Twas the night before #sharp16 #iambookhistory
https://t.co/zZ9XHDoA99
7/17/2016 10:32:28 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Looking forward to watching the action in Paris for #sharp16!
7/17/2016 10:33:23 PM
archivejournal: For those who want to follow along with #sharp16:
https://t.co/tuhydnO4pq
7/17/2016 10:35:42 PM
AmyHildrethChen: For those who want to follow along with #sharp16:
https://t.co/QYtyf4Q4qY
7/17/2016 10:35:42 PM
hobbb: I look at how 19C UK local newspapers operated as a national publishing
platform that rivalled the book #iambookhistory #sharp16

7/17/2016 11:25:48 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @drjanepotter: Really pleased to back in #Paris for #sharp16
https://t.co/nSVvTsIHRR
7/18/2016 3:56:47 AM
sharpparis2016: Bonjour, Paris! #sharp16 https://t.co/C4lGtuqwOL
7/18/2016 5:19:05 AM
superHH: #sharp16 is taking place in two different locations: this is how you get to
them. https://t.co/soU76ODZoZ
7/18/2016 5:25:54 AM
bookhistorynetw: I connect German-area scholars w/ one another & showcase their BH
& print culture events #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/Qvop1q3qxI
7/18/2016 5:30:20 AM
bookhistorynetw: Bonjour à tous! Several of our associated scholars are at #sharp16
this week. We look forward to interesting panels & vibrant discussions!
7/18/2016 5:31:46 AM
sharpicecream: RT @sharpparis2016: Bonjour, Paris! #sharp16
https://t.co/C4lGtuqwOL
7/18/2016 5:32:57 AM
AmAntiquarian: RT @bookhistorynetw: Bonjour à tous! Several of our associated
scholars are at #sharp16 this week. We look forward to interesting panels &…
7/18/2016 5:33:01 AM
DigiVictorian: I'm a historian of Victorian popular culture; interested in periodicals,
jokes, transatlantic exchanges, & dh. #sharp16 #iambookhistory
7/18/2016 5:38:30 AM
bookhistories: This is happening today at 10:00! #sharp16 https://t.co/NYdM2QJnVJ
7/18/2016 5:40:19 AM
roaringgirle: hashtag of the week: #sharp16sad i can't be there. but it's one of the
best-tweeted conferences, so i'll be following along from afar.
7/18/2016 5:48:30 AM
PazUtzin: RT @DigiVictorian: I'm a historian of Victorian popular culture; interested in
periodicals, jokes, transatlantic exchanges, & dh. #sharp16…
7/18/2016 5:50:08 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @sharpicecream: Je suis delicieuse #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 5:53:18 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @MyLiminality: I work on #scrapbooks and other archived ephemera. I
am #prototyping #DH data visualizations. I study media theory #iambo…
7/18/2016 5:53:25 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @hobbb: I look at how 19C UK local newspapers operated as a national
publishing platform that rivalled the book #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 5:53:36 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @bookhistorynetw: I connect German-area scholars w/ one another &
showcase their BH & print culture events #iambookhistory #sharp16 http…

7/18/2016 5:53:42 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @DigiVictorian: I'm a historian of Victorian popular culture; interested
in periodicals, jokes, transatlantic exchanges, & dh. #sharp16…
7/18/2016 5:53:48 AM
jotis13: Ah, Paris is just as smoker-friendly as Montreal. Going to have to be careful to
keep out of the hospital this week :/ #asthmasucks #sharp16
7/18/2016 5:58:54 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: This is happening today at 10:00! #sharp16
https://t.co/NYdM2QJnVJ
7/18/2016 6:00:27 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @hobbb: I look at how 19C UK local newspapers operated as a
national publishing platform that rivalled the book #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 6:00:55 AM
khetiwe24: RT @sharpicecream: Je suis delicieuse #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 6:03:23 AM
khetiwe24: RT @sharpparis2016: Bonjour, Paris! #sharp16 https://t.co/C4lGtuqwOL
7/18/2016 6:03:49 AM
khetiwe24: RT @gbarnhisel: On my Paris map from my first visit (1991) the BNF and
the Parc de Bercy were still secteurs en travaux #sharp16 https://t.…
7/18/2016 6:05:02 AM
BedsEnglish: RT @sharpparis2016: Bonjour, Paris! #sharp16 https://t.co/C4lGtuqwOL
7/18/2016 6:06:15 AM
NicDarwood: RT @sharpparis2016: Bonjour, Paris! #sharp16 https://t.co/C4lGtuqwOL
7/18/2016 6:07:24 AM
SHARPorg: Good morning Paris! #sharp16 begins today with workshops, the meeting of
the Executive Council, and, this afternoon, a plenary lecture
7/18/2016 6:13:20 AM
SHARPorg: Follow #sharp16 and @sharp16 for tweets about the conference. The
programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSThe abstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf
7/18/2016 6:13:26 AM
SHARPorg: ICYMI #sharp16 Social media guidelines: https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx
7/18/2016 6:13:29 AM
SHARPorg: If this is your a #firsttimer at #sharp16, please tweet us to let us know! Tell
us where you’re from and what your topic is.
7/18/2016 6:13:33 AM
SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically & disciplinarily diverse: do
follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory hashtag! #sharp16
7/18/2016 6:13:42 AM
SHARPorg: And finally, remember there’s a #sharp16 Twitter prize! Winners announced
at the AGM. https://t.co/qYFFkYsVPe
7/18/2016 6:13:49 AM

SHARPorg: RT @bookhistories: This is happening today at 10:00! #sharp16
https://t.co/NYdM2QJnVJ
7/18/2016 6:14:23 AM
SHARPorg: RT @DigiVictorian: I'm a historian of Victorian popular culture; interested in
periodicals, jokes, transatlantic exchanges, & dh. #sharp16…
7/18/2016 6:14:27 AM
SHARPorg: RT @hobbb: I look at how 19C UK local newspapers operated as a national
publishing platform that rivalled the book #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 6:14:30 AM
SHARPorg: RT @MyLiminality: I work on #scrapbooks and other archived ephemera. I
am #prototyping #DH data visualizations. I study media theory #iambo…
7/18/2016 6:14:35 AM
SHARPorg: RT @bookhistorynetw: I connect German-area scholars w/ one another &
showcase their BH & print culture events #iambookhistory #sharp16 http…
7/18/2016 6:14:43 AM
SHARPorg: RT @vivdunstan: Looking forward to 1 day at #sharp16. Have PhD in
Scottish reading habits. More widely social, cultural and urban historian…
7/18/2016 6:14:56 AM
SHARPorg: RT @RareBookLibAntw: I work on 17-18C printing and newspapers in the
Southern Low Countries, mostly material/bibliographical stuff #iambook…
7/18/2016 6:14:58 AM
SHARPorg: RT @sarahebull: I study Victorian medical publishing and its politics, and the
trade in books about sex #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 6:15:01 AM
SHARPorg: RT @lisejaillant: I work on 20th century literary institutions, with a
particular focus on Anglo-American commercial publishers #iambookhis…
7/18/2016 6:15:03 AM
SHARPorg: RT @wynkenhimself: #iambookhistory I study how early books were printed
& how digital media represents & distributes them. Missing Paris bu…
7/18/2016 6:15:06 AM
SHARPorg: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Literary historian of reading practices with a
19th/20thC focus, also work on author-publisher relations & editing #sharp…
7/18/2016 6:15:08 AM
SHARPorg: RT @lesliehowsam: I am a historian, of c19-20 Britain/British world. I
research publishing of #historybooks & think about b.h. #iambookhist…
7/18/2016 6:15:11 AM
SHARPorg: RT @JocHargrave: I am an editor, I researched editorial practice in EM
England for PhD & I hope to research 19C Aust practice soon. #iamboo…
7/18/2016 6:15:14 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ILoveCopyright: I work on 20th/21st C
publishing/authorship/translation/copyright (sometimes all at once too) #iambookhistory
#sharp16
7/18/2016 6:15:17 AM

vic_reader: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Literary historian of reading practices with a
19th/20thC focus, also work on author-publisher relations & editing #sharp…
7/18/2016 6:16:56 AM
vic_reader: RT @lesliehowsam: I am a historian, of c19-20 Britain/British world. I
research publishing of #historybooks & think about b.h. #iambookhist…
7/18/2016 6:16:57 AM
vic_reader: RT @lisejaillant: I work on 20th century literary institutions, with a
particular focus on Anglo-American commercial publishers #iambookhis…
7/18/2016 6:17:04 AM
vic_reader: RT @vivdunstan: Looking forward to 1 day at #sharp16. Have PhD in
Scottish reading habits. More widely social, cultural and urban historian…
7/18/2016 6:17:20 AM
vic_reader: RT @MyLiminality: I work on #scrapbooks and other archived ephemera. I
am #prototyping #DH data visualizations. I study media theory #iambo…
7/18/2016 6:17:26 AM
FulgenzioZama: RT @DigiVictorian: I'm a historian of Victorian popular culture;
interested in periodicals, jokes, transatlantic exchanges, & dh. #sharp16…
7/18/2016 6:21:07 AM
Freya_Gowrley: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 6:22:47 AM
Marie_LSJ: Lovely gin from some far off Scottish isle, courtesy of @JanHillgaertner : too
early a start but #sharp16 here we come with @bookhistories!
7/18/2016 6:26:01 AM
NoraCBenedict: RT @sharpparis2016: Bonjour, Paris! #sharp16
https://t.co/C4lGtuqwOL
7/18/2016 6:26:31 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 6:26:40 AM
CherylSearch: Library historian with a new focus: the print network of the
environmental movement. #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 6:28:28 AM
EduardoEzkurra: RT @bookhistorynetw: Bonjour à tous! Several of our associated
scholars are at #sharp16 this week. We look forward to interesting panels &…
7/18/2016 6:29:00 AM
NoraCBenedict: I work on 20th c. Argentine publishing and book markets, mainly all
things #Borges #iambookhistory #sharp16 #firsttimer
7/18/2016 6:30:50 AM
jotis13: RT @SHARPorg: All you need to participate is to tweet about the conference
using the #sharp16. You don’t even need to be present in Paris…
7/18/2016 6:34:38 AM
khj5c: I manage the @booktracesuva team. We find & catalog marginalia in pre-1923
books at @UVaLibrary. #sharp16 #firsttimer #iambookhistory

7/18/2016 6:38:22 AM
sprowberry: Looking forward to hearing all about exciting current doctoral research
today at #sharp16
7/18/2016 6:46:04 AM
sprowberry: There also seems to be a greater volume (and variety) of ebook research
at #sharp16 which is good to see!
7/18/2016 6:47:28 AM
penflourished: Getting ready! Looking forward to a fascinating week at #sharp16
7/18/2016 7:05:12 AM
superHH: Heading to the Bibliothèque de l'Arsenal this morning as part of #sharp16. At
noon, I will not forget the victims of #Nice. #minuteofsilence
7/18/2016 7:13:24 AM
R_Jagersma: En route to Paris for #SHARP16
7/18/2016 7:14:33 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 7:16:02 AM
sharpicecream: J'adore! ☹☹ #sharp16 https://t.co/y18cnm4MPZ
7/18/2016 7:16:30 AM
bittenpub: RT @sharpparis2016: Bonjour, Paris! #sharp16 https://t.co/C4lGtuqwOL
7/18/2016 7:17:50 AM
stirpublishing: .@Stir_Research staff & PhDs at #sharp16 this week @ClaireSquires
@sprowberry @StevieLMarsden @maxinebranagh & Lauren Weiss @litandlang
7/18/2016 7:32:32 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @stirpublishing: .@Stir_Research staff & PhDs at #sharp16 this week
@ClaireSquires @sprowberry @StevieLMarsden @maxinebranagh & Lauren W…
7/18/2016 7:34:00 AM
EmilyDourish: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 7:38:46 AM
Marie_LSJ: Having nerdgasms leafing through the program! I study penny bloods
(London's cheap serials) in 19 c. global culture #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 7:41:02 AM
ClaireSquires: I research late 20c/21c publishing, book prizes, lit events. Oh, & writing
a kids' book with some bk history themes #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 7:42:09 AM
NoraCBenedict: Conference swag. #sharp16 https://t.co/d1TFZbhkIX
7/18/2016 7:45:19 AM
uclpublishing: RT @ILoveCopyright: I work on 20th/21st C
publishing/authorship/translation/copyright (sometimes all at once too) #iambookhistory
#sharp16

7/18/2016 7:46:24 AM
Stir_Research: Follow the conference activities of @stirpublishing cohort at @SHARPorg
via #sharp16 https://t.co/QAWnvsordu
7/18/2016 7:52:24 AM
suff66: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically & disciplinarily
diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 7:52:36 AM
celinea43: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 7:53:51 AM
celinea43: RT @lesliehowsam: I am a historian, of c19-20 Britain/British world. I
research publishing of #historybooks & think about b.h. #iambookhist…
7/18/2016 7:54:25 AM
Marie_LSJ: Tiny rooms for the doctoral workshops and no wifi =( I won't be able to livetweet about translation with @max and @bookhistories #sharp16
7/18/2016 8:00:27 AM
sprowberry: RT @stirpublishing: .@Stir_Research staff & PhDs at #sharp16 this week
@ClaireSquires @sprowberry @StevieLMarsden @maxinebranagh & Lauren W…
7/18/2016 8:00:44 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 8:04:47 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @CherylSearch: Library historian with a new focus: the print network of
the environmental movement. #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 8:05:07 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @NoraCBenedict: I work on 20th c. Argentine publishing and book
markets, mainly all things #Borges #iambookhistory #sharp16 #firsttimer
7/18/2016 8:05:14 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @Marie_LSJ: Having nerdgasms leafing through the program! I study
penny bloods (London's cheap serials) in 19 c. global culture #iambook…
7/18/2016 8:07:41 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @ClaireSquires: I research late 20c/21c publishing, book prizes, lit
events. Oh, & writing a kids' book with some bk history themes #iam…
7/18/2016 8:07:53 AM
khetiwe24: RT @archivejournal: For those who want to follow along with #sharp16:
https://t.co/tuhydnO4pq
7/18/2016 8:12:42 AM
khetiwe24: RT @JasonEnsor: I write digital humanities code, I research 20thC
Australian publishers, I mine bibliographic and cultural data. #iambookhi…
7/18/2016 8:13:56 AM
HFranceWebsite: RT @JHIdeas: Going to #Sharp16, #twitterstorians? Let us know; we
would love a write-up! @SHARPorg #bookhistory #historyofthebook https://t…

7/18/2016 8:14:20 AM
khetiwe24: RT @JHIdeas: Going to #Sharp16, #twitterstorians? Let us know; we would
love a write-up! @SHARPorg #bookhistory #historyofthebook https://t…
7/18/2016 8:14:20 AM
praymurray: In the sweet spot where book history & digital hums collide; also social
justice, gender, videogames, comics & tech #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 8:20:14 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @praymurray: In the sweet spot where book history & digital hums
collide; also social justice, gender, videogames, comics & tech #iamboo…
7/18/2016 8:23:10 AM
earlymodatLancs: This week: following #sharp16 #SRS2016
7/18/2016 8:27:25 AM
SRSRenSoc: RT @earlymodatLancs: This week: following #sharp16 #SRS2016
7/18/2016 8:39:39 AM
JasonEnsor: "A room without #sharp16 is like a body without a soul" #iambookhistory
ping @SHARPorg https://t.co/QQfYJy0xlZ
7/18/2016 8:40:15 AM
sgediting: I write mostly about editing, and started looking at NYC publishing in the
1950s #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 8:46:23 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @sgediting: I write mostly about editing, and started looking at NYC
publishing in the 1950s #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 8:48:28 AM
SHARPorg: RT @JasonEnsor: "A room without #sharp16 is like a body without a soul"
#iambookhistory ping @SHARPorg https://t.co/QQfYJy0xlZ
7/18/2016 8:49:31 AM
sharpicecream: Ou sont les glaces? #sharp16 https://t.co/HQEeXt4caT
7/18/2016 8:58:55 AM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: In the sweet spot where book history & digital hums
collide; also social justice, gender, videogames, comics & tech #iamboo…
7/18/2016 8:59:01 AM
stirpublishing: RT @Stir_Research: Follow the conference activities of @stirpublishing
cohort at @SHARPorg via #sharp16 https://t.co/QAWnvsordu
7/18/2016 8:59:55 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @Stir_Research: Follow the conference activities of @stirpublishing
cohort at @SHARPorg via #sharp16 https://t.co/QAWnvsordu
7/18/2016 9:00:28 AM
_MattShaw: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 9:04:19 AM
IHR_Library: Best wishes for #sharp16. Say 'hello' to Stijn, our current Low Countries
fellow if you see him

7/18/2016 9:09:36 AM
praymurray: Even if you're not with us in sunny Paree, do let us know what you do,
how & where, if we're your people. #sharp16 https://t.co/HWlEYsdhey
7/18/2016 9:10:46 AM
EduRLiq: RT @FgNaharro: I work on science&technology publishing under Franco (19391966) #Spain #PublishingField#iambookhistory Enjoy the #sharp1…
7/18/2016 9:10:58 AM
IHR_Library: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 9:11:35 AM
ScoreMelissa: RT @hobbb: I look at how 19C UK local newspapers operated as a
national publishing platform that rivalled the book #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 9:13:03 AM
rmathematicus: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 9:15:46 AM
praymurray: Speak a lang other than Fr/Eng & can translate the gist of a talk to
colleagues? come find me & my badges #sharp16 https://t.co/c5XXVDRXtt
7/18/2016 9:23:51 AM
Uniformbooks: David Barrett in @ArtMonthly on Michael Hampton's 'Unshelfmarked:
Reconceiving the artists' book' https://t.co/Ok5dK77vmN #sharp16
7/18/2016 9:37:25 AM
vilmastuttle: RT @Uniformbooks: David Barrett in @ArtMonthly on Michael Hampton's
'Unshelfmarked: Reconceiving the artists' book' https://t.co/Ok5dK77vm…
7/18/2016 9:49:41 AM
praymurray: For more on how these badges make our conf. experience more diverse &
welcoming, do read @elikaortega here: https://t.co/Pf4yTTsYhP #sharp16
7/18/2016 9:50:10 AM
Ajprescott: RT @Uniformbooks: David Barrett in @ArtMonthly on Michael Hampton's
'Unshelfmarked: Reconceiving the artists' book' https://t.co/Ok5dK77vm…
7/18/2016 9:57:20 AM
earlymodernjohn: Very jealous of fellow early modernists in Paris for #sharp16 and in
Glasgow (the Paris of the north) for #SRS2016. Have an amazing time!
7/18/2016 10:01:31 AM
EModCam: RT @earlymodernjohn: Very jealous of fellow early modernists in Paris for
#sharp16 and in Glasgow (the Paris of the north) for #SRS2016. Ha…
7/18/2016 10:03:14 AM
MyLiminality: A sobering moment of silence in the main hall of the #bnf for #Nice. <\3
#sharp16
7/18/2016 10:04:45 AM
tmg7d: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically & disciplinarily
diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…

7/18/2016 10:08:12 AM
MyLiminality: First panel of the day at #sharp16! @harrietta3 presenting on the
#languages and #translation. https://t.co/Q3hTi55qGv
7/18/2016 10:09:30 AM
tmg7d: Prepping for my presentation on lithographic souvenir books at #sharp16 this
afternoon! https://t.co/ViighpnoJf
7/18/2016 10:10:57 AM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @praymurray: In the sweet spot where book history & digital
hums collide; also social justice, gender, videogames, comics & tech #iamboo…
7/18/2016 10:15:43 AM
JocHargrave: Preconference workshop 'Words of books' really interesting & a pleasure
to attend. Lots to tweet! #sharp16
7/18/2016 10:16:07 AM
katymilligan: RT @Uniformbooks: David Barrett in @ArtMonthly on Michael Hampton's
'Unshelfmarked: Reconceiving the artists' book' https://t.co/Ok5dK77vm…
7/18/2016 10:19:50 AM
cathys_collins: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/18/2016 10:22:26 AM
JocHargrave: Inscription meaning that a person has bequested a book to a library = ex
legato. #WordsOfBooks #sharp16
7/18/2016 10:23:02 AM
JocHargrave: Binder's instructions in incunabula = registrum. #WordsOfBooks
#sharp16
7/18/2016 10:23:37 AM
JocHargrave: False friend for imprint in German = impressum. #WordsOfBooks
#sharp16
7/18/2016 10:24:09 AM
JocHargrave: Singe = French jargon for compositor. #WordsOfBooks #sharp16
7/18/2016 10:24:40 AM
JasonEnsor: You can now print your pinned #sharp16 abstracts when in list view - or
save to PDF in Google Chrome. https://t.co/z1TTtN3DAx
7/18/2016 10:25:42 AM
FR_Conversation: Combattre la #barbarie avec les #livres et #chercheurs du congrès
#sharp16 @ParisLumieres https://t.co/Psx7LQk5Fs https://t.co/VK7XeytoGd
7/18/2016 10:30:35 AM
mazarines: RT @SHARPorg: Follow #sharp16 and @sharp16 for tweets about the
conference. The programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSThe abstracts: https://t…
7/18/2016 10:34:34 AM
roaringgirle: INTERDIT! can you imagine such a travesty, @sharpicecream? good thing
this isn't à paris! #sharp16 https://t.co/0ORRx4k6Ie
7/18/2016 10:39:24 AM

sharpicecream: First they try to hack me, then to forbid me #sharp16
https://t.co/5PU2Lq6i35
7/18/2016 10:42:39 AM
praymurray: We @ SHARP News are looking for 3 people to write conference reports for
#sharp16 - pls do get in touch if you'd like to contribute!
7/18/2016 10:43:28 AM
praymurray: First timers especially welcome. #sharp16 https://t.co/zHh42e2GLW
7/18/2016 10:44:01 AM
ElodieDuche: RT @vincentchabault: Programme complet et copieux ici :
https://t.co/7jkZZabgoU #SHARP16 https://t.co/EsT5cixUDS
7/18/2016 10:44:26 AM
ElodieDuche: RT @B_U_LA_C: La #BULAC accueille le congrès @sharpparis2016 (1822/07) pour 42 conférences ! https://t.co/riqDCwbl2L #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/18/2016 10:44:38 AM
praymurray: In which @JasonEnsor works his magic on a more reader/user friendly
programme for #sharp16 - enjoy! https://t.co/8Tqhp2M2Hk
7/18/2016 10:47:24 AM
khetiwe24: RT @MyLiminality: A sobering moment of silence in the main hall of the
#bnf for #Nice. <\3 #sharp16
7/18/2016 10:59:16 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @praymurray: In which @JasonEnsor works his magic on a more
reader/user friendly programme for #sharp16 - enjoy! https://t.co/8Tqhp2M2Hk
7/18/2016 10:59:42 AM
khetiwe24: RT @praymurray: In which @JasonEnsor works his magic on a more
reader/user friendly programme for #sharp16 - enjoy! https://t.co/8Tqhp2M2Hk
7/18/2016 11:00:37 AM
H_WRBI: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically & disciplinarily
diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 11:04:49 AM
NoraCBenedict: So many interesting talks on #publishing and #editing this morning! A
great start to #sharp16
7/18/2016 11:09:43 AM
OUHOSCollection: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 11:10:55 AM
EJ4Erdington: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 11:11:53 AM
sharpparis2016: RT @praymurray: We @ SHARP News are looking for 3 people to write
conference reports for #sharp16 - pls do get in touch if you'd like to co…
7/18/2016 11:13:31 AM
celinea43: RT @DigiVictorian: Heading to Paris tomorrow for the #sharp16 conference.
I'll be talking about @VictorianHumour. See you all there! https:…

7/18/2016 11:18:26 AM
H_WRBI: RT @JHIdeas: Going to #Sharp16, #twitterstorians? Let us know; we would
love a write-up! @SHARPorg #bookhistory #historyofthebook https://t…
7/18/2016 11:20:02 AM
sharpicecream: I will feature in these, I hope #sharp16 https://t.co/6lthygSesA
7/18/2016 11:38:38 AM
heatherfro: so obviously the hashtags of the week are#SRS2016 (Renaissance
Studies)#sharp16 (book history)
7/18/2016 12:04:30 PM
genschaffner: (alert: I'm at #sharp16 this week, effervescing about the history of print
culture, and burbling about food opportunities - mute as needed)
7/18/2016 12:08:57 PM
casbc2: Book culture/histoire du livre scholars who meet at #congressh in Canada.
#iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 12:11:29 PM
sarahebull: RT @sharpicecream: I will feature in these, I hope #sharp16
https://t.co/6lthygSesA
7/18/2016 12:12:50 PM
SRSRenSoc: RT @heatherfro: so obviously the hashtags of the week are#SRS2016
(Renaissance Studies)#sharp16 (book history)
7/18/2016 12:13:36 PM
erinannmcc: @heatherfro @RECIRC_ I <3 counting. Does here=#sharp16 or #srs2016?
Either way, no — I'm back at the @MooreInst writing for a few weeks!
7/18/2016 12:14:55 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @casbc2: Book culture/histoire du livre scholars who meet at
#congressh in Canada. #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 12:15:31 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @casbc2: Book culture/histoire du livre scholars who meet at
#congressh in Canada. #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 12:15:57 PM
bookhistories: Charlotte Kempf: 13 of 16 books printed by Schilling (one of the earliest
French printers) were printed in Latin and 3/16 in French #sharp16
7/18/2016 12:24:51 PM
CdnLibraryNews: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 12:25:19 PM
CdnLibraryNews: RT @SHARPorg: Follow #sharp16 and @sharp16 for tweets about the
conference. The programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSThe abstracts: https://t…
7/18/2016 12:25:26 PM
MaddockCarol: @casbc2 All the cool kids seem to be using #sharp16! @lesliehowsam
7/18/2016 12:28:31 PM
Marie_LSJ: Beautiful concept by Charlotte Kempf: "livres taciturnes" or "taciturn books",
giving little info on their publishers/printers #sharp16

7/18/2016 12:29:33 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @stirpublishing: .@Stir_Research staff & PhDs at #sharp16 this
week @ClaireSquires @sprowberry @StevieLMarsden @maxinebranagh & Lauren W…
7/18/2016 12:32:54 PM
DrSKBarker: Hoping this means #sharp16 will one of those conferences where you keep
seeing people you know, rather than where you miss them @magaelfa
7/18/2016 12:36:58 PM
casbc2: RT @MaddockCarol: @casbc2 All the cool kids seem to be using #sharp16!
@lesliehowsam
7/18/2016 12:41:51 PM
khj5c: I am delighted to see Finland well represented here at #sharp16
7/18/2016 12:42:19 PM
vivdunstan: This morning's crepes in Paris. @sharpicecream there was ice cream
(strawberry, coconut) in our milkshakes! #sharp16 https://t.co/xCfgbGnVLl
7/18/2016 12:43:29 PM
CitizenWald: RT @praymurray: In which @JasonEnsor works his magic on a more
reader/user friendly programme for #sharp16 - enjoy! https://t.co/8Tqhp2M2Hk
7/18/2016 12:44:38 PM
CitizenWald: RT @praymurray: First timers especially welcome. #sharp16
https://t.co/zHh42e2GLW
7/18/2016 12:44:42 PM
gbarnhisel: The nice thing about the 1990s being dead and gone is that the Gipsy Kings
aren't the soundtrack at every restaurant in Paris #sharp16
7/18/2016 12:45:13 PM
CitizenWald: RT @FR_Conversation: Combattre la #barbarie avec les #livres et
#chercheurs du congrès #sharp16 @ParisLumieres https://t.co/Psx7LQk5Fs http…
7/18/2016 12:45:37 PM
CitizenWald: RT @JasonEnsor: You can now print your pinned #sharp16 abstracts when
in list view - or save to PDF in Google Chrome. https://t.co/z1TTtN3D…
7/18/2016 12:45:43 PM
CitizenWald: RT @JasonEnsor: "A room without #sharp16 is like a body without a soul"
#iambookhistory ping @SHARPorg https://t.co/QQfYJy0xlZ
7/18/2016 12:46:49 PM
CitizenWald: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 12:47:31 PM
MyLiminality: Great #phd presentations so far on #paratext and technologies of the
book! (Also: 5 countries represented amongst the 8 presenters!)#sharp16
7/18/2016 12:47:42 PM
bookhistories: Stefanie Martin on use of books in Western German foreign cultural
policy: "illustrated books speak a language of their own" #sharp16 (D3)
7/18/2016 12:47:54 PM

d2verso: Will any SHARPies #sharp16 be Periscoping this week?
7/18/2016 12:48:59 PM
sharpicecream: RT @vivdunstan: This morning's crepes in Paris. @sharpicecream there
was ice cream (strawberry, coconut) in our milkshakes! #sharp16 https:…
7/18/2016 12:49:16 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: J'adore! ☹☹ #sharp16 https://t.co/y18cnm4MPZ
7/18/2016 12:50:16 PM
celinea43: RT @FR_Conversation: Combattre la #barbarie avec les #livres et
#chercheurs du congrès #sharp16 @ParisLumieres https://t.co/Psx7LQk5Fs http…
7/18/2016 12:54:38 PM
MelissaMakala: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 12:55:18 PM
sharpicecream: Have an ice cream or two, Jason! #sharp16 https://t.co/XNagfY9g7B
7/18/2016 12:57:36 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Please apply - all #EU students are eligible! @SHARPorg #sharp16
https://t.co/7EB8AaSxtm
7/18/2016 12:58:59 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: Stefanie Martin on use of books in Western German
foreign cultural policy: "illustrated books speak a language of their…
7/18/2016 12:59:09 PM
sharpicecream: I am very diverse. Et toujours delicieuse #sharp16 #iambookhistory
https://t.co/3U6m2TUBom
7/18/2016 1:01:06 PM
celinea43: The full programm is to be found there : https://t.co/PaEcvIZLze
@sharpparis2016 #sharp16
7/18/2016 1:04:51 PM
bookhistories: Heng Du (Harvard): excellent presentation on prehistory of books,
Chinese Masters texts (1-4 century BC) and the use of #paratext #sharp16
7/18/2016 1:07:00 PM
celinea43: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Please apply - all #EU students are eligible!
@SHARPorg #sharp16 https://t.co/7EB8AaSxtm
7/18/2016 1:09:05 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Follow us all on Twitter at #sharp16 - it's the next best thing to being
here https://t.co/V5EhkBT5km
7/18/2016 1:10:59 PM
JanetNotJohn: RT @praymurray: In the sweet spot where book history & digital hums
collide; also social justice, gender, videogames, comics & tech #iamboo…
7/18/2016 1:12:02 PM
MyLiminality: Heng Du (D3 at #sharp16) - studying paratext as a prescriptive tool for
producers attempting to stabilize/canonize in early Chinese texts.
7/18/2016 1:12:48 PM

khj5c: Best slide graphics I have seen so far at #sharp16 https://t.co/aVpQGRS74z
7/18/2016 1:14:49 PM
MyLiminality: "Lying without Words" presentation on trompe-l'oeil "photo" albums in
#Victorian #Scotland by @tmg7d #sharp16 (D3) https://t.co/LGrRSD0J8G
7/18/2016 1:15:39 PM
dr_d_allington: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Please apply - all #EU students are eligible!
@SHARPorg #sharp16 https://t.co/7EB8AaSxtm
7/18/2016 1:16:12 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Arrived in Paris for #sharp16 and of to Bnf to collect my tote bag &
@sharpicecream
7/18/2016 1:18:32 PM
bookhistories: Beautiful presentation on literary tourism and lithographed "photo"
albums in Victorian Scotland by Tess Goodman (U of Ed.) @tmg7d #sharp16
7/18/2016 1:20:10 PM
MyLiminality: Copying photograph aesthetics in order to tap into the perceived truth
value of #photographs @tmg7d #sharp16 (D3) https://t.co/SJGvrOKNlj
7/18/2016 1:22:36 PM
mazarines: I've started early, @sharpicecream: Rhubarbe & caramel beurre sel.
#sharp16 https://t.co/KwLmVBxMzv
7/18/2016 1:24:33 PM
Marie_LSJ: Learning about troubled authenticity in souvenir books w/ @tmg7d:
lithography imitates photo because more accurate and prestigious #sharp16
7/18/2016 1:25:10 PM
mroyUPO: Delmas students/scholars giving brief overviews of state of book history in
Brazil, Argentina, Croatia... #sharp16 https://t.co/n3VUMCCyGF
7/18/2016 1:32:54 PM
JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book trade data from 200 yr
old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/jbFjmWFuF7
7/18/2016 1:32:57 PM
mroyUPO: #LT Fitting that this book-historical tour du monde should take place in the
Salle Jules Verne! #sharp16
7/18/2016 1:33:08 PM
bookhistories: Katja Pauliina Vuokko (U of Turku) on use of #footnotes. "#WalterScott
was very fond of footnotes" - Ivanhoe included 62 footnotes #sharp16
7/18/2016 1:33:59 PM
MyLiminality: Katja Vuokko(D3 #sharp16) on the question of whether to #footnote or
not in #Finnish #translations (&what about ftnotes in the source text?)
7/18/2016 1:34:17 PM
Marie_LSJ: Great sleuthing, @tmg7d! Repeated lithos of views/Highlanders in souvenir
books for 3+ places turns them into symbols of Scotland #sharp16
7/18/2016 1:34:30 PM
MyLiminality: RT @Marie_LSJ: Great sleuthing, @tmg7d! Repeated lithos of
views/Highlanders in souvenir books for 3+ places turns them into symbols of Sco…

7/18/2016 1:35:05 PM
JasonEnsor: "It is a truth universally that a person in possession of a good book must
be in want of a library" #sharp16
7/18/2016 1:35:30 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book
trade data from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/18/2016 1:38:01 PM
MyLiminality: Katja Vuokko translating the translator: " I am not a bad poet, I am a
good translator!" (D3 #sharp16 )
7/18/2016 1:39:46 PM
Marie_LSJ: Echoes from last year! @KatieMcGettigan & @tmg7d have a very similar
way of talking about 19c materiality and images in UK #sharp16 #sharp15
7/18/2016 1:42:12 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @praymurray: For more on how these badges make our conf.
experience more diverse & welcoming, do read @elikaortega here: https://t.co/Pf…
7/18/2016 1:46:22 PM
keenera: Missing folks at #sharp16 especially! Reminded of the many still-running
#booknerdery conversations I owe to @SHARPorg (and @sharpicecream)
7/18/2016 1:46:26 PM
mattrubery: Manet-inspired graffiti on my walk to Languages of the Book conference.
#sharp16 https://t.co/3ZmD8Ra11P
7/18/2016 1:47:23 PM
mroyUPO: Book history as "a wonderful territory that doesn't belong to anybody"
(Mollier) #sharp16
7/18/2016 1:48:03 PM
MyLiminality: @casbc2 Canadian book historian here and loving it at #sharp16! :)
7/18/2016 1:54:27 PM
KateRLTB: I can't be at #sharp16, I'm at @UniRdg_SpecColl reading all 7 vols of The
Book Window, from W H Smith, 1927-89 #iambookhistory
7/18/2016 2:02:28 PM
cfibd: Bonne première journée au congrès #SHARP16, co-organisé par la @BnFMonde,
la @B_U_LA_C et le @cfibd !https://t.co/Zms8X7QEjz
7/18/2016 2:02:36 PM
casbc2: RT @MyLiminality: @casbc2 Canadian book historian here and loving it at
#sharp16! :)
7/18/2016 2:03:18 PM
sforrest: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically & disciplinarily
diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 2:10:01 PM
DomBG: Présente à #sharp16. La conférence inaugurale "Ma langue d'en France"
d'Antoine Compagnon
7/18/2016 2:10:17 PM

aasearle: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically & disciplinarily
diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 2:11:01 PM
carenes: RT @cfibd: Bonne première journée au congrès #SHARP16, co-organisé par la
@BnFMonde, la @B_U_LA_C et le @cfibd !https://t.co/Zms8X7QEjz
7/18/2016 2:16:38 PM
digitalpigeons: Oh hey, #sharp16! Conference venue is looking impressive!
https://t.co/UBguHEqHQy
7/18/2016 2:16:48 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: Learning about troubled authenticity in souvenir books
w/ @tmg7d: lithography imitates photo because more accurate and prest…
7/18/2016 2:21:16 PM
singingscholar: After a day flânant in central Paris, I'm settling in with colleagues for
the opening of #sharp16. 4 days of "Languages of the Book" ahead!
7/18/2016 2:25:12 PM
MeadhbhOH: RT @earlymodernjohn: Very jealous of fellow early modernists in Paris for
#sharp16 and in Glasgow (the Paris of the north) for #SRS2016. Ha…
7/18/2016 2:31:20 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mroyUPO: Book history as "a wonderful territory that doesn't
belong to anybody" (Mollier) #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:32:41 PM
singingscholar: RT @digitalpigeons: Oh hey, #sharp16! Conference venue is looking
impressive! https://t.co/UBguHEqHQy
7/18/2016 2:33:16 PM
NoraCBenedict: This afternoon's PhD panel on paratexts knocked it out of the park!
@tmg7d #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:33:58 PM
alisakbeer: Waiting for the conférence pléniere for #sharp16, given by Antoine
Compagnon, ‘Ma langue d’en France” - expect jumbled multilingual tweets.
7/18/2016 2:36:10 PM
superHH: Très émouvante minute de silence ce midi avec le personnel et les lecteurs de
l'Arsenal. #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:38:31 PM
sharpparis2016: Meet us in the Grand Auditorium for the opening ceremony followed
by Antoine Compagnon's keynote lecture #sharp16 https://t.co/LNh4Kd0KVB
7/18/2016 2:39:43 PM
ActuaLitte: Ds qqs minutes #LT de la conf inaugurale #SHARP16. Historiens du livre du
monde entier à @laBnF https://t.co/J3B9SRbWHp
7/18/2016 2:40:38 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @mroyUPO: Book history as "a wonderful territory that doesn't belong to
anybody" (Mollier) #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:41:13 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @mroyUPO: Book history as "a wonderful territory that doesn't
belong to anybody" (Mollier) #sharp16

7/18/2016 2:41:13 PM
JanetNotJohn: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book
trade data from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/18/2016 2:41:16 PM
StoryMakersNet: RT @ActuaLitte: Ds qqs minutes #LT de la conf inaugurale
#SHARP16. Historiens du livre du monde entier à @laBnF https://t.co/J3B9SRbWHp
7/18/2016 2:42:37 PM
Shaf_Towheed: At the first reception & keynote talk at the BnF for #sharp16
https://t.co/SVwRvFv5BT
7/18/2016 2:42:37 PM
ActuaLitte: L. Engel, présidente de @laBnF, rend hommage aux victimes de Nice,
affirme besoin du livre, + que jamais #SHARP16 https://t.co/30b9apbwvz
7/18/2016 2:43:58 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mattrubery: Manet-inspired graffiti on my walk to Languages of
the Book conference. #sharp16 https://t.co/3ZmD8Ra11P
7/18/2016 2:44:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mroyUPO: Book history as "a wonderful territory that doesn't
belong to anybody" (Mollier) #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:44:31 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ActuaLitte: L. Engel, présidente de @laBnF, rend hommage aux
victimes de Nice, affirme besoin du livre, + que jamais #SHARP16 https://t…
7/18/2016 2:44:40 PM
JanetNotJohn: The towering @laBnF under high blue skies for #sharp16 - history (&
currency) of authorship, reading & publishing https://t.co/n90Txfo1WT
7/18/2016 2:45:12 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Opening ceremony of #sharp16 - in minor, France still mourning
them victims of the attack in Nice... https://t.co/B4eIZvLWxc
7/18/2016 2:45:13 PM
andiesilva: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 2:45:19 PM
ActuaLitte: "La langue des livres, celle qu'ils posent dans l'esprit du lecteur" L. Engel,
@laBnF #SHARP16
7/18/2016 2:45:19 PM
singingscholar: Moving words from Madame la Présidente of the BNF on the power of
the arts to aid understanding & provide consolation. #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:45:23 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Opening ceremony of #sharp16 - in minor,
France still mourning them victims of the attack in Nice... https://t.co/B4eI…
7/18/2016 2:45:42 PM
loradeets: SHARP 16 opens with a moment of silence for the victims of the Nice attack
#sharp16 https://t.co/AuFKlkBVER

7/18/2016 2:47:56 PM
PULM34: RT @ActuaLitte: "La langue des livres, celle qu'ils posent dans l'esprit du
lecteur" L. Engel, @laBnF #SHARP16
7/18/2016 2:48:02 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @singingscholar: Moving words from Madame la Présidente of the
BNF on the power of the arts to aid understanding & provide consolation.…
7/18/2016 2:48:09 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: SHARP 16 opens with a moment of silence for the
victims of the Nice attack #sharp16 https://t.co/AuFKlkBVER
7/18/2016 2:48:22 PM
JasonEnsor: #sharp16 #iambookhistory https://t.co/VchwQUSADU
7/18/2016 2:48:31 PM
MyLiminality: The challenge of finding language, in books or elsewhere, when moments
of silence seem the only response #sharp16 https://t.co/Z8PCCUgLXv
7/18/2016 2:48:44 PM
JocHargrave: RT @singingscholar: Moving words from Madame la Présidente of the BNF
on the power of the arts to aid understanding & provide consolation.…
7/18/2016 2:48:52 PM
praymurray: The real, horrible world is too much with us in this room, as we observe a
minute of silence. #sharp16 https://t.co/6NyyKKiKGE
7/18/2016 2:48:54 PM
JocHargrave: RT @loradeets: SHARP 16 opens with a moment of silence for the victims
of the Nice attack #sharp16 https://t.co/AuFKlkBVER
7/18/2016 2:48:58 PM
ActuaLitte: M.-L. Tsagouria, dir @B_U_LA_C : "Cette institution a pr rôle mise en
rapport civilisations & langues, peine très grde aprs Nice" #SHARP16
7/18/2016 2:49:49 PM
andiesilva: My #bookhistory is human labor that makes digital, modern, early modern
technologies + the we still bear reading #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:49:57 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @praymurray: The real, horrible world is too much with us in this
room, as we observe a minute of silence. #sharp16 https://t.co/6NyyKKi…
7/18/2016 2:50:20 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 Paris as the city of books in all of their forms, of intellectuals from
around the world and across time.
7/18/2016 2:51:06 PM
loradeets: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 2:51:16 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @KateRLTB: I can't be at #sharp16, I'm at @UniRdg_SpecColl reading
all 7 vols of The Book Window, from W H Smith, 1927-89 #iambookhistory
7/18/2016 2:51:16 PM

JasonEnsor: RT @andiesilva: My #bookhistory is human labor that makes digital,
modern, early modern technologies + the we still bear reading #iambook…
7/18/2016 2:51:27 PM
praymurray: Books, language, communication & understanding each others cultures is
the only way fwd, to cope #sharp16 https://t.co/BaVcL1uWJa
7/18/2016 2:51:37 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: The real, horrible world is too much with us in this
room, as we observe a minute of silence. #sharp16 https://t.co/6NyyKKi…
7/18/2016 2:51:39 PM
vincentgri: RT @ActuaLitte: L. Engel, présidente de @laBnF, rend hommage aux
victimes de Nice, affirme besoin du livre, + que jamais #SHARP16 https://t…
7/18/2016 2:52:01 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @praymurray: Books, language, communication & understanding
each others cultures is the only way fwd, to cope #sharp16 https://t.co/BaVc…
7/18/2016 2:52:29 PM
andiesilva: RT @singingscholar: Moving words from Madame la Présidente of the BNF
on the power of the arts to aid understanding & provide consolation.…
7/18/2016 2:53:28 PM
singingscholar: Directrice de @B_U_LA_C: c'est notre tâche de tous les jours d'aider
l'intercompréhension des langues et des cultures entre elles. #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:54:13 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @praymurray: The real, horrible world is too much with us in this
room, as we observe a minute of silence. #sharp16 https://t.co/6NyyKKi…
7/18/2016 2:54:25 PM
singingscholar: RT @MyLiminality: The challenge of finding language, in books or
elsewhere, when moments of silence seem the only response #sharp16 https:…
7/18/2016 2:56:12 PM
praymurray: The French lang. has brought together those from other cultural backgrds,
but speaking the same lang. intellectually & literally #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:56:12 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 Now more than ever, stress on the importance of communications
beyond, through, around linguistic and cultural barriers.
7/18/2016 2:56:58 PM
ActuaLitte: "SHARP a été créé il y a 25 ans pour rassembler universitaires, chercheurs,
lecteurs... Aujourd'hui, 1000 membres" Ian Gadd, prsdt #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:57:30 PM
praymurray: .@iangadd reminds us once again of the inclusivity & diversity of SHARP:
so many 1st time attendees raise their hands! #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:57:32 PM
andiesilva: #sharp16 opens w/ reminder of importance of such confs: respect for
cultures and dialogue crucial to our work and even more so our world
7/18/2016 2:57:36 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 has a formal diversity policy for the first time this year, at its
largest conference yet.

7/18/2016 2:58:00 PM
superHH: #sharp16 is the largest conference ever for @SHARPorg . Welcome to all the
first timers. Bienvenue
7/18/2016 2:58:15 PM
ActuaLitte: "Plus grand congrès de l'histoire de SHARP à @laBnF" Ian Gadd, #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:58:30 PM
praymurray: .@iangadd reminds us why we are here: to reinvent book history yr on yr
& to embrace our diversity as set out in policy anew #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:58:39 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @iangadd - @SHARPorg conferences are about finding a place where
#bookhistory can reinvent itself #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 2:59:50 PM
dolechner: RT @bookhistorynetw: I connect German-area scholars w/ one another &
showcase their BH & print culture events #iambookhistory #sharp16 http…
7/18/2016 2:59:56 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @superHH: #sharp16 is the largest conference ever for @SHARPorg
. Welcome to all the first timers. Bienvenue
7/18/2016 3:00:07 PM
JocHargrave: RT @CorinnaNoRue: @iangadd - @SHARPorg conferences are about
finding a place where #bookhistory can reinvent itself #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:00:19 PM
BurneyCentre: Interested in book history? The ever-excellent #sharp16 is happening,
now!
7/18/2016 3:00:29 PM
praymurray: .@iangadd reminds us how the Treaty of Paris embodied the unification of
European countries through its sheer materiality #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:00:46 PM
singingscholar: I love this mental image. <3 #sharp16 (cc. @sfofie)
https://t.co/SqKjAAdmbx
7/18/2016 3:00:54 PM
drjanepotter: 'Je ne suis pas Boris Johnson. Je suis @iangadd Président de SHARP'
#sharp16 @SHARPorg @laBnF https://t.co/H55GHFE4Es
7/18/2016 3:01:08 PM
sharpicecream: #icecreamsagainstbrexit #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:01:20 PM
ActuaLitte: C. Roblin, @LaSOFIActCult, sponsor de #sharp16 : "Culture du livre
s'oppose terme à terme à Boko Haram. Dialogue cultures doit prévaloir."
7/18/2016 3:01:50 PM
Uniformbooks: Unshelfmarked: Reconceiving the artists' book
https://t.co/mEisyVK4yoSome loose pages for #sharp16 https://t.co/0iMTcZDNEo
7/18/2016 3:01:55 PM
JocHargrave: RT @drjanepotter: 'Je ne suis pas Boris Johnson. Je suis @iangadd
Président de SHARP' #sharp16 @SHARPorg @laBnF https://t.co/H55GHFE4Es

7/18/2016 3:01:55 PM
loradeets: RT @CorinnaNoRue: @iangadd - @SHARPorg conferences are about finding a
place where #bookhistory can reinvent itself #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:02:02 PM
drjanepotter: RT @praymurray: .@iangadd reminds us how the Treaty of Paris
embodied the unification of European countries through its sheer materiality #…
7/18/2016 3:02:09 PM
JasonEnsor: "... where #bookhistory might reimagine itself every year ..." #sharp16
#iambookhistory https://t.co/figHzXIIOW
7/18/2016 3:02:29 PM
drjanepotter: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 3:02:36 PM
drjanepotter: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 Paris as the city of books in all of their forms,
of intellectuals from around the world and across time.
7/18/2016 3:03:01 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: "SHARP a été créé il y a 25 ans pour rassembler
universitaires, chercheurs, lecteurs... Aujourd'hui, 1000 membres" Ian Gadd…
7/18/2016 3:03:02 PM
drjanepotter: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 Now more than ever, stress on the importance
of communications beyond, through, around linguistic and cultural bar…
7/18/2016 3:03:02 PM
dolechner: @triproftri @SHARPorg Same here, sorry not to be there. Have a great
#sharp16 conference!
7/18/2016 3:03:16 PM
andiesilva: @DHInstitute has @DHSI_Bunny, #sharp16 has @sharpicecream. I imagine
their meeting might be both cute and summer appropriate.
7/18/2016 3:04:16 PM
bookbindings: No idea what #sharp16 is but lucky, lucky people.
https://t.co/jpkd3aUtF9
7/18/2016 3:04:28 PM
ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Les langues du livre pour insister sur le
contenant et ce qu'il recèle" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:04:43 PM
singingscholar: First Goethe reference of the conference! Faust: "Au commencement
était l'action / Am Anfang war die Tat!" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:04:47 PM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @mroyUPO: Book history as "a wonderful territory that doesn't
belong to anybody" (Mollier) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:05:10 PM
ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Le livre, que l'on parle du volumen, du
codex, des tablettes de pierre ou de celles, modernes" #sharp16

7/18/2016 3:05:11 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 Far from being a malediction the many languages spoken by
humanity can instead be seen as a proliferation of learning opportunities
7/18/2016 3:05:19 PM
ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Respect pour chacune de ces formes du
livre" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:05:38 PM
TheSFReader: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Le livre, que l'on parle
du volumen, du codex, des tablettes de pierre ou de celles, mo…
7/18/2016 3:05:55 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @bookbindings @Uniformbooks #sharp16 is the hashtag of
@SHARPorg's 24th annual conference! Welcome!
7/18/2016 3:06:04 PM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 Far from being a malediction the many
languages spoken by humanity can instead be seen as a proliferation of learn…
7/18/2016 3:06:37 PM
ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Un peu plus de 300 présentations de projets
à #sharp16. Afrique, Asie et Am. latine présentes"
7/18/2016 3:07:01 PM
BillBloodyHughe: RT @BurneyCentre: Interested in book history? The ever-excellent
#sharp16 is happening, now!
7/18/2016 3:08:22 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Les langues du livre
pour insister sur le contenant et ce qu'il recèle" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:08:39 PM
andiesilva: Paris is a city with diverse and international publishing history, and therefore
perfect home for this year's #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:08:46 PM
singingscholar: J.Y. Mollier delivers moving homage to Paris as city of encounters &
dialogues, immigrants & refugees, diverse ideas & languages. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:09:27 PM
alisakbeer: RT @singingscholar: J.Y. Mollier delivers moving homage to Paris as city of
encounters & dialogues, immigrants & refugees, diverse ideas &…
7/18/2016 3:10:23 PM
ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Conservation des documents et d'internet
plus nécessaires que jamais" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:10:26 PM
fnacbookeur: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Respect pour chacune de
ces formes du livre" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:10:38 PM
fnacbookeur: RT @ActuaLitte: C. Roblin, @LaSOFIActCult, sponsor de #sharp16 :
"Culture du livre s'oppose terme à terme à Boko Haram. Dialogue cultures d…

7/18/2016 3:11:01 PM
ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien : "Notre époque a redécouvert l'autodafé, la barbarie
revêtue des oripeaux d'une religion détournée" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:11:45 PM
jotis13: Tourist half marathon of Paris complete! Now time to collapse into a puddle so I
can recover in time for my 9am panel tomorrow #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:12:00 PM
praymurray: Mollier posits all enemies of the book, of whatever backgrnd, attacking
victims of all faiths & beliefs #sharp16 https://t.co/6nqHWqH7B8
7/18/2016 3:12:26 PM
fnacbookeur: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Conservation des
documents et d'internet plus nécessaires que jamais" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:12:54 PM
ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "'Unt libri sint liberi' : 'là où il y a des livres
sont les hommes libres'" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:13:19 PM
alisakbeer: RT @praymurray: Mollier posits all enemies of the book, of whatever
backgrnd, attacking victims of all faiths & beliefs #sharp16 https://t.…
7/18/2016 3:13:48 PM
TheSFReader: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Conservation des
documents et d'internet plus nécessaires que jamais" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:13:52 PM
sharpicecream: @andiesilva @DHInstitute @DHSI_Bunny #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:13:59 PM
TheSFReader: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "Respect pour chacune
de ces formes du livre" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:14:01 PM
JocHargrave: J.Y. Mollier: 'Where there are books, there are free men [and women].'
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:14:10 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Impassioned defence of the value of the book in the face of 21stC
terrorism by Jean-Yves Mollier #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:14:15 PM
genschaffner: (where to begin? #sharp16 livres et libre...)
7/18/2016 3:14:20 PM
TheSFReader: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "'Unt libri sint liberi' : 'là
où il y a des livres sont les hommes libres'" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:14:22 PM
praymurray: "Where there are books, there are free men." Mollier calling out Daesh &
careful to mark them as the enemy #sharp16 https://t.co/NacfJ24qBJ
7/18/2016 3:14:32 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: "Where there are books, there are free men." Mollier
calling out Daesh & careful to mark them as the enemy #sharp16 https:/…

7/18/2016 3:15:03 PM
fabien88639650: Si OK, vous pouvez signez et RT! https://t.co/zPwzKUDFmv
#sharp16#qanda #FRConventionsxBMHB #NiceAttentat https://t.co/uEyYEr54o8
7/18/2016 3:15:17 PM
genschaffner: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "'Unt libri sint liberi' : 'là
où il y a des livres sont les hommes libres'" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:15:27 PM
singingscholar: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Impassioned defence of the value of the book in
the face of 21stC terrorism by Jean-Yves Mollier #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:15:52 PM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Impassioned defence of the value of the book in the
face of 21stC terrorism by Jean-Yves Mollier #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:16:12 PM
gbarnhisel: Mollier: Recent library destruction in Mosul and Timbuktu is moral
equivalent of 1930s bookburnings in Berlin, Madrid #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:16:33 PM
bethlrx: Je ne suis pas Boris Johnson - Ian Gadd #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:16:33 PM
andiesilva: Introductions today attending to role of books as weapons and shieds. Our
responsibility: (wel)coming together + listening #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:17:07 PM
praymurray: RT @gbarnhisel: Mollier: Recent library destruction in Mosul and Timbuktu
is moral equivalent of 1930s bookburnings in Berlin, Madrid #shar…
7/18/2016 3:17:11 PM
kinohin: RT @sharpparis2016: Meet us in the Grand Auditorium for the opening
ceremony followed by Antoine Compagnon's keynote lecture #sharp16 https…
7/18/2016 3:17:40 PM
JocHargrave: Vegetarian lunch boxes only available at the BNF. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:18:50 PM
praymurray: RT @andiesilva: Introductions today attending to role of books as weapons
and shieds. Our responsibility: (wel)coming together + listening…
7/18/2016 3:19:37 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @andiesilva: Introductions today attending to role of books as
weapons and shieds. Our responsibility: (wel)coming together + listening…
7/18/2016 3:19:47 PM
singingscholar: RT @andiesilva: Introductions today attending to role of books as
weapons and shieds. Our responsibility: (wel)coming together + listening…
7/18/2016 3:20:03 PM
fnacbookeur: RT @gbarnhisel: Mollier: Recent library destruction in Mosul and Timbuktu
is moral equivalent of 1930s bookburnings in Berlin, Madrid #shar…
7/18/2016 3:20:04 PM
ActuaLitte: Pour suivre le #LT de la conférence d'Antoine Compagnon pour #sharp16,
follow #compagnon

7/18/2016 3:20:20 PM
AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were coming together to
celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dignity.
7/18/2016 3:20:23 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @gbarnhisel: Mollier: Recent library destruction in Mosul and
Timbuktu is moral equivalent of 1930s bookburnings in Berlin, Madrid #shar…
7/18/2016 3:20:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @JocHargrave: Vegetarian lunch boxes only available at the BNF.
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:20:51 PM
JocHargrave: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were
coming together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/18/2016 3:21:08 PM
TerreTransit: RT @FR_Conversation: Combattre la #barbarie avec les #livres et
#chercheurs du congrès #sharp16 @ParisLumieres https://t.co/Psx7LQk5Fs http…
7/18/2016 3:21:09 PM
jotis13: RT @JocHargrave: Vegetarian lunch boxes only available at the BNF. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:21:25 PM
drjanepotter: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Impassioned defence of the value of the book in the
face of 21stC terrorism by Jean-Yves Mollier #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:21:26 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were
coming together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/18/2016 3:21:45 PM
praymurray: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were coming
together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/18/2016 3:22:16 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were coming
together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/18/2016 3:22:18 PM
AnUncivilPhD: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Impassioned defence of the value of the book in
the face of 21stC terrorism by Jean-Yves Mollier #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:22:33 PM
praymurray: Compagnon: wishes to address how his practice/reading/writing have
been transformed by the digital #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:22:52 PM
AnUncivilPhD: RT @andiesilva: Introductions today attending to role of books as
weapons and shieds. Our responsibility: (wel)coming together + listening…
7/18/2016 3:23:05 PM
digitalpigeons: First key note "Ma langue d'en France" by Antoine Compagnon.Shout
out to our translator for keeping great pace for the Anglophones! #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:23:09 PM

AnUncivilPhD: RT @singingscholar: J.Y. Mollier delivers moving homage to Paris as city
of encounters & dialogues, immigrants & refugees, diverse ideas &…
7/18/2016 3:23:13 PM
tomwilkinson_: RT @Uniformbooks: Unshelfmarked: Reconceiving the artists' book
https://t.co/mEisyVK4yoSome loose pages for #sharp16 https://t.co/0iMTcZDN…
7/18/2016 3:23:22 PM
TheSFReader: RT @gbarnhisel: Mollier: Recent library destruction in Mosul and
Timbuktu is moral equivalent of 1930s bookburnings in Berlin, Madrid #shar…
7/18/2016 3:23:41 PM
ActuaLitte: "Je suis entré dans l'ère num il y a 30 ans qd j'ai commencé à enseigner à
Columbia, traitement de txt" A. #Compagnon #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:23:42 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: L. Engel, présidente de @laBnF, rend hommage aux
victimes de Nice, affirme besoin du livre, + que jamais #SHARP16 https://t…
7/18/2016 3:23:53 PM
AnUncivilPhD: RT @praymurray: The real, horrible world is too much with us in this
room, as we observe a minute of silence. #sharp16 https://t.co/6NyyKKi…
7/18/2016 3:23:53 PM
SHARPorg: RT @loradeets: SHARP 16 opens with a moment of silence for the victims of
the Nice attack #sharp16 https://t.co/AuFKlkBVER
7/18/2016 3:23:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @andiesilva: My #bookhistory is human labor that makes digital,
modern, early modern technologies + the we still bear reading #iambook…
7/18/2016 3:24:05 PM
praymurray: Compagnon refers to how his writing changed when he started using a
word processor #trackchanges @mkirschenbaum #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:24:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 Now more than ever, stress on the importance of
communications beyond, through, around linguistic and cultural bar…
7/18/2016 3:24:17 PM
JocHargrave: RT @digitalpigeons: First key note "Ma langue d'en France" by Antoine
Compagnon.Shout out to our translator for keeping great pace for the…
7/18/2016 3:24:30 PM
ActuaLitte: "Je me souviens de la 1e fois que j'ai consulté Internet, dans la bib de
Columbia University" A. #Compagnon #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:24:38 PM
SHARPorg: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 Paris as the city of books in all of their forms, of
intellectuals from around the world and across time.
7/18/2016 3:24:42 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Compagnon refers to how his writing changed when
he started using a word processor #trackchanges @mkirschenbaum #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:24:52 PM
MyLiminality: Yes, thank you for helping us Anglos :) #sharp16 https://t.co/TJrURc8eTr

7/18/2016 3:24:56 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @digitalpigeons: First key note "Ma langue d'en France" by Antoine
Compagnon.Shout out to our translator for keeping great pace for the…
7/18/2016 3:25:14 PM
SHARPorg: RT @andiesilva: Paris is a city with diverse and international publishing
history, and therefore perfect home for this year's #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:25:14 PM
dpapon: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "'Unt libri sint liberi' : 'là où il y
a des livres sont les hommes libres'" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:25:15 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Mollier posits all enemies of the book, of whatever
backgrnd, attacking victims of all faiths & beliefs #sharp16 https://t.…
7/18/2016 3:25:21 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JocHargrave: J.Y. Mollier: 'Where there are books, there are free men
[and women].' #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:25:30 PM
praymurray: Compagnon also describes his first encounter w/ the internet...& being
tweeted @ constantly during his own lecture! #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:25:37 PM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: Mollier: Recent library destruction in Mosul and Timbuktu is
moral equivalent of 1930s bookburnings in Berlin, Madrid #shar…
7/18/2016 3:25:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @digitalpigeons: First key note "Ma langue d'en France" by Antoine
Compagnon.Shout out to our translator for keeping great pace for the…
7/18/2016 3:25:54 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Compagnon refers to how his writing changed when he
started using a word processor #trackchanges @mkirschenbaum #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:26:03 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Compagnon also describes his first encounter w/ the
internet...& being tweeted @ constantly during his own lecture! #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:26:24 PM
ActuaLitte: A. #Compagnon se souvient d'une conf où sa montre n'arrêtait pas de
vibrer à cause des tweets d'un #LT :D cc @enoitan #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:26:35 PM
praymurray: Compagnon tries to have a moderate relationship to the digital, as a
reader/professor/editor/publisher & writer #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:26:39 PM
tmg7d: Listening to Antoine Compagnon on the transformation of life in the digital age
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:26:41 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @andiesilva: My #bookhistory is human labor that makes digital, modern,
early modern technologies + the we still bear reading #iambook…

7/18/2016 3:27:03 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @andiesilva: My #bookhistory is human labor that makes digital,
modern, early modern technologies + the we still bear reading #iambook…
7/18/2016 3:27:03 PM
SHARPorg: RT @drjanepotter: 'Je ne suis pas Boris Johnson. Je suis @iangadd Président
de SHARP' #sharp16 @SHARPorg @laBnF https://t.co/H55GHFE4Es
7/18/2016 3:27:17 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @loradeets: SHARP 16 opens with a moment of silence for the victims of
the Nice attack #sharp16 https://t.co/AuFKlkBVER
7/18/2016 3:27:18 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @loradeets: SHARP 16 opens with a moment of silence for the
victims of the Nice attack #sharp16 https://t.co/AuFKlkBVER
7/18/2016 3:27:18 PM
iangadd: RT @drjanepotter: 'Je ne suis pas Boris Johnson. Je suis @iangadd Président
de SHARP' #sharp16 @SHARPorg @laBnF https://t.co/H55GHFE4Es
7/18/2016 3:27:20 PM
ActuaLitte: "Contrairement aux prophéties alarmistes, ns lisons tous de plus en plus.
Sur écrans, tablettes, montres" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:27:23 PM
singingscholar: .@enoitan declares intention to maintain a "moderate and ironic"
stance towards digital technologies & their uses. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:27:29 PM
AmreaderToo: RT @gbarnhisel: Mollier: Recent library destruction in Mosul and
Timbuktu is moral equivalent of 1930s bookburnings in Berlin, Madrid #shar…
7/18/2016 3:27:35 PM
praymurray: Compagnon emphasises the parity of reading across media, on phones,
watches, screens #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:27:38 PM
tmg7d: Despite all the alarm, we read more than ever--but we read differently
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:27:38 PM
ActuaLitte: "Nous téléphonons même de moins en moins pour écrire plus, des textos ou
des emails" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:28:06 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @SHARPorg @sharpparis2016 #sharp16 https://t.co/dG7R8bB13j
7/18/2016 3:28:12 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @JocHargrave: Vegetarian lunch boxes only available at the BNF.
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:28:12 PM
MyLiminality: Further proof that the medium is still the message! #sharp16
https://t.co/clSFEr3wJB
7/18/2016 3:28:14 PM

andiesilva: Antoine Compagnon starts keynote discussing changes language of
technology-- times before email, twitter, Word. #darkages #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:28:47 PM
singingscholar: .@enoitan: "Nous lisons de plus en plus. Mais nous lisons autrement." /
We're reading more and more, but we're reading differently. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:29:20 PM
JocHargrave: RT @CorinnaNoRue: @SHARPorg @sharpparis2016 #sharp16
https://t.co/dG7R8bB13j
7/18/2016 3:29:30 PM
andiesilva: RT @singingscholar: .@enoitan declares intention to maintain a "moderate
and ironic" stance towards digital technologies & their uses. #sha…
7/18/2016 3:29:33 PM
JocHargrave: RT @MyLiminality: Further proof that the medium is still the message!
#sharp16 https://t.co/clSFEr3wJB
7/18/2016 3:29:38 PM
SHARPorg: RT @tmg7d: Despite all the alarm, we read more than ever--but we read
differently #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:29:49 PM
praymurray: Compagnon describes obsolescence of various gadgets due to the advent
of digital & the shrinking of comms, in both time & space #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:29:54 PM
SNPI_FSU: RT @ActuaLitte: "Contrairement aux prophéties alarmistes, ns lisons tous de
plus en plus. Sur écrans, tablettes, montres" A. #Compagnon (@e…
7/18/2016 3:29:54 PM
praymurray: RT @singingscholar: .@enoitan: "Nous lisons de plus en plus. Mais nous
lisons autrement." / We're reading more and more, but we're reading…
7/18/2016 3:30:05 PM
arbuckle_alyssa: RT @praymurray: Compagnon: wishes to address how his
practice/reading/writing have been transformed by the digital #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:30:05 PM
ActuaLitte: "Il est ss doute plus difficile de lire lgtmps sans que cette lecture ne soit
interrompue par divers msgs" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:30:15 PM
tmg7d: Move from phone to texting: from oral to written (digital) texts #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:30:35 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: .@enoitan: "Nous lisons de plus en plus. Mais nous
lisons autrement." / We're reading more and more, but we're reading…
7/18/2016 3:30:37 PM
ActuaLitte: "Tous les chiffres récents montrent que livre num ne se développe
nullement comme prévu" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:30:40 PM
jameshodges_: RT @gbarnhisel: Mollier: Recent library destruction in Mosul and
Timbuktu is moral equivalent of 1930s bookburnings in Berlin, Madrid #shar…

7/18/2016 3:30:48 PM
MyLiminality: moderate+ironic seems an apt combination of stances for those that are
at least a little techno suspicious #sharp16 https://t.co/e3zCrHBTnI
7/18/2016 3:31:00 PM
ActuaLitte: "Il y a p-e dans la lecture un élément résistant à l'innovation" A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:31:03 PM
jameshodges_: RT @praymurray: "Where there are books, there are free men." Mollier
calling out Daesh & careful to mark them as the enemy #sharp16 https:/…
7/18/2016 3:31:06 PM
makermor: RT @ActuaLitte: "Contrairement aux prophéties alarmistes, ns lisons tous de
plus en plus. Sur écrans, tablettes, montres" A. #Compagnon (@e…
7/18/2016 3:31:14 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @andiesilva: Paris is a city with diverse and international publishing
history, and therefore perfect home for this year's #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:31:19 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: "Il est ss doute plus difficile de lire lgtmps sans que cette
lecture ne soit interrompue par divers msgs" A. #Compagnon (@…
7/18/2016 3:31:20 PM
ActuaLitte: "Mais avec tout cela il faut être prudent, adopter une attitude moyenne" A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:31:20 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 ebook not really fulfilling people's expectations : plateau? Even in
decline? Must speak cautiously.
7/18/2016 3:31:43 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Compagnon tries to have a moderate relationship to
the digital, as a reader/professor/editor/publisher & writer #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:31:51 PM
ActuaLitte: "Qd le livre de poche est apparu, les intellectuels se sont élevés contre 'la
culture de poche'" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:31:57 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Compagnon emphasises the parity of reading across
media, on phones, watches, screens #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:32:05 PM
praymurray: Compagnon: when the paperback appeared, intellectuals fearful of its
damaging effects on reading, "the end of culture" #moralpanic #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:32:13 PM
ActuaLitte: "Seul JP Sartre, en 1965, se réjouissait du livre de poche" A. #Compagnon
(@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:32:18 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Compagnon describes obsolescence of various
gadgets due to the advent of digital & the shrinking of comms, in both time & s…

7/18/2016 3:32:27 PM
eyeona: RT @singingscholar: .@enoitan: "Nous lisons de plus en plus. Mais nous lisons
autrement." / We're reading more and more, but we're reading…
7/18/2016 3:32:27 PM
SHARPorg: Our opening keynote speaker: Antoine Compagnon @enoitan (Collège de
France ; Columbia University) : « Ma langue d’en France » #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:32:40 PM
digitalpigeons: RT @tmg7d: Listening to Antoine Compagnon on the transformation of
life in the digital age #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:32:47 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 comparing ebooks to revulsion against early pocket paperbacks-livres
de poches-"disposable culture". Sartre was happy with them!
7/18/2016 3:32:48 PM
SHARPorg: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 ebook not really fulfilling people's expectations :
plateau? Even in decline? Must speak cautiously.
7/18/2016 3:33:00 PM
unemouette: RT @ActuaLitte: "Tous les chiffres récents montrent que livre num ne se
développe nullement comme prévu" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:33:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Compagnon: when the paperback appeared, intellectuals
fearful of its damaging effects on reading, "the end of culture" #mor…
7/18/2016 3:33:16 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: "Seul JP Sartre, en 1965, se réjouissait du livre de poche"
A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:33:18 PM
ActuaLitte: "Ne nous hâtons pas de faire la même chose avec le livre numérique" A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:33:42 PM
tmg7d: RT @ActuaLitte: "Seul JP Sartre, en 1965, se réjouissait du livre de poche" A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:33:44 PM
MyLiminality: An interesting form of cultural tangification! #sharp16
https://t.co/fzb0HJy99Y
7/18/2016 3:33:45 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Is digital culture an ephemeral one? Antoine Compagnon keynote
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:33:58 PM
jotis13: RT @BurneyCentre: Interested in book history? The ever-excellent #sharp16 is
happening, now!
7/18/2016 3:34:05 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 interesting that Compagnon using data on US book market to trace
life of ebooks & publishing--would like comparisons, ideally

7/18/2016 3:34:16 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 ebook not really fulfilling people's expectations
: plateau? Even in decline? Must speak cautiously.
7/18/2016 3:34:25 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARPorg: Our opening keynote speaker: Antoine Compagnon
@enoitan (Collège de France ; Columbia University) : « Ma langue d’en France…
7/18/2016 3:34:27 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Compagnon: when the paperback appeared,
intellectuals fearful of its damaging effects on reading, "the end of culture" #mor…
7/18/2016 3:34:37 PM
lukealb: RT @praymurray: Compagnon: when the paperback appeared, intellectuals
fearful of its damaging effects on reading, "the end of culture" #mor…
7/18/2016 3:34:51 PM
lukealb: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 comparing ebooks to revulsion against early pocket
paperbacks-livres de poches-"disposable culture". Sartre was happy w…
7/18/2016 3:34:53 PM
SHARPorg: RT @tmg7d: Move from phone to texting: from oral to written (digital) texts
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:35:11 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: "Il est ss doute plus difficile de lire lgtmps sans que
cette lecture ne soit interrompue par divers msgs" A. #Compagnon (@…
7/18/2016 3:35:13 PM
JocHargrave: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Is digital culture an ephemeral one? Antoine
Compagnon keynote #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:35:15 PM
andiesilva: .@enoitan compares fear against paperbacks w/ fear of digital books.
Reminding me of this: https://t.co/786Rsnxfsz #sharp16 #cultureliveson
7/18/2016 3:35:45 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: this data leaves out a lot: only trade publishing, not selfpublishing, which grows much quicker online!
7/18/2016 3:35:47 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tmg7d: Move from phone to texting: from oral to written (digital)
texts #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:35:48 PM
loradeets: Antoine Compagnon reminds us: before the dreaded e-book, it was
paperbacks that 'meant the end of culture' #sharp16 https://t.co/NQ21XmR4tO
7/18/2016 3:36:07 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: Antoine Compagnon reminds us: before the dreaded ebook, it was paperbacks that 'meant the end of culture' #sharp16 https://…
7/18/2016 3:36:17 PM
praymurray: Compagnon differentiates betw. the ebk & the born-digital text, which
escapes counting in figures recorded by Nielsen et al #sharp16

7/18/2016 3:36:28 PM
digitalpigeons: Compagnon notes digital books aren't overtaking physical books. No
need to panic, the book isn't dead, long live the book, et al. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:36:36 PM
ActuaLitte: Baisse CA ebooks aux États-Unis : A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) confirme
influence prix sur baisse ventes ebooks https://t.co/h446dnTtby #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:36:49 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Compagnon differentiates betw. the ebk & the borndigital text, which escapes counting in figures recorded by Nielsen et al…
7/18/2016 3:36:55 PM
superHH: Sales for Ebooks in U.S are not growing but libraries are encouraged to buy
Ebooks instead of print books because #spaceissue #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:36:57 PM
singingscholar: Apropos eloquent praise of reading in all forms, I found a great
bouquiniste near Pont des Arts today. He'd love to see #sharp16 delegates!
7/18/2016 3:37:00 PM
AnUncivilPhD: Never surprised by decline of e-book sales in US. Physicality, ownership,
cost, etc all contribute to pleasure of print. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:37:15 PM
loradeets: RT @praymurray: Compagnon refers to how his writing changed when he
started using a word processor #trackchanges @mkirschenbaum #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:37:18 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 comparative data! Ebooks bigger in us than anywhere else. 6.5% of
book market in France
7/18/2016 3:37:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @andiesilva: .@enoitan compares fear against paperbacks w/ fear of
digital books. Reminding me of this: https://t.co/786Rsnxfsz #sharp16…
7/18/2016 3:37:26 PM
singingscholar: RT @loradeets: Antoine Compagnon reminds us: before the dreaded ebook, it was paperbacks that 'meant the end of culture' #sharp16 https://…
7/18/2016 3:37:26 PM
JocHargrave: RT @digitalpigeons: Compagnon notes digital books aren't overtaking
physical books. No need to panic, the book isn't dead, long live the bo…
7/18/2016 3:37:46 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Compagnon differentiates betw. the ebk & the borndigital text, which escapes counting in figures recorded by Nielsen et al…
7/18/2016 3:37:50 PM
loradeets: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 comparative data! Ebooks bigger in us than anywhere
else. 6.5% of book market in France
7/18/2016 3:37:52 PM
andiesilva: Comparison of digital books/market percentage per country #sharp16
https://t.co/2P5CPOi3mh

7/18/2016 3:37:58 PM
gbarnhisel: On the bright side my French is working better this year than last. Guess
they weren't kidding about québécois having an accent #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:38:01 PM
ActuaLitte: #sharp16 A. #Compagnon https://t.co/Z1wLDJrHk7
7/18/2016 3:38:15 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: Apropos eloquent praise of reading in all forms, I found
a great bouquiniste near Pont des Arts today. He'd love to see…
7/18/2016 3:38:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 comparative data! Ebooks bigger in us than
anywhere else. 6.5% of book market in France
7/18/2016 3:38:31 PM
genschaffner: (pardon mon Francais degolas...) @enoitan: there was a time when we
thought "les livres de poche etait le fin du civilisation"? #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:38:40 PM
tmg7d: More ebooks in different genres: scientific publication MUCH more digital
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:38:47 PM
drjanepotter: RT @digitalpigeons: First key note "Ma langue d'en France" by Antoine
Compagnon.Shout out to our translator for keeping great pace for the…
7/18/2016 3:39:06 PM
lukealb: RT @ActuaLitte: Baisse CA ebooks aux États-Unis : A. #Compagnon (@enoitan)
confirme influence prix sur baisse ventes ebooks https://t.co/h4…
7/18/2016 3:39:07 PM
ActuaLitte: "Nous sommes des lecteurs hybrides. Contrairement à musique/video, le
streaming n'a pas pris" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:39:08 PM
sgediting: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were coming
together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/18/2016 3:39:09 PM
lukealb: RT @superHH: Sales for Ebooks in U.S are not growing but libraries are
encouraged to buy Ebooks instead of print books because #spaceissue…
7/18/2016 3:39:10 PM
JocHargrave: Compagnon: We have become hybrid readers. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:39:11 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Compagnon: we are all hybrid readers #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:39:32 PM
ActuaLitte: "Livre de poche reste systématiquement moins cher qu'un ebook, lequel ne
peut pas être donné, prêté" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:39:52 PM
andiesilva: I myself tend to buy/rent ephemeral books as ebooks. For research + rereads I prefer material books. #sharp16

7/18/2016 3:40:01 PM
praymurray: Compagnon refers to ebk pricing vs pb: what we pay for the ebk is the
license to use the bk rather than possess its materiality #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:40:20 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @JocHargrave: Compagnon: We have become hybrid readers.
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:40:23 PM
ActuaLitte: "On n'obtient qu'une location, qu'un droit d'usage, pour un prix supérieur,
ac la version ebook" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:40:26 PM
singingscholar: .@enoitan: Pertinent points on ebooks: they can't be resold, lent,
donated, or bequeathed. #books #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:40:31 PM
NotTheWheel: Thrilled to be in Paris to present on the posthumous lives of two 20thcentury African American writers #firsttimer #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:40:38 PM
bethlrx: Owning an ebook is more like rental than ownership. Love fine legal
distinctions! #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:41:00 PM
superHH: One big issue for academic libraries buying ebooks: can't loan to an other
library so no ILL possible. #paymorelessuse #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:41:06 PM
mattrubery: RT @ActuaLitte: "Nous sommes des lecteurs hybrides. Contrairement à
musique/video, le streaming n'a pas pris" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sha…
7/18/2016 3:41:06 PM
gbarnhisel: Livre numerique=ebook #notetoself #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:41:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Compagnon: we are all hybrid readers #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:41:19 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: Baisse CA ebooks aux États-Unis : A. #Compagnon
(@enoitan) confirme influence prix sur baisse ventes ebooks https://t.co/h4…
7/18/2016 3:41:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: "On n'obtient qu'une location, qu'un droit d'usage, pour un
prix supérieur, ac la version ebook" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 3:41:29 PM
universalstc: Glad to have a contingency at #sharp16 this week! @shantigraheli
@gj_kemp @JanHillgaertner @magaelfa and more!
7/18/2016 3:41:31 PM
ActuaLitte: "CA des librairies fr a augmenté de 3 % en 2015 https://t.co/EYjcAGbDXW,
conservatisme lecteurs" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:41:36 PM
SHARPorg: RT @NotTheWheel: Thrilled to be in Paris to present on the posthumous
lives of two 20th-century African American writers #firsttimer #shar…

7/18/2016 3:41:37 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 independent bookstores in France growing--at a faster pace than the
rest of the global rate!
7/18/2016 3:41:40 PM
tmg7d: No streaming or Netflix for books? But what about local library ebook apps? I
"stream" a bunch via Overdrive #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:41:42 PM
MyLiminality: Compagnon on factors such as increased price of ebooks, space issues in
libraries, etc. contributing to us becoming #hybrid readers #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:41:52 PM
SHARPorg: RT @bethlrx: Owning an ebook is more like rental than ownership. Love fine
legal distinctions! #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:41:57 PM
superHH: RT @ActuaLitte: "On n'obtient qu'une location, qu'un droit d'usage, pour un
prix supérieur, ac la version ebook" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 3:41:58 PM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: Livre numerique=ebook #notetoself #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:42:02 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: "gros lecteurs" who read a lot, digital and print
7/18/2016 3:42:05 PM
sharpicecream: It is fair to say that I am better in p form but my fame spreads far and
wide in e #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:42:10 PM
Shaf_Towheed: The material book as an ideal perfect object containing more than just
knowledge, memories as well - Conpagnon keynote #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:42:11 PM
singingscholar: Lots of love for "cet object parfait qui est le livre, cet object idéal..." -@enoitan #sharp16 #books
7/18/2016 3:42:14 PM
Irizaurus: .@enoitan speaking at #sharp16. Extremely cool! https://t.co/09TmLykKG9
7/18/2016 3:42:21 PM
ActuaLitte: "Ce livre dont on se souvient ac 1 mémoire spatiale reste très présent. Pas
d'inquiétudes pr livre phys" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:42:21 PM
tmg7d: RT @MyLiminality: Compagnon on factors such as increased price of ebooks,
space issues in libraries, etc. contributing to us becoming #hybr…
7/18/2016 3:42:26 PM
mattrubery: RT @bethlrx: Owning an ebook is more like rental than ownership. Love
fine legal distinctions! #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:42:30 PM
genschaffner: .@enoitan "le lecteur hybrid..." #sharp16 (duh. I have thought more
about hybrid collections, than I have about hybrid (cyborg) readers...)

7/18/2016 3:42:39 PM
tmg7d: RT @MyLiminality: Further proof that the medium is still the message! #sharp16
https://t.co/clSFEr3wJB
7/18/2016 3:42:40 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: Owning an ebook is more like rental than ownership.
Love fine legal distinctions! #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:42:45 PM
praymurray: Compagnon assures the audience that all panic about the printed bk is
absurd #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:42:46 PM
sharpicecream: @NotTheWheel have an ice cream Allison #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:42:54 PM
mattrubery: RT @gbarnhisel: Livre numerique=ebook #notetoself #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:43:06 PM
singingscholar: I do too! I have the complete Comte de Monte Cristo right now (and no
extra weight in the suitcase!) #sharp16 https://t.co/Fr4x22n2Om
7/18/2016 3:43:11 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Compagnon assures the audience that all panic
about the printed bk is absurd #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:43:13 PM
JocHargrave: RT @gbarnhisel: Livre numerique=ebook #notetoself #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:43:13 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @loradeets: Antoine Compagnon reminds us: before the dreaded ebook, it was paperbacks that 'meant the end of culture' #sharp16 https://…
7/18/2016 3:43:17 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: when writing a new book, buys a new fountain pen
7/18/2016 3:43:19 PM
ActuaLitte: "Chaque fois que je commençais un livre, j'achetais un nveau stylo plume,
avant de le taper à la machine" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:43:20 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @praymurray: Compagnon assures the audience that all panic about the
printed bk is absurd #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:43:40 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @praymurray: Compagnon assures the audience that all panic
about the printed bk is absurd #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:43:40 PM
ActuaLitte: "J'écrivais sur une Olivetti que m'avait donné Roland Barthes, il n'arrivait
pas à la contrôler" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:44:14 PM
MyLiminality: Such an important distinction! Shift from possession to access as position
of power (w/both + &-effect) #sharp16 https://t.co/j7B0cu4M8j

7/18/2016 3:44:19 PM
drjanepotter: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: when writing a new book, buys a
new fountain pen
7/18/2016 3:44:25 PM
mazarines: RT @Shaf_Towheed: The material book as an ideal perfect object containing
more than just knowledge, memories as well - Conpagnon keynote #s…
7/18/2016 3:44:38 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Shaf_Towheed: The material book as an ideal perfect object containing
more than just knowledge, memories as well - Conpagnon keynote #s…
7/18/2016 3:44:44 PM
drjanepotter: RT @ActuaLitte: "J'écrivais sur une Olivetti que m'avait donné Roland
Barthes, il n'arrivait pas à la contrôler" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 3:44:46 PM
ActuaLitte: "En 12 ans, elle n'est jamais tombé en panne jusqu'en 1985 et mon passage
à l'ordinateur" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:44:47 PM
ActuaLitte: "Depuis, je change d'ordinateur tous les deux ans." A. #Compagnon
(@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:45:02 PM
DHInstitute: RT @andiesilva: @DHInstitute has @DHSI_Bunny, #sharp16 has
@sharpicecream. I imagine their meeting might be both cute and summer appropriat…
7/18/2016 3:45:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: Lots of love for "cet object parfait qui est le livre, cet
object idéal..." --@enoitan #sharp16 #books
7/18/2016 3:45:06 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @singingscholar: Lots of love for "cet object parfait qui est le livre,
cet object idéal..." --@enoitan #sharp16 #books
7/18/2016 3:45:35 PM
praymurray: Compagnon speaks of the slowing of Moore's Law despite which, rapid
obsolescence is inevitable #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:45:48 PM
alisakbeer: While @enoitan described himself as neither technophobe nor phile, points
on shelf life of computers vs. mss seems a little skewed #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:45:51 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: when writing a new book, buys a
new fountain pen
7/18/2016 3:45:57 PM
JocHargrave: Compagnon: writing methods have changed since computers and word
processing. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:46:00 PM
SHARPorg: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: when writing a new book, buys a new
fountain pen

7/18/2016 3:46:06 PM
latrive: RT @ActuaLitte: "J'écrivais sur une Olivetti que m'avait donné Roland Barthes, il
n'arrivait pas à la contrôler" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 3:46:08 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MyLiminality: Such an important distinction! Shift from possession to
access as position of power (w/both + &-effect) #sharp16 https:/…
7/18/2016 3:46:15 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: "En 12 ans, elle n'est jamais tombé en panne jusqu'en
1985 et mon passage à l'ordinateur" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:46:19 PM
katieparker18th: Enjoying the first plenary of #sharp16 at the @laBnF. Great venue for
a week of #bookhistory with @SHARPorg folk. Thanks @sharpparis2016!
7/18/2016 3:46:19 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: "Depuis, je change d'ordinateur tous les deux ans." A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:46:22 PM
ActuaLitte: "éditeur chez Gallimard disait qu'1 txt tapé à l'ordi était informe, car on
pouvait tj ajouter qqch" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:46:24 PM
mazarines: And not really there for future scholars, neither their knowledge nor their
memories... #sharp16 https://t.co/4HGdKYu40R
7/18/2016 3:46:28 PM
ActuaLitte: "Je lui répondais que Montaigne écrivait de manière informe, en écrivant
dans les marges." A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:46:57 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: "CA des librairies fr a augmenté de 3 % en 2015
https://t.co/EYjcAGbDXW, conservatisme lecteurs" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 3:46:58 PM
SHARPorg: RT @alisakbeer: While @enoitan described himself as neither technophobe
nor phile, points on shelf life of computers vs. mss seems a little…
7/18/2016 3:47:01 PM
katieparker18th: RT @Irizaurus: .@enoitan speaking at #sharp16. Extremely cool!
https://t.co/09TmLykKG9
7/18/2016 3:47:06 PM
ivisbohlen: @singingscholar You're at #sharp16? Three conferences! What a great
summer!
7/18/2016 3:47:08 PM
praymurray: Compagnon refers to "shapeless texts" <James' "loose baggy monsters">what does the heft of the typescript do to the shape of text #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:47:18 PM
katieparker18th: RT @Shaf_Towheed: The material book as an ideal perfect object
containing more than just knowledge, memories as well - Conpagnon keynote #s…

7/18/2016 3:47:22 PM
genschaffner: .@MyLiminality @praymurray (thanks to you, I'm pondering power
positions of access and possession, for the rest of the evening...) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:47:24 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 I suppose it may be a question of form vs content - a computer
may wear out, but contents can be backed up digitally to a point.
7/18/2016 3:47:27 PM
ActuaLitte: "Proust faisait de même avec ses paperolles" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan)
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:47:28 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Compagnon mentioning Turing and the computer as a thinking mind
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:47:40 PM
Jennytinkk: RT @ActuaLitte: "éditeur chez Gallimard disait qu'1 txt tapé à l'ordi était
informe, car on pouvait tj ajouter qqch" A. #Compagnon (@enoita…
7/18/2016 3:47:55 PM
JocHargrave: RT @praymurray: Compagnon refers to "shapeless texts" <James' "loose
baggy monsters">-what does the heft of the typescript do to the shape…
7/18/2016 3:47:55 PM
katieparker18th: RT @singingscholar: .@enoitan: "Nous lisons de plus en plus. Mais
nous lisons autrement." / We're reading more and more, but we're reading…
7/18/2016 3:48:00 PM
katieparker18th: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were
coming together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/18/2016 3:48:15 PM
ActuaLitte: "Surtout, ne pas penser que l'ordinateur met en péril la culture écrite" A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:48:17 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @mazarines: And not really there for future scholars, neither their
knowledge nor their memories... #sharp16 https://t.co/4HGdKYu40R
7/18/2016 3:48:18 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @mazarines: And not really there for future scholars, neither their
knowledge nor their memories... #sharp16 https://t.co/4HGdKYu40R
7/18/2016 3:48:18 PM
praymurray: Compagnon stages the provocation that the computer is not a
consequence of computation, but rather a mode of writing #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:48:26 PM
katieparker18th: RT @andiesilva: Introductions today attending to role of books as
weapons and shieds. Our responsibility: (wel)coming together + listening…
7/18/2016 3:48:31 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @praymurray: .@iangadd reminds us why we are here: to reinvent
book history yr on yr & to embrace our diversity as set out in policy ane…

7/18/2016 3:48:35 PM
MyLiminality: Another key point! Sharing our cultural resources helps reduce collective
blind spots in acquisitions etc #sharp16 https://t.co/ERmfUyVuuJ
7/18/2016 3:48:47 PM
zenodote: RT @ActuaLitte: "Surtout, ne pas penser que l'ordinateur met en péril la
culture écrite" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:48:55 PM
ActuaLitte: "Invention de la plume métallique aussi importante que celle de l'ordi pour
l'accès à l'écriture" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:49:03 PM
mazarines: ...or the morphing nature of the texts, perhaps, and haven't they always
shifted to fit their containers? #sharp16 https://t.co/E5pAUdKIVc
7/18/2016 3:49:10 PM
JasonEnsor: Is the panic over the future of books about text or the containers of text?
#sharp16
7/18/2016 3:49:13 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 writing medium as important as reading medium? Pens,
typewriters, computers, mss, print, screens? How to track, study, interpret?
7/18/2016 3:49:20 PM
merriehaskell: RT @mazarines: And not really there for future scholars, neither their
knowledge nor their memories... #sharp16 https://t.co/4HGdKYu40R
7/18/2016 3:49:20 PM
alisakbeer: RT @mazarines: And not really there for future scholars, neither their
knowledge nor their memories... #sharp16 https://t.co/4HGdKYu40R
7/18/2016 3:49:45 PM
JocHargrave: Shapeless texts resulting from word processing precludes the physical
occupation of margins. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:49:48 PM
ActuaLitte: "Auparavant, import nécessaire de plumes d'oies de Russie, car France &
Angleterre n'en produisaient pas" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:49:51 PM
Martinolli: RT @ActuaLitte: "Qd le livre de poche est apparu, les intellectuels se sont
élevés contre 'la culture de poche'" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 3:50:06 PM
Martinolli: RT @ActuaLitte: "Seul JP Sartre, en 1965, se réjouissait du livre de poche" A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:50:10 PM
alisakbeer: RT @JasonEnsor: Is the panic over the future of books about text or the
containers of text? #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:50:13 PM
praymurray: Compagnon discusses the iron nib/quill as technology as a parallel to how
digital tools might change authorial craft #sharp16

7/18/2016 3:50:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @praymurray: .@iangadd reminds us how the Treaty of Paris
embodied the unification of European countries through its sheer materiality #…
7/18/2016 3:50:28 PM
ActuaLitte: "Réaction des intellectuels : rejet de la plume de fer, 'mort de la civilisation'
pour J. Janin" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:50:31 PM
MKARagueh: RT @ActuaLitte: "Je lui répondais que Montaigne écrivait de manière
informe, en écrivant dans les marges." A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:50:40 PM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 writing medium as important as reading
medium? Pens, typewriters, computers, mss, print, screens? How to track, st…
7/18/2016 3:50:57 PM
Martinolli: RT @ActuaLitte: "Ne nous hâtons pas de faire la même chose avec le livre
numérique" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:51:00 PM
ActuaLitte: "Hugo n'est jamais passé à la plume de fer : dans un cadre, il a conservé les
plumes d'oie des Misérables" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:51:14 PM
VISAWUS: RT @praymurray: Compagnon discusses the iron nib/quill as technology as a
parallel to how digital tools might change authorial craft #sharp…
7/18/2016 3:51:17 PM
MyLiminality: Taking #MarshallMcLuhan a step further! #sharp16
https://t.co/0wmp5fe1gt
7/18/2016 3:51:17 PM
bethlrx: Great nostalgia, but I for one am happy that I can write a book on a computer
rather than with a pen. Especially a quill pen! #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:51:19 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @JasonEnsor: "... where #bookhistory might reimagine itself every
year ..." #sharp16 #iambookhistory https://t.co/figHzXIIOW
7/18/2016 3:51:21 PM
SHARPorg: Who is tweeting at #sharp16? Take a look at https://t.co/JgfOxtifgP for the
full picture…
7/18/2016 3:51:27 PM
MissMusee: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "'Unt libri sint liberi' : 'là où
il y a des livres sont les hommes libres'" #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:51:33 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Great defence of the fountain pen as the exemplary tool of 19thC
creativity in Antoine Compagnon's keynote #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:51:47 PM
ActuaLitte: "Il n'y a qu'Alexandre Dumas qui s'est converti à la plume de fer" A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16

7/18/2016 3:51:50 PM
JocHargrave: RT @MyLiminality: Taking #MarshallMcLuhan a step further! #sharp16
https://t.co/0wmp5fe1gt
7/18/2016 3:52:16 PM
gbarnhisel: Although srsly if the #sharp16 keynotes were in Tlingit, Salish, and Mixe
they'd make more sense to me than the speeches at #RNC2016
7/18/2016 3:52:31 PM
JasonEnsor: The first books were made of people and downloading them took a lifetime
- but they were interactive too, responding to gestures! #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:52:35 PM
sharpicecream: I actually taste pretty nice in a metal bowl #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:52:38 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: "Surtout, ne pas penser que l'ordinateur met en péril la
culture écrite" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:52:51 PM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @ActuaLitte: "Il n'y a qu'Alexandre Dumas qui s'est converti à la
plume de fer" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:52:52 PM
epriani: RT @praymurray: Compagnon describes obsolescence of various gadgets due to
the advent of digital & the shrinking of comms, in both time & s…
7/18/2016 3:52:54 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: "Proust faisait de même avec ses paperolles" A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:52:56 PM
JanetNotJohn: RT @singingscholar: J.Y. Mollier delivers moving homage to Paris as city
of encounters & dialogues, immigrants & refugees, diverse ideas &…
7/18/2016 3:53:03 PM
alisakbeer: RT @SHARPorg: Who is tweeting at #sharp16? Take a look at
https://t.co/JgfOxtifgP for the full picture…
7/18/2016 3:53:09 PM
ActuaLitte: "Y Bonnefoy, grd poète disparu récemment, s'était lui récemment converti à
ordinateur pr écriture poésie" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:53:18 PM
JocHargrave: RT @SHARPorg: Who is tweeting at #sharp16? Take a look at
https://t.co/JgfOxtifgP for the full picture…
7/18/2016 3:53:25 PM
praymurray: We are, Compagnon says, not seeing enough digital innovation at the level
of the text & authorship #elit #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:53:48 PM
ActuaLitte: "En terme d'écriture, pas vrmnt de nouveautés, livres enrichis n'ont pas
constitués un courant" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:53:57 PM

lesliehowsam: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Impassioned defence of the value of the book in
the face of 21stC terrorism by Jean-Yves Mollier #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:54:02 PM
sharpicecream: Moi! Bien sur! #sharp16 https://t.co/Dp0YHM1H37
7/18/2016 3:54:21 PM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: The material book as an ideal perfect object containing
more than just knowledge, memories as well - Conpagnon keynote #s…
7/18/2016 3:54:30 PM
epriani: RT @praymurray: Compagnon refers to how his writing changed when he
started using a word processor #trackchanges @mkirschenbaum #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:54:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JasonEnsor: The first books were made of people and downloading
them took a lifetime - but they were interactive too, responding to ges…
7/18/2016 3:54:36 PM
singingscholar: My beloved Dumas père only writer of his generation to switch to "evil"
technology iron nib. He's so cool. https://t.co/DXAfnmr43d #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:54:47 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: We are, Compagnon says, not seeing enough digital
innovation at the level of the text & authorship #elit #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:54:52 PM
mollyhardy: RT @mroyUPO: Book history as "a wonderful territory that doesn't belong
to anybody" (Mollier) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:54:54 PM
loradeets: @enoitan iron quill removed a writing bottleneck (and spared geese) but to
some, iron was good enough for prose, but never poetry #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:55:03 PM
andiesilva: .@enoitan talks Twitter literature: Don Quixote in 17000 tweets
https://t.co/9h3uHl1Lc2 #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:55:04 PM
singingscholar: RT @praymurray: We are, Compagnon says, not seeing enough digital
innovation at the level of the text & authorship #elit #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:55:04 PM
genschaffner: (I'm having visions of @enoitan's "la plume du fer... "la plume du fer..."
"la plume du fer..." "la plume du fer...") #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:55:05 PM
ActuaLitte: "Progrès technique n'a pas grde influence sur apprentissage : si économie
temps, perte en efficacité" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:55:09 PM
lukealb: RT @SHARPorg: Who is tweeting at #sharp16? Take a look at
https://t.co/JgfOxtifgP for the full picture…
7/18/2016 3:55:10 PM
bittenpub: RT @loradeets: Antoine Compagnon reminds us: before the dreaded e-book,
it was paperbacks that 'meant the end of culture' #sharp16 https://…

7/18/2016 3:55:49 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: My beloved Dumas père only writer of his generation to
switch to "evil" technology iron nib. He's so cool. https://t.co…
7/18/2016 3:55:56 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: First key note "Ma langue d'en France" by Antoine
Compagnon.Shout out to our translator for keeping great pace for the…
7/18/2016 3:55:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @loradeets: @enoitan iron quill removed a writing bottleneck (and
spared geese) but to some, iron was good enough for prose, but never p…
7/18/2016 3:56:07 PM
bittenpub: RT @praymurray: Compagnon: when the paperback appeared, intellectuals
fearful of its damaging effects on reading, "the end of culture" #mor…
7/18/2016 3:56:08 PM
lukealb: RT @JasonEnsor: Is the panic over the future of books about text or the
containers of text? #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:56:32 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: @enoitan iron quill removed a writing bottleneck (and
spared geese) but to some, iron was good enough for prose, but never p…
7/18/2016 3:56:43 PM
gbarnhisel: Compagnon: a Spaniard copied Don Quixote into 18000 tweets. I see your
Cervantes and raise you @UlyssesReader (follow!) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:57:09 PM
praymurray: Compagnon refers to ppts as a disease of teaching & conferences
<*scores of Sharpists silently bin their slides*> #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:57:26 PM
ActuaLitte: "Pas de progrès technique ds enseignement : PowerPoint, mal
contemporain" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:57:28 PM
mattrubery: RT @andiesilva: .@enoitan talks Twitter literature: Don Quixote in 17000
tweets https://t.co/9h3uHl1Lc2 #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:57:46 PM
bittenpub: RT @andiesilva: Introductions today attending to role of books as weapons
and shieds. Our responsibility: (wel)coming together + listening…
7/18/2016 3:57:58 PM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: Compagnon: a Spaniard copied Don Quixote into 18000
tweets. I see your Cervantes and raise you @UlyssesReader (follow!) #sh…
7/18/2016 3:57:58 PM
CitizenWald: Antoine Compagnon provides perspective on tech change: great C19
writers--Dumas père excepted--clung to quill pen, shunned steel #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:58:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JasonEnsor: "... where #bookhistory might reimagine itself every year
..." #sharp16 #iambookhistory https://t.co/figHzXIIOW

7/18/2016 3:58:12 PM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Impassioned defence of the value of the book in the
face of 21stC terrorism by Jean-Yves Mollier #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:58:20 PM
MyLiminality: Powerpoints as the new photograph regarding sign of legitimacy
@tmg7d??? #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:58:23 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @ActuaLitte: "Il est ss doute plus difficile de lire lgtmps sans que
cette lecture ne soit interrompue par divers msgs" A. #Compagnon (@…
7/18/2016 3:58:28 PM
cait_rose: RT @praymurray: Compagnon: when the paperback appeared, intellectuals
fearful of its damaging effects on reading, "the end of culture" #mor…
7/18/2016 3:58:29 PM
praymurray: Compagnon believes his own press & turns off his ppt :D but more srsly,
as a challenge to our dependence on technology #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:58:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: "Pas de progrès technique ds enseignement : PowerPoint,
mal contemporain" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:58:39 PM
SHARP2017: We're so excited to be in Paris for #sharp16, and are looking forward to
welcoming you to Canada for #sharp17!
7/18/2016 3:58:41 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Compagnon refers to ppts as a disease of teaching &
conferences <*scores of Sharpists silently bin their slides*> #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:58:42 PM
ActuaLitte: "PowerPoint n'a pas augmenté productivité enseignement. Mm chose pour
les MOOCs" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:58:43 PM
praymurray: RT @andiesilva: .@enoitan talks Twitter literature: Don Quixote in 17000
tweets https://t.co/9h3uHl1Lc2 #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:58:48 PM
alisakbeer: PowerPoint described as a scourge of teaching/conference. Can we decry a
tool for its being used badly much of the time? #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:59:07 PM
CodrutaMorari: RT @superHH: One big issue for academic libraries buying ebooks:
can't loan to an other library so no ILL possible. #paymorelessuse #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:59:07 PM
JocHargrave: Compagnon: technological progress has not resulted in growth in
teaching. #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:59:17 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Compagnon believes his own press & turns off his ppt :D
but more srsly, as a challenge to our dependence on technology #sha…

7/18/2016 3:59:24 PM
ActuaLitte: "On a eu l'impression que le mur du coût croissant de l'enseignement allait
être surmonté" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:59:27 PM
SHARPorg: RT @SHARP2017: We're so excited to be in Paris for #sharp16, and are
looking forward to welcoming you to Canada for #sharp17!
7/18/2016 3:59:30 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Great defence of the fountain pen as the
exemplary tool of 19thC creativity in Antoine Compagnon's keynote #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:59:31 PM
alisakbeer: RT @praymurray: Compagnon believes his own press & turns off his ppt :D
but more srsly, as a challenge to our dependence on technology #sha…
7/18/2016 3:59:38 PM
sharpicecream: Je me sens bien sans PowerPoint, mais tres mauvais sans
IceCreamPoint #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:59:43 PM
praymurray: Compagnon relates the hype around MOOCs, which he attributes to the
first real innovation in teaching to have happened in centuries #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:59:52 PM
JocHargrave: RT @SHARP2017: We're so excited to be in Paris for #sharp16, and are
looking forward to welcoming you to Canada for #sharp17!
7/18/2016 3:59:54 PM
MyLiminality: The future is now! #sharp17 tweeting at #sharp16
https://t.co/y0IyKZGnhs
7/18/2016 3:59:56 PM
ActuaLitte: "Mais constat que pratiquement personne ne terminait les MOOCs. 4 % des
inscrits allaient jusqu'au bout" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 3:59:58 PM
jameshodges_: Compagnon's anti-PowerPoint stance reminds me of this article (which
my students loved last year): https://t.co/H2gMOr57d6 #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:00:22 PM
ActuaLitte: "ET ces 4 % étaient déjà diplomés, ce qui supprimait l'espoir engendré par
les MOOCs" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:00:39 PM
sharpicecream: @SHARP2017 bonsoir! Have many ice creams! #sharp16 #sharp17
7/18/2016 4:00:57 PM
tmg7d: Many writers resisted iron (steel?) fountain pens when they were first invented
#sharp16
7/18/2016 4:01:13 PM
tmg7d: Compagnon: About 4% of students registered in moocs actually finish them.
They are usually graduates. #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:01:14 PM

tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: the digital hasn't much helped teaching. E.g.the horror
of PowerPoint. In general, yes; there are always exceptions
7/18/2016 4:01:15 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon turns off his presentation to demonstrate life w/o
PowerPoint; conference logo appears automatically #ohwell
7/18/2016 4:01:16 PM
tmg7d: Time to be prudent discussing the digital and prudent using it #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:01:16 PM
praymurray: RT @jameshodges_: Compagnon's anti-PowerPoint stance reminds me of
this article (which my students loved last year): https://t.co/H2gMOr57d…
7/18/2016 4:01:18 PM
JocHargrave: Brilliant, @SHARP2017. #sharp16 https://t.co/P8bm54hK60
7/18/2016 4:01:24 PM
genschaffner: RT @ActuaLitte: "On a eu l'impression que le mur du coût croissant de
l'enseignement allait être surmonté" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:01:28 PM
alisakbeer: More seriously, can we blame technologies for not doing more, or is the
fault on us for using/creating less well? #sharp16 @enoitan
7/18/2016 4:01:46 PM
ActuaLitte: "On peut désormais chercher 24/24h, 7/7 j, gain de productivité dans la
recherche ac num" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:01:47 PM
amandalastoria: didn't make it to #sharp16 but #sharp17 will be on home turf!
https://t.co/8S8g24y4dC
7/18/2016 4:01:57 PM
drjanepotter: 2/2 '...Sometimes you have to give a lecture w/out PowerPoint just to see
if you can do it.' AntoineCompagnon #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:01:57 PM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @alisakbeer: PowerPoint described as a scourge of
teaching/conference. Can we decry a tool for its being used badly much of the time? #s…
7/18/2016 4:02:12 PM
alisakbeer: Very good points about MOOCs and “more bang for your buck” teaching
mentality as a scourge of education. #sharp16 @enoitan
7/18/2016 4:02:15 PM
andiesilva: MOOCs will never replace the university model but they do have a great
value in terms of self-guided (nrly tuition free) learning #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:02:17 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @SHARP2017: We're so excited to be in Paris for #sharp16, and are
looking forward to welcoming you to Canada for #sharp17!
7/18/2016 4:02:23 PM
ActuaLitte: "Il ne se passe pas un jour sans que je ne consulte @GallicaBnF" A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16

7/18/2016 4:02:27 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jameshodges_: Compagnon's anti-PowerPoint stance reminds me of
this article (which my students loved last year): https://t.co/H2gMOr57d…
7/18/2016 4:02:35 PM
sharpicecream: MOOG=Massive Online Open Glace #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:02:36 PM
MyLiminality: Compaganon assesses the mixed productivity changes related to
technology shifts. Teaching = min change Research=considerable change #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:02:45 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARP2017: We're so excited to be in Paris for #sharp16, and are
looking forward to welcoming you to Canada for #sharp17!
7/18/2016 4:02:50 PM
Touittad: RT @ActuaLitte: "Pas de progrès technique ds enseignement : PowerPoint,
mal contemporain" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:02:56 PM
alisakbeer: RT @jameshodges_: Compagnon's anti-PowerPoint stance reminds me of
this article (which my students loved last year): https://t.co/H2gMOr57d…
7/18/2016 4:02:56 PM
Touittad: RT @ActuaLitte: "PowerPoint n'a pas augmenté productivité enseignement.
Mm chose pour les MOOCs" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:03:00 PM
Touittad: RT @ActuaLitte: "On a eu l'impression que le mur du coût croissant de
l'enseignement allait être surmonté" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:03:14 PM
Touittad: RT @ActuaLitte: "Mais constat que pratiquement personne ne terminait les
MOOCs. 4 % des inscrits allaient jusqu'au bout" A. #Compagnon (@en…
7/18/2016 4:03:19 PM
Touittad: RT @ActuaLitte: "ET ces 4 % étaient déjà diplomés, ce qui supprimait l'espoir
engendré par les MOOCs" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:03:26 PM
bittenpub: RT @andiesilva: MOOCs will never replace the university model but they do
have a great value in terms of self-guided (nrly tuition free) le…
7/18/2016 4:03:31 PM
ClaudeBosoleil: RT @ActuaLitte: "J'écrivais sur une Olivetti que m'avait donné Roland
Barthes, il n'arrivait pas à la contrôler" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 4:03:36 PM
mollyhardy: @jameshodges_ reminds me of Tufte #sharp16 https://t.co/5pQG16mkKI
7/18/2016 4:03:41 PM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: Very good points about MOOCs and “more bang for
your buck” teaching mentality as a scourge of education. #sharp16 @enoitan
7/18/2016 4:03:42 PM
lemaire_alex: RT @ActuaLitte: #sharp16 A. #Compagnon https://t.co/Z1wLDJrHk7

7/18/2016 4:04:02 PM
tmg7d: RT @Shaf_Towheed: The material book as an ideal perfect object containing
more than just knowledge, memories as well - Conpagnon keynote #s…
7/18/2016 4:04:12 PM
tmg7d: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were coming
together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/18/2016 4:04:15 PM
tmg7d: RT @andiesilva: Introductions today attending to role of books as weapons and
shieds. Our responsibility: (wel)coming together + listening…
7/18/2016 4:04:21 PM
ActuaLitte: "Faire 1 note pouvait demander 15 jrs recherche/travail en bib, aujourd'hui
30 secs suffisent ac Google" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:04:34 PM
SHARPorg: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon turns off his presentation to
demonstrate life w/o PowerPoint; conference logo appears automatically #ohwell
7/18/2016 4:05:01 PM
lanenelle: RT @ActuaLitte: "PowerPoint n'a pas augmenté productivité enseignement.
Mm chose pour les MOOCs" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:05:05 PM
praymurray: Compagnon points to Google as something that eases the pain, time
taken, over research, as well as posing challenges to libraries #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:05:12 PM
singingscholar: https://t.co/361D4i94lI highlighted as great #digitalresource at
#sharp16 keynote. #profchat
7/18/2016 4:05:34 PM
bittenpub: RT @jameshodges_: Compagnon's anti-PowerPoint stance reminds me of
this article (which my students loved last year): https://t.co/H2gMOr57d…
7/18/2016 4:05:40 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARP2017: We're so excited to be in Paris for #sharp16, and are
looking forward to welcoming you to Canada for #sharp17!
7/18/2016 4:05:48 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: "On a eu l'impression que le mur du coût croissant de
l'enseignement allait être surmonté" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:06:00 PM
alisakbeer: RT @singingscholar: https://t.co/361D4i94lI highlighted as great
#digitalresource at #sharp16 keynote. #profchat
7/18/2016 4:06:04 PM
MyLiminality: Issues that can seem like #molehills to posterity, but feel like
#mountains to contemporaries! Interesting!#sharp16 https://t.co/fDRzEPiCyq
7/18/2016 4:06:12 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: https://t.co/361D4i94lI highlighted as great
#digitalresource at #sharp16 keynote. #profchat

7/18/2016 4:06:12 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @SHARPorg: Who is tweeting at #sharp16? Take a look at
https://t.co/JgfOxtifgP for the full picture…
7/18/2016 4:06:24 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: "Faire 1 note pouvait demander 15 jrs recherche/travail en
bib, aujourd'hui 30 secs suffisent ac Google" A. #Compagnon (@en…
7/18/2016 4:06:44 PM
sharpicecream: Important question! Am I better in a: #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:06:58 PM
SHARPorg: RT @MyLiminality: Issues that can seem like #molehills to posterity, but
feel like #mountains to contemporaries! Interesting!#sharp16 http…
7/18/2016 4:07:00 PM
ActuaLitte: "Chez certains, changement de sens de la lecture : distant reading, ac big
data, permet recherche ++" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:07:11 PM
harrietta3: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were coming
together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/18/2016 4:07:11 PM
Expectoration: RT @ActuaLitte: "Faire 1 note pouvait demander 15 jrs recherche/travail
en bib, aujourd'hui 30 secs suffisent ac Google" A. #Compagnon (@en…
7/18/2016 4:07:20 PM
andiesilva: We now arrive at the inevitable critique/overview of the Digital Humanities
portion of this programme #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:07:22 PM
superHH: @mazarines no notes in the margins for sure. #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:07:29 PM
ActuaLitte: "Sans lecture, donc. Je n'irai pas jusqu'à soutenir cette thèse" A.
#Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16 #tweetprecedent
7/18/2016 4:07:35 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 defining the role of the library in the digital age: a HUGELY important
question
7/18/2016 4:07:50 PM
loradeets: @enoitan compliment close reading with 'distant reading' - big data and
digitally-enabled forms of research #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:08:01 PM
MyLiminality: @edge_n_edge such a good perspective! It's true! Different types of
sustainability at play here! #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:08:16 PM
drjanepotter: RT @CitizenWald: Antoine Compagnon provides perspective on tech
change: great C19 writers--Dumas père excepted--clung to quill pen, shunned…
7/18/2016 4:08:34 PM
singingscholar: .@enoitan: analysis of big data as "a possibly indispensable
complement" to close reading. #digitalhumanities #sharp16

7/18/2016 4:08:35 PM
sharpparis2016: RT @SHARP2017: We're so excited to be in Paris for #sharp16, and
are looking forward to welcoming you to Canada for #sharp17!
7/18/2016 4:08:39 PM
praymurray: Cannot agree with Compagnon's assertion that classification has lost all
relevance: metadata serves as similar purpose - but - #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:08:41 PM
HarvardMapColl: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/18/2016 4:08:52 PM
ActuaLitte: "Dans bib moderne, classification n'est plus aussi pertinente avec les
moteurs de recherche" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:08:53 PM
JocHargrave: Wouldn't work with my international students who need blended-learning
approach using varied text types. #sharp16 https://t.co/ILPdu9yMKa
7/18/2016 4:09:00 PM
alisakbeer: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 defining the role of the library in the digital age: a
HUGELY important question
7/18/2016 4:09:19 PM
SHARPorg: And at University of Victoria in 2017! @SHARP2017 #sharp16 #sharp17
https://t.co/qZfvloYp7w
7/18/2016 4:09:44 PM
ActuaLitte: "Aujourd'hui, 1 autre sens de l'orientation est nécessaire, qui ns fait tomber
sur qqch de mieux" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:09:52 PM
praymurray: Compagnon recalls Claire Warwick's keynote at #DH2016 that serendipity
has to be embedded in tech to replicate 'old' research #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:09:55 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Cannot agree with Compagnon's assertion that
classification has lost all relevance: metadata serves as similar purpose - bu…
7/18/2016 4:10:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @praymurray: Compagnon recalls Claire Warwick's keynote at #DH2016
that serendipity has to be embedded in tech to replicate 'old' resear…
7/18/2016 4:10:39 PM
ActuaLitte: "Accès gratuit à la littérature scientifique : loi num en discussion en France"
A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:11:03 PM
digitalpigeons: Compagnon talking about serendipity among the bookshelves & the role
of chance in collecting books & stumbling upon something great #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:11:17 PM
drjanepotter: 'Research: an instinct based on hunting.' --Antoine Compagne #sharp16
https://t.co/xCWWzSlgvI

7/18/2016 4:11:23 PM
mazarines: Agreed. The browse and the keyword search are distinct pathways and both
are useful. #sharp16 https://t.co/D1P6ShbAG9
7/18/2016 4:11:24 PM
ActuaLitte: "Prévoit accès libre après un max de 6 mois pr les publications à moitié
financées par fonds publics" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:11:31 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: "Sans lecture, donc. Je n'irai pas jusqu'à soutenir cette
thèse" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16 #tweetprecedent
7/18/2016 4:11:37 PM
loradeets: RT @praymurray: Compagnon recalls Claire Warwick's keynote at #DH2016
that serendipity has to be embedded in tech to replicate 'old' resear…
7/18/2016 4:11:41 PM
JocHargrave: RT @SHARPorg: And at University of Victoria in 2017! @SHARP2017
#sharp16 #sharp17 https://t.co/qZfvloYp7w
7/18/2016 4:11:48 PM
ManyaZuba: RT @MyLiminality: The challenge of finding language, in books or
elsewhere, when moments of silence seem the only response #sharp16 https:…
7/18/2016 4:11:48 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @ClaireSquires: I research late 20c/21c publishing, book prizes, lit
events. Oh, & writing a kids' book with some bk history themes #iam…
7/18/2016 4:11:54 PM
MyLiminality: RT @mazarines: Agreed. The browse and the keyword search are distinct
pathways and both are useful. #sharp16 https://t.co/D1P6ShbAG9
7/18/2016 4:12:02 PM
bittenpub: RT @drjanepotter: 'Research: an instinct based on hunting.' --Antoine
Compagne #sharp16 https://t.co/xCWWzSlgvI
7/18/2016 4:12:20 PM
Fantomas_media: Et en même temps que #sharp16... https://t.co/PzarfrildP
7/18/2016 4:12:22 PM
ActuaLitte: "Grde inquiétude pr revues, notamment celles ds ns domaines, perdront
entre 25 et 50 % de revenus nums" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:12:24 PM
bittenpub: RT @mazarines: Agreed. The browse and the keyword search are distinct
pathways and both are useful. #sharp16 https://t.co/D1P6ShbAG9
7/18/2016 4:12:40 PM
andiesilva: Although a lot of this assumes level of access many scholars didn't have
before digital repositories... #sharp16 https://t.co/wEng90HQOp
7/18/2016 4:12:56 PM
SHARPorg: RT @drjanepotter: 'Research: an instinct based on hunting.' --Antoine
Compagne #sharp16 https://t.co/xCWWzSlgvI
7/18/2016 4:13:24 PM

sharpicecream: Ice cream is VERY hard to hunt #sharp16 https://t.co/wYXWCbfD3x
7/18/2016 4:13:35 PM
JocHargrave: RT @andiesilva: Although a lot of this assumes level of access many
scholars didn't have before digital repositories... #sharp16 https://t.…
7/18/2016 4:13:38 PM
ActuaLitte: "Très difficile de s'opposer à l'accès gratuit, universités incitent à son
adoption" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:13:51 PM
lemaire_alex: RT @ActuaLitte: "Nous sommes des lecteurs hybrides. Contrairement à
musique/video, le streaming n'a pas pris" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sha…
7/18/2016 4:13:51 PM
JasonEnsor: In data & metadata, I would argue that tagging is cultural work reflecting
historical, ideological, social & aesthetic factors #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:13:55 PM
bittenpub: RT @JasonEnsor: The first books were made of people and downloading
them took a lifetime - but they were interactive too, responding to ges…
7/18/2016 4:14:08 PM
bethlrx: And that's why I have dachshunds - perfect hunting dogs. #sharp16
#dogsofsharp https://t.co/PFlY3nsJaF
7/18/2016 4:14:20 PM
ActuaLitte: "C'est 1 homme de revues qui vs parle, qd ces revues étaient ligne
éditoriale et nn collection d'articles" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:14:31 PM
JocHargrave: RT @JasonEnsor: In data & metadata, I would argue that tagging is
cultural work reflecting historical, ideological, social & aesthetic fact…
7/18/2016 4:14:50 PM
SHARPorg: RT @andiesilva: Although a lot of this assumes level of access many
scholars didn't have before digital repositories... #sharp16 https://t.…
7/18/2016 4:14:51 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JasonEnsor: In data & metadata, I would argue that tagging is cultural
work reflecting historical, ideological, social & aesthetic fact…
7/18/2016 4:15:01 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @praymurray: Compagnon stages the provocation that the computer
is not a consequence of computation, but rather a mode of writing #sharp…
7/18/2016 4:15:05 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @JasonEnsor: Is the panic over the future of books about text or the
containers of text? #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:15:14 PM
lukealb: RT @andiesilva: Although a lot of this assumes level of access many scholars
didn't have before digital repositories... #sharp16 https://t.…
7/18/2016 4:15:33 PM
superHH: So many scholars would not have access to articles if they weren't freely
available. Not everyone belongs to a university #sharp16

7/18/2016 4:15:43 PM
praymurray: Personally: I think DHers should be striving to recreate this serendipity
using rhizomatic networks rather than hierarchies #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:16:03 PM
mazarines: So much so. Libraries use controlled vocabularies to standardize terms. And
they are never neutral. #sharp16 https://t.co/7qmFPZDrq4
7/18/2016 4:16:06 PM
ClaireSquires: Depends if you want to talk to it or lick it, I guess #sharp16
https://t.co/GX9Nwl077x
7/18/2016 4:16:19 PM
JasonEnsor: Earlier cultures of knowledge were organised by card catalogue; now it is
the search box. #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:16:22 PM
ActuaLitte: "Être auteur aujourd'hui : l'auctorialité s'efface peu à peu, mais émergence
du plagiat" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:16:26 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Personally: I think DHers should be striving to
recreate this serendipity using rhizomatic networks rather than hierarchies…
7/18/2016 4:16:27 PM
superHH: That pays way too much money for databases. Articles in repositories and in
#openaccess are available to anyone in the world. #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:16:33 PM
oncomouse: RT @praymurray: Personally: I think DHers should be striving to recreate
this serendipity using rhizomatic networks rather than hierarchies…
7/18/2016 4:16:34 PM
andiesilva: .@enoitan compares elusiveness of authorship/authority with bitcoin: is it
even real? An avatar? Does it matter? #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:16:37 PM
lemaire_alex: RT @ActuaLitte: "On peut désormais chercher 24/24h, 7/7 j, gain de
productivité dans la recherche ac num" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:16:54 PM
JocHargrave: RT @JasonEnsor: Earlier cultures of knowledge were organised by card
catalogue; now it is the search box. #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:17:09 PM
ActuaLitte: "En mm temps, le big data nous permet de définir l'auteur, plus que jamais"
A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:17:19 PM
lemaire_alex: RT @ActuaLitte: "Mais constat que pratiquement personne ne terminait
les MOOCs. 4 % des inscrits allaient jusqu'au bout" A. #Compagnon (@en…
7/18/2016 4:17:19 PM
ogechter: RT @ActuaLitte: "Être auteur aujourd'hui : l'auctorialité s'efface peu à peu,
mais émergence du plagiat" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16

7/18/2016 4:17:24 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: So many scholars would not have access to articles if they
weren't freely available. Not everyone belongs to a university #sh…
7/18/2016 4:17:27 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Shouldn't we, iso complaining, look for new models based on
proven concepts eg journal-blog? #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:17:41 PM
SHARPorg: RT @andiesilva: .@enoitan compares elusiveness of authorship/authority
with bitcoin: is it even real? An avatar? Does it matter? #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:17:46 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: "En mm temps, le big data nous permet de définir l'auteur,
plus que jamais" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:17:53 PM
ActuaLitte: "Avec des mots insignifiants, par exemple : la signature d'un texte résiderait
alrs dans ses mots-outils" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:17:55 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @superHH: So many scholars would not have access to articles if
they weren't freely available. Not everyone belongs to a university #sh…
7/18/2016 4:18:11 PM
superHH: Ok I feel someone needs to mention Pokemon Go, right? #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:18:13 PM
NicDarwood: A horrible sight @sharpicecream #sharp16 https://t.co/EW29waCJ6r
7/18/2016 4:18:14 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: authorship is a vexed question today (who created
Bitcoin?); but we live also with greater plagiarism
7/18/2016 4:18:24 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: So much so. Libraries use controlled vocabularies to
standardize terms. And they are never neutral. #sharp16 https://t.co/7…
7/18/2016 4:18:28 PM
sharpicecream: I like big datascoops and I cannot lie #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:18:28 PM
superHH: @bethlrx exactly. One other big problem that we need to address on our
reflection on accessibility #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:19:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @superHH: Ok I feel someone needs to mention Pokemon Go, right?
#sharp16
7/18/2016 4:19:11 PM
sharpicecream: @NicDarwood AAAAAAGGGGGHHHHH #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:19:30 PM
mazarines: RT @superHH: That pays way too much money for databases. Articles in
repositories and in #openaccess are available to anyone in the world.…

7/18/2016 4:19:37 PM
ActuaLitte: "Nos langues du livre st de + en + réduites à l'anglais, mais s'y ajoutent ces
faux anglicismes" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:19:44 PM
SHARPorg: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: authorship is a vexed question today
(who created Bitcoin?); but we live also with greater plagiarism
7/18/2016 4:19:48 PM
ogechter: RT @ActuaLitte: "Mais constat que pratiquement personne ne terminait les
MOOCs. 4 % des inscrits allaient jusqu'au bout" A. #Compagnon (@en…
7/18/2016 4:19:59 PM
ActuaLitte: "Comme 'pure player' ou 'water closet'" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan)
#sharp16
7/18/2016 4:20:03 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @sharpicecream: I like big datascoops and I cannot lie #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:20:04 PM
MyLiminality: Yes!! I add: more than recreating, #dh can turn attn to new, digitally
specific modes of serendipity! #sharp16 https://t.co/qNIZiSzvfb
7/18/2016 4:20:11 PM
genschaffner: (Morelli and "distant reading" in a keynote? I'm home again... #sharp16)
7/18/2016 4:20:17 PM
sharpicecream: @lesliehowsam is this a petition for a 4th category?! #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:20:26 PM
epriani: RT @praymurray: Compagnon stages the provocation that the computer is not
a consequence of computation, but rather a mode of writing #sharp…
7/18/2016 4:20:34 PM
trueXstory: RT @JasonEnsor: In data & metadata, I would argue that tagging is cultural
work reflecting historical, ideological, social & aesthetic fact…
7/18/2016 4:20:36 PM
JocHargrave: RT @MyLiminality: Yes!! I add: more than recreating, #dh can turn attn
to new, digitally specific modes of serendipity! #sharp16 https://t…
7/18/2016 4:20:41 PM
trueXstory: RT @andiesilva: We now arrive at the inevitable critique/overview of the
Digital Humanities portion of this programme #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:21:14 PM
ActuaLitte: "J'appartiens à 1 génération pr laquelle culture num a été tt bénéfice :
culture livre + possibilité num" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:21:15 PM
trueXstory: RT @superHH: So many scholars would not have access to articles if they
weren't freely available. Not everyone belongs to a university #sh…
7/18/2016 4:22:08 PM
ActuaLitte: "Transparence du num + droit à l'oubli : peut-on vivre dans une société
sans hypocrisie ?" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16

7/18/2016 4:22:13 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: authorship is a vexed question
today (who created Bitcoin?); but we live also with greater plagiarism
7/18/2016 4:22:18 PM
mkirschenbaum: #SHARP16 ICYMI: "A Screen of Her Own: Gay Courter's The Midwife
and the Literary History of Word Processing": https://t.co/1R9fUGEZCd
7/18/2016 4:22:22 PM
drjanepotter: RT @bethlrx: And that's why I have dachshunds - perfect hunting dogs.
#sharp16 #dogsofsharp https://t.co/PFlY3nsJaF
7/18/2016 4:22:27 PM
ActuaLitte: "La question, c'est ce que sortiront les générations suivantes du numérique"
A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:22:42 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: "En mm temps, le big data nous permet de définir
l'auteur, plus que jamais" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:22:48 PM
AnneBergman: RT @ActuaLitte: "Mais constat que pratiquement personne ne terminait
les MOOCs. 4 % des inscrits allaient jusqu'au bout" A. #Compagnon (@en…
7/18/2016 4:22:51 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mkirschenbaum: #SHARP16 ICYMI: "A Screen of Her Own: Gay
Courter's The Midwife and the Literary History of Word Processing": https://t.…
7/18/2016 4:23:01 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mkirschenbaum: #SHARP16 ICYMI: "A Screen of Her Own: Gay
Courter's The Midwife and the Literary History of Word Processing": https://t.…
7/18/2016 4:23:04 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: at the same time DH helps us know authors better--of
them from their function words @robzker #stylometry
7/18/2016 4:23:20 PM
lemaire_alex: RT @ActuaLitte: "En terme d'écriture, pas vrmnt de nouveautés, livres
enrichis n'ont pas constitués un courant" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #s…
7/18/2016 4:23:22 PM
mkirschenbaum: #SHARP16 (sorry to crash the hashtag, but I just can't think of a
better audience for that link to go; wish I was in Paris with you!)
7/18/2016 4:23:39 PM
andiesilva: I tend to follow a colleague to sugg we are the Digital Natives: better poised
to navigate tehno. changes than those born after pcs #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:23:44 PM
ActuaLitte: "Bon de faire économies d'utilisation du cerveau, à condition d'utiliser
neurones à autre chose" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:23:45 PM
JocHargrave: Compagnon: we've had the best of both worlds - print and ebook,
analogue and digital, print and screen. #sharp16

7/18/2016 4:23:53 PM
ActuaLitte: Fin du #LT de la conférence d'A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16 | Merci
de l'avoir suivi !
7/18/2016 4:24:13 PM
singingscholar: .@enoitan asks, apropos long/pervasive memory of the digital: how do
we survive in a society both transparent and hypocritical? #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:24:18 PM
bethlrx: Now for cocktails! #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:24:26 PM
mhb_numerik: RT @ActuaLitte: "J'écrivais sur une Olivetti que m'avait donné Roland
Barthes, il n'arrivait pas à la contrôler" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 4:24:30 PM
SHARPorg: *waves at the 2009 winner of the @sharporg Book History prize* #Sharp16
https://t.co/yjb9fedg73
7/18/2016 4:24:45 PM
lemaire_alex: RT @ActuaLitte: "Qd le livre de poche est apparu, les intellectuels se sont
élevés contre 'la culture de poche'" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 4:24:49 PM
lemaire_alex: RT @ActuaLitte: "Ne nous hâtons pas de faire la même chose avec le
livre numérique" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:24:53 PM
SHARPorg: RT @bethlrx: Now for cocktails! #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:24:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @JocHargrave: Compagnon: we've had the best of both worlds - print
and ebook, analogue and digital, print and screen. #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:25:03 PM
eyeona: Oops-correct hashtag for #LDNA #BookHistShef tweet was #SHARP16 =Soc.
History Reading Authorship Publication. Audited intro frm CDG queue.
7/18/2016 4:25:59 PM
Touittad: RT @ActuaLitte: "Transparence du num + droit à l'oubli : peut-on vivre dans
une société sans hypocrisie ?" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:26:30 PM
ActuaLitte: Pour #SHARP16, Antoine Compagnon à la BnF : « Ma langue d'en France »
https://t.co/KFWpifInOP https://t.co/ZlSDN00d7p
7/18/2016 4:27:26 PM
antoineoury: Pour #SHARP16, Antoine Compagnon à la BnF : « Ma langue d'en France
» https://t.co/iJfO41MPvu via @actualitte
7/18/2016 4:28:16 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: "Bon de faire économies d'utilisation du cerveau, à
condition d'utiliser neurones à autre chose" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 4:28:47 PM
FR_Conversation: À #sharp16, on parle des « langues du #livre » comme en réponse à
la #barbarie @DucasSylvie https://t.co/Psx7LQk5Fs https://t.co/k5MK4isq5e

7/18/2016 4:30:11 PM
praymurray: Compagnon on the right to be forgotten: converse: should everything be
open, available? Brings to mind https://t.co/DYckQhfZTC #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:36:35 PM
mhb_numerik: RT @ActuaLitte: "Y Bonnefoy, grd poète disparu récemment, s'était lui
récemment converti à ordinateur pr écriture poésie" A. #Compagnon (@e…
7/18/2016 4:39:21 PM
eyeona: And yes, that should've been Authorship, Reading and Publishing. But I've been
stood in this airport queue for nearly 2 hours. #sharp16
7/18/2016 4:39:37 PM
luke_dietrich: Wishing I could be in Paris for #sharp16. Thanks to everyone tweeting!
7/18/2016 4:39:48 PM
historypixie: RT @JasonEnsor: In data & metadata, I would argue that tagging is
cultural work reflecting historical, ideological, social & aesthetic fact…
7/18/2016 4:42:14 PM
iranicaonline: RT @praymurray: Compagnon stages the provocation that the computer
is not a consequence of computation, but rather a mode of writing #sharp…
7/18/2016 4:45:04 PM
sylvain_lesage: Livre, lecture et technologies : passionnante conférence d'Antoine
Compagnon (@enoitan) à la #BnF pour #sharp16 https://t.co/yvgLGcdop4
7/18/2016 4:47:41 PM
cfibd: RT @ActuaLitte: Pour #SHARP16, Antoine Compagnon à la BnF : « Ma langue d'en
France » https://t.co/KFWpifInOP https://t.co/ZlSDN00d7p
7/18/2016 4:47:59 PM
MyLiminality: View from #sharp16 opening reception! #Paris https://t.co/LOuoKH3eKH
7/18/2016 4:56:54 PM
AnnesoGagliardi: RT @loradeets: Antoine Compagnon reminds us: before the dreaded
e-book, it was paperbacks that 'meant the end of culture' #sharp16 https://…
7/18/2016 5:00:02 PM
absentminddmama: RT @mkirschenbaum: #SHARP16 ICYMI: "A Screen of Her Own:
Gay Courter's The Midwife and the Literary History of Word Processing": https://t.…
7/18/2016 5:04:53 PM
ManyaZuba: RT @singingscholar: I do too! I have the complete Comte de Monte Cristo
right now (and no extra weight in the suitcase!) #sharp16 https://t…
7/18/2016 5:07:02 PM
MUSpecColl: RT @JHIdeas: Going to #Sharp16, #twitterstorians? Let us know; we
would love a write-up! @SHARPorg #bookhistory #historyofthebook https://t…
7/18/2016 5:07:11 PM
ManyaZuba: RT @loradeets: Antoine Compagnon reminds us: before the dreaded ebook, it was paperbacks that 'meant the end of culture' #sharp16 https://…
7/18/2016 5:10:20 PM
genschaffner: #sharp16 opening reception - one of four "open books"
https://t.co/tPaxZW8LB9

7/18/2016 5:12:46 PM
genschaffner: #sharp16 https://t.co/bSzfkPjgCu
7/18/2016 5:12:46 PM
celinea43: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 Compagnon: authorship is a vexed question today
(who created Bitcoin?); but we live also with greater plagiarism
7/18/2016 5:19:57 PM
IES_London: The latest Institute of English Studies! https://t.co/6Z1fEPa7Ov Thanks to
@englishpen @ICwS_SAS @UCLSSEESLibrary #sharp16 #otd
7/18/2016 5:28:05 PM
helenrogers19c: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Please apply - all #EU students are eligible!
@SHARPorg #sharp16 https://t.co/7EB8AaSxtm
7/18/2016 5:29:31 PM
TradeCardCarl: A view from the opening reception for #SHARP16. Well done,
conference organizers, and thank you! https://t.co/NhRPkmyxGs
7/18/2016 5:32:01 PM
JoanneKnowlesUK: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Please apply - all #EU students are eligible!
@SHARPorg #sharp16 https://t.co/7EB8AaSxtm
7/18/2016 5:33:22 PM
NoraCBenedict: Marvelous macaroons. #sharp16 https://t.co/bAhBOMxsoE
7/18/2016 5:39:00 PM
khj5c: RT @NoraCBenedict: Marvelous macaroons. #sharp16 https://t.co/bAhBOMxsoE
7/18/2016 5:41:28 PM
lisambayer: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Never surprised by decline of e-book sales in US.
Physicality, ownership, cost, etc all contribute to pleasure of print.…
7/18/2016 5:47:33 PM
lisambayer: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were coming
together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/18/2016 5:49:06 PM
tigella: The latest Il giornale dei libri! https://t.co/3IynTEbxTb Thanks to @feltrinellied
@editorilaterza @pedicinisabella #sharp16 #recensione
7/18/2016 5:52:41 PM
wilkinspeter: The latest The Peter Wilkins Daily! https://t.co/95ljHfVTpU Thanks to
@TessFowler @praymurray @ThomGiddens #sharp16 #webcomics
7/18/2016 6:06:27 PM
dolechner: RT @praymurray: .@iangadd reminds us how the Treaty of Paris embodied
the unification of European countries through its sheer materiality #…
7/18/2016 6:15:42 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Will sharpmacaron Trump @sharpicecream at #sharp16?
https://t.co/XxYErLDayF
7/18/2016 6:17:11 PM
ValleysGirl: #sharp16

7/18/2016 6:19:24 PM
khj5c: View from the 18th floor of the BnF #sharp16 https://t.co/etRl5bKT8R
7/18/2016 6:21:41 PM
AllegreHadida: RT @loradeets: Antoine Compagnon reminds us: before the dreaded ebook, it was paperbacks that 'meant the end of culture' #sharp16 https://…
7/18/2016 6:22:16 PM
MatWitness: RT @KateRLTB: I can't be at #sharp16, I'm at @UniRdg_SpecColl reading
all 7 vols of The Book Window, from W H Smith, 1927-89 #iambookhistory
7/18/2016 6:30:29 PM
patriksv: RT @jameshodges_: Compagnon's anti-PowerPoint stance reminds me of this
article (which my students loved last year): https://t.co/H2gMOr57d…
7/18/2016 6:35:33 PM
ActuaLitte: The latest The ActuaLitté Daily! https://t.co/GbIPIkTzap Thanks to
@BertrandDicale @culturelibre @geekille #sharp16 #1yrago
7/18/2016 6:36:40 PM
Parrainages2017: RT @ActuaLitte: The latest The ActuaLitté Daily!
https://t.co/GbIPIkTzap Thanks to @BertrandDicale @culturelibre @geekille #sharp16
#1yrago
7/18/2016 6:37:33 PM
DucasSylvie: RT @FR_Conversation: À #sharp16, on parle des « langues du #livre »
comme en réponse à la #barbarie @DucasSylvie https://t.co/Psx7LQk5Fs ht…
7/18/2016 6:38:48 PM
boinset: RT @ActuaLitte: The latest The ActuaLitté Daily! https://t.co/GbIPIkTzap
Thanks to @BertrandDicale @culturelibre @geekille #sharp16 #1yrago
7/18/2016 6:43:39 PM
IdierX: RT @ActuaLitte: The latest The ActuaLitté Daily! https://t.co/GbIPIkTzap Thanks
to @BertrandDicale @culturelibre @geekille #sharp16 #1yrago
7/18/2016 6:44:31 PM
QhaBhuti: RT @jameshodges_: Compagnon's anti-PowerPoint stance reminds me of this
article (which my students loved last year): https://t.co/H2gMOr57d…
7/18/2016 6:46:10 PM
pedicinisabella: RT @tigella: The latest Il giornale dei libri! https://t.co/3IynTEbxTb
Thanks to @feltrinellied @editorilaterza @pedicinisabella #sharp16 #…
7/18/2016 7:03:39 PM
khj5c: Very nice to meet @singingscholar and reunite with @NoraCBenedict at
#sharp16!
7/18/2016 7:06:49 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @FR_Conversation: À #sharp16, on parle des « langues du #livre »
comme en réponse à la #barbarie @DucasSylvie https://t.co/Psx7LQk5Fs ht…
7/18/2016 7:13:31 PM
harrietta3: RT @drjanepotter: 'Je ne suis pas Boris Johnson. Je suis @iangadd Président
de SHARP' #sharp16 @SHARPorg @laBnF https://t.co/H55GHFE4Es

7/18/2016 7:16:06 PM
keithsgrant: Interested in #bookhistory? If you're not in Paris this week (*sigh*), follow
#sharp16 for @sharp2016 live tweets. https://t.co/HwljCtRPGo
7/18/2016 7:16:48 PM
harrietta3: RT @digitalpigeons: Oh hey, #sharp16! Conference venue is looking
impressive! https://t.co/UBguHEqHQy
7/18/2016 7:16:56 PM
earlycanada: RT @keithsgrant: Interested in #bookhistory? If you're not in Paris this
week (*sigh*), follow #sharp16 for @sharp2016 live tweets. https:/…
7/18/2016 7:17:10 PM
DrSKBarker: So we ended the day in a room with a very different view to what I'm used
to #sharp16 https://t.co/3qSsgg4GKM
7/18/2016 7:19:34 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @keithsgrant: Interested in #bookhistory? If you're not in Paris this
week (*sigh*), follow #sharp16 for @sharp2016 live tweets. https:/…
7/18/2016 7:26:17 PM
maplemuse: The latest Nick's Digital Humanities Daily! https://t.co/aOcmNgIJ8V Thanks
to @trentmkays @inactinique @jmcclurken #dh2016 #sharp16
7/18/2016 7:27:21 PM
singingscholar: #sharp16 organizers sourced the opening reception from
https://t.co/tb9ThgyEIH and the results were delicious.
7/18/2016 7:28:03 PM
sharpicecream: Pffff #sharp16 https://t.co/utNVHtQKbC
7/18/2016 7:29:35 PM
sharpicecream: Non. #sharp16 https://t.co/PXOddZmeNl
7/18/2016 7:30:12 PM
BibMazarine: RT @SHARPorg: Our opening keynote speaker: Antoine Compagnon
@enoitan (Collège de France ; Columbia University) : « Ma langue d’en France…
7/18/2016 7:42:56 PM
superHH: Oh the macarons tonight! And the view. And the champagne. Good job
everyone who organized #SHARP16
7/18/2016 7:52:03 PM
PierreGestede: RT @ActuaLitte: The latest The ActuaLitté Daily!
https://t.co/GbIPIkTzap Thanks to @BertrandDicale @culturelibre @geekille #sharp16
#1yrago
7/18/2016 8:18:46 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @heatherfro: so obviously the hashtags of the week are#SRS2016
(Renaissance Studies)#sharp16 (book history)
7/18/2016 8:21:40 PM
GribouilleChat: The latest livres, le Journal! https://t.co/mqL6E5Zna0 Thanks to
@marsupilamima @marcalpozzo #sharp16 #compagnon
7/18/2016 8:23:59 PM

Stooartbaby: RT @praymurray: Compagnon refers to ppts as a disease of teaching &
conferences <*scores of Sharpists silently bin their slides*> #sharp16
7/18/2016 8:32:56 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JasonEnsor: In data & metadata, I would argue that tagging is
cultural work reflecting historical, ideological, social & aesthetic fact…
7/18/2016 8:35:16 PM
MxComan: RT @heatherfro: so obviously the hashtags of the week are#SRS2016
(Renaissance Studies)#sharp16 (book history)
7/18/2016 8:35:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: #sharp16 organizers sourced the opening reception
from https://t.co/tb9ThgyEIH and the results were delicious.
7/18/2016 8:44:58 PM
SHARPorg: RT @DrSKBarker: So we ended the day in a room with a very different view
to what I'm used to #sharp16 https://t.co/3qSsgg4GKM
7/18/2016 8:45:16 PM
SHARPorg: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Will sharpmacaron Trump @sharpicecream at
#sharp16? https://t.co/XxYErLDayF
7/18/2016 8:45:25 PM
EdgeHist: RT @DigiVictorian: Heading to Paris tomorrow for the #sharp16 conference.
I'll be talking about @VictorianHumour. See you all there! https:…
7/18/2016 8:45:44 PM
VictorianHumour: RT @DigiVictorian: Heading to Paris tomorrow for the #sharp16
conference. I'll be talking about @VictorianHumour. See you all there! https:…
7/18/2016 8:45:44 PM
JWalkerwords: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 Now more than ever, stress on the
importance of communications beyond, through, around linguistic and cultural bar…
7/18/2016 8:55:31 PM
helenrogers19c: RT @DigiVictorian: Heading to Paris tomorrow for the #sharp16
conference. I'll be talking about @VictorianHumour. See you all there! https:…
7/18/2016 8:59:50 PM
onslies: Thanks all for tweeting from both #SRS2016 and #sharp16 ! My envy is
outbalanced by gratefulness for insights. https://t.co/fowAyuQAsW
7/18/2016 9:00:54 PM
CedHannedouche: RT @sylvain_lesage: Livre, lecture et technologies : passionnante
conférence d'Antoine Compagnon (@enoitan) à la #BnF pour #sharp16 https:/…
7/18/2016 9:05:35 PM
sharpicecream: Give that dog an ice cream #sharp16 https://t.co/PPz6EZ1GrH
7/18/2016 9:20:33 PM
sharpicecream: @keithsgrant Have an ice cream Keith #sharp16
7/18/2016 9:21:40 PM
janicemorphet: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Follow us all on Twitter #sharp16 and hope to see
you at a future SHARP conference? https://t.co/s4GIfggXiP

7/18/2016 9:23:53 PM
ClaireSquires: I definitely have enough material for a plenary, should an understudy be
needed. (Proviso: quantity, not quality) #sharp16
7/18/2016 9:34:05 PM
SRSRenSoc: RT @onslies: Thanks all for tweeting from both #SRS2016 and #sharp16 !
My envy is outbalanced by gratefulness for insights. https://t.co/fo…
7/18/2016 9:37:44 PM
FredericL2: RT @ActuaLitte: "Qd le livre de poche est apparu, les intellectuels se sont
élevés contre 'la culture de poche'" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #…
7/18/2016 9:42:33 PM
DelphParis: RT @ActuaLitte: "J'appartiens à 1 génération pr laquelle culture num a été
tt bénéfice : culture livre + possibilité num" A. #Compagnon (@e…
7/18/2016 9:46:47 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #sharp16 day 1: loooong meetings in very warm rooms, lost in an 18+floor building w/4 towers, excellent food, so much #bookhistory love.
7/18/2016 9:47:07 PM
marsupilamima: RT @GribouilleChat: The latest livres, le Journal!
https://t.co/mqL6E5Zna0 Thanks to @marsupilamima @marcalpozzo #sharp16
#compagnon
7/18/2016 9:49:04 PM
sharpicecream: @ClaireSquires ahem #sharp16 #sharp14 #ohsharp
https://t.co/saibtnAR1L
7/18/2016 10:05:18 PM
hermasprimo: The latest Jornal Editorial ! https://t.co/brm6veETHk #sharp16 #livros
7/18/2016 10:11:10 PM
R_A_Barr: RT @mkirschenbaum: #SHARP16 ICYMI: "A Screen of Her Own: Gay
Courter's The Midwife and the Literary History of Word Processing": https://t.…
7/18/2016 10:31:20 PM
tmg7d: This fellow visited us at our flat last night. Recommendation for official #sharp16
mascot. https://t.co/YgR83cxXCI
7/18/2016 10:33:45 PM
Libriul: RT @sarahebull: I study Victorian medical publishing and its politics, and the
trade in books about sex #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/18/2016 10:40:24 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #sharp16 day 1: loooong meetings in very warm
rooms, lost in an 18+-floor building w/4 towers, excellent food, so much #b…
7/18/2016 10:44:01 PM
tmg7d: RT @JasonEnsor: "... where #bookhistory might reimagine itself every year ..."
#sharp16 #iambookhistory https://t.co/figHzXIIOW
7/19/2016 12:04:22 AM
tmg7d: RT @praymurray: .@iangadd reminds us how the Treaty of Paris embodied the
unification of European countries through its sheer materiality #…

7/19/2016 12:04:35 AM
JeanneArgall: Quoi de neuf ? est sorti de presse! https://t.co/h0ISXM38YE Les unes
d'aujourd'hui via @Etricher @_Kitetoa_ @Exomene #afp #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:45:39 AM
Essaipresabaci: The latest Gourman...lire! https://t.co/rkwAalp9fc Thanks to
@CollibrisLdL @LibrairieMonet @Museologique #livre #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:47:49 AM
btrofanenko: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Never surprised by decline of e-book sales in US.
Physicality, ownership, cost, etc all contribute to pleasure of print.…
7/19/2016 3:22:05 AM
Agregenpoche: Pour #SHARP16, Antoine Compagnon à @laBnF : « Ma langue d'en
France » https://t.co/u49SBnLfCw https://t.co/uupM9c0qaF
7/19/2016 4:29:09 AM
ivanrebrofff: RT @ActuaLitte: "J'appartiens à 1 génération pr laquelle culture num a été
tt bénéfice : culture livre + possibilité num" A. #Compagnon (@e…
7/19/2016 5:00:20 AM
renaud81: The latest Bibliothèque et numérique! https://t.co/dGMsr0cHl3 Thanks to
@bibalabib @Liblola @lully1804 #sharp16 #soustraitance
7/19/2016 5:08:09 AM
anna_kijas: The latest DH Picks! https://t.co/c9S3PK8hvI Thanks to @mkirschenbaum
#sharp16
7/19/2016 5:48:06 AM
SHARPorg: Bonjour #sharp16! The parallel sessions start from 9am this morning.
Remember to tweet well, mes amis!https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx
7/19/2016 5:53:29 AM
JNolan_1925: “Paris is so very beautiful that it satisfies something in you that is always
hungry in America” #Hemingway #sharp16 https://t.co/qX7qcfCpg2
7/19/2016 6:10:03 AM
aaronkashtan: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Never surprised by decline of e-book sales in US.
Physicality, ownership, cost, etc all contribute to pleasure of print.…
7/19/2016 6:17:39 AM
ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est irremplaçable" (J.-Y. Mollier)
https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10mVcVqhSW
7/19/2016 6:28:05 AM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est
irremplaçable" (J.-Y. Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 6:33:10 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @SHARPorg: Also, we’ve drawn up some guidelines about using
social media at SHARP conferences.https://t.co/Ek66hjshZx@sharpparis2016…
7/19/2016 6:33:58 AM
rachellynchase: RT @praymurray: .@iangadd reminds us how the Treaty of Paris
embodied the unification of European countries through its sheer materiality #…

7/19/2016 6:35:16 AM
rachellynchase: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were
coming together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/19/2016 6:35:19 AM
rachellynchase: RT @loradeets: Antoine Compagnon reminds us: before the dreaded ebook, it was paperbacks that 'meant the end of culture' #sharp16 https://…
7/19/2016 6:35:32 AM
sharpicecream: ☹☹☹☹☹☹ #sharp16
7/19/2016 6:37:31 AM
digitalpigeons: Good morning, Paris! I love the smell of cheap paperbacks in the
morning! #sharp16 https://t.co/OIgiwKAq2l
7/19/2016 6:39:28 AM
TomCollinsAndCo: I research transnational book history and the positions taken by
Australian fiction; also editing Joseph Conrad. #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/19/2016 6:41:39 AM
TomCollinsAndCo: By the way, I wish I could be at #sharp16. Watching this stream
with interest.
7/19/2016 6:43:08 AM
katieparker18th: Second day of #sharp16. Ready for discussions of #travellit,
#marginalia, and book circulation in sunny #Paris. @sharpparis2016
7/19/2016 6:50:36 AM
superHH: Pastries, juices, coffee, tea, even gluten free things. #sharp16 is off to a good
start for day 2. https://t.co/rAsT9ZtEJW
7/19/2016 6:50:54 AM
MemoireSilence: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est
irremplaçable" (J.-Y. Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 6:51:24 AM
katieparker18th: To what extent are translations of a text the same work? To what
extent different works? #sharp16 #bookhistory
7/19/2016 6:52:00 AM
nsioki: Second day talking about books #sharp16 https://t.co/zE9WEUX8Vr
7/19/2016 6:52:56 AM
jotis13: Found the BULAC, found the room, found the wifi code, still no clue where my
nametag's gone this AM. Well 3 out of 4 isn't terrible #sharp16
7/19/2016 6:54:24 AM
jotis13: RT @katieparker18th: To what extent are translations of a text the same work?
To what extent different works? #sharp16 #bookhistory
7/19/2016 6:56:14 AM
singingscholar: RT @digitalpigeons: Good morning, Paris! I love the smell of cheap
paperbacks in the morning! #sharp16 https://t.co/OIgiwKAq2l
7/19/2016 6:56:33 AM
EpistolaryBrown: We're setting up for IdEM-B at #SHARP16 in RJ23 of Bulac -- with
great appreciation of the folks who made the walk

7/19/2016 6:56:42 AM
lucmaumet: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est irremplaçable"
(J.-Y. Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 6:57:35 AM
NoraCBenedict: RT @sharpicecream: ☹☹☹☹☹☹ #sharp16
7/19/2016 6:57:44 AM
singingscholar: In place for 1st panel on Languages of the medical book / Les langues
du livre médical. #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:00:46 AM
TradeCardCarl: RT @digitalpigeons: Good morning, Paris! I love the smell of cheap
paperbacks in the morning! #sharp16 https://t.co/OIgiwKAq2l
7/19/2016 7:01:43 AM
digitalpigeons: The party is at Publishing w/o Borders: Anglo-American Publishing and
the International Book Trade #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:02:22 AM
jotis13: To everyone who feels the need to apologize for their English, let me respond
en masse: it's a million times better than my French! #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:02:45 AM
singingscholar: #sharp16 tweeting note: my autocorrect doesn't understand French at
all, and my French is rusty; je m'excuse par avance!
7/19/2016 7:02:53 AM
jotis13: I am so appreciative of everyone who makes the effort to communicate across
the language barrier. #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:03:08 AM
TradeCardCarl: RT @DrSKBarker: So we ended the day in a room with a very different
view to what I'm used to #sharp16 https://t.co/3qSsgg4GKM
7/19/2016 7:03:17 AM
superHH: #sharp16 @sarahebull will talk about Specialism and the medical book trade
in England, 1830-1870. Join us in salle Des commissions 1.
7/19/2016 7:03:27 AM
mollyhardy: Thrilled for "A Text by Any Other Name: Citing 1• Sources in
Bibliographical &EM Studies" w @paigecmorgan @EpistolaryBrown @jotis13 #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:03:31 AM
singingscholar: .@sarahebull: medical bookselling is presented as novelty & as
"gentlemanly pursuit" in early C19 England. #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:05:47 AM
cdistmartial: TocTocCDI est sorti de presse! https://t.co/w7ksjrxxZw Les unes
d'aujourd'hui via @Melusine86 @AFPMakingof @thbaumg #sharp16 #somme100
7/19/2016 7:06:00 AM
mhbeals: First up at #sharp16: The politics of metadata. Cataloguing the Dissolution
with Kathryn James
7/19/2016 7:06:01 AM

EpistolaryBrown: Our introducer is impressed by the support @CLIRDLF offers to
scholars in library subjects #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:06:04 AM
jedichaz: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est irremplaçable" (J.Y. Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 7:06:10 AM
sharpicecream: Let's go big ! #sharp16 https://t.co/C3aWbvqcu0
7/19/2016 7:07:02 AM
EpistolaryBrown: First up, @jotis13 giving the background for IdEM-B #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:07:13 AM
ARTECALorraine: RT @ActuaLitte: "Accès gratuit à la littérature scientifique : loi num
en discussion en France" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:07:21 AM
superHH: #sharp16 I am learning about the existence of medical publishers and
booksellers in England. #notmyfield #fascinating Thanks @sarahebull
7/19/2016 7:07:51 AM
ARTECALorraine: RT @ActuaLitte: "Dans bib moderne, classification n'est plus aussi
pertinente avec les moteurs de recherche" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #shar…
7/19/2016 7:08:01 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 : how do we deal with facsimiles and shelf marks? @jotis13 notes
that increased digitization has made this a more pressing issue!
7/19/2016 7:08:08 AM
DrSKBarker: Ok, found room & connected to wifi! Let #sharp16 get underway! Starting
with panel on C16 Italian books
7/19/2016 7:08:46 AM
genschaffner: start the morning at #sharp16? casual reference to scholar-librarians
(and silently observing this panel is oh by the way all under 40)
7/19/2016 7:08:52 AM
drjanepotter: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #sharp16 day 1: loooong meetings in very warm
rooms, lost in an 18+-floor building w/4 towers, excellent food, so much #b…
7/19/2016 7:08:57 AM
mhbeals: James discussing the idea of loss and metadata in process of canon creation
#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:09:00 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 raises the problem of citing facsimiles and highly
idiosyncratic shelfmarks when pointing to primary sources #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:09:01 AM
alisakbeer: Do we risk obscuring scholarly use of facsimiles when we use standard shelf
marks for facsimiles? #sharp16 @jotis13
7/19/2016 7:09:25 AM
sharpicecream: Democracy! I need your votes... #sharp16 https://t.co/ywljrKON59
7/19/2016 7:09:48 AM

DrSKBarker: First up: Giovanna Granta on The Many Languages of the Religious Book
#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:10:08 AM
alisakbeer: Copy-specific citation is crucial to scholarship, but shelf marks can be
difficult to search. #sharp16 @jotis13 How to facilitate citation?
7/19/2016 7:10:41 AM
genschaffner: (is an all woman panel long overdue, unnecessary to even notice, or a
"femme-nel"? #sharp16)
7/19/2016 7:10:47 AM
superHH: Important question: how should medical knowledge be disseminated? Is print
the best format for this? @sarahebull #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:11:35 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Dear #SHARP16: our group will say 'bibliometric' 'bibliographic' and
'biographic' -- perhaps interchangeably, #jetlag Speaking apologies
7/19/2016 7:11:40 AM
sharpicecream: .@VisitParisIdf Bonjour! Ou peut-on acheter de la glace pres de la
@laBnF? Merci! #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:12:22 AM
mhbeals: The dissolution of the monasteries led to the fragmentation of lost of libraries,
dispersed in various shops and private hands #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:12:44 AM
mhbeals: RT @alisakbeer: Copy-specific citation is crucial to scholarship, but shelf
marks can be difficult to search. #sharp16 @jotis13 How to faci…
7/19/2016 7:13:00 AM
mhbeals: RT @alisakbeer: Do we risk obscuring scholarly use of facsimiles when we use
standard shelf marks for facsimiles? #sharp16 @jotis13
7/19/2016 7:13:18 AM
DrSKBarker: Granta: bibliographic support for research into C16 Italian vernacular
religious books: USTC, EDIT16 & RICI #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:13:27 AM
TradeCardCarl: #sharp16 #1e Kathryn James exploring how loss of many books &
surviving catalogs (metadata) from dissolution of monasteries creates a canon.
7/19/2016 7:13:42 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Close reading of the Chicago Manual of Style is how everyone starts
their morning, right? @jotis13 #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:14:08 AM
ARTECALorraine: RT @ActuaLitte: "Tous les chiffres récents montrent que livre num ne
se développe nullement comme prévu" A. #Compagnon (@enoitan) #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:14:18 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @jotis13 And we have our first quote from the CMS (15th ed) necessity of citing form consulted due to potential for differences.
7/19/2016 7:14:50 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: Let's hear it for the Chicago Manual of Style @jotis13 #sharp16 (My
fave citation style for sure)

7/19/2016 7:15:06 AM
DrSKBarker: Granta: Tracking success of printers, works & particular authors #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:15:13 AM
singingscholar: .@sarahebull Les éditeurs des livres médicaux en Angleterre (19e
siècle) s'empressent de démontrer une professionnalisme impeccable #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:15:20 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: @EpistolaryBrown @paigecmorgan @jotis13 whoops, #sharp16 ;)
7/19/2016 7:15:28 AM
mhbeals: Lovely discussion of The Laboryouse Journey and serche of John Leylande on
"heroic" but incomplete attempt at recovery #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:15:31 AM
sharpicecream: There ain't no party like an ice-cream party #sharp16
https://t.co/JmkprTFkk7
7/19/2016 7:15:56 AM
mhbeals: RT @TradeCardCarl: #sharp16 #1e Kathryn James exploring how loss of
many books & surviving catalogs (metadata) from dissolution of monaster…
7/19/2016 7:16:00 AM
Fantomas_media: Question pour #sharp16 : quels textes constituent le canon mondial
du roman noir ? Réponses twitter avt 12h30, & débat à la BULAC dès 11h00
7/19/2016 7:16:15 AM
Fantomas_media: #sharp16 Question : What is the World Canon of Crime Fictions?
Tweet your answers before 12h30, and come talk about it, at BULAC, at 11:00
7/19/2016 7:17:12 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @jotis13 The part of the online Chicago Manual of Style that calls
for inclusion of a URL ... doesn’t have a stable URL. Classic!
7/19/2016 7:17:49 AM
Physiololgus: RT @alisakbeer: Do we risk obscuring scholarly use of facsimiles when we
use standard shelf marks for facsimiles? #sharp16 @jotis13
7/19/2016 7:18:13 AM
Physiololgus: RT @alisakbeer: Copy-specific citation is crucial to scholarship, but shelf
marks can be difficult to search. #sharp16 @jotis13 How to faci…
7/19/2016 7:18:13 AM
mollyhardy: Inclusion of URL or DOI still an ideal than a commonplace in citations,
explains @jotis13 #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:18:13 AM
genschaffner: .@EpistolaryBrown (that's a theo-philosophical question - we can talk
politics of this another day, over drinks) #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:18:21 AM
mhbeals: English literary history started for Prof N. Smith (and generation of students)
with the dissolution of the monasteries #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:18:31 AM
CathrynBrimhall: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est
irremplaçable" https://t.co/VGQa8RWBIL #sharp16 https://t.co/wAZgT9kZyT

7/19/2016 7:18:52 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @jotis13 Not all photographs are created equal. We need to know
which images a scholar used b/c that affects their argument.
7/19/2016 7:19:49 AM
DrSKBarker: Granta: importance of translation for sharing devotional works round the
em Catholic world - Spanish playing big role #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:19:52 AM
superHH: Medical publishers may have said they were interested in progress of science,
but mostly they wanted to make money @sarahebull #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:19:54 AM
singingscholar: .@sarahebull: C19 England: amidst debate on present/future of
medical profession, publishers' PR efforts "questionable." #sharp16 #histmed
7/19/2016 7:20:14 AM
SHARP2017: RT @digitalpigeons: Good morning, Paris! I love the smell of cheap
paperbacks in the morning! #sharp16 https://t.co/OIgiwKAq2l
7/19/2016 7:20:17 AM
mazarines: Chicago Manual of Style silent on citing digital facsimiles & specific copies of
works. We need best practices! - @jotis13 #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:21:17 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Am working on the @SHARPorg oral history project this morning.
Exciting! #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:21:19 AM
anwagnerdreas: RT @alisakbeer: Copy-specific citation is crucial to scholarship, but
shelf marks can be difficult to search. #sharp16 @jotis13 How to faci…
7/19/2016 7:21:22 AM
genschaffner: (it's too early for me to be thinking about "perfect copies," even in
passing) (@jotis13 nice and eternal critique of "data" sets) #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:21:32 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @TomCollinsAndCo: I research transnational book history and the
positions taken by Australian fiction; also editing Joseph Conrad. #iamb…
7/19/2016 7:21:55 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book
trade data from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/19/2016 7:22:00 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @praymurray: In the sweet spot where book history & digital hums
collide; also social justice, gender, videogames, comics & tech #iamboo…
7/19/2016 7:22:03 AM
genschaffner: (@EpistolaryBrown #notenoughcoffeeyet, #sharp16 will fix that)
7/19/2016 7:22:42 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @jotis13 JSTOR “ref” files examined to check citation data in
several journals - hugely time-consuming process.
7/19/2016 7:23:26 AM

EpistolaryBrown: Our 50 sample Book History articles were encoded in pseudo-TEI -the bibl portion of TEI is prescriptive, not descriptive #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:23:27 AM
alisakbeer: RT @mazarines: Chicago Manual of Style silent on citing digital facsimiles &
specific copies of works. We need best practices! - @jotis13 #…
7/19/2016 7:23:51 AM
singingscholar: RT @superHH: Medical publishers may have said they were interested
in progress of science, but mostly they wanted to make money @sarahebull…
7/19/2016 7:23:58 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @sharpicecream: I like big datascoops and I cannot lie #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:24:02 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: Significant amt of data cleaning necessary 4 @jotis13
@EpistolaryBrown @paigecmorgan's project.So key to be transparent abt process
#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:24:06 AM
mollyhardy: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Our 50 sample Book History articles were encoded
in pseudo-TEI -- the bibl portion of TEI is prescriptive, not descrip…
7/19/2016 7:24:17 AM
mhbeals: RT @genschaffner: (it's too early for me to be thinking about "perfect copies,"
even in passing) (@jotis13 nice and eternal critique of "da…
7/19/2016 7:24:53 AM
genschaffner: (oh wow here goes... @jotis reports on manually cleaning data sets
#sharp16) (@MerrileeIAm once called this "data dry-cleaning")
7/19/2016 7:25:13 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 The semi-colon as a delineator between citation meant
19th Century citations were broken in two #SHARP16
7/19/2016 7:25:20 AM
CherylSearch: Great paper by Ken Carpenter linking translation of economic texts to
competition #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:25:32 AM
mhbeals: RT @mollyhardy: Inclusion of URL or DOI still an ideal than a commonplace in
citations, explains @jotis13 #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:25:36 AM
singingscholar: .@sarahebull: publication/advertisement of medical books serve as
acceptable means of self-promotion by Victorian doctors. #sharp16 #histmed
7/19/2016 7:26:05 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @jotis13 discusses human vs. machine readable culling of
citations - images, lists of 1• sources, explanatory footnotes problematic
7/19/2016 7:26:20 AM
DrSKBarker: Granta: Latin versions of Luis de Granada being printed in Cologne from
Italian translations - trading on LdG's success in italy #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:26:45 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 citations w/ explanatory footnotes can break patternmatching; too much distance btwn name and rest of citation lost name #SHARP16

7/19/2016 7:26:50 AM
mhbeals: Heather MacNeil discussing the evolution of library catalogues 1550-1750
#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:27:14 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Abbreviations like "CC 124" doesn't make any sense in machinemined citations, as the "key" is often not grabbed #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:27:38 AM
CherylSearch: If you attend a panel in Jules Verne, bring your focus car there's a lot of
door opening and closing by staff behind the speakers #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:27:41 AM
singingscholar: #Medieval #histmed fun up next with Sabrina Minuzzi on vernacular
C15 regimen sanitatis. Project site: https://t.co/60nZTO0hVa #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:27:45 AM
superHH: Sabrina Minuzzi is now talking about httpc://15cbooktrade.ox.ac.uk #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:27:46 AM
genschaffner: (I'm sensing where @jotix is going is where we want to be #sharp16:
best and useful way to cite *primary sources*? permanent identifiers)
7/19/2016 7:28:03 AM
mhbeals: Cataloging and libraries seen as an attempt to prevent the loss of knowledge
through violence or neglect #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:28:04 AM
KristinBourassa: RT @alisakbeer: Do we risk obscuring scholarly use of facsimiles when
we use standard shelf marks for facsimiles? #sharp16 @jotis13
7/19/2016 7:28:12 AM
mhbeals: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 @jotis13 discusses human vs. machine readable
culling of citations - images, lists of 1• sources, explanatory foot…
7/19/2016 7:28:23 AM
roaringgirle: i teach bibliographic & book historical methods in my lit courses as
gateways to new readings of old texts. #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:28:56 AM
superHH: Right link:https://t.co/pmS4U0Cf6g #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:29:38 AM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 @jotis13 Not all photographs are created equal. We
need to know which images a scholar used b/c that affects their…
7/19/2016 7:29:46 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@paigecmorgan In short, YOU Too can clean data! #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:29:46 AM
mollyhardy: .@jotis13 on diff btwn human readable v machine-readable citations great
-- really ups the game for bibliographic standards! #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:29:52 AM
mhbeals: Libraries as not only a repository of existing knowledge, but active in the
production of new knowledge in all fields of learning #sharp16

7/19/2016 7:30:18 AM
CherylSearch: Dawn Childress @kirschbombe notes it's hard to find a translator
included in bibliographic data, adds to translators' obscurity #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:31:08 AM
JocHargrave: RT @CherylSearch: If you attend a panel in Jules Verne, bring your focus
car there's a lot of door opening and closing by staff behind the…
7/19/2016 7:31:18 AM
mazarines: In article citation analysis, JSTOR algorithm missed primary sources &
abbreviated citations, added false positives. - @jotis13 #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:31:32 AM
JocHargrave: RT @CherylSearch: Great paper by Ken Carpenter linking translation of
economic texts to competition #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:31:35 AM
mhbeals: Alphabetic cataloging was the height of arbitrary and disrupted the logical and
natural ordering of things; yet alpha won #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:31:58 AM
mollyhardy: RT @CherylSearch: Dawn Childress @kirschbombe notes it's hard to find a
translator included in bibliographic data, adds to translators' obs…
7/19/2016 7:32:09 AM
singingscholar: Ambitious C15 book trade project categorizes provenance clues by
century/region, & users (e.g. m/f, lay/religious, profession.) #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:32:28 AM
JocHargrave: Carpenter: history of translating needs to be more like the history of the
book. #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:32:35 AM
JocHargrave: RT @CherylSearch: Dawn Childress @kirschbombe notes it's hard to find
a translator included in bibliographic data, adds to translators' obs…
7/19/2016 7:32:47 AM
DrSKBarker: Next up - Angela Nuovo on Transferring Humanism, looking at the Gabiano
family #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:32:59 AM
mhbeals: In early modern period, new knowledge coming in to organising thematically
for common tree of knowledge #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:33:17 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 and I both took a database course to supplement our work
with @paigecmorgan at #DHSI2016 #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:33:18 AM
DrSKBarker: The Gabiano are a fascinating family - hearing about how they copied but
also improved on earlier versions #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:34:08 AM
mhbeals: RT @mazarines: In article citation analysis, JSTOR algorithm missed primary
sources & abbreviated citations, added false positives. - @joti…

7/19/2016 7:34:11 AM
SHARP2017: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@jotis13 and I both took a database course to
supplement our work with @paigecmorgan at #DHSI2016 #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:34:23 AM
jotis13: .@paigecmorgan giving a well-deserved shout-out to VLOOKUP in Excel.
Everyone should know VLOOKUP. #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:34:38 AM
EpistolaryBrown: VLOOKUP allows you to make excel worksheets talk to each other
usefully #SHARP16
7/19/2016 7:34:41 AM
genschaffner: .@jotis13 @EpistolaryBrown 'yes we can' #sharp16 it is no longer pie in
the sky. as you pointed out: easy to update style guides
7/19/2016 7:35:05 AM
DrSKBarker: Nuovo: Venice remains heart of business, although also working in Lyon &
Florence & w other book people #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:35:23 AM
CherylSearch: @kirschbombe Childress' network visualizations from translations
data,showing which publishers & translators were nodes #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:35:27 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@paigecmorgan took our citations and crosschecked them against
https://t.co/lxX59d5ZcV to allow us to normalize authors #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:35:31 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @paigecmorgan discusses reconciling author names and using
URIs from VIAF - and makes it interesting at 9:30am!
7/19/2016 7:35:49 AM
alisakbeer: RT @jotis13: .@paigecmorgan giving a well-deserved shout-out to
VLOOKUP in Excel. Everyone should know VLOOKUP. #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:36:05 AM
mollyhardy: Use of @JSTOR "data for research" and Excel and Open Refine & VIAF -love the process expose by @paigecmorgan #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:36:15 AM
DrSKBarker: Nuovo: surviving letters show how the business functioned over distance
#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:36:19 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@paigecmorgan "Booby Bogey Ned" does not have a VIAF record;
JSTOR articles sometimes credit proper names in articles as authors #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:36:32 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@paigecmorgan "Booby Bogey Ned" does not have a
VIAF record; JSTOR articles sometimes credit proper names in articles…
7/19/2016 7:36:40 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Heather MacNeil: I'm c16, museums/wunderkammer seen as
microcosm of world, & catalogue as microcosm of museum

7/19/2016 7:36:52 AM
AnneWelsh: RT @ILoveCopyright: I work on 20th/21st C
publishing/authorship/translation/copyright (sometimes all at once too) #iambookhistory
#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:36:56 AM
alisakbeer: “Even machine-created data is unreliable and gets better once it has people
working on it” @paigecmorgan #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:37:14 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 thus wunderkammer and catalogues were ways of making sense of
the world
7/19/2016 7:37:22 AM
paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right here:
https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:37:22 AM
AnneWelsh: RT @sgediting: I write mostly about editing, and started looking at NYC
publishing in the 1950s #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:37:23 AM
mhbeals: First mention of Foucault. And it's only 937 on day one. #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:37:27 AM
jotis13: .@paigecmorgan notes "machine generated [humanities] data is unreliable and
gets better when it has humans working on it." #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:37:27 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's
right here: https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:37:31 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@paigecmorgan notes "machine generated
[humanities] data is unreliable and gets better when it has humans working on it." #sh…
7/19/2016 7:37:44 AM
BnFMonde: RT @cfibd: Bonne première journée au congrès #SHARP16, co-organisé par
la @BnFMonde, la @B_U_LA_C et le @cfibd !https://t.co/Zms8X7QEjz
7/19/2016 7:37:56 AM
DrSKBarker: Nuovo: how Gabiano came to publish (& massively change!) eds of
Vitruvius - evidence of process in Lucimborgo's letters #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:38:16 AM
jotis13: .@paigecmorgan is (in a few minutes) going to temporarily open up our DYDRA
sandbox site for folks to investigate and play with #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:38:16 AM
mhbeals: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 Heather MacNeil: I'm c16, museums/wunderkammer
seen as microcosm of world, & catalogue as microcosm of museum
7/19/2016 7:38:23 AM
JocHargrave: RT @mhbeals: First mention of Foucault. And it's only 937 on day one.
#sharp16

7/19/2016 7:38:24 AM
mhbeals: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 thus wunderkammer and catalogues were ways of
making sense of the world
7/19/2016 7:38:25 AM
alisakbeer: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right
here: https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:38:28 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@paigecmorgan is giving out access to our Dydra database for the
nonce: https://t.co/YOQX9HAfVo #HailDydra #SHARP16
7/19/2016 7:38:43 AM
genschaffner: .@paigecmorgan using VIAF as nice - but imperfect - example of the
kindness of metadata and PIDs; +why we need humans to improve it #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:38:52 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@paigecmorgan is giving out access to our Dydra
database for the nonce: https://t.co/YOQX9HAfVo #HailDydra #SHARP16
7/19/2016 7:38:56 AM
mazarines: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right
here: https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:39:43 AM
singingscholar: Minuzzi: Cibaldone goes thru multiple translations/versions: Al-Razi ->
Gerard of Cremona -> Zucchero Bencivenni. #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:40:00 AM
EpistolaryBrown: The Heterogeneity of the data causes quite a lot of problems; "Do
you really need this?" was a common question from @paigecmorgan #SHARP16
7/19/2016 7:40:15 AM
jotis13: Many long team conversations with @EpistolaryBrown @paigecmorgan on how
much messiness was necessary to include in database #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:40:16 AM
DrSKBarker: Nuovo: Gabiano as entrepreneurs & innovators not just imitators. Want to
produce best version of book poss using best of prev eds #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:41:26 AM
mazarines: Computer-automated data can be unreliable & gets better when humans
work on it. - @paigecmorgan. Humans & computers together! ☹☹ #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:41:29 AM
genschaffner: harder to uncomplicate (metadata, life, bibliography) than to complicate
it - @paige_roberts #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:41:29 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @paigecmorgan Two datasets created: one larger&messier, other
smaller&more precise (hand-coded). Can ask interesting Qs now!
7/19/2016 7:41:52 AM
singingscholar: Minuzzi: multiple changes from prose Cibaldone (MS) to verse (print);
new & omitted content. C15 eds prioritize usability/appeal. #sharp16

7/19/2016 7:42:02 AM
jotis13: .@paigecmorgan #sharp16 https://t.co/2scCcKA94x
7/19/2016 7:42:11 AM
EpistolaryBrown: We can resolve any and all acronyms to human-legible full names in
the Q&A as desired #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:44:11 AM
jotis13: Running contest: who will be cited more, Darnton or Chartier? @paigecmorgan
#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:44:18 AM
singingscholar: I ask myself this so often...! #databases #dh #sharp16
https://t.co/mz4iuQouKk
7/19/2016 7:44:23 AM
loradeets: Sabrina Minnuzi, comparing editions of the Cibaldone and showing us the
15th cen physicians 'managing the passions of the soul' #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:44:48 AM
mhbeals: Taxonomy changed from actors (King, Pope, Regions) to actions (trade,
foreign policy) #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:44:55 AM
EpistolaryBrown: And now @paigecmorgan is revealing how much presenting at
#sharp16 added to our grant budget. heh.
7/19/2016 7:44:57 AM
jotis13: How much did this cost? One person could do it in under $300, very little
programming experience, lots of time. @paigecmorgan #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:45:06 AM
DrSKBarker: Nuovo: reassess role of Italian printers in Lyon - displaced Italian
production? #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:45:09 AM
EpistolaryBrown: The Time/ Money balance point for this project was hugely on the
Time side #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:45:27 AM
genschaffner: (ack. now pondering thesis arguing benefits of heterogeneous metadata,
but I'm not sure I can pull it off #sharp16 ) https://t.co/ZIJNiWIWko
7/19/2016 7:45:38 AM
alisakbeer: Monetary costs of this project low (<$400) but hugely time-intensive
(>150hrs) and tools are fragile&open-source. #sharp16 @paigecmorgan
7/19/2016 7:46:10 AM
DrSKBarker: Oh, exciting - Nuovo has an ERC grant to properly investigate early
modern book prices - an area we really need to understand #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:46:21 AM
loradeets: RT @mhbeals: First mention of Foucault. And it's only 937 on day one.
#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:46:21 AM

sharpicecream: You can find me here/Tu me trouves ici #sharp16
https://t.co/m7Q933DFJo
7/19/2016 7:46:33 AM
singingscholar: Minuzzi: Cibaldone's C15 editors struggle with Qs of authority. Whose
name confers it? Rhazes? Contemporary physician? Pseudonym? #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:46:46 AM
jotis13: .@paigecmorgan alludes to reproducibility of projects like this, requires the
release of datasets - which we intend to do! #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:47:01 AM
CherylSearch: Anthony Cordingley: translators' working papers often discarded; that's
changing as some archives shift attitudes and acquisitions #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:47:27 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: We broke the rules to make this data - @paigecmorgan #sharp16
https://t.co/6YLzOTe0pt
7/19/2016 7:47:45 AM
jotis13: Next up @EpistolaryBrown brings it home with the results of our initial analyses
#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:48:07 AM
DrSKBarker: Focus will be on price of books re loose sheets, not bindings #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:48:07 AM
alisakbeer: Next up, Meaghan J. Brown from the Folger, @EpistolaryBrown talks about
the Role of the Repository at #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:48:24 AM
genschaffner: nice frank report on the fragility (yow) of tools for LOD, distinctions of
data and discovery, releasing the data - @paigecmorgan #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:48:26 AM
mhbeals: Finally Bonnie Mak on Metadata and the production of knowledge #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:48:32 AM
mhbeals: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: We broke the rules to make this data - @paigecmorgan
#sharp16 https://t.co/6YLzOTe0pt
7/19/2016 7:48:49 AM
paigecmorgan: I'll close it down at the end of the day, but we do expect to rerelease it
permanently soon. #sharp16 https://t.co/px8eATaEFs
7/19/2016 7:48:56 AM
JocHargrave: Cordingley: archivers need to understand who/what a translator is to
better catalogue material. #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:49:11 AM
praymurray: Mak: metadata: what & how things are described are temporally,
theoretically, culturally & politically defined #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:49:46 AM
singingscholar: Minuzzi: Latin/university titles preferred by famous C15 printers; small
houses more adventurous. Wondering abt modern parallels. #sharp16

7/19/2016 7:49:58 AM
DrSKBarker: Nuovo: using various sources to est prices, including catalogues from
printers & lists for public sale & Plantin-Moretus archive #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:50:04 AM
mollyhardy: Really appreciated this tho worth noting usefulness of graph models to
analyze data at times #sharp16 https://t.co/H3b0PedSxy
7/19/2016 7:50:25 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown Reproducibility of findings depend on source:
materials, facsimiles, edited editions.
7/19/2016 7:50:40 AM
mhbeals: RT @praymurray: Mak: metadata: what & how things are described are
temporally, theoretically, culturally & politically defined #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:50:41 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: RT @praymurray: Mak: metadata: what & how things are described
are temporally, theoretically, culturally & politically defined #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:50:45 AM
jotis13: Three main types of ways to access early modern printed books: actual rare
books, facsimiles, scholarly editions @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:50:49 AM
mhbeals: RT @mollyhardy: Really appreciated this tho worth noting usefulness of graph
models to analyze data at times #sharp16 https://t.co/H3b0Ped…
7/19/2016 7:51:04 AM
CherylSearch: 1st panel in Jules Verne: importance of representations of translators &
translations inc catalog records & archival descriptions #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:51:09 AM
alisakbeer: Can we see influence of individual archives/libraries by tracking copyspecific citations? More complex than that #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown
7/19/2016 7:51:35 AM
praymurray: Mak: description is not a given, responds to infrastructures, prioritiesdrawing parallels betw. Renaissance taxonomies & metadata #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:52:01 AM
JocHargrave: RT @CherylSearch: 1st panel in Jules Verne: importance of
representations of translators & translations inc catalog records & archival desc…
7/19/2016 7:52:02 AM
jotis13: .@EpistolaryBrown one common way to deal with sp. copies of e.m. books is to
add manuscript-style elements to regular bk citation #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:52:04 AM
CherylSearch: Fun being with scholars who acknowledge the power of metadata
#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:52:09 AM
paigecmorgan: .@EpistolaryBrown explaining how difficult it is to search for shelfmarks,
since patterns differ from item to item. #sharp16

7/19/2016 7:52:49 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @mhbeals: Libraries as not only a repository of existing knowledge,
but active in the production of new knowledge in all fields of learn…
7/19/2016 7:52:51 AM
jotis13: Searching for citations with term "shelfmark" included provides low recall, high
precision results @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:53:21 AM
praymurray: Mak: move from vivid verbal desc. to detailed images, illustrationsdepicting the plant the root up, not how an observer wld see >#sharp16
7/19/2016 7:53:21 AM
superHH: FYI: cow tails fatten women and make them cry. #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:53:32 AM
DrSKBarker: Nuovo: book has consumption value in early modern world - moves from
luxury to everyday #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:53:39 AM
singingscholar: Minuzzi suggests heavy use reduces survival likelihood of
MSS/incunabula. Poignantly relevant to my own #medieval #histmed work! #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:53:42 AM
jotis13: But searching for citations w/term "library" useless b/c ppl study libraries as
well as cite materials from them @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:53:58 AM
mazarines: Can we decouple linked open data from discovery layers so analysis projects
can use it differently? - @paigecmorgan #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:54:00 AM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Can we decouple linked open data from discovery layers so
analysis projects can use it differently? - @paigecmorgan #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:54:06 AM
jotis13: RT @singingscholar: Minuzzi suggests heavy use reduces survival likelihood of
MSS/incunabula. Poignantly relevant to my own #medieval #hist…
7/19/2016 7:54:20 AM
mhbeals: Drawing techniques were not necessarily for "life like" depiction but for
standard practices of scientific observation #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:54:33 AM
mazarines: RT @praymurray: Mak: metadata: what & how things are described are
temporally, theoretically, culturally & politically defined #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:54:55 AM
jotis13: You can still ILL EEB microfilm if can't afford EEBO subscription. "Don't get rid of
your microfilm reader." @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:54:58 AM
DrSKBarker: Btw, Nuovo's team will be hiring postdoc to work on this amazing project keep your eyes peeled! #bookhistory #twitterstorians #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:55:00 AM

mhbeals: RT @praymurray: Mak: move from vivid verbal desc. to detailed images,
illustrations-depicting the plant the root up, not how an observer wl…
7/19/2016 7:55:02 AM
AnneWelsh: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book trade
data from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/19/2016 7:55:07 AM
praymurray: Mak: shift from observing to investigating, scientific scrutiny-what was
veracious? Following the naturalist's praxis #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:55:45 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown We know scholars are using EEBO, but how do
we find that in their citations? Distinguishing it is difficult.
7/19/2016 7:55:50 AM
jotis13: EEBO rarely cited, but we found over 9,000 STC citations - proxy way of citing
materials in EEB or EEBO? @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:55:57 AM
iholowaty: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book trade
data from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/19/2016 7:56:06 AM
genschaffner: better than coffee #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown: citations should include
library colln (arch theory) + item (biblio theory) + copy-spec info
7/19/2016 7:56:37 AM
jotis13: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book trade data
from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/19/2016 7:56:40 AM
praymurray: Mak: textures, colours, smells of the plants were captured in herbarium,
but this treatment means loss of colour #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:56:52 AM
CherylSearch: Cordingley: translators collected not on own merits but for their
correspondence with authors, importance of works translated #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:56:59 AM
DrSKBarker: Final papering session: Kevin M Stevens on recipe books in cinquecento
Italy #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:57:13 AM
mhbeals: RT @praymurray: Mak: textures, colours, smells of the plants were captured
in herbarium, but this treatment means loss of colour #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:57:35 AM
jotis13: "The issue may be cultural..." we know reproductions lie, but we cite the
original anyway. @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:57:35 AM
mhbeals: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown We know scholars are using
EEBO, but how do we find that in their citations? Distinguishing it is…
7/19/2016 7:57:43 AM
praymurray: Mak: Herbariums still work very much the same way since the 16th c
https://t.co/0Xthx1kcqe #sharp16

7/19/2016 7:57:51 AM
singingscholar: RT @praymurray: Mak: metadata: what & how things are described are
temporally, theoretically, culturally & politically defined #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:58:31 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @TradeCardCarl: #sharp16 #1e Kathryn James exploring how loss
of many books & surviving catalogs (metadata) from dissolution of monaster…
7/19/2016 7:58:50 AM
n_levet: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est irremplaçable" (J.Y. Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 7:58:56 AM
jotis13: What is the purpose of the citation? To direct readers to actual sources used,
especially those "a click away." @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:59:24 AM
praymurray: Mak: the botanical garden sets out microclimates to grow plants of all
climes: a mnemonic that recalled the actual #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:59:28 AM
mhbeals: A lively market for exotic tulip bulbs from Constantinople led to fenced in
flower beds #tangentialtweeting #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:59:52 AM
paigecmorgan: "The issue may be cultural..." we know reproductions lie, but we cite
the original anyway. @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16 https://t.co/fmksPX2wzi
7/19/2016 7:59:56 AM
mhbeals: RT @praymurray: Mak: Herbariums still work very much the same way since
the 16th c https://t.co/0Xthx1kcqe #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:00:07 AM
genschaffner: (side thought: as novice rare book backlog slayer, feels like crafting
metadata is making a little wikipedia article for each book #sharp16)
7/19/2016 8:00:13 AM
JocHargrave: Cordingley: acquisition policy of less-wealthy archives often involves
prioritising status of author, not quality of translation. #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:00:21 AM
sharpicecream: Gelati! #sharp16 https://t.co/cffGzftCgE
7/19/2016 8:00:23 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 Lack of EEBO citations suggests scholarly bias toward print vs
reproduction citations - challenging for reproducibility of results!
7/19/2016 8:00:25 AM
jotis13: RT @paigecmorgan: "The issue may be cultural..." we know reproductions lie,
but we cite the original anyway. @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16 http…
7/19/2016 8:00:35 AM
DrSKBarker: Ha! Like the idea of putting a GIANT date on your title page to show it's a)
most recent ed & b) going to sell out quickly #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:00:39 AM

genschaffner: RT @jotis13: "The issue may be cultural..." we know reproductions lie,
but we cite the original anyway. @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:00:42 AM
praymurray: Mak: word, image & specimen-these types of metadata prioritised shape,
size, appearance over taste, colour, smell #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:00:46 AM
jotis13: RT @genschaffner: (side thought: as novice rare book backlog slayer, feels like
crafting metadata is making a little wikipedia article for…
7/19/2016 8:01:16 AM
CherylSearch: Hoping nobody gives me this look when I'm presenting my paper
#sharp16 https://t.co/jui9hRRYWf
7/19/2016 8:01:48 AM
jotis13: Common code systems to abbreviate libraries: MARC and Short-Title Catalog
codes @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:01:53 AM
alisakbeer: RT @jotis13: "The issue may be cultural..." we know reproductions lie, but
we cite the original anyway. @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:01:54 AM
praymurray: Mak: this hierarchy enforced future of how this knowledge was
disseminated, received & organised thus reinforcing these approaches #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:02:04 AM
mhbeals: RT @paigecmorgan: "The issue may be cultural..." we know reproductions lie,
but we cite the original anyway. @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16 http…
7/19/2016 8:02:04 AM
diligentcandy: RT @praymurray: Mak: Herbariums still work very much the same way
since the 16th c https://t.co/0Xthx1kcqe #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:02:16 AM
sharpicecream: Bof #sharp16 https://t.co/RivKn8ZLKY
7/19/2016 8:02:17 AM
jotis13: MARC codes can be interpreted via Library of Congress website.
@EpistolaryBrown working to create online resource to translate STC #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:02:20 AM
singingscholar: I'm fascinated by this notion! #histSTM #dh #sharp16
https://t.co/0HuvhGozvT
7/19/2016 8:02:29 AM
paigecmorgan: Next up: @EpistolaryBrown working on creating a resolution table for
old and new STC numbers (I'm planning on making it LOD, too) #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:02:53 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @mhbeals: A lively market for exotic tulip bulbs from Constantinople
led to fenced in flower beds #tangentialtweeting #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:03:18 AM
sharpicecream: @CherylSearch have an ice cream Cheryl #sharp16

7/19/2016 8:03:22 AM
jotis13: Libraries sometimes also show up in JSTOR's automatically generated keyterms,
i.e. Folger, Newberry, Huntington @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:04:47 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Bonnie Mak: digital images of a book as visual metadata, not as
surrogate?
7/19/2016 8:04:57 AM
hobbb: Hate to admit it but, on balance, Paris has more going for it than #Preston.
#sharp16
7/19/2016 8:05:06 AM
mhbeals: A facsimile is like the herbarium, a sense of the description or meta data of
the archetype #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:05:07 AM
jotis13: RT @mhbeals: A facsimile is like the herbarium, a sense of the description or
meta data of the archetype #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:05:20 AM
praymurray: Mak: whether making claims abt a bk based solely on its digital avatar
needs to be corroborated by the exemplar (here, a facsimile) #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:05:28 AM
alisakbeer: Citations more reliable than JSTOR keywords. Imperfect (Houghton vs.
Harvard vs. Medical Library) but interesting #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown
7/19/2016 8:05:43 AM
sharpicecream: @CherylSearch yeah/ouais #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:06:00 AM
Fantomas_media: #sharp16 https://t.co/1crcAoGY5o
7/19/2016 8:06:07 AM
alisakbeer: RT @praymurray: Mak: whether making claims abt a bk based solely on its
digital avatar needs to be corroborated by the exemplar (here, a fa…
7/19/2016 8:06:17 AM
jotis13: IdEM B: working to help you justify your archive travel budgets.
@EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:06:27 AM
praymurray: Mak: will metadata have to change to address the fact that the scholar
might never actually encounter the obj. in its material form #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:06:37 AM
FJSoyer: RT @DrSKBarker: Oh, exciting - Nuovo has an ERC grant to properly
investigate early modern book prices - an area we really need to understa…
7/19/2016 8:06:59 AM
DrSKBarker: Stevens: explaining how pedlars wld call out some "how to"s for things like
memory & cures for red eyes as form of advertising #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:07:23 AM
mhbeals: Is metadata a compressed understanding of the object, or of the society that
created the metadata #sharp16

7/19/2016 8:07:53 AM
mhbeals: Seems citation and metadata sessions were so complementary. A shame they
were parallel! #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:08:35 AM
SLevelt: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown We know scholars are using
EEBO, but how do we find that in their citations? Distinguishing it is…
7/19/2016 8:08:47 AM
khj5c: Bonnie Mak: think of digital images of books as metadata, description, reminders
of the physical objects #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:09:17 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Mak: metadata is condensed description, shaped by a certain agendain c16 naturalist images as in rare bk catalogues 2day?
7/19/2016 8:09:21 AM
jotis13: Folger has copy-specific catalog IDs, have to try to print a record to get to
them. @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:09:36 AM
alisakbeer: Could we use catalog IDs in our citations? But at Folger, copy-specific
catalogIDs are hidden, shelf-marks are more visible. #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:09:55 AM
sharpicecream: Idea: ice cream flavours based on French philosophers #sharp16
https://t.co/CTvDiEY7tD
7/19/2016 8:10:11 AM
jotis13: Easy to do copy-specific shelfmarks - which actually get you book - whereas
copy-specific ID only gets you to record for shelfmark #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:10:11 AM
praymurray: Mak: concludes by asserting how diff. modes of metadata over another
can influence gatekeeping & who inherits academic legacies #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:10:16 AM
DigiVictorian: RT @hobbb: Hate to admit it but, on balance, Paris has more going for it
than #Preston. #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:10:40 AM
singingscholar: Always great to know more about elusive daily realities of #medieval
#histmed. #sharp16 https://t.co/Gz3xMz5Y0m
7/19/2016 8:11:04 AM
singingscholar: RT @sharpicecream: Idea: ice cream flavours based on French
philosophers #sharp16 https://t.co/CTvDiEY7tD
7/19/2016 8:11:16 AM
loradeets: Great discussion at Medical Book Trade panel - Sarah Bull @sarahebull on
publishers agonizing: to gild or not to gild (too gaudy?) #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:11:29 AM
jotis13: Where do these unique/permanent identifiers pull their information from?
Underexplored question with DOIs @paigecmorgan #sharp16

7/19/2016 8:11:32 AM
KristinBourassa: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown We know scholars are
using EEBO, but how do we find that in their citations? Distinguishing it is…
7/19/2016 8:11:42 AM
alisakbeer: Potential creation of RBIs (rare book identifiers) like DOIs? @paigecmorgan
wants to run some tests, figure it out. #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:11:45 AM
DrSKBarker: Stevens: text dealing with treatment of poisons & venom - sympathy for
those bitten by rabid dogs #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:12:13 AM
superHH: Maybe Melania Trump should have attended #sharp16 to learn how to cite
properly ;-) she forgot to cite the original edition i guess.
7/19/2016 8:12:35 AM
khj5c: @khj5c ... So making claims about books based on images is like making claims
about books based on catalog records #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:12:38 AM
mollyhardy: RT @alisakbeer: Potential creation of RBIs (rare book identifiers) like DOIs?
@paigecmorgan wants to run some tests, figure it out. #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:13:17 AM
jotis13: .@EpistolaryBrown need discussion between authors and editors about citing
thing consulted; databases need to make it easy to cite #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:13:41 AM
DrSKBarker: Stevens: including author's address in text. Can track him down & marks
him out from less reputable itinerant sellers - he's legit! #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:13:59 AM
alisakbeer: @RayS6 asks “What do we need to do?” #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown
suggests simple citation additions of “EEBO” or alert of facsimile use.
7/19/2016 8:14:07 AM
jotis13: Advantage of adding "EEBO" to end of citations - also alleviate anxiety of broke
grad students who can't travel @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:14:34 AM
alisakbeer: If we keep pretending we don’t need the databases in citation we won’t GET
the databases to do the research. #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown
7/19/2016 8:15:26 AM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: If we keep pretending we don’t need the databases in citation
we won’t GET the databases to do the research. #sharp16 @Epis…
7/19/2016 8:16:07 AM
singingscholar: Makes me think of Figaro telling Almaviva where to find his
barbershop...! #operanerd #sharp16 https://t.co/TbIvH5kuaG
7/19/2016 8:16:30 AM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: If we keep pretending we don’t need the databases in
citation we won’t GET the databases to do the research. #sharp16 @Epis…

7/19/2016 8:16:43 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: RT @alisakbeer: If we keep pretending we don’t need the databases
in citation we won’t GET the databases to do the research. #sharp16 @Epis…
7/19/2016 8:16:55 AM
alisakbeer: We need to keep a really close eye on the providers of bibliographic
metadata! @paigecmorgan #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:16:56 AM
jotis13: .@paigecmorgan bringing up the Wiley fake DOI incident earlier this year
#sharp16 https://t.co/0W3T7sAHzh
7/19/2016 8:17:23 AM
Codicologist: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/19/2016 8:18:42 AM
Johannaam78: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est
irremplaçable" (J.-Y. Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 8:19:03 AM
uvsq: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est irremplaçable" (J.-Y.
Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 8:19:07 AM
chevaliersGA: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est
irremplaçable" (J.-Y. Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 8:19:26 AM
jotis13: Comprehensive documentation (written & video) so important to figuring out
how to use new tools, conduct new analyses @paigecmorgan #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:19:36 AM
mhbeals: RT @sharpicecream: Idea: ice cream flavours based on French philosophers
#sharp16 https://t.co/CTvDiEY7tD
7/19/2016 8:19:37 AM
genschaffner: Q; what does our print culture community need to do? my rant: correct
confusion between catalogues and bibliographies, use Wing no. #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:20:47 AM
mollyhardy: Love @paigecmorgan's ideas about different ways to provide
documentation -- YouTube can be so useful to practitioners & students #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:20:58 AM
sharpicecream: Moi?! #sharp16 https://t.co/zSrN6mVDTh
7/19/2016 8:21:05 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: RT @jotis13: Comprehensive documentation (written & video) so
important to figuring out how to use new tools, conduct new analyses @paigecm…
7/19/2016 8:21:09 AM
mhbeals: When we talk about how libraries are organised, we don't spend enough time
talking about the ways of knowing of that time #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:21:15 AM

jotis13: RT @mhbeals: When we talk about how libraries are organised, we don't spend
enough time talking about the ways of knowing of that time #sha…
7/19/2016 8:21:24 AM
mhbeals: RT @jotis13: .@paigecmorgan bringing up the Wiley fake DOI incident earlier
this year #sharp16 https://t.co/0W3T7sAHzh
7/19/2016 8:21:37 AM
paigecmorgan: Here, for the #sharp16 crowd, is my rant re Wiley's fake DOIs.
https://t.co/hlkGX6LJkr
7/19/2016 8:22:27 AM
anne_goldgar: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book
trade data from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/19/2016 8:22:29 AM
jotis13: RT @paigecmorgan: Here, for the #sharp16 crowd, is my rant re Wiley's fake
DOIs. https://t.co/hlkGX6LJkr
7/19/2016 8:22:39 AM
EGarritzen: Carpenter reminds translators really differen works than the originals.
#sharp16
7/19/2016 8:22:54 AM
mazarines: @EpistolaryBrown calls for scholars to cite their database use & what source
copies they consult (including copies in databases). #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:22:57 AM
mollyhardy: RT @paigecmorgan: Here, for the #sharp16 crowd, is my rant re Wiley's
fake DOIs. https://t.co/hlkGX6LJkr
7/19/2016 8:23:05 AM
mhbeals: Kathryn James beautifully answers my q on specimen v species of object in a
library. We are always working from an abstract ideal #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:23:26 AM
jotis13: We really need a culture shift re: citing e-collections. How can unis know need
to buy, pubs know need to improve, if no use stats? #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:24:13 AM
genschaffner: (I'm using standard citations these days, and I wish they linked w/
permanent IDs https://t.co/rgCVf9qcfi) #sharp16 https://t.co/0glVNo7vhV
7/19/2016 8:24:21 AM
NicDarwood: Great paper by @lisejaillant on 'Cheap Modernism' #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:24:30 AM
DrSKBarker: Aaand we're commiserating about lack of info re print runs for early
modern books already #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:24:58 AM
mazarines: @paigecmorgan reminds us database providers often have troublesome
licenses & limit uses of their data. Let's advocate for change! #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:24:59 AM
genschaffner: .@mhbeals oh my! say more? #sharp16

7/19/2016 8:25:15 AM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: @paigecmorgan reminds us database providers often have
troublesome licenses & limit uses of their data. Let's advocate for c…
7/19/2016 8:25:27 AM
mazarines: RT @jotis13: We really need a culture shift re: citing e-collections. How can
unis know need to buy, pubs know need to improve, if no use s…
7/19/2016 8:26:52 AM
ProfTomMole: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/19/2016 8:28:07 AM
nitpickette01: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/19/2016 8:28:19 AM
sharpicecream: Think of a microphone like an ice cream cone, mes vieux. Plus proche a
la bouche #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:30:40 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Kathryn James: catalogues made to record monastic libraries in face
of their dissolution reveal the absence of the books, the loss
7/19/2016 8:30:52 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 record/catalogue as mark of absence, not as navigational tool for
further study
7/19/2016 8:31:54 AM
praymurray: Macneil: how classification can reflect a desire for homogenisation &
asserting national agendas makes me wonder... 1> #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:32:54 AM
jpcostume: #FamousMelaniaTrumpQuotes , #ExposingBartParty , #AskChad , Rick
Astley , #sharp16 , Joni Ernst , Gravity Rush 2
7/19/2016 8:33:02 AM
LivPorcupine: RT @mhbeals: First mention of Foucault. And it's only 937 on day one.
#sharp16
7/19/2016 8:33:10 AM
praymurray: 2>Is the replication of structures of power in the archive & in the
catalogue @ the heart of intellectual resistance to diversity? #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:34:26 AM
AntjeTheise: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book trade
data from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/19/2016 8:35:04 AM
sharpicecream: Important advice #sharp16 https://t.co/7hqzght3S5
7/19/2016 8:35:04 AM
marjolein442: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/19/2016 8:37:23 AM

AntjeTheise: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right
here: https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:38:46 AM
AntjeTheise: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/19/2016 8:40:08 AM
MeganPeiser: RT @roaringgirle: i teach bibliographic & book historical methods in my lit
courses as gateways to new readings of old texts. #iambookhisto…
7/19/2016 8:43:40 AM
MeganPeiser: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book
trade data from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/19/2016 8:44:17 AM
MeganPeiser: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/19/2016 8:44:39 AM
t_s_institute: Can we decouple linked Taylor Swift from discovery layers so analysis
projects can use it differently? - @paigecmorgan #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:46:26 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @praymurray: In the sweet spot where book history & digital hums
collide; also social justice, gender, videogames, comics & tech #iamboo…
7/19/2016 8:46:39 AM
MeganPeiser: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right
here: https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:46:45 AM
fulsa018: #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560
#☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹☹ ☹ ☹☹☹☹☹
☹☹☹☹☹☹ ☹#sharp16
7/19/2016 8:46:54 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @KateRLTB: I can't be at #sharp16, I'm at @UniRdg_SpecColl
reading all 7 vols of The Book Window, from W H Smith, 1927-89 #iambookhistory
7/19/2016 8:48:30 AM
russellnohelty: RT @digitalpigeons: The party is at Publishing w/o Borders: AngloAmerican Publishing and the International Book Trade #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:49:07 AM
MeganPeiser: Thinking about this as the NRD lists English translator as author- making
visible the work of women writers #sharp16 https://t.co/IvFemSau7Y
7/19/2016 8:49:14 AM
ECaldwellAuthor: RT @digitalpigeons: The party is at Publishing w/o Borders: AngloAmerican Publishing and the International Book Trade #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:52:40 AM
singingscholar: Challenge @sharpparis2016: maintaining professional demeanor while
consuming delicious, flaky viennoiseries... #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:53:18 AM

JasonEnsor: RT @TomCollinsAndCo: I research transnational book history and the
positions taken by Australian fiction; also editing Joseph Conrad. #iamb…
7/19/2016 8:53:27 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @roaringgirle: i teach bibliographic & book historical methods in my lit
courses as gateways to new readings of old texts. #iambookhisto…
7/19/2016 8:53:38 AM
HaggertyHST: RT @mhbeals: Libraries as not only a repository of existing knowledge,
but active in the production of new knowledge in all fields of learn…
7/19/2016 8:53:42 AM
jotis13: .@EpistolaryBrown slide that wasn't displaying properly earlier this morning
during the presentation #sharp16 https://t.co/vFLroblMZM
7/19/2016 8:56:34 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: Chairing session2k "The Transnational Circulation of Texts/La
circulation transnationale des textes" @ 11 in BULAC RJ24 #sharp16 Join us!
7/19/2016 8:57:23 AM
TradeCardCarl: Once again discovering live tweeting is a skill I have not developed.
Many thanks to others at #sharp16 who live tweet so effectively!
7/19/2016 8:58:00 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@EpistolaryBrown slide that wasn't displaying properly
earlier this morning during the presentation #sharp16 https://t.co/vFL…
7/19/2016 8:58:17 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @alisakbeer: If we keep pretending we don’t need the databases
in citation we won’t GET the databases to do the research. #sharp16 @Epis…
7/19/2016 8:58:42 AM
jotis13: Well, now that our presentation is over, it's time to relax and enjoy the rest of
#sharp16 - now settling in for session #2h in the Bulac.
7/19/2016 8:58:54 AM
TradeCardCarl: Settling in for #sharp16 #2e panel on periodical press in Lusophone
world: attending out of curiosity; excited about what I will learn.
7/19/2016 9:00:08 AM
bethlrx: Great first session on Chinese paratexts, raising q's on use of paratext where
archives are limited but also limits of paratexts. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:00:26 AM
jotis13: #sharp16 #2h Producing Knowledge for a European Market: Multilingual
Publications in the Golden Age of the Dutch Republic.
7/19/2016 9:00:32 AM
EpistolaryBrown: First up in #SHARP16 #2H "Privileged Languages: Printing Privileges
and Translations in the Dutch Republic" by Marius Buning
7/19/2016 9:01:28 AM
kafkamono: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book trade
data from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/19/2016 9:01:42 AM
hobbb: Here I am in the Aquarium, full of anticipation for Lusophone periodicals as
catalysts for books, panel 2e #sharp16

7/19/2016 9:01:54 AM
jotis13: Buning examining the history of copyright in the early Dutch Republic #2h
#sharp16
7/19/2016 9:02:34 AM
jotis13: Buning: no less than 100,000 titles printed in the Dutch Republic in the 17th
century alone #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:03:06 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning: 100,000+ titles printed in the Dutch Republic in the
Seventeenth century #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:03:23 AM
alisakbeer: Now #sharp16 #2b @singingscholar presents on Languages of Experience:
Translating Medicine in MS Laud Misc. 237 - a hospital ms?
7/19/2016 9:03:41 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning: European Printing privileges were designed to reserve a title
to the privilege holder and prevent competition #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:03:55 AM
jotis13: Buning: printing privledges seen as precursor of modern day copyright; will
examine relationship of privl. and translations #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:04:08 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning: Examining the relationship between privileges and
translations in the Dutch Republic #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:04:10 AM
alisakbeer: Translations between languages, theory and practice, and perhaps even
patient and practitioner. #sharp16 #2b @singingscholar
7/19/2016 9:04:24 AM
genschaffner: (delighted to ponder print culture of medicine #sharp16 - not just Latin,
not just scholarly - Arabic, vernacular, makers, practitioners)
7/19/2016 9:05:15 AM
jotis13: Buning: will provide us with statistical data regarding translations, interpret
them with respect to wider book market #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:05:27 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning: 1580s, the height of the Dutch revolt, generated the
formation of privileges #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:05:59 AM
jotis13: Buning: main Dutch political bodies included States General, provincial states,
and towns; all capable of issuing privileges #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:06:14 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Tweeting from panel 2e on Periodical Press & Editors in the Lusophone
world #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:06:28 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @sharpicecream: Let's go big ! #sharp16 https://t.co/C3aWbvqcu0
7/19/2016 9:06:34 AM

EpistolaryBrown: Buning: "Privileges were not concerned with originality, but with
novelty" -- reprints, translations, etc could be privileged #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:06:48 AM
jotis13: Buning: privileges not concerned with originality, only novelty (i.e. new layouts,
updated versions of older texts ok) #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:06:49 AM
alisakbeer: Barnhouse: Collection of med mss show C14 use by theoretical and practical
“doctors” in several languages #sharp16 https://t.co/JeU83CF7PV
7/19/2016 9:06:56 AM
jotis13: Buning: privileges were only good in the jurisdiction of the political body that
issued it #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:07:16 AM
genschaffner: (recipes and practicalities of medicine #sharp16 in marginalia of
medieval ms, + translations between languages of medicine)
7/19/2016 9:07:18 AM
hobbb: ana claudia suriani da silva:Author Machado de Assis short stories originally
published in women's mags and papers#sharp16
7/19/2016 9:07:24 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning: Privileges issued by the States General would apply in
various provinces, but not in France, for example #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:07:27 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel 2e: Machado de Assis wrote over 150 short stories over 40 years
many for women's magazines #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:07:36 AM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Barnhouse: Collection of med mss show C14 use by theoretical
and practical “doctors” in several languages #sharp16 https://…
7/19/2016 9:07:38 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning: Privileges could be issued by individual municipalities, but
this was rare #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:07:48 AM
jotis13: Buning: 37% privileges for religious works, 22% math/geography/medicine (!!),
28% politics/history #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:08:24 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning is looking at privileges issued 1579-1625 (n=366); 37% were
religious, 28% were political #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:08:34 AM
fulsa010: ☹☹☹☹~ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560
#☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560
#☹☹☹☹☹01021543560#sharp16
7/19/2016 9:08:52 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Panel 2f: Cheryl Knott (@CherylSearch) on the translations & reception
of limits to growth. #sharp16 #greenpublishing
7/19/2016 9:08:55 AM

EpistolaryBrown: Buning: only 1% of total book production was privileged #SHARP16
#2H
7/19/2016 9:08:55 AM
AileenFyfe: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 2e: Machado de Assis wrote over 150 short
stories over 40 years many for women's magazines #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:08:56 AM
jotis13: Buning: privileges in the Dutch Republic remained voluntary, printers only
applied if thought would be financially beneficial #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:09:04 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Buning: only 1% of total book production was privileged
#SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:09:07 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning: Printers hesitated to take up translations, as translators cost
money; made translations more likely to be privileged #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:09:46 AM
hobbb: Da Silva: stories complied with magazine stance, values. But episodic format left
endings temporarily underdetermined #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:09:53 AM
alisakbeer: Annotations as dialogue between author and annotator. #sharp16
@singingscholar
7/19/2016 9:10:14 AM
jotis13: Buning: privileges made sense for translations, so other people couldn't rip off
product of their expensive work in translating #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:10:28 AM
andiesilva: #sharp16 lessons: arrive early if you don't want to end up sitting on the
floor. https://t.co/NL7XxfxRWO
7/19/2016 9:10:39 AM
jotis13: Buning: privileges explicit about the languages printers could publish in, with
emphasis on Dutch-language publishing #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:11:09 AM
khj5c: .@AnUncivilPhD: historical commonplace: comic book readership = black box.
Inspired by UK RED to bust open the box! #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:11:31 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Buning: privileges explicit about the languages printers
could publish in, with emphasis on Dutch-language publishing #2h #sha…
7/19/2016 9:11:32 AM
hobbb: Da Silva:183 stories in one periodical. Most of his stories published in fashion
mags. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:11:36 AM
loradeets: @singingscholar on now at #sharp16 - annotations of medical texts reveal
'mixed use by experts and non-experts', not just doctors
7/19/2016 9:11:43 AM
jotis13: RT @khj5c: .@AnUncivilPhD: historical commonplace: comic book readership =
black box. Inspired by UK RED to bust open the box! #sharp16

7/19/2016 9:11:46 AM
alisakbeer: Marginalia that clarify, amplify, and limit - or make clear to less educated
users the medically learned text. #sharp16 #2b @singingscholar
7/19/2016 9:12:03 AM
jotis13: RT @loradeets: @singingscholar on now at #sharp16 - annotations of medical
texts reveal 'mixed use by experts and non-experts', not just do…
7/19/2016 9:12:04 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Calling all @SHARPorg Board members - please meet at registration
desk at 12:30 sharp for lunch meeting #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:12:30 AM
hobbb: Da Silva:Tiny proportion published originally in books #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:12:38 AM
alisakbeer: Completely full room for the Languages of the Medical Book #2b! #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:12:39 AM
bethlrx: Panel 2k: Laetitia Nanquette on how Iranian publishers are responding to
censorship, plagiarism, the diaspora... #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:12:40 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning: Privileged translations into Dutch were meant for a local
market, trans into foreign languages for foriegn markets #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:12:44 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel 2e: 111 of Machado's short stories appeared in lifestyle
magazines in 2 or more instalments, only 7 published in book form #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:13:02 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Multilingual printing showed transnational markets. Buning
#SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:13:10 AM
JasonEnsor: Rethinking scholarship with citations visually linked to sources & viewed in
parallel #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/fucAcZQNlH
7/19/2016 9:14:04 AM
jotis13: Buning showing us the "summma privilegil" in one of the books he examined
#2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:14:05 AM
jotis13: RT @JasonEnsor: Rethinking scholarship with citations visually linked to sources
& viewed in parallel #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 9:14:22 AM
hobbb: Da Silva:Machado also had many short stories in daily newspaper -- this is all in
Brazil #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:14:25 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning: Privileges were reprinted in books even when they had no
legal validity in the country or city they were aimed at. #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:14:42 AM
genschaffner: nice reading by @singingscholar of hands-on medical terminology and
medieval practice - "latinates interacting with non-latinates" #sharp16

7/19/2016 9:15:09 AM
alisakbeer: .@singingscholar Suggests a primary text user who was Latinate&working
with non-Latinate persons based on marginal glossaries. #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:15:16 AM
hobbb: Da Silva:Machado wrote these stories at start of career #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:15:17 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @CorinnaNoRue: @iangadd - @SHARPorg conferences are about finding
a place where #bookhistory can reinvent itself #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:15:32 AM
hobbb: Short story genre suited periodical publication #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:15:55 AM
Maryusa04Lisa: RT @JasonEnsor: Rethinking scholarship with citations visually linked
to sources & viewed in parallel #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 9:16:01 AM
bethlrx: Aha! So a need for more Sharpists to submit their work to our own journal,
Book History? #sharp16 https://t.co/78XI0MZ8YS
7/19/2016 9:16:09 AM
alisakbeer: RT @genschaffner: nice reading by @singingscholar of hands-on medical
terminology and medieval practice - "latinates interacting with non-l…
7/19/2016 9:16:26 AM
ChestaWilliam: RT @JasonEnsor: Rethinking scholarship with citations visually linked to
sources & viewed in parallel #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 9:16:32 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Buning: showing that printers framed texts for differnet national
audiences differently, & privileges are part of this framing #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:16:35 AM
khj5c: As I hoped, @AnUncivilPhD cites comic #booktraces like scrawled names &
partially filled in coupons as evidence of readership #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:16:42 AM
jotis13: @bethlrx well, also, Book History is a slightly younger journal than some of the
others that go back to the 1930s... :) #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:16:58 AM
genschaffner: (nice to see evidence and think about eternal issues of medicine treating
the working poor @singingscholar from a medieval mss #sharp16)
7/19/2016 9:17:18 AM
hobbb: Da Silva:Self contained stories in daily paper, instalments in fashion mags. Form
influenced content. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:17:27 AM
jotis13: RT @genschaffner: (nice to see evidence and think about eternal issues of
medicine treating the working poor @singingscholar from a medieva…
7/19/2016 9:17:33 AM
AileenFyfe: RT @hobbb: Da Silva:Self contained stories in daily paper, instalments in
fashion mags. Form influenced content. #sharp16

7/19/2016 9:18:22 AM
AileenFyfe: RT @bethlrx: Aha! So a need for more Sharpists to submit their work to our
own journal, Book History? #sharp16 https://t.co/78XI0MZ8YS
7/19/2016 9:18:56 AM
jotis13: Buning: printers & translators interested in making a profit, authorities wanted
to manipulate public discourse for common good #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:19:02 AM
khj5c: .@AnUncivilPhD now introducing Comic Book Readership Archive (CoBRA)
#sharp16 https://t.co/HCz47s6nWn
7/19/2016 9:19:51 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Q: about the presence of English in Buning's translation study
#SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:20:15 AM
alisakbeer: Marginalia suggestive of treatment of the working poor, by a fem relig
house - Rubricated Rule’s medical bits. @singingscholar #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:20:20 AM
Fykomfei: RT @alisakbeer: If we keep pretending we don’t need the databases in
citation we won’t GET the databases to do the research. #sharp16 @Epis…
7/19/2016 9:20:22 AM
hobbb: Da Silva:19C Brazil. These stories are great social and cultural history about Rio,
but also have literary value. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:20:24 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official
hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/19/2016 9:20:39 AM
loradeets: @singingscholar on the clues that suggest these medical recipes were meant
for hospital community use, not home use... 1/2 #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:20:40 AM
andiesilva: Lucy Barnhouse discusses marginal notes as ev. of readers of medical recipe
books, inc. women + hospitals, building knowledge comm #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:21:09 AM
alisakbeer: RT @SHARPorg: (Please use #sharp16 as the official
hashtag)@sharpparis2016
7/19/2016 9:21:10 AM
genschaffner: (...and maker side of medicine, in recipes to treat the sick who happen to
be elderly - @singingscholar at #sharp16) https://t.co/8tbegJSlm4
7/19/2016 9:21:10 AM
jotis13: RT @khj5c: .@AnUncivilPhD now introducing Comic Book Readership Archive
(CoBRA) #sharp16 https://t.co/HCz47s6nWn
7/19/2016 9:21:27 AM
EpistolaryBrown: "There's already a question on that question..." question-ception?
#SHARP16 #2H

7/19/2016 9:21:45 AM
jotis13: RT @loradeets: @singingscholar on the clues that suggest these medical recipes
were meant for hospital community use, not home use... 1/2…
7/19/2016 9:21:46 AM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Marginalia suggestive of treatment of the working poor, by a
fem relig house - Rubricated Rule’s medical bits. @singingscho…
7/19/2016 9:22:14 AM
fulsa018: ☹☹ #☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560
#☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560
☹☹☹☹☹#sharp16
7/19/2016 9:22:29 AM
khj5c: Looks like a great start, @AnUncivilPhD! #sharp16 https://t.co/qeFSr8Tq44
7/19/2016 9:22:32 AM
loradeets: @singingscholar ...recipes assume knowledge of diuretic herbs, access to
well-stocked garden & to bathing facilities etc 2/2 #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:22:46 AM
jotis13: RT @khj5c: Looks like a great start, @AnUncivilPhD! #sharp16
https://t.co/qeFSr8Tq44
7/19/2016 9:22:54 AM
alisakbeer: Lori Jones: The Changing Languages of/in Plague Tracts #sharp16 #2b
opens with a quote from John of Burgundy C14- written response to plague
7/19/2016 9:22:55 AM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Lori Jones: The Changing Languages of/in Plague Tracts
#sharp16 #2b opens with a quote from John of Burgundy C14- written r…
7/19/2016 9:23:02 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Audience point: perhaps some texts were expected to be translated
as a given, e.g. English trans, no privilege needed #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:23:30 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Panel 2f: @CherylSearch on how its paratexts shaped the receptions of
the French translation of "Limits to Growth" #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:23:35 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Making sense of plague in a way that allowed “even simple people to
be their own physician” in the wake of waves of plague #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:23:53 AM
genschaffner: (@singingscholar on medieval med mss, talking abt Aristotelian/neoPlotinian transit between theory and practice - how appropriate #sharp16)
7/19/2016 9:24:00 AM
bookhistories: Cobra (Comic Book Readership Archive), a fascinating project inspired
by RED (Reading Experience Database) #sharp16 https://t.co/xXmSe8ZKff
7/19/2016 9:24:03 AM
andiesilva: Lori Jones now discusses Plague Tracts, which helped all classes of people
become their own physician. #sharp16

7/19/2016 9:24:18 AM
ILoveCopyright: RT @khj5c: .@AnUncivilPhD now introducing Comic Book Readership
Archive (CoBRA) #sharp16 https://t.co/HCz47s6nWn
7/19/2016 9:24:33 AM
genschaffner: RT @loradeets: @singingscholar on the clues that suggest these medical
recipes were meant for hospital community use, not home use... 1/2…
7/19/2016 9:24:38 AM
jotis13: RT @andiesilva: Lori Jones now discusses Plague Tracts, which helped all
classes of people become their own physician. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:24:51 AM
andiesilva: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right
here: https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:25:10 AM
alisakbeer: Plague tracts for the general public are formulaic-were they recycled after
each wave? #sharp16 #2b Use history of the book to reexamine 1/2
7/19/2016 9:25:18 AM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Plague tracts for the general public are formulaic-were they
recycled after each wave? #sharp16 #2b Use history of the book…
7/19/2016 9:25:30 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: 2/2 #sharp16 consider those texts with a long shelf-life to shed light
on changes in plague tracts.
7/19/2016 9:25:40 AM
singingscholar: In which I try to do #nuntastic #histmed. #sharp16
https://t.co/SUskh6Uvxz
7/19/2016 9:26:21 AM
singingscholar: RT @genschaffner: (nice to see evidence and think about eternal issues
of medicine treating the working poor @singingscholar from a medieva…
7/19/2016 9:26:43 AM
hobbb: Julio Joaquin do Costa Rodriguez do Silva: 1900 special issue of Revista BrazilPortugal: was it a Mag, a book or an album? #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:27:20 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Panel 2f: Julia Gruman Martins on "books of secrets" (medical,
chemical, culinary recipes) as an Early-modern European phenomenon #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:27:39 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Astonishing survival of plague tracts in Middle English and Middle
French -John of Burgundy survives largely in England! #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:28:04 AM
singingscholar: Lori Jones doing #bookhistory methods to reframe plague tracts as
objects & modes of knowledge production. #medieval #histmed #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:28:28 AM
sharpicecream: If you're late, pas de glace... #sharp16 https://t.co/P7G88fRaqg
7/19/2016 9:28:38 AM

jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Jones: Astonishing survival of plague tracts in Middle English
and Middle French -John of Burgundy survives largely in Engl…
7/19/2016 9:28:50 AM
andiesilva: Jones: circurculation and new copies show books as contextualized material
objects with local modes of knowledge production. #SHARP16
7/19/2016 9:29:25 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Using a history of the book model originally designed for print on
mss? #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:29:37 AM
sharpicecream: Only 11 votes so far. Disappointing. There are over 400 of you here
#sharp16 https://t.co/ywljrKON59
7/19/2016 9:29:57 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Jaya Remond on Early Modenr Visual Translations: Artistic Knowledge
in a multilingual europe #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:30:01 AM
jotis13: Next up Jaya Remond: Early ModernVisual Translations: Creating Artistic
Knowledge in a Multilingual Europe #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:30:17 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Using MS approach for plague tracts that last 100s of years?
#sharp16 #2b New model-history/textual/imagery/codicology/bibliography.
7/19/2016 9:30:31 AM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Jones: Using MS approach for plague tracts that last 100s of
years? #sharp16 #2b New model-history/textual/imagery/codicolo…
7/19/2016 9:30:42 AM
digitalpigeons: Twist: papers listed with English titles being presented en français...
Don't fail me now, Duolingo! #sharp16 #ApologeticAnglo
7/19/2016 9:31:19 AM
genschaffner: (re-used plague tracts (14-17C) #sharp16 integrate mss studies + book
history, history of science/medicine + book history, and so much more)
7/19/2016 9:31:38 AM
singingscholar: MT @andiesilva Jones: circulation & new copies show books as
contextualized material objects w/ local modes of knowledge production #SHARP16
7/19/2016 9:31:47 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Remond: Crispin van de Passe's On the Light of drawing and Painting
was a multilingual publication, 4 langs #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:31:47 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @bookhistories: Stefanie Martin on use of books in Western German
foreign cultural policy: "illustrated books speak a language of their…
7/19/2016 9:32:06 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Remond arguing that the illustations are also multilingual, drawing
images from German, Dutch, French books #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:32:09 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @bookhistories: Charlotte Kempf: 13 of 16 books printed by
Schilling (one of the earliest French printers) were printed in Latin and 3/1…

7/19/2016 9:32:12 AM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: Jones: Using MS approach for plague tracts that last
100s of years? #sharp16 #2b New model-history/textual/imagery/codicolo…
7/19/2016 9:32:22 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Remond "The illustrations speak different language" #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:32:26 AM
loradeets: Lori Jones on medieval plague tracts: John of Burgundy tract circulating
concurrently, but separately, in long and short forms #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:32:39 AM
jotis13: Remond: presenting on multilingualism of texts and images in book on drawing
and painting #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:32:46 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: Lori Jones on medieval plague tracts: John of Burgundy
tract circulating concurrently, but separately, in long and short for…
7/19/2016 9:32:48 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Plague treatises written in 1 place/time adapted for another
place/time. Omissions, additions, textual changes. #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:32:57 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: Charlotte Kempf: 13 of 16 books printed by
Schilling (one of the earliest French printers) were printed in Latin and 3/1…
7/19/2016 9:32:58 AM
alisakbeer: RT @loradeets: Lori Jones on medieval plague tracts: John of Burgundy
tract circulating concurrently, but separately, in long and short for…
7/19/2016 9:33:29 AM
jotis13: Remond: examples of books with instructions printed in multiple languages,
Dutch, German, French, English #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:33:36 AM
genschaffner: (wild personal non-sequiter: oh crap, and reused and translated plague
tracts remind me of the returns and ubiquity of plagues #sharp16)
7/19/2016 9:34:13 AM
EpistolaryBrown: 1619 book on battailments published in Zutphen used same
combination of image and multilingual translation, Remond #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:34:19 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Astrological explanation dropped from some mss but not all - more
research needed. #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:34:25 AM
jotis13: Speaking of all these translations reminds me of the Renaissance Cultural
Crossroads Catalog: https://t.co/XMl6CVjIG0 #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:34:33 AM
loradeets: RT @genschaffner: (nice to see evidence and think about eternal issues of
medicine treating the working poor @singingscholar from a medieva…
7/19/2016 9:34:34 AM

jotis13: RT @genschaffner: (wild personal non-sequiter: oh crap, and reused and
translated plague tracts remind me of the returns and ubiquity of pl…
7/19/2016 9:34:51 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @sharpicecream: Only 11 votes so far. Disappointing. There are
over 400 of you here #sharp16 https://t.co/ywljrKON59
7/19/2016 9:35:12 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Remond: Vogtherr's early 16th C patternbook may have been a
response to the Reformation, preserving knowledge in the arts #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:35:12 AM
sharpicecream: Hier soir. This is what happens when I'm not invited to a party
#sharp16 @ILoveCopyright https://t.co/4Czj2nHxWL
7/19/2016 9:35:18 AM
genschaffner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Remond "The illustrations speak different
language" #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:35:19 AM
singingscholar: RT @loradeets: Lori Jones on medieval plague tracts: John of Burgundy
tract circulating concurrently, but separately, in long and short for…
7/19/2016 9:35:46 AM
loradeets: RT @bookhistories: Cobra (Comic Book Readership Archive), a fascinating
project inspired by RED (Reading Experience Database) #sharp16 htt…
7/19/2016 9:35:55 AM
drjtwit: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: We broke the rules to make this data - @paigecmorgan
#sharp16 https://t.co/6YLzOTe0pt
7/19/2016 9:35:59 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Long version kept John of Burgundy’s chrono/geographically
contextual introduction; short version implied endemic plague #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:36:15 AM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Jones: Long version kept John of Burgundy’s
chrono/geographically contextual introduction; short version implied endemic pl…
7/19/2016 9:36:26 AM
jotis13: I love how Twitter makes it possible to be omnipresent (albeit imperfectly) at
academic conferences. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:37:02 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Great to know! And UK-RED team happy to help btw @TheUKRED
@OUArtsFaculty #sharp16 https://t.co/lhyfqxcn9B
7/19/2016 9:37:33 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Authorship=John of Burdews/Bordeaux an Anglicizing move?
Bordeaux part of Gascony, therefore English territory in C14. #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:38:00 AM
khj5c: Best slide from John Walsh's #sharp16 #2j presentation: page of readersubmitted art including mention of his name.
7/19/2016 9:38:25 AM
andiesilva: Jones suggests spelling changes from John of Burgundy to John
Burdews/Burdeux helped English this French text. #SHARP16

7/19/2016 9:38:26 AM
singingscholar: Jones: Qs of authority in plague tracts. John of Burgundy's tract
allegedly trans. from Latin. In English MSS he's from Bordeaux. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:39:04 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Multon’s adaptation (c.1475) compiled from short & long version survives in 1MS, but went into print eds. #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:40:13 AM
khj5c: @khj5c 2nd best: database design with types of reading activities as the central
field. #sharp16 #2j
7/19/2016 9:40:13 AM
AutreCinalex: The latest *Autrement Cinémalex, le Journal! https://t.co/wrlFUWhoTU
Thanks to @toutlecine @spettens @centrepompidou #sharp16 #avignonoff
7/19/2016 9:41:56 AM
khj5c: RT @sharpicecream: Important question! Am I better in a: #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:42:12 AM
jotis13: Remond: basic drawing books with only images, no texts at all, meant to help
international audience of apprentices hone skills #h2 #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:42:25 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Remond: basic drawing books with only images, no
texts at all, meant to help international audience of apprentices hone skills…
7/19/2016 9:42:37 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Revisions from “king’s liege man” to “queen’s liege man” helps date
editions of plague treatises in England. #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:42:38 AM
mattrubery: Was kicked out of "Artists' Books" panel (too crowded), but not before
seeing this gem: #sharp16 https://t.co/h4hME2L9d6
7/19/2016 9:42:49 AM
bethlrx: Pajou: breakdown of translations into French 2013-15 shows popular US
authors but also the Pope (and great to see Agatha Christie) #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:43:24 AM
singingscholar: Jones: English versions of John of B's plague tract suggest divine
punishment for sin of all (c. 1475) or leaders (1530s on.) #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:43:24 AM
jotis13: RT @bethlrx: Pajou: breakdown of translations into French 2013-15 shows
popular US authors but also the Pope (and great to see Agatha Chris…
7/19/2016 9:43:34 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Remond: Non-professionals might also find drawing manuals useful,
especially the gentlemen who might draw foritfications #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:43:37 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Remond: Non-professionals might also find drawing
manuals useful, especially the gentlemen who might draw foritficatio…
7/19/2016 9:43:44 AM

hobbb: RT @mattrubery: Was kicked out of "Artists' Books" panel (too crowded), but
not before seeing this gem: #sharp16 https://t.co/h4hME2L9d6
7/19/2016 9:43:49 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Remond: users of these drawing manuals were assumed to have a
certain level of visual literacy #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:44:03 AM
jotis13: Remond: Extending the audience beyond a limited number of craftsmen might
also have beneficial effect on sales... #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:44:39 AM
singingscholar: RT @bethlrx: Pajou: breakdown of translations into French 2013-15
shows popular US authors but also the Pope (and great to see Agatha Chris…
7/19/2016 9:44:42 AM
andiesilva: Jones highlights importance of considering whole circulation history to
understand local/timely needs for editorial changes. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:45:06 AM
loradeets: @singingscholar ideal place to look re: establishment of a book's authority who do you trust when it's life or death? #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:45:21 AM
alisakbeer: Jones: Importance of considering how tracts evolve over time, were used by
rich, monastic, middling people. Need a broad sample. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:45:22 AM
cverdu: The latest Edición digital! https://t.co/RrK3Bhv7SE Thanks to @claudiothelopez
@leebrackstone #5yrsago #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:45:48 AM
alisakbeer: Lu: The Body of the Book: Anatomical Paratexts in Robert Burton’s The
Anatomy of Melancholy #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:45:52 AM
hobbb: Adelaide Vieira Machado on early 20C intellectual Portuguese mags and their
books policies #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:46:27 AM
andiesilva: Becky Lu will now tell us about the abundant paratexts in Burton's Anatomy
of Melancholy #SHARP16
7/19/2016 9:46:37 AM
singingscholar: Jones' warns against focusing study on selected surviving exempla of
text; how to find world enough & time for surveys? #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:46:38 AM
mattrubery: "Voices and Books" panel shows how much we lose when we don't perform
or "listen" to books. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:46:44 AM
singingscholar: RT @andiesilva: Jones highlights importance of considering whole
circulation history to understand local/timely needs for editorial changes…
7/19/2016 9:46:58 AM
loradeets: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right here:
https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16

7/19/2016 9:47:22 AM
hobbb: Machado:Idea of intellectual influence through magazines, outside formal politics
#sharp16
7/19/2016 9:47:44 AM
genschaffner: (for the long list of things I never noticed or never knew: #sharp16
Walter Ong mentions Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy...#paratext)
7/19/2016 9:47:51 AM
andiesilva: Burton's mimicks medical tracts to market his book and direct its readership
#SHARP16
7/19/2016 9:47:56 AM
bookhistories: John A. Walsh: CoBRA database currently contains 4800 letters from
5400 people from 2253 cities in 33 countries @TheUKRED #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:48:16 AM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Jones: Importance of considering how tracts evolve over time,
were used by rich, monastic, middling people. Need a broad sa…
7/19/2016 9:48:24 AM
Laura_Estill: Our new publication on digitized manuscripts might be of interest to
#sharp16 and #SRS2016 https://t.co/mOrA5xeTj6
7/19/2016 9:48:42 AM
singingscholar: Lu: Robert Burton's use of "anatomy" asserts text's
authority/modernity. Contemporaries viewed anatomy as ideal method/framework.
#sharp16
7/19/2016 9:49:05 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Remond: van de Passe's standardized patterns are simplified, legibile
across cultures. Don't mention national styles #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:49:22 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @Laura_Estill: Our new publication on digitized manuscripts might
be of interest to #sharp16 and #SRS2016 https://t.co/mOrA5xeTj6
7/19/2016 9:49:50 AM
hobbb: Machado:Format differences between reviews (creation) and weeklies
(dissemination) #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:50:06 AM
alisakbeer: Lu: Parts and whole logic of anatomy a way to understand Burton’s
arrangement of fragments, commonplace-book-like use of texts. #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:50:43 AM
genschaffner: (Lu: medicine as perfect use/outcome of the intellect? I go back to my
#alchemy books @StAndrewsUniLib with new view on chemistry #sharp16)
7/19/2016 9:51:29 AM
loradeets: Lu: Robert Burton's 'performance of anatomy as a strategy' in paratext of
The Anatomy of Melancholy #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:51:31 AM
singingscholar: Lu: Robert Burton collects & organizes info, "transmitting bodies of
knowledge," attempting to cure the world's melancholy. #sharp16 #2b

7/19/2016 9:51:49 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Ah, good, panelist asked the question I wanted to know: Remond -all surviving copies are pristine, none annotated #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:52:18 AM
DrGarethCole: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown We know scholars are
using EEBO, but how do we find that in their citations? Distinguishing it is…
7/19/2016 9:52:27 AM
andiesilva: Lu: fragmentation was both literal and metaphorical when it came to
anatomy texts #SHARP16 https://t.co/uc7UzmUVjU
7/19/2016 9:52:30 AM
jotis13: Reymond: most surviving artists' manuals are pristine, not annotated or
consulted - fascinating! #sharp16 #2h
7/19/2016 9:52:31 AM
DrGarethCole: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 Lack of EEBO citations suggests scholarly
bias toward print vs reproduction citations - challenging for reproducib…
7/19/2016 9:52:36 AM
alisakbeer: Lu: Wonderful images of anatomy texts that represent a sequential process
in layered “pop ups” #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:52:46 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Remond In some pattern books, patterns are colored, but otherwise
not modified #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:52:49 AM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP16 is looking much more active on twitter than #Sharp15,
thanks for those tweeting the medical panel at BnF
7/19/2016 9:53:42 AM
genschaffner: (Lu: on emphasis on rigorous methodologies of medicine/science in
books like Burton and Vesalius, and codex as sequence as body #sharp16)
7/19/2016 9:53:53 AM
andiesilva: Lu: Burton's claims that melancholy should be "opened and cut up"
acknowledge role of the reader in managing the text #SHARP16
7/19/2016 9:54:17 AM
bethlrx: Nanquette: A timely reminder that even digital publication can have real
consequences in the offline world. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:54:34 AM
singingscholar: Lu: both Burton & Vesalius concerned w/ format of editions of their
work. Interesting to think about authorship + material culture. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:55:01 AM
alisakbeer: Lu: Synoptic tables in Burton re-set for each edition - but content of
synopses remains the same despite textual changes. #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 9:55:21 AM
loradeets: Lu: Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy allies itself not only with medical texts,
but actual bodies: readers dive in and lift flaps #sharp16

7/19/2016 9:55:36 AM
alisakbeer: Lu: Burton’s synopses therefore revealed (by re-setting) to be an important
organizing element in Burton’s conception of his work. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:56:18 AM
mazarines: #sharp16 provides the best conference coffee break pastries I've ever had.
Better than most pastries in the USA. Ah, Paris. You win.
7/19/2016 9:56:34 AM
EpistolaryBrown: 3rd presentation: Saskia Klerk "Translating Thomas Willis into Dutch"
#SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 9:56:48 AM
katieparker18th: Multilingual publications in Dutch Golden Age: privileges, art manuals,
medical texts #sharp16 @sharpparis2016
7/19/2016 9:56:52 AM
alisakbeer: . @singingscholar Particularly interesting when considering users of books &
format! #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:57:01 AM
jotis13: Now Saskia Klerk, Translating Thomas Willis into Dutch: Competing
Interpretations by Antonie de Heideand Stephen Blankaart #sharp16 #2h
7/19/2016 9:57:04 AM
singingscholar: Lu's paper on Burton's Anatomy of Melancholy is excellent, but if it
doesn't reference uses in Gaudy Night I'll be disappointed. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:57:30 AM
andiesilva: Lu considers Burton's diagrammatic table and his care in keeping new adds
within original table structure #SHARP16 https://t.co/MMeWMgogS5
7/19/2016 9:57:30 AM
JocHargrave: Lu: Burton's synoptic tables were the only component that did not change
across the editions of 'Anatomy of Melancholy'. #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:59:13 AM
loradeets: @EpistolaryBrown same thanks to those tweeting from BULAC - next best
thing to being in two places at once #sharp16
7/19/2016 9:59:58 AM
JocHargrave: RT @singingscholar: Lu: both Burton & Vesalius concerned w/ format of
editions of their work. Interesting to think about authorship + mater…
7/19/2016 10:00:08 AM
fulsa018: ☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹
#☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 ☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹ #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:00:22 AM
JocHargrave: RT @andiesilva: Lu considers Burton's diagrammatic table and his care in
keeping new adds within original table structure #SHARP16 https://…
7/19/2016 10:00:42 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Klerk, Middelburg: Late 17th C, declilne in medical theaters,
migration of physicians to other loations or professions #SHARP16 #2H

7/19/2016 10:00:53 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Klerk, Middelburg: Late 17th C, declilne in medical
theaters, migration of physicians to other loations or professions…
7/19/2016 10:00:57 AM
katieparker18th: RT @CherylSearch: Fun being with scholars who acknowledge the
power of metadata #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:01:32 AM
singingscholar: RT @katieparker18th: Multilingual publications in Dutch Golden Age:
privileges, art manuals, medical texts #sharp16 @sharpparis2016
7/19/2016 10:02:37 AM
bookhistories: Three excellent presentations on the reading of comics and the database
CoBRA - a truly inspiring project! #sharp16 (2j)
7/19/2016 10:02:46 AM
singingscholar: RT @andiesilva: Lu: Burton's claims that melancholy should be "opened
and cut up" acknowledge role of the reader in managing the text #SHAR…
7/19/2016 10:02:54 AM
JocHargrave: Lu: medical illustrations considered a distraction for students as they
precluded first-hand anatomical experience. #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:03:14 AM
khj5c: Comic Book Readership Archive: https://t.co/61idDaeA4P #sharp16 #2j
https://t.co/2dAqw8JAac
7/19/2016 10:03:25 AM
alisakbeer: Lu: Interaction between reader and text - not just acquisition of facts, but
act of doing or becoming via interaction with text #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 10:03:46 AM
jotis13: Klerk: author considered it the civic duty to translate new medical findings into
local language #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:03:57 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Klerk, Latin used in the margin of some translations to provide
common touchstones #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 10:04:50 AM
genschaffner: ((<wait. are all the folks tweeting #sharp16 this morning
femmes/women/whatever pronoun-I-should-be-using-here?>))
7/19/2016 10:05:15 AM
loradeets: @alisakbeer @singingscholar quite - authors anything but aloof from
concerns re: how their works are read #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:06:09 AM
singingscholar: Lu concludes with discussion of Galen & Burton's strategies for dealing
with excess information. Eternal problem of scholarship! #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:06:14 AM
jotis13: @genschaffner not quite, but there are quite a few of us aren't there???
#sharp16

7/19/2016 10:06:41 AM
loradeets: RT @khj5c: Comic Book Readership Archive: https://t.co/61idDaeA4P
#sharp16 #2j https://t.co/2dAqw8JAac
7/19/2016 10:07:08 AM
EpistolaryBrown: "Kort en Goet" -- works advertised as "short and good" Klerk,
#SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 10:07:54 AM
sharon12ruth1: RT @singingscholar: Lu concludes with discussion of Galen & Burton's
strategies for dealing with excess information. Eternal problem of sch…
7/19/2016 10:08:12 AM
gregg_sh: Gah - jealous I'm not there! #SHARP16
7/19/2016 10:08:24 AM
khj5c: Gary Kelly, #sharp16 #2j audience: it's difficult to organize & fund the study of
"marginalized readership" = really the reading of the many
7/19/2016 10:08:31 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 #2b Commonplacing as a model for all three speakers in this
panel - textual adaptation and modification, circulation models?
7/19/2016 10:08:38 AM
genschaffner: (and only now, when it is almost over, wasn't this another femme-nel allwoman panel #sharp16, on print culture and history of medicine?)
7/19/2016 10:08:56 AM
AnwenAb: RT @singingscholar: Lu concludes with discussion of Galen & Burton's
strategies for dealing with excess information. Eternal problem of sch…
7/19/2016 10:09:17 AM
hobbb: #sharp16 strategic decisions about when to publish same material in book or
newspaper form
7/19/2016 10:09:39 AM
jotis13: Klerk: reflecting on Blankaart's relationship with publisher Hoorn, who knew
markets, how to market new books #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:10:15 AM
mazarines: How most of us describe the links to which we tweet so others will click &
read them. Plus ça change... #sharp16 https://t.co/cmsnjioCDS
7/19/2016 10:10:56 AM
hobbb: Portuguese intellectuals saw review as equal status to book, chose different
platforms for maximum political effect #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:11:28 AM
CdesID: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est irremplaçable" (J.-Y.
Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 10:12:17 AM
jotis13: Klerk: Blankaart-Hoorn collaboration vital conduit for Cartesian ideas, new
anatomical/chemical discoveries into German #2h #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:13:19 AM

mhbeals: RT @hobbb: #sharp16 strategic decisions about when to publish same
material in book or newspaper form
7/19/2016 10:13:24 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Klerk: translations of medical works compiled by readers, based on
reason in lieu of hands-on knowledge; added commentary #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 10:13:26 AM
fulsa010: ☹☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹☹01021543560
#☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 ☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹
☹☹☹☹☹#sharp16
7/19/2016 10:13:50 AM
johannaberg: RT @TradeCardCarl: #sharp16 #1e Kathryn James exploring how loss of
many books & surviving catalogs (metadata) from dissolution of monaster…
7/19/2016 10:14:26 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @bookhistories: Cobra (Comic Book Readership Archive), a
fascinating project inspired by RED (Reading Experience Database) #sharp16 htt…
7/19/2016 10:15:54 AM
jotis13: No idea how American computers & catalogs would handle a subscript inverted "
mark, for example #sharp16 #idemb https://t.co/oNYLIWAjB0
7/19/2016 10:16:20 AM
genschaffner: (awesome Q: what happened when *collectors* compiled plague tracts
w/ other materials? #sharp16 assemble re-assemble bound-withs? #sharp16)
7/19/2016 10:16:42 AM
alisakbeer: .@singingscholar “Everyone needs to know about urine” - looking at which
texts survive, which texts travel together. #sharp16 #2b
7/19/2016 10:18:00 AM
hobbb: Brazilian reviews based on British model, some published in London, frequency
influenced by ship schedules #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:19:00 AM
singingscholar: RT @genschaffner: (awesome Q: what happened when *collectors*
compiled plague tracts w/ other materials? #sharp16 assemble re-assemble boun…
7/19/2016 10:19:20 AM
loradeets: 2nd Gaudy Night mention of conference so far - great question from
@singingscholar. I feel a Dorothy L Sayers symposium coming on #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:23:45 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: Three excellent presentations on the reading of
comics and the database CoBRA - a truly inspiring project! #sharp16 (2j)
7/19/2016 10:24:13 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: John A. Walsh: CoBRA database currently contains
4800 letters from 5400 people from 2253 cities in 33 countries @TheUKRE…
7/19/2016 10:24:33 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mattrubery: "Voices and Books" panel shows how much we lose
when we don't perform or "listen" to books. #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:24:41 AM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @khj5c: Gary Kelly, #sharp16 #2j audience: it's difficult to
organize & fund the study of "marginalized readership" = really the reading…
7/19/2016 10:25:03 AM
DucasSylvie: @DucasSylvie #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:27:08 AM
SRSRenSoc: RT @Laura_Estill: Our new publication on digitized manuscripts might be of
interest to #sharp16 and #SRS2016 https://t.co/mOrA5xeTj6
7/19/2016 10:28:13 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 https://t.co/09jwA2AepL
7/19/2016 10:28:16 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 https://t.co/DYAOs8AW2D
7/19/2016 10:30:25 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 https://t.co/xQYqF4kF7w
7/19/2016 10:31:03 AM
JanetNotJohn: RT @JasonEnsor: Rethinking scholarship with citations visually linked to
sources & viewed in parallel #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 10:34:02 AM
ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique met en danger la
culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t.co/uxx7ZIh5cB
7/19/2016 10:34:28 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: @JasonEnsor I keep waiting to run into you @ #sharp16 but it hasn't
happened yet!
7/19/2016 10:35:44 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 https://t.co/9BixTzeadI
7/19/2016 10:35:48 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 https://t.co/xQYqF4kF7w
7/19/2016 10:36:25 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 https://t.co/F8YOC0uYqD
7/19/2016 10:37:16 AM
Rmybook: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique met
en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 10:39:20 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Les organisateurs forment un mur de leurs corps pour cacher
les lunchbox interdites dans cette zone ... https://t.co/e6sNRFsXSt
7/19/2016 10:41:54 AM
andiesilva: #sharp16 lunch confirms my suspicions that butter and mayo are major
food groups in France. No word yet on how people stay so lean.
7/19/2016 10:44:32 AM
livre_allemand: The latest Max&Moritz -www.livresallemands.com!
https://t.co/EDBItZG0fL Thanks to @Aurelie_Gascon @cafebabel_FR @buecherde_news
#sharp16

7/19/2016 10:50:43 AM
BiblioConcours: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre
numérique met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 10:52:12 AM
Glose_France: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique
met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 10:54:30 AM
alisakbeer: .@singingscholar on dessert: “This has peaches in it, and also I am pretty
sure alcohol. Thank you, France!” #sharp16
7/19/2016 10:56:29 AM
_KBetterton: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/19/2016 10:57:30 AM
CaroleForn: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique
met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 10:59:58 AM
Daniel_Pawson: @MireilleSharp Don't know what this #sharp16 tag is but assume
you're being drafted for God-emperor, and not a moment too soon
7/19/2016 11:00:17 AM
ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences que
l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co/EJJoivbuoi
7/19/2016 11:01:43 AM
SmartTranslato1: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 11:03:05 AM
ruralsmart: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique
met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 11:04:51 AM
ralucas20: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences
que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 11:05:06 AM
kathoarn: Artists' books panel was over capacity. Clearly a topic that people are
interested in! #sharp16
7/19/2016 11:08:20 AM
fulsa017: #☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 ☹☹☹☹
#☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹ #sharp16
7/19/2016 11:13:12 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @DrSKBarker: Oh, exciting - Nuovo has an ERC grant to properly
investigate early modern book prices - an area we really need to understa…
7/19/2016 11:13:58 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: The party is at Publishing w/o Borders: AngloAmerican Publishing and the International Book Trade #sharp16

7/19/2016 11:14:44 AM
andrewking2904: RT @digitalpigeons: The party is at Publishing w/o Borders: AngloAmerican Publishing and the International Book Trade #sharp16
7/19/2016 11:18:12 AM
jeremienuel: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 11:18:34 AM
amandaeherbert: Thanks for live-tweeting @historecipes author Saskia Klerk's
#SHARP16 presentation, @EpistolaryBrown! https://t.co/KUvMQUDCgE
7/19/2016 11:19:19 AM
amandaeherbert: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Klerk, Middelburg: Late 17th C, declilne in
medical theaters, migration of physicians to other loations or professions…
7/19/2016 11:19:23 AM
amandaeherbert: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Klerk, Latin used in the margin of some
translations to provide common touchstones #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 11:19:28 AM
amandaeherbert: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "Kort en Goet" -- works advertised as "short
and good" Klerk, #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 11:19:30 AM
amandaeherbert: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Klerk: translations of medical works compiled
by readers, based on reason in lieu of hands-on knowledge; added comment…
7/19/2016 11:19:33 AM
docspourdocs: The latest Docs pour docs, le journal! https://t.co/GqSb3Xj9wg Thanks
to @nbenyounes @crid #sharp16 #emi
7/19/2016 11:20:51 AM
singingscholar: More stimuli for thinking about books and bodies of knowledge @laBnF.
#sharp16 https://t.co/iVx5bH854z
7/19/2016 11:35:52 AM
fulsa015: ☹☹☹~ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹
#☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 ☹☹☹☹#sharp16
7/19/2016 11:38:57 AM
ILoveCopyright: RT @sharpicecream: Hier soir. This is what happens when I'm not
invited to a party #sharp16 @ILoveCopyright https://t.co/4Czj2nHxWL
7/19/2016 11:41:34 AM
ILoveCopyright: It was a brief and satisfying connection but my heart still belongs to
@sharpicecream #Sharp16
7/19/2016 11:43:32 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @jotis13: No idea how American computers & catalogs would handle
a subscript inverted " mark, for example #sharp16 #idemb https://t.co/o…
7/19/2016 11:45:29 AM
singingscholar: Appropriately, Translating Travel Narratives / Traduire le récit de
voyage is in the Salle Jules Verne. https://t.co/DztLfkKKe8 #sharp16

7/19/2016 11:48:32 AM
i_kevorkian: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 11:49:50 AM
digitalpigeons: If you're interested in exchange editors, reading practices, and
transatlantic reprinting, I'm giving a talk in Commissions 1 #sharp16
7/19/2016 11:50:58 AM
jeffzwarren: #sharp16 Remember that electronics company SHARP? They used to be a
big name. Today they're store brand.
7/19/2016 11:51:38 AM
RareBookLibAntw: Unfortunately spotty wifi at #sharp16 so not been able to livetweet
morning sessions. Should I dump my notes in tweets? Or is that cheating?
7/19/2016 11:51:40 AM
digitalpigeons: If that's not your fancy, @DigiVictorian & @mhbeals 's papers are sure
to be a real treat! #sharp16
7/19/2016 11:52:32 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Nearly full house for Preserving the World's Rarest books, with
Pettegree, Kemp, and Graheli#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 11:52:44 AM
DigiVictorian: Next up at #sharp16 - come see @digitalpigeons, @mhbeals and me talk
about reprinting. Panel #3b / Salle des Commissions 1 in ten mins!
7/19/2016 11:52:58 AM
mazarines: #sharp16 is a wonderfully well-organized and /sharp/ conference. Merci
pour tout, @sharpparis2016!
7/19/2016 11:53:09 AM
EpistolaryBrown: First up, Andrew Pettegree "Survival and Loss in the Early Modern
Book World" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 11:53:21 AM
DigiVictorian: RT @digitalpigeons: If you're interested in exchange editors, reading
practices, and transatlantic reprinting, I'm giving a talk in Commiss…
7/19/2016 11:53:25 AM
DigiVictorian: RT @digitalpigeons: If that's not your fancy, @DigiVictorian & @mhbeals
's papers are sure to be a real treat! #sharp16
7/19/2016 11:53:28 AM
AntjeTheise: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Klerk, Latin used in the margin of some translations
to provide common touchstones #SHARP16 #2H
7/19/2016 11:53:50 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Go check out @annepeale in the Salle Jules Verne! She's talking about
technology in travel narratives published by John Murray.
7/19/2016 11:54:42 AM
sarahebull: RT @loradeets: Great discussion at Medical Book Trade panel - Sarah Bull
@sarahebull on publishers agonizing: to gild or not to gild (too g…

7/19/2016 11:54:52 AM
EpistolaryBrown: This panel is organized by the USTC, which has recently embarked on
"Preserving the World's Rarest Books" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 11:56:40 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Only 11 votes so far. Disappointing. There are over
400 of you here #sharp16 https://t.co/ywljrKON59
7/19/2016 11:56:47 AM
PodevinFlorian: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est
irremplaçable" (J.-Y. Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 11:56:48 AM
sarahebull: RT @singingscholar: .@sarahebull: publication/advertisement of medical
books serve as acceptable means of self-promotion by Victorian docto…
7/19/2016 11:57:37 AM
jotis13: @arbuckle_alyssa @genschaffner @andiesilva on the bright side, that means a
woman definitely ought to win the #sharp16 Twitter prize?
7/19/2016 11:57:52 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: This panel is organized by the USTC, which has recently
embarked on "Preserving the World's Rarest Books" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 11:58:04 AM
RareBookLibAntw: Livetweeting from session 3C 'Preserving the world’s rarest books'
aka 'The USTC session'. Room filled to capacity, starting early! #Sharp16
7/19/2016 11:58:09 AM
AntjeTheise: RT @heatherfro: so obviously the hashtags of the week are#SRS2016
(Renaissance Studies)#sharp16 (book history)
7/19/2016 11:58:20 AM
jotis13: Pettegree: Universal Short Catalog began with 368,000 editions in 1.3 million
surviving copies of early modern works #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 11:58:44 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 first up Andrew Pettegree on 'survival and loos in the
early modern book world' - USTC now expanded to include works 1600-1650
7/19/2016 11:58:51 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: The USTC covered 1.3 million surviving copies; last month
expanded to the 17th century and are now at 3 mil. copies #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 11:58:53 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree USTC has shown that 30% of items survive in only one
copy #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 11:59:33 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree USTC has shown that 30% of items survive in
only one copy #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 11:59:40 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: "Whole editions have disappeared" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 11:59:52 AM

jotis13: Pettegree: problem of "lost books" - entire print runs of early modern books lost
to history - widely recognized among scholars #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:00:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We're now at standing room only... Pettegree: #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:00:08 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jotis13: @arbuckle_alyssa @genschaffner @andiesilva on the
bright side, that means a woman definitely ought to win the #sharp16 Twitter…
7/19/2016 12:00:32 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: USTC has initiative to help libraries realize scarcest, most scholarly
(vs. financially) valuable works #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:00:49 PM
MitchFraas: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: The USTC covered 1.3 million surviving
copies; last month expanded to the 17th century and are now at 3 mil…
7/19/2016 12:01:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: Libraries devote quite a lot of money to curating and
presrving books without knowing which are rarest #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:01:04 PM
jotis13: (I always found librarians were THRILLED when I discovered books in their
collections that were sole copies, not in ESTC, etc.) #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:01:24 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: If you're interested in exchange editors, reading
practices, and transatlantic reprinting, I'm giving a talk in Commiss…
7/19/2016 12:01:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: The most precious books, like the Gutenberg Bible and
Shakespeare's #FirstFolio are NOT rare #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:01:34 PM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Pettegree: Prestigious books (B42, Vesalius, F1) are
often not 'rare' - many copies preserved - paradox
7/19/2016 12:01:39 PM
alisakbeer: Warren Boutcher: Intertraffic: the circulation and translation of texts in late
Renaissance Europe #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:01:40 PM
N__Martinez: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Never surprised by decline of e-book sales in US.
Physicality, ownership, cost, etc all contribute to pleasure of print.…
7/19/2016 12:01:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: In contrast, the rarest books are often not very valuable
at all. Often small, grubby, and/or functional #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:02:21 PM
jotis13: "First Folios... are among the world's rarest books" ::audience laughter:: "now
we have 234!" ::even more laughter:: Pettegree #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:02:22 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: In contrast, the rarest books are often not
very valuable at all. Often small, grubby, and/or functional #s…

7/19/2016 12:02:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Pettegree: Prestigious books
(B42, Vesalius, F1) are often not 'rare' - many copies preserved - paradox
7/19/2016 12:02:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: rarest books: often vernacular and disposable #sharp16
#s3c
7/19/2016 12:02:46 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: until USTC, almost impossible for libraries to survey entire
collections and calculate rarity of works #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:03:05 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: In the past, it was rare and difficult to survey collections
and determine rarity #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:03:06 PM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @jotis13: "First Folios... are among the world's rarest books"
::audience laughter:: "now we have 234!" ::even more laughter:: Pettegree…
7/19/2016 12:03:15 PM
ClaireSquires: Bulac username/password is congres/sharp2016 #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:03:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: USTC is now in a position to survey and analyze holdings
for a library #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:03:38 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: library wants to be part of program, USTC analyzes holdings, sends
list of early modern books ordered by rarity #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:03:47 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: USTC has memorandum of understanding w/libraries that says "you
don't have to do anything in return for this list" #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:04:12 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: USTC has a "contract" that says that the library does not
have to do ANYTHING to get their library surveyed #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:04:18 PM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Pettegree: USTC sends libraries lists of their
holdings ordered by rarity! Libraries don't have to invest anything for this
7/19/2016 12:04:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: "The altruism on our part is entirely funded by the Mellon
Foundation" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:04:32 PM
jotis13: DEAR LIBRARIANS OF THE WORLD: this is not too good to be true. USTC
altruism is funded by the Mellon Foundation. Pettegree #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:04:34 PM
singingscholar: .@katieparker18th up 1st on marginalia Anson expedition account:
bestseller on British attempt to disrupt Spanish trade! #sharp16 #3f
7/19/2016 12:04:37 PM

TraceLarkhall: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: The most precious books, like the
Gutenberg Bible and Shakespeare's #FirstFolio are NOT rare #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:04:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Some libraries are willing to digitize unique survivors, or put them on
exhibition Pettegree: #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:04:51 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: some libraries are planning to digitize unique works, create
exhibitions around these works #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:04:57 PM
sharpicecream: Merci @ActuaLitte! Have a #sharp16 ice cream ☹☹
https://t.co/a6T2kfYKnd
7/19/2016 12:05:24 PM
singingscholar: .@katieparker18th: C17/C18 saw informal, interdependent ties among
Royal Navy, Royal Society, geographic publishing industry. #sharp16 #3f
7/19/2016 12:05:30 PM
jotis13: Has @CMULibraries used the USTC rarity-analysis service for our early modern
collections, I wonder? @CMKeithW Pettegree #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:05:43 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jotis13: DEAR LIBRARIANS OF THE WORLD: this is not too good to
be true. USTC altruism is funded by the Mellon Foundation. Pettegree #sh…
7/19/2016 12:05:48 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree #sharp16 #3c: Rare books librarians everywhere:
consider signing up for 'Preserving Worlds Rarest Books' project of USTC!
7/19/2016 12:05:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @upennlib getting a shout out for their Early French books; 5-10% of
Yale's collection is 'scarce' Pettegree: #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:06:10 PM
andiesilva: Warren Boutcher starts discussion of transnational texts w/ Samuel Daniel:
Montaigne is "as much ours [English] as theirs [French]" #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:06:15 PM
sharpicecream: ☹☹ #sharp16 https://t.co/hn2Js83fvV
7/19/2016 12:06:15 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: now turning from "books that only survive in one copy to books that
survive in one fewer... that is zero." #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:06:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: "How do we reintegrate lost books into our understanding
of the early modern book world?" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:06:42 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: how do we incorporate lost books into understanding of early
modern readers? Have a new book on this subject. #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:06:50 PM
lecteurduval: The latest Lecteur du Val, l'actu des bibs! https://t.co/VI5G8pzigk Thanks
to @bibliotrotter #sharp16 #veille

7/19/2016 12:07:01 PM
sharpicecream: Only 4 hours left to vote les copains #sharp16 https://t.co/ywljrKON59
7/19/2016 12:07:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Books, too, have a long tail... Pettegree: #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:07:22 PM
NinaLamal: To know what @universalstc has in store follow @RareBookLibAntw for
livetweets. Sad not be in Paris #sharp16 https://t.co/QEQhG2XD6T
7/19/2016 12:07:22 PM
DamarisBadger: Im very hot today and I want to have sex! Find me in the site from my
profile My nickname NiceBaby #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:07:52 PM
NinaLamal: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree #sharp16 #3c: Rare books librarians
everywhere: consider signing up for 'Preserving Worlds Rarest Books' pro…
7/19/2016 12:08:02 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: here's the book he was talking about (I think)
https://t.co/TTLisuMzfr #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:08:03 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: for every book we know is another that is lost - 50% of
16C editions are probably lost! #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:08:13 PM
jotis13: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: for every book we know is another that is
lost - 50% of 16C editions are probably lost! #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:08:18 PM
sharpicecream: @NinaLamal have an ice cream Nina #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:08:30 PM
mazarines: Moxon paper (delivered by @AileenFyfe): 18c natural knowledge circulated
orally, in MS, in print as books, in print as periodicals. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:08:31 PM
NinaLamal: RT @jotis13: DEAR LIBRARIANS OF THE WORLD: this is not too good to be
true. USTC altruism is funded by the Mellon Foundation. Pettegree #sh…
7/19/2016 12:08:32 PM
andiesilva: Boutcher asks: how do we write the history of the intertraffic of books +
make it more central to academic discussion? #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:09:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: "when we have issue 47 of a seventeenth century serial,
we can assume 1-46 existed" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:09:12 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: can often detect traces of lost editions by books describing
themselves as edition 10 or 15, earlier editions lost #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:09:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: showing the recent losses at Cologne and the Anna Amalia
Library Weimar #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 12:10:09 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: now showing libraries of books destroyed in 20th c. but catalogs
survive (I've held a bombblasted book, terrifying) #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:10:10 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: showing the recent losses at Cologne and the
Anna Amalia Library Weimar #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:10:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: works only get into the bibliography if they've been
described by the team #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:10:37 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: STCs based on autopsy automatically exclude lost
books; defendable, but one-sided & sterile in some cases #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:10:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: "like all idiologies, this policy can be taken to extremes";
not all libraries are contributing #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:11:04 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: projects sometimes exclude books not consulted in person, even
though books known to survive in other libraries #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:11:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: USTC takes it as its task to point to all books from the first age of
print Pettegree: #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:11:24 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: but USTC wants to reconstruct, to best of ability, the ENTIRE book
world of first age of print #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:11:25 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: USTC wants to reconstruct whole world of print,
including lost books (inferred: serials, archival sources, ...) #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:11:45 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: possible that books mentioned never published, that serials started
with some random number, but go w/Occam's razor #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:11:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: "It's possible, I suppose, to start a seventeenth century
serial from number 23. I don't know why one would..." #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:11:50 PM
singingscholar: .@katieparker18th: collection/exchange of info facilitated state funding
of sea travel, C17/18. But how to protect info fm rivals? #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:12:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree on the bibliographical Occam's Razor: if it's likely a book
existed, it should be counted #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:12:17 PM
andiesilva: Boutcher: easier to trace texts that moved, rather than those that for
whatever reason did not circulate broadly across borders #sharp16

7/19/2016 12:12:26 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: advertisements and catalogs of books for sale very useful sources of
these lost books #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:12:30 PM
mazarines: Moxon: One purpose of Philosophical Transactions to compile & share
shorter tracts (otherwise circulated in ephemeral news-sheets). #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:12:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Early attempts at the Catalogus Universalis -- "It's not universal"
Pettegree: #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:13:08 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: poss. source: adverts for books in Amsterdam
newspapers, and 'catalogus universalis' of books for sale in Amsterdam #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:13:20 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: only 15% of books certain published in Dutch Republic made it into
the contemporary Catalogus Universalis #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:13:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: "The books listed divide equally between Latin and
vernacular," indicating that it was intended for domestic circ #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:13:41 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: only 15% of books certain published in
Dutch Republic made it into the contemporary Catalogus Universalis #sharp16…
7/19/2016 12:13:52 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: catalogue clearly intended to be circulated to domestic audience, not
everywhere; data in catalogue v. high quality #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:14:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: Date of publication for works mentioned could be inferred
by date of catalogue, published yearly #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:14:15 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: Bulac username/password is congres/sharp2016
#sharp16
7/19/2016 12:14:16 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mhbeals: First mention of Foucault. And it's only 937 on day one.
#sharp16
7/19/2016 12:14:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: Dutch newspapers were precocious in advertising printed
books #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:15:15 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: many books advertised in both the Catalogus and the local
newspapers (at least in surviving copies of latter) #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:15:28 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: focusing on vernacular lists to begin with, about halfway through the
process (these things don't happen fast!) #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 12:15:48 PM
bethlrx: I always enjoy a paper that includes the words "war, pestilence and fire"
#sharp16
7/19/2016 12:15:55 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Pettegree: Prestigious books
(B42, Vesalius, F1) are often not 'rare' - many copies preserved - paradox
7/19/2016 12:15:59 PM
mazarines: Moxon: The early Phil. Trans. came out erratically, so interested readers
didn't know when to find the latest issue. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:16:00 PM
alisakbeer: Boutcher gives four ways of books traveling - not just physically, but also
across media, from print to speech #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:16:08 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Moxon: The early Phil. Trans. came out erratically, so
interested readers didn't know when to find the latest issue. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:16:12 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Boutcher gives four ways of books traveling - not just
physically, but also across media, from print to speech #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:16:17 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Standing room only for Panel 3b. Stephan Pigeon, how do you evaluate
a reading experience that wasn't designed to be observed? #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:16:34 PM
alisakbeer: Boutcher: Example of Don Quixote jumping medium from text to procession
back to printed text/image #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:16:52 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Pettegree: USTC sends libraries
lists of their holdings ordered by rarity! Libraries don't have to inves…
7/19/2016 12:16:55 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: showing percentage of books found in contemporary records vs.
known to survive today, loss rate about 48.6% #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:17:14 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree #sharp16 #3c: Rare books librarians
everywhere: consider signing up for 'Preserving Worlds Rarest Books' pro…
7/19/2016 12:17:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree's Lost and Found: comparing lists from the Catalogue
Universalis to STCN, library catalogues #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:17:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: Lost books estimated to expand known print publication
by approx 100% #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:17:42 PM
andiesilva: Modes of travel: through booksellers; w/ + in rel. to mobile skills and
practices; as fragments, other media (oral, perform.) #sharp16 #s3a

7/19/2016 12:17:46 PM
singingscholar: .@katieparker18th: Anson's "Remarkable, Curious, & Entertaining"
voyage circulated in 8vo, serialized, translated. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:17:47 PM
universalstc: RT @NinaLamal: To know what @universalstc has in store follow
@RareBookLibAntw for livetweets. Sad not be in Paris #sharp16 https://t.co/QE…
7/19/2016 12:17:50 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: school books have a 73.7% loss rate (!!!!) while only 21.1% of
drama books lost #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:17:51 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Livetweeting from session 3C 'Preserving the
world’s rarest books' aka 'The USTC session'. Room filled to capacity, st…
7/19/2016 12:17:58 PM
alisakbeer: Boutcher: 1.Copies of French editions moving physically; 2.copies
reproduced in French outside of France; 3.translated editions #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:18:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Catalogus universalis likely targeted buyers of modest means, those
interested in works but not "building a library" Pettegree #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:18:11 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: Bibles also have a high loss rate of 63.5%, other religious books
53.7% - areas middle income customers v. active #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:18:33 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: DEAR LIBRARIANS OF THE WORLD: this is not too good to
be true. USTC altruism is funded by the Mellon Foundation. Pettegree #sh…
7/19/2016 12:18:33 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: varying degrees of loss may be tracked to nature of the
source #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:18:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: The Market for bibles was about selling different formats
for different uses: family bible vs portable church one #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:18:59 PM
mazarines: Loved to death! Used to dust! #sharp16 https://t.co/InnBUWttR8
7/19/2016 12:19:00 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Catalogus universalis likely targeted buyers of modest
means, those interested in works but not "building a library" P…
7/19/2016 12:19:02 PM
andiesilva: Boutcher calls attention to agency in transmission of texts--booksellers only
part of larger circulation of int. books #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 12:19:03 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Standing room only for Panel 3b. Stephan Pigeon,
how do you evaluate a reading experience that wasn't designed to be obse…
7/19/2016 12:19:10 PM

Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Pigeon: transatlantic exchange editors embodying reader response
in 19thC #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:19:24 PM
jotis13: @mazarines I love finding previous centuries' of historians lamenting the loss of
old schoolbooks - eternal problem. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:19:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Upgrade your bible = the early modern iphone advertising? Pettegree
#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:19:40 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: USTC wants to reconstruct whole world
of print, including lost books (inferred: serials, archival sources,…
7/19/2016 12:19:41 PM
wynkenhimself: RT @mazarines: Loved to death! Used to dust! #sharp16
https://t.co/InnBUWttR8
7/19/2016 12:20:04 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: USTC cautious in accepting diverse formats, assuming different eds,
but in Biblical text category might be wrong #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:20:13 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: in USTC we have been careful in grouping books printed
in smaller formats (12mo 16mo 24mo) but probably same edition #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:20:16 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Upgrade your bible = the early modern iphone
advertising? Pettegree #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:20:19 PM
lesliehowsam: @Shaf_Towheed Thanks, Shaf, for tweeting my former student
@digitalpigeons ! #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:20:30 PM
livesandletters: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: USTC wants to reconstruct whole
world of print, including lost books (inferred: serials, archival sources,…
7/19/2016 12:20:42 PM
mattsymonds: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: USTC wants to reconstruct whole
world of print, including lost books (inferred: serials, archival sources,…
7/19/2016 12:20:42 PM
singingscholar: .@katieparker18th: Anson intro presents sea as stage for British might.
Leipzig/Amsterdam translations attempt depoliticization. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:20:42 PM
singingscholar: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Upgrade your bible = the early modern iphone
advertising? Pettegree #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:20:51 PM
broricopena: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: The Market for bibles was about selling
different formats for different uses: family bible vs portable chur…
7/19/2016 12:20:56 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: school books have a 73.7% loss rate (!!!!) while
only 21.1% of drama books lost #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 12:21:09 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: Bibles also have a high loss rate of 63.5%,
other religious books 53.7% - areas middle income customers v. active #…
7/19/2016 12:21:21 PM
broricopena: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Upgrade your bible = the early modern iphone
advertising? Pettegree #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:21:28 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Pigeon: transatlantic exchange editors
embodying reader response in 19thC #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:21:38 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: initial Latin language book analysis suggests that level of loss
significantly lower, maybe only 20% #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:21:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: initial Latin language book analysis suggests
that level of loss significantly lower, maybe only 20% #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:22:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: USTC is currently "refining our typology of loss" #sharp16
#s3c
7/19/2016 12:22:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: Not surprised that political books survive 4/5 times
#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:22:38 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: project is helping improve typology of what survives vs. is lost
#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:22:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: political books more likely to be consciously collected
#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:22:54 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: large level of survival of travel books very interesting, for example
#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:23:19 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: some genres survive better than others (eg. political
tracts: 4/5 survive; music: 45% lost) #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:23:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: Drama survives better than music; travel books have an
interestingly high rate of loss #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:23:24 PM
NinaLamal: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: USTC is currently "refining our typology of
loss" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:23:33 PM
mazarines: Moxon: Lowthorp's Abridgments of Phil. Trans. were popular, much more so
than the periodical itself. True in French translation too #sharp16

7/19/2016 12:23:41 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: devotional books perhaps lost because too long to be bound together
but cheap enough to be not collected? #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:23:44 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel 3b, Beals: OCR is the bane of your existence as an 18/19thC
newspaper researcher #sharp16 @mhbeals
7/19/2016 12:23:53 PM
jotis13: @ZacharyLesser % of editions that do not survive in at least one copy,
definitely not % of all copies printed #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:24:40 PM
carol_osullivan: Boutcher: 3 types of book intertraffic: from 1 context to another;
linguistic transfer; physical movement of books #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:24:52 PM
ZacharyLesser: RT @jotis13: @ZacharyLesser % of editions that do not survive in at
least one copy, definitely not % of all copies printed #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:24:54 PM
ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg #sharp16 https://t.co/JAGMdlYhrW
7/19/2016 12:25:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: Books from the 15th century survive in higher numbers
than the 16th century #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:25:00 PM
jotis13: Pettegree: books from 15th century actually survive in far higher numbers than
the 16th #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:25:07 PM
DrLeonJ: RT @jameshodges_: Compagnon's anti-PowerPoint stance reminds me of this
article (which my students loved last year): https://t.co/H2gMOr57d…
7/19/2016 12:25:10 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: books from 15C have survived better than 16C books!
#sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:25:11 PM
singingscholar: .@katieparker18th: Spanish translator Aguirre makes MS (!) version of
Anson, noting things likely to cause "unease & irritation." #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:25:17 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: books from 15C have survived better
than 16C books! #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:25:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: We think that for the 17th C, the rate of survival will fall
once again #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:25:39 PM
ARTECALorraine: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 12:25:45 PM

jotis13: Pettegree: suspects that 17th century books survive even less than 16th;
something to keep in mind as continue work of USTC #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:25:46 PM
MitchFraas: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: suspects that 17th century books survive even less
than 16th; something to keep in mind as continue work of USTC #s…
7/19/2016 12:25:52 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 3b, Beals: OCR is the bane of your existence
as an 18/19thC newspaper researcher #sharp16 @mhbeals
7/19/2016 12:26:06 PM
Shaf_Towheed: 3b Beals: digital search tools & visualisation can show us the copying
percentages & relationships between papers in 19thC #sharp16 @mhbeals
7/19/2016 12:26:13 PM
alisakbeer: Boutcher: How can work on translation in the print trade fit into a broader
history of intellectual traffic in the Renaissance? #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:26:49 PM
jotis13: Next up Graeme Kemp, project manager of the USTC on Jacques Charles Brunet
#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:26:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up, Graeme Kemp, USTC project manager, on"Jacques Charles
Brunet's Manuel du Libraire et de l'amateur des livres" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:27:08 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Next up: Graeme Kemp, Brunet’s Manuel du libraire and the World’s
Rarest books #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 12:27:29 PM
footnotesrising: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: In contrast, the rarest books are
often not very valuable at all. Often small, grubby, and/or functional #s…
7/19/2016 12:27:37 PM
jotis13: Kemp: fantastic and terrifying when you expect 4 people and end up with a full
room (so true!) #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:27:37 PM
wynkenhimself: @jotis13 @RareBookLibAntw Thank you both for tweeting this
#sharp16 session!
7/19/2016 12:28:01 PM
lisejaillant: RT @NicDarwood: Great paper by @lisejaillant on 'Cheap Modernism'
#sharp16
7/19/2016 12:28:02 PM
singingscholar: .@katieparker18th: Spain & Britain have v. different approaches to
Pacific info in C18: closed sea/archive vs. public imperialism. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:28:20 PM
jotis13: Kemp would love for more libraries to sign up to contribute to the project - I
possibly have my first crusade for my new job #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:28:22 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Next up Graeme Kemp, project manager of the USTC on
Jacques Charles Brunet #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 12:28:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: Jacques Charles Brunet, a "man dedicated to bibliographical
research" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:28:52 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: Jacques Charles Brunet, a "man dedicated to
bibliographical research" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:29:00 PM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @jotis13: Kemp would love for more libraries to sign up to
contribute to the project - I possibly have my first crusade for my new job #…
7/19/2016 12:29:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: "he was only 17 when he catalogued his first library sale"; in
1824 he abandoned commerce to concentrate on bibliography #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:29:40 PM
jotis13: Kemp: Brunet cataloged maybe as many as 60 auction sales before abandoned
commerce for bibliography #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:29:49 PM
singingscholar: .@annepeale now to speak on John Murray as publisher of travel
narratives. Her archive here: https://t.co/cuXxrw6IOb #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:29:51 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp: Brunet cataloged maybe as many as 60 auction sales
before abandoned commerce for bibliography #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:30:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: Brunet's catalogues focus on rare books from many countries,
emphasizing value of the books #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:30:09 PM
andiesilva: Boutcher concludes w/ imp. of connected multilingual/national hist. of early
printed books that should not be disconnected #s3a #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:30:23 PM
sharpicecream: Ouais/yeah #sharp16 (merci @sharpparis2016)
https://t.co/2d0WvTta1t
7/19/2016 12:30:27 PM
mazarines: Moxon: Phil. Trans. focus moved from novelty to compilations/combinations,
from ephemeral periodical forms to bound volumes. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:30:30 PM
Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Beals: Gephi visualises network relationship of reprints between
newspapers - thus Ipswich reprinting Dumfries etc #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:30:45 PM
jotis13: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Beals: Gephi visualises network relationship of reprints
between newspapers - thus Ipswich reprinting Dumfries etc #s…
7/19/2016 12:30:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: "all of us who have done bibliographies can only dream of this
circulation" of Brunet's Manuel du Libraire #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 12:31:00 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: "all of us who have done bibliographies can only
dream of this circulation" of Brunet's Manuel du Libraire #shar…
7/19/2016 12:31:03 PM
jotis13: Kemp: you know you've done something successful when you're pirated by
Belgian bibliophiles #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:31:19 PM
alisakbeer: Marie-Alice Belle: Visibility and invisibility (surprise English paper with a
French title). #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:31:20 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Beals: Gephi visualises network relationship of
reprints between newspapers - thus Ipswich reprinting Dumfries etc #s…
7/19/2016 12:31:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: Bibliography manual *pirated* the manuel, resulting in an
unauthorized 4th edition #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:31:36 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: "all of us who have done bibliographies can
only dream of this circulation" of Brunet's Manuel du Libraire #shar…
7/19/2016 12:31:38 PM
alisakbeer: Belle: Invisibility of translator a problematic idea? Translation as
domestication of texts? #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:32:01 PM
jotis13: Kemp: last edition of Brunet's bibliography manual is six volumes, 31,000
entries #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:32:02 PM
tmg7d: @mhbeals is blowing my mind a bit. Definitely going to play with Georgian
Pingbacks tonight. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:32:24 PM
jotis13: Kemp: "I'm sure we've all been there before, when we've produced a book and
don't want to hear any more about it." #yes #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:32:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: the 5th edition of Brunet's catalogue was corrected by Didot;
the then 80-yr old Brunet didn't want to hear corrections #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:32:41 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp: last edition of Brunet's bibliography manual is six
volumes, 31,000 entries #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:32:49 PM
Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Beals: imaginative Georgian pingbacks project uses crowdsourcing
to check attribution & correction of OCR #sharp16 @mhbeals
7/19/2016 12:33:04 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Kemp: Brunet Manuel was a wonder of information organisation in
the age of paper #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 12:33:26 PM
jotis13: Kemp: final bibliography is works from 1450-1860 with extensive annotations
on scholarly and commercial value of the books #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:33:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: the 5th ed of Brunet: 47,000 editions listed #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:33:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Kemp: final bibliography is works from 1450-1860 with
extensive annotations on scholarly and commercial value of the books #sh…
7/19/2016 12:33:41 PM
jotis13: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Beals: imaginative Georgian pingbacks project uses
crowdsourcing to check attribution & correction of OCR #sharp16 @m…
7/19/2016 12:33:42 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp: final bibliography is works from 1450-1860 with
extensive annotations on scholarly and commercial value of the books #sh…
7/19/2016 12:33:44 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Beals: imaginative Georgian pingbacks project
uses crowdsourcing to check attribution & correction of OCR #sharp16 @m…
7/19/2016 12:34:43 PM
singingscholar: .@annepeale: 1859-1892, John Murray publishes 140+ 1st-person
travel narratives, incl. Darwin, Livingstone, polar explorers. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:35:02 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: the 5th ed of Brunet: 47,000 editions listed
#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:36:08 PM
alisakbeer: Belle: Fascinating network maps! But do network analyses limit you to only
those things you can map? #sharp16 #3a https://t.co/SSg2OOj6Iq
7/19/2016 12:36:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: Brunet's final catalogue included short works, of 1-2 sheets in
length; small items often excluded from other catalogues #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:36:45 PM
genschaffner: .@jotis13 check out Project Unica at UIUC #sharp16 - not a new idea;
participation is the crux
7/19/2016 12:37:01 PM
alisakbeer: Belle: Networks naturally exceed national and linguistic boundaries expanding national or critical narratives. #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:37:05 PM
jotis13: RT @genschaffner: .@jotis13 check out Project Unica at UIUC #sharp16 - not a
new idea; participation is the crux
7/19/2016 12:37:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: noticing the influence of 19th century bibliophiles on our
generic conception of earlier works #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:37:51 PM

jotis13: Kemp: categories in analysis are Brunet's - nineteenth century interests, not
contemporary or modern #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:37:57 PM
alisakbeer: Belle: Two-dimensional maps difficult for visualization over time. New tools
are helping with that cf Early Modern News Network #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:38:01 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: Brunet's final catalogue included short
works, of 1-2 sheets in length; small items often excluded from other ca…
7/19/2016 12:38:04 PM
tmg7d: https://t.co/IO7bZIQDzc #sharp16 @mhbeals
7/19/2016 12:38:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: Lasting influence of Burnet: Christies and Sotheby's still
reference "Not in Burnet" as a mark of rarity #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:38:39 PM
singingscholar: .@annepeale: C19 travel narratives often illustrated: costly, but also a
great barrier to copyright violation due to tech. #sharp16 #histSTM
7/19/2016 12:38:46 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp: categories in analysis are Brunet's - nineteenth
century interests, not contemporary or modern #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:38:50 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: Lasting influence of Burnet: Christies and
Sotheby's still reference "Not in Burnet" as a mark of rarity #sharp1…
7/19/2016 12:38:59 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel 3b, Beals: here's the URL to the Georgian pingback project,
https://t.co/5Rh8t7USon @mhbeals #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:39:27 PM
vivdunstan: Catching up with #sharp16 tweets. Pleased as St Andrews graduate to see
@universalstc panel get great turnout + looks fascinating talks.
7/19/2016 12:39:28 PM
bethlrx: Panel 3e shows that commercial interests have always been bound up with
scholarly publishing #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:39:41 PM
jotis13: Kemp tantalizing us with all the questions we can answer with this resource that
couldn't answer a few years or decades ago #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:39:42 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Ooooh, nice graph of Latin v. Vernacular publication rates Kemp:
#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:39:51 PM
jotis13: Kemp: i.e. sheep production and devastating effects Wars of Religion had on
output #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:40:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Kemp tantalizing us with all the questions we can
answer with this resource that couldn't answer a few years or decades ago #s…

7/19/2016 12:40:10 PM
alisakbeer: Belle: Combine micro-historical focus with distant reading strategies based
on a larger corpus. #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:40:17 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp tantalizing us with all the questions we can answer
with this resource that couldn't answer a few years or decades ago #s…
7/19/2016 12:40:26 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Ooooh, nice graph of Latin v. Vernacular
publication rates Kemp: #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:40:34 PM
jotis13: Kemp: utilizing rarity as factor when visualizing bibliographical data a new way
of thinking about early modern books #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:40:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: using rarity as a factor in visualizing bibliographical data
changes the picture #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:40:52 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp: utilizing rarity as factor when visualizing
bibliographical data a new way of thinking about early modern books #sharp16…
7/19/2016 12:41:02 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: using rarity as a factor in visualizing
bibliographical data changes the picture #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:41:06 PM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Kemp: charting number of surviving copies brings
new insights; most mundane books often the rarest!
7/19/2016 12:41:26 PM
jotis13: Kemp: fascinating when books felt to be "exceptionally rare" are common vs.
mundane publications are the rarest survivors #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:41:38 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Kemp: charting number of
surviving copies brings new insights; most mundane books often the rarest!
7/19/2016 12:41:39 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp: fascinating when books felt to be "exceptionally rare"
are common vs. mundane publications are the rarest survivors #sha…
7/19/2016 12:41:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rouen municipale library sammelbande influencing survival rates for
several works Kemp: #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:41:52 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jotis13: Kemp: fascinating when books felt to be "exceptionally
rare" are common vs. mundane publications are the rarest survivors #sha…
7/19/2016 12:42:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: in sum, valuable != rare #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:42:15 PM

carol_osullivan: Source languages for printed translations 1558-1603: Latin, French,
Italian, Spanish in that order @mab_us #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:42:26 PM
jotis13: (This isn't surprising to anyone trying to study ie almanacs: nearly
400,000/year in 1640s but so many no longer extant/rare!) #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:42:27 PM
singingscholar: .@annepeale: highly-anticipated C19 travel narratives had pre-pub
word-of-mouth, simultaneous translations; "Think Harry Potter!" #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:42:28 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: in sum, valuable != rare #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:42:33 PM
bethlrx: Surprising popularity of translated versions of scholarly journals in book form in
18 and 19 C #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:42:44 PM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Kemp: as much as 30% of French editions only
preserved outside France - problem for 'national' biographies
7/19/2016 12:43:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp is rating the distance-to-study French books by mode of
transport: BnF, metro, train, bus #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:43:04 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jotis13: (This isn't surprising to anyone trying to study ie
almanacs: nearly 400,000/year in 1640s but so many no longer extant/rare!)…
7/19/2016 12:43:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: Bulac username/password is congres/sharp2016
#sharp16
7/19/2016 12:43:06 PM
jotis13: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Kemp: as much as 30% of French
editions only preserved outside France - problem for 'national' biographi…
7/19/2016 12:43:10 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp is rating the distance-to-study French books by
mode of transport: BnF, metro, train, bus #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:43:14 PM
andiesilva: Belle: rather than simply importing foreign books England also served as
hub for translation; advertising cosmopolitan culture #sharp16,#s3a
7/19/2016 12:43:14 PM
universalstc: Check out that #Boolean usage! #sharp16 https://t.co/dChA0n2rpc
7/19/2016 12:43:27 PM
jotis13: RT @universalstc: Check out that #Boolean usage! #sharp16
https://t.co/dChA0n2rpc
7/19/2016 12:43:33 PM
Retweeterstein: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Kemp: charting number of
surviving copies brings new insights; most mundane books often the rarest!

7/19/2016 12:43:43 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: (This isn't surprising to anyone trying to study ie almanacs:
nearly 400,000/year in 1640s but so many no longer extant/rare!)…
7/19/2016 12:43:44 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Kemp: as much as 30% of French
editions only preserved outside France - problem for 'national' biographi…
7/19/2016 12:44:02 PM
jotis13: Kemp: which items remain rare? which are in public collection, private hands,
lost? or not in Brunet at all? #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:44:14 PM
singingscholar: .@annepeale: simultaneous international editions/translations good for
C19 publishers (shared costs!) & authors (less piracy!) #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:44:24 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp is rating the distance-to-study French books
by mode of transport: BnF, metro, train, bus #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:44:31 PM
jotis13: Kemp describing linking data between the USTC and Brunet to analyze rarity of
works #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:44:49 PM
mhbeals: RT @tmg7d: @mhbeals is blowing my mind a bit. Definitely going to play with
Georgian Pingbacks tonight. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:44:50 PM
Tamarajatkin: It might be the hottest day of the summer, but I've got serious
#sharp16 envy going on right now...
7/19/2016 12:44:54 PM
mhbeals: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Beals: imaginative Georgian pingbacks project uses
crowdsourcing to check attribution & correction of OCR #sharp16 @m…
7/19/2016 12:44:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: USTC is working on mapping the significance of phrase "not in
Brunet" - Burnet only had ~14% of published works Kemp: #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:45:02 PM
vivdunstan: Hugely impressed by volume of tweets at #sharp16. Vastly more than 2
years ago. Though waking at 2.30pm it’s a lot to catch up with :)
7/19/2016 12:45:04 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp describing linking data between the USTC and Brunet
to analyze rarity of works #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:45:12 PM
jotis13: Kemp showing Brunet visualization where many books have less than 15 copies,
huge peak in 0 or 1 surviving copy #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:45:43 PM
bethlrx: An even bigger problem for former colonies - so much can only be found in e.g.
UK or France #sharp16 https://t.co/p3uoFpV7OC

7/19/2016 12:46:07 PM
jotis13: Kemp: for close to 2000 items, USTC only has 1 surviving copy in over 4000
libraries and archives; over 50% 10 copies or less #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:46:08 PM
jotis13: RT @bethlrx: An even bigger problem for former colonies - so much can only be
found in e.g. UK or France #sharp16 https://t.co/p3uoFpV7OC
7/19/2016 12:46:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: they've crosslisted USTC against Burnet; only half the items
listed in Burnet exist in 10 copies or less #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:46:19 PM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Kemp: "Not in Brunet" linked to USTC: 2000 copies
of what Brunet called rare is unique in USTC.
7/19/2016 12:46:21 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp showing Brunet visualization where many books have
less than 15 copies, huge peak in 0 or 1 surviving copy #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:46:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Kemp: for close to 2000 items, USTC only has 1
surviving copy in over 4000 libraries and archives; over 50% 10 copies or less…
7/19/2016 12:46:35 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp: for close to 2000 items, USTC only has 1 surviving
copy in over 4000 libraries and archives; over 50% 10 copies or less…
7/19/2016 12:46:51 PM
sharpicecream: @vivdunstan have an ice cream Vivienne #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:47:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: The most intriguing aspect are those that survive in 0 copies:
1,457 Burnet items are now "lost" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:47:15 PM
jotis13: Kemp: most intriguing aspect of visualization are those that survive in 0 copies;
1,457 items in Brunet can't be found #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:47:19 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: they've crosslisted USTC against Burnet;
only half the items listed in Burnet exist in 10 copies or less #sharp1…
7/19/2016 12:47:27 PM
sharpicecream: @Tamarajatkin have an ice cream Tamara #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:47:37 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: An even bigger problem for former colonies - so much
can only be found in e.g. UK or France #sharp16 https://t.co/p3uoFpV7OC
7/19/2016 12:47:40 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Kemp: "Not in Brunet" linked to
USTC: 2000 copies of what Brunet called rare is unique in USTC.
7/19/2016 12:47:42 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: The most intriguing aspect are those that
survive in 0 copies: 1,457 Burnet items are now "lost" #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 12:47:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: some of the missing Burnet copies might be bibliographic
ghosts; others might be in privat hands, or destroyed since #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:47:52 PM
jotis13: Kemp: it's possible some of these are bibliographical ghosts, but probably have
entered private hands or been destroyed #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:47:54 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp: most intriguing aspect of visualization are those that
survive in 0 copies; 1,457 items in Brunet can't be found #sharp1…
7/19/2016 12:48:06 PM
andiesilva: Belle: network analysis confirms Hump. Moseley central to transl. in Eng;
shows how othr printers connected in transl. markets #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 12:48:12 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: some of the missing Burnet copies might be
bibliographic ghosts; others might be in privat hands, or destroyed s…
7/19/2016 12:48:19 PM
jotis13: Kemp: library specifically targeted by Germans, staff saved incunabula and
manuscripts only as beat hasty retreat #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:48:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: pointing to June 1940 destruction of the library at Tours,
burned by the Germans #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:48:44 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Kemp: library specifically targeted by Germans, staff saved
incunabula and manuscripts only as beat hasty retreat #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:48:54 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: pointing to June 1940 destruction of the
library at Tours, burned by the Germans #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:49:01 PM
genschaffner: (I should know the answer to this, but is the USTC data open for this sort
of linking? @jotis13 #sharp16 forgive my ignorance...)
7/19/2016 12:49:03 PM
jotis13: (Let's take a moment to give a shout-out to librarians whose response to
German attack is 1) GRAB BOOKS only 2) run) #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:49:06 PM
Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Nicholson: jokes from Punch reprinted in newspapers without
images - most 19thC readers would experience them this way #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:49:09 PM
CherylSearch: RT @mazarines: #sharp16 is a wonderfully well-organized and /sharp/
conference. Merci pour tout, @sharpparis2016!
7/19/2016 12:49:17 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: (Let's take a moment to give a shout-out to librarians whose
response to German attack is 1) GRAB BOOKS only 2) run) #sharp16…

7/19/2016 12:49:21 PM
mazarines: This makes me wonder about the scope of USTC's data. Does this reflect
limited data or what has survived? #sharp16 https://t.co/Ox3l8M7FpD
7/19/2016 12:49:23 PM
mattrubery: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Standing room only for Panel 3b. Stephan Pigeon,
how do you evaluate a reading experience that wasn't designed to be obse…
7/19/2016 12:49:23 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Kemp: be careful about discarding earlier, printed bibliographies;
Brunet listed 1400+ works that are now lost (war, fire) #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:49:46 PM
alisakbeer: Belle: The more we learn about translation, the more it becomes clear that
our conceptual tools must be constantly revised. #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:49:48 PM
jotis13: @mazarines said they were trying to get anything that a plausible record exists
for, not just things that survive today #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:49:52 PM
mhbeals: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 3b, Beals: OCR is the bane of your existence as an
18/19thC newspaper researcher #sharp16 @mhbeals
7/19/2016 12:49:56 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Kemp: be careful about discarding earlier, printed
bibliographies; Brunet listed 1400+ works that are now lost (war, f…
7/19/2016 12:50:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: There is perhaps a creeping tendency to use only online
databases; earlier bibliographical works have immense value #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:50:03 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: There is perhaps a creeping tendency to use only
online databases; earlier bibliographical works have immense va…
7/19/2016 12:50:08 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: There is perhaps a creeping tendency to use
only online databases; earlier bibliographical works have immense va…
7/19/2016 12:50:21 PM
AGodfreyTrans: RT @carol_osullivan: Source languages for printed translations 15581603: Latin, French, Italian, Spanish in that order @mab_us #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:50:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: The USTC platform will soon extend to allow you to search for
reference works like Burnet #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:50:35 PM
singingscholar: .@annepeale: translation tricky for Murray & authors. Bad translation
from French "ne faut à aucun prix compromettre notre succès." #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:50:38 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Kemp: The USTC platform will soon extend to allow
you to search for reference works like Burnet #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 12:50:58 PM
jotis13: @genschaffner good question, I'd have to research - @universalstc maybe
knows off the top of their head? #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:51:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: [This sounds a LOT like the Folger's Digital Anthology's efforts to
include earlier bibliographical catalogues for drama] #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:51:12 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: [This sounds a LOT like the Folger's Digital Anthology's
efforts to include earlier bibliographical catalogues for dra…
7/19/2016 12:51:16 PM
alisakbeer: Brenda M. Hosington: Mapping an Early Modern Network of Translation and
print: The Case of Richard Verstegan #sharp16 #3a has a handout!
7/19/2016 12:51:18 PM
singingscholar: Concluding this lively session on travel narratives: @FordhamHistory's
own Thierry Rigogne on Ottoman & French coffee-houses! #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:51:20 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Brenda M. Hosington: Mapping an Early Modern Network of
Translation and print: The Case of Richard Verstegan #sharp16 #3a h…
7/19/2016 12:51:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: 3b Nicholson: jokes cut and reprinted from Punch v rapidly, eg 7 jokes
reproduced in a day. Practice part automatic, part informed #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:51:42 PM
jotis13: Next up Shanti Graheli on Italian Books in French Libraries: Bibliophilie, Rarity
and Survival #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:51:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Next: SHanti Graheli on "Italian Books in French Libraries" #sharp16
#s3c
7/19/2016 12:51:53 PM
alisakbeer: Hosington: https://t.co/jG0mBgKiTI #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:51:56 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Hosington: https://t.co/jG0mBgKiTI #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:52:00 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Next up Shanti Graheli on Italian Books in French Libraries:
Bibliophilie, Rarity and Survival #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:52:01 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Next in #s3c: Shanti Graheli on Italian Books in French Libraries
#sharp16
7/19/2016 12:52:11 PM
alisakbeer: Hosington: Translation studies scholars slow to respond to network analysis
theory? New way to understand complexities. #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 12:52:22 PM
CitizenWald: Using historical book catalogues & current library holdings to reconstruct
landscape of early print #sharp16 https://t.co/16KXFulVfT

7/19/2016 12:52:32 PM
alisakbeer: RT @singingscholar: Concluding this lively session on travel narratives:
@FordhamHistory's own Thierry Rigogne on Ottoman & French coffee-h…
7/19/2016 12:52:41 PM
jotis13: Graheli: beginning with the first French edition of Gasparino Barzizza, Epistolae
#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:52:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Graheli: 1470s saw the first publication in Paris, Barzizza's
/Epistolae/; a tool for learning Latin #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:52:47 PM
jotis13: RT @CitizenWald: Using historical book catalogues & current library holdings to
reconstruct landscape of early print #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/19/2016 12:52:57 PM
jotis13: Graheli: interesting that first output of French press is not scriptures or classical
authors but a near contemporary #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:53:24 PM
Shaf_Towheed: 3b Nicholson: Punch vs Ludgate Monthly 1891 - Ludgate claimed
accidental copying of joke & image without attribution #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:53:36 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Next in #s3c: Shanti Graheli on Italian Books in
French Libraries #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:53:37 PM
vivdunstan: Re Kemp #sharp16 mundane books often rarest in survival: similar in
18th/19thC, eg school books sold vast numbers few survive. @universalstc
7/19/2016 12:53:42 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Graheli: beginning with the first French edition of Gasparino
Barzizza, Epistolae #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:53:43 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Graheli: 1470s saw the first publication in Paris,
Barzizza's /Epistolae/; a tool for learning Latin #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:53:52 PM
universalstc: RT @CitizenWald: Using historical book catalogues & current library
holdings to reconstruct landscape of early print #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/19/2016 12:54:13 PM
gbarnhisel: McKnight: bookstores like NYC's Gotham, Paris' Shakespeare &co as much
institutions of mod'm as little mags, small presses #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:54:23 PM
mazarines: Library catalogs: Not just for searching the textual holdings of today.
#sharp16 https://t.co/yFOj2Ao0cB
7/19/2016 12:54:25 PM
ffrwelin: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: suspects that 17th century books survive even less
than 16th; something to keep in mind as continue work of USTC #s…

7/19/2016 12:54:27 PM
CitizenWald: French flag at half-staff @laBnF yesterday in mourning for victims of
#niceattack.#sharp16 #nice https://t.co/nLs8464vaJ
7/19/2016 12:54:27 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Graheli: interesting that first output of French press is not
scriptures or classical authors but a near contemporary #sharp16…
7/19/2016 12:54:29 PM
jotis13: Graheli Italo-French relationship founded on humanism, acquisition of uni
degrees, "Grand Tour", collection of bks and art #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:54:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Graheli: Frenchmen went to Italy for education, for the Grand Tour;
both encouraged collecting books #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:54:39 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Graheli Italo-French relationship founded on humanism,
acquisition of uni degrees, "Grand Tour", collection of bks and art #sh…
7/19/2016 12:55:01 PM
carol_osullivan: Pym & Tahir Gurcaglar cited by Belle & Hosington as 2 TS scholars who
used network analysis to talk about translation history #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:55:02 PM
RareBookLibAntw: @shantigraheli : French collected Italian books (art,...) and went to
Italy for grand tour, university degrees,... #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:55:36 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli Italian books were considered collectible in France at beginning
of print, still is even today #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:55:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Graheli: French collecting habits preserved this Italo-French
connection, Alde still one of the most prestigous auction houses #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:55:56 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne: French institution of the café itself a translation of Ottoman
institutions/knowledge; truly global early modern networks. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:56:08 PM
fulsa017: ☹☹☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 ☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹
#☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 ☹☹☹☹☹ #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:56:12 PM
vivdunstan: I analysed bookseller records showing what sold v what survives. Scotland
ca1800. V different picture from normal. @universalstc #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:56:28 PM
jotis13: RT @vivdunstan: I analysed bookseller records showing what sold v what
survives. Scotland ca1800. V different picture from normal. @univers…
7/19/2016 12:56:36 PM
Boston1775: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 3b, Beals: OCR is the bane of your existence
as an 18/19thC newspaper researcher #sharp16 @mhbeals

7/19/2016 12:56:41 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli Italian books were considered collectible in
France at beginning of print, still is even today #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:56:49 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Graheli: French collecting habits preserved this
Italo-French connection, Alde still one of the most prestigous auctio…
7/19/2016 12:56:57 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli some 25,000 copies of Italian 16th c. editions in USTC, over 5K
inspected by hand #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:57:09 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Moxon: Lowthorp's Abridgments of Phil. Trans. were
popular, much more so than the periodical itself. True in French translat…
7/19/2016 12:57:14 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne points out need for more scholarship on early coffee-houses of
Venice & Vienna. Surely v. attractive research project! #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:57:18 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli some 25,000 copies of Italian 16th c.
editions in USTC, over 5K inspected by hand #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:57:29 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli about 500 previously undocumented imprints identified by
examining Italian books in France #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:57:35 PM
jotis13: RT @singingscholar: Rigogne points out need for more scholarship on early
coffee-houses of Venice & Vienna. Surely v. attractive research p…
7/19/2016 12:57:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Italian Books in France were the first national study
by the USTC, Over 5,000 books inspected "by moi" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:57:49 PM
sharpicecream: Mais est-ce qu'il y avait de la glace? #sharp16
https://t.co/ZpLeCuVywh
7/19/2016 12:57:54 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli about 500 previously undocumented
imprints identified by examining Italian books in France #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:57:55 PM
Mrs_K: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Our introducer is impressed by the support @CLIRDLF
offers to scholars in library subjects #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:58:12 PM
DomBG: G. Kemp, #sharp16 avec le Manuel du libraire de Brunet nous montre tout
l'intérêt du travail des bibliographes https://t.co/X7TcjXJFLr
7/19/2016 12:58:15 PM
alisakbeer: Hosington: Verstegan’s translation and printing activities make him an
excellent candidate for network analysis. #sharp16 #3a

7/19/2016 12:58:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Italian books were designed to last, either due to
high-quality printing or becuase part of cultural cannon #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:58:25 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Italian Books in France were the
first national study by the USTC, Over 5,000 books inspected "by moi"…
7/19/2016 12:58:25 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli many Italian books in French libraries not "rare" (defined as
surviving in 5 copies or less), designed to last #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 12:58:32 PM
carol_osullivan: Intrigued by mention of '6 degrees of Francis Bacon' project on
Bacon's networks https://t.co/uFUOs3QtOx #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:58:47 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Moxon: The early Phil. Trans. came out erratically, so
interested readers didn't know when to find the latest issue. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:58:49 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Italian books were designed to
last, either due to high-quality printing or becuase part of cultural c…
7/19/2016 12:58:54 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne: coffee & coffee-houses don't arrive as blank slates; they can't
just receive European cultural practices/meanings. #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:59:00 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli many Italian books in French libraries not
"rare" (defined as surviving in 5 copies or less), designed to last…
7/19/2016 12:59:02 PM
alisakbeer: RT @carol_osullivan: Pym & Tahir Gurcaglar cited by Belle & Hosington as 2
TS scholars who used network analysis to talk about translation…
7/19/2016 12:59:06 PM
genschaffner: (.@universalstc I should know, but does the USTC "publish" your dataset
as linked open data (LOD), so others can link in and out? #sharp16)
7/19/2016 12:59:30 PM
jotis13: @carol_osullivan our team has a new @6Bacon article out in this preview
edition of DHQ https://t.co/3HxbvC3L5N #sharp16
7/19/2016 12:59:46 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @singingscholar: Rigogne: French institution of the café itself a
translation of Ottoman institutions/knowledge; truly global early mode…
7/19/2016 12:59:57 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli --interesting quirk; Aldine in the BnF in MS Gréc
3064, hybrid book shelved in manuscript collection #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:00:10 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli --interesting quirk; Aldine in the BnF in
MS Gréc 3064, hybrid book shelved in manuscript collection #…

7/19/2016 1:00:16 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne: Europeans first experience #coffee vicariously (!) through
C16 travel narratives. #sharp16 #foodhistory
7/19/2016 1:00:26 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @singingscholar: Rigogne points out need for more scholarship on
early coffee-houses of Venice & Vienna. Surely v. attractive research p…
7/19/2016 1:00:30 PM
mazarines: Ideas for translations of @sharpicecream? Linguistic shakes? Lingua flanna?
The earl grey of sandwich? Sorbonne sorbet? #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:00:32 PM
gbarnhisel: McKnight reminding us again that modernism was built on unrecognized
labor of women (Steloff, Beach, Monnier, Anderson, &c, &c) #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:00:54 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli cheap items intended for consumption and destruction often
follow exactly that path, not designed to last #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:00:57 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @singingscholar: Rigogne: coffee & coffee-houses don't arrive as
blank slates; they can't just receive European cultural practices/meani…
7/19/2016 1:01:20 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Moxon: One purpose of Philosophical Transactions to
compile & share shorter tracts (otherwise circulated in ephemeral news-s…
7/19/2016 1:01:21 PM
jotis13: (Surprise, then, is not that so few of these items survive but that so MANY of
them survive?) #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:01:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Yay, case study section! .@shantigraheli -- looking at survival
patterns #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:01:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Unique survivors in contemporary bindings are the
rarest of all #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:01:50 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @singingscholar: Rigogne: Europeans first experience #coffee
vicariously (!) through C16 travel narratives. #sharp16 #foodhistory
7/19/2016 1:01:57 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli unique survivors in a contemporary bindings are difficult to find,
rebindings common, used books destroyed #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:02:08 PM
bethlrx: Panel 3e : great session on "shifting geographies and linguistics of science"
(phrase from Jenny Beckman) #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:02:11 PM
RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: 16C books in original binding are rarer than rare;
often rebound or destroyed by use #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 1:02:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli framing books in contemporary bindings as evidence
there were "in use" (cf "in a bookshop") #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:02:29 PM
aasearle: RT @DrSKBarker: Granta: importance of translation for sharing devotional
works round the em Catholic world - Spanish playing big role #shar…
7/19/2016 1:02:41 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences
que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 1:02:49 PM
jpcostume: #WhatILearnedToday , #SHMS , #XIILegislatura , Spalding , Just Words ,
Steve Bruce , #sharp16 , #CARLIBYBELxMISSGUIDED
7/19/2016 1:03:02 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli Library of Francis I actually where find the most striking rare
books #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:03:11 PM
RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: Many unique copies preserved in library of king
Francis I #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:03:16 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne: vast proportion of early modern travel narratives focus on old
world, the Near East; coffeehouse scenes become trope. #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:03:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Library of Francis I: chivalric novesl, presentation
copies #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:03:29 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli think these are items that maybe traveled with him throughout
the kingdom, books he actually read, mostly It. #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:04:07 PM
aasearle: RT @DrSKBarker: Nuovo: Gabiano as entrepreneurs & innovators not just
imitators. Want to produce best version of book poss using best of pr…
7/19/2016 1:04:21 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne: material culture of #coffee important in constructing its
European allure, through "little objects and utensils." #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:04:29 PM
RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: Francis I had c.150 rare books in his personal
travelling library! 120 now known, many are now unique #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:04:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: Francis I had c.150 rare
books in his personal travelling library! 120 now known, many are now unique…
7/19/2016 1:04:48 PM
jotis13: RT @RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: Francis I had c.150 rare books in his
personal travelling library! 120 now known, many are now unique…

7/19/2016 1:04:48 PM
alisakbeer: Hosington: Importance of use of paratext in creating network analysis,
especially for translations. #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 1:05:01 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Yay, case study section! .@shantigraheli -- looking
at survival patterns #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:05:08 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Unique survivors in contemporary
bindings are the rarest of all #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:05:14 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli unique survivors in a contemporary bindings
are difficult to find, rebindings common, used books destroyed #sh…
7/19/2016 1:05:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Francis I's library had a large number of unique
books, cheap items preserved due to association with the king #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:05:27 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: 16C books in original binding are
rarer than rare; often rebound or destroyed by use #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:05:32 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli framing books in contemporary
bindings as evidence there were "in use" (cf "in a bookshop") #sharp16 #…
7/19/2016 1:05:40 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli found presentation copies of previously undocumented items,
fascinating, but no evidence king actually read #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:05:48 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli Library of Francis I actually where find the
most striking rare books #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:05:51 PM
glennhroe: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences
que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 1:05:54 PM
alisakbeer: Hosington: Religious, cultural, social overlapping areas of Verstegan’s
production. #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 1:05:55 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli think these are items that maybe traveled
with him throughout the kingdom, books he actually read, mostly It.…
7/19/2016 1:06:05 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne reminds us there was "nothing normal" about consuming
#coffee for early modern Europeans! It was bitter! and foreign! #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:06:07 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: Francis I had c.150 rare books in
his personal travelling library! 120 now known, many are now unique…

7/19/2016 1:06:13 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Francis I's library had a large
number of unique books, cheap items preserved due to association with…
7/19/2016 1:06:22 PM
Seguin_Be: Amazing experience to present the use of Computer Vision for Ornements
Searching through style or shape #sharp16 https://t.co/mhqStrJ6pl
7/19/2016 1:06:22 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli found presentation copies of previously
undocumented items, fascinating, but no evidence king actually read #s…
7/19/2016 1:06:31 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli legal and canon law had long, active life as books; many such
volumes used to destruction #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:06:37 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli legal and canon law had long, active life as
books; many such volumes used to destruction #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:06:46 PM
sharpicecream: I am transnational, diverse, timeless & contemporary. Surtout, je suis
delicieuse. #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/TXFaNoMOye
7/19/2016 1:06:53 PM
RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: Printed legal editions usually now very rare, were
used to destruction #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:07:01 PM
andiesilva: Here's a link to the great project addressed in #s3a "Translation and the
Making of EM Eng Print Culture" https://t.co/tmT6p4MhSP #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:07:02 PM
jotis13: RT @andiesilva: Here's a link to the great project addressed in #s3a
"Translation and the Making of EM Eng Print Culture" https://t.co/tmT…
7/19/2016 1:07:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli I heard that wrong; Legal volumes used to death,
survival LOWER due to long period of usefulness #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:07:29 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli I heard that wrong; Legal volumes
used to death, survival LOWER due to long period of usefulness #shar…
7/19/2016 1:08:25 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Time to check out what's going on at #sharp16 while trying not to
be too jealous... https://t.co/YSyahZ45UV
7/19/2016 1:08:25 PM
FordhamHGSA: RT @singingscholar: Rigogne reminds us there was "nothing normal"
about consuming #coffee for early modern Europeans! It was bitter! and fo…
7/19/2016 1:08:40 PM
BurntCitrus: RT @khj5c: Comic Book Readership Archive: https://t.co/61idDaeA4P
#sharp16 #2j https://t.co/2dAqw8JAac

7/19/2016 1:08:49 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne: #coffee culture translated for European tastes: new
pots/cups; new appearance/taste thru milk/sugar; new forms of luxury. #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:08:56 PM
3ative: RT @andiesilva: Here's a link to the great project addressed in #s3a "Translation
and the Making of EM Eng Print Culture" https://t.co/tmT…
7/19/2016 1:09:02 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli how do these items survive? helps when library is determined
to keep collections intact, materiality helps #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:09:03 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli how do these items survive? helps when
library is determined to keep collections intact, materiality helps #sh…
7/19/2016 1:09:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Broadsheets in Aix-en-Provence -- now in paper
folders, but they made it! #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:10:13 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 3b, Beals: OCR is the bane of your
existence as an 18/19thC newspaper researcher #sharp16 @mhbeals
7/19/2016 1:10:15 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne: coffeehouses needed to be made non-threatening & attractive
for "les honnêtes gens" of European centers. #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:10:19 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Broadsheets in Aix-en-Provence -now in paper folders, but they made it! #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:10:22 PM
alisakbeer: Takeaway: I’m going to have to learn network analysis tools better. Anyone
have a good introduction to Gephi or an alternative? #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 1:10:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Catalogue of Auguste Boullier as a catalist for
preservation; he had a passion for Venetian imprints #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:10:42 PM
RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: survival thanks to early collectors founding
libraries, stating that collection should remain as one #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:10:46 PM
BuzzekoMG: Earn $500 on:Just Words#NationalDaiquiriDayor #sharp16Go to the
homepage of this website for more info : https://t.co/g6UUWNdOWk
7/19/2016 1:11:16 PM
tretomo_com: RT @BuzzekoMG: Earn $500 on:Just Words#NationalDaiquiriDayor
#sharp16Go to the homepage of this website for more info : https://t.co/g6…
7/19/2016 1:11:32 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 A la BULAC, on crève de chaleur... Mais le congrès bat son
plein... Moi je fais une pause, trop chaud... https://t.co/un5ePg6IUh

7/19/2016 1:11:38 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Catalogue of Auguste Boullier as a
catalist for preservation; he had a passion for Venetian imprints #…
7/19/2016 1:12:01 PM
jotis13: @alisakbeer @scott_bot has some good Gephi resources online IIRC, also
Programming Historian on Palladio https://t.co/lijiLmWAbE #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:12:03 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: survival thanks to early
collectors founding libraries, stating that collection should remain as one…
7/19/2016 1:12:06 PM
theriversideUCC: Follow #sharp16 18-21 July 2016 for all on #authorship, #reading &
#publishing @SHARPorg https://t.co/kcwKqDM6wZ
7/19/2016 1:12:37 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne offers compelling analysis of #coffee's origin myths as form of
tourism, domesticating alien beverage for Euro consumption. #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:12:39 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Broadsheets in Aix-en-Provence -- now
in paper folders, but they made it! #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:12:45 PM
R_Jagersma: RT @Seguin_Be: Amazing experience to present the use of Computer
Vision for Ornements Searching through style or shape #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/19/2016 1:12:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Surprising that beautifully engraved pamphlets
should have very low survival rates #SHARP16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:13:19 PM
carol_osullivan: Brenda Hosington emphaises *facilitating role as well as *translating
role in circulation of print in Early Modern Period #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:13:24 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Surprising that beautifully
engraved pamphlets should have very low survival rates #SHARP16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:13:27 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Surprising that beautifully engraved
pamphlets should have very low survival rates #SHARP16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:13:35 PM
pmhswe: RT @paigecmorgan: "The issue may be cultural..." we know reproductions lie,
but we cite the original anyway. @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16 http…
7/19/2016 1:13:38 PM
juliaapollack: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 Bonnie Mak: digital images of a book as visual
metadata, not as surrogate?
7/19/2016 1:13:40 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli stable institutional structures, founded at early period, serve as
"time capsules" for rare printed materials #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 1:14:00 PM
FordhamHGSA: RT @singingscholar: Rigogne offers compelling analysis of #coffee's
origin myths as form of tourism, domesticating alien beverage for Euro…
7/19/2016 1:14:03 PM
mazarines: In 18c scientific publications, there's a tension btwn disseminating ideas far
& wide versus protecting the ownership of the ideas. #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:14:07 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli stable institutional structures, founded at
early period, serve as "time capsules" for rare printed materials…
7/19/2016 1:14:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli "Time Capsule" collections -- municiple libraries
founded early, preserved well #SHARP16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:14:14 PM
singingscholar: Rigogne: "My larger project is to write the first--yes, it's hard to
believe!--scholarly history of the French café." #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:14:30 PM
juliaapollack: RT @praymurray: Mak: Herbariums still work very much the same way
since the 16th c https://t.co/0Xthx1kcqe #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:14:30 PM
jotis13: .@shantigraheli "we thought it was unique, but we did too much good work"
and found two other copies #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:14:31 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli "we thought it was unique, but we did too
much good work" and found two other copies #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:14:46 PM
RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: Recueil factice was major reason for survival;
many items rebound in 19C so now no longer immediately clear #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:14:52 PM
FordhamHGSA: RT @singingscholar: Rigogne: "My larger project is to write the first-yes, it's hard to believe!--scholarly history of the French café." #…
7/19/2016 1:14:54 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Le vrai chercheur, imperturbable, ne craint pas la chaleur et
travaille... https://t.co/d5RgotqVpd
7/19/2016 1:14:54 PM
pmhswe: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: We broke the rules to make this data - @paigecmorgan
#sharp16 https://t.co/6YLzOTe0pt
7/19/2016 1:14:56 PM
andiesilva: I hope the translation and print project eventually makes these network
visualizations available and interactive on their site #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:14:58 PM
universalstc: RT @RareBookLibAntw: .@shantigraheli: Recueil factice was major reason
for survival; many items rebound in 19C so now no longer immediately…

7/19/2016 1:15:02 PM
pmhswe: RT @jotis13: .@EpistolaryBrown slide that wasn't displaying properly earlier
this morning during the presentation #sharp16 https://t.co/vFL…
7/19/2016 1:15:12 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: We broke the rules to make this data @paigecmorgan #sharp16 https://t.co/6YLzOTe0pt
7/19/2016 1:15:27 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: We broke the rules to make this data @paigecmorgan #sharp16 https://t.co/6YLzOTe0pt
7/19/2016 1:15:27 PM
pmhswe: RT @paigecmorgan: .@EpistolaryBrown explaining how difficult it is to search
for shelfmarks, since patterns differ from item to item. #shar…
7/19/2016 1:15:41 PM
pmhswe: RT @paigecmorgan: I'll close it down at the end of the day, but we do expect
to rerelease it permanently soon. #sharp16 https://t.co/px8eAT…
7/19/2016 1:16:00 PM
pmhswe: RT @jotis13: .@paigecmorgan notes "machine generated [humanities] data is
unreliable and gets better when it has humans working on it." #sh…
7/19/2016 1:16:11 PM
pmhswe: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right here:
https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:16:15 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right
here: https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:16:21 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right
here: https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:16:21 PM
carol_osullivan: Hosington to Folaron/Buzelin: *Yes, network theory offers tools to
research translation & can engage translation theory usefully #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:16:21 PM
SultanofOman: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right
here: https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:16:41 PM

a_r7mh: Without the prayer , you will be
sad!#FamousMelaniaTrumpQuotes#hiwx#TuesdayMotivation#hottestdayoftheyear#MakeAFilmForGeeks
7/19/2016 1:17:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli: looking like USTC is proving that the
national/municiple library mission to preserve cultural heritage worked #SHARP16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:17:05 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli: looking like USTC is proving that the
national/municiple library mission to preserve cultural heritag…

7/19/2016 1:17:08 PM
andiesilva: Audience member admits to finding #s3a after finding a full room. Definitely
wish some BnF rooms were a tad more accomodating #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:17:43 PM
singingscholar: .@annepeale tells us in Q&A about the travels and writings of Isabella
Bird, who's still in print today! https://t.co/d06R6tD84y #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:17:54 PM
jotis13: Just a quick reminder to #sharp16 presenters that it's always very helpful to
include your Twitter handle on your slides (*all* your slides)
7/19/2016 1:17:58 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli: looking like USTC is proving that
the national/municiple library mission to preserve cultural heritag…
7/19/2016 1:18:08 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Hier soir, tout s'est bien terminé, le cocktail était somptueux...
https://t.co/ucSfRsPnmV
7/19/2016 1:18:08 PM
jotis13: You know you're a bibliography dork when you start searching your citation
dataset for USTC to see what pops up @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:19:08 PM
pmhswe: RT @paigecmorgan: Here, for the #sharp16 crowd, is my rant re Wiley's fake
DOIs. https://t.co/hlkGX6LJkr
7/19/2016 1:19:09 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: You know you're a bibliography dork when you start
searching your citation dataset for USTC to see what pops up @EpistolaryBro…
7/19/2016 1:19:30 PM
gbarnhisel: Gotham Book Mart archives split between Penn, Skidmore (NY), and HRC
(TX). #travelgrant #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:21:01 PM
jotis13: Real-time research results! We've found 7 recent(ish) articles that make USTC
references @EpistolaryBrown @paigecmorgan #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:21:38 PM
Mike_Kestemont: @Seguin_Be Are you at #sharp16 too? Hope we can catch up later
7/19/2016 1:22:04 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Real-time research results! We've found 7 recent(ish)
articles that make USTC references @EpistolaryBrown @paigecmorgan #sharp…
7/19/2016 1:22:14 PM
jotis13: (Of course, we'd have to do more deep reading to find out if just reference
USTC, or are citing them directly) @EpistolaryBrown #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:22:42 PM
jotis13: Q from audience: how many lost books do they think will eventually turn up?
#sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:24:14 PM

alisakbeer: Interesting questions about datasets and visualizations at #sharp16 #3a when have you overloaded the visualization?
7/19/2016 1:25:06 PM
jotis13: Antiquarian book trade has uneasy relationship with USTC: like "not in BL" or
"not in Adams" vs. "15 copies survive" #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:25:08 PM
singingscholar: .@katieparker18th: success of Anson expedition account ignites Royal
Navy interest in publishing as source of cultural cachet. #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:25:18 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Q from audience: how many lost books do they think will
eventually turn up? #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:25:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: As the USTC adds books, they disqualify books as 'rare' as
often as they find new 'rare' books #S3c #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:26:00 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: As the USTC adds books, they disqualify
books as 'rare' as often as they find new 'rare' books #S3c #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:26:04 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Antiquarian book trade has uneasy relationship with USTC:
like "not in BL" or "not in Adams" vs. "15 copies survive" #sharp16…
7/19/2016 1:26:09 PM
mazarines: Also, when libraries get through cataloging their backlogs & better describe
under-described items! #sharp16 https://t.co/YHpBPU3AZp
7/19/2016 1:26:09 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: As the USTC adds books, they disqualify
books as 'rare' as often as they find new 'rare' books #S3c #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:26:44 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Also, when libraries get through cataloging their backlogs &
better describe under-described items! #sharp16 https://t.co/Y…
7/19/2016 1:26:48 PM
gbarnhisel: Nice job SHARPists. #sharp16 trending so much today we are now getting
spambotted! https://t.co/dVPKtmlhjC
7/19/2016 1:27:02 PM
OUHOSCollection: RT @jotis13: .@shantigraheli unique survivors in a contemporary
bindings are difficult to find, rebindings common, used books destroyed #sh…
7/19/2016 1:28:09 PM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 tag is now trending, and (modestly) being spammed!
@sharpparis2016 @SHARPorg @sharpicecream
7/19/2016 1:28:42 PM
jotis13: Cataloguer from the audience explaining process of connecting records, not
same as bibliographical work #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:30:16 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Handy when a cataloguer for the OCLC is in the room to answer your
questions about the OCLC workflow #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 1:30:22 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Handy when a cataloguer for the OCLC is in the room to
answer your questions about the OCLC workflow #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:30:30 PM
universalstc: RT @jotis13: Cataloguer from the audience explaining process of
connecting records, not same as bibliographical work #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:30:31 PM
DucasSylvie: RT @sharpicecream: I am transnational, diverse, timeless &
contemporary. Surtout, je suis delicieuse. #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 1:30:37 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Handy when a cataloguer for the OCLC is in the
room to answer your questions about the OCLC workflow #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:30:46 PM
jotis13: As we might have mentioned repeatedly this AM, citation and bibliographical
data for early modern books is messy, Messy, MESSY. #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:31:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We ran into bracketing problems when trying to record citation
information as well... #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:31:29 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We ran into bracketing problems when trying to record
citation information as well... #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:31:36 PM
jotis13: Huge crowdsourcing problem: can't take it as read that what users tell you is
actually true. Libraries more reliable? #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:32:04 PM
DucasSylvie: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/19/2016 1:32:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree on the trials and tribulations of attempting to track rare
books when call numbers change #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:32:43 PM
DucasSylvie: RT @iangadd: I study the early modern book trade and book trade guilds,
especially the Stationers' Company. Also an editor. #iambookhistory…
7/19/2016 1:32:47 PM
jotis13: Libraries change their call numbers (Library of Congress to blame? Make older
call numbers invalid?) #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:32:48 PM
DucasSylvie: RT @CorinnaNoRue: I work on 20th/21st c
green/children's/paperback/translation publishing (sometimes all at once) & book sales
clubs #iambo…
7/19/2016 1:32:52 PM
universalstc: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree on the trials and tribulations of
attempting to track rare books when call numbers change #sharp16 #s3c

7/19/2016 1:32:59 PM
jotis13: Audience member: "not if you stand up and fight!" Have to make reconciliation
system if do change? #sharp16 #S3C
7/19/2016 1:33:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: It's almost like we need an identifier system that allows call numbers
to shift over time ... #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:33:21 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: It's almost like we need an identifier system that allows
call numbers to shift over time ... #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:33:28 PM
DucasSylvie: RT @sharpparis2016: Getting ready for #sharp16: how to go from BNF to
BULAC (and back) https://t.co/voJWzRKsJE
7/19/2016 1:33:38 PM
DucasSylvie: RT @ClaireSquires: @gbarnhisel I raise you my 1980s Gare aux
Marchandises version #sharp16 ... Former lives of the @laBnF https://t.co/u52r…
7/19/2016 1:33:48 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @jotis13: Cataloguer from the audience explaining process of connecting
records, not same as bibliographical work #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:34:17 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @jotis13: Cataloguer from the audience explaining process of
connecting records, not same as bibliographical work #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:34:17 PM
eyeona: Belle: Translation of news may be followed. A point of connection in network
(cf. Raymond). Beyond patriotic. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:51 PM
eyeona: Belle: Renaissance Cultural Crossroads. Corpus of printed British texts. Work in
progress! (Printers, paratext.) #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:52 PM
eyeona: Belle: potential for diachronic analysis in nodes. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:52 PM
eyeona: Belle: Translr intervenes to justify selection. Encomium of translator included,
celebrating in comparison to circulating ms. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:53 PM
eyeona: Belle: Embryonic map, 1640s excl. bibles. Not showing links to continent.
#sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:53 PM
eyeona: Belle: Dutch printing in London! Intermediaries: French and Latin as main
pivots. French tr. displacing Plutarch as author? #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:53 PM
eyeona: Hosington: Vestigan=smuggler, journalist, printer, transltr. Started 1582. Press
agent at Rouen. >Reims, Rome, Paris, Antwerp. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:54 PM

eyeona: Hosington: network theory offers new avenue for hist. translation studies.
Hub= Richard Vestigan, English recusant exile. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:54 PM
eyeona: Brenda Hosington: Mapping EMod Network of transl. & print: case of Richard
Vestigan. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:54 PM
eyeona: Belle: objective orig. make translator more visible, now needed? Valuable
interdisciplinary work: transl studies / book hist. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:54 PM
eyeona: Hosington: Over 100 identifiable contacts (w thanks to Arblaster). Ca. 30 of
whom involved in transl. activities. #sharp16 #c3a
7/19/2016 1:39:55 PM
eyeona: Hosington: challenge to id V's involvement in others' translations. Mine paratext
to construct nodes. Also epitext letters. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:55 PM
eyeona: Hosington: Verstigan translatd btwn multiple languages (German, Latin, Engl.,
French, Dutch) & genres, incl. self-translation. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:39:55 PM
eyeona: Questioner recommends "Pilatio" tool for visualizing network analysis in the
humanities. #sharp16 #s3a @HRIDigital @LinguisticDNA
7/19/2016 1:39:56 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Le classique du 19e siècle s'exporte-t-il?Les cas de Byron,
Dickens et Austen https://t.co/hAs8J2ubaL
7/19/2016 1:40:47 PM
eyeona: Belle: How include polyglots in a European map? #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:40:50 PM
eyeona: Belle: Network-oriented approach...Pym reacting to top down methodologies,
tracking texts at Toledo. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:41:00 PM
eyeona: Belle: Sehnaz Tahir-Gurcaglar. Modn Turkish networks.Provisional, modular,
open-ended. Incl. Printer agency. Beyond borders.#sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:41:08 PM
eyeona: M-A Belle: Responding to Venuti's visibility & invisibility. #sharp16 #s3a.
Continental mise-en-page accompanied e mod translated texts.
7/19/2016 1:41:17 PM
eyeona: Literature of emod period should not be disconnected from European context.
An urgent matter! (Boutcher #sharp16 #s3a)
7/19/2016 1:41:26 PM
eyeona: Boutcher: But how trace physical movement of texts? How texts adapted for
new markets? Economic translation? #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:41:33 PM
eyeona: Boutcher: Translation may be btwn cultural contexts, same text printed for
another audience, e.g. Rome>Geneva #sharp16 #s3a

7/19/2016 1:41:41 PM
eyeona: Boutcher: Network nodes? Places. Agents (for Florio/Montaigne): printer,
female patrons. Agency by prevention.#sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:41:47 PM
eyeona: Boutcher: (4 modes of translation, cont.) In bits (copied chapters); in speech
(pedagogic, theatrical, processions). #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:41:53 PM
eyeona: Boutcher: 4 modes of travel: physical copies, knowledge about texts; in reln to
skills & practices (e.g. language, ms habits). #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:41:59 PM
eyeona: Boutcher: Leading French authors in USTC not in France.Also: Need to address
texts stuck, obstacles. What didn't move? #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:42:08 PM
eyeona: Boutcher: How do we record this network of activity? Migrations of biblical texts
led the trend. #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:42:23 PM
eyeona: Boutcher: intro to 5 papers, focus Montaigne's Essayes. Florio positioned his
transl. within European "transpassage". #sharp16 #s3a
7/19/2016 1:42:40 PM
eyeona: #sharp16 #s3a E Mod British networks (1) Warren Boucher (QMUL) Intertraffic:
the circulation & transl of texts in late Renaissance Europe.
7/19/2016 1:42:57 PM
universalstc: Great USTC session at #sharp16 #s3c Thanks to @RareBookLibAntw
@EpistolaryBrown & @jotis13 for the tweets!
7/19/2016 1:43:33 PM
pmhswe: RT @EpistolaryBrown: It's almost like we need an identifier system that allows
call numbers to shift over time ... #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:44:24 PM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: Nice job SHARPists. #sharp16 trending so much today we
are now getting spambotted! https://t.co/dVPKtmlhjC
7/19/2016 1:44:52 PM
EmilyDourish: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Kemp: be careful about discarding earlier,
printed bibliographies; Brunet listed 1400+ works that are now lost (war, f…
7/19/2016 1:45:27 PM
pmhswe: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We ran into bracketing problems when trying to record
citation information as well... #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:45:48 PM
mroyUPO: Excited about chairing panel on C19/C20 African American print cultures
#sharp16
7/19/2016 1:46:11 PM
Al_Soetaert: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s3c Kemp: as much as 30% of French
editions only preserved outside France - problem for 'national' biographi…

7/19/2016 1:47:27 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @sharpicecream: Idea: ice cream flavours based on French
philosophers #sharp16 https://t.co/CTvDiEY7tD
7/19/2016 1:49:21 PM
sharpicecream: Tu me trouves? Can you find me? #sharp16 https://t.co/0CN5Fe2OEr
7/19/2016 1:50:11 PM
epyllia: RT @sharpicecream: Idea: ice cream flavours based on French philosophers
#sharp16 https://t.co/CTvDiEY7tD
7/19/2016 1:52:34 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 @EpistolaryBrown We know scholars are
using EEBO, but how do we find that in their citations? Distinguishing it is…
7/19/2016 1:53:42 PM
PatrickMilas: RT @EpistolaryBrown: We ran into bracketing problems when trying to
record citation information as well... #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:53:42 PM
DidierBoullery: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 1:54:35 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @mollyhardy: Really appreciated this tho worth noting usefulness
of graph models to analyze data at times #sharp16 https://t.co/H3b0Ped…
7/19/2016 1:55:47 PM
mazarines: @EpistolaryBrown Yes! Card catalogs are still so useful. Even if item's
described online, it may not include the cards' details! #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:56:17 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: @EpistolaryBrown Yes! Card catalogs are still so useful. Even if
item's described online, it may not include the cards' deta…
7/19/2016 1:56:41 PM
MattieT650: RT @mazarines: Also, when libraries get through cataloging their backlogs
& better describe under-described items! #sharp16 https://t.co/Y…
7/19/2016 1:56:59 PM
jotis13: You know you've been in a great panel when you spend the break catching up
on the other panels that you couldn't simul-follow #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 1:57:28 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @mazarines: In article citation analysis, JSTOR algorithm missed
primary sources & abbreviated citations, added false positives. - @joti…
7/19/2016 1:58:12 PM
jotis13: Been having a good #sharp16 so far, but the goldfish bowl - I mean, Aquarium
- room is perilously too close to smoking area & opening doors
7/19/2016 1:58:58 PM
NinaLamal: RT @universalstc: Great USTC session at #sharp16 #s3c Thanks to
@RareBookLibAntw @EpistolaryBrown & @jotis13 for the tweets!
7/19/2016 1:59:15 PM

jotis13: If I go radio silent, it's because I've decamped to breathable air. I'm sure Fr.
hospitals are lovely, but I've no desire to visit #sharp16
7/19/2016 1:59:48 PM
mazarines: Shout-out to the wonderfully helpful and kind @sharpparis2016 volunteers.
Merci! #sharp16 (And where can I get a souvenir vest?)
7/19/2016 1:59:54 PM
bethlrx: Is it wrong to be so excited to see your own book on a publisher's display?
*squeals* #sharp16 https://t.co/FJqnVeowdX
7/19/2016 2:00:55 PM
andiesilva: @jotis13 And yet another example of a just too-small room #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:00:56 PM
mazarines: No way! Be proud. Huzzah! #sharp16 https://t.co/b6mXEyPZ1z
7/19/2016 2:02:03 PM
andiesilva: Seconded! Couldn't have found any of my sessions today without them.
#sharp16 https://t.co/LTgC3cZQlV
7/19/2016 2:02:21 PM
jotis13: @andiesilva yes, a very peculiar room for this kind of presentation tho it could
be nice for other things #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:03:21 PM
jotis13: RT @andiesilva: Seconded! Couldn't have found any of my sessions today
without them. #sharp16 https://t.co/LTgC3cZQlV
7/19/2016 2:03:38 PM
bethlrx: Panel 4b: papers on Vietnam, Japan and Greece. I like to travel widely :-)
#sharp16
7/19/2016 2:04:07 PM
jotis13: Now starting session #s4e The Languages of the Book as a Material Object in
Manuscript, Print and Digital Culture #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:04:18 PM
jotis13: "I may be the only person speaking on medieval manuscripts at this
conference..." yay medievalists! #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:05:09 PM
katieparker18th: Thanks @singingscholar for live tweeting my paper. Glad I was
intelligible about #bookhistory #navalhistory and Anson. Cheers! #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:05:59 PM
jotis13: This being Jane Jeffrey, In an Age of Material Reproduction, A Divided Language
#sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:06:15 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Jane E. Jeffrey now on medieval manuscripts, beginning with Walter
Benjamin #4e #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:06:50 PM
mazarines: So apt to be at the translating travel narratives session in the galerie Jules
Verne. Taking off on the Nautilus now. #sharp16

7/19/2016 2:06:58 PM
sprowberry: Oh hey, a Venn diagram at #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:06:59 PM
jotis13: How do manuscript, print book afficianados, and "world of the cloud" people
intersect and communicate with each other? Jeffrey #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:07:00 PM
Booking_offers: RT @mazarines: So apt to be at the translating travel narratives
session in the galerie Jules Verne. Taking off on the Nautilus now. #shar…
7/19/2016 2:07:20 PM
FaithCompassion: RT @mazarines: So apt to be at the translating travel narratives
session in the galerie Jules Verne. Taking off on the Nautilus now. #shar…
7/19/2016 2:07:47 PM
andiesilva: Jane E. Jeffrey proposes venn diagram where medieval MS, print, and digital
visualizations meet. #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:07:50 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Jeffrey: intersections between digital representations, culture of print
and world of medieval manuscripts. #4e #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:07:53 PM
jotis13: Technical difficulties "prove my point: the digital cannot capture the" sound and
feel of the original Jeffrey #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:08:43 PM
andiesilva: Jeffrey uploaded sound of moving pages to SoundCloud to create white
noise for falling asleep #sleepingbooks #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:09:47 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Dickens et Les Grandes Espérances dans le monde, ça
commence! https://t.co/rIA4Mnsiiu
7/19/2016 2:09:51 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Jeffrey: flipping through manuscript pages sounds like a fire crackling.
Nice description. #4e #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:09:53 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Jeffrey: intersections between digital
representations, culture of print and world of medieval manuscripts. #4e #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:10:38 PM
jotis13: "It's a project that will last well beyond my lifetime" - the lament of many a
project. Jeffrey #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:10:42 PM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/19/2016 2:13:08 PM
praymurray: We lack interoperability! #sharp16 https://t.co/heATI9CQT0
7/19/2016 2:13:17 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Hildegard von Bingen was such a fascinating person, active near Mainz.
Thanks to Jeffrey for reminding me #4e #sharp16 #awesomewomenovertime

7/19/2016 2:14:17 PM
jotis13: "Not a lot has been done on the wax tablet as part of book history." Jeffrey cites
an article "Vocabulary of Wax Tablets" #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:14:24 PM
andiesilva: I use Hildegard's music in medieval/em survey classes. Students are often
surprised at how sensual her devotional writing is #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:14:37 PM
Steenshorne: RT @SHARPorg: So, if you want to learn more about #sharp16
Programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSAbstracts: https://t.co/HZKieRMKzf@sharp…
7/19/2016 2:15:45 PM
gbarnhisel: Lovely, yes, but this new Bercy neighborhood looks more like Portland's
#pearldistrict than Paris. #metsunoiseaudessus #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:16:14 PM
praymurray: <trying hard to not mishear Johnson when she says Volmor(?) as he who
should not be named> #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:17:01 PM
genschaffner: Dr. Allison Fagan is killing it on Ralph Ellison's posthumous book and
Ellison's own languages of race and racism #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:17:15 PM
CloudyButt: How do manuscript, print book afficianados, and "world of your butt"
people intersect and communicate with each other? Jeffrey #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:20:01 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @mazarines: Shout-out to the wonderfully helpful and kind
@sharpparis2016 volunteers. Merci! #sharp16 (And where can I get a souvenir ve…
7/19/2016 2:20:39 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @sharpicecream: Tu me trouves? Can you find me? #sharp16
https://t.co/0CN5Fe2OEr
7/19/2016 2:21:13 PM
rcagna: So very much missing #sharp16 this year. Hope all participants have a
wonderful conference!
7/19/2016 2:21:56 PM
genschaffner: (my own cranky related Q: Toni Morrison's papers at Princeton just
opened in June? Princeton got them in 2014? confused... #sharp16 #s4a)
7/19/2016 2:22:00 PM
loradeets: Expanding (on) Hildegard: Jane Jeffrey taking us through images of the saint
over time, in-the-corner to central and towering #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:23:01 PM
jotis13: RT @loradeets: Expanding (on) Hildegard: Jane Jeffrey taking us through
images of the saint over time, in-the-corner to central and towerin…
7/19/2016 2:23:18 PM
jotis13: Next up, Leslie K. Overstreet: The Materiality of Catesby's Natural History
#sharp16 #s4e

7/19/2016 2:25:21 PM
lisejaillant: Jennifer Burek Pierce on "Eating and Drinking Well: Americans in 1925
Paris" (☹the title!) #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:26:22 PM
katieparker18th: Great afternoon of travel narratives in translation, aptly in
#JulesVerne room. #sharp16 @sharpparis2016 #bookhistory
7/19/2016 2:26:44 PM
jotis13: Catesby issued the most influential book on flora and fauna in issues throughout
17th c. Overstreet #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:27:35 PM
jotis13: Catesby's volumes distinctive in format: folio colored plates facing pages of
texts. Overstreet #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:28:13 PM
jotis13: How was this book produced? How did people hear about it? What can it tell us
about dissemination of science info? Overstreet #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:28:35 PM
jotis13: Only a few of Catesby's surviving letters contain min references to book; don't
even have record of printer's name. Overstreet #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:29:24 PM
andiesilva: Leslie K. Overstreet discusses production history of Catesby's beautiful
/Natural History/ #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:29:24 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Now in #4e: Leslie K. Overstreet on Catesby's "Natural History" & its
materiality #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:30:08 PM
jotis13: Smithsonian has proposal/prospectus for initial printing, meant to be done by
subscription Overstreet #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:30:16 PM
loradeets: Networks of communication and the dissemination of scientific information in
C18 - Leslie Overstreet on Catesby's Natural History #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:30:22 PM
jotis13: Catesby aimed for and completed ten parts, but it took him 14 years - not the
rate in the original plan! Overstreet #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:30:48 PM
jotis13: Catesby intended it to be offered in two versions - one black & white, one handcolored (virtually all copies 2nd) Overstreet #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:31:19 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Overstreet's presentation reminds me of a similarly hot @SHARPorg
conf in DC #sharp11 & guided tours in Smithsonian museums #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:31:21 PM
andiesilva: Publishing schedule aimed at producing work evry 4 months. Eventually took
14 years. An accurate picture of all scholarship? #sharp16 #s4e

7/19/2016 2:31:29 PM
JamesRossBooks: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Overstreet's presentation reminds me of a
similarly hot @SHARPorg conf in DC #sharp11 & guided tours in Smithsonian museu…
7/19/2016 2:31:55 PM
loradeets: RT @jotis13: How was this book produced? How did people hear about it?
What can it tell us about dissemination of science info? Overstreet…
7/19/2016 2:31:59 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Byron en Europe au 19e siècle : rôle des'@ éditeurs Murray et
Galignani (celui des beaux sacs de SHARP!!!) https://t.co/iGhI0oGlSe
7/19/2016 2:32:24 PM
genschaffner: (Lynn Whittaker taking on convergence of print culture and lynching
#sharp16 #s4a oh things never change - I am so out of my comfort zone)
7/19/2016 2:33:34 PM
discolab: The latest Discolab.fr, le Journal! https://t.co/45hwoXb6Qh Thanks to @phifeu
@Acim_asso @Lirographe #sharp16 #tva
7/19/2016 2:33:38 PM
ethanahenderson: RT @mazarines: In article citation analysis, JSTOR algorithm missed
primary sources & abbreviated citations, added false positives. - @joti…
7/19/2016 2:33:50 PM
archivejournal: Good reason to follow #sharp16 - this is news to us.
https://t.co/rv2ZhPOrEX
7/19/2016 2:33:56 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Overstreet shows that Catesby kept his subscription publ model going
after publication of 1st vol #4e #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:34:01 PM
andiesilva: Catesby listed 155 "encouragers of the work" in printed editions. Nice
attribution of support + helpful to trace purchased eds #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:34:11 PM
jotis13: Overstreet found unique publication addendum: don't bind this yet, more stuff
to come; later insert stubs for appendix #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:35:21 PM
andiesilva: Catesby asked early buyers not to bind eds until whole volume was
completed. Interesting that he assumed returning readers. #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:35:35 PM
jotis13: Given length of time to completion, huge variation between surviving copies,
esp. with where extra bits inserted Overstreet #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:35:46 PM
gbarnhisel: Lynn Whittaker: white newspapers not just complicit in but primary abetters
of lynching culture in US South #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:36:09 PM
DrSKBarker: So, it's not that I've been ignoring tweeting #sharp16 it's just that I've
had problems w wifi connection in last 2 panels

7/19/2016 2:36:38 PM
hobbb: RT @mazarines: Shout-out to the wonderfully helpful and kind @sharpparis2016
volunteers. Merci! #sharp16 (And where can I get a souvenir ve…
7/19/2016 2:37:07 PM
DrSKBarker: Which is a real shame bc I learned loads about privileges in the Dutch
Republic this am & the 1st translation panel was ace #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:37:41 PM
mazarines: Let me tell you what I wish I'd knownWhen I was young&dreamed of
gloryYou have no controlWho livesWho diesWho tells your story#sharp16
7/19/2016 2:37:44 PM
mazarines: This is the nascent work of @jotis13 @paigecmorgan & @EpistolaryBrown
#sharp16 https://t.co/P9LCSBfEYg
7/19/2016 2:38:40 PM
bethlrx: Ichiro Taida describing Latin-Portuguese-Japanese dictionary of 1595 #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:38:51 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @mazarines: Let me tell you what I wish I'd knownWhen I was
young&dreamed of gloryYou have no controlWho livesWho diesWho tells you…
7/19/2016 2:39:30 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @mazarines: Let me tell you what I wish I'd knownWhen I was
young&dreamed of gloryYou have no controlWho livesWho diesWho tells you…
7/19/2016 2:39:30 PM
DrSKBarker: Sitting out this session to try incorporate some of this morning's ideas into
my own paper tomorrow #conferencesmakeyouthink #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:39:43 PM
andiesilva: Overstreet: new typesettings in variant editions show evidence that Catesby
only printed enough copies to supply subscribers #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:39:52 PM
paigecmorgan: You can learn more about this project at https://t.co/mUwGgVt8pr -the site is sparse now, but more soon! #sharp16 https://t.co/2JAP7clAlA
7/19/2016 2:40:03 PM
janicemorphet: RT @Shaf_Towheed: At the first reception & keynote talk at the BnF for
#sharp16 https://t.co/SVwRvFv5BT
7/19/2016 2:40:05 PM
mazarines: RT @paigecmorgan: You can learn more about this project at
https://t.co/mUwGgVt8pr -- the site is sparse now, but more soon! #sharp16 http…
7/19/2016 2:40:56 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @paigecmorgan: You can learn more about this project at
https://t.co/mUwGgVt8pr -- the site is sparse now, but more soon! #sharp16 http…
7/19/2016 2:41:03 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @paigecmorgan: You can learn more about this project at
https://t.co/mUwGgVt8pr -- the site is sparse now, but more soon! #sharp16 http…
7/19/2016 2:41:03 PM

DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Galignani, l'éditeur de bon goût mais dur en affaires, ms ses
sacs offerts à notre congrès st splendides! https://t.co/XoVq5pBsFy
7/19/2016 2:41:09 PM
jotis13: List of subscribers an obvious starting point for network analysis of
dissemination of info. Next studying copies. Overstreet #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:41:53 PM
ProfEFP: RT @gbarnhisel: Lynn Whittaker: white newspapers not just complicit in but
primary abetters of lynching culture in US South #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:43:14 PM
sharpicecream: Moins de 90 minutes pour voter! Depechez vous! #sharp16
https://t.co/ywljrKON59
7/19/2016 2:44:00 PM
loradeets: 'Material evidence can and must inform' book history but also history of
dissemination of scientific knowledge - Leslie Overstreet #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:44:17 PM
bookhistories: Colligan: Galignani's sales of "splendid editions of English novels at onesixth of the London price" was not appreciated by all #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:45:09 PM
hobbb: Really enjoyed 19C textual networks panel with @digitalpigeons @mhbeals
@DigiVictorian on unwritten rules of scissors and paste #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:45:46 PM
pmhswe: RT @paigecmorgan: You can learn more about this project at
https://t.co/mUwGgVt8pr -- the site is sparse now, but more soon! #sharp16 http…
7/19/2016 2:46:32 PM
jotis13: From the medieval to the modern! Now on to J.J. Abrams and Doug Dorst's
novel "S" Eleanor Frances Shevlin & Sean Skulski #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:47:04 PM
dmimno: RT @Seguin_Be: Amazing experience to present the use of Computer Vision
for Ornements Searching through style or shape #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/19/2016 2:47:44 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Following up on Skulski's/Shevlin's #4e paper, come join us in Mainz in
September for more on this topic https://t.co/vzoLa0gDx6 #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:47:55 PM
jotis13: First allusion to the e-book vs. print book debates (even, wars?) Shevlin Skulski
#sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:48:31 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Following up on Skulski's/Shevlin's #4e paper,
come join us in Mainz in September for more on this topic https://t.co/vzo…
7/19/2016 2:48:44 PM
andiesilva: Can't believe I'd never heard of /S/ by J.J.Abrams and Doug Dorst. Need to
buy immediately. #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:50:08 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Ah! Et maintenant une Jane Austen transatlantique!
https://t.co/AXltYdLWCz

7/19/2016 2:50:34 PM
jotis13: "S" impossible to produce w/o digital tools. Materiality speaks to digital infusing
print w/new possibilities. Shevlin Skulski #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:50:57 PM
jotis13: @andiesilva that was my thought, too! #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:51:11 PM
andiesilva: Shevlin: materiality of /S/ speaks forcibly of the influence of digital tools in
book production #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:51:27 PM
praymurray: Shevlin: notes the irony that the material features o f Abrams' 'S' could
not have been created without digital technology #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:51:46 PM
ScoreMelissa: RT @hobbb: Really enjoyed 19C textual networks panel with
@digitalpigeons @mhbeals @DigiVictorian on unwritten rules of scissors and paste…
7/19/2016 2:51:56 PM
loradeets: 'Digital has infused print with new possibilities': Eleanor Shevlin and Sean
Skulski on JJ Abrams' and Doug Dorst's 'S' #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:52:32 PM
jotis13: "S" not first work of its kind; precursors include Stern's "Life and Opinions of
Tristam Shandy." Shevlin Skulski #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:52:40 PM
andiesilva: And am now thinking how I can put tgthr a course on reading that uses S,
Tristram Shandy, and If on a Winter's Night a Traveller. #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:53:32 PM
sprowberry: Shlevin and Skulski's discussion of Abrams & Dorst's S. chimes nicely with
@mkirschenbaum's RESTful book https://t.co/Zs0AbBLWK2 #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:54:00 PM
jotis13: Precursors use materiality to critique print; S instead articulates the creative
possibilities of codex/print Shevlin Skulski #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:54:02 PM
loradeets: Great link from Danielewski's 'House of Leaves' to Abrams' and Dorst's 'S' digitally-enabled print innovation, Shevlin & Skulski #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:54:53 PM
loradeets: RT @sprowberry: Shlevin and Skulski's discussion of Abrams & Dorst's S.
chimes nicely with @mkirschenbaum's RESTful book https://t.co/Zs0Ab…
7/19/2016 2:55:55 PM
andiesilva: RT @jotis13: Precursors use materiality to critique print; S instead
articulates the creative possibilities of codex/print Shevlin Skulski…
7/19/2016 2:56:44 PM
jotis13: RT @loradeets: Great link from Danielewski's 'House of Leaves' to Abrams' and
Dorst's 'S' - digitally-enabled print innovation, Shevlin & S…
7/19/2016 2:57:17 PM

loradeets: Shelvin & Skulski on hypertext-influenced print novel 'S' - great to see
examples of creative writing + publishing scholarship! #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:57:49 PM
praymurray: RT @sprowberry: Shlevin and Skulski's discussion of Abrams & Dorst's S.
chimes nicely with @mkirschenbaum's RESTful book https://t.co/Zs0Ab…
7/19/2016 2:57:51 PM
bookhistories: Juliette Wells: only six copies of the first American edition of Austen's
'Emma' (Carey, Philadelphia 1816) have been preserved #sharp16
7/19/2016 2:58:36 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @hobbb: Really enjoyed 19C textual networks panel with
@digitalpigeons @mhbeals @DigiVictorian on unwritten rules of scissors and paste…
7/19/2016 2:59:04 PM
andiesilva: Shevlin calls attn to use of paratext in S to highlight/question/subvert
control and authority over textual content #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:59:11 PM
praymurray: RT @jotis13: Precursors use materiality to critique print; S instead
articulates the creative possibilities of codex/print Shevlin Skulski…
7/19/2016 2:59:12 PM
jotis13: "Can you hear me without a microphone?" ::laughter throughout the room::
Skulski #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 2:59:13 PM
sprowberry: RT @loradeets: Shelvin & Skulski on hypertext-influenced print novel 'S' great to see examples of creative writing + publishing scholarsh…
7/19/2016 2:59:17 PM
praymurray: Skulski: S serves as an intellectual metacommenatary on Western reading
habits #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:00:18 PM
jotis13: Fantastic to see a collaborative presentation btw Shevlin & Skulski across
professor/student boundary at an international conf #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 3:00:28 PM
praymurray: RT @andiesilva: Shevlin calls attn to use of paratext in S to
highlight/question/subvert control and authority over textual content #sharp1…
7/19/2016 3:00:32 PM
dhpaulspence: RT @jotis13: Fantastic to see a collaborative presentation btw Shevlin &
Skulski across professor/student boundary at an international conf…
7/19/2016 3:02:27 PM
jotis13: Seeing an image of a "typical interior spread of S" reminds me of studying
marginalia in early modern books. Shevlin Skulski #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 3:02:55 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Tu me trouves? Can you find me? #sharp16
https://t.co/0CN5Fe2OEr
7/19/2016 3:03:05 PM
mazarines: Hey @nafpaktitism, #sharp16 includes a paper on a book you gave to me,
"S" by Abrams & Dorst! ☹☹

7/19/2016 3:04:02 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @praymurray: Skulski: S serves as an intellectual
metacommenatary on Western reading habits #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:04:02 PM
loradeets: @mazarines will get my hands on the Eli Horowitz soon as! Will also reread
Pale Fire, surely a predecessor to 'S' as described here #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:04:33 PM
MooreInst: RT @erinannmcc: @heatherfro @RECIRC_ I <3 counting. Does
here=#sharp16 or #srs2016? Either way, no — I'm back at the @MooreInst writing for…
7/19/2016 3:04:35 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Skulski: "the inserts allow the eyes and hands to read" in S. by Abrams
& Dorst #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:07:15 PM
elikaortega: @andiesilva I've been working on one! :-) Loving today's tweets from
#sharp16
7/19/2016 3:07:19 PM
lmaruca: Vacationing in beautiful Barcelona but still missing the goings-on at #sharp16
in Paris. #scholarlife
7/19/2016 3:08:51 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: Universal Short Catalog began with 368,000 editions in
1.3 million surviving copies of early modern works #sharp16…
7/19/2016 3:08:59 PM
ryanfb: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree USTC has shown that 30% of items survive in
only one copy #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 3:09:02 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: problem of "lost books" - entire print runs of early
modern books lost to history - widely recognized among scholar…
7/19/2016 3:09:06 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: USTC has initiative to help libraries realize scarcest,
most scholarly (vs. financially) valuable works #sharp16 #3c
7/19/2016 3:09:12 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: "First Folios... are among the world's rarest books" ::audience
laughter:: "now we have 234!" ::even more laughter:: Pettegree…
7/19/2016 3:09:15 PM
ryanfb: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: In contrast, the rarest books are often not
very valuable at all. Often small, grubby, and/or functional #s…
7/19/2016 3:09:19 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: now turning from "books that only survive in one copy
to books that survive in one fewer... that is zero." #sharp16…
7/19/2016 3:09:37 PM
ryanfb: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree: for every book we know is another that is
lost - 50% of 16C editions are probably lost! #sharp16 #3c

7/19/2016 3:09:46 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: can often detect traces of lost editions by books
describing themselves as edition 10 or 15, earlier editions lost…
7/19/2016 3:09:51 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: now showing libraries of books destroyed in 20th c. but
catalogs survive (I've held a bombblasted book, terrifying)…
7/19/2016 3:09:55 PM
ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux ebooks
https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/19/2016 3:10:13 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: advertisements and catalogs of books for sale very
useful sources of these lost books #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 3:10:20 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: showing percentage of books found in contemporary
records vs. known to survive today, loss rate about 48.6% #sharp1…
7/19/2016 3:10:46 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: school books have a 73.7% loss rate (!!!!) while only
21.1% of drama books lost #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 3:10:50 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: Bibles also have a high loss rate of 63.5%, other
religious books 53.7% - areas middle income customers v. active #…
7/19/2016 3:10:58 PM
TheSFReader: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux ebooks
https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/19/2016 3:11:06 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: initial Latin language book analysis suggests that level
of loss significantly lower, maybe only 20% #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 3:11:07 PM
bookhistories: 'I wonder who likes this book' - annotation in a copy of Austen's 'Emma',
held by a New York circulating library (J. Wells) #sharp16 #s4i
7/19/2016 3:11:15 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: books from 15th century actually survive in far higher
numbers than the 16th #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 3:11:30 PM
ryanfb: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: suspects that 17th century books survive even less
than 16th; something to keep in mind as continue work of USTC #s…
7/19/2016 3:11:32 PM
sgediting: Nice to hear about Latour new materialism in #sharp16 talk on Czech
samizdat: 'non-human actors (paper) complicated by human subjectivity'
7/19/2016 3:11:46 PM
ralucas20: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux ebooks
https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK

7/19/2016 3:12:16 PM
loradeets: How do libraries handle a book like 'S', so easily diminished or scrambled?
Very carefully, report librarians in audience #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:12:28 PM
AlcuinsLibrary: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: school books have a 73.7% loss rate (!!!!)
while only 21.1% of drama books lost #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 3:13:09 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux
ebooks https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/19/2016 3:15:30 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @praymurray: Skulski: S serves as an intellectual
metacommenatary on Western reading habits #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:16:36 PM
GrubStreetWomen: It is in the summer heat that one truly begins to appreciate the
climate control of libraries #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:18:32 PM
ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale » https://t.co/4znoJWlImh
#sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/19/2016 3:18:33 PM
RevueEtudes: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/19/2016 3:19:32 PM
FabienCazenave: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/19/2016 3:19:51 PM
singingscholar: @katieparker18th De rien! Fascinating stuff... and admirably intelligible
to a non-specialist. :) #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:21:02 PM
genschaffner: (noticing again I've just seen a rockin' good "femme-nel", this one on
AfAm print culture #sharp16)
7/19/2016 3:21:29 PM
mazarines: I'm struck by term "instability of text," which seems to presuppose an
intentional or expected stability. Text<->ContainerShifty!#sharp16
7/19/2016 3:21:52 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/19/2016 3:22:04 PM
singingscholar: Fascinating multimedia #FMBnF exhibit; lots of gorgeous books - and
Mozart! #sharp16 @sharpparis2016
7/19/2016 3:22:14 PM
BurntCitrus: RT @singingscholar: Fascinating multimedia #FMBnF exhibit; lots of
gorgeous books - and Mozart! #sharp16 @sharpparis2016

7/19/2016 3:23:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Salle des Commissions 4 has no wireless, so apologies for not
tweeting #s4d #sharp16 @MyLiminality's paper was particularly awesome
7/19/2016 3:25:24 PM
FordhamHistory: RT @singingscholar: Concluding this lively session on travel
narratives: @FordhamHistory's own Thierry Rigogne on Ottoman & French coffee-h…
7/19/2016 3:26:53 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: 'I wonder who likes this book' - annotation in a
copy of Austen's 'Emma', held by a New York circulating library (J. Wel…
7/19/2016 3:29:01 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: Juliette Wells: only six copies of the first American
edition of Austen's 'Emma' (Carey, Philadelphia 1816) have been pr…
7/19/2016 3:29:07 PM
superHH: #sharp16 lost all wifi in salle Des commissions 4 this morning. :-(
7/19/2016 3:31:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Folks at #Sharp16 interested in digital humanities and library news
might be interested ... https://t.co/6O69EXtsoQ
7/19/2016 3:31:04 PM
singingscholar: #Medievaltwitter represent! Several papers so far... neat to see
debates/questions/themes diachronically. #sharp16 https://t.co/tEGUtgvBwv
7/19/2016 3:33:47 PM
singingscholar: RT @loradeets: Expanding (on) Hildegard: Jane Jeffrey taking us
through images of the saint over time, in-the-corner to central and towerin…
7/19/2016 3:34:09 PM
singingscholar: RT @jotis13: "It's a project that will last well beyond my lifetime" - the
lament of many a project. Jeffrey #sharp16 #s4e
7/19/2016 3:34:56 PM
paigecmorgan: I closed down the #idemb Book History dataset for now, but it'll be
back soon, w/ shinier queries, too. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:36:09 PM
allan_pollock: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: school books have a 73.7% loss rate (!!!!) while
only 21.1% of drama books lost #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 3:36:46 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 @MyLiminality answering questions about her approach to digitizing
the Edwin Morgan scrapbooks https://t.co/LAQkSecrJW
7/19/2016 3:40:04 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 @MyLiminality: digital "photocopies" are insufficient 4 making
scrapbooks available online; need interpretive, complex interfaces
7/19/2016 3:40:07 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mazarines: I'm struck by term "instability of text," which seems to
presuppose an intentional or expected stability. Text<->Container…
7/19/2016 3:43:17 PM

lesliehowsam: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Following up on Skulski's/Shevlin's #4e paper,
come join us in Mainz in September for more on this topic https://t.co/vzo…
7/19/2016 3:45:36 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: Colligan: Galignani's sales of "splendid editions of
English novels at one-sixth of the London price" was not appreciate…
7/19/2016 3:46:21 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @paigecmorgan: You can learn more about this project at
https://t.co/mUwGgVt8pr -- the site is sparse now, but more soon! #sharp16 http…
7/19/2016 3:46:33 PM
DejaLu_fr: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/19/2016 3:47:11 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Kemp: be careful about discarding earlier, printed
bibliographies; Brunet listed 1400+ works that are now lost (war, f…
7/19/2016 3:47:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Settling in for David McKitterick's keynote lecture! #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:47:52 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @CitizenWald: Using historical book catalogues & current library
holdings to reconstruct landscape of early print #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/19/2016 3:47:53 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree #sharp16 #3c: Rare books librarians
everywhere: consider signing up for 'Preserving Worlds Rarest Books' pro…
7/19/2016 3:48:05 PM
paigecmorgan: So, so, SO excited to see David McKitterick speak at #sharp16 #fangirl
7/19/2016 3:48:13 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: books from 15th century actually survive in
far higher numbers than the 16th #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 3:48:22 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: suspects that 17th century books survive
even less than 16th; something to keep in mind as continue work of USTC #s…
7/19/2016 3:48:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick's Manuscript, Print, and the Search for order was
incredibly helpful to my dissertation #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:48:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 @MyLiminality: digital "photocopies" are
insufficient 4 making scrapbooks available online; need interpretive, complex…
7/19/2016 3:48:48 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: school books have a 73.7% loss rate (!!!!)
while only 21.1% of drama books lost #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 3:48:50 PM
tmg7d: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Salle des Commissions 4 has no wireless, so apologies for
not tweeting #s4d #sharp16 @MyLiminality's paper was particu…

7/19/2016 3:48:58 PM
mhbeals: No WiFi to tweet @MyLiminality's fantastic paper on digitising scrapbooks, but
grab her if you can to hear about her research! #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:49:08 PM
sharpparis2016: David McKitterick's keynote lecture is happening now in the Grand
Auditorium #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:49:17 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @sharpparis2016: David McKitterick's keynote lecture is happening
now in the Grand Auditorium #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:49:55 PM
ClaireSquires: David McKitterick, today's #sharp16 plenary, is a past winner of the
@SHARPorg DeLong Book History Book Prize https://t.co/ZRgwyvk9EA
7/19/2016 3:49:59 PM
jotis13: RT @sharpparis2016: David McKitterick's keynote lecture is happening now in
the Grand Auditorium #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:50:06 PM
katieparker18th: David McKitterick to end the day at #sharp16. To speak on 'Rare
Books and the Language of Value' @sharpparis2016
7/19/2016 3:50:15 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: David McKitterick, today's #sharp16 plenary, is a
past winner of the @SHARPorg DeLong Book History Book Prize https://t.…
7/19/2016 3:50:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick on "Rare Books and the Language of Value" #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:50:30 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: David McKitterick, today's #sharp16 plenary, is a past
winner of the @SHARPorg DeLong Book History Book Prize https://t.…
7/19/2016 3:50:33 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @praymurray: Skulski: S serves as an intellectual
metacommenatary on Western reading habits #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:50:33 PM
anwagnerdreas: RT @andiesilva: Shevlin calls attn to use of paratext in S to
highlight/question/subvert control and authority over textual content #sharp1…
7/19/2016 3:50:37 PM
SHARPorg: RT @paigecmorgan: So, so, SO excited to see David McKitterick speak at
#sharp16 #fangirl
7/19/2016 3:51:21 PM
praymurray: Mckitterick: how have we come to believe what we mean by rare books?
#sharp16
7/19/2016 3:51:34 PM
paigecmorgan: McKitterick not so interested in lib organization (where rare books are),
but how the term "rare books" has changed how we work. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:51:38 PM

SHARPorg: RT @GrubStreetWomen: It is in the summer heat that one truly begins to
appreciate the climate control of libraries #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:51:49 PM
mab_us: RT @sharpparis2016: David McKitterick's keynote lecture is happening now in
the Grand Auditorium #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:51:51 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Mckitterick: how have we come to believe what we
mean by rare books? #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:51:58 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick discussing how we have come to the term "rare books"
and how it shapes our discipline #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:51:59 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux ebooks
https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/19/2016 3:52:00 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux
ebooks https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/19/2016 3:52:15 PM
jotis13: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick discussing how we have come to the term
"rare books" and how it shapes our discipline #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:52:19 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: school books have a 73.7% loss rate (!!!!) while
only 21.1% of drama books lost #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 3:52:30 PM
sharpicecream: Bet that included a lot of ice cream #sharp16 https://t.co/g3z3G6Xf8A
7/19/2016 3:52:32 PM
singingscholar: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick discussing how we have come to
the term "rare books" and how it shapes our discipline #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:53:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: With printed books, we choose what we account as
"rare" and treat them differently #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:53:17 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Folks at #Sharp16 interested in digital humanities
and library news might be interested ... https://t.co/6O69EXtsoQ
7/19/2016 3:53:17 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: Rare books at the BNF: how do we define “rare books”?
Descriptive language more important than survival numbers? #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:53:32 PM
andiesilva: David McKitterick thinks through the notion of rarity--"with printed books we
choose what we wish to account as rare" #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:53:42 PM
singingscholar: David McKitterick: Comment nos idées sur les "livres rares"
influencent-elles notre travail et notre pensée? #sharp16

7/19/2016 3:53:45 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: Rare books at the BNF: how do we define “rare
books”? Descriptive language more important than survival number…
7/19/2016 3:53:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick notes that 'rarity' often requires justification, and we then
need to ask "How do we describe books?" #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:53:57 PM
digitalpigeons: David McKitterick on "Rare Books and the Languages of Value": with
printed books we chose what we want to account as rare #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:54:06 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick notes that 'rarity' often requires justification,
and we then need to ask "How do we describe books?" #sha…
7/19/2016 3:54:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick "There's plenty of space in front and I have nothing to
throw at you" #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:54:25 PM
praymurray: McKitterick refers to the mathematics of rare books: survival makes rare
#sharp16
7/19/2016 3:54:32 PM
sharpicecream: Oh, throw us just one Cornetto, David... #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:54:33 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: “There’s plenty of space, and I have nothing to throw at you” encouraging audience to fill into the auditorium at #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:54:38 PM
katieparker18th: McKitterick discusses which books we value as rare, how they are
used, how they are described. We choose our heritage #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:54:39 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick "There's plenty of space in front and I have
nothing to throw at you" #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:54:42 PM
andiesilva: McKitterick: Each library describes rarity differently. Descriptions influence
how we work on these texts #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:54:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @andiesilva: McKitterick: Each library describes rarity differently.
Descriptions influence how we work on these texts #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:54:54 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: How we describe books has more impact than
numerical categories #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:55:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: "Curious" used to mean 'special in some way' #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:55:14 PM
praymurray: McKitterick runs through the different words/phrases to identify & classify
rare books, & their shift in valences of meaning #sharp16

7/19/2016 3:55:28 PM
mazarines: David McKitterick on term "rare books" & the languages we use to describe
books. With print, we decide what is rare. Contra MSs. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:55:46 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: Oh, throw us just one Cornetto, David... #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:55:48 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: C17-“curio” applied to books that were special in some way.
Affinity with “cabinet of curiosities.” #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:55:50 PM
jotis13: McKitterick noting the intellectual connections between curious, curio, cabinet of
curiosities #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:56:01 PM
mab_us: McKitterick : What is ‘rare’? Descriptive language vs mere numbers. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:56:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: The booktrade has both invented and reused language to
describe "rare" and "curious" books #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:56:48 PM
jotis13: McKitterick looking at relationship between 17th c. terms "curio" and "rare";
how book trade describes books from 17th c to present #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:56:48 PM
praymurray: McKitterick: the 'curious' - the peculiar, rather than the inquisitive - finds
an echo in how 'rare' was used in the 16th/17th c. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:56:50 PM
CitizenWald: Theoretically informed research on role of paper in centralization,
consumption, opposition in Czechoslovakia epitomizes #SHARP16 inquiry
7/19/2016 3:56:51 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: The booktrade has both invented and
reused language to describe "rare" and "curious" books #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:56:57 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: The booktrade has both invented
and reused language to describe "rare" and "curious" books #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:56:57 PM
sharpicecream: Hot ice cream for cold days, that's a curio #RoaldDahl100 #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:57:04 PM
singingscholar: McKitterick on C17 language & taxonomy: "des livres curieux" /
"curious books" conceptually linked to cabinets de curiosités. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:57:05 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: McKitterick: the 'curious' - the peculiar, rather than
the inquisitive - finds an echo in how 'rare' was used in the 16th/1…
7/19/2016 3:57:07 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: How has the book trade used language, borrowed specialist
vocab? C17 we see books valued for appearance not nessc text #sharp16

7/19/2016 3:57:08 PM
andiesilva: McKitterick: Rarity applies more to physical appearance than the actual
contents of the work. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:57:23 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: How have we today chosen to describe what we see? Our
habits/training/language can be v different from past. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:57:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @andiesilva: McKitterick: Rarity applies more to physical
appearance than the actual contents of the work. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:57:35 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: How have we today chosen to describe what we
see? Our habits/training/language can be v different from past. #…
7/19/2016 3:57:42 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: How have we today chosen to describe
what we see? Our habits/training/language can be v different from past. #…
7/19/2016 3:57:42 PM
mab_us: McKitterick: the language of bibliography varies with our reading habits
#sharp16
7/19/2016 3:57:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: this language influences how, physically or digitally, we
make the most out of what we have inherited from the past #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:57:58 PM
praymurray: McKitterick: borrowing terminology from the book trade to shape the
cataloguing of rare books in the library world #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:58:08 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: our current language can be different from past
generations and shows how we move forward while linking to the past #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:58:16 PM
katieparker18th: McKitterick: is a rare book a survivor, a curio, a classic? All depends
on vocabulary used. #sharp16 #bookhistory
7/19/2016 3:58:17 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: All of these factors influence how we value libraries and by
extension our inheritance from the past. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:58:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: The history of some of the chief strands of collecting can
be traced to wealthy families of the Renaissance #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:58:35 PM
SHARPorg: How to get to tonight’s reception at Galerie Colbert #sharp16
https://t.co/F39WmyMKbW https://t.co/4IYslO15ST
7/19/2016 3:58:43 PM
digitalpigeons: McKitterick: digitally or physically, we make the most of what we've
inherited from the past #sharp16

7/19/2016 3:58:44 PM
singingscholar: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: this language influences how,
physically or digitally, we make the most out of what we have inherited fro…
7/19/2016 3:59:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Inquisitiveness, early scientific exploration connected to
collecting habits #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:59:02 PM
jotis13: McKitterick by late 17th, word curious expanded to encompass collecting,
inquisitive, occult, and rare #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:59:03 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARPorg: How to get to tonight’s reception at Galerie Colbert #sharp16
https://t.co/F39WmyMKbW https://t.co/4IYslO15ST
7/19/2016 3:59:08 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: History of collecting of books has paled compared to other
kinds of collections. Books as accessories to collecting. #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:59:09 PM
MyLiminality: Phew! First #sharp16 paper presented (felt particularly honored for
feedback from @ellenbooks, w/o whose work my paper wouldn't exist!)
7/19/2016 3:59:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Books themselves could be 'rare' -- difficult to find,
topics of conversation #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:59:16 PM
sharpicecream: A taste for books with other things eg ICE CREAM #sharp16
7/19/2016 3:59:35 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: David McKitterick on "Rare Books and the
Languages of Value": with printed books we chose what we want to account as ra…
7/19/2016 3:59:46 PM
mab_us: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: this language influences how, physically or
digitally, we make the most out of what we have inherited fro…
7/19/2016 3:59:53 PM
JeanPascalDumas: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur rôle est
irremplaçable" (J.-Y. Mollier) https://t.co/vW3J9d00e2 #sharp16 https://t.co/10m…
7/19/2016 4:00:07 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: D’Alembert lumped a taste for books with a taste for other
items - paintings, houses. Bookbinding=decoration/value. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:00:07 PM
praymurray: McKitterick: bk collections served as logical complement to other, newer
curiosities, providing a metacommentary on objs. in colls.#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:00:08 PM
andiesilva: D'Alembert linked taste for books with taste for music, objects, houses.
Something to be said about privilege of reading... #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:00:18 PM

SHARPorg: RT @MyLiminality: Phew! First #sharp16 paper presented (felt particularly
honored for feedback from @ellenbooks, w/o whose work my paper wo…
7/19/2016 4:00:20 PM
CitizenWald: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree #sharp16 #3c: Rare books librarians
everywhere: consider signing up for 'Preserving Worlds Rarest Books' pro…
7/19/2016 4:00:26 PM
jotis13: RT @praymurray: McKitterick: bk collections served as logical complement to
other, newer curiosities, providing a metacommentary on objs. i…
7/19/2016 4:00:29 PM
jotis13: McKitterick: rare, rara, rarissimus! Terms used in early printed auction catalogs
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:01:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: catalogues used terms like 'rare' 'rara' 'rarissimus'
(rarissimas?) #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:01:18 PM
genschaffner: "how do we describe the/a rare book?" #sharp16 McKitterick on the
language we use for distinctions. (Bourdieu and books...)
7/19/2016 4:01:34 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: late 17th century book auctions used words such as
rare to discuss "scarcity" and "uncommon excellency" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:01:47 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: C17 descriptions use of “scarce” vs “rare” (=of uncommon
excellence or merit) #sharp16 https://t.co/6hWCZqzCL6
7/19/2016 4:01:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Ben Jonson's tomb as exemplar of use of "rare" -- one of
his own definitions "Thin, subtle, not dense;" another: "raw" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:01:59 PM
praymurray: McKitterick: rare meant scarce but also the epitome of excellence as in 'o
rare Ben Johnson' cf. Wminister Abbey #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:02:00 PM
mazarines: In 17c, books could be just one part of collections, accompanying varied
objects, assortments. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:02:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Now picturing Ben Jonson, Raw (a cooking show) #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:02:29 PM
jotis13: I am now imagining "raw books" as a new subject of academic study...
#sharp16 https://t.co/nbnUJHx2NT
7/19/2016 4:02:40 PM
praymurray: RT @andiesilva: D'Alembert linked taste for books with taste for music,
objects, houses. Something to be said about privilege of reading...…
7/19/2016 4:02:49 PM
bethlrx: Ah, a book as rare as a good steak #sharp16

7/19/2016 4:02:52 PM
singingscholar: Fine example of knowing one's audience: Latin adjectives elicited
collective chuckle. #sharp16 @sharpparis2016 https://t.co/4VCVzEEPkB
7/19/2016 4:02:53 PM
praymurray: RT @jotis13: McKitterick: rare, rara, rarissimus! Terms used in early
printed auction catalogs #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:02:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I hope the "rare English Dogs" book is NOT a cooking manual
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:03:00 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @praymurray: Mckitterick: how have we come to believe what we
mean by rare books? #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:03:09 PM
mazarines: Rare v. Cooked books #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:03:34 PM
roaringgirle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Now picturing Ben Jonson, Raw (a cooking show)
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:03:49 PM
SHARPorg: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: C17 descriptions use of “scarce” vs “rare” (=of
uncommon excellence or merit) #sharp16 https://t.co/6hWCZqzCL6
7/19/2016 4:04:02 PM
Shaf_Towheed: McKitterick: books could be less exciting than stuffed crocodiles &
alligators #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:04:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @bethlrx: Ah, a book as rare as a good steak #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:04:13 PM
praymurray: McKitterick: demonstrates how the etymology of 'rare' grows into the
meaning of unusual & scarce #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:04:27 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: How we describe books has more
impact than numerical categories #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:04:28 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @praymurray: McKitterick: the 'curious' - the peculiar, rather than
the inquisitive - finds an echo in how 'rare' was used in the 16th/1…
7/19/2016 4:04:43 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @bethlrx: Ah, a book as rare as a good steak #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:04:43 PM
SHARP2017: RT @genschaffner: "how do we describe the/a rare book?" #sharp16
McKitterick on the language we use for distinctions. (Bourdieu and books..…
7/19/2016 4:04:56 PM
jotis13: McKitterick: rare didn't just mean curious or scarce, it meant of special interest
by the 17th century #sharp16

7/19/2016 4:04:58 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Rare and curious firmly linked by the mid 17thC #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:05:05 PM
sharpicecream: That should feature some sorbets #sharp16 https://t.co/e2hL7vwCoJ
7/19/2016 4:05:18 PM
offog: RT @praymurray: McKitterick: demonstrates how the etymology of 'rare' grows
into the meaning of unusual & scarce #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:05:19 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: Rare v. Cooked books #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:05:20 PM
andiesilva: By 17C "rare" and "curious" were bounds together thematically #McKitterick
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:05:26 PM
bsteudler: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/19/2016 4:05:45 PM
jbolmarcich: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree #sharp16 #3c: Rare books librarians
everywhere: consider signing up for 'Preserving Worlds Rarest Books' pro…
7/19/2016 4:05:45 PM
mazarines: Though, @bancroftlibrary has papyrus INSIDE mummified crocodiles, so you
need not choose. #sharp16 https://t.co/Ec0QFtiuM3
7/19/2016 4:05:54 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Though, @bancroftlibrary has papyrus INSIDE mummified
crocodiles, so you need not choose. #sharp16 https://t.co/Ec0QFtiuM3
7/19/2016 4:06:01 PM
MyLiminality: McKitterick on diff vocab used to describe #rarebooks (incl diff bw
scarcity in books generally and a book that is rare). #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:06:05 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: late 17th century book auctions
used words such as rare to discuss "scarcity" and "uncommon excellency" #…
7/19/2016 4:06:06 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mazarines: Though, @bancroftlibrary has papyrus INSIDE
mummified crocodiles, so you need not choose. #sharp16 https://t.co/Ec0QFtiuM3
7/19/2016 4:06:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: rariorum meant more than simply 'scarce' but associated
with the unfamiliar and foreign #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:06:15 PM
praymurray: RT @bethlrx: Ah, a book as rare as a good steak #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:06:19 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: “Rare” coming to mean “unfamiliar, curious” by mid/late C17
#sharp16

7/19/2016 4:06:19 PM
praymurray: RT @mazarines: Though, @bancroftlibrary has papyrus INSIDE
mummified crocodiles, so you need not choose. #sharp16 https://t.co/Ec0QFtiuM3
7/19/2016 4:06:29 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @Shaf_Towheed: McKitterick: books could be less exciting than
stuffed crocodiles & alligators #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:06:30 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @bethlrx: Ah, a book as rare as a good steak #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:06:40 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Rare and curious firmly linked by the mid 17thC
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:06:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick just characterized Mummies as, in effect, hybrid books:
parts were legible, parts were not manmade #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:07:06 PM
singingscholar: Now admiring the C17 collection of "rariorum" of Ole Worm:
https://t.co/fsmoaaGUtf #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:07:07 PM
jotis13: McKitterick: "of course, the inside of the mummy is not man-made" ... unless
it's said @bancroftlibrary papyrus! #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:07:19 PM
Marie_LSJ: So bummed I couldn't hear @mhbeals @digitalpigeons @DigiVictorian for
lack of room, nor access Twitter all day cause no wifi... #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:07:20 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jotis13: McKitterick: "of course, the inside of the mummy is not
man-made" ... unless it's said @bancroftlibrary papyrus! #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:07:29 PM
singingscholar: RT @mazarines: Though, @bancroftlibrary has papyrus INSIDE
mummified crocodiles, so you need not choose. #sharp16 https://t.co/Ec0QFtiuM3
7/19/2016 4:07:33 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @mazarines: Though, @bancroftlibrary has papyrus INSIDE
mummified crocodiles, so you need not choose. #sharp16 https://t.co/Ec0QFtiuM3
7/19/2016 4:07:40 PM
mroyUPO: RT @SHARPorg: How to get to tonight’s reception at Galerie Colbert
#sharp16 https://t.co/F39WmyMKbW https://t.co/4IYslO15ST
7/19/2016 4:07:42 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: Though, @bancroftlibrary has papyrus INSIDE mummified
crocodiles, so you need not choose. #sharp16 https://t.co/Ec0QFtiuM3
7/19/2016 4:07:50 PM
mazarines: I'd rather be a "Curious Books Librarian" than a "Rare Books Librarian."
#bringbackCurious #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:09:34 PM

GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: curious and rare were initially complementary and
increasingly separated with better knowledge of numbers of books #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:09:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: In some records of travels, 'rare' used to indicate
reactions to sights and spaces seen #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:09:40 PM
mhbeals: RT @hobbb: Really enjoyed 19C textual networks panel with @digitalpigeons
@mhbeals @DigiVictorian on unwritten rules of scissors and paste…
7/19/2016 4:09:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @mazarines: I'd rather be a "Curious Books Librarian" than a
"Rare Books Librarian." #bringbackCurious #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:09:55 PM
praymurray: RT @mazarines: I'd rather be a "Curious Books Librarian" than a "Rare
Books Librarian." #bringbackCurious #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:10:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Keeper of Curious Objects" is a title I'd love to have one day
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:10:17 PM
praymurray: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: In some records of travels, 'rare' used
to indicate reactions to sights and spaces seen #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:10:20 PM
andiesilva: "Rare" could be used to describe interesting or noteworthy materials,
illustrations, books. As flexible was the American "awesome" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:10:39 PM
AlyssaA_DHSI: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Folks at #Sharp16 interested in digital
humanities and library news might be interested ... https://t.co/6O69EXtsoQ
7/19/2016 4:10:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: I'd rather be a "Curious Books Librarian" than a "Rare
Books Librarian." #bringbackCurious #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:10:54 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "Keeper of Curious Objects" is a title I'd love to have
one day #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:11:02 PM
sharpicecream: The results are out! Wafer cones win #sharp16
https://t.co/ywljrKON59
7/19/2016 4:11:19 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: the vocabulary of one kind of collecting could be
appropriated by another. Thus from stuffed crocodiles to books. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:11:22 PM
singingscholar: McKitterick on Guy Patin's travels around Europe in mid-C17 "pour en
apporter ce qu’il y avait de plus beau et plus rare." #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:11:38 PM
mattrubery: A stuffed crocodile reading a book would be even more exciting. #sharp16
https://t.co/gxoK1CSKUk

7/19/2016 4:11:43 PM
praymurray: McKitterick: status of rare book collecting as a form of connoisseurship,
especially as accompaniment to other colls-inevitable #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:12:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: The results are out! Wafer cones win #sharp16
https://t.co/ywljrKON59
7/19/2016 4:12:13 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: How did “rare” come to mean “expensive” as well as
“desirable”? #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:12:21 PM
ColleenBarrett1: RT @mazarines: I'd rather be a "Curious Books Librarian" than a
"Rare Books Librarian." #bringbackCurious #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:12:46 PM
ColleenBarrett1: RT @EpistolaryBrown: "Keeper of Curious Objects" is a title I'd love to
have one day #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:13:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Rare transitions from 'exciting' and 'desirable' to
"expensive" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:13:08 PM
sharpicecream: While eating ice cream #sharp16 https://t.co/2UbmYQmEP1
7/19/2016 4:13:12 PM
singingscholar: McKitterick: language of rarity "a valuable asset in the promotional
patter of booksellers." #sharp16 #bookhistory
7/19/2016 4:13:16 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: Booksellers’ influence on our use of the word “rare” and
survival rates researched for auction catalogs. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:13:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: 1609: the earliest use of 'rare' in a book auction
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:13:30 PM
andiesilva: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: How did “rare” come to mean “expensive” as
well as “desirable”? #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:13:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @singingscholar: McKitterick on Guy Patin's travels around Europe
in mid-C17 "pour en apporter ce qu’il y avait de plus beau et plus rar…
7/19/2016 4:13:52 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: “The word seems to have been, for many years, little more
than a puff.” #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:13:55 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: 1609: the earliest use of 'rare' in a book
auction #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:13:55 PM

praymurray: RT @singingscholar: McKitterick on Guy Patin's travels around Europe in
mid-C17 "pour en apporter ce qu’il y avait de plus beau et plus rar…
7/19/2016 4:14:02 PM
praymurray: RT @singingscholar: McKitterick: language of rarity "a valuable asset in
the promotional patter of booksellers." #sharp16 #bookhistory
7/19/2016 4:14:10 PM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: How did “rare” come to mean “expensive” as
well as “desirable”? #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:14:16 PM
praymurray: McKitterick: how did rare come to mean valuable, though? Tracked back to
1609 usage in an auction catalogue --- #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:14:35 PM
jotis13: McKitterick: catalogs producing phrases like "Rarissimorum de glorum" without
any justification provided #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:14:51 PM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: “The word seems to have been, for many
years, little more than a puff.” #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:14:56 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: “The word seems to have been, for many years,
little more than a puff.” #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:15:03 PM
offog: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: “The word seems to have been, for many years,
little more than a puff.” #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:15:09 PM
offog: RT @singingscholar: McKitterick: language of rarity "a valuable asset in the
promotional patter of booksellers." #sharp16 #bookhistory
7/19/2016 4:15:23 PM
andiesilva: McKitterick: "rariorum" was used liberally to describe book auctions in 17C
w/o any clear justification #marketing #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:15:24 PM
mazarines: RT @praymurray: McKitterick: how did rare come to mean valuable,
though? Tracked back to 1609 usage in an auction catalogue --- #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:15:29 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: Novelty bred excitement - rarity drummed up to create
anticipation (even without measurable cause) for sales. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:15:45 PM
sharpicecream: That bishop needs an ice cream #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:15:50 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: Novelty bred excitement - rarity drummed up to
create anticipation (even without measurable cause) for sales.…
7/19/2016 4:15:51 PM
praymurray: McKitterick: 'novelty breeds excitement' - the book trade used 'curious' &
'rare' as a way of marketing bks, making more desirable #sharp16

7/19/2016 4:16:25 PM
genschaffner: at last! McKitterick on the *booksellers* and *collectors*, and who does
(and can do) the discernment of "rara" and "curiousa" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:16:33 PM
jotis13: McKitterick: trying to drum up sales, even if auctions contain very little that was
"rare" much less "rarissimus" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:16:38 PM
praymurray: RT @jotis13: McKitterick: catalogs producing phrases like "Rarissimorum
de glorum" without any justification provided #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:16:40 PM
MitchFraas: RT @praymurray: McKitterick: how did rare come to mean valuable,
though? Tracked back to 1609 usage in an auction catalogue --- #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:17:08 PM
jotis13: RT @genschaffner: at last! McKitterick on the *booksellers* and *collectors*,
and who does (and can do) the discernment of "rara" and "curi…
7/19/2016 4:17:11 PM
jotis13: McKitterick: "It's sort of like saying the Oxford English Dictionary was a rare
book." #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:17:28 PM
sharpicecream: Cool down, David #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:18:38 PM
MyLiminality: McKitterick on exaggeration of rarity as a ploy - reminds me a bit of the
exaggeration of the #deathofbooks in the digital age #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:18:46 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: 1670s broadside ballad “A Rare Example of a Virtuous Maid in
Paris” - “rare” as “remarkable” and not just “scarce” #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:18:48 PM
praymurray: RT @genschaffner: at last! McKitterick on the *booksellers* and
*collectors*, and who does (and can do) the discernment of "rara" and "curi…
7/19/2016 4:18:51 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mattrubery: A stuffed crocodile reading a book would be even
more exciting. #sharp16 https://t.co/gxoK1CSKUk
7/19/2016 4:18:52 PM
praymurray: RT @jotis13: McKitterick: trying to drum up sales, even if auctions contain
very little that was "rare" much less "rarissimus" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:18:57 PM
praymurray: RT @jotis13: McKitterick: "It's sort of like saying the Oxford English
Dictionary was a rare book." #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:19:00 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: A rare example of a virtuous maid in Paris: a ballad
where a woman was burned. How heartwarming! #sharp16 #badpuns
7/19/2016 4:19:12 PM

EpistolaryBrown: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: 1670s broadside ballad “A Rare
Example of a Virtuous Maid in Paris” - “rare” as “remarkable” and not just “sca…
7/19/2016 4:19:13 PM
singingscholar: McKitterick tells us about "A rare Example of a Virtuous Maid in Paris,"
full text here: https://t.co/VCxq48ciLN #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:19:24 PM
jotis13: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: A rare example of a virtuous maid in
Paris: a ballad where a woman was burned. How heartwarming! #sharp16…
7/19/2016 4:19:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @singingscholar: McKitterick tells us about "A rare Example of a
Virtuous Maid in Paris," full text here: https://t.co/VCxq48ciLN #sharp…
7/19/2016 4:19:35 PM
praymurray: RT @singingscholar: McKitterick tells us about "A rare Example of a
Virtuous Maid in Paris," full text here: https://t.co/VCxq48ciLN #sharp…
7/19/2016 4:20:06 PM
offog: McKitterick: Dozens of surveys of rare book catalogues in the first half of the 18c
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:20:07 PM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: 1670s broadside ballad “A Rare Example of a
Virtuous Maid in Paris” - “rare” as “remarkable” and not just “sca…
7/19/2016 4:20:12 PM
offog: RT @singingscholar: McKitterick tells us about "A rare Example of a Virtuous Maid
in Paris," full text here: https://t.co/VCxq48ciLN #sharp…
7/19/2016 4:20:14 PM
singingscholar: RT @MyLiminality: McKitterick on exaggeration of rarity as a ploy reminds me a bit of the exaggeration of the #deathofbooks in the digita…
7/19/2016 4:20:17 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: By C18 dozens of surveys of “rare books.” Inc. numbers of rare
books --> inc. classification. Not all were useful. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:20:36 PM
mazarines: @GrubStreetWomen Rare =/= Burned (at the) Steak. #sharp16 #badpuns
7/19/2016 4:20:37 PM
andiesilva: Battery dying. Will soon disappear into ether of digital comm., but still
physically here. But you'll have to take my word for it. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:20:44 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: @GrubStreetWomen Rare =/= Burned (at the) Steak.
#sharp16 #badpuns
7/19/2016 4:20:48 PM
offog: RT @genschaffner: at last! McKitterick on the *booksellers* and *collectors*, and
who does (and can do) the discernment of "rara" and "curi…
7/19/2016 4:20:54 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Though, @bancroftlibrary has papyrus INSIDE
mummified crocodiles, so you need not choose. #sharp16 https://t.co/Ec0QFtiuM3

7/19/2016 4:21:20 PM
praymurray: McKitterick: "Histoire L'imprimerie et De La Librarairie" shopping list of
'rare' books as well as sort of French book trade index #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:21:49 PM
genschaffner: oh, and now McKitterick on *cataloguer* and descriptions of rarity
#sharp16 (pondering USTC-Mellon and "World's Rarest Books")
7/19/2016 4:22:00 PM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: By C18 dozens of surveys of “rare books.”
Inc. numbers of rare books --> inc. classification. Not all were use…
7/19/2016 4:22:06 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: McKitterick tells us about "A rare Example of a Virtuous
Maid in Paris," full text here: https://t.co/VCxq48ciLN #sharp…
7/19/2016 4:22:07 PM
antoineoury: The latest Daily Bundle! https://t.co/9Pj7zTjV7V Thanks to @ActuaLitte
#sharp16 #xxlfreshmanissue
7/19/2016 4:22:46 PM
jotis13: There has been a confluence of topics & ideas from panel to panel at #sharp16
- always makes for great conversation https://t.co/lkXL9kWpvB
7/19/2016 4:23:01 PM
MxComan: RT @genschaffner: at last! McKitterick on the *booksellers* and
*collectors*, and who does (and can do) the discernment of "rara" and "curi…
7/19/2016 4:23:12 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: “Rarity” as used by booksellers starts to encompass both
sought-after books and correct/beautiful ones, mid-C18. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:23:30 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: “Rarity” as used by booksellers starts to
encompass both sought-after books and correct/beautiful ones, mid-C1…
7/19/2016 4:23:52 PM
MyLiminality: Full text of "A rare Example of a Virtuous Maid in Paris" online shared thx
to @singingscholar! #sharp16 https://t.co/xCPK7j91a1
7/19/2016 4:23:54 PM
R_Jagersma: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 tag is now trending, and (modestly)
being spammed! @sharpparis2016 @SHARPorg @sharpicecream
7/19/2016 4:24:00 PM
singingscholar: Here's La Caille's beautifully grandiloquent preface on the qualities of
rare books, 1689: https://t.co/x4OPbVLasI #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:24:55 PM
MyLiminality: Fascinating evolution of #rarity! #sharp16 https://t.co/2BZMjTIvsF
7/19/2016 4:24:55 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: Here's La Caille's beautifully grandiloquent preface on
the qualities of rare books, 1689: https://t.co/x4OPbVLasI #sha…
7/19/2016 4:25:49 PM

praymurray: RT @MyLiminality: Fascinating evolution of #rarity! #sharp16
https://t.co/2BZMjTIvsF
7/19/2016 4:26:43 PM
MxComan: RT @mazarines: I'd rather be a "Curious Books Librarian" than a "Rare
Books Librarian." #bringbackCurious #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:26:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @singingscholar: Here's La Caille's beautifully grandiloquent
preface on the qualities of rare books, 1689: https://t.co/x4OPbVLasI #sha…
7/19/2016 4:26:47 PM
praymurray: RT @singingscholar: Here's La Caille's beautifully grandiloquent preface on
the qualities of rare books, 1689: https://t.co/x4OPbVLasI #sha…
7/19/2016 4:26:52 PM
GMayirit: RT @mazarines: Though, @bancroftlibrary has papyrus INSIDE mummified
crocodiles, so you need not choose. #sharp16 https://t.co/Ec0QFtiuM3
7/19/2016 4:27:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: an early manual spelled out that "all dates before 1450
are false" in printed books #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:28:02 PM
singingscholar: McKitterick quotes C18 book collector: "As a rule, it may be esteemed
that all dates before 1450 are false." #medievalistproblems #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:28:31 PM
offog: McKitterick: a new polyglot language of connoisseurship #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:28:58 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: leave edito princeps, uncut, unique rare / with small
caps, and italics my friend Leigh declare #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:29:28 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: abbreviations in bookselling have LONG been esoteric
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:29:29 PM
jotis13: McKitterick: process of abbreviation reached its apogee in the late 19th century
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:29:37 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: Bibliomaniac ballad making fun of the polyglot language of book
selling and collecting! #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:29:49 PM
genschaffner: RT @offog: McKitterick: a new polyglot language of connoisseurship
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:29:58 PM
theriversideUCC: RT @theriversideUCC: Follow #sharp16 18-21 July 2016 for all on
#authorship, #reading & #publishing @SHARPorg https://t.co/kcwKqDM6wZ
7/19/2016 4:30:02 PM
pruedar: RT @singingscholar: Here's La Caille's beautifully grandiloquent preface on the
qualities of rare books, 1689: https://t.co/x4OPbVLasI #sha…

7/19/2016 4:30:11 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: McKitterick: process of abbreviation reached its apogee
in the late 19th century #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:30:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Bibliophony" is a fantastic word McKitterick #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:30:45 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: Q: Why should we worry ourselves with questions of “rarity
defined”? #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:30:55 PM
jotis13: McKitterick wants to end with the vital question of "why does any of this
matter?" aka "why care?" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:30:57 PM
MyLiminality: McKitterick on the evolution of literary/book connoisseurship alongside
understandings of rarity #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:30:59 PM
offog: Hands up who know what marb. b., r., etc means #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:31:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Ok, slides of empty shelves are incredibly distressing
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:31:05 PM
mazarines: Though, booksellers & book collectors traditionally mean "printed book"
when they say "book." #sharp16 https://t.co/LZSeEzPbYm
7/19/2016 4:31:21 PM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown LOOK AT ALL THAT SPACE! LET'S GO ON A BOOK-BUYING
BINGE! #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:31:30 PM
bethlrx: A shiver goes through the room as we see images of empty libraries. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:31:54 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Ok, slides of empty shelves are
incredibly distressing #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:31:56 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: Recently libraries have closed, have disposed of their historic
collections, not always openly or transparently. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:31:58 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: Recently libraries have closed, have disposed of
their historic collections, not always openly or transparentl…
7/19/2016 4:32:04 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: "we have increasingly seen libraries close and dispose
of their historical materials." Empty bookshelves seem lonely #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:32:05 PM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: Bibliomaniac ballad making fun of the
polyglot language of book selling and collecting! #sharp16

7/19/2016 4:32:05 PM
praymurray: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Ok, slides of empty shelves are
incredibly distressing #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:32:16 PM
jotis13: McKitterick: sometimes the theft is blatant and it is impossible to recover from
its current owner what has been stolen #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:32:26 PM
singingscholar: Fascinating look at early modern #bookhistory. RT @offog McKitterick:
a new polyglot language of connoisseurship. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:32:31 PM
pruedar: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: The booktrade has both invented and
reused language to describe "rare" and "curious" books #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:32:35 PM
SHARPorg: RT @bethlrx: A shiver goes through the room as we see images of empty
libraries. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:32:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: "There's a copy of Vesalius stolen from Christ Church,
Oxford that went through the New York booktrade"... #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:32:40 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: Suspicions of theft (even proven theft - Vesalius stolen from
ChristChurch at Oxford now in Japan via NY bookseller) #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:32:50 PM
jotis13: McKitterick: just turn that a little bit... these episodes should be wake-up calls.
There's widespread ignorance about what is rare #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:33:03 PM
sharpicecream: I bet those yoga ladies like ice cream more than the bishop did
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:33:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: The Vasalius is now in Japan, and the current owner is
not giving it back #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:33:13 PM
mattrubery: Crowd gasps at McKitterick's photo of a library converted into a yoga
studio. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:33:15 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: We should care because we need to know what IS rare and how
to look after rare books to prevent theft. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:33:16 PM
genschaffner: (here goes: McKitterick my hero on rescuing endangered (rare book)
collections #sharp16)
7/19/2016 4:33:30 PM
mazarines: McKitterick on loosing libraries, including theft but also decommissioned &
dispersed libraries. Sniff. #sharp16

7/19/2016 4:33:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: There is a lesson here from the Past: not directly about
security, or current values #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:33:37 PM
singingscholar: How To Upset A Room of Scholars. RT @bethlrx A shiver goes through
the room as we see images of empty libraries. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:33:38 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: What lurks in our general stacks? #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:33:38 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: libraries spend a good deal of time protecting rare
books but not securing what may be valuable in the st is #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:33:48 PM
ffrwelin: RT @praymurray: McKitterick: how did rare come to mean valuable, though?
Tracked back to 1609 usage in an auction catalogue --- #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:33:52 PM
MyLiminality: Startlingly so! #pictureworthathousandwords
#picturemissingathousandwords #sharp16 https://t.co/k5ruacmB8y
7/19/2016 4:33:54 PM
jotis13: McKitterick: each generation has decided what to designate as rare or curious
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:34:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Few libraries in the seventeenth century had reading
rooms or special collections; each gen has defined 'rare' anew #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:34:07 PM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: We should care because we need to know
what IS rare and how to look after rare books to prevent theft. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:34:20 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 McKitterick reminds us to look for rare books in general circulating
stacks
7/19/2016 4:34:24 PM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: We should care because we need to know
what IS rare and how to look after rare books to prevent theft. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:34:26 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: Each generation has decided what to designate as rare/curious.
By survival, by appearance, by value, by textual use. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:34:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: "each generation chooses, and has chosen, what to
concentrate on, what to value best" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:34:38 PM
praymurray: RT @jotis13: McKitterick: each generation has decided what to designate
as rare or curious #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:34:38 PM

alisakbeer: McKitterick: Each generation has ALSO decided what to value less.
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:34:42 PM
MyLiminality: Such an important takeaway! #sharp16 https://t.co/4vkK8q9h7M
7/19/2016 4:34:54 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 McKitterick: each generation decides what it values most, decides
what is rare
7/19/2016 4:34:56 PM
singingscholar: RT @jotis13: McKitterick: each generation has decided what to
designate as rare or curious #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:34:58 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Few libraries in the seventeenth century
had reading rooms or special collections; each gen has defined '…
7/19/2016 4:34:59 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: each generation chooses what to concentrate on and
what not to put it catalogues and expensive bindings. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:35:03 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: defining "rare" has started a chain, deciding which books
are to be valued more than others, cared for differently #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:35:21 PM
praymurray: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: "each generation chooses, and has
chosen, what to concentrate on, what to value best" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:35:25 PM
SHARPorg: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: Each generation has decided what to designate
as rare/curious. By survival, by appearance, by value, by textua…
7/19/2016 4:35:26 PM
tmg7d: RT @MyLiminality: McKitterick on exaggeration of rarity as a ploy - reminds me
a bit of the exaggeration of the #deathofbooks in the digita…
7/19/2016 4:35:37 PM
GrubStreetWomen: This is my worry. What if we continue to not value women's
contributions? Who is lingering in the stacks? #sharp16 https://t.co/k7bEbn24nr
7/19/2016 4:35:43 PM
MyLiminality: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 McKitterick: each generation decides what it
values most, decides what is rare
7/19/2016 4:35:47 PM
khj5c: McKitterick: books in Special Collections are well guarded, but many libraries
don't know what rare books they have in general coll #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:36:03 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: We have extended our reach, our fields of study. Explorations
require redefinition of “rare”&treatment of materials. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:36:07 PM
tmg7d: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: Each generation has ALSO decided what to value
less. #sharp16

7/19/2016 4:36:12 PM
singingscholar: Good Q! I've sometimes been alarmed by permission to check out
books. RT @alisakbeer McKitterick: What lurks in our general stacks? #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:36:14 PM
khj5c: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: What lurks in our general stacks? #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:36:21 PM
JocHargrave: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: There is a lesson here from the Past:
not directly about security, or current values #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:36:22 PM
singingscholar: RT @GrubStreetWomen: This is my worry. What if we continue to not
value women's contributions? Who is lingering in the stacks? #sharp16 ht…
7/19/2016 4:36:28 PM
khj5c: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: libraries spend a good deal of time
protecting rare books but not securing what may be valuable in the st…
7/19/2016 4:36:34 PM
tmg7d: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: We should care because we need to know what IS
rare and how to look after rare books to prevent theft. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:36:38 PM
Shaf_Towheed: What does this response tell us about our values? Shouldn't be books
vs people but books as well as people #sharp16 https://t.co/NBgCfW9uuc
7/19/2016 4:36:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: we are faced by a "general shortage of everything"
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:36:48 PM
genschaffner: <McKitterick... I feel compelled to remind myself that 80% or more of
cultural heritage theft is internal - staff, curators, etc. #sharp16>
7/19/2016 4:36:51 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: "each generation chooses, and has
chosen, what to concentrate on, what to value best" #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:36:58 PM
khj5c: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 McKitterick reminds us to look for rare books in general
circulating stacks
7/19/2016 4:36:59 PM
jotis13: RT @khj5c: McKitterick: books in Special Collections are well guarded, but
many libraries don't know what rare books they have in general c…
7/19/2016 4:37:08 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: As we re-define “rare” we face space/staff/funding problems in
libraries, new kinds of “books.” #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:37:10 PM
loradeets: RT @mattrubery: Crowd gasps at McKitterick's photo of a library converted
into a yoga studio. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:37:13 PM

praymurray: RT @khj5c: McKitterick: books in Special Collections are well guarded, but
many libraries don't know what rare books they have in general c…
7/19/2016 4:37:23 PM
khj5c: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: Each generation has ALSO decided what to value
less. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:37:23 PM
sharpicecream: LOOK, the ladeez like ice creams, d'accord? #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:37:24 PM
kimdegroot93: All the tweets about #sharp16 are making me even more jealous than I
already am... wish I was in Paris right now!
7/19/2016 4:37:31 PM
EmilyDourish: It looks like David McKitterick is giving a storming paper at #sharp16 ...
7/19/2016 4:37:37 PM
loradeets: RT @khj5c: McKitterick: books in Special Collections are well guarded, but
many libraries don't know what rare books they have in general c…
7/19/2016 4:37:38 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: As historians of the book we seek to keep expanding and redefining boundaries. Cheap devotional prints, etc. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:37:48 PM
jotis13: .@khj5c and as a corollary, those libraries don't have any way for scholars to
easily cite those copies in a general coll #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:37:52 PM
JocHargrave: RT @GrubStreetWomen: This is my worry. What if we continue to not
value women's contributions? Who is lingering in the stacks? #sharp16 ht…
7/19/2016 4:37:58 PM
khj5c: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: We have extended our reach, our fields of study.
Explorations require redefinition of “rare”&treatment of mate…
7/19/2016 4:38:05 PM
mazarines: McKitterick notes the lack of funding libraries face. Me: So many of our
cultural institutions are starving & hugely understaffed. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:38:08 PM
R_Jagersma: David McKitterick on rare books #sharp16 https://t.co/NuXwFVqBKB
7/19/2016 4:38:08 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: McKitterick notes the lack of funding libraries face. Me: So
many of our cultural institutions are starving & hugely underst…
7/19/2016 4:38:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: we still use words like "rare" and "curious," but we apply
them differently #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:38:36 PM
khj5c: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: As we re-define “rare” we face space/staff/funding
problems in libraries, new kinds of “books.” #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:38:46 PM

alisakbeer: RT @mazarines: McKitterick notes the lack of funding libraries face. Me: So
many of our cultural institutions are starving & hugely underst…
7/19/2016 4:38:49 PM
mazarines: Promo for @khj5c talk on Thursday! #sharp16 https://t.co/W4WcI5GXLH
7/19/2016 4:38:51 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: We have not long understood how 'rare' school books
are; we now must consider what we keep, what we treasure #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:38:56 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @mazarines: McKitterick notes the lack of funding libraries face. Me: So
many of our cultural institutions are starving & hugely underst…
7/19/2016 4:38:56 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @mazarines: McKitterick notes the lack of funding libraries face.
Me: So many of our cultural institutions are starving & hugely underst…
7/19/2016 4:38:56 PM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: As historians of the book we seek to keep
expanding and re-defining boundaries. Cheap devotional prints, etc.…
7/19/2016 4:38:56 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: Historians of the book seek to extend boundaries. We
often still decide what to focus on, what we keep and treasure #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:38:57 PM
khj5c: RT @mazarines: Promo for @khj5c talk on Thursday! #sharp16
https://t.co/W4WcI5GXLH
7/19/2016 4:39:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: we ask ourselves not just what is rare or curious, but
how language and practice shape what survives #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:39:27 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: We have not long understood how 'rare'
school books are; we now must consider what we keep, what we treas…
7/19/2016 4:39:30 PM
alisakbeer: McKitterick: What should we keep? What can we afford to allow to
disappear? Not just what is “rare” but what we owe to the future. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:39:36 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: What should we keep? What can we afford to
allow to disappear? Not just what is “rare” but what we owe to the…
7/19/2016 4:39:41 PM
RareBookLibAntw: McKitterick about devotional prints as studied by late Alfons Thijs
and by @EMFVerheggen - her book: https://t.co/tbi7Ytgu7g #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:40:05 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: we ask ourselves not just what is rare or
curious, but how language and practice shape what survives #sha…
7/19/2016 4:40:10 PM
GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: language leads to meaning leads to practice. We must
ensure what remains will endure #sharp16

7/19/2016 4:40:10 PM
khj5c: RT @jotis13: .@khj5c and as a corollary, those libraries don't have any way for
scholars to easily cite those copies in a general coll #sha…
7/19/2016 4:40:12 PM
jotis13: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: language leads to meaning leads to
practice. We must ensure what remains will endure #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:40:16 PM
praymurray: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: Historians of the book seek to
extend boundaries. We often still decide what to focus on, what we keep an…
7/19/2016 4:40:19 PM
SHARPorg: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: What should we keep? What can we afford to
allow to disappear? Not just what is “rare” but what we owe to the…
7/19/2016 4:40:21 PM
mazarines: RT @mazarines: Let me tell you what I wish I'd knownWhen I was
young&dreamed of gloryYou have no controlWho livesWho diesWho tells you…
7/19/2016 4:40:26 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 @booktracesuva is one ex of a project hunting for--& finding!--rare
books in circulating collns @Andrew_Stauffer @khj5c
7/19/2016 4:40:28 PM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: What should we keep? What can we afford to
allow to disappear? Not just what is “rare” but what we owe to the…
7/19/2016 4:40:39 PM
genschaffner: oh no McKitterick has gently led us to how our use of language
(distinctions) drops an anvil of responsibility on our shoulders #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:40:40 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 McKitterick saying, essentially: must not deprive the future of the past
@rarebookschool
7/19/2016 4:40:55 PM
Andrew_Stauffer: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 @booktracesuva is one ex of a project
hunting for--& finding!--rare books in circulating collns @Andrew_Stauffer @khj5c
7/19/2016 4:40:55 PM
SHARPorg: ICYMI #sharp16 https://t.co/8RxFg2GHmm
7/19/2016 4:40:58 PM
Karenmca: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: What should we keep? What can we afford to
allow to disappear? Not just what is “rare” but what we owe to the…
7/19/2016 4:40:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: We have no time for questions, because Reception. We're off!
#sharp16
7/19/2016 4:40:59 PM
alisakbeer: RT @mazarines: Let me tell you what I wish I'd knownWhen I was
young&dreamed of gloryYou have no controlWho livesWho diesWho tells you…
7/19/2016 4:41:02 PM

singingscholar: McKitterick calls for us to “revise and extend the ways in which we
apply words" as we undertake ongoing work of preservation. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:41:07 PM
singingscholar: RT @genschaffner: oh no McKitterick has gently led us to how our use
of language (distinctions) drops an anvil of responsibility on our sho…
7/19/2016 4:41:22 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @jotis13: .@khj5c and as a corollary, those libraries don't have any
way for scholars to easily cite those copies in a general coll #sha…
7/19/2016 4:41:59 PM
MegDaLibrarian: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: Historians of the book seek to
extend boundaries. We often still decide what to focus on, what we keep an…
7/19/2016 4:42:39 PM
oldbooksnewsci: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: Historians of the book seek to
extend boundaries. We often still decide what to focus on, what we keep an…
7/19/2016 4:43:08 PM
oldbooksnewsci: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: What should we keep? What can we
afford to allow to disappear? Not just what is “rare” but what we owe to the…
7/19/2016 4:43:13 PM
MegDaLibrarian: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: defining "rare" has started a chain,
deciding which books are to be valued more than others, cared for di…
7/19/2016 4:43:40 PM
MegDaLibrarian: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: each generation chooses what
to concentrate on and what not to put it catalogues and expensive bindings.…
7/19/2016 4:43:45 PM
mazarines: Our words, our terms have bias & meaning. We invest in what material
elements of cultural heritage survive with our descriptions. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:43:48 PM
MegDaLibrarian: TBH I don't know what #sharp16 is but it sounds like that was one
hell of a talk. Current hashtag stream is highly recommended reading.
7/19/2016 4:45:00 PM
mazarines: For the record, special collections have security but WANT you to visit.
Terms like "guarded" are problematic. #sharp16
7/19/2016 4:45:24 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @mazarines: McKitterick notes the lack of funding libraries face. Me:
So many of our cultural institutions are starving & hugely underst…
7/19/2016 4:46:51 PM
khj5c: Come hear about @booktracesuva on Thursday! #sharp16 #11j
https://t.co/vEINSmbQOi
7/19/2016 4:47:04 PM
mazarines: @MegDaLibrarian #sharp16 is the Society of History of Authorship, Reading,
and Publishing annual conference: @sharpparis2016
7/19/2016 4:47:45 PM
ethanahenderson: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: What should we keep? What can we
afford to allow to disappear? Not just what is “rare” but what we owe to the…

7/19/2016 4:48:01 PM
aasearle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Pettegree: Drama survives better than music; travel
books have an interestingly high rate of loss #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 4:52:24 PM
EMFVerheggen: RT @RareBookLibAntw: McKitterick about devotional prints as studied
by late Alfons Thijs and by @EMFVerheggen - her book: https://t.co/tbi7…
7/19/2016 4:55:40 PM
dolechner: RT @hobbb: Really enjoyed 19C textual networks panel with @digitalpigeons
@mhbeals @DigiVictorian on unwritten rules of scissors and paste…
7/19/2016 4:59:05 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 McKitterick saying, essentially: must not deprive
the future of the past @rarebookschool
7/19/2016 5:01:45 PM
heatherfro: #sharp16, I'm sorry I'm not actually a book historian but please enjoy
these broadsides in EEBO https://t.co/uan7J9GR1W
7/19/2016 5:04:09 PM
aasearle: RT @loradeets: 'Material evidence can and must inform' book history but also
history of dissemination of scientific knowledge - Leslie Over…
7/19/2016 5:04:21 PM
laBnF: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique met en
danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 5:04:23 PM
laBnF: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences que
l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 5:04:30 PM
VelaSavela: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 5:05:01 PM
CamilleDeslunes: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/19/2016 5:05:40 PM
Emi_Dantes: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique
met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 5:07:05 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @offog: Hands up who know what marb. b., r., etc means #sharp16
7/19/2016 5:08:22 PM
eliz_ott: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: What should we keep? What can we afford to
allow to disappear? Not just what is “rare” but what we owe to the…
7/19/2016 5:08:43 PM
EvaLegras: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/19/2016 5:09:23 PM

singingscholar: Belated thanks to @alisakbeer, @genschaffner, & @loradeets for
tweeting in response to my paper; great to have the feedback! #sharp16
7/19/2016 5:10:31 PM
SoniaD38849662: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre
numérique met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 5:11:27 PM
pruedar: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: Each generation has decided what to designate
as rare/curious. By survival, by appearance, by value, by textua…
7/19/2016 5:12:30 PM
aasearle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Few libraries in the seventeenth century
had reading rooms or special collections; each gen has defined '…
7/19/2016 5:12:32 PM
aasearle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: "each generation chooses, and has chosen,
what to concentrate on, what to value best" #sharp16
7/19/2016 5:12:37 PM
laBnF: #sharp16 Présentations de projets numériques ouvertes à tous | 20 juillet 13h15h30 Hall Est https://t.co/R4sCTeezlV https://t.co/Rf4dXxvPXf
7/19/2016 5:12:56 PM
casbc2: The tweeter and one of the speakers are among the Canadians at #sharp16
today. https://t.co/oJPVce82h0
7/19/2016 5:13:40 PM
SHARPorg: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentations de projets numériques ouvertes à tous
| 20 juillet 13h-15h30 Hall Est https://t.co/R4sCTeezlV https://t.c…
7/19/2016 5:15:20 PM
colonialip: RT @casbc2: The tweeter and one of the speakers are among the Canadians
at #sharp16 today. https://t.co/oJPVce82h0
7/19/2016 5:17:02 PM
laurentpoirierp: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 5:23:13 PM
cgenin: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences
que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 5:23:44 PM
cgenin: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentations de projets numériques ouvertes à tous | 20
juillet 13h-15h30 Hall Est https://t.co/R4sCTeezlV https://t.c…
7/19/2016 5:24:09 PM
Cantavestrella: RT @MyLiminality: Fascinating evolution of #rarity! #sharp16
https://t.co/2BZMjTIvsF
7/19/2016 5:29:10 PM
SilviaGuismond: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/19/2016 5:32:28 PM
cgenin: RT @ClaireSquires: @gbarnhisel I raise you my 1980s Gare aux Marchandises
version #sharp16 ... Former lives of the @laBnF https://t.co/u52r…

7/19/2016 5:32:37 PM
mooncindykim: RT @mazarines: Chicago Manual of Style silent on citing digital
facsimiles & specific copies of works. We need best practices! - @jotis13 #…
7/19/2016 5:35:12 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 INHA, soirée vins et fromages, si frenchie!!!
https://t.co/TJphyV7YnA
7/19/2016 5:37:09 PM
sharpicecream: Ca me plait: sharpfromage... #sharp16 https://t.co/KVHKhVrxZF
7/19/2016 5:39:02 PM
JYVES_ASS: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/19/2016 5:40:20 PM
MyLiminality: Another beautiful reception venue at #sharp16 ! #galeriecolbert
https://t.co/wpdXZZOi84
7/19/2016 5:43:40 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @mhbeals: No WiFi to tweet @MyLiminality's fantastic paper on
digitising scrapbooks, but grab her if you can to hear about her research!…
7/19/2016 5:44:07 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @paigecmorgan: You can learn more about this project at
https://t.co/mUwGgVt8pr -- the site is sparse now, but more soon! #sharp16 http…
7/19/2016 5:44:58 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @paigecmorgan: Want to play with our Book History Data? It's right
here: https://t.co/x3rgi796PF #sharp16
7/19/2016 5:46:56 PM
FereyNadine: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Kemp: be careful about discarding earlier, printed
bibliographies; Brunet listed 1400+ works that are now lost (war, f…
7/19/2016 5:50:46 PM
drjanepotter: Beautiful but hot #sharp16 https://t.co/VGR9jKGs1p
7/19/2016 5:53:05 PM
booksreminder: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 5:53:52 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @MyLiminality: Yes!! I add: more than recreating, #dh can turn attn
to new, digitally specific modes of serendipity! #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 5:55:20 PM
FereyNadine: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Kemp: Brunet Manuel was a wonder of
information organisation in the age of paper #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 5:55:53 PM
kathoarn: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentations de projets numériques ouvertes à tous |
20 juillet 13h-15h30 Hall Est https://t.co/R4sCTeezlV https://t.c…
7/19/2016 6:03:02 PM
kathoarn: Lots of talk about rarity vs. scarcity in panels & plenary
https://t.co/K5thPP7Ij7 #sharp16

7/19/2016 6:07:49 PM
rachellynchase: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: "each generation chooses, and has
chosen, what to concentrate on, what to value best" #sharp16
7/19/2016 6:13:20 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: David McKitterick, today's #sharp16 plenary, is a
past winner of the @SHARPorg DeLong Book History Book Prize https://t.…
7/19/2016 6:13:45 PM
clancynewyork: RT @archivejournal: Good reason to follow #sharp16 - this is news to
us. https://t.co/rv2ZhPOrEX
7/19/2016 6:14:41 PM
beyondcitation: RT @archivejournal: Good reason to follow #sharp16 - this is news to
us. https://t.co/rv2ZhPOrEX
7/19/2016 6:15:27 PM
ACDsection: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 6:16:35 PM
zozo_mushi: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique
met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 6:21:15 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Looking for Melane Ramdarshan Bold @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
anyone out and about with her? Tooklonger than expected to get to reception...
7/19/2016 6:43:34 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: How do libraries handle a book like 'S', so easily
diminished or scrambled? Very carefully, report librarians in audience #s…
7/19/2016 7:02:18 PM
MagmLISE: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux ebooks
https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/19/2016 7:08:24 PM
AlexisWeedon: #sharp16 ice cold in Alex https://t.co/SfwNzLke1A
7/19/2016 7:22:16 PM
AlexisWeedon: Ilana Heineberg & Jacqueline Penjon papers on Brazilian lit translation
for 19thC Europe a multilingual #SHARP16 https://t.co/F4TlU3Ncjj
7/19/2016 7:23:32 PM
CalMurgu: RT @hobbb: Really enjoyed 19C textual networks panel with @digitalpigeons
@mhbeals @DigiVictorian on unwritten rules of scissors and paste…
7/19/2016 7:25:27 PM
iranicaonline: RT @digitalpigeons: McKitterick: digitally or physically, we make the
most of what we've inherited from the past #sharp16
7/19/2016 7:29:28 PM
lutefisk812: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@shantigraheli Broadsheets in Aix-en-Provence -now in paper folders, but they made it! #sharp16 #s3c
7/19/2016 7:35:09 PM

EmmanuelBethoux: Pages écrans est sorti de presse! https://t.co/dbsNVHIrpf Les unes
d'aujourd'hui via @voyel @Conver_Gence @clemicreteil #sharp16 #liretv
7/19/2016 7:39:16 PM
proemium: Appropriate #sharp16 attire. https://t.co/5Uh11eZSE0
7/19/2016 7:42:17 PM
uta_ente: RT @MyLiminality: I work on #scrapbooks and other archived ephemera. I
am #prototyping #DH data visualizations. I study media theory #iambo…
7/19/2016 7:43:13 PM
HistoricalTexts: RT @SHARPorg: Follow #sharp16 and @sharp16 for tweets about the
conference. The programme: https://t.co/jeCn9matZSThe abstracts: https://t…
7/19/2016 7:48:38 PM
Concoursbib: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentations de projets numériques ouvertes à
tous | 20 juillet 13h-15h30 Hall Est https://t.co/R4sCTeezlV https://t.c…
7/19/2016 8:10:01 PM
Wearadream: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 8:15:06 PM
helensonner: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: language leads to meaning leads to
practice. We must ensure what remains will endure #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:23:00 PM
GribouilleChat: The latest livres, le Journal! https://t.co/eLfx5SQHdt Thanks to
@placardobalais @Folio_livres #sharp16 #palaceday
7/19/2016 8:23:59 PM
helensonner: RT @khj5c: McKitterick: books in Special Collections are well guarded, but
many libraries don't know what rare books they have in general c…
7/19/2016 8:26:38 PM
helensonner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: defining "rare" has started a chain,
deciding which books are to be valued more than others, cared for di…
7/19/2016 8:26:52 PM
penflourished: RT @bookhistories: Heng Du (Harvard): excellent presentation on
prehistory of books, Chinese Masters texts (1-4 century BC) and the use of…
7/19/2016 8:28:50 PM
helensonner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: 1609: the earliest use of 'rare' in a
book auction #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:29:13 PM
penflourished: RT @bookhistories: Katja Pauliina Vuokko (U of Turku) on use of
#footnotes. "#WalterScott was very fond of footnotes" - Ivanhoe included 62…
7/19/2016 8:30:35 PM
mab_us: RT @mazarines: I'd rather be a "Curious Books Librarian" than a "Rare Books
Librarian." #bringbackCurious #sharp16
7/19/2016 8:33:22 PM
GrubStreetWomen: Another beautiful venue and as much Brie as I dream about
#sharp16 https://t.co/YFlWgMUm58

7/19/2016 8:34:39 PM
penflourished: RT @alisakbeer: McKitterick: Each generation has decided what to
designate as rare/curious. By survival, by appearance, by value, by textua…
7/19/2016 8:34:53 PM
mab_us: RT @jotis13: Pettegree: suspects that 17th century books survive even less
than 16th; something to keep in mind as continue work of USTC #s…
7/19/2016 8:36:24 PM
helensonner: Tweets from #sharp16 trended so high today that the hashtag attracted
spammers. Bravo! (And merci beaucoup from Washington, DC)
7/19/2016 8:45:03 PM
bibliothequeUSB: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre
numérique met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 8:45:06 PM
PoeticsHeretic: RT @mazarines: Our words, our terms have bias & meaning. We invest
in what material elements of cultural heritage survive with our descript…
7/19/2016 8:54:29 PM
iowamanifold: RT @mazarines: Our words, our terms have bias & meaning. We invest
in what material elements of cultural heritage survive with our descript…
7/19/2016 8:55:01 PM
EpubFr: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences
que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 8:58:06 PM
IUTStCloud: RT @SHARP2017: We're so excited to be in Paris for #sharp16, and are
looking forward to welcoming you to Canada for #sharp17!
7/19/2016 9:02:00 PM
hellsgrannie: @Andyucl I'm at #sharp16, lots of gr8 papers on archives and other stuff,
otherwise I'd be there. Thanx for #cahg16 https://t.co/Vp2rpzNFMj
7/19/2016 9:12:50 PM
drjanepotter: RT @sharpicecream: Ca me plait: sharpfromage... #sharp16
https://t.co/KVHKhVrxZF
7/19/2016 9:21:02 PM
sharpicecream: Ouais/yeah #sharp16 https://t.co/YvhDV0ww0C
7/19/2016 9:23:00 PM
domedomini: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique
met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/19/2016 9:28:11 PM
bittenpub: RT @drjanepotter: Beautiful but hot #sharp16 https://t.co/VGR9jKGs1p
7/19/2016 9:41:49 PM
Musee_Medard: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 9:42:58 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #sharp16 conf day 2: meetings shorter (yay!) = time for panels! Nice
glimpses of downtown Paris en route to reception. First-ever uber ride.

7/19/2016 9:47:44 PM
MartineLemalet: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/19/2016 9:57:51 PM
RebeccaJEmmett: RT @EpistolaryBrown: McKitterick: Few libraries in the seventeenth
century had reading rooms or special collections; each gen has defined '…
7/19/2016 10:14:17 PM
ClaireSquires: Hundreds of university deans forced to resign in Turkey in post-coup
purges; sobering news while we enjoy #sharp16 https://t.co/EsspUJHkJ5
7/19/2016 11:03:02 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @alisakbeer: Boutcher gives four ways of books traveling - not just
physically, but also across media, from print to speech #sharp16 #3a
7/19/2016 11:35:19 PM
MeganPeiser: #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/orVQnGPMDc
7/19/2016 11:53:43 PM
friede: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically & disciplinarily
diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/20/2016 12:07:02 AM
atlftraducteurs: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux
ebooks https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/20/2016 12:31:02 AM
atlftraducteurs: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/20/2016 12:31:08 AM
KaraMcClurken: RT @mazarines: Promo for @khj5c talk on Thursday! #sharp16
https://t.co/W4WcI5GXLH
7/20/2016 12:43:37 AM
Essaipresabaci: The latest Gourman...lire! https://t.co/XpIP0NUIo7 Thanks to
@bibliojeunes #livre #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:47:49 AM
obrienatrix: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique
met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/20/2016 1:23:15 AM
obrienatrix: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 1:23:23 AM
JanetNotJohn: Sounds like all's rocking at #sharp16 & great to meet you yesterday
@Shaf_Towheed. Plus see @drjanepotter & co! https://t.co/pVpKUazgo2
7/20/2016 2:14:09 AM
kylebibliophile: RT @Shaf_Towheed: The material book as an ideal perfect object
containing more than just knowledge, memories as well - Conpagnon keynote #s…
7/20/2016 2:18:00 AM

marlaqtz: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/20/2016 2:29:43 AM
MartineLemalet: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre
numérique met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/20/2016 3:11:56 AM
stormpetrel: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: Historians of the book seek to
extend boundaries. We often still decide what to focus on, what we keep an…
7/20/2016 3:28:08 AM
rhi_lassiter: RT @ClaireSquires: Hundreds of university deans forced to resign in
Turkey in post-coup purges; sobering news while we enjoy #sharp16 https…
7/20/2016 3:41:05 AM
bibliobleue: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 4:17:04 AM
Rmybook: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences
que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 4:24:48 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Gertrude Bell writing 100 years ago & relevant today. Is ice cream the
answer? #sharp16 @sharpicecream https://t.co/MGvQpbJ6pi
7/20/2016 4:47:44 AM
renaud81: The latest Bibliothèque et numérique! https://t.co/RGk9C8CKtv Thanks to
@fourmeux @lamateur37 @archiveilleurs #veille #sharp16
7/20/2016 5:08:07 AM
pcrevoisier: Le radar et le nuage est sorti de presse! https://t.co/TQ3EoqOTgr Les unes
d'aujourd'hui via @ActesSud @michellafon @Booksmag #sharp16
7/20/2016 5:11:25 AM
Shaf_Towheed: For Panel 5c Lexicons of Reading the relevant links to databases:
https://t.co/vo4kRfuPfR https://t.co/XJt00l9HgO #sharp16 @sharpparis2016
7/20/2016 5:54:03 AM
RareBookLibAntw: Good morning #sharp16! Heavy rain predicted for this afternoon,
dress for the weather you have, not the weather you want!
7/20/2016 6:08:49 AM
tokeriis: RT @ClaireSquires: Hundreds of university deans forced to resign in Turkey in
post-coup purges; sobering news while we enjoy #sharp16 https…
7/20/2016 6:17:28 AM
IDnum: [IDnum] news, l'infodoc numérique est sorti de presse!
https://t.co/999Hno4C6a Merci à @rlerignier @mikariviere @makeryfr #sharp16
#recettes
7/20/2016 6:21:33 AM
eklekticflo: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences
que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 6:30:14 AM

ILoveCopyright: .@SHARPorg-ists old and new: we've organised an unbanquet, a resto
in the 11th, tonight at 8pmish. All welcome cc @sharpparis2016 #sharp16
7/20/2016 6:39:48 AM
ILoveCopyright: Please can you DM me if you want to come so I can let the venue
know. cc @SHARPorg @sharpparis2016 #sharp16
7/20/2016 6:40:49 AM
eyeona: Looking forward to Digital Showcase / Presentation de projets numériques this
afternoon. #sharp16 https://t.co/BU6Hh50G2a
7/20/2016 6:41:13 AM
bibliotheques08: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 6:43:43 AM
bibliotheques08: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/20/2016 6:43:51 AM
superHH: Very excited for my first session of the day on mapping the French novel. Join
us in room Aquarium. #sharp16
7/20/2016 6:54:13 AM
bibliotheques08: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux
ebooks https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/20/2016 6:54:45 AM
superHH: Later, @uflib awesome employees @salteri and myself, as well as Alan Rauch
will present in salle des commission 2 at 11. #sharp16
7/20/2016 6:57:46 AM
arhomberg: RT @ClaireSquires: Hundreds of university deans forced to resign in Turkey
in post-coup purges; sobering news while we enjoy #sharp16 https…
7/20/2016 7:00:08 AM
mroyUPO: Starting the day with a panel on American subscription publishing #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:01:47 AM
mhbeals: Up first this sunny #sharp16 morning I'd @mike_Kestemont with Authenticity
Criticism in Lit and Vis Arts
7/20/2016 7:02:40 AM
superHH: DH projects aim to find out what was read during the Enlightenment. fBTEE
database to help with endeavor. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:02:48 AM
superHH: FBTEE stands for French Book Trade in Enlightenment Europe. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:03:19 AM
alisakbeer: Christopher Rundle: Publishing the Enemy in Fascist Italy #sharp16 #5b
7/20/2016 7:03:33 AM
obrienbridgeta: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 @MyLiminality: digital "photocopies" are
insufficient 4 making scrapbooks available online; need interpretive, complex…
7/20/2016 7:03:40 AM

Louiestowell: RT @ClaireSquires: Hundreds of university deans forced to resign in
Turkey in post-coup purges; sobering news while we enjoy #sharp16 https…
7/20/2016 7:04:33 AM
paulstpancras: RT @ClaireSquires: Hundreds of university deans forced to resign in
Turkey in post-coup purges; sobering news while we enjoy #sharp16 https…
7/20/2016 7:06:17 AM
superHH: Link of the FBTEE:https://t.co/JjK86vWhpw #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:06:49 AM
mollyhardy: John Garcia foregrounding archival lost, explaining, for example, why
subscription books ("dummies") were torn apart in 19C #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:07:08 AM
genschaffner: contra T. Belanger, #sharp16 #s5h the history of the book is NOT the
history of the French book... stakes of western lang in non-west world?
7/20/2016 7:07:22 AM
bethlrx: Starting the day with translations in the Arab world. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:07:39 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c: lexicons of reading & languages of the book. Feeling right at home
here with friends & colleagues from https://t.co/vX6FpNSJAf #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:08:20 AM
mhbeals: .@Mike_Kestemont opens with description of his "reasonably well organised"
field of stylometry #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:08:50 AM
praymurray: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@SHARPorg-ists old and new: we've organised an
unbanquet, a resto in the 11th, tonight at 8pmish. All welcome cc @sha…
7/20/2016 7:10:36 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c Brigitte Ouvry-Vial: EU-RED group is a tribute to the @sharporg
community <3 #iambookhistory #wearebookhistory #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:11:09 AM
superHH: So it looks like too 5 pirated titles were religious books. #preliminaryfindings
#sharp16
7/20/2016 7:11:19 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c Ouvry-Vial: understanding (the experiences of) reading is an
interdisciplinary and multifaceted task #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:13:33 AM
genschaffner: (reflecting on the difficulties of translating the Arabic Renaissance
#sharp16 #s5h perhaps a better universal language and world culture?)
7/20/2016 7:13:46 AM
alisakbeer: Rundle: Fascinating insights into the delicate negotiation and politics
involved in publishing translations in fascist Italy #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:14:18 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c Brigitte Ouvry-Vial: EU-RED group is a tribute
to the @sharporg community <3 #iambookhistory #wearebookhistory #sharp…

7/20/2016 7:14:37 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c Ouvry-Vial: EU-RED will work with six core European languages.
#sharp16
7/20/2016 7:15:07 AM
harrietta3: RT @MyLiminality: Another beautiful reception venue at #sharp16 !
#galeriecolbert https://t.co/wpdXZZOi84
7/20/2016 7:15:36 AM
mollyhardy: Garcia places subscription lists in context of trade ephemera, incl.
@AmAntiquarian Hoole's Ariosto (1815) https://t.co/H4zHUDI4OU#sharp16
7/20/2016 7:16:34 AM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c Brigitte Ouvry-Vial: EU-RED group is a tribute to
the @sharporg community <3 #iambookhistory #wearebookhistory #sharp…
7/20/2016 7:16:40 AM
gbarnhisel: Rundle: Fascist Italian translation laws sought to dampen "excessive
enthusiasm" for American lit #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:16:56 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c now @Shaf_Towheed UK-RED forms the base for EU-RED, but UKRED is historical and text-based, and EU-RED will be "so much more" #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:18:26 AM
mhbeals: .@Mike_Kestemont Authenticity means something different in literature and a
visual arts studies (copies okay in former) #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:18:28 AM
genschaffner: (... than a more diffuse eurocentric renaissance based largely on
normalising transmission of these texts to the west? #sharp16 #s5h my bad)
7/20/2016 7:19:05 AM
Uniformbooks: Michael Hampton's 'Unshelfmarked'“…engaging and occasionally
dizzying essays"https://t.co/mEisyVK4yo#sharp16 https://t.co/c5Kqptmzxs
7/20/2016 7:19:24 AM
loradeets: 'Think of it as a 19th century version of a database' - Shafquat Towheed
@Shaf_Towheed on the amazing and labour-intensive UK RED #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:20:05 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c @Shaf_Towheed "reading doesn't have frontiers" #sharp16
#bookhistorylove
7/20/2016 7:20:30 AM
mhbeals: Authenticating paintings by dna of polar bear hair found in paint. Awesome
anecdote @Mike_Kestemont #tangentialtweets #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:21:06 AM
genschaffner: (... oh, and, transmission and translation of texts of the Arabic
Renaissance did not transmit the context and culture... #sharp16 #s5h)
7/20/2016 7:21:14 AM
bethlrx: Beirut as a "free zone" for books that can't be published or circulated in other
parts of the Arab world, due to censorship. #s5h #sharp16

7/20/2016 7:21:41 AM
alisakbeer: Rundle: Banning books such as ‘Americana’ may have been more talk than
action: despite agreement on a ban the book was still bought #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:22:10 AM
bookhistories: @Shaf_Towheed: 'Reading does not have frontiers' #sharp16 (#s5c)
7/20/2016 7:22:22 AM
alisakbeer: Rundle: 3 degrees of severity: Children’s literature most strictly policed,
because in most danger. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:22:45 AM
genschaffner: RT @bethlrx: Beirut as a "free zone" for books that can't be published or
circulated in other parts of the Arab world, due to censorship. #…
7/20/2016 7:22:58 AM
DidierBoullery: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux
ebooks https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/20/2016 7:23:03 AM
loradeets: @Shaf_Towheed discussing the enormous challenges in expanding UK RED to
EU RED - adapting UK-based and largely freetext system #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:23:11 AM
alisakbeer: Rundle: 2nd degree of “protection” was publication for the masses, who
were in almost as much ‘danger’ as children. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:23:14 AM
superHH: Collaboration between DHers and gaming community is essential #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:23:42 AM
edinburghchb: RT @SHARPorg: Book history is intellectually, methodologically &
disciplinarily diverse: do follow—and contribute to—the #iambookhistory ha…
7/20/2016 7:24:06 AM
alisakbeer: Rundle: 3rd degree of control was for the intellectual elite, seen as
confirmed fascists or ineffective. Could read most freely. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:24:06 AM
gbarnhisel: Rundle: Fascist regime made publishers put crime fiction in higher price
bracket to discourage the masses from buying it #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:24:09 AM
mhbeals: Authentication in visual arts based more on connoisseurship and is a vibrant
commercial market (but not replicable) @Mike_Kestemont #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:24:13 AM
edinburghchb: RT @praymurray: In the sweet spot where book history & digital hums
collide; also social justice, gender, videogames, comics & tech #iamboo…
7/20/2016 7:24:37 AM
gbarnhisel: Rundle: clever publisher Bompiani argued that its AmLit anthology would
show Italians that American writers weren't all that #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:24:41 AM
edinburghchb: RT @lisejaillant: I work on 20th century literary institutions, with a
particular focus on Anglo-American commercial publishers #iambookhis…

7/20/2016 7:24:42 AM
edinburghchb: RT @ClaireSquires: I research late 20c/21c publishing, book prizes, lit
events. Oh, & writing a kids' book with some bk history themes #iam…
7/20/2016 7:24:46 AM
alisakbeer: Michelle K Troy: The Dangers of Peace: The Fight over Books in English in
Post-War Europe #sharp16 #5b
7/20/2016 7:25:21 AM
edinburghchb: RT @MyLiminality: I work on #scrapbooks and other archived
ephemera. I am #prototyping #DH data visualizations. I study media theory #iambo…
7/20/2016 7:25:23 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c @Shaf_Towheed on how to automate finding processes for reading
experiences - English lexicons of reading #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:25:30 AM
edinburghchb: RT @nzsydney: I explore 19C correspondence networks. I research
contemporary typography. I make book sculptures #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:25:35 AM
edinburghchb: RT @JasonEnsor: I write digital humanities code, I research 20thC
Australian publishers, I mine bibliographic and cultural data. #iambookhi…
7/20/2016 7:25:39 AM
edinburghchb: RT @iangadd: I study the early modern book trade and book trade
guilds, especially the Stationers' Company. Also an editor. #iambookhistory…
7/20/2016 7:25:43 AM
digitalpigeons: Ensor showing some impressive problem solving skills in working with
old/rare books and old/rare technology. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:25:52 AM
loradeets: @Shaf_Towheed EU RED coding emotional responses to reading C15 to C20 I am experiencing EMO1 (positive emotions) #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:25:53 AM
alisakbeer: Troy: Albatross Press as a publisher of English books for the continent.
#sharp16
7/20/2016 7:26:13 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c Ouvry-Vial: understanding (the experiences of)
reading is an interdisciplinary and multifaceted task #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:26:20 AM
mhbeals: If you can teach a pigeon to identify s Picasso, can you teach a computer?
@Mike_Kestemont #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:26:40 AM
alisakbeer: Troy: How did English editions flourish at the worst of times and collapse
after the war? Why is peace more dangerous than war? #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:27:07 AM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: For Panel 5c Lexicons of Reading the relevant links to
databases: https://t.co/vo4kRfuPfR https://t.co/XJt00l9HgO #sharp1…

7/20/2016 7:27:18 AM
gbarnhisel: Troy: why do continental editions (Tauchnitz, Albatross) flourish in hard
times (war, depression) and fail when things are flush? #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:27:28 AM
Marie_LSJ: A great ally for DH: @JasonEnsor explains how the gaming community can
help run databases that were created on 25+-yr-old platforms #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:27:31 AM
genschaffner: translation and transmission "generating a new ___ for the Arab world" #sharp16 #s5h (lash up benefits of Arabic print culture + politics)
7/20/2016 7:27:53 AM
mudras3651: RT @alisakbeer: Troy: How did English editions flourish at the worst of
times and collapse after the war? Why is peace more dangerous than…
7/20/2016 7:28:18 AM
alisakbeer: Troy: S.G. van Looy’s records as a ‘map’ to the decline of English books on
the continent pre-during-post War. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:28:18 AM
superHH: Converting a file from a format to an other is no easy task. Need to
understand how it was coded, get into mind frame of coder #dh #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:28:19 AM
bethlrx: Mermier: cultural activities (like translation, publishing...) can also be used for
political legitimation #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:28:49 AM
loradeets: RT @mhbeals: Authentication in visual arts based more on connoisseurship
and is a vibrant commercial market (but not replicable) @Mike_Kest…
7/20/2016 7:28:56 AM
lisejaillant: Michele Troy: Why did Albatross & Tauchnitz flourish in the 1930s (when
many Anglo-Americans were leaving Continental Europe)? #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:29:06 AM
loradeets: RT @mhbeals: If you can teach a pigeon to identify s Picasso, can you teach
a computer? @Mike_Kestemont #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:29:21 AM
mollyhardy: Winship acknowledges how directing @AmAntiquarian history of book
seminar on sub pub helped him consolidate ideas for this paper #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:29:22 AM
superHH: As humanists we need better research behaviors. Need to make sure others
will understand our data. Yes, we have data too! #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:29:31 AM
loradeets: RT @Marie_LSJ: A great ally for DH: @JasonEnsor explains how the gaming
community can help run databases that were created on 25+-yr-old pl…
7/20/2016 7:29:34 AM
Karenmca: And I'm watching on remotely. #MusicBookHistory #MusicScoreHistory is a
thing too! #sharp16 #Iambookhistory https://t.co/ZJ35rO0Nof

7/20/2016 7:30:13 AM
alisakbeer: Troy: Pre-war “there aren’t many games in town” - Tauchnitz and Albatross
become partners in 1930s #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:30:15 AM
ActuaLitte: Toute la mémoire du monde : @laBnF filmée par Alain Resnais
https://t.co/LwbJRnLvJ5 #sharp16 https://t.co/JtmnNyGjV0
7/20/2016 7:30:17 AM
Karenmca: RT @iangadd: I study the early modern book trade and book trade guilds,
especially the Stationers' Company. Also an editor. #iambookhistory…
7/20/2016 7:30:39 AM
genschaffner: (ok, so I should have always thought, and be thinking, of print culture as
political culture) #sharp16 #s5h (feeling ignorant this morning)
7/20/2016 7:30:57 AM
genschaffner: RT @bethlrx: Mermier: cultural activities (like translation, publishing...)
can also be used for political legitimation #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:31:50 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c "I met with Ms Austen's novels" instead of read/browsed/... how to
deal w/ this sort of engagement w/texts @Shaf_Towheed #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:32:08 AM
lisejaillant: Troy: Allen Lane (Penguin) was planning a joint venture with Albatross in
the 1930s #paperbacks #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:32:34 AM
alisakbeer: Troy: Albatross books still used in schools - German produced (better than
Penguin eds) but banned in 1942. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:33:31 AM
mhbeals: How good is your Greek? PowerPoint font problems...Wendy Lemmens taking
it in stride. #sharp16 https://t.co/UXfdd5OTx8
7/20/2016 7:33:57 AM
genschaffner: (importing and exporting genius of Arabic technology comparable to
translate/transmit Arabic texts?) listening to Parsapajouh #sharp16 #s5h
7/20/2016 7:34:30 AM
alisakbeer: Troy: Postwar: immense hopes vs. economic realities. Pervasive poverty &
shortages but censorship is all but gone. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:35:25 AM
emmaZbolland: RT @Uniformbooks: Michael Hampton's 'Unshelfmarked'“…engaging
and occasionally dizzying essays"https://t.co/mEisyVK4yo#sharp16 https://t…
7/20/2016 7:35:29 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c "I met with Ms Austen's novels" instead of
read/browsed/... how to deal w/ this sort of engagement w/texts @Shaf_Towh…
7/20/2016 7:35:29 AM
alisakbeer: Troy: But books have come to be seen as weapons for spreading ideology
during wartime - a legacy that persists? #sharp16

7/20/2016 7:35:59 AM
loradeets: 'I think it a powerful production' (not book) @Shaf_Towheed w/ Mary
Somerville's letters, illustrating how keyword search can fail #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:36:36 AM
alisakbeer: Troy: Pre-war continental publishers produced most books in English
cheapest; post-war English publishers “want our books back” #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:36:43 AM
alisakbeer: Troy: Unwin particularly vocal about resentment of Tauchnitz and Albatross.
#sharp16
7/20/2016 7:37:05 AM
404DanceFlore: RT @ActuaLitte: Toute la mémoire du monde : @laBnF filmée par Alain
Resnais https://t.co/LwbJRnLvJ5 #sharp16 https://t.co/JtmnNyGjV0
7/20/2016 7:37:07 AM
mollyhardy: Winship describes Weems as 1st canvasser, a practice which would become
trade norm in 19C, tho seldom as colorful as Weems #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:37:08 AM
loradeets: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c "I met with Ms Austen's novels" instead of
read/browsed/... how to deal w/ this sort of engagement w/texts @Shaf_Towh…
7/20/2016 7:37:26 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c Now: Cora Krömer & Helen Chambers on a French lexicon of
reading #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:37:27 AM
genschaffner: (argh. my ignorance of lang of Arabic science, and Arabic lang of science,
for ex when cataloguing alchemy #sharp16 #s5h -Parsapajouh)
7/20/2016 7:38:35 AM
gbarnhisel: Michele Troy's work on Albatross Press shows how Nazis tolerated one
Jewish businessman. Her book is great, will be out next yr #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:38:38 AM
lisejaillant: Troy: After WW2, British publishers wanted to get access to the European
market and break the monopole of Tauchnitz #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:38:51 AM
anna_kajander: Anthropological approaches mentioned in research of reading and
readers by Laura Brochet. Excellent! #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:39:07 AM
mhbeals: Lemmens discussing real vs literary dialects. Very interesting points about its
structural purpose #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:39:30 AM
genschaffner: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c @Shaf_Towheed "reading doesn't have
frontiers" #sharp16 #bookhistorylove
7/20/2016 7:39:40 AM
bethlrx: "Personal translator to the king" - sounds like a tenuous job description.
#sharp16

7/20/2016 7:40:03 AM
mollyhardy: Winships shows wide array of books sold by subscription “I don’t want u 2
think Amer lit & sub publishing necessarily go together” #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:41:01 AM
alisakbeer: Troy: Albatross “heals a continent held captive by nationalism” by
partnering with major firms in main markets. Great PR! #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:41:38 AM
loradeets: RT @gbarnhisel: Troy: why do continental editions (Tauchnitz, Albatross)
flourish in hard times (war, depression) and fail when things are…
7/20/2016 7:41:44 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @mhbeals: Lemmens discussing real vs literary dialects. Very
interesting points about its structural purpose #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:41:53 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @lisejaillant: Troy: After WW2, British publishers wanted to get
access to the European market and break the monopole of Tauchnitz #shar…
7/20/2016 7:42:09 AM
superHH: Why searching sites like Worldcat provides different results whether you live
in Australia or in the U.S. Issue in getting data #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:42:31 AM
ARTECALorraine: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentations de projets numériques ouvertes
à tous | 20 juillet 13h-15h30 Hall Est https://t.co/R4sCTeezlV https://t.c…
7/20/2016 7:43:33 AM
mhbeals: Lemmens comparing dialects in Dutch original and English and French
translation #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:45:19 AM
Marie_LSJ: 2 people harvesting bibliographic data come up w/ diff nb results: diff in
geograph location? on-and-off access to some cats? @OCLC #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:45:59 AM
TradeCardCarl: Winship's comments on book-of-month clubs (selling books by
subscription) reminds me of own experience w/ childhood book club #sharp16 #5a
7/20/2016 7:46:53 AM
genschaffner: (sigh - listening to Parsapajouh and reflecting on Persian print culture of
19C... so deep and complex #sharp16 #s5h so much more to learn)
7/20/2016 7:47:49 AM
Marie_LSJ: Angus Martin: relationship between nb extent copies and circulation? nb
editions is usual proxy: MMF2 might provide answers #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:48:36 AM
mhbeals: Now Dirk van Hulle and Beckett's multilingual proof pages #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:50:13 AM
bethlrx: Language of status and class coming in: does translation give you access to
ideas that are "more advanced" or "civilized"? #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:50:28 AM

JasonEnsor: RT @Marie_LSJ: A great ally for DH: @JasonEnsor explains how the
gaming community can help run databases that were created on 25+-yr-old pl…
7/20/2016 7:50:41 AM
gbarnhisel: Troy: paperback revolution & economies of scale provided by vast domestic
market, helped American publishers kill off Albatross #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:50:48 AM
mhbeals: RT @Marie_LSJ: 2 people harvesting bibliographic data come up w/ diff nb
results: diff in geograph location? on-and-off access to some cats…
7/20/2016 7:51:12 AM
mhbeals: RT @Marie_LSJ: Angus Martin: relationship between nb extent copies and
circulation? nb editions is usual proxy: MMF2 might provide answers…
7/20/2016 7:51:19 AM
alisakbeer: Emily Oliver: https://t.co/ZUKyaSvbdG #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:51:30 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: Gone With The Wind extremely popular during and after WWII trans.1937, 16 print runs by 1941. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:52:18 AM
loradeets: RT @gbarnhisel: Troy: paperback revolution & economies of scale provided
by vast domestic market, helped American publishers kill off Albat…
7/20/2016 7:52:37 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c now Francesca Benatti on text mining as a method and the Italian
lexicon of reading #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:52:51 AM
gbarnhisel: Oliver: GWTW was most frequently borrowed book in Nazi Germany; 280k
copies sold 1936-41 #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:52:52 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: No reprints of Gone With The Wind during the war but not removed
from private households. 1946 ed sold out. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:53:09 AM
genschaffner: (yowza. Parsapajouh on relationships of revolution of mise en page, and
political revolutions... if I am getting her argument #sharp16 #s5h)
7/20/2016 7:53:22 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: Why was Mitchell’s novel so popular in Germany? #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:53:30 AM
sharpicecream: Il me faut de l'affogato #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:53:57 AM
loradeets: RT @gbarnhisel: Oliver: GWTW was most frequently borrowed book in Nazi
Germany; 280k copies sold 1936-41 #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:54:16 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: Occupied Germany saw many different controls on publishing
(ISC/ICD, etc) plus scarcity problems. #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:54:35 AM

CorinnaNoRue: #5c learned a new French word today: "lisotter" for browsing. Lovely
#sharp16
7/20/2016 7:56:25 AM
genschaffner: (pondering "trois grande langues" - Arabic Persian and Turkish - and the
history/reception of print culture #sharp16 #s5h)
7/20/2016 7:56:39 AM
gbarnhisel: Oliver: Brit and American occupying forces licensed publishers in postwar
Germany. "Information Control Division"--nice name #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:57:13 AM
Marie_LSJ: 3 important archives for 18c French publishing: Plantin, Neufchatel
(Darton), Luchtmans (Dijstelberge & al) https://t.co/OqhU7jxoSJ #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:57:36 AM
bethlrx: Muhidine on piracy in Turkey - "it's not copying, it's piracy" #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:58:40 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c thanks to simpler grammar structures, text mining for READing
experiences is much easier in English than eg in Fr & esp. It #sharp16
7/20/2016 7:59:09 AM
lisejaillant: Emily Oliver: the German publisher of Gone with the Wind, H. Goverts,
didn't publish Nazi propaganda; got a British licence in 1945 #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:00:52 AM
bethlrx: Turkey looks to both east and west for original for translation. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:00:59 AM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @lisejaillant: Emily Oliver: the German publisher of Gone with
the Wind, H. Goverts, didn't publish Nazi propaganda; got a British licen…
7/20/2016 8:01:10 AM
laBnF: #sharp16 même à distance, suivez les conférences avec le HT dédié! Even from
far, follow the conference with the HT! https://t.co/NELlEag8xn
7/20/2016 8:01:35 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c mammamia, Italian lexicon of reading is complicated! Even as an
on-and-off Italian speaker, I've never considered this! (1/2) #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:02:36 AM
genschaffner: RT @bethlrx: Turkey looks to both east and west for original for
translation. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:02:37 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: GWTW selling to German women? 7million more women than men
post-WWII. Similar demographic shift in GWTW, homefront focused. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:02:39 AM
Marie_LSJ: Dijstelberge: unpacking the Luchtmans Archive will require skills very rarely
combined: knowledge of French, bibliography, & Dutch! #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:03:06 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #5c #sharp16 (2/2) for instance, Benatti mentions LETTO (past
participle of "read" and noun "bed") & LEGGE (he/she/it reads and noun "law")

7/20/2016 8:03:30 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: In GWTW&Germany, women are “left behind” by the war,
traumatized, share Scarlett O’Hara’s experiences. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:03:42 AM
gbarnhisel: Oliver: GWTW plot mirrors situation of 3rd Reich before during and after
war: terror regime, slave labor, women left behind. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:04:25 AM
superHH: Alicia Montoya: what were people reading in 18thc? Different answer
depending on who you ask. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:05:00 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: Pressing German concerns: hunger, marriage/divorce,
childbirth/abortion, female-headed households. All present in GWTW #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:05:01 AM
bookhistories: Homographs makes identifying examples of reading difficult: the Italian
word 'letto' (read) is identical to 'letto' (bed) #sharp16 (#s5c)
7/20/2016 8:05:24 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: Was GWTW popular b/c thematically resonant but at enough of a
remove historically to be escapism for German women? #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:05:37 AM
CorinnaNoRue: @rhymesontheroad @DH_OU thank you for a fascinating look at these
challenges! #sharp16 #5c
7/20/2016 8:06:02 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: Easy to overlook race in GWTW/pervasive use of racist
vocabulary/from perspective of the advantaged. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:07:09 AM
Marie_LSJ: Alicia Montoya: what was read in 18c? Enlightenment or religious works?
posits existence of mediating/middlebrow works between them #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:07:25 AM
digitalpigeons: Montoya working to connect enlightenment world books with traditional
religious world books w 'middlebrow enlightenment' #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:07:49 AM
bookhistories: Madame de Staël: 'You must read as much as possible to become
original' (Francesca Benatti) #sharp16 (#s5c)
7/20/2016 8:07:55 AM
davidson_robert: RT @ClaireSquires: Hundreds of university deans forced to resign in
Turkey in post-coup purges; sobering news while we enjoy #sharp16 https…
7/20/2016 8:08:03 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: Yet GWTW film not screened in Germany - “the Negro incidents in
the picture were found objectionable” - casts America badly #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:08:04 AM
B_U_LA_C: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 même à distance, suivez les conférences avec le HT
dédié! Even from far, follow the conference with the HT! https://t.c…

7/20/2016 8:08:05 AM
alisakbeer: Oliver: Did GWTW appeal to German women seeing themselves as victims,
participating in the discourse of victimization? #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:08:52 AM
superHH: Subtle distinction that needs to be made: owning a book does not mean you
read it. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:09:30 AM
ActuaLitte: Les éditions Dar Merit, refuge pour les auteurs égyptiens de la génération
90 https://t.co/uqAqzFzJn1 #sharp16 https://t.co/mWPoijD3c7
7/20/2016 8:09:36 AM
genschaffner: (forgive me, but I cannot help but reflect on loop behind #s5h of nonRoman letters, symbols, w/ ascii nos, beauty of each letter #sharp16)
7/20/2016 8:10:16 AM
loradeets: RT @lisejaillant: Emily Oliver: the German publisher of Gone with the Wind,
H. Goverts, didn't publish Nazi propaganda; got a British licen…
7/20/2016 8:10:39 AM
gbarnhisel: RT @superHH: Subtle distinction that needs to be made: owning a book
does not mean you read it. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:10:42 AM
bethlrx: Muhidine: difficulties of defining elite and poplar culture in Turkey; Muslim but
not Arab or Islamist, European but not.... #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:11:35 AM
fabien_mo: RT @ActuaLitte: Les éditions Dar Merit, refuge pour les auteurs égyptiens
de la génération 90 https://t.co/uqAqzFzJn1 #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 8:12:26 AM
genschaffner: RT @bethlrx: Muhidine: difficulties of defining elite and poplar culture in
Turkey; Muslim but not Arab or Islamist, European but not.... #…
7/20/2016 8:12:34 AM
Marie_LSJ: Montoya studied 18c Dutch private library auction catalogs & found these
works: upcoming MEDIATE project will continue the work #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:12:46 AM
Iggy_Book: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/20/2016 8:13:01 AM
Iggy_Book: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux ebooks
https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/20/2016 8:13:07 AM
loradeets: @superHH Yes! 'Evidence of engagement with a text, over and above
ownership of a text', what UK RED and EU RED track #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:13:16 AM
superHH: Importance of metadata fields to help with our research. For Montoya will help
with analysis of personal libraries auction catalogs #sharp16

7/20/2016 8:13:21 AM
Marie_LSJ: Wonderful acronym! Middlebrow Enlightenment: Disseminating Ideas,
Authors and Texts in 18th-century Europe = MEDIATE #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:13:36 AM
StoryMakersNet: RT @ActuaLitte: Les éditions Dar Merit, refuge pour les auteurs
égyptiens de la génération 90 https://t.co/uqAqzFzJn1 #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 8:14:26 AM
IreneDelage: RT @ActuaLitte: Les éditions Dar Merit, refuge pour les auteurs égyptiens
de la génération 90 https://t.co/uqAqzFzJn1 #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 8:15:30 AM
superHH: @genschaffner it seriously makes all the difference #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:17:44 AM
mr56k: RT @Seguin_Be: Amazing experience to present the use of Computer Vision for
Ornements Searching through style or shape #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/20/2016 8:18:24 AM
bethlrx: Muhidine: censorship of "immoral" works and pron, bot mostly self-censorship
of religious works. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:19:09 AM
bethlrx: Autocorrect is ruining my spelling! #pedantic #editor #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:20:30 AM
genschaffner: (me: political "Resistance," les 3 grande langues, + resisting broad brush
of history of books + history of print culture? in #s5h #sharp16)
7/20/2016 8:21:05 AM
sebastien_fr: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c "I met with Ms Austen's novels" instead of
read/browsed/... how to deal w/ this sort of engagement w/texts @Shaf_Towh…
7/20/2016 8:21:07 AM
sylvain_lesage: RT @Marie_LSJ: Wonderful acronym! Middlebrow Enlightenment:
Disseminating Ideas, Authors and Texts in 18th-century Europe = MEDIATE #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:23:55 AM
JocHargrave: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentations de projets numériques ouvertes à
tous | 20 juillet 13h-15h30 Hall Est https://t.co/R4sCTeezlV https://t.c…
7/20/2016 8:25:20 AM
JocHargrave: RT @superHH: Subtle distinction that needs to be made: owning a book
does not mean you read it. #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:25:28 AM
JocHargrave: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c "I met with Ms Austen's novels" instead of
read/browsed/... how to deal w/ this sort of engagement w/texts @Shaf_Towh…
7/20/2016 8:25:36 AM
genschaffner: oh yes! (and so it seems we are going to have to move to @CERL_org for
a common language of metadata for research @superHH #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:28:37 AM
JocHargrave: @Shaf_Towheed: RED (Reading in Europe) project is building a model of
reading experience. #sharp16

7/20/2016 8:29:41 AM
vivdunstan: At #sharp16 Bought wanted academic book at 25% off. Found prob with
one room re wheelchair access but will manage to get to wanted talks
7/20/2016 8:33:04 AM
philipjohnjones: RT @Uniformbooks: Michael Hampton's 'Unshelfmarked'“…engaging
and occasionally dizzying essays"https://t.co/mEisyVK4yo#sharp16 https://t…
7/20/2016 8:34:01 AM
russellnohelty: RT @alisakbeer: Rundle: Fascinating insights into the delicate
negotiation and politics involved in publishing translations in fascist Ital…
7/20/2016 8:53:58 AM
NicDarwood: In the Aquarium - looking forward to hearing @AlexisWeedon and
@ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:58:14 AM
IanHesketh: Here we go #sharp16. "Visual Languages of Science" is about to begin!
7/20/2016 9:00:45 AM
TradeCardCarl: Looking forward to hearing Jason McElligott @MarshsLibrary on
"unenlightened readers" & stealing books in 18th-c. Dublin at #sharp16 #6f
7/20/2016 9:00:50 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Very full room for panel on Contemporary Book History Discourse
#sharp16
7/20/2016 9:01:14 AM
mhbeals: Now onto the wonderful @DrSKBarker on Texts as and in Translation: Foreign
News in EM England (and France) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:01:28 AM
mazarines: Delighted to be at the Visual Languages of Science panel this morning at
#sharp16.
7/20/2016 9:01:52 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel 5c 'Lexicons of Reading' by the Reading in Europe team about to
start #sharp16 @TheUKRED https://t.co/UiFuqe3bn1
7/20/2016 9:02:16 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c now @Shaf_Towheed UK-RED forms the base
for EU-RED, but UK-RED is historical and text-based, and EU-RED will be "so m…
7/20/2016 9:02:40 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: 'Think of it as a 19th century version of a database' Shafquat Towheed @Shaf_Towheed on the amazing and labour-intensive U…
7/20/2016 9:02:43 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c @Shaf_Towheed "reading doesn't have
frontiers" #sharp16 #bookhistorylove
7/20/2016 9:02:45 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: @Shaf_Towheed: 'Reading does not have frontiers'
#sharp16 (#s5c)
7/20/2016 9:02:47 AM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: @Shaf_Towheed discussing the enormous challenges in
expanding UK RED to EU RED - adapting UK-based and largely freetext syst…
7/20/2016 9:02:50 AM
alisakbeer: Full room at #sharp16 for session #6e on Writing, Reading and Researching
in the Digital Sphere - sitting on poofs!
7/20/2016 9:02:53 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c "I met with Ms Austen's novels" instead of
read/browsed/... how to deal w/ this sort of engagement w/texts @Shaf_Towh…
7/20/2016 9:03:05 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @JocHargrave: @Shaf_Towheed: RED (Reading in Europe) project
is building a model of reading experience. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:03:32 AM
mhbeals: RT @Marie_LSJ: Wonderful acronym! Middlebrow Enlightenment:
Disseminating Ideas, Authors and Texts in 18th-century Europe = MEDIATE #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:03:37 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #6e is as popular as a Bruce Springsteen concert!! #sharp16
@ILoveCopyright @AlexisWeedon & Marianne Martens
7/20/2016 9:04:50 AM
alisakbeer: First Melanie Ramdarshan Bold @ILoveCopyright on the changing nature of
authorship: The Social Author #sharp16 #6e
7/20/2016 9:05:04 AM
ClaireSquires: Over-capacity crowd at 6e: Chair Simone Murray points to the groupies
outside without tickets #sharp16 https://t.co/CuFMGXjtGa
7/20/2016 9:05:25 AM
andiesilva: Chair compares our #s6e to a Springsteen concert--full house, plus floor
seating, and outdoor fans trying to listen in. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:05:51 AM
alisakbeer: Social collaboration and authorship --> prosumers = producers/consumers
of digital content. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:05:58 AM
singingscholar: No wifi @B_U_LA_C, but a great panel on translation in Iran, Turkey,
and the Arab world. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:06:07 AM
StevieLMarsden: @ILoveCopyright: People are still reading books for entertainment:
hooray! #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:06:17 AM
digitalpigeons: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #6e is as popular as a Bruce Springsteen concert!!
#sharp16 @ILoveCopyright @AlexisWeedon & Marianne Martens
7/20/2016 9:06:53 AM
alisakbeer: Social authorship - wattpad and self publishing moves us away from
Darnton’s communication circuit. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:07:37 AM
mazarines: Courtney Roby on Pneumatica, where rigorous physical work proves matter
& voids through the senses, not merely rhetorically. #sharp16

7/20/2016 9:07:50 AM
ClaireSquires: @Shaf_Towheed :-( #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:07:51 AM
praymurray: Ramdarshan: Boyd's "context collapse"-however, trad.notions of
publishers' control are still persistent despite self-authorship #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:07:56 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 La session "The social author" à l'ère numérique fait le plein!!
https://t.co/6dkVyRCtLe
7/20/2016 9:07:57 AM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: @ILoveCopyright: People are still reading books for
entertainment: hooray! #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:08:01 AM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: Social collaboration and authorship --> prosumers =
producers/consumers of digital content. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:08:08 AM
singingscholar: So beyond capacity that people (incl me) are standing in the corridor!
#sharp16 https://t.co/WBv4OOcvHl
7/20/2016 9:08:09 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #6e is as popular as a Bruce Springsteen
concert!! #sharp16 @ILoveCopyright @AlexisWeedon & Marianne Martens
7/20/2016 9:08:16 AM
StevieLMarsden: @ILoveCopyright: there's a demand for writers without publishers ie.
wattpad #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:08:22 AM
paigecmorgan: Suzan Alteri on prefaces in the Romantic era, & their ability to allow
women to be part of public sphere #sharp16 https://t.co/fZVyB5fvg7
7/20/2016 9:08:25 AM
praymurray: RT @ClaireSquires: Over-capacity crowd at 6e: Chair Simone Murray
points to the groupies outside without tickets #sharp16 https://t.co/CuFM…
7/20/2016 9:08:36 AM
andiesilva: Melanie Ramdarshan Bold @ILoveCopyright discusses shifting notions of
authority and community 4 digital authors + social media #sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:08:42 AM
mhbeals: .@DrSKBarker Throughout the 16thC, Lyon an important centre for news,
often outstripping Paris (caveats w/ political pamphlets) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:08:46 AM
alisakbeer: Authority =/= influence. But reports of the death of the author have been
greatly exaggerated. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:08:49 AM
loradeets: Aquarium room at BnF absolutely packed for @ILoveCopyright
@AlexisWeedon Marianne Martens Digital Research #sharp16 https://t.co/8tZpcUt2gz
7/20/2016 9:09:22 AM

singingscholar: RT @bookhistories: Madame de Staël: 'You must read as much as
possible to become original' (Francesca Benatti) #sharp16 (#s5c)
7/20/2016 9:09:30 AM
mollyhardy: Jason McElligott from @MarshsLibrary on stolen books in 18C Dublin: what
can stolen books tell us about reading practices? #sharp16 #s6f
7/20/2016 9:09:33 AM
mazarines: Roby shows us the most excellent pneumatic machine MS illustration where
the swiveling of owls' heads forces air through its tubes. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:09:39 AM
StevieLMarsden: @ILoveCopyright: Death of the author has been greatly
exaggerated... #sharp16 https://t.co/HB1dvrIN0m
7/20/2016 9:09:41 AM
paigecmorgan: Clearly, women got trolled for speaking up just as much in the 18th
century as today. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:09:43 AM
alisakbeer: Solitary genius model of authorship is not dead (celebrity driven still in
publishing industry) but changing. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:10:07 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel 6e: Bold on celebrity authors - Scott & Stevenson in shades, how
cool is that? #sharp16 https://t.co/Z7tmCpXvLU
7/20/2016 9:10:18 AM
praymurray: RT @andiesilva: Melanie Ramdarshan Bold @ILoveCopyright discusses
shifting notions of authority and community 4 digital authors + social me…
7/20/2016 9:10:20 AM
andiesilva: .@ILoveCopyright: Myth of the solitary genius still very much alive in
modern world. #deathoftheauthor #sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:10:21 AM
ClaireSquires: There's a rumour that @praymurray & I are updating our Digital
Publishing Comms Circuit The 'original' here https://t.co/9oORkeEmlo #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:10:24 AM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: Authority =/= influence. But reports of the death of the
author have been greatly exaggerated. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:10:25 AM
singingscholar: RT @bethlrx: Mermier: cultural activities (like translation, publishing...)
can also be used for political legitimation #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:10:32 AM
loradeets: According to YouGov, most desired job in the UK: 'author' @ILoveCopyright
#sharp16
7/20/2016 9:10:54 AM
khj5c: RT @JocHargrave: @Shaf_Towheed: RED (Reading in Europe) project is building
a model of reading experience. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:11:02 AM
alisakbeer: Social media changing how we interact with authors and how authors
publicize/distribute content, esp microcelebs. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16

7/20/2016 9:11:15 AM
praymurray: Ramdarshan: networked microcelebrities attract attn & visibility in a
crowded marketplace #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:11:20 AM
sharpicecream: Give these men an ice cream #sharp16 https://t.co/DF9mcIIdKE
7/20/2016 9:11:33 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel 6e, Bold: social media has changed the ways in which people &
authors interact - including the rise of microcelebrities #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:11:38 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright publishers are no longer the gatekeepers of
literature due to social media #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:11:42 AM
paigecmorgan: (Hannah More told that her works ought to be burned by the hangman;
other W told they were totally incompetent to discuss nature) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:11:44 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: According to YouGov, most desired job in the UK:
'author' @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:11:54 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Ramdarshan: networked microcelebrities attract attn
& visibility in a crowded marketplace #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:11:54 AM
StevieLMarsden: @ILoveCopyright name checks @Zoella at #sharp16 leading the way
for our @SHARP2017 paper @maxinebranagh ;-)
7/20/2016 9:12:00 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright : contemporary authorship is defined by celebrity
and wealth; not typical of the larger field #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:12:02 AM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: Solitary genius model of authorship is not dead (celebrity
driven still in publishing industry) but changing. @ILoveCopyrig…
7/20/2016 9:12:10 AM
singingscholar: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 6e: Bold on celebrity authors - Scott &
Stevenson in shades, how cool is that? #sharp16 https://t.co/Z7tmCpXvLU
7/20/2016 9:12:20 AM
alisakbeer: Social media (esp Twitter) can enhance/maintain celeb status for authors.
@ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:12:33 AM
sharpicecream: Please bring ice cream to the people outside 6e #sharp16
https://t.co/xoxUvaGmOL
7/20/2016 9:12:34 AM
praymurray: RT @loradeets: According to YouGov, most desired job in the UK: 'author'
@ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:12:34 AM

mazarines: RT @ClaireSquires: There's a rumour that @praymurray & I are updating
our Digital Publishing Comms Circuit The 'original' here https://t.co…
7/20/2016 9:12:41 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright online social authorship has its roots in
manuscript writing #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:12:41 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @praymurray: Ramdarshan: networked microcelebrities attract
attn & visibility in a crowded marketplace #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:12:43 AM
singingscholar: RT @paigecmorgan: (Hannah More told that her works ought to be
burned by the hangman; other W told they were totally incompetent to discuss…
7/20/2016 9:13:00 AM
andiesilva: .@ILoveCopyright: Wattpad nos. Microcelebrity allowing great influence by
lesser known, "everyday" writers #sharp16 https://t.co/ZOQz2KY5xi
7/20/2016 9:13:00 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @alisakbeer: Social media (esp Twitter) can enhance/maintain
celeb status for authors. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:13:10 AM
alisakbeer: Social authorship not new - harks back to manuscript authorship,
collaborative, self-financed publication. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:13:10 AM
Shaf_Towheed: 6e, Bold: 90% of Wattpad users are readers, 250k stories shared daily,
24 hours of material posted each minute. Wow! #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:13:21 AM
mattrubery: Mel R Bold's term "microcelebrity" should be useful for micro book
historians. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:13:24 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright factors such as gender kept people from
accessing print; still a factor today #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:13:33 AM
alisakbeer: Are barriers to print publication lessened by online social platforms such as
wattpad? @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:13:50 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @mattrubery: Mel R Bold's term "microcelebrity" should be useful
for micro book historians. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:13:58 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @alisakbeer: Social authorship not new - harks back to manuscript
authorship, collaborative, self-financed publication. @ILoveCopyright…
7/20/2016 9:14:06 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 6e, Bold: 90% of Wattpad users are readers,
250k stories shared daily, 24 hours of material posted each minute. Wow! #sha…
7/20/2016 9:14:11 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @alisakbeer: Social authorship not new - harks back to manuscript
authorship, collaborative, self-financed publication. @ILoveCopyright…

7/20/2016 9:14:28 AM
mollyhardy: 1766 @MarshsLibrary audit shows reformed theology material largely free
of theft, tho Roman Catholic material did get stolen #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:14:37 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: .@ILoveCopyright considers @wattpad & the blurred line btwn author
& reader in social media & the larger digital sphere #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:14:43 AM
praymurray: Ramdarshan: undertook analytics-driven study, looking at range of highprofile established authors as well as Wattpad-only authors #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:15:08 AM
loradeets: RT @mattrubery: Mel R Bold's term "microcelebrity" should be useful for
micro book historians. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:15:13 AM
tmg7d: Jason McElligott: what books were stolen from Marsh's Library during c18? Well,
not theological works in ancient languages #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:15:18 AM
andiesilva: .@ILoveCopyright Popular authors like Margaret Attwood among newer,
lesser known writers #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:15:20 AM
ClaireSquires: I've only recently heard this rumour myself, I'd like to add #sharp16
@praymurray https://t.co/Vo8iZ5yYzA
7/20/2016 9:15:22 AM
praymurray: RT @andiesilva: .@ILoveCopyright: Wattpad nos. Microcelebrity allowing
great influence by lesser known, "everyday" writers #sharp16 https:/…
7/20/2016 9:15:38 AM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: Social authorship not new - harks back to manuscript
authorship, collaborative, self-financed publication. @ILoveCopyright…
7/20/2016 9:15:42 AM
bookhistories: McElligott on books stolen from Marsh's Library, Ireland. Section on
theology in Greek and Latin remain largely intact to this day #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:15:44 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 6e, Bold: 90% of Wattpad users are readers, 250k
stories shared daily, 24 hours of material posted each minute. Wow! #sha…
7/20/2016 9:15:52 AM
carol_osullivan: Who knew there was a 1518 English Channel earthquake? Latebreaking news courtesy of @DrSKBarker #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:16:05 AM
khj5c: Fascinating talk by Jason McElligott on book thefts from @MarshsLibrary in C18:
thieves weren't interested in theology #sharp16 #s6f
7/20/2016 9:16:10 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright lack of gatekeepers on Wattpad lets subgenres
such as LGBBQIA+ teen fiction #sharp16

7/20/2016 9:16:16 AM
tmg7d: McElligott: newer books stolen from Marsh's more often than older (esp. new
books in English, printed in Dublin) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:16:24 AM
mhbeals: .@DrSKBarker Bi-national news (such as Channel Earthquake) both France &
England portrayed them as domestic crises with no sharing #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:16:35 AM
Marie_LSJ: Brilliant reader records for 19c at the @MarshsLibrary including entries from
Bram Stoker: have to look up penny bloods! (doubt it) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:16:36 AM
andiesilva: .@ILoveCopyright addresses @wattpad blending of genres; escapes
canonical gate-keeping + offers opps regardless of gender and class #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:16:58 AM
alisakbeer: Wattpad does not distinguish between teen fiction, fan fiction. Most popular
includes One Direction fan fiction. #sharp16 @ILoveCopyright
7/20/2016 9:16:58 AM
mollyhardy: In general stolen books are the “newer” (18C) & produced in Dublin and
London tho @MarshsLibrary mainly a European library #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:17:00 AM
singingscholar: @andiesilva "Atwood lesser-known?!?" Quoth the feminist academic.
#sharp16 @ILoveCopyright
7/20/2016 9:17:03 AM
carol_osullivan: Paper by @DrSKBarker on news translation in 16th century - negative
representations of Turkey alas not a recent phenomenon #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:17:10 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #6e @ILoveCopyright for authors, self-publishing as a liberating
experience, a vehicle for expressing otherness #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:17:16 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright lack of gatekeepers on
Wattpad lets subgenres such as LGBBQIA+ teen fiction #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:17:17 AM
Shaf_Towheed: 6e, Bold: Wattpad doesn't have gatekeepers so previously minority
categories/genres have grown - 'your reader can be anywhere' #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:17:46 AM
tmg7d: McElligott: smaller books walk out, bigger books stay put #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:17:48 AM
genschaffner: oh yes "visual rhetoric", scientific observation and experimentation, and
*spectacle* in print culture history of science sess #6b #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:17:49 AM
alisakbeer: Author function linked to status and privilege - author brand name v
important for promotion. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:17:51 AM

Shaf_Towheed: RT @Marie_LSJ: Brilliant reader records for 19c at the @MarshsLibrary
including entries from Bram Stoker: have to look up penny bloods! (do…
7/20/2016 9:17:55 AM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: Wattpad does not distinguish between teen fiction, fan
fiction. Most popular includes One Direction fan fiction. #sharp16 @…
7/20/2016 9:18:07 AM
alisakbeer: Willing to pay 66% more for a brand-name author than an unknown author?
Expect previous quality from known authors @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:18:30 AM
StevieLMarsden: Ramdarshan: Consumers willing to pay 66% more for a brand name
author than unknown #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:19:01 AM
khj5c: Books stolen from @MarshsLibrary were disproportionately in English, recently
published, and small. #sharp16 #s6f
7/20/2016 9:19:02 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright only 4 out of the top 20 most-followed authors
on Wattpad are verified traditional authors #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:19:05 AM
alisakbeer: Margaret Atwood a champion of Wattpad. #themoreyouknow #sharp16
@ILoveCopyright
7/20/2016 9:19:16 AM
paigecmorgan: Alteri notes that women were able to turn their role as mothers
educating children to an opportunity to comment on morals, politics #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:19:20 AM
praymurray: Ramdarshan: only 17 verified authors are on Wattpad's most followed:
doesn't overlap with most voted for stories apart from Todd > #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:19:43 AM
loradeets: @ILoveCopyright points out the wealth of discussion on Wattpad about how
to get a traditional publisher #sharp16 https://t.co/VgZovvEFDQ
7/20/2016 9:19:52 AM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: Willing to pay 66% more for a brand-name author than
an unknown author? Expect previous quality from known authors @ILoveCo…
7/20/2016 9:19:57 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright only 4 out of the top 20
most-followed authors on Wattpad are verified traditional authors #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:20:04 AM
singingscholar: Looking at C16 mechanical treatises (Giorgi, multiple eds) with "Gorgon
heads blasted all over them." Why, I wonder? #sharp16 #histSTM
7/20/2016 9:20:19 AM
digitalpigeons: Whattpad, Zoella, memes, One Direction Fan-fiction... Did
@ILoveCopyright just make book history "cool" again? #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:20:36 AM
andiesilva: .@ILoveCopyright: Number of votes show most popular authors are not
"verified", but Wattpad-only writers #sharp16 https://t.co/7jLU85TWHu

7/20/2016 9:20:40 AM
tmg7d: McElligott: Solution to c18 library theft: lock readers into cages! It didn't work.
#shocker #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:20:41 AM
praymurray: RT @loradeets: @ILoveCopyright points out the wealth of discussion on
Wattpad about how to get a traditional publisher #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/20/2016 9:20:48 AM
genschaffner: (and need I notice another "femme"-nel, on history of print culture of
science, here at #sharp16? #6b)
7/20/2016 9:20:50 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @digitalpigeons: Whattpad, Zoella, memes, One Direction Fanfiction... Did @ILoveCopyright just make book history "cool" again? #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:21:16 AM
Shaf_Towheed: 6e Bold: most popular author on WattPad is OneDirection fan fiction
author Anna Todd #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:21:32 AM
mollyhardy: Cages @MarshsLibrary after 1766 audit did not deter theft as hoped. An
inside job? #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:21:45 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Ramdarshan: only 17 verified authors are on
Wattpad's most followed: doesn't overlap with most voted for stories apart from…
7/20/2016 9:21:47 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @khj5c: Books stolen from @MarshsLibrary were disproportionately
in English, recently published, and small. #sharp16 #s6f
7/20/2016 9:21:50 AM
digitalpigeons: I mean it always was, but this is a fresh new perspective. Also happy to
know I'm in the know for YouTube-Meme culture #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:21:56 AM
khj5c: Entire multivolume sets went missing @MarshsLibrary. Cages for readers were
instituted but thefts accelerated. Inside job? #sharp16 #s6f
7/20/2016 9:22:02 AM
pclaverie_fr: RT @ActuaLitte: Toute la mémoire du monde : @laBnF filmée par Alain
Resnais https://t.co/LwbJRnLvJ5 #sharp16 https://t.co/JtmnNyGjV0
7/20/2016 9:22:26 AM
singingscholar: RT @genschaffner: (and need I notice another "femme"-nel, on history
of print culture of science, here at #sharp16? #6b)
7/20/2016 9:22:29 AM
loradeets: Wattpad is democratising authorship, but @ILoveCopyright reminds that
hierarchies remain: readers 'deferential' to popular writers #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:22:47 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: Wattpad is democratising authorship, but
@ILoveCopyright reminds that hierarchies remain: readers 'deferential' to popular w…

7/20/2016 9:22:56 AM
ClaireSquires: @digitalpigeons @ILoveCopyright Not entirely sure One Direction is cool,
but I like the sentiment! #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:23:08 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 McElligott: lots of books stolen from @MarshsLibrary in c18 ended up
in the US
7/20/2016 9:23:33 AM
Marie_LSJ: How fun! @MarshsLibrary has stolen book lists! McElligott reconstructing a
lively 18c Dublin history of reading/white-collar crime #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:23:51 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright social media platforms have modernized social
authorship and changed the way authors and readers interact #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:24:04 AM
andiesilva: RT @loradeets: Wattpad is democratising authorship, but @ILoveCopyright
reminds that hierarchies remain: readers 'deferential' to popular w…
7/20/2016 9:24:05 AM
praymurray: Ramdarshan: Philipino romance author Nei Alejandrino hugely successful
despite only 6 major stories on Wattpad, formulaic romance #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:24:22 AM
loradeets: 'Networked micro-celebrities' - social platforms outside Wattpad are key for
successful WP authors @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:24:30 AM
praymurray: RT @loradeets: Wattpad is democratising authorship, but
@ILoveCopyright reminds that hierarchies remain: readers 'deferential' to popular w…
7/20/2016 9:24:35 AM
vivdunstan: Fascinating talk from Jason McElligott @MarshsLibrary on 18thC Dublin
book thefts. Small, non religious, new in English stolen most #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:24:47 AM
tmg7d: McElligott: apparently residence in Switzerland for a year wipes a book's legal
ownership record #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:25:09 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright social media platforms
have modernized social authorship and changed the way authors and readers inter…
7/20/2016 9:25:12 AM
carol_osullivan: .@DrSKBarker on counter-translated news story on Maréchal Biron:
influenced by 1601 Earl of Essex execution? #inthe16thCnews #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:25:20 AM
praymurray: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @ILoveCopyright social media platforms have
modernized social authorship and changed the way authors and readers inter…
7/20/2016 9:25:27 AM
khj5c: Many stolen books from @MarshsLibrary ended up in US libraries. "Practical and
legal problems" with recovery #sharp16 #s6f

7/20/2016 9:25:37 AM
praymurray: RT @loradeets: 'Networked micro-celebrities' - social platforms outside
Wattpad are key for successful WP authors @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:25:54 AM
alisakbeer: Marianne Martens: The Language of Betrayal: Ownership, Power, and
Control of JK Rowling’s Pottermore Website #sharp16 #6e @MariLib
7/20/2016 9:25:55 AM
alisakbeer: RT @loradeets: 'Networked micro-celebrities' - social platforms outside
Wattpad are key for successful WP authors @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:26:15 AM
Jive1D: RT @digitalpigeons: Whattpad, Zoella, memes, One Direction Fan-fiction... Did
@ILoveCopyright just make book history "cool" again? #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:26:27 AM
praymurray: Next up @MariLib - The Language of Betrayal: Ownership, Power and
Control of Rowling's Pottermore Website #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:26:50 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Marianne Martens presenting on Pottermore. Nerd heart is happy
#sharp16
7/20/2016 9:27:04 AM
mollyhardy: Stolen books a history of rdg or a history of white collar crime? Certainly a
way to reflect on trust & cooperation in libraries #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:27:10 AM
andiesilva: Marianne Martens will now talk about Pottermore, ownership, power, and
control #sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:27:26 AM
tmg7d: RT @mollyhardy: Stolen books a history of rdg or a history of white collar crime?
Certainly a way to reflect on trust & cooperation in libr…
7/20/2016 9:27:44 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @MariLib Atutors have fast feedback from readers on
material/plot lines, access to realtime sales data, voting on titles, etc.
7/20/2016 9:27:50 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Now @MariLib on panel #6e about Pottermore (& ownership, power,
control thereof) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:27:59 AM
mhbeals: Next up Guyda Armstong (Manchester) on The Italian Tale in English in the
Seventeenth Century with snazzy A3 handouts #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:28:03 AM
praymurray: Martens: instant feedback, from readers & sales data, as well as data
gathered from the reading experience #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:28:07 AM
loradeets: Marianne Martens up now: ownership, power and control of Rowling's
Pottermore #sharp16

7/20/2016 9:28:16 AM
praymurray: RT @GrubStreetWomen: Marianne Martens presenting on Pottermore.
Nerd heart is happy #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:28:16 AM
andiesilva: I'm not ashamed to admit I'm a huge Pottermore fangirl, although I only log
in when they email me about new content #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:28:18 AM
carol_osullivan: Now up: @manc_italian talking about 'Unknown Pleasures: the Italian
tale in the 17th Century' :) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:28:23 AM
Jive1D: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 6e Bold: most popular author on WattPad is OneDirection
fan fiction author Anna Todd #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:28:27 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Martens: feedback allows authors to engage with readers and
create a fan-approved, commercially viable produce #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:28:40 AM
digitalpigeons: Marianne Martens talking about ownership, power and control in
#Pottermore & fan-reader engagement #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:28:43 AM
alisakbeer: ‘Publishers, Readers, and Digital Engagement’ by @MariLib #sharp16 is
going on my reading list.
7/20/2016 9:28:45 AM
praymurray: Martens: immaterial & affective labour of young fans being used by the
publishing industry to market & sell books #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:29:14 AM
paigecmorgan: .@superHH on the forgotten children's lit of Rémy de Gourmont, & its
relation to the Decadence movemt #sharp16 https://t.co/kzyZf6ey43
7/20/2016 9:29:14 AM
ClaireSquires: This audience shows how vibrant & welcomed contemporary book
history/publishing studies is in @SHARPorg #sharp16 https://t.co/RMRhoyMGHW
7/20/2016 9:29:22 AM
Shaf_Towheed: 6e Martens: publishers shape products to fit consumers through
immediate feedback via fan sites. Fan labour supports book industry #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:29:26 AM
genschaffner: statistics and law enforcement demo by far most rare book theft is
insider theft. ouch #sharp16 -don't blame readers https://t.co/9smOBuqsVC
7/20/2016 9:29:36 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Next up @MariLib - The Language of Betrayal:
Ownership, Power and Control of Rowling's Pottermore Website #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:29:43 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @ClaireSquires: This audience shows how vibrant & welcomed
contemporary book history/publishing studies is in @SHARPorg #sharp16 https:/…

7/20/2016 9:29:57 AM
alisakbeer: Harry Potter an example of interaction between fans and authors - pub
1997, https://t.co/P8dbB0BXjJ started 1998. @MariLib #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:30:02 AM
andiesilva: Martens: first HP book coincided with internet boom. Helped increase fan
participation and engagement #sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:30:07 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Yesterday we had the scribe Volmar in the BnF aquarium, today we
have Pottermore :-) #harrypotternerd #sharp16 #6e @MariLib
7/20/2016 9:30:19 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: This audience shows how vibrant & welcomed
contemporary book history/publishing studies is in @SHARPorg #sharp16 https:/…
7/20/2016 9:30:21 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Charlotte Priddle's paper on a Regency woman's book collection on
the development of the novel
7/20/2016 9:30:23 AM
digitalpigeons: Note to self: use more memes in my slide presentations. Panel 6e is
killing it on this front! #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:30:36 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @andiesilva: Martens: first HP book coincided with internet boom.
Helped increase fan participation and engagement #sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:30:38 AM
loradeets: RT @praymurray: Martens: immaterial & affective labour of young fans being
used by the publishing industry to market & sell books #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:30:46 AM
praymurray: Martens makes an interesting point regarding the nature of the
Potterverse as one suitable for fan-fiction fueled extension #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:30:51 AM
paigecmorgan: The ultimate critical slam in late c19 France: "while these books
required lots of research, they are utterly w/o merit" @superHH #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:30:52 AM
loradeets: RT @ClaireSquires: This audience shows how vibrant & welcomed
contemporary book history/publishing studies is in @SHARPorg #sharp16 https:/…
7/20/2016 9:30:55 AM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 6e Martens: publishers shape products to fit consumers
through immediate feedback via fan sites. Fan labour supports book…
7/20/2016 9:31:05 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Martens: intersection of lawsuits and fandom shows tension
between author-control and fans' desire for agency #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:31:14 AM
alisakbeer: HP fans’ desire for agency and engagement struggles with JKR’s desire for
control. @MariLib #sharp16

7/20/2016 9:31:23 AM
praymurray: RT @andiesilva: Martens: first HP book coincided with internet boom.
Helped increase fan participation and engagement #sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:31:24 AM
paigecmorgan: .@superHH asks why we tend to ignore or dismiss the works authors
write for children as critically irrelevant. #goodquestion #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:31:52 AM
andiesilva: .@MariLib points to tensions between Rowlings' wish for control and fans'
desire for agency. A story as old as writers. #sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:31:52 AM
alisakbeer: JKR forced Amazon to channel HP sales to Pottermore - reduces Amazon’s
royalties. #sharp16 @MariLib A change for Amazon’s future or a fluke?
7/20/2016 9:32:50 AM
Shaf_Towheed: 6e Martens: Rowling 1st author to control her sales & dictate terms to
Amazon by sending buyers to Pottermore site #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:32:57 AM
genschaffner: terrific Q in #s6b: is visual rhetoric in hist of science texts a drift to
popularizing science using images? - well... yes and no #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:33:00 AM
praymurray: I've often felt that Rowlings' attitude @ odds with the philosophy of the
books themselves: David, Goliaths #sharp16 https://t.co/oHDY85NR9k
7/20/2016 9:33:31 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @alisakbeer: JKR forced Amazon to channel HP sales to
Pottermore - reduces Amazon’s royalties. #sharp16 @MariLib A change for Amazon’s f…
7/20/2016 9:33:43 AM
carol_osullivan: Texts circulate w/out their contexts (Bourdieu) - so what do 'Choice
Novels & Amorous Tales' *mean* in 17thC UK? @manc_italian #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:33:47 AM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: JKR forced Amazon to channel HP sales to Pottermore reduces Amazon’s royalties. #sharp16 @MariLib A change for Amazon’s f…
7/20/2016 9:33:49 AM
IanHesketh: Courtney Roby discussed the translations of the ancient "Pneumatics" over
several centuries, focussing on illustrations #sharp16 6a
7/20/2016 9:34:08 AM
singingscholar: Courtney Roby on C16 treatises combining vocab of science/tech with
visuals of spectacle. #sharp16 #histSTM
7/20/2016 9:34:14 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Martens: Pottermore readers were mainly teenage women on
mobile devices (whoops I was too old) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:34:49 AM
janicemorphet: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 3b, Pigeon: transatlantic exchange editors
embodying reader response in 19thC #sharp16

7/20/2016 9:34:54 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #6e @MariLib JK Rowling managed to convince Amazon to divert
prospective buyers to Pottermore. Wow! #amazonisevil #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:35:07 AM
loradeets: Martens: Pottermore changed to reflect user base: disproportionately young,
female, and accessing via mobile devices @MariLib #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:35:15 AM
digitalpigeons: Where my fellow Ravenclaws at?! #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:35:21 AM
StevieLMarsden: @MariLib: user/reader participation on sites has to be moderated, but
how do they maintain power and online democracy? #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:35:26 AM
alisakbeer: Challenge of Pottermore=moderation. Fans love agency of participation, JKR
wants control. Automods limited, need people. @MariLib #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:35:26 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: Martens: Pottermore changed to reflect user base:
disproportionately young, female, and accessing via mobile devices @MariLi…
7/20/2016 9:35:38 AM
bittenpub: RT @loradeets: Wattpad is democratising authorship, but @ILoveCopyright
reminds that hierarchies remain: readers 'deferential' to popular w…
7/20/2016 9:35:43 AM
praymurray: Martens: Pottermore's clampdown on users shot itself in the foot, as users
took to 'public' social media to protest #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:36:10 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Martens: redesign in Pottermore shifted focus to older readers,
eliminated gaming, and angered Twitter #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:36:21 AM
praymurray: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #6e @MariLib JK Rowling managed to convince
Amazon to divert prospective buyers to Pottermore. Wow! #amazonisevil #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:36:29 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Martens: Pottermore's clampdown on users shot
itself in the foot, as users took to 'public' social media to protest #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:36:32 AM
praymurray: RT @loradeets: Martens: Pottermore changed to reflect user base:
disproportionately young, female, and accessing via mobile devices @MariLi…
7/20/2016 9:36:32 AM
praymurray: RT @alisakbeer: Challenge of Pottermore=moderation. Fans love agency
of participation, JKR wants control. Automods limited, need people. @M…
7/20/2016 9:36:37 AM
StevieLMarsden: 'AND I COULDN'T FINISH MY POTION! ' Angry Pottermore fans took to
Twitter to share frustrations over relaunch @MariLib #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:36:51 AM

andiesilva: Pottermore redesign removed ability to upload images and site interaction.
Fans were not happy #sharp16 #s6e https://t.co/uK6tdtYtWD
7/20/2016 9:36:53 AM
Liblola: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences
que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 9:37:19 AM
alisakbeer: Fans were not pleased by relaunch of Pottermore, took to Twitter.
Potentially harmful to series b/c v wide audience! @MariLib #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:37:21 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @andiesilva: Pottermore redesign removed ability to upload
images and site interaction. Fans were not happy #sharp16 #s6e https://t.co/u…
7/20/2016 9:37:29 AM
singingscholar: Meghan Doherty: translating personal observation into published
reports vital to scientific understanding in early PhlTransRoyalSoc #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:37:29 AM
loradeets: RT @StevieLMarsden: 'AND I COULDN'T FINISH MY POTION! ' Angry
Pottermore fans took to Twitter to share frustrations over relaunch @MariLib…
7/20/2016 9:37:40 AM
bittenpub: #sharp16 @ILoveCopyright data mining wattpad https://t.co/z2hAa6bmwu
7/20/2016 9:38:01 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: This audience shows how vibrant & welcomed
contemporary book history/publishing studies is in @SHARPorg #sharp16 https:/…
7/20/2016 9:38:08 AM
Marie_LSJ: Provenance: if owners use distinctive bindings/spine marks, scanning
shelves yields + books frm private collections #materialitywin #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:38:15 AM
carol_osullivan: Topic of @manc_italian's talk on Italian tale in 17thC England: 'Choice
Novels & Amorous Tales' #sharp16 https://t.co/MjyqmPUlII
7/20/2016 9:38:21 AM
genschaffner: "visual culture" of Royal Society... #sharp16 #s6b (reflecting on eternal
role of image and text in science, and in study of hist printing)
7/20/2016 9:38:24 AM
khj5c: Charlotte Priddle used owner's inscriptions, ms spine marks, & other #booktraces
to ID books from Eliza Giffard's collection. #sharp16 #s6f
7/20/2016 9:38:36 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Intense indeed! @MariLib #6e #sharp16 https://t.co/4UexrmWy2c
7/20/2016 9:38:38 AM
alisakbeer: Interaction with fans can be helpful, but woe betide the author who angers
their fans. See Pottermore. #sharp16 @MariLib
7/20/2016 9:38:41 AM
andiesilva: This just comes to show I'm not the target audiece for Pottermore. Was
happy to just log in and read allowed by redesign #sharp16 #s6e

7/20/2016 9:38:47 AM
paigecmorgan: Added to my reading list: this book that @superHH is mentioning in
passing on "the bloodstained & fatal history of hot air balloons #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:38:56 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @khj5c: Charlotte Priddle used owner's inscriptions, ms spine
marks, & other #booktraces to ID books from Eliza Giffard's collection. #…
7/20/2016 9:39:07 AM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: 'AND I COULDN'T FINISH MY POTION! ' Angry
Pottermore fans took to Twitter to share frustrations over relaunch @MariLib…
7/20/2016 9:39:15 AM
IanHesketh: Meghan Doherty is looking at the way the natural world was translated
into text & image in the early Philosophical Transactions #sharp16 6a
7/20/2016 9:39:39 AM
praymurray: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Intense indeed! @MariLib #6e #sharp16
https://t.co/4UexrmWy2c
7/20/2016 9:39:39 AM
andiesilva: "I feel like a muggle now"-- worst thing a HP fan could ever say. @MariLib
#sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:39:40 AM
bittenpub: #sharp16 corporate control vs fan/reader agency https://t.co/fwOJ9KQqQb
7/20/2016 9:40:01 AM
StevieLMarsden: @MariLib summarises the Pottermore relaunch hate #sharp16
https://t.co/Zf7n5eoAWx
7/20/2016 9:40:11 AM
alisakbeer: Pushing fan participation to external social media lessens need for
moderation onsite. #sharp16 @MariLib
7/20/2016 9:40:13 AM
singingscholar: Doherty: individuals struggled to understand observation; circulating
knowledge standardized vocab, facilitated remote collab (C17) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:40:15 AM
alisakbeer: RT @andiesilva: "I feel like a muggle now"-- worst thing a HP fan could ever
say. @MariLib #sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:40:21 AM
bittenpub: RT @loradeets: Martens: Pottermore changed to reflect user base:
disproportionately young, female, and accessing via mobile devices @MariLi…
7/20/2016 9:40:26 AM
praymurray: RT @andiesilva: "I feel like a muggle now"-- worst thing a HP fan could
ever say. @MariLib #sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:40:35 AM
loradeets: @MariLib Fans angry re: loss of Pottermore games, doubly so about loss of
virtual possessions: 'I didn't get to finish my potion!!' #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:40:46 AM

praymurray: RT @bittenpub: #sharp16 corporate control vs fan/reader agency
https://t.co/fwOJ9KQqQb
7/20/2016 9:40:56 AM
jameshodges_: Crowds out the door! Glad I can watch & hear @MariLib discuss Harry
Potter & book fandom thru the glass #sharp16 https://t.co/QecnneekET
7/20/2016 9:41:29 AM
genschaffner: .@khj5c @MarshsLibrary ho ho ho... put the* librarians* in cages for
best practices for security? #sharp16 @rbmsinfo never thought of that
7/20/2016 9:41:33 AM
tmg7d: RT @Marie_LSJ: Provenance: if owners use distinctive bindings/spine marks,
scanning shelves yields + books frm private collections #materia…
7/20/2016 9:41:37 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Martens: Uses Twitter Capture to mine data. Looks like a great
tool! #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:42:06 AM
tmg7d: RT @singingscholar: Doherty: individuals struggled to understand observation;
circulating knowledge standardized vocab, facilitated remote…
7/20/2016 9:42:07 AM
fulsa019: ☹☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560
#☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹~#sharp16
7/20/2016 9:42:27 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @jameshodges_: Crowds out the door! Glad I can watch & hear
@MariLib discuss Harry Potter & book fandom thru the glass #sharp16 https://…
7/20/2016 9:43:23 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Martens: four months after the relaunch, the sorting hat was back
#stillaravenclaw #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:43:34 AM
alisakbeer: Pottermore an example of the power of a fanbase: sorting hat&wand
selection features brought back at fan demand. #sharp16 @MariLib
7/20/2016 9:43:41 AM
digitalpigeons: I mean, with the NEWTS coming up, it's perfectly understandable...
#sharp16 https://t.co/HcQpllvJI5
7/20/2016 9:43:45 AM
andiesilva: .@MariLib notes that metadata ensures no one is ever anonymous or "where
you can't find me." Internet writing always public. #sharp16 #s6e
7/20/2016 9:43:54 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jameshodges_: Crowds out the door! Glad I can watch & hear
@MariLib discuss Harry Potter & book fandom thru the glass #sharp16 https://…
7/20/2016 9:44:05 AM
tmg7d: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 6e: Bold on celebrity authors - Scott & Stevenson in
shades, how cool is that? #sharp16 https://t.co/Z7tmCpXvLU
7/20/2016 9:44:29 AM
tmg7d: RT @andiesilva: .@MariLib notes that metadata ensures no one is ever
anonymous or "where you can't find me." Internet writing always public…

7/20/2016 9:45:02 AM
praymurray: RT @andiesilva: .@MariLib notes that metadata ensures no one is ever
anonymous or "where you can't find me." Internet writing always public…
7/20/2016 9:45:34 AM
andiesilva: I'm sorry, who would ever want to go to an American magic school rather
than Hogwarts? Have you *seen* Oxford? #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:45:52 AM
singingscholar: Doherty: C17 scientific accuracy an "additive process"; publication of
experimental evidence crucial. #histSTM #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:45:53 AM
AutreCinalex: The latest *Autrement Cinémalex, le Journal! https://t.co/W2yj29gKxP
Thanks to @EcranLarge @mdiplo @blogdocs #palaceday #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:46:06 AM
mazarines: Meghan Doherty shows a papercut of a view of Saturn that Ball gave to
Oldenburg. Printed version in Phil. Trans. is inky & flat. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:46:06 AM
alisakbeer: Ilvermorny magic and houses on Pottermore dogged by controversy about
erasure of native cultures, fwiw. #sharp16 @MariLib
7/20/2016 9:46:09 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Martens: Pottermore could be emblematic of other fan sites
handling vocal fans as authors try to maintain corporate control #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:46:54 AM
IanHesketh: Doherty: discussions between author & editor about images in the
PhilTrans fostered debate about the theories contained therein #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:47:09 AM
paigecmorgan: Alan Rauch on interpretations of Darwin in illustrated form, including
Darwin as caveman. #sharp16 https://t.co/oeRF6cQJ4x
7/20/2016 9:47:10 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: This audience shows how vibrant & welcomed
contemporary book history/publishing studies is in @SHARPorg #sharp16 https:/…
7/20/2016 9:47:38 AM
loradeets: @MariLib Fans may give affective labour out of love, but are anything but
silent and deferential - Potter fans demand to be heard #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:47:52 AM
alisakbeer: Alexis Weedon: Reflecting on Uses of Quant and Qual Methods in
Researching Digital Reading and Writing, Online Communities&Readers #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:47:53 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 session 6f Jenny Furlong: reading French books at the @nysoclib.
Learning from digitized reader records!!! @TresIllustre
7/20/2016 9:48:08 AM
alisakbeer: RT @GrubStreetWomen: Martens: Pottermore could be emblematic of other
fan sites handling vocal fans as authors try to maintain corporate co…

7/20/2016 9:48:11 AM
SHARP2017: RT @StevieLMarsden: @ILoveCopyright name checks @Zoella at
#sharp16 leading the way for our @SHARP2017 paper @maxinebranagh ;-)
7/20/2016 9:48:24 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @loradeets: @MariLib Fans may give affective labour out of love,
but are anything but silent and deferential - Potter fans demand to be…
7/20/2016 9:48:36 AM
singingscholar: RT @IanHesketh: Doherty: discussions between author & editor about
images in the PhilTrans fostered debate about the theories contained the…
7/20/2016 9:48:41 AM
carol_osullivan: .@manc_italian harks back to 17thC mud-slinging between bitterly
opposed political camps #sharp16 https://t.co/OZm6somtar
7/20/2016 9:48:48 AM
khj5c: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 session 6f Jenny Furlong: reading French books at the
@nysoclib. Learning from digitized reader records!!! @TresIllustre
7/20/2016 9:48:52 AM
tmg7d: RT @alisakbeer: Ilvermorny magic and houses on Pottermore dogged by
controversy about erasure of native cultures, fwiw. #sharp16 @MariLib
7/20/2016 9:48:58 AM
superHH: @andiesilva it would be way cheaper to go to Oxford! Provides you are
accepted ;-) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:49:10 AM
praymurray: RT @loradeets: @MariLib Fans may give affective labour out of love, but
are anything but silent and deferential - Potter fans demand to be…
7/20/2016 9:49:14 AM
StevieLMarsden: Simone Murray: 'Sorting Hat controversy redefines first world
problems.' Yes, yes it does. #sharp16 #damnyouautocorrect
7/20/2016 9:49:15 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Now @AlexisWeedon's #6e talk - very meta. Can't wait to use update
to "Uses of Quantification" in teaching. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:50:09 AM
mollyhardy: "City Readers" a project recently digitized reader records from @nysoclib
https://t.co/jlshdqEUoc#sharp16
7/20/2016 9:50:46 AM
singingscholar: Doherty: 1669 Royal Soc. mtg included specimens acquired thru
international exchange over summer break. Delightful. #sharp16 #histSTM
7/20/2016 9:51:06 AM
loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on challenges of using data on reader engagement: material
'can be ephemeral and ignited by controversy' #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:51:26 AM
tmg7d: RT @mollyhardy: "City Readers" a project recently digitized reader records from
@nysoclib https://t.co/jlshdqEUoc#sharp16

7/20/2016 9:51:26 AM
praymurray: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Now @AlexisWeedon's #6e talk - very meta. Can't
wait to use update to "Uses of Quantification" in teaching. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:51:56 AM
superHH: I will be posting my talk in our IR so it is available freely #openaccess
#sharp16
7/20/2016 9:52:01 AM
bethlrx: Davis: British publishers made lots of money out of segregated education in
South Africa #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:52:11 AM
genschaffner: .@tmg7d @nysoclib @TresIllustre cf. what Middletown Read
https://t.co/fy55N4653A #sharp16, too
7/20/2016 9:52:18 AM
sharpicecream: Have an ice cream, James #sharp16 https://t.co/DIIZIGcuKV
7/20/2016 9:53:05 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Sorry to be missing this panel at BULAC but following on Twitter,
please keep tweeting! #sharp16 https://t.co/DCrJrdCJ6U
7/20/2016 9:53:12 AM
khj5c: Digitized historical reader records at @nysoclib: https://t.co/wjZRNPybc6
#sharp16 #s6f
7/20/2016 9:53:16 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: Davis: British publishers made lots of money out of
segregated education in South Africa #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:53:18 AM
paigecmorgan: Wow; 16th c interpretations of whales were odd -- but as Alan Rauch
points out, they WERE seen as mammals. #sharp16 https://t.co/aaxllDPcfx
7/20/2016 9:53:21 AM
praymurray: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on challenges of using data on reader
engagement: material 'can be ephemeral and ignited by controversy' #sha…
7/20/2016 9:53:22 AM
superHH: Thanks Remy de Gourmont: "Le Canada Français est une Alsace-Lorraine
transatlantique" #lovemywork #favquote #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:53:29 AM
alisakbeer: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on challenges of using data on reader
engagement: material 'can be ephemeral and ignited by controversy' #sha…
7/20/2016 9:54:22 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @khj5c: Digitized historical reader records at @nysoclib:
https://t.co/wjZRNPybc6 #sharp16 #s6f
7/20/2016 9:54:33 AM
mazarines: @sharpicecream @jameshodges_ Butter-beer flavored ice cream. #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:54:40 AM
alisakbeer: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Now @AlexisWeedon's #6e talk - very meta. Can't wait
to use update to "Uses of Quantification" in teaching. #sharp16

7/20/2016 9:54:43 AM
bittenpub: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on challenges of using data on reader
engagement: material 'can be ephemeral and ignited by controversy' #sha…
7/20/2016 9:55:04 AM
carol_osullivan: Hélène Cazes on change of genre & content in translation from
'Praedium Rusticum' to 'Maison Rustique' to 'Countrie Farme' #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:55:44 AM
alisakbeer: Quant and qual methods as applied to Twilight phenomenon. 377 fansites
examined. @AlexisWeedon #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:55:50 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @superHH: I will be posting my talk in our IR so it is available
freely #openaccess #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:56:19 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon tracked all fan sites for Twilight. Greatest number
were launched in 2008 with the first film #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:56:24 AM
janicemorphet: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Sorry to be missing this panel at BULAC but
following on Twitter, please keep tweeting! #sharp16 https://t.co/DCrJrdCJ6U
7/20/2016 9:56:40 AM
bittenpub: @AlexisWeedon cites digitisation as 'deleafing' - lovely #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:56:42 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @alisakbeer: Quant and qual methods as applied to Twilight
phenomenon. 377 fansites examined. @AlexisWeedon #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:56:56 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @alisakbeer: Quant and qual methods as applied to Twilight
phenomenon. 377 fansites examined. @AlexisWeedon #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:57:15 AM
praymurray: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon tracked all fan sites for Twilight.
Greatest number were launched in 2008 with the first film #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:57:24 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon tracked all fan sites for
Twilight. Greatest number were launched in 2008 with the first film #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:57:42 AM
tmg7d: Furlong: @nysoclib had difficulty acquiring titles requested by c18 lib trustees;
reminder to me that bks are v. easily found 2day #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:57:46 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon Episodic nature of engagement with fan sites is
similar to birth and death of magazine titles #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:57:55 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: A collection of fascinating talks on fanfic, digital publishing, & self
publishing. I think I've found my people :) #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:57:56 AM

Beth_driscoll: RT @loradeets: @MariLib Fans may give affective labour out of love, but
are anything but silent and deferential - Potter fans demand to be…
7/20/2016 9:57:59 AM
singingscholar: RT @paigecmorgan: Wow; 16th c interpretations of whales were odd -but as Alan Rauch points out, they WERE seen as mammals. #sharp16 https…
7/20/2016 9:58:04 AM
paigecmorgan: Here's the Werner Herzog reading Mike Mulligan & his Steamshovel vid
Rauch is ref'ing re images as paratext https://t.co/z4zjcsvgzi #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:58:08 AM
digitalpigeons: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon tracked all fan sites for
Twilight. Greatest number were launched in 2008 with the first film #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:58:39 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on challenges of using data on reader
engagement: material 'can be ephemeral and ignited by controversy' #sha…
7/20/2016 9:59:06 AM
Marie_LSJ: Had no clue! Subscription @nysoclib transcribed reader records, 1788(again, not expecting penny bloods) https://t.co/LYEU2yV6sz #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:59:17 AM
singingscholar: That... That is a brave research project. #sharp16
https://t.co/Hdcf1DpvXX
7/20/2016 9:59:54 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #6e Weedon - leaving time between reading novel & watching film
increases the pleasure of the film - 'ipsative reading' #sharp16
7/20/2016 9:59:57 AM
loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on ipsative reading practices: Twilight fans know their
narrative codes #sharp16 https://t.co/TBYXo5qEGT
7/20/2016 10:00:00 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on ipsative reading practices: Twilight
fans know their narrative codes #sharp16 https://t.co/TBYXo5qEGT
7/20/2016 10:00:13 AM
bookhistories: @nysoclib A wonderful resource for reading in NY in late 18C and early
19C, comprising over 78,000 loans #sharp16 https://t.co/DkMaKvgKyd
7/20/2016 10:00:34 AM
anna_kajander: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on challenges of using data on reader
engagement: material 'can be ephemeral and ignited by controversy' #sha…
7/20/2016 10:00:51 AM
digitalpigeons: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #6e Weedon - leaving time between reading novel
& watching film increases the pleasure of the film - 'ipsative reading' #…
7/20/2016 10:00:57 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #6e Weedon - leaving time between reading novel &
watching film increases the pleasure of the film - 'ipsative reading' #…
7/20/2016 10:01:23 AM
singingscholar: Doherty: "accuracy is not 1 thing" in C17 London, but context-based,
produced & understood in various ways. #histSTM #sharp16

7/20/2016 10:01:29 AM
praymurray: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on ipsative reading practices: Twilight
fans know their narrative codes #sharp16 https://t.co/TBYXo5qEGT
7/20/2016 10:01:33 AM
StevieLMarsden: This framework would also work for analysis of Pretty Little Liars
fandom. Hmmm.... #sharp16 https://t.co/n44V0Anyqj
7/20/2016 10:01:57 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon online reviewers and their display of media literacy
similar to newspaper critics in the 1930s #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:02:23 AM
astonclinton_rt: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #6e Weedon - leaving time between reading
novel & watching film increases the pleasure of the film - 'ipsative reading' #…
7/20/2016 10:02:25 AM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @StevieLMarsden: This framework would also work for analysis
of Pretty Little Liars fandom. Hmmm.... #sharp16 https://t.co/n44V0Anyqj
7/20/2016 10:02:42 AM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #6e Weedon - leaving time between reading novel &
watching film increases the pleasure of the film - 'ipsative reading' #…
7/20/2016 10:02:46 AM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on ipsative reading practices:
Twilight fans know their narrative codes #sharp16 https://t.co/TBYXo5qEGT
7/20/2016 10:02:56 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @superHH: I will be posting my talk in our IR so it is available freely
#openaccess #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:03:06 AM
alisakbeer: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on ipsative reading practices: Twilight fans
know their narrative codes #sharp16 https://t.co/TBYXo5qEGT
7/20/2016 10:03:06 AM
singingscholar: Dahlia Porter now speaking on Erasmus Darwin's euphuistic Botanic
Garden as image/text/book. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:03:34 AM
IanHesketh: Dahlia Porter is discussing Erasmus Darwin's The Botanic Garden as
Image-Text-Book #Sharp16 6b
7/20/2016 10:03:34 AM
digitalpigeons: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon online reviewers and their
display of media literacy similar to newspaper critics in the 1930s #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:03:35 AM
praymurray: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon online reviewers and their
display of media literacy similar to newspaper critics in the 1930s #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:03:36 AM
Marie_LSJ: The circulation activity graphs in 'City Readers' from @nysoclib are
awesome! Individual users' borrowings against library average! #sharp16

7/20/2016 10:03:37 AM
tmg7d: Furlong: #s6f tracking one 1799 reader struggling with one particular French
text over months; finally she moves on to Rousseau! #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:04:15 AM
khj5c: RT @bookhistories: @nysoclib A wonderful resource for reading in NY in late 18C
and early 19C, comprising over 78,000 loans #sharp16 https:…
7/20/2016 10:04:15 AM
genschaffner: .@tmg7d @nysoclib @TresIllustre oh, and, Dissenting Academies Online
- https://t.co/ddUN12NvMF I learned everything I know at SHARP #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:04:31 AM
dhpaulspence: Caroline Davies dissects power & privilege in review of 'Language,
Publishing & Education in South Africa, 1935-1965' #SHARP16 #publishing
7/20/2016 10:04:38 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon Walpole's journal of reading and play going
reminds me of Pepys with less sexual scandal #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:04:41 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #6e Weedon: Hugh Walpole's journals detail records of reading, playgoing, cinema etc shows reading across media #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:04:49 AM
tmg7d: Furlong: "she kept these books for long enough that we might actually believe
she read them" #sharp16 #s6f
7/20/2016 10:04:49 AM
JocHargrave: @AlexisWeedon: episodic nature of fan culture hints at its potential
ephemerality. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:04:51 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #6e Weedon: Walpole's tastes were 'broadbrow' rather than high, low
or middlebrow #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:05:34 AM
JocHargrave: What a wonderful term, @AlexisWeedon: 'broad brow'. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:06:13 AM
mollyhardy: Love giggles of recognition whenever less than complete rdg habits
revealed by historical records #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:06:15 AM
IanHesketh: Porter argues that we can't understand The Botanic Garden without
grasping the relationship between the image and text #sharp16 6b
7/20/2016 10:06:35 AM
tmg7d: Furlong: harder to track usage of non-circulating ref books, eg l'Encyclopédie
#sharp16 @nysoclib
7/20/2016 10:06:39 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #6e Weedon: Walpole showed ipsative reading across media and
adaptations #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:06:48 AM

loradeets: @AlexisWeedon Nothing new about ipsative reading: lovely detail on
Walpole's constant moves from book to play and back again #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:07:01 AM
for_Content: RT @superHH: I will be posting my talk in our IR so it is available freely
#openaccess #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:07:11 AM
praymurray: RT @JocHargrave: @AlexisWeedon: episodic nature of fan culture hints at
its potential ephemerality. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:07:13 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #iambookhistory #wearebookhistory #sharp16 #6e
https://t.co/b1VOG2nwPD
7/20/2016 10:07:18 AM
sodosodoso: RT @mollyhardy: Love giggles of recognition whenever less than complete
rdg habits revealed by historical records #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:07:24 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #6e Weedon: Walpole's tastes were 'broadbrow'
rather than high, low or middlebrow #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:07:28 AM
vic_reader: RT @loradeets: @MariLib Fans may give affective labour out of love, but are
anything but silent and deferential - Potter fans demand to be…
7/20/2016 10:07:40 AM
Marie_LSJ: You can even compare readers! @bookhistories, you've got your template
right there for your Swedish records #sharp16 https://t.co/9Dy4C7QiTn
7/20/2016 10:08:11 AM
singingscholar: Porter: EDarwin's Botanic Garden a multi-genre work, using aesthetics,
romanticism, science. Form/theory of work complexly linked. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:08:48 AM
alisakbeer: Q: Why are well-known authors on Wattpad? @ILoveCopyright Margaret
Atwood (ex) supports dev in writing/publishing. Experimentation? #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:08:57 AM
praymurray: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #iambookhistory #wearebookhistory #sharp16 #6e
https://t.co/b1VOG2nwPD
7/20/2016 10:09:05 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Panel on Contemporary Book History Discourse makes me excited
about @SHARP2017 and #dh2017 next year #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:09:24 AM
alisakbeer: In other cases, such as RLStein, Wattpad might allow engagement with
younger readers. @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:09:29 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #6e Bold, Martens & Weedon - full house for a superb panel #sharp16
https://t.co/DQnsKSR5sN
7/20/2016 10:09:30 AM
praymurray: Coelho, afaik, joined as a response to book piracy, of which he is
profoundly supportive #sharp16 https://t.co/aUQEWoZUFT

7/20/2016 10:10:19 AM
tmg7d: Furlong: comparing specific French titles & English translations; Reynal read in
English but Voltaire often rd in French @nysoclib #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:10:20 AM
LornaMCampbell: Being utterly distracted by #sharp16 tweets
https://t.co/HYBwZpPvlB Society for the History of Authorship, Reading & Publishing
7/20/2016 10:10:21 AM
alisakbeer: Q: Reorienting Darnton’s communication circuit to be about the reader.
Unspoken issue: book as commodity - what is the $ part? #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:10:46 AM
JocHargrave: RT @GrubStreetWomen: Panel on Contemporary Book History Discourse
makes me excited about @SHARP2017 and #dh2017 next year #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:10:47 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s6d. No Wifi. Worse: no chair for session. Presenters
had to introduce & thank themselves. Not cool, and I don't mean the weather.
7/20/2016 10:10:48 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #6e great question from Priya Joshi - panel has reoriented Darnton's
circuit into a reader-centred network #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:10:55 AM
JocHargrave: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #6e Bold, Martens & Weedon - full house for a
superb panel #sharp16 https://t.co/DQnsKSR5sN
7/20/2016 10:10:56 AM
tmg7d: Rousseau also read in French more often @nysoclib #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:10:59 AM
alisakbeer: RT @praymurray: Coelho, afaik, joined as a response to book piracy, of
which he is profoundly supportive #sharp16 https://t.co/aUQEWoZUFT
7/20/2016 10:11:08 AM
vic_reader: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on ipsative reading practices: Twilight fans
know their narrative codes #sharp16 https://t.co/TBYXo5qEGT
7/20/2016 10:11:24 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Coelho, afaik, joined as a response to book piracy, of
which he is profoundly supportive #sharp16 https://t.co/aUQEWoZUFT
7/20/2016 10:11:28 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #Sharp16 people: Bodleain Library is hiring!
https://t.co/l9ooiV5QsB
7/20/2016 10:11:34 AM
CorinnaNoRue: #6e "@SHARPorg has always been about the money" (S. Murray on
books as commodities) #ohSHARP #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:11:44 AM
singingscholar: Porter: EDarwin's Botanic Garden (incl flirty flowers!) designed for
female readership. Expects sophistication, too! #sharp16 #histSTM
7/20/2016 10:11:58 AM

vic_reader: #sharp16 looks bloody brilliant!
7/20/2016 10:12:05 AM
JocHargrave: @Shaf_Towheed Yes, witnessing Bold, Martens & Weedon was an
intellectual, fan-based delight. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:12:09 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #6e "@SHARPorg has always been about the
money" (S. Murray on books as commodities) #ohSHARP #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:12:13 AM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @singingscholar: Porter: EDarwin's Botanic Garden (incl flirty
flowers!) designed for female readership. Expects sophistication, too! #s…
7/20/2016 10:12:20 AM
JocHargrave: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #6e "@SHARPorg has always been about the
money" (S. Murray on books as commodities) #ohSHARP #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:12:34 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #6e great question from Priya Joshi - panel has
reoriented Darnton's circuit into a reader-centred network #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:12:53 AM
laBnF: #sharp16 Présentation de projets numériques Hall Est #BnF François-Mitterrand
aujourd'hui de 13h à 15h #gratuit https://t.co/m0AFQTL4Kc
7/20/2016 10:13:05 AM
Steenshorne: RT @mollyhardy: "City Readers" a project recently digitized reader
records from @nysoclib https://t.co/jlshdqEUoc#sharp16
7/20/2016 10:13:17 AM
loradeets: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #6e "@SHARPorg has always been about the money"
(S. Murray on books as commodities) #ohSHARP #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:13:28 AM
tmg7d: RT @mollyhardy: John Garcia foregrounding archival lost, explaining, for
example, why subscription books ("dummies") were torn apart in 19C…
7/20/2016 10:13:30 AM
IanHesketh: Porter: The Botanic Garden is not simply a representation of the Linnaean
system, despite Darwin's insistence, but is also vitalist #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:13:59 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @vic_reader: #sharp16 looks bloody brilliant!
7/20/2016 10:14:02 AM
EmilyKOliver: RT @lisejaillant: Emily Oliver: the German publisher of Gone with the
Wind, H. Goverts, didn't publish Nazi propaganda; got a British licen…
7/20/2016 10:14:06 AM
EmilyKOliver: RT @gbarnhisel: Oliver: Brit and American occupying forces licensed
publishers in postwar Germany. "Information Control Division"--nice nam…
7/20/2016 10:14:28 AM
Marie_LSJ: Enjoying Furlong's nuanced take on reader records: examining borrowing
patterns to figure out if people read books they borrowed #sharp16

7/20/2016 10:14:31 AM
EmilyKOliver: RT @alisakbeer: Oliver: Occupied Germany saw many different controls
on publishing (ISC/ICD, etc) plus scarcity problems. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:14:38 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #6e Martens - an author is not an 'Author' anymore, because anyone
can be an author now #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:14:51 AM
EmilyKOliver: RT @gbarnhisel: Oliver: GWTW was most frequently borrowed book in
Nazi Germany; 280k copies sold 1936-41 #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:15:02 AM
GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon @ILoveCopyright love responses to reconsidering
Darnton's model as reader-focused, & blurring lines with authorship #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:16:17 AM
singingscholar: RT @IanHesketh: Porter: The Botanic Garden is not simply a
representation of the Linnaean system, despite Darwin's insistence, but is also…
7/20/2016 10:16:22 AM

a_r7mh:
https://t.co/vIEHypR3nq#sharp16#RNCinCLE#FamousMelaniaTrumpQuotes#SAVEGIRLMEETSWORLD#O
7/20/2016 10:17:02 AM
EmilyKOliver: RT @alisakbeer: Oliver: Pressing German concerns: hunger,
marriage/divorce, childbirth/abortion, female-headed households. All present in G…
7/20/2016 10:17:02 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #6e great question from Priya Joshi - panel has
reoriented Darnton's circuit into a reader-centred network #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:17:07 AM
EmilyKOliver: RT @alisakbeer: Oliver: Was GWTW popular b/c thematically resonant
but at enough of a remove historically to be escapism for German women?…
7/20/2016 10:17:14 AM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 A plug from Claire Squires for contemporary book history as a
core part of SHARP and Book History at panel #6e
7/20/2016 10:17:17 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #6e "@SHARPorg has always been about the
money" (S. Murray on books as commodities) #ohSHARP #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:17:29 AM
Dedicaces: Editions Dédicaces, le Journal est sorti de presse! https://t.co/b4kBkAS8ss
#sharp16 #livre
7/20/2016 10:17:35 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon @ILoveCopyright love
responses to reconsidering Darnton's model as reader-focused, & blurring lines with…
7/20/2016 10:17:36 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon @ILoveCopyright love
responses to reconsidering Darnton's model as reader-focused, & blurring lines with…

7/20/2016 10:17:43 AM
mazarines: After @EpistolaryBrown's Tuesday paper, I'm noticing when #sharp16
presenters include citations to specific copies of works in their slides.
7/20/2016 10:17:46 AM
EmilyKOliver: RT @alisakbeer: Oliver: Easy to overlook race in GWTW/pervasive use of
racist vocabulary/from perspective of the advantaged. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:17:52 AM
EmilyKOliver: RT @alisakbeer: Oliver: Did GWTW appeal to German women seeing
themselves as victims, participating in the discourse of victimization? #sha…
7/20/2016 10:18:05 AM
JocHargrave: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 A plug from Claire Squires for contemporary
book history as a core part of SHARP and Book History at panel #6e
7/20/2016 10:18:10 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 A plug from Claire Squires for contemporary
book history as a core part of SHARP and Book History at panel #6e
7/20/2016 10:18:32 AM
tmg7d: Carol Armbruster reminds us that theft often related 2 censorship; cd steal
books or card catalog records to suppress a text/author #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:18:41 AM
SHARP2017: RT @GrubStreetWomen: Panel on Contemporary Book History Discourse
makes me excited about @SHARP2017 and #dh2017 next year #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:18:48 AM
SHARP2017: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 A plug from Claire Squires for contemporary
book history as a core part of SHARP and Book History at panel #6e
7/20/2016 10:19:01 AM
IanHesketh: Great stuff from Porter on the aesthetics of botanical images in the
eighteenth century #sharp16 6b
7/20/2016 10:20:19 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 A plug from Claire Squires for
contemporary book history as a core part of SHARP and Book History at panel #6e
7/20/2016 10:20:48 AM
sharpicecream: RT @mazarines: @sharpicecream @jameshodges_ Butter-beer flavored
ice cream. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:21:31 AM
sharpicecream: 'I like it when people make eye contact with me' - Cool down, Simone
#sharp16
7/20/2016 10:23:19 AM
singingscholar: Porter: C18 botanical images inspired by aesthetic trends in
representing vitality - even at cost of literal accuracy. #sharp16 #histSTM
7/20/2016 10:23:41 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 A plug from Claire Squires for contemporary
book history as a core part of SHARP and Book History at panel #6e

7/20/2016 10:23:49 AM
carol_osullivan: Nice Q in #s6a for @manc_italian: was 1652 EN xlation of 'Choice
Novels' influenced by 1642 xlation of Cervantes Exemplary Novels? #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:24:52 AM
Marie_LSJ: Lots of Twitter activity at the moment, seems like a good time to ask where
the off-banquet is tonight... #sharp16 @sharpicecream ?
7/20/2016 10:25:33 AM
CorinnaNoRue: @ClaireSquires congratulating #sharp16 #6e & emphaszng
@SHARPorg's thematic & methodlgicl diversity #iambookhistory
https://t.co/MRlUzKD0qO
7/20/2016 10:25:44 AM
ClaireSquires: @Marie_LSJ @sharpicecream DM @ILoveCopyright #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:27:01 AM
IanHesketh: Porter: the images in Darwin's The Botanic Garden were meant to look like
living plants, which connect to the personified prose #sharp16 6b
7/20/2016 10:27:13 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @CorinnaNoRue: @ClaireSquires congratulating #sharp16 #6e &
emphaszng @SHARPorg's thematic & methodlgicl diversity #iambookhistory https…
7/20/2016 10:27:39 AM
JocHargrave: Great question @praymurray: how do you know when data starts and
anecdote ends in regard to fan culture. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:28:21 AM
mab_us: QnA at Translation and Transnational Print Networks II. Roger Chartier and
Sara Barker discussing translated news as exempla #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:28:28 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Disclaimer: @ILoveCopyright NOT a One Direction fan #6e #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:29:26 AM
JocHargrave: @ILoveCopyright needed to clarify that she indeed isn't a One Direction
fan. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:29:39 AM
ClaireSquires: aka me holding forth & gesticulating #sharp16 https://t.co/4y1hj2rVRm
7/20/2016 10:29:57 AM
LornaMCampbell: RT @JocHargrave: Great question @praymurray: how do you know
when data starts and anecdote ends in regard to fan culture. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:32:32 AM
singingscholar: Porter: EDarwin's personified plants explicitly critique colonial practice
of collecting. Wow. #histSTM #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:36:08 AM
eyeona: Stimulating sessions on Transl. & Transnational Print Networks in EMBritain.
#sharp16 #s3a #s6aAim to channel in my #s9i paper tmrw at 10.
7/20/2016 10:41:36 AM
JocHargrave: A view of contrasts at the BnF for lunch - accompanied by a refreshing
breeze. #sharp16 https://t.co/Ovrw1jEXyy

7/20/2016 10:43:48 AM
PARISCAPITALE20: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentation de projets numériques Hall Est
#BnF François-Mitterrand aujourd'hui de 13h à 15h #gratuit https://t.co/m0A…
7/20/2016 10:45:18 AM
JBD1: Looks like a great day at #sharp16! Thanks for tweeting, @tmg7d, @mollyhardy
@mazarines et al!
7/20/2016 10:49:57 AM
livre_allemand: The latest Max&Moritz -www.livresallemands.com!
https://t.co/3k0ZRUG68P Thanks to @AllemandOT @kunst__ @alainchristoph4 #sharp16
#np
7/20/2016 10:54:54 AM
fulsa016: #☹☹ 100☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹01021543560
#☹☹☹☹☹01021543560 ☹☹☹☹☹ #☹☹☹☹☹ ☹☹☹☹☹01021543560#sharp16
7/20/2016 10:56:04 AM
Marie_LSJ: Come and chat about your planned DH projects, esp bibliographic, networkor translation-based #sharp16 #freelancing https://t.co/DGja2NfVJl
7/20/2016 11:00:12 AM
Marie_LSJ: Venez me parler des projets numériques dont vous rêvez, surtout
bibliographies et traductions #sharp16 #freelance https://t.co/4By6cxSN2I
7/20/2016 11:02:45 AM
onslies: *looks invitingly at all the amazing people at #SRS2016 & #sharp16 *
https://t.co/Ae7KXUwWer
7/20/2016 11:06:03 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Marie_LSJ: Come and chat about your planned DH projects, esp
bibliographic, network- or translation-based #sharp16 #freelancing https:/…
7/20/2016 11:06:39 AM
gbarnhisel: Surely someone at #sharp16 can work up a quick paper on the ephemeral
library at #ParisPlages? https://t.co/HMQorPgmCP
7/20/2016 11:08:22 AM
AlexisWeedon: RT @loradeets: Aquarium room at BnF absolutely packed for
@ILoveCopyright @AlexisWeedon Marianne Martens Digital Research #sharp16 https://…
7/20/2016 11:18:47 AM
AlexisWeedon: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on ipsative reading practices: Twilight
fans know their narrative codes #sharp16 https://t.co/TBYXo5qEGT
7/20/2016 11:20:07 AM
AlexisWeedon: RT @JocHargrave: What a wonderful term, @AlexisWeedon: 'broad
brow'. #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:21:17 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @loradeets: @AlexisWeedon on challenges of using data on reader
engagement: material 'can be ephemeral and ignited by controversy' #sha…
7/20/2016 11:21:27 AM
manc_italian: IRL to last retweet, my paper at #SHARP16 was called 'Unknown
Pleasures: The Italian Tale in English in the 17th Century.

7/20/2016 11:22:54 AM
paulinedzs: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentation de projets numériques Hall Est #BnF
François-Mitterrand aujourd'hui de 13h à 15h #gratuit https://t.co/m0A…
7/20/2016 11:23:26 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @alisakbeer: Challenge of Pottermore=moderation. Fans love
agency of participation, JKR wants control. Automods limited, need people. @M…
7/20/2016 11:23:46 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @StevieLMarsden: @MariLib: user/reader participation on sites has
to be moderated, but how do they maintain power and online democracy?…
7/20/2016 11:24:07 AM
docspourdocs: The latest Docs pour docs, le journal! https://t.co/hjOGXErPPE Thanks
to @CocoLaFee @LeDreau @alozach #sharp16 #palaceday
7/20/2016 11:25:02 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 6e Bold: most popular author on WattPad is
OneDirection fan fiction author Anna Todd #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:26:37 AM
genschaffner: "understanding images bibliographically" - frank discussion of visual
images as essential to print culture of science, NOT paratext #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:30:03 AM
genschaffner: reflecting on 1/2 of #sharp16: rare books and rare book collections have
"more lives than cats," and "lives of their own," (ht CDB at PRBM)
7/20/2016 11:33:28 AM
genschaffner: (more reflections on 1st 1/2 of #sharp16: kinda obvious that science is a
language, and we have a "history of print culture of sciences")...
7/20/2016 11:36:39 AM
bittenpub: RT @CorinnaNoRue: @ClaireSquires congratulating #sharp16 #6e &
emphaszng @SHARPorg's thematic & methodlgicl diversity #iambookhistory https…
7/20/2016 11:38:12 AM
genschaffner: (another random reflection on #sharp16: that the French in particular
have so graciously and generously hosted a book history conference)
7/20/2016 11:39:02 AM
bittenpub: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon @ILoveCopyright love responses to
reconsidering Darnton's model as reader-focused, & blurring lines with…
7/20/2016 11:40:22 AM
genschaffner: (since - tongue in cheek - the history of the book is the history of the
French book) #sharp16 https://t.co/rWQ40uXh8y
7/20/2016 11:42:03 AM
DrSKBarker: RT @mhbeals: Now onto the wonderful @DrSKBarker on Texts as and in
Translation: Foreign News in EM England (and France) #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:44:36 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @CathrynBrimhall: RT @ActuaLitte: "Aux éditeurs de prouver que leur
rôle est irremplaçable" https://t.co/VGQa8RWBIL #sharp16 https://t.c…

7/20/2016 11:45:19 AM
tmg7d: Torn between sessions on Lyonnais printing and shipboard newspapers...
#firstworldproblems #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:45:48 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "'Unt libri sint liberi' : 'là
où il y a des livres sont les hommes libres'" #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:46:08 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 même à distance, suivez les conférences avec le HT
dédié! Even from far, follow the conference with the HT! https://t.c…
7/20/2016 11:46:18 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/20/2016 11:46:25 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @Marie_LSJ: Venez me parler des projets numériques dont vous rêvez,
surtout bibliographies et traductions #sharp16 #freelance https://t…
7/20/2016 11:46:37 AM
DrSKBarker: Paper given at #sharp16. Excellent qs & pleased to be part of discussion w
people like Warren Boutcher, Brenda Hosington & @manc_italian.
7/20/2016 11:46:46 AM
khj5c: Ladies'-room-using #sharp16 attendees, take note: there is NO TOILET PAPER
provided at BULAC, as a matter of policy.
7/20/2016 11:47:19 AM
heatherfro: RT @onslies: *looks invitingly at all the amazing people at #SRS2016 &
#sharp16 * https://t.co/Ae7KXUwWer
7/20/2016 11:47:37 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @Fantomas_media: Question pour #sharp16 : quels textes constituent
le canon mondial du roman noir ? Réponses twitter avt 12h30, & débat…
7/20/2016 11:47:40 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @sylvain_lesage: Livre, lecture et technologies : passionnante
conférence d'Antoine Compagnon (@enoitan) à la #BnF pour #sharp16 https:/…
7/20/2016 11:47:43 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @antoineoury: Pour #SHARP16, Antoine Compagnon à la BnF : « Ma
langue d'en France » https://t.co/iJfO41MPvu via @actualitte
7/20/2016 11:47:51 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @JasonEnsor: Work in progress on #sharp16 https://t.co/zDjb8Hrtb6
7/20/2016 11:48:24 AM
DrSKBarker: Hopefully not too thrown by revelation the great Roger Chartier was sitting
in the front row. #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:48:55 AM
DrSKBarker: The translation crew will be out in force for keynote by the amazing and
lovely Anne Coldiron later today #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:49:50 AM

CHCSCuvsq: RT @sharpparis2016: The abstracts database is now live online at
https://t.co/WLGjGEyE4P so you can get busy planning which sessions to att…
7/20/2016 11:50:01 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16 La session "The social author" à l'ère
numérique fait le plein!! https://t.co/6dkVyRCtLe
7/20/2016 11:50:47 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @valiseuse: Congrès #sharp16 18-22 juillet - sessions romans noirs,
récits criminels, feuilletons, BD,.. https://t.co/lUMK70zrZN https:/…
7/20/2016 11:51:24 AM
ILoveCopyright: Important information RT @JocHargrave: @ILoveCopyright needed to
clarify that she indeed isn't a One Direction fan. #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:54:54 AM
ILoveCopyright: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @AlexisWeedon @ILoveCopyright love
responses to reconsidering Darnton's model as reader-focused, & blurring lines with…
7/20/2016 11:57:08 AM
ClaireSquires: Now up, @stirpublishing's @sprowberry on Kindle Popular Highlights: A
Social Commonplace Book? @Stir_Research @litandlang #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:01:11 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @bittenpub: #sharp16 @ILoveCopyright data mining wattpad
https://t.co/z2hAa6bmwu
7/20/2016 12:01:12 PM
stirpublishing: RT @ClaireSquires: Now up, @stirpublishing's @sprowberry on Kindle
Popular Highlights: A Social Commonplace Book? @Stir_Research @litandlan…
7/20/2016 12:01:28 PM
SRSRenSoc: RT @onslies: *looks invitingly at all the amazing people at #SRS2016 &
#sharp16 * https://t.co/Ae7KXUwWer
7/20/2016 12:01:40 PM
mhbeals: After lunch panel is "New media in the nineteenth century" #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:02:20 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: the eBook is a service rather than a product #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:02:39 PM
jotis13: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: the eBook is a service rather than a
product #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:03:11 PM
StevieLMarsden: @sprowberry: there's no such thing as a prototypical Kindle e-book: it
changes depending on device used #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:03:17 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @ClaireSquires: Now up, @stirpublishing's @sprowberry on Kindle
Popular Highlights: A Social Commonplace Book? @Stir_Research @litandlan…
7/20/2016 12:03:23 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: the eBook is a service rather than
a product #sharp16

7/20/2016 12:03:28 PM
andiesilva: Emily Knox asks: what does it mean to say a book is "innapropriate"? Why
are certain books restricted, censored? #s7b #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:03:32 PM
CritRikk: RT @Laura_Estill: Our new publication on digitized manuscripts might be of
interest to #sharp16 and #SRS2016 https://t.co/mOrA5xeTj6
7/20/2016 12:03:46 PM
mazarines: Emily Knox on "inappropriate" books and what that word means in various
contemporary American contexts (e.g., for kids, etc.) #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:04:06 PM
khj5c: I like @sprowberry's formulation of BaaS: Books as a Service #sharp16 #s7i
7/20/2016 12:04:40 PM
mhbeals: RT @StevieLMarsden: @sprowberry: there's no such thing as a prototypical
Kindle e-book: it changes depending on device used #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:04:41 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @digitalpigeons: Whattpad, Zoella, memes, One Direction Fanfiction... Did @ILoveCopyright just make book history "cool" again? #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:04:48 PM
mhbeals: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: the eBook is a service rather than a
product #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:04:49 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: top 10 public domain titles on Kindle dominated by
Hunger Games - but included Jane Austen #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:04:53 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: @sprowberry: there's no such thing as a
prototypical Kindle e-book: it changes depending on device used #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:05:27 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @khj5c: I like @sprowberry's formulation of BaaS: Books as a
Service #sharp16 #s7i
7/20/2016 12:05:35 PM
bookhistories: Don't miss out the fascinating digital showcases taking place right now!
@JanHillgaertner @Marie_LSJ #sharp16 https://t.co/XgUxgxgJS0
7/20/2016 12:05:40 PM
digitalpigeons: Ahoy me matey! We're going seafaring w panel 7g on Shipboard
Publications in 19 & 20thC! #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:05:53 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@simonrowberry Kindles: not a product but a service #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:06:13 PM
hobbb: 7e @ellenbooks on 1890 US complaint that private gossip was escaping into the
public newspaper#sharp16
7/20/2016 12:06:32 PM
andiesilva: Sounds like a good time! #s7b #sharp16 https://t.co/ksAMR7uwDf

7/20/2016 12:06:52 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: Kindle users heat map of aphorisms from Austen's Pride
& Prejudice shows how readers transform emphases #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:07:15 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: top 10 public domain titles on
Kindle dominated by Hunger Games - but included Jane Austen #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:07:30 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @ClaireSquires: This audience shows how vibrant & welcomed
contemporary book history/publishing studies is in @SHARPorg #sharp16 https:/…
7/20/2016 12:07:40 PM
genschaffner: RT @andiesilva: Sounds like a good time! #s7b #sharp16
https://t.co/ksAMR7uwDf
7/20/2016 12:07:58 PM
bethlrx: The terminology is getting complicated, Simon Rowberry: keyness, heat maps,
BaaS (which means "boss" in Afrikaans). #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:08:13 PM
mazarines: Knox notes that books deemed "inappropriate" are often not removed from
libraries or banned but restricted. Mostly. #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:08:33 PM
hobbb: 7e @ellenbooks on fictional use of photography as retrospective surveillance,
technologies of replication. #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:09:05 PM
hobbb: 7e @ellenbooks surveying fictional responses to new media #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:10:38 PM
ScoreMelissa: RT @hobbb: 7e @ellenbooks on fictional use of photography as
retrospective surveillance, technologies of replication. #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:10:44 PM
genschaffner: "LEnfer de la BnF" @mazarines ...#sharp16
7/20/2016 12:10:58 PM
lecteurduval: The latest Lecteur du Val, l'actu des bibs! https://t.co/1WD2VDunxc
Thanks to @Calimaq #sharp16 #veille
7/20/2016 12:11:07 PM
andiesilva: Knox looks at restriction history of NZ book /Into the River/ Unsurprisingly a
group called "family first" was involved. #s7b #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:11:30 PM
offog: Emily Knox: 'A Symposium on Bad Books' (1908)#sharp16. Now that'd be a
promising real-life conference!
7/20/2016 12:11:38 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Rowberry: no correlation between length of Kindle books and likelihood
of reading to the end #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:11:40 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: The terminology is getting complicated, Simon Rowberry:
keyness, heat maps, BaaS (which means "boss" in Afrikaans). #sharp16

7/20/2016 12:12:06 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Rowberry: no correlation between length of
Kindle books and likelihood of reading to the end #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:12:13 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: Now up, @stirpublishing's @sprowberry on Kindle
Popular Highlights: A Social Commonplace Book? @Stir_Research @litandlan…
7/20/2016 12:12:21 PM
khj5c: Interesting to think about popular highlights as electronic, collective #booktraces
#s7i #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:12:31 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: the eBook is a service rather than a
product #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:12:32 PM
mhbeals: E. Garvey discussing story plots to help uncover how people of the 19thC
understood new technologies and media #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:12:39 PM
hobbb: 7e newspaper can connect reader to distant places, which can lead to neglect of
those closer #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:13:17 PM
loradeets: RT @StevieLMarsden: @sprowberry: there's no such thing as a prototypical
Kindle e-book: it changes depending on device used #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:13:51 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: top 10 public domain titles on Kindle
dominated by Hunger Games - but included Jane Austen #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:14:16 PM
andiesilva: Apparently we're not moving enough for the lights to stay on in #s7b
#afterluchlull #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:14:19 PM
digitalpigeons: Packham: the functional and aesthetic value of marginalia in American
whaler log-books. Helps us see how the whalers see themselves #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:14:39 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: Kindle users heat map of aphorisms
from Austen's Pride & Prejudice shows how readers transform emphases #sh…
7/20/2016 12:14:51 PM
khj5c: And I am glad @sprowberry keeps acknowledging the technical/IP hurdles for his
research. #sharp16 #s7i
7/20/2016 12:15:11 PM
digitalpigeons: Packham: the whalers didn't shy away from depicting when they
messed up. Broken legs, ship crushed by whales all intricately drawn #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:15:49 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Jetzt session #7i mit @sprowberry über Kindle popular highlights.
Spannend zwar - aber trotzdem: #amazonisevil #sharp16

7/20/2016 12:16:03 PM
hobbb: 7e updated criticism of women readers from reading novels to reading
newspapers #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:16:06 PM
StevieLMarsden: Rowberry: key words highlighted by kindle readers #sharp16
https://t.co/DxFF1EYFQP
7/20/2016 12:16:10 PM
hobbb: 7e facelessness of the reader to the newspaper editor #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:17:12 PM
tmg7d: Jimmy Packham arguing that illns of incidents (&mishaps) @ specific places in
whaling log bks provide sense of location while @ sea #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:17:17 PM
bethlrx: "Never underestimate a knitting goddess" - I love the quote (as a knitter).
#sharp16
7/20/2016 12:17:28 PM
andiesilva: Knox questions role of power w/in restrictions. Why do children not have
'rights' to read wht they choose? Who gets to decide? #s7b #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:17:41 PM
bookhistories: Jimmy Packham showing wonderful pictures from 19C whaler log-books
#sharp16 (#s7g) https://t.co/4lCK4f3erz
7/20/2016 12:17:46 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @StevieLMarsden: Rowberry: key words highlighted by kindle readers
#sharp16 https://t.co/DxFF1EYFQP
7/20/2016 12:17:58 PM
hobbb: 7e @ellenbooks editors didn't realise enslaved people were reading their papers
#sharp16
7/20/2016 12:19:03 PM
tmg7d: Whaling log bks also include personal notes & narratives, eg plaints by the
lovelorn & "lonely log-keeper of the Lydia" #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:19:08 PM
vivdunstan: Into my 2nd #sharp16 panel of the day. Up stairs, no lift, with wheelchair.
Thankfully I could manage + husband carry chair. Not ideal tho.
7/20/2016 12:19:50 PM
hobbb: 7e @ellenbooks fiction reveals concerns over new social relations created by
newspapers #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:20:16 PM
StevieLMarsden: Rowberry: evidence of the same person reading the same passage
changing their comments/opinions of the text #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:20:42 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mollyhardy: Winship acknowledges how directing
@AmAntiquarian history of book seminar on sub pub helped him consolidate ideas for
this…

7/20/2016 12:20:59 PM
CorinnaNoRue: reg liaison meeting - #sharp16 official bilingual Fr/Eng conf... But
where is @SHARPorg's #linguisticdiversity on Twitter? #iambookhistory
7/20/2016 12:21:01 PM
AmAntiquarian: RT @mollyhardy: Garcia places subscription lists in context of trade
ephemera, incl. @AmAntiquarian Hoole's Ariosto (1815) https://t.co/H4z…
7/20/2016 12:21:02 PM
de_rebecca: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #Sharp16 people: Bodleain Library is hiring!
https://t.co/l9ooiV5QsB
7/20/2016 12:21:20 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @tmg7d: Whaling log bks also include personal notes &
narratives, eg plaints by the lovelorn & "lonely log-keeper of the Lydia" #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:22:26 PM
hobbb: 7e Barbara Hochman on Nella Larsen's application to library school #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:23:11 PM
bethlrx: I like the idea of people writing "graffiti" in their Kindle books. #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:23:28 PM
StevieLMarsden: Love that readers leave graffiti notes in kindle e-books, just like when
you would borrow a book from the school library... #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:24:33 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @bookhistories: Jimmy Packham showing wonderful pictures from
19C whaler log-books #sharp16 (#s7g) https://t.co/4lCK4f3erz
7/20/2016 12:24:52 PM
INKEproject: .@RayS6 & @arbuckle_alyssa are at #sharp16 today giving a digital demo
on INKE. Stop by if you're in Paris!
7/20/2016 12:24:55 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @digitalpigeons: Packham: the whalers didn't shy away from
depicting when they messed up. Broken legs, ship crushed by whales all intric…
7/20/2016 12:25:07 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @digitalpigeons: Packham: the functional and aesthetic value of
marginalia in American whaler log-books. Helps us see how the whalers se…
7/20/2016 12:25:32 PM
bookhistories: 'Dick died. Lulu is going to.' Account written by a six year old passenger
on a whaling ship in 1868 #sharp16 (#s7g) https://t.co/YA5BafAyxS
7/20/2016 12:25:46 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @digitalpigeons: Packham: the functional and aesthetic value of
marginalia in American whaler log-books. Helps us see how the whalers se…
7/20/2016 12:26:03 PM
andiesilva: Good question! I suspect that the majority of people tweeting are Englishspeakers, many from North America #sharp16 https://t.co/rI8drxZE3V
7/20/2016 12:26:09 PM
hobbb: 7e Hochman: NY Public Library job application form asked for list of recent books
read by applicants#sharp16

7/20/2016 12:26:44 PM
dhpaulspence: .@sprowberry takes us through forms of #SocialReading: Socialising,
Commonplacing, Narrative, Nota bene and Graffiti #SHARP16
7/20/2016 12:27:04 PM
jlonghi1: RT @valiseuse: Congrès #sharp16 18-22 juillet - sessions romans noirs, récits
criminels, feuilletons, BD,.. https://t.co/lUMK70zrZN https:/…
7/20/2016 12:27:21 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @bookhistories: 'Dick died. Lulu is going to.' Account written by a six
year old passenger on a whaling ship in 1868 #sharp16 (#s7g) htt…
7/20/2016 12:27:58 PM
tmg7d: Joanna de Schmidt: c19 shipboard periodicals create sense of togetherness
among passengers--or divides b/t diff't groups onboard #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:28:02 PM
meau: #Sharp16 folks -- we're looking for an intellectually-engaged, kickass Curator of
Rare Books at Smith College. https://t.co/7dSozM1kE7
7/20/2016 12:28:15 PM
hobbb: 7e Hochman: Race, class, gender discrimination of recruitment process at odds
with library's liberal ethos #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:28:34 PM
vivdunstan: RT @bookhistories: 'Dick died. Lulu is going to.' Account written by a six
year old passenger on a whaling ship in 1868 #sharp16 (#s7g) htt…
7/20/2016 12:28:40 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @digitalpigeons: Whattpad, Zoella, memes, One Direction Fanfiction... Did @ILoveCopyright just make book history "cool" again? #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:28:56 PM
praymurray: RT @andiesilva: Good question! I suspect that the majority of people
tweeting are English-speakers, many from North America #sharp16 https:…
7/20/2016 12:29:06 PM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: Love that readers leave graffiti notes in kindle ebooks, just like when you would borrow a book from the school librar…
7/20/2016 12:29:19 PM
tmg7d: Most c19 shipboard periodicals were handwritten; manuscript culture never
really dies #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:29:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #6e "@SHARPorg has always been about the money"
(S. Murray on books as commodities) #ohSHARP #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:29:36 PM
ILoveCopyright: @bethlrx @SHARPorg I think @alisakbeer is a knitter too #Sharp16
7/20/2016 12:29:45 PM
heatherfro: #sharp16 #srs2016, i got you some pictures of broadside printing to look at
in a spare moment https://t.co/Ycy97HTj7V
7/20/2016 12:29:46 PM

hobbb: 7e Hochman: library job form assessed literary taste #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:29:55 PM
andrewking2904: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: NY Public Library job application form
asked for list of recent books read by applicants#sharp16
7/20/2016 12:30:03 PM
bethlrx: I have seen quite a lot of French tweets, but maybe with different hashtag?
Maar niks in ander tale. #sharp16 https://t.co/d8zvfLSQnO
7/20/2016 12:30:53 PM
vivdunstan: Johanna de Schmidt discussing ship published periodicals eg on ships to
Australia - amazing to think of emigrants reading these #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:31:16 PM
vivdunstan: And touching that passengers in the ship periodicals referred to the ship as
“home”, including for emigrants. Johanna de Schmidt #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:32:12 PM
tabularius: RT @bookhistories: 'Dick died. Lulu is going to.' Account written by a six
year old passenger on a whaling ship in 1868 #sharp16 (#s7g) htt…
7/20/2016 12:32:41 PM
hobbb: 7e Hochman: references could show applicant was one of us. Applicant also had
to state parents' nationality #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:32:52 PM
SueCorrigall: RT @vivdunstan: Johanna de Schmidt discussing ship published
periodicals eg on ships to Australia - amazing to think of emigrants reading t…
7/20/2016 12:32:56 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @bookhistories: 'Dick died. Lulu is going to.' Account written by a
six year old passenger on a whaling ship in 1868 #sharp16 (#s7g) htt…
7/20/2016 12:32:59 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @tmg7d: Joanna de Schmidt: c19 shipboard periodicals create
sense of togetherness among passengers--or divides b/t diff't groups onboard…
7/20/2016 12:33:13 PM
tmg7d: Jimmy Packham and Joanna de Schmidt both see shipboard books as ways to
build stability, combat the uncertainty of being at sea #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:33:22 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @tmg7d: Most c19 shipboard periodicals were handwritten;
manuscript culture never really dies #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:33:25 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @vivdunstan: Johanna de Schmidt discussing ship published
periodicals eg on ships to Australia - amazing to think of emigrants reading t…
7/20/2016 12:33:39 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @vivdunstan: And touching that passengers in the ship
periodicals referred to the ship as “home”, including for emigrants. Johanna de Sc…
7/20/2016 12:33:55 PM
alisakbeer: @CorinnaNoRue @SHARPorg I wonder how many francophone #sharp16
attendees are tweeting in English - maybe Twitter users here skew anglophone?

7/20/2016 12:34:17 PM
mazarines: Zach Lischer-Katz reads the textual conventions & attributes of authority in
digitization guidelines from USA, 2004-2015. #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:34:22 PM
praymurray: Hunt: hypertextual possibilities of location-aware narratives: where does
the narrative book end & the gamified book begin? #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:34:33 PM
hobbb: 7e Hochman: someone has written "negro" on form next to mention of Larsen's
father's West Indian links #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:34:53 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @praymurray: Hunt: hypertextual possibilities of location-aware
narratives: where does the narrative book end & the gamified book begin?…
7/20/2016 12:35:39 PM
celinea43: RT @ClaireSquires: This audience shows how vibrant & welcomed
contemporary book history/publishing studies is in @SHARPorg #sharp16 https:/…
7/20/2016 12:35:47 PM
hobbb: 7e Hochman: reference from Harlem librarian swung it for Larsen #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:36:11 PM
mhbeals: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: reference from Harlem librarian swung it for Larsen
#sharp16
7/20/2016 12:36:41 PM
praymurray: Hunt: posits the figure of the flaneur as instrumental in mapping citybased location aware books #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:36:44 PM
NonFictioness: RT @bookhistories: 'Dick died. Lulu is going to.' Account written by a six
year old passenger on a whaling ship in 1868 #sharp16 (#s7g) htt…
7/20/2016 12:36:52 PM
mhbeals: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: someone has written "negro" on form next to
mention of Larsen's father's West Indian links #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:36:57 PM
mazarines: He just "House of Leaves"'d me with a reference to non-existent Berkeley
University. #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:37:08 PM
tmg7d: de Schmidt: conflicts over space conducted via letters to the editor reveal class
tensions onboard #sharp16 #shipboardperiodicals
7/20/2016 12:37:22 PM
digitalpigeons: de Schmidt: shipboard periodicals in 19thC helps enforce civility and
social status in ship life #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:37:34 PM
mhbeals: RT @heatherfro: #sharp16 #srs2016, i got you some pictures of broadside
printing to look at in a spare moment https://t.co/Ycy97HTj7V
7/20/2016 12:37:52 PM

mhbeals: RT @tmg7d: Most c19 shipboard periodicals were handwritten; manuscript
culture never really dies #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:37:59 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #7i Hunt: location aware literature demands a double practice of
reading #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:38:05 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Hunt: posits the figure of the flaneur as instrumental
in mapping city-based location aware books #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:38:13 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @digitalpigeons: de Schmidt: shipboard periodicals in 19thC helps
enforce civility and social status in ship life #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:38:15 PM
hobbb: 7e Hochman: Larsen's book list was bibliographically correct, cosmopolitan,
included racist and black authors #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:38:21 PM
dhpaulspence: RT @StevieLMarsden: Love that readers leave graffiti notes in kindle ebooks, just like when you would borrow a book from the school librar…
7/20/2016 12:38:41 PM
singingscholar: I'm in a great panel on Les langages imprimés de l'amour... and we
just got wifi! #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:38:42 PM
mazarines: Digitization standards establish authority through lineage of antecedents. So
recursive, though I think all library standards are. #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:38:55 PM
vivdunstan: Johanna de Schmidt talking about competing papers on board same ship often found - eg 1st class passengers' paper facing a rival #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:39:22 PM
hobbb: 7e Hochman: maybe the inclusion of racist books on her list was ironic #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:39:34 PM
praymurray: Hunt: compares land art to the situated nature of location aware book
#sharp16
7/20/2016 12:39:38 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @vivdunstan: Johanna de Schmidt talking about competing papers
on board same ship - often found - eg 1st class passengers' paper facing…
7/20/2016 12:40:13 PM
sharpicecream: Je peux vous aider? Glace... Er, gelati, er, pokey hat (Scots dialect)
#sharp16 https://t.co/fyF8IIbDmV
7/20/2016 12:40:26 PM
mazarines: @genschaffner D'oh. I should have tagged him. @zlkatz will surely talk to
you about his work. #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:40:45 PM
hobbb: 7e Larsen's sophisticated self-presentation on job form. And she got the gig.
#sharp16

7/20/2016 12:41:22 PM
martin_steffi: RT @bookhistories: Jimmy Packham showing wonderful pictures from
19C whaler log-books #sharp16 (#s7g) https://t.co/4lCK4f3erz
7/20/2016 12:41:44 PM
dhpaulspence: RT @Marie_LSJ: Venez me parler des projets numériques dont vous
rêvez, surtout bibliographies et traductions #sharp16 #freelance https://t…
7/20/2016 12:41:50 PM
bethlrx: Now picturing people walking into poles because they are too busy reading
location aware stories on their smartphones... #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:41:57 PM
singingscholar: Claire-Lise Gaillard: matrimonial agencies in early C20 France
suspected of immorality/exploitation. Parallels w/ online dating? #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:42:05 PM
vivdunstan: After arrival a ship’s in-transit newspapers might be professionally
reprinted as a souvenir of the passage - Johanna de Schmidt #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:42:23 PM
tmg7d: De Schmidt: Ship periodicals shift from being community builders to #souvenirs
at end of passage--records to show friends at home #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:43:12 PM
LinguisticDNA: Thanks--#LDNA will look later!RT @heatherfro: #sharp16 #srs2016,
...pictures of broadside printing to look at... https://t.co/Evr42Hc3rl
7/20/2016 12:43:13 PM
icpetrie: Glad 2 see tweets from Johanna de Schmidt #sharp16 talk on shipboard
periodicals. Nice example via @TroveAustralia https://t.co/uPGV2Yf0Xy
7/20/2016 12:43:21 PM
sharpicecream: Je me demande combien de fois je suis dans un Kindle highlight?
#sharp16 https://t.co/akT2YdFqCw
7/20/2016 12:43:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Queue Pokémon Go? #sharp16 https://t.co/kGSRheEzaD
7/20/2016 12:43:26 PM
singingscholar: Gaillard: matrimonial agency publications puff themselves as natural,
simple, socially useful. Lots of images of "normal" couples. #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:43:30 PM
hobbb: 7e @StevenCarlSmith on subscription records of Rhode Island Republican early
19C #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:43:39 PM
praymurray: Hunt: authors made recces of the spaces they were writing abt & then
wrote about them - what does time & memory do in the interim? #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:43:55 PM
StevieLMarsden: I can't be the only person seeing the parallels with Pokémon Go can
I....? #sharp16 https://t.co/9eOv3zXr2B
7/20/2016 12:44:01 PM

LornaMCampbell: RT @tmg7d: Jimmy Packham and Joanna de Schmidt both see
shipboard books as ways to build stability, combat the uncertainty of being at sea…
7/20/2016 12:44:18 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 A plug from Claire Squires for contemporary
book history as a core part of SHARP and Book History at panel #6e
7/20/2016 12:44:21 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: I can't be the only person seeing the parallels
with Pokémon Go can I....? #sharp16 https://t.co/9eOv3zXr2B
7/20/2016 12:44:39 PM
kilmunbooks: RT @tmg7d: Most c19 shipboard periodicals were handwritten;
manuscript culture never really dies #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:44:40 PM
kilmunbooks: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Hunt: location aware literature demands a
double practice of reading #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:44:48 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @tmg7d: de Schmidt: conflicts over space conducted via letters
to the editor reveal class tensions onboard #sharp16 #shipboardperiodicals
7/20/2016 12:44:48 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @digitalpigeons: de Schmidt: shipboard periodicals in 19thC helps
enforce civility and social status in ship life #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:44:57 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: Je peux vous aider? Glace... Er, gelati, er, pokey hat
(Scots dialect) #sharp16 https://t.co/fyF8IIbDmV
7/20/2016 12:45:00 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tmg7d: Most c19 shipboard periodicals were handwritten;
manuscript culture never really dies #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:45:01 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @vivdunstan: After arrival a ship’s in-transit newspapers might be
professionally reprinted as a souvenir of the passage - Johanna de Sc…
7/20/2016 12:45:04 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @vivdunstan: Johanna de Schmidt talking about competing
papers on board same ship - often found - eg 1st class passengers' paper facing…
7/20/2016 12:45:17 PM
singingscholar: Gaillard: matrimonial agencies proclaim "Il faut être moderne!" Rational
marriages based on correspondence > "coup de foudre." #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:45:32 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @vivdunstan: After arrival a ship’s in-transit newspapers might be
professionally reprinted as a souvenir of the passage - Johanna de Sc…
7/20/2016 12:45:33 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @icpetrie: Glad 2 see tweets from Johanna de Schmidt #sharp16
talk on shipboard periodicals. Nice example via @TroveAustralia https://t…
7/20/2016 12:45:52 PM
hobbb: 7e @StevenCarlSmith: paper born of conflict between Federalists and
Republicans #sharp16

7/20/2016 12:46:09 PM
vivdunstan: Now onto Susann Liebich on New Zealand WW1 troopship magazines
#WW1 #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:46:18 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @vivdunstan: Now onto Susann Liebich on New Zealand WW1
troopship magazines #WW1 #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:46:28 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @praymurray: Hunt: authors made recces of the spaces they were
writing abt & then wrote about them - what does time & memory do in the i…
7/20/2016 12:46:58 PM
praymurray: Somehow I wonder whether the grim reality of the "gothic city" might be
undesirable for some readers wandering around at night #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:47:23 PM
sharpicecream: @CorinnaNoRue #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:47:27 PM
SRSRenSoc: RT @heatherfro: #sharp16 #srs2016, i got you some pictures of broadside
printing to look at in a spare moment https://t.co/Ycy97HTj7V
7/20/2016 12:47:38 PM
genschaffner: Jim Wald opens firing both guns: the periodical, a product of the Republic
of Letters, destroyed the network whence it came... #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:48:10 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @genschaffner: Jim Wald opens firing both guns: the periodical, a
product of the Republic of Letters, destroyed the network whence it ca…
7/20/2016 12:49:39 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @genschaffner: Jim Wald opens firing both guns: the periodical, a
product of the Republic of Letters, destroyed the network whence it ca…
7/20/2016 12:50:01 PM
vivdunstan: Well done Dunedin librarian who requested NZ WW1 troopship magazines
be collected into the library in 1920s - Liebich #Sharp16
7/20/2016 12:50:30 PM
hobbb: 7e @StevenCarlSmith: paper funded by republican assoc, set up to oppose rival
paper's politics #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:50:34 PM
singingscholar: Hannah Frydman: French Sénat hilarity in response to allegedly
pornographic ads read as evidence in 1890s. How to interpret? #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:50:43 PM
alisakbeer: RT @Marie_LSJ: Venez me parler des projets numériques dont vous rêvez,
surtout bibliographies et traductions #sharp16 #freelance https://t…
7/20/2016 12:51:34 PM
jotis13: Oh, hey, the internet is back - yay! #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:51:49 PM
digitalpigeons: Liebich: New Zealand Troopship Magazine from WWI, varied in nature
and made w limited resources (pencil, carbon paper, typewriter) #sharp16

7/20/2016 12:52:01 PM
PointofPublish: Moi, je vais écrire un livre à l’instar de Pierre Bayard intitulé:
«Comment parler des conférences auxquelles on n’a pas assisté?»#SHARP16
7/20/2016 12:52:32 PM
singingscholar: Frydman: 1898 law determined to protect public fm ads "contraire aux
bonnes moeurs." But how to prove indecency w/out decoding it? #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:52:36 PM
hobbb: 7e @StevenCarlSmith: paper supported Jefferson's embargo, which hurt its
readers. Difficult position for a local paper! #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:52:56 PM
genschaffner: .@CitizenWald on German reception of the French Revolution? Germans
thought it was philosophy, not politics... #sharp16 <snort>
7/20/2016 12:53:04 PM
sharpicecream: J'imagine un tres belle conte dans la ville de Paris qui passe par des
glaciers #sharp16 https://t.co/09rT2Sfb0y
7/20/2016 12:53:19 PM
hobbb: 7e @StevenCarlSmith: no of subscribers peaked during War of 1812, steep
decline after #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:54:14 PM
singingscholar: Frydman: Colette's lesbian protags Claudine & Rézi often used as
pseudonyms in personal ads. Senators OUTRAGED. (I'm delighted.) #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:54:17 PM
digitaldante: RT @mollyhardy: "City Readers" a project recently digitized reader records
from @nysoclib https://t.co/jlshdqEUoc#sharp16
7/20/2016 12:55:20 PM
singingscholar: Frydman: courts unwilling to police intention of obscenity, while
legislation tries to limit e.g. piano/language/massage lessons. #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:55:32 PM
genschaffner: (2308 German periodicals in 18C? @CitizenWald has sorted them all by
topic of course, and that's not related to his research topic) #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:55:56 PM
dhpaulspence: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Hunt: location aware literature demands a
double practice of reading #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:57:00 PM
LondonSculpture: RT @Uniformbooks: Michael Hampton's 'Unshelfmarked'“…engaging
and occasionally dizzying essays"https://t.co/mEisyVK4yo#sharp16 https://t…
7/20/2016 12:57:11 PM
hobbb: 7e @StevenCarlSmith: mostly local subscribers but some far-flung ones
#sharp16
7/20/2016 12:57:25 PM
sharpicecream: Arigato! https://t.co/VZZvHNbi7R #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:57:45 PM

singingscholar: Frydman: "Where did self-improvement end and commercial sex
begin?" These are the questions the fin-de-siècle Sénat is asking...! #sharp16
7/20/2016 12:58:15 PM
beyondcitation: RT @meau: #Sharp16 folks -- we're looking for an intellectuallyengaged, kickass Curator of Rare Books at Smith College. https://t.co/7dSoz…
7/20/2016 12:59:01 PM
hobbb: 7e @StevenCarlSmith: Paper failed in its political project, suggests it had little
influence. #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:00:00 PM
singingscholar: Frydman: context key to decoding late C19 classifieds. Where are they
published? What pseudonyms are used? How does vocab develop? #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:00:48 PM
beyondcitation: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: the eBook is a service rather than
a product #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:00:51 PM
genschaffner: (pondering @CitizenWald on translating French Rev into German, for
Germans #sharp16 and AM sess on Turkish, Arabic and Persian translations)
7/20/2016 1:02:05 PM
singingscholar: Frydman: even when police found illegal prostitution behind innocuous
ads, courts didn't condemn ads, "innocent in form & content." #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:02:32 PM
bittenpub: RT @praymurray: Hunt: hypertextual possibilities of location-aware
narratives: where does the narrative book end & the gamified book begin?…
7/20/2016 1:02:46 PM
tmg7d: Liebich: souvenir numbers of troopship mags often characterizing the
community, the company--like a more serious yearbook #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:02:57 PM
bittenpub: RT @StevieLMarsden: Rowberry: key words highlighted by kindle readers
#sharp16 https://t.co/DxFF1EYFQP
7/20/2016 1:03:06 PM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: the eBook is a service rather than a
product #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:03:25 PM
singingscholar: Reader reception a key issue in Frydman's paper: what knowledge (&
dangerous desire) is imagined on the part of the reading public? #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:03:31 PM
tmg7d: Even have autograph pages! #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:03:37 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: how do we replicate the print paradigm for marginalia in
eBooks? #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:03:40 PM
beyondcitation: RT @ClaireSquires: This audience shows how vibrant & welcomed
contemporary book history/publishing studies is in @SHARPorg #sharp16 https:/…

7/20/2016 1:04:02 PM
singingscholar: @genschaffner @CitizenWald Goethe would be so impressed! #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:04:07 PM
tmg7d: Liebich: troopship mags facilitate transition from civilian to soldier #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:04:09 PM
dhpaulspence: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: how do we replicate the print
paradigm for marginalia in eBooks? #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:04:16 PM
MeganPeiser: RT @digitalpigeons: de Schmidt: shipboard periodicals in 19thC helps
enforce civility and social status in ship life #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:04:40 PM
ClaireSquires: .@sprowberry - you can't understand computers without knowing the
longer history of media, and the book #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:06:54 PM
singingscholar: Frydman: Unsurprisingly, unregulated/queer female sexuality a primary
concern of C19/C20 senators trying to police euphemistic ads. #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:07:01 PM
tmg7d: #shipboardpublications panel a fantastic reminder of how closely reading &
writing are involved in travel #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:07:31 PM
genschaffner: .@citizenwald sums up with discussion of world of war and violence
(French Rev), translated into a new media (periodical) #sharp16 so timely
7/20/2016 1:08:08 PM
singingscholar: Briefly recapping Aîsha Salmon's great paper: conjugal advice manuals
“risquent toujours de tomber dans le scabreux" if explicit. #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:08:58 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #7i great question from Beth Le Roux about the location of Kindle
readers re: rights, languages, access #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:09:07 PM
bittenpub: Learning so much today thanks #sharp16 and favourite quote "reading
doesn't have frontiers" @Shaf_Towheed
7/20/2016 1:09:52 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CorinnaNoRue: reg liaison meeting - #sharp16 official bilingual
Fr/Eng conf... But where is @SHARPorg's #linguisticdiversity on Twitter…
7/20/2016 1:10:30 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @genschaffner: .@khj5c @MarshsLibrary ho ho ho... put the* librarians*
in cages for best practices for security? #sharp16 @rbmsinfo neve…
7/20/2016 1:10:47 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @genschaffner: .@khj5c @MarshsLibrary ho ho ho... put the*
librarians* in cages for best practices for security? #sharp16 @rbmsinfo neve…
7/20/2016 1:10:47 PM
bittenpub: RT @singingscholar: Briefly recapping Aîsha Salmon's great paper: conjugal
advice manuals “risquent toujours de tomber dans le scabreux" if…

7/20/2016 1:10:50 PM
dhpaulspence: Location awareness also means being 'location-aware' of social
conditions in different city areas @praymurray Verity Hunt & others #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:11:01 PM
singingscholar: Salmon: medical & religious texts & advice manuals, all address
conjugal sex, variously veiled in Latin, euphemism, and metaphor. #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:11:02 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @dhpaulspence: Location awareness also means being 'locationaware' of social conditions in different city areas @praymurray Verity Hunt…
7/20/2016 1:11:18 PM
bittenpub: RT @ClaireSquires: .@sprowberry - you can't understand computers without
knowing the longer history of media, and the book #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:11:30 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @INKEproject: .@RayS6 & @arbuckle_alyssa are at #sharp16 today
giving a digital demo on INKE. Stop by if you're in Paris!
7/20/2016 1:12:34 PM
genschaffner: (reason #154 I love SHARP, where I can see @CitizenWald sweep in all
of classical culture and 18C Euro print culture in 15 minutes) #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:13:02 PM
ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus précieux
https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/20/2016 1:17:22 PM
ralucas20: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/20/2016 1:19:51 PM
harrietBsouth: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: How we describe books has more
impact than numerical categories #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:20:03 PM
vivdunstan: Good audience question #7g #sharp16 about survival processes (or
otherwise) of shipboard periodicals / writings
7/20/2016 1:21:47 PM
LauraNS2106: RT @ClaireSquires: Hundreds of university deans forced to resign in
Turkey in post-coup purges; sobering news while we enjoy #sharp16 https…
7/20/2016 1:21:49 PM
Actus_Culture: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/20/2016 1:21:50 PM
LeedsHisRes: RT @DrSKBarker: Paper given at #sharp16. Excellent qs & pleased to be
part of discussion w people like Warren Boutcher, Brenda Hosington &…
7/20/2016 1:22:26 PM
hobbb: 7e Hochman: most applicants were accepted, there was a shortage of librarians.
#sharp16

7/20/2016 1:23:52 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @ClaireSquires: .@sprowberry - you can't understand computers
without knowing the longer history of media, and the book #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:23:58 PM
NANEEditions: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux
ebooks https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/20/2016 1:26:24 PM
vivdunstan: Really enjoying #sharp16 panel #7g about shipboard publications. Worth
battling up the stairs for!
7/20/2016 1:27:13 PM
BiblioConcours: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/20/2016 1:28:00 PM
ArnaudDubos: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/20/2016 1:28:16 PM
Sibille_Sharpe: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/20/2016 1:33:32 PM
Cevagraf_fr: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux ebooks
https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/20/2016 1:33:35 PM
bittenpub: RT @singingscholar: Reader reception a key issue in Frydman's paper: what
knowledge (& dangerous desire) is imagined on the part of the rea…
7/20/2016 1:34:24 PM
bittenpub: RT @singingscholar: Frydman: "Where did self-improvement end and
commercial sex begin?" These are the questions the fin-de-siècle Sénat is…
7/20/2016 1:35:26 PM
arbuckle_alyssa: @hkpmcgregor yes! @MariLib & @AlexisWeedon & @ILoveCopyright
gave an excellent panel at #sharp16 this morning
7/20/2016 1:43:12 PM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/20/2016 1:43:44 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Knox notes that books deemed "inappropriate" are
often not removed from libraries or banned but restricted. Mostly. #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:49:12 PM
hkpmcgregor: @arbuckle_alyssa @MariLib Amazing! I'm having definite #sharp16 fomo
right now!
7/20/2016 1:55:24 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @singingscholar: Reader reception a key issue in Frydman's paper:
what knowledge (& dangerous desire) is imagined on the part of the rea…

7/20/2016 1:55:28 PM
jotis13: Standing room only in Salle 1 for The Silence of the Books. Time to rearrange
the furniture? #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:57:57 PM
StevieLMarsden: So sorry to be missing panel 8G with Aakriti Mandhwani,
@ClaireSquires and Sébastien Lehembre! Will be following via #sharp16!
7/20/2016 1:58:50 PM
JD_PhD: RT @jotis13: "First Folios... are among the world's rarest books" ::audience
laughter:: "now we have 234!" ::even more laughter:: Pettegree…
7/20/2016 1:59:07 PM
singingscholar: I'm excited for #8b, a very #medieval panel, on approaches to literacy
before & after Gutenberg. #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:59:41 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @vivdunstan: Now onto Susann Liebich on New Zealand WW1
troopship magazines #WW1 #sharp16
7/20/2016 1:59:43 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @digitalpigeons: Liebich: New Zealand Troopship Magazine from
WWI, varied in nature and made w limited resources (pencil, carbon paper,…
7/20/2016 1:59:51 PM
bethlrx: Will do my best to keep you up to date! #sharp16 https://t.co/fBVx3kHpqs
7/20/2016 2:00:36 PM
alisakbeer: Marco Mostert: Printing and Changes in the Grammar of Legibility #sharp16
#8b
7/20/2016 2:00:39 PM
jotis13: "Ironically, we don't have a chair for this session" says the first presenter in a
session that's run out of chairs. #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:01:22 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @tmg7d: Liebich: troopship mags facilitate transition from civilian
to soldier #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:01:32 PM
LornaMCampbell: RT @tmg7d: #shipboardpublications panel a fantastic reminder of
how closely reading & writing are involved in travel #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:01:44 PM
jotis13: First up is Steven Van Impe on Imprint, Address and Location: Some Case
Studies in Early Modern Antwerp #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:02:27 PM
alisakbeer: Mostert: Many continuities between written and printed word - esp wrt
reading and its practices and what makes a page legible. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:02:47 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: Will do my best to keep you up to date! #sharp16
https://t.co/fBVx3kHpqs
7/20/2016 2:02:55 PM

mazarines: The Silence of the Books: The Importance of Archival Material* in Book
History is about to speak. (*So happy to see this term.) #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:03:17 PM
alisakbeer: Mostert: what is needed to make a text legible? Reading as transformation
from text to voice w/out concern for comprehension. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:03:53 PM
singingscholar: Marco Mostert: reading understood as being able to give voice to signs
on the page, retranslating them into the oral. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:04:33 PM
bethlrx: Mandhwani: everyday reading in post-independence India #s8g #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:05:15 PM
alisakbeer: Mostert: Legibility consists of five elements: 1.Language
2.Script(caps/abbrev) 3.Paratextual signs 4.Spaces between words 5.Layout #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:05:30 PM
jotis13: @RareBookLibAntw discussing the difficulties caused by Dutch double-imprints
(which I now know should be 'copy imprint') #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:06:57 PM
Shaf_Towheed: At panel 8h on Book Chat - first up @CorinnaNoRue on European Book
of the Month Club selections #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:07:29 PM
jotis13: @RareBookLibAntw Dutch "Copy Imprint" -- used to give legitimacy, defer
blame in news in particular #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:07:35 PM
OCLC_FR: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique met
en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/20/2016 2:07:38 PM
alisakbeer: Mostert: Parkes, Saenger, Martin&Vezin referenced #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:07:45 PM
bethlrx: Branding, commerce and distribution - terms close to the heart of Publishing
Studies academics #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:07:52 PM
jotis13: <this feed hijacked by @EpistolaryBrown while the owner tries to fix my
wireless...> #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:08:11 PM
genschaffner: #s8e just started and @RareBookLibAntw already killing it on the
"translation" of cataloguing and bibliographical terminology #sharp16 ack
7/20/2016 2:08:21 PM
jotis13: @RareBookLibAntw Short title catalogues still represent imprints in a short
form, even though they've allowed titles to grow #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:08:51 PM
singingscholar: Mostert's comments on need to know language of text AND that of
script painfully relevant to all paleographers #medievalistproblems #sharp16

7/20/2016 2:08:52 PM
mafunyane: .@bittenpub is about to talk about the 'weight' of fiction at #sharp16. I'll
be following up tomorrow with 'length'. https://t.co/cCAqvBbeUW
7/20/2016 2:09:03 PM
bittenpub: RT @mafunyane: .@bittenpub is about to talk about the 'weight' of fiction at
#sharp16. I'll be following up tomorrow with 'length'. https:/…
7/20/2016 2:09:42 PM
jotis13: @RareBookLibAntw Imprints are often hidden in STCs, but present in the backend, to in-house users #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:09:47 PM
mazarines: "Copy imprint" = original imprint mentioned in imprint of reprint. Lends
authority, transfers responsibility. - @RareBookLibAntw #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:10:18 PM
jotis13: @RareBookLibAntw Imprints allow us to map and locate print shops "This place
still exists, it's a pizza restaurant" #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:10:36 PM
ILoveCopyright: .@CorinnaNoRue using Book of the Month club (est. 1926) as a case
study #sharp16 #welovecasestudies
7/20/2016 2:10:56 PM
jotis13: @RareBookLibAntw STCV has non-searchable authority files, which it will give
out as XML #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:11:35 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel 8h Norrick-Rühl: Bertelsmann book sales clubs had 29m
members at peak point #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:12:09 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@CorinnaNoRue using Book of the Month club
(est. 1926) as a case study #sharp16 #welovecasestudies
7/20/2016 2:12:32 PM
drjanepotter: 'I will now switch 2 English since continuing in French will make me
hyperventilate.' Great paper opening by @CorinnaNoRue #sharp16 #bkclub
7/20/2016 2:12:47 PM
bethlrx: Mandhwani describing huge sales of Hindi pocket books - did she say 1 million
copies? #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:12:47 PM
praymurray: .@ILoveCopyright @CorinnaNoRue and Aakriti is speaking about the Home
Library Scheme in India here! #serendipity #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:13:01 PM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 8h Norrick-Rühl: Bertelsmann book sales clubs
had 29m members at peak point #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:13:02 PM
singingscholar: Mostert uses Dylan Thomas poem to illustrate evolution of script
conventions from antiquity to Middle Ages: https://t.co/UX5jA1OxIa #sharp16

7/20/2016 2:13:12 PM
jotis13: @RareBookLibAntw Printers' Devices include shop signs, house names, family
crests, symbols, mottos, not every printer has one #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:13:19 PM
bittenpub: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@CorinnaNoRue using Book of the Month club (est.
1926) as a case study #sharp16 #welovecasestudies
7/20/2016 2:13:20 PM
alisakbeer: Mostert: Examples of legibility with additions of upper/lowercase letters,
spaces, punctuation. Dependent on readerly expectation. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:13:21 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: Mandhwani describing huge sales of Hindi pocket books did she say 1 million copies? #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:13:34 PM
jotis13: (Oh, hi, I'm back. Couldn't fix @EpistolaryBrown 's computer. Clearly it needed
a longer coffee break.) #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:13:40 PM
bethlrx: Book of the Month Club also an influence in India... #sharp16
https://t.co/pLvoBFGpRj
7/20/2016 2:13:45 PM
praymurray: RT @bethlrx: Mandhwani describing huge sales of Hindi pocket books - did
she say 1 million copies? #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:14:16 PM
mazarines: While not all printers used printer's devices, two used symbols of slowness:
snail and turtle. - @RareBookLibAntw #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:14:25 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @mazarines: While not all printers used printer's devices, two used
symbols of slowness: snail and turtle. - @RareBookLibAntw #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:14:34 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @mazarines: While not all printers used printer's devices, two used
symbols of slowness: snail and turtle. - @RareBookLibAntw #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:14:34 PM
drjanepotter: Great to catch up w/ @juliarsct @laBnF yesterday over #sharp16 lunch
break! Everyone meets in Paris!
7/20/2016 2:14:43 PM
singingscholar: RT @mazarines: While not all printers used printer's devices, two used
symbols of slowness: snail and turtle. - @RareBookLibAntw #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:15:35 PM
jotis13: Printers famously uncreative with naming their sons @EpistolaryBrown
@RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:15:44 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel 8h: Book of the Month Club peaks at 1.6m members in 1988
before impact of chain stores in 1990s #sharp16

7/20/2016 2:16:24 PM
jotis13: There are 4 known widows of Hieronymous Verdussen's active in period, luckily
addresses help narrow it down @RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:16:30 PM
jotis13: This also helps us narrow down *when* the pamphlet was published as well as
who was publishing it @RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:17:04 PM
praymurray: Mandhwani describes the wide range of bks available as part of the Hind
Pocket Library: combo of high & low #sharp16 https://t.co/dm2syJr6cr
7/20/2016 2:17:07 PM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 8h: Book of the Month Club peaks at 1.6m
members in 1988 before impact of chain stores in 1990s #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:17:31 PM
dhpaulspence: RT @praymurray: Hunt: hypertextual possibilities of location-aware
narratives: where does the narrative book end & the gamified book begin?…
7/20/2016 2:17:32 PM
drjanepotter: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 8h Norrick-Rühl: Bertelsmann book sales
clubs had 29m members at peak point #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:17:38 PM
dhpaulspence: RT @praymurray: Mandhwani describes the wide range of bks available
as part of the Hind Pocket Library: combo of high & low #sharp16 https:…
7/20/2016 2:18:08 PM
jotis13: Workshops and printshops are inherited - sometimes through female line, hard
to determine names alone @RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:18:13 PM
drjanepotter: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 8h: Book of the Month Club peaks at 1.6m
members in 1988 before impact of chain stores in 1990s #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:18:17 PM
jotis13: Screen blanks out and starts to roll up into the ceiling. "...you'll notice the
picture here..." @RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:18:43 PM
bethlrx: Mandhwani: "The middlebrow is formed from the politics of exclusion" (what,
no crime fiction?) #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:19:41 PM
jotis13: "In De Pauw" an important bookshop, used by successive sellers throughout
17th, 18th c. @RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:19:41 PM
praymurray: Mandhwani capably compares American book club cultures & Indian &
their contribution to middle brow reading cultures #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:20:17 PM
jotis13: During the 18th century, three booksellers in a row are sons-in-law of previous
- can see from wife's names @RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16

7/20/2016 2:20:28 PM
ambientlit: RT @praymurray: Hunt: hypertextual possibilities of location-aware
narratives: where does the narrative book end & the gamified book begin?…
7/20/2016 2:21:08 PM
jotis13: Women are the KEY connectors in this network of printers - why it's vital to
include in network analyses, not obscure/ignore #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:21:25 PM
alisakbeer: Mostert: What about Parkes’ 1976 concepts of compilatio and ordinatio?
Much more relevant than Steinberg and Eisenstein! #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:21:29 PM
gbarnhisel: @BeineckeLibrary to reopen (finally!) #bookhistory #sharp16
https://t.co/ly0WNtzUsh
7/20/2016 2:21:43 PM
jotis13: RT @gbarnhisel: @BeineckeLibrary to reopen (finally!) #bookhistory #sharp16
https://t.co/ly0WNtzUsh
7/20/2016 2:22:27 PM
mazarines: RT @jotis13: Women are the KEY connectors in this network of printers why it's vital to include in network analyses, not obscure/ignore #…
7/20/2016 2:22:31 PM
jotis13: Now looking at other houses, "Den Sampson" aka "Den Gulden Engel" seeing
religious wars' impact on dynasties @RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:23:00 PM
alisakbeer: Mostert: Return to orality of Latin lit only after print - what about how
closely incunables emulated mss in form & layout.? #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:23:18 PM
singingscholar: Mostert on artes punctandi as guiding sentiment/tone of reading
reminds me irresistibly of Victor Borge: https://t.co/VuHUJ7Ntv1 #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:23:28 PM
mazarines: @jotis13 In this case, I'll call it the "Joanna Rule" since all the wives were
named Joanna. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:23:38 PM
jotis13: Next to be discussed: house "The Spotted Cow." (Me: gotta love the down-toearth names.) @RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:24:05 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Mandhwani describes the wide range of bks available
as part of the Hind Pocket Library: combo of high & low #sharp16 https:…
7/20/2016 2:24:13 PM
drjanepotter: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 même à distance, suivez les conférences avec le
HT dédié! Even from far, follow the conference with the HT! https://t.c…
7/20/2016 2:24:38 PM
praymurray: Listening to @ClaireSquires after ages! *nostalgic sniff* #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:24:45 PM

jotis13: @mazarines I did wonder for a minute when I first saw the slide if it was all
Joanna's husbands, black-widow-style! #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:24:48 PM
clancynewyork: RT @StevieLMarsden: @sprowberry: there's no such thing as a
prototypical Kindle e-book: it changes depending on device used #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:25:02 PM
alisakbeer: Mostert: Musical notation only needed in instrumental music b/c punctuation
gave all necessary info for singers? #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:25:09 PM
jotis13: Mapping locations of workshop to determine choices: "location, location,
location" vital @RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:25:24 PM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: Mostert: Return to orality of Latin lit only after print what about how closely incunables emulated mss in form & layout.…
7/20/2016 2:25:44 PM
jotis13: One printer, for ex, moved to border of printing district, poor area where
audience for his cheap print lived @RareBookLibAntw #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:25:49 PM
praymurray: RT @jotis13: Women are the KEY connectors in this network of printers why it's vital to include in network analyses, not obscure/ignore #…
7/20/2016 2:26:03 PM
alisakbeer: Mostert: Pay more attention to punctuation, space between words, and
layout of the printed text you study. I’m on board for that. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:26:05 PM
praymurray: RT @bethlrx: Mandhwani: "The middlebrow is formed from the politics of
exclusion" (what, no crime fiction?) #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:26:13 PM
alisakbeer: Anna Adamska: With Eye, Hand, and Ear: Participation in Pre-Modern
Literacy Revisited #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:26:48 PM
annamcnally: @kariebookish you might want to have a look at #sharp16 - rare book
conference happening now, discussing printers
7/20/2016 2:27:13 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska: Reading as only one way of contact with the written word participating via writing, reading, and hearing. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:27:27 PM
jotis13: Next up Stijn Van Rossem, The Antwerp Printers of the Mind: Printing House
Practices of the Verdussen Family #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:28:11 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska: Focus on C13-16 in premodern Latinitas. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:28:26 PM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: Adamska: Reading as only one way of contact with the
written word - participating via writing, reading, and hearing. #sharp…

7/20/2016 2:28:32 PM
clancynewyork: Seems @sprowberry just gave a great presentation at #sharp16.
@Shaf_Towheed's TL has tweets. Maybe @sprowberry will share talk in future?
7/20/2016 2:28:44 PM
jotis13: "The document I'm talking about to day, I would have loved to have found in an
earlier stage of my research." Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:28:54 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @clancynewyork: Seems @sprowberry just gave a great
presentation at #sharp16. @Shaf_Towheed's TL has tweets. Maybe @sprowberry will
shar…
7/20/2016 2:29:29 PM
bethlrx: Squires on the language of commissioning - very physical, even sensual: taste,
gut, tingly feeling, passion... #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:30:05 PM
Marie_LSJ: genre construction by publishers/authors/readers: @bittenpub concentrates
on ludic reading, i.e. for pleasure, spec. Mills and Boon #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:30:07 PM
singingscholar: Love Anna Adamska's work on orality/text in #medieval Europe, but
am unsure abt claimed "structural diglossia" of Latin/vernacular. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:30:21 PM
praymurray: @ClaireSquires quotes @michaelbhaskar! #sharp16
https://t.co/pOvwp5YHVJ
7/20/2016 2:30:23 PM
praymurray: RT @bethlrx: Squires on the language of commissioning - very physical,
even sensual: taste, gut, tingly feeling, passion... #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:30:38 PM
jotis13: Printers of the Mind refers to famous article by Donald McKenzie. Van Rossem
#s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:30:51 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: Squires on the language of commissioning - very
physical, even sensual: taste, gut, tingly feeling, passion... #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:31:06 PM
jotis13: Is that on the #sharp16 bingo card? Do we *have* a SHARP bingo card?
Because if we don't, we ought to have one.
7/20/2016 2:31:19 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska: Reading and writing separate skills - how we define them is key.
Concept of registers of literacy. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:31:21 PM
genschaffner: (I have to interject that the women *are* the booksellers, the owners /
business-people of the shop @jotis13 @RareBookLibAntw) #sharp16 #s8e
7/20/2016 2:31:39 PM
jotis13: "All our knowledge brings us nearer to our ignorance." T.S. Eliot, quoted by
McKenzie. Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16

7/20/2016 2:31:57 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska: active/passive ; direct/indirect - different ways of engaging with
literacy in the late Middle Ages/ early modern period. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:32:07 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel 8h: Tekgül on book club meetings as micro-public spheres
#sharp16
7/20/2016 2:32:23 PM
jotis13: @genschaffner @RareBookLibAntw In many cases, absolutely! I have no idea
about these cases (did he say? If so, I missed it, sorry.) #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:32:32 PM
singingscholar: Adamska gives salutary reminder to constantly be asking what it
means to be able to read/write in premodern Latinitas. #sharp16 #medieval
7/20/2016 2:32:46 PM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: Adamska: active/passive ; direct/indirect - different
ways of engaging with literacy in the late Middle Ages/ early modern…
7/20/2016 2:32:54 PM
jotis13: Unoriginal naming practices for firstborn sons possibly a "branding" strategy for
the printing house? Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:33:00 PM
clancynewyork: RT @mazarines: Digitization standards establish authority through
lineage of antecedents. So recursive, though I think all library standard…
7/20/2016 2:33:06 PM
drjanepotter: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel 8h: Tekgül on book club meetings as micropublic spheres #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:33:09 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska: Problems of Grundmanns 1958 description of literacy as
“litteratus” only - necessitates reading&writing&Latinity. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:33:26 PM
drjanepotter: RT @praymurray: @ClaireSquires quotes @michaelbhaskar! #sharp16
https://t.co/pOvwp5YHVJ
7/20/2016 2:33:31 PM
drjanepotter: RT @bethlrx: Squires on the language of commissioning - very physical,
even sensual: taste, gut, tingly feeling, passion... #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:33:37 PM
alisakbeer: RT @singingscholar: Adamska gives salutary reminder to constantly be
asking what it means to be able to read/write in premodern Latinitas.…
7/20/2016 2:33:44 PM
jotis13: Early 20th century insult quote being dissected by Van Rossem. Verdussens
also worthy of study, Plantin isn't only printer! #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:35:20 PM
praymurray: Squires makes a great case for 'instinct' vs skill of commissioning editors &
the tension between the job & personal taste #sharp16

7/20/2016 2:35:32 PM
clancynewyork: RT @jotis13: During the 18th century, three booksellers in a row are
sons-in-law of previous - can see from wife's names @RareBookLibAntw #…
7/20/2016 2:35:41 PM
clancynewyork: RT @genschaffner: (I have to interject that the women *are* the
booksellers, the owners / business-people of the shop @jotis13 @RareBookLib…
7/20/2016 2:35:44 PM
singingscholar: Adamska: varying #medieval definitions of "knowing Latin."
Understanding, reading, writing, speaking, all in varying registers. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:35:53 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska namechecks Alcuin of York in descriptions of “legere et intelligere”
and literacy in Latin. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:36:09 PM
jotis13: When Hieornymous II begins printing on his own, choses to focus on
schoolbooks, liturgical texts, almanacs. Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:36:32 PM
ILoveCopyright: @singingscholar @andiesilva MA & Paulo Coehlo were the most wellknown authors. Both doing really interesting things on @wattpad #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:36:45 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Squires makes a great case for 'instinct' vs skill of
commissioning editors & the tension between the job & personal taste…
7/20/2016 2:36:57 PM
clancynewyork: RT @jotis13: Women are the KEY connectors in this network of printers
- why it's vital to include in network analyses, not obscure/ignore #…
7/20/2016 2:37:18 PM
jotis13: H1 served as a legal fig leaf for H2 activities, since he couldn't officially print on
his own yet. Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:37:21 PM
michaelbhaskar: RT @praymurray: Squires makes a great case for 'instinct' vs skill of
commissioning editors & the tension between the job & personal taste…
7/20/2016 2:37:36 PM
ILoveCopyright: Terrible wifi but great presentation by @CorinnaNoRue. Very sad to
miss @bittenpub and @ClaireSquires papers though! #sharp16 #panelclash
7/20/2016 2:37:55 PM
jotis13: Source that Van Rossem is so excited about? A payroll journal for 10 years!
#accountingForTheWin #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:37:58 PM
JanHillgaertner: RT @bookhistories: Don't miss out the fascinating digital showcases
taking place right now! @JanHillgaertner @Marie_LSJ #sharp16 https://t.…
7/20/2016 2:38:42 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ILoveCopyright: Terrible wifi but great presentation by
@CorinnaNoRue. Very sad to miss @bittenpub and @ClaireSquires papers though! #s…

7/20/2016 2:38:50 PM
jotis13: Payroll chronological, but veeeeery messy. Dates merged, no professions, no
surnames, unclear refs to titles/quires Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:39:08 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: genre construction by publishers/authors/readers:
@bittenpub concentrates on ludic reading, i.e. for pleasure, spec. Mills a…
7/20/2016 2:39:11 PM
NicDarwood: Mills and Boom better than valium? @bittenpub #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:39:20 PM
Marie_LSJ: Didn't know this model of reading! thanks @bittenpub! useful for RED?
@Shaf_Towheed #sharp16 https://t.co/fzXrbKXCAx https://t.co/0SWX0DE1q3
7/20/2016 2:39:41 PM
jotis13: Payments were made once a week, almost exclusively on Saturday (though
sometimes on other days, Sunday, Wednesday) Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:39:41 PM
singingscholar: Adamska draws neat parallel btwn ways #medieval people were
attuned to Latin & ways non-native speakers attuned to English today. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:40:16 PM
mazarines: Financial records are so massively helpful. #sharp16
https://t.co/ZVfiC57SZc
7/20/2016 2:40:22 PM
jotis13: Interesting... though I'm extremely skeptical at the idea of "leisure" reading
books are never reread? #sharp16 https://t.co/Ga4uYazSo0
7/20/2016 2:41:05 PM
bethlrx: Squires: "the fairytale myth of the undiscovered author" means that people
don't understand what publishers do. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:41:20 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Thanks for tweeting this @Marie_LSJ @bittenpub - haven't seen it
before & yes it should be useful #sharp16 https://t.co/R2uSqatMlB
7/20/2016 2:41:34 PM
jotis13: Getting up close & personal w/this document now. I am probably not paying
attention to the same thing all else are Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:42:23 PM
mazarines: Payroll account book included quires printed & initials next to each, so a
planning document on who would print what! - Van Rossem #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:42:27 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @drjanepotter: 'I will now switch 2 English since continuing in
French will make me hyperventilate.' Great paper opening by @CorinnaNoRu…
7/20/2016 2:42:29 PM
singingscholar: Adamska: cultures of sound/orality much broader & more varied in
premodern period than sometimes assumed. #soundstudies #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:42:50 PM

jotis13: For example, the form of that "2" was intriguing to me... #mathdork Van
Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:42:51 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: Squires: "the fairytale myth of the undiscovered author"
means that people don't understand what publishers do. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:43:13 PM
praymurray: Squires: gut & instinct vs. "amortising risk" - demythologising the editorial
process #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:43:22 PM
jotis13: Now seeing payroll number of workers overview: compositors and printers,
usually have about 4-6 people at a time. Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:43:50 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @bethlrx: Squires: "the fairytale myth of the undiscovered author"
means that people don't understand what publishers do. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:44:27 PM
jotis13: Time difference between composing and printing: tended to be same week or
one week later, but could be two or more Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:45:01 PM
singingscholar: Adamska: shift twds writing in vernacular in C14/C15 != sudden
increase in accessibility. Specialist training in writing needed. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:45:05 PM
dhpaulspence: RT @praymurray: Squires makes a great case for 'instinct' vs skill of
commissioning editors & the tension between the job & personal taste…
7/20/2016 2:45:17 PM
mazarines: Van Rossem asks how many printers & compositors were active in a given
week. Variable, but more active compositors than printers. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:45:18 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska: Literacy in the vernacular requires a ‘writable’ language (stable
orthography/punctuation), schools & pragmatic use for it #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:45:37 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska: Oooh, now we’re on to urban uses of literacy & women’s reading.
I’m all ears. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:46:00 PM
jotis13: 23 titles identified, printed in year 1618-1619, he found copies of 14 titles, not
schoolbooks, almanac, pop lit Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:46:39 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Duygu Tekgul on book group meetings as micro-public spheres fascinating material #8h #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:46:57 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska: Holy women learning to read via miracle is a hagiographical
topos. Reflects the control of written culture by men? #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:47:03 PM
bethlrx: Lehembre on independent publishing in a transnational context #sharp16

7/20/2016 2:47:11 PM
jotis13: In general, compositors paid a little more than printers, apprentices paid about
half of normal wage Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:47:12 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska: But remember that not all men were literate - so can’t say “male”
control of literacy w/out more nuance! #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:47:45 PM
mazarines: Van Rossem: Compositors were paid slightly more than printers in the
Verdussen print shop. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:47:46 PM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: Adamska: Literacy in the vernacular requires a
‘writable’ language (stable orthography/punctuation), schools & pragmatic us…
7/20/2016 2:48:00 PM
alisakbeer: Adamska: Literacy becoming a norm when illiteracy became shameful? “I
forgot my glasses” emerges in C18. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:48:41 PM
Shaf_Towheed: 8h Tekgül: al Aswany's Yacoubian Building (2007) one of the titles
selected for British book groups research #sharp16 great choice btw
7/20/2016 2:49:13 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Tekgul showing that books in translation are often (mis-)understood as
representing the entire source culture. #welovetranslations #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:49:22 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Duygu Tekgul on book group meetings as micropublic spheres - fascinating material #8h #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:49:31 PM
jotis13: Van Rossem currently trying to determine why composers/printers get paid
more/less for each work. Language? Marginalia? Etc. #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:49:31 PM
genschaffner: (reason #137 I love SHARP #s8e learn from archival evidence that
compositors are paid more than printers - my brain hurts #sharp16)
7/20/2016 2:49:43 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Tekgul showing that books in translation are often
(mis-)understood as representing the entire source culture. #welovetra…
7/20/2016 2:50:04 PM
bethlrx: Lehembre on the difficulty of defining independent publishing - different criteria
important in different contexts. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:50:47 PM
jotis13: Can determine relative size of print run by how much printers paid on each
book, since paid per imprint made Van Rossem #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:50:50 PM
AlexisWeedon: @bittenpub #sharp16 Judith Watts quotes '2b complacent about 1s
ability to please the public is the sure road to ruin' Violet Winspear

7/20/2016 2:50:59 PM
alisakbeer: Szende: Books and charters as exempla of Jewish-Christian contact: script,
language, access, power. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:51:14 PM
NicDarwood: Great paper on Mills and Boom by @bittenpub #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:52:10 PM
jotis13: And up third, Eric Gelijns, A Modest Jobbing Printer or a Large Scale
Entrepreneur? Books Printed by Willem Blyvenburg #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:52:11 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Now Gerda Elisabeth Moser on reading groups - team at Klagenfurt uni
first research group in Austria to do so in this way #8h #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:52:15 PM
kariebookish: RT @alisakbeer: Adamska: Literacy becoming a norm when illiteracy
became shameful? “I forgot my glasses” emerges in C18. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:52:36 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Now Gerda Elisabeth Moser on reading groups team at Klagenfurt uni first research group in Austria to do so in this way…
7/20/2016 2:52:41 PM
jotis13: Records survive b/c Willem Blyvenburg died while his orphaned grandson (of
the same name) was still underage. Gelijns #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:53:36 PM
mazarines: Van Rossem notes that printers were paid most for school books, which tells
us about their higher print runs, since paid by piece. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:53:47 PM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: Szende: Books and charters as exempla of JewishChristian contact: script, language, access, power. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:53:50 PM
RBMSinfo: RT @genschaffner: (I have to interject that the women *are* the
booksellers, the owners / business-people of the shop @jotis13 @RareBookLib…
7/20/2016 2:53:54 PM
lynnemthomas: RT @genschaffner: (I have to interject that the women *are* the
booksellers, the owners / business-people of the shop @jotis13 @RareBookLib…
7/20/2016 2:53:54 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Moser: hard to be a silent listener in a reading group! (Tekgul's active
participation method perhaps easier for a book lover) #sharp16 #8h
7/20/2016 2:53:57 PM
jotis13: Each bookbinder guild apprentice had to bind a Bible and an atlas (or pay 150
guildars) to "graduate" Gelijns #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:54:17 PM
mazarines: RT @jotis13: Each bookbinder guild apprentice had to bind a Bible and an
atlas (or pay 150 guildars) to "graduate" Gelijns #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:55:06 PM

singingscholar: Katalina Szende: complex #medieval Jewish/Xian contacts often
involve use of books & charters (as objects or texts, I wonder?) #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:56:07 PM
jotis13: Woaaaah. Seeing an image of "miniature Bible" so tiny, it's smaller than the
fingertips holding it in the photo Gelijns #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:56:36 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Moser's 3 reading groups all have very interesting mixtures, from
popular authors and bestselling authors to Nobel laureates #sharp16 #8h
7/20/2016 2:57:24 PM
JocHargrave: @stijnvrossem: 'All our knowledge brings us closer to our ignorance'; TS
Eliot, quoted by DF McKenzie in 'Printers of the Mind'. #sharp16
7/20/2016 2:58:49 PM
nsioki: RT @StevieLMarsden: Rowberry: key words highlighted by kindle readers
#sharp16 https://t.co/DxFF1EYFQP
7/20/2016 2:59:14 PM
nsioki: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #7i Rowberry: the eBook is a service rather than a product
#sharp16
7/20/2016 2:59:22 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Moser: re. discussion of happy endings - considered "American" & only
some characters deserving thereof #sharp16 #8h
7/20/2016 3:01:00 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @JocHargrave @stijnvrossem such a #panelclash would love to be
there #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:02:47 PM
alisakbeer: Szende: Contracts between urban Jews and towns/people/etc document
interaction in C15. Interesting for Hebrew marginalia! #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:03:25 PM
bittenpub: RT @jotis13: Each bookbinder guild apprentice had to bind a Bible and an
atlas (or pay 150 guildars) to "graduate" Gelijns #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:03:29 PM
nsioki: RT @sprowberry: Shlevin and Skulski's discussion of Abrams & Dorst's S. chimes
nicely with @mkirschenbaum's RESTful book https://t.co/Zs0Ab…
7/20/2016 3:03:43 PM
sgediting: Sebastien Lehembre #sharp16 on the different terms used across world to
convey 'independent (creative) publisher' https://t.co/KIGRZpgWy3
7/20/2016 3:04:31 PM
jotis13: RT @sgediting: Sebastien Lehembre #sharp16 on the different terms used
across world to convey 'independent (creative) publisher' https://t.…
7/20/2016 3:05:01 PM
bethlrx: "An independent publisher is a creative /originating publisher participating in
debates about ideas, freedom and a critical spirit" #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:05:14 PM
alisakbeer: Szende: Contract cut in two places - indicates loan was repaid. Possession
of document = possession of rights it implied. #sharp16

7/20/2016 3:05:19 PM
jotis13: RT @alisakbeer: Szende: Contract cut in two places - indicates loan was repaid.
Possession of document = possession of rights it implied. #…
7/20/2016 3:05:38 PM
bittenpub: RT @praymurray: Squires: gut & instinct vs. "amortising risk" demythologising the editorial process #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:05:49 PM
mazarines: Geleijns: Many 1720s Hague imprints with publishers known not to have
presses. They share typography, initials. Same printer? #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:05:59 PM
JocHargrave: @CorinnaNoRue @stijnvrossem Definitely #sharp16 offers a cornucopia of
academic delight.
7/20/2016 3:06:17 PM
bittenpub: RT @bethlrx: "An independent publisher is a creative /originating publisher
participating in debates about ideas, freedom and a critical sp…
7/20/2016 3:06:41 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Moser on "hedonic" reading at #8h. n.b. I could use some more of that
in my life. #needtimeoff #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:06:45 PM
JocHargrave: RT @bethlrx: "An independent publisher is a creative /originating
publisher participating in debates about ideas, freedom and a critical sp…
7/20/2016 3:07:03 PM
mazarines: ... Geleijns thinks it may be Willem Blyvenburg. So, why wasn't the printer
himself listed? (And, does it matter?) #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:07:42 PM
Marie_LSJ: Cécile Rabot: contradictions des "classiques": en rupture avec les attentes
des contemporains mais qui parlent à tous & toutes #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:08:11 PM
sgediting: One independent publisher quoted: 'If we call ourselves 'creative' publishers,
does it means all the others aren't being creative?' #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:08:46 PM
bethlrx: Questions bring out the vexed issue of diversity in the publishing industry... (or
the lack thereof) #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:09:31 PM
bittenpub: RT @bethlrx: Questions bring out the vexed issue of diversity in the
publishing industry... (or the lack thereof) #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:10:20 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: Questions bring out the vexed issue of diversity in the
publishing industry... (or the lack thereof) #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:10:26 PM
bittenpub: RT @Marie_LSJ: Cécile Rabot: contradictions des "classiques": en rupture
avec les attentes des contemporains mais qui parlent à tous & tout…

7/20/2016 3:10:36 PM
jotis13: Ahh, the terminology wars. LOLed at the spin of "indie publishers" who called
US Big 5 "legacy publishers." #sharp16 https://t.co/QRv0zI2xy1
7/20/2016 3:10:42 PM
bittenpub: RT @sgediting: Sebastien Lehembre #sharp16 on the different terms used
across world to convey 'independent (creative) publisher' https://t.…
7/20/2016 3:11:04 PM
LibraryLizC: RT @genschaffner: (I have to interject that the women *are* the
booksellers, the owners / business-people of the shop @jotis13 @RareBookLib…
7/20/2016 3:11:14 PM
jotis13: "Also, never trust the database." Gelijns #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:11:17 PM
genschaffner: ("can't trust the STCN"? you are just killing me #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:11:40 PM
mazarines: Geleijns paraphrases Tom Lehrer: "A database is like a sewer. You get out
what you put into it." #rimshot #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:12:03 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Geleijns paraphrases Tom Lehrer: "A database is like a sewer.
You get out what you put into it." #rimshot #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:12:09 PM
JocHargrave: RT @bethlrx: Questions bring out the vexed issue of diversity in the
publishing industry... (or the lack thereof) #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:12:34 PM
SHARPorg: Instructions for tonight's river banquet. Arrive by 8pm. #sharp16
https://t.co/7wXyinb5qe
7/20/2016 3:12:38 PM
jotis13: RT @SHARPorg: Instructions for tonight's river banquet. Arrive by 8pm.
#sharp16 https://t.co/7wXyinb5qe
7/20/2016 3:12:50 PM
JocHargrave: RT @mazarines: Geleijns paraphrases Tom Lehrer: "A database is like a
sewer. You get out what you put into it." #rimshot #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:12:56 PM
jotis13: Just realized I had a typo in those last couple of tweets - it's Eric *Geleijns* not
Gelijns. My apologies! #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:13:42 PM
SHARPorg: Twitter images from #sharp16https://t.co/Dc29hcnljM
7/20/2016 3:14:53 PM
SHARPorg: A reminder that the #sharp16 Twitter prizes will be awarded tomorrow at
the Annual General Meeting after lunch!
7/20/2016 3:14:55 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Marie_LSJ: Didn't know this model of reading! thanks @bittenpub!
useful for RED? @Shaf_Towheed #sharp16 https://t.co/fzXrbKXCAx https:/…

7/20/2016 3:15:57 PM
JocHargrave: RT @SHARPorg: A reminder that the #sharp16 Twitter prizes will be
awarded tomorrow at the Annual General Meeting after lunch!
7/20/2016 3:16:31 PM
SHARPorg: RT @gbarnhisel: @BeineckeLibrary to reopen (finally!) #bookhistory
#sharp16 https://t.co/ly0WNtzUsh
7/20/2016 3:16:32 PM
JocHargrave: RT @SHARPorg: Twitter images from #sharp16https://t.co/Dc29hcnljM
7/20/2016 3:17:13 PM
rachellynchase: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #6e "@SHARPorg has always been about the
money" (S. Murray on books as commodities) #ohSHARP #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:20:16 PM
alisakbeer: RT @SHARPorg: Instructions for tonight's river banquet. Arrive by 8pm.
#sharp16 https://t.co/7wXyinb5qe
7/20/2016 3:20:40 PM
praymurray: RT @mazarines: Geleijns paraphrases Tom Lehrer: "A database is like a
sewer. You get out what you put into it." #rimshot #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:20:52 PM
AlexisWeedon: Seeking to catch @RayS6 in #sharp16 BnF foyer @ 5.30?
7/20/2016 3:20:54 PM
rachellynchase: RT @praymurray: Squires makes a great case for 'instinct' vs skill of
commissioning editors & the tension between the job & personal taste…
7/20/2016 3:20:55 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ILoveCopyright: .@CorinnaNoRue using Book of the Month club
(est. 1926) as a case study #sharp16 #welovecasestudies
7/20/2016 3:21:31 PM
rachellynchase: RT @StevieLMarsden: Love that readers leave graffiti notes in kindle ebooks, just like when you would borrow a book from the school librar…
7/20/2016 3:21:49 PM
rachellynchase: RT @StevieLMarsden: Rowberry: key words highlighted by kindle
readers #sharp16 https://t.co/DxFF1EYFQP
7/20/2016 3:21:59 PM
SHARPorg: Here is BULAC wifi password for #sharp16 https://t.co/7QPjFUUHjQ
7/20/2016 3:22:13 PM
vivdunstan: Free academic journals picked up at Brill stand #sharp16 Bought Brill book
"Lost Books" (25% off) to follow later. https://t.co/fVdNDEskHb
7/20/2016 3:22:18 PM
drjanepotter: RT @SHARPorg: Instructions for tonight's river banquet. Arrive by 8pm.
#sharp16 https://t.co/7wXyinb5qe
7/20/2016 3:22:46 PM
JocHargrave: RT @vivdunstan: Free academic journals picked up at Brill stand
#sharp16 Bought Brill book "Lost Books" (25% off) to follow later. https://…

7/20/2016 3:22:56 PM
SHARPorg: See below for correction to BULAC wifi password #sharp16@sharpparis2016
https://t.co/NwQCmz78PI
7/20/2016 3:23:31 PM
jotis13: "It's not when the husband drops dead that the woman suddenly becomes the
printer of all these works" involved from beginning #s8e #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:24:23 PM
AlexisWeedon: Thank you to a great chair Simone Murray and great papers from
@ILoveCopyright and @MariLib #sharp16 See Murray in Convergence Feb 2017
7/20/2016 3:24:28 PM
mazarines: RT @jotis13: "It's not when the husband drops dead that the woman
suddenly becomes the printer of all these works" involved from beginning…
7/20/2016 3:25:05 PM
jotis13: And for those of us who are interested in analyzing #sharp16 Tweets, I'm
collecting them at https://t.co/hw5UAL7Mr6 https://t.co/q6zVB3ddmy
7/20/2016 3:26:51 PM
beyondcitation: RT @Marie_LSJ: Didn't know this model of reading! thanks
@bittenpub! useful for RED? @Shaf_Towheed #sharp16 https://t.co/fzXrbKXCAx
https:/…
7/20/2016 3:26:54 PM
singingscholar: RT @jotis13: "It's not when the husband drops dead that the woman
suddenly becomes the printer of all these works" involved from beginning…
7/20/2016 3:26:58 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @AlexisWeedon: Thank you to a great chair Simone Murray and
great papers from @ILoveCopyright and @MariLib #sharp16 See Murray in Conver…
7/20/2016 3:28:13 PM
rmathematicus: RT @mazarines: Geleijns paraphrases Tom Lehrer: "A database is like
a sewer. You get out what you put into it." #rimshot #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:28:55 PM
jnvandaele: RT @NicDarwood: Great paper by @lisejaillant on 'Cheap Modernism'
#sharp16
7/20/2016 3:28:59 PM
AlexisWeedon: btw @Ilovecopyright Wattpad paper out in Convergence June 2016 doi:
10.1177/1354856516654459 #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:29:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I swear I have been here -- finally got internet for the first time
today! #Sharp16
7/20/2016 3:31:59 PM
alisakbeer: RT @mazarines: Geleijns paraphrases Tom Lehrer: "A database is like a
sewer. You get out what you put into it." #rimshot #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:32:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: "It's not when the husband drops dead that the woman
suddenly becomes the printer of all these works" involved from beginning…

7/20/2016 3:32:19 PM
jotis13: If an academic writes tweets at a conference but there is no wifi, did it happen?
#sharp16 https://t.co/lLAICUbwYD
7/20/2016 3:33:18 PM
genschaffner: (#s8e too smart to live tweet) #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:35:00 PM
jondresner: RT @mazarines: Geleijns paraphrases Tom Lehrer: "A database is like a
sewer. You get out what you put into it." #rimshot #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:35:08 PM
jotis13: Very excited for @acoldiron1 plenary coming up next in the BnF auditorium
#sharp16
7/20/2016 3:37:52 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Came super early for @acoldiron1's plenary, “Translation, Paratext,
Design: Languages of the Early Modern Book” #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:38:11 PM
mazarines: @RareBookLibAntw makes key point: The name on the imprint is a BRAND,
made of households, employees, et al. Not one man alone. #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:40:30 PM
mazarines: RT @jotis13: And for those of us who are interested in analyzing #sharp16
Tweets, I'm collecting them at https://t.co/hw5UAL7Mr6 https://t.…
7/20/2016 3:41:42 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @AlexisWeedon: btw @Ilovecopyright Wattpad paper out in
Convergence June 2016 doi: 10.1177/1354856516654459 #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:42:10 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @sharpicecream: I am transnational, diverse, timeless & contemporary.
Surtout, je suis delicieuse. #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 3:42:56 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #5c Brigitte Ouvry-Vial: EU-RED group is a tribute to
the @sharporg community <3 #iambookhistory #wearebookhistory #sharp…
7/20/2016 3:46:21 PM
digitalpigeons: No WiFi for last session but I especially enjoyed Greta Golick's paper on
Typography and Meaning in a Toronto Cemetery. #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:46:26 PM
sharpparis2016: Join us in the auditorium for last #sharp16 keynote: Anne Coldiron on
"Translation, Paratext, Design: Languages of the Early Modern Book"
7/20/2016 3:47:04 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 being introduced by Will Slaughter #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:47:21 PM
jotis13: Taking a peek at my preliminary Twitter stats and... I swear, I don't Tweet
*that* much. #deNile #notJustARiverInEgypt #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:47:26 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @sharpparis2016: Join us in the auditorium for last #sharp16 keynote:
Anne Coldiron on "Translation, Paratext, Design: Languages of the…

7/20/2016 3:47:46 PM
alisakbeer: RT @sharpparis2016: Join us in the auditorium for last #sharp16 keynote:
Anne Coldiron on "Translation, Paratext, Design: Languages of the…
7/20/2016 3:48:49 PM
digitalpigeons: Golick: "tombstones are a library of texts that speak to the living" on
the bookishness of tombstones #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:49:12 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @ClaireSquires: .@sprowberry - you can't understand computers
without knowing the longer history of media, and the book #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:49:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The list of lost items at SHARP include a number of ingeniously
shaped USB devices #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:49:28 PM
CritRikk: RT @jotis13: "It's not when the husband drops dead that the woman suddenly
becomes the printer of all these works" involved from beginning…
7/20/2016 3:49:35 PM
Footprints_Heb: For #sharp16 and #iambookhistory people, our source code (written
by the amazing developers @ColumbiaCTL) is here: https://t.co/lJFDZV8375
7/20/2016 3:50:08 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: And for those of us who are interested in analyzing #sharp16
Tweets, I'm collecting them at https://t.co/hw5UAL7Mr6 https://t.…
7/20/2016 3:50:12 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 is a specialist of 15th and 16th century French and English poetry
#sharp16
7/20/2016 3:50:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 recently won a university teaching award @Seminoles - I can attest she was an amazing supervisor! #biased #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:50:18 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 on Translation, Paratext, Design: Languages of the
Early Modern Book.
7/20/2016 3:50:22 PM
GrubStreetWomen: Very excited for Anne Coldiron's keynote titled “Translation,
Paratext, Design: Languages of the Early Modern Book” #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:50:41 PM
kathoarn: Florida State University shout out at #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:51:44 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 most recent book published last year, "Printers Without Borders"
https://t.co/RGXI1jTekE #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:52:03 PM
sarahebull: RT @gbarnhisel: @BeineckeLibrary to reopen (finally!) #bookhistory
#sharp16 https://t.co/ly0WNtzUsh
7/20/2016 3:52:46 PM

EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 showing how thanking-librarians is a genre in and of
itself for citations #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:53:01 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 showing how thanking-librarians is a genre
in and of itself for citations #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:53:06 PM
mazarines: Anne Coldiron (@acoldiron1) keynote on "Translation, Paratext, Design:
Languages of the Early Modern Book" #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:53:14 PM
superHH: @EpistolaryBrown it has been quite spotty #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:53:57 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 starting with the 2011 "Tower of Babel" installation in Buenos
Aires, and others #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:53:58 PM
CitizenWald: Things you can do with books (besides read them) #SHARP16
https://t.co/z9EMUHp3yO
7/20/2016 3:54:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @CitizenWald: Things you can do with books (besides read them)
#SHARP16 https://t.co/z9EMUHp3yO
7/20/2016 3:54:08 PM
jotis13: RT @CitizenWald: Things you can do with books (besides read them)
#SHARP16 https://t.co/z9EMUHp3yO
7/20/2016 3:54:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 is taking a detour de tour de babel #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:54:26 PM
superHH: Keynote is starting well: mention of my hometown, Lille. #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:54:36 PM
JocHargrave: RT @jotis13: .@acoldiron1 most recent book published last year, "Printers
Without Borders" https://t.co/RGXI1jTekE #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:54:52 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 Tower of Babel as the West’s foundation myth about
translation. Origins of multiculturalism. https://t.co/4ZnbfqQY1K
7/20/2016 3:54:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Ooh, Jean de Tournes' multilingual illustrated Bible. @acoldiron1
#SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:55:15 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 is taking a detour de tour de babel
#SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:55:33 PM
SHARPorg: RT @kathoarn: Florida State University shout out at #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:55:52 PM
GrubStreetWomen: Coldiron: translation was fallen, a result of sin from Tower of
Babel. Modern projects undo separations with sculptures of books #sharp16

7/20/2016 3:55:54 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 modern towers imagine cooperative translating humans not
separated, punished humans. Heretical? Prob! But heartening #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:55:57 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 Modern towers see multilingualism and books as a
way to overcome separations - not waiting for the Pentecost/babel fish
7/20/2016 3:55:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 taking hope from Babel; heretical, probably, but the
coming together of peoples is heartwarming #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:56:01 PM
jotis13: "Don't worry, I'm not going to ask you to hold hands and sing kumbaya now."
@acoldiron1 #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:56:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 "translation does not guarantee intercultural
understanding, much less peace" #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:56:23 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 history of translation reveals a broad spectrum of possibilities,
from translation as weapon to translation as welcome #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:56:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Translation can encompass a range of ethical
standpoints, including translation as weapon #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:56:48 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 Translation as welcome vs. weapon--difficult
questions about where to locate self wrt heterogeneity/alterity.
7/20/2016 3:57:02 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 towers evade difficult question of how translators of present and
past might locate themselves in heterogeneity #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:57:12 PM
mazarines: Coldiron: Translations as weapon to translations as welcome #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:57:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 The modern Tours of Babel assert the primacy of the
material -- they are closed books #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:57:22 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 The modern Tours of Babel assert the
primacy of the material -- they are closed books #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:57:27 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 translator is a kind of coauthor, transforming a work for a new
readership; articulate/bridge cultural differences #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:58:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Translations work only when they are successfully
mediated through physical texts -- including digital texts #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:58:14 PM

GrubStreetWomen: Coldiron: the translator is a coauthor that forever changes the
language, but beeds textual mediation #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:58:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @GrubStreetWomen: Coldiron: the translator is a coauthor that
forever changes the language, but beeds textual mediation #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:58:26 PM
jfbordier1: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/20/2016 3:58:31 PM
DidierBoullery: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/20/2016 3:58:57 PM
bittenpub: RT @CitizenWald: Things you can do with books (besides read them)
#SHARP16 https://t.co/z9EMUHp3yO
7/20/2016 3:59:03 PM
ejmknox: RT @andiesilva: Emily Knox asks: what does it mean to say a book is
"innapropriate"? Why are certain books restricted, censored? #s7b #shar…
7/20/2016 3:59:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Back to Breugel, by way of quoting Umberto Eco: "the
language of Europe is translation" #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:59:14 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 why early modern? A great age of translation and new information
technologies: hand press, social & economic practices #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:59:26 PM
CiotaRebecca: RT @andiesilva: Emily Knox asks: what does it mean to say a book is
"innapropriate"? Why are certain books restricted, censored? #s7b #shar…
7/20/2016 3:59:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Expanding Eco: "The language of early modern Europe
was translation and text technologies" #SHARP16
7/20/2016 3:59:36 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 hand-press technologies required cross-cultural contact at every
level #sharp16
7/20/2016 3:59:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 the materials of books --eg Italian paper -- transfer
between countries. "Text as contact zone" #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:00:20 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 the materials of books --eg Italian paper -transfer between countries. "Text as contact zone" #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:00:26 PM
GrubStreetWomen: Coldiron: the hand press period involved the "text as contact zone"
with material passing around foreign materials #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:00:42 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 "Does there exist an early modern book without some foreign
connection? If you can find it, let me know!" #sharp16

7/20/2016 4:00:43 PM
bethlrx: "Exotic" textual mysteries? The non-European can be called foreign without
being called exotic. #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:00:50 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 Handpress technologies as transnational modes of
contact - does there exist an EM book w/no foreign connection?
7/20/2016 4:00:51 PM
mhbeals: Video of Georgian Pingbacks: Understanding Attribution and Plagiarism in19th
Century Reprinting #sharp16 https://t.co/r8aYJMfXQJ
7/20/2016 4:00:55 PM
sharpicecream: Cool down Anne! #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:01:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 I'd say that 'naked Englishman' has a discrete hip-wrap,
really, no matter how eager he is to adopt foreign garb #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:01:58 PM
GrubStreetWomen: New @SHARPorg mascot: the naked Englishman #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:02:06 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 English printing contradicts literary historiography:
not insularity but transnationalism!
7/20/2016 4:02:07 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 England makes an exceptional test case because it is so
(allegedly) inward-facing but textually transnational #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:02:10 PM
SHARPorg: RT @GrubStreetWomen: New @SHARPorg mascot: the naked Englishman
#sharp16
7/20/2016 4:02:15 PM
andiesilva: "The naked English is your sign to wake up and gather your things"
#sharpquotables #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:02:33 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 giving a shoutout to the USTC, Renaissance Cultural Crossroads
Project, https://t.co/2CI0MsbniU, ARTIS, and more #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:02:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Namecheck that digital Early Modern project!
https://t.co/NgDjMfiHAE / https://t.co/pEKuZWeYvH ... #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:02:47 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: .@acoldiron1 England makes an exceptional test case because
it is so (allegedly) inward-facing but textually transnational #sh…
7/20/2016 4:02:54 PM
sharpicecream: Ah, pas de zoom. Dommage... #sharp16 https://t.co/7wzOrzGTpY
7/20/2016 4:02:55 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @jotis13: .@acoldiron1 England makes an exceptional test case
because it is so (allegedly) inward-facing but textually transnational #sh…

7/20/2016 4:03:25 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 dividing the talk into paratext and design, though admits this is
artificial - can't discuss one without the other #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:03:25 PM
genschaffner: RT @bethlrx: "Exotic" textual mysteries? The non-European can be called
foreign without being called exotic. #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:03:26 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 pointing out that English printers often the same as the
translators: "translated out of Frenche by me" #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:04:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Robert Wyer's colophons advertise his activities as both
printer and translator #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:04:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 a translation is invisible when translation is not
mentioned anywhere in the paratexts #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:04:56 PM
ILoveCopyright: You are lovely RT @AlexisWeedon: btw @Ilovecopyright Wattpad
paper out in Convergence June 2016 doi: 10.1177/1354856516654459 #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:05:24 PM
melissa_mcafee: such a pleasure to attend this fab talk #sharp16
https://t.co/Q12P45ow1Y
7/20/2016 4:05:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 the demand for invisibility has distorted literary history
and perpetuated national borders in the canon #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:05:31 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 thinks invisibility of translators has distorted literary history,
impoverished canons, foisted off lies on readers #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:05:31 PM
andiesilva: .@acoldiron1 Reminds us that many EME printers were also translators.
Connects to invisiblity of translators in general #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:05:35 PM
GrubStreetWomen: Coldiron: invisibility of translators has impoverished the canon and
created a silo effect in the academy #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:05:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Material textuality is crucial to the visibility of
translation #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:06:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 not every high visibility text will mean the same thing
#SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:06:20 PM
Uli_T: RT @mhbeals: Video of Georgian Pingbacks: Understanding Attribution and
Plagiarism in19th Century Reprinting #sharp16 https://t.co/r8aYJMfX…

7/20/2016 4:06:29 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: .@acoldiron1 thinks invisibility of translators has distorted
literary history, impoverished canons, foisted off lies on reade…
7/20/2016 4:06:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Some translators treated as co-authors; highly variable,
depends on technologies used to produce the book #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:06:49 PM
melissa_mcafee: Thanks @paigecmorgan ! #sharp16 https://t.co/2Bacm1OWZR
7/20/2016 4:06:55 PM
mazarines: Coldiron: Traditionally, translator's invisibility signals translation's value &
success. But early mod translators not invisible! #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:07:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Margaret Roper unnammed in her description as
translator, but class and age specified #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:07:21 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 until about 1540 images of translators tended to be
unindividuated #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:07:31 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Margaret Roper unnammed in her
description as translator, but class and age specified #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:07:35 PM
bethlrx: It's great to hear a talk that brings together translation theory and book history
- so seldom done. (Remembering my training...) #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:07:56 PM
genschaffner: (@acoldiron1 keynote hits again today at renaming the Renaissance as
the age of translation and transmission of texts) #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:08:48 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 some post-1540 images of translators are so elaborate that teams
of scholars work to unpack all the meanings #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:08:50 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @acoldiron1 female translator who had image accompanying her
authorship is undermined by stock image, perpetuating invisibility #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:09:30 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 comparing original and translation of a work - image of peace
replaced by image of the translator on title page #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:09:49 PM
ILoveCopyright: The @SHARPorg unbanquet will be at The Express Bar in the 11th, at
8pm: https://t.co/rEj5HmGsGn @sharpicecream @Sharpparis2016 #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:09:51 PM
juliarsct: RT @drjanepotter: Great to catch up w/ @juliarsct @laBnF yesterday over
#sharp16 lunch break! Everyone meets in Paris!
7/20/2016 4:10:31 PM

EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 beginning at the beginning: Caxton's Histoire de Troye
#SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:11:04 PM
SHARPorg: Not dining on the Seine tonight for the #sharp16 banquet? See below for an
‘unbanquet’ alternative… https://t.co/rfFOiw12Qy
7/20/2016 4:11:38 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 "This is another example of how seeing an image of the page is
not the same thing as seeing the book itself." YES!!! #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:11:38 PM
andiesilva: RT @ILoveCopyright: The @SHARPorg unbanquet will be at The Express Bar
in the 11th, at 8pm: https://t.co/rEj5HmGsGn @sharpicecream @Sharppa…
7/20/2016 4:11:52 PM
sharpicecream: Je serais la! Mais aussi sur le bateau mouche. I am transnational,
diverse, and infinitely multipliable #sharp16 https://t.co/0tDSVDSkHb
7/20/2016 4:12:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: A 1596 reprinting of Caxton declared the Recuyell to be "too French"
and Caxton "no Englishman" .@acoldiron1 #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:13:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: FYI, The Rylands Library in Manchester has better images of Caxton's
Recuyell than EEBO .@acoldiron1 #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:14:00 PM
mazarines: Ceci n'est pas un livre #sharp16 https://t.co/rFl9ODqEE3
7/20/2016 4:14:01 PM
egaffney4: RT @jotis13: .@acoldiron1 "This is another example of how seeing an image
of the page is not the same thing as seeing the book itself." YES…
7/20/2016 4:14:22 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: Ceci n'est pas un livre #sharp16 https://t.co/rFl9ODqEE3
7/20/2016 4:14:43 PM
andiesilva: Cannot accurately live-tweet @acoldiron1 keynote because for paratexts.
Too fascinated to condense. #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:14:49 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 "Having a taste of foreign ways I believe to be an advantage."
(Humphrey, in Latin!) #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:15:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Hoby's Book of the Courtier "Translation is learning
itself" is Coldiron's nomination for a tattoo #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:15:38 PM
SHARPorg: RT @andiesilva: Cannot accurately live-tweet @acoldiron1 keynote because
for paratexts. Too fascinated to condense. #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:16:08 PM
jotis13: Temporary tattoos for #sharp17? https://t.co/oRx29QpLAi #sharp16
https://t.co/Fc82jwpLqq

7/20/2016 4:16:33 PM
nitpickette01: RT @mazarines: Ceci n'est pas un livre #sharp16
https://t.co/rFl9ODqEE3
7/20/2016 4:16:50 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Hoby's Book of the Courtier "Translation
is learning itself" is Coldiron's nomination for a tattoo #SHARP…
7/20/2016 4:16:55 PM
StephanieLahey: RT @mazarines: Ceci n'est pas un livre #sharp16
https://t.co/rFl9ODqEE3
7/20/2016 4:17:07 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @acoldiron1 translation can lead to intercultural understanding
#sharp16
7/20/2016 4:17:08 PM
katieparker18th: RT @gbarnhisel: @BeineckeLibrary to reopen (finally!) #bookhistory
#sharp16 https://t.co/ly0WNtzUsh
7/20/2016 4:17:26 PM
bethlrx: Isn't it great to see a Prezi presentation well done, instead of more PowerPoint?
#sharp16
7/20/2016 4:17:31 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 some foreign paratexts appear in translated texts by accident, not
meant to remain but translated/left by accident #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:17:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Paratextual residue: the traces of translation that sticks
to works long after it applies to an edition #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:17:49 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @jotis13: .@acoldiron1 "This is another example of how seeing
an image of the page is not the same thing as seeing the book itself." YES…
7/20/2016 4:17:50 PM
wvmierlo: Very amused by @sharpicecream #sharp16 conference handle. Is that you
@ClaireSquires?
7/20/2016 4:18:15 PM
JocHargrave: RT @sharpicecream: Je serais la! Mais aussi sur le bateau mouche. I am
transnational, diverse, and infinitely multipliable #sharp16 https:/…
7/20/2016 4:18:51 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Paratextual residue: the traces of
translation that sticks to works long after it applies to an edition #…
7/20/2016 4:19:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 "Nouvellemont imprime" -- first time? newly printed?
#SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:19:23 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @andiesilva @acoldiron1 @ILoveCopyright same problem here for me
due to translation love #sharp16 #welovetranslations

7/20/2016 4:19:26 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron "What was the Tudor market value of such French
presences, even residual ones?" #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:19:55 PM
sharpicecream: EXCELLENT IDEA. Though also ice creams, s'il vous plait #sharp16
#sharp17 https://t.co/rgyuZgF2E6 https://t.co/AfHJNY6GAF
7/20/2016 4:20:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Fascinating that so many of these translations are of Troy
.@acoldiron1 #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:20:23 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 "There's a fair amount of ambiguous French Residue"
#SHARP16 #OutofContext
7/20/2016 4:20:58 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Paratextual residue: the traces
of translation that sticks to works long after it applies to an edition #…
7/20/2016 4:20:58 PM
sharpicecream: @wvmierlo @ClaireSquires I have multiple identities, all of them secret.
And delicious. #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:21:27 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @sharpicecream: Ah, pas de zoom. Dommage... #sharp16
https://t.co/7wzOrzGTpY
7/20/2016 4:21:35 PM
jotis13: @sharpicecream just as long as we remember not to take bites out of fellow
conf-goers when the ice cream looks so good! #sharp16 #sharp17 ;)
7/20/2016 4:21:45 PM
MB1385: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de conséquences
que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/20/2016 4:21:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 giving us an occupatio of the many roads not taken in
this talk, incl format, haptic, typographic design, and more #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:22:14 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 giving us an occupatio of the many roads
not taken in this talk, incl format, haptic, typographic design,…
7/20/2016 4:22:23 PM
sharpicecream: @jotis13 Cool down, Jessica! #sharp16 #sharp17
7/20/2016 4:22:32 PM
sharpicecream: RT @jotis13: @sharpicecream just as long as we remember not to take
bites out of fellow conf-goers when the ice cream looks so good! #sharp…
7/20/2016 4:22:36 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 Information design instrumental - meant to make
readers see/think/do certain things about the foreign in certain ways.
7/20/2016 4:23:02 PM

jotis13: .@acoldiron1 instrumental design is ethically neutral; successful design makes
book's agenda, with respect to foreign, succeed #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:23:51 PM
clancynewyork: RT @mazarines: Ceci n'est pas un livre #sharp16
https://t.co/rFl9ODqEE3
7/20/2016 4:24:00 PM
andiesilva: Does @sharpicecream have any suggestions for places to enjoy its delicious
self? @jotis13 #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:24:39 PM
JocHargrave: Grr, BnF wifi keeps dropping out. #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:24:46 PM
mazarines: I like that Coldiron's slides slowly move up Bruegel's Tower of Babel image.
Instrumental indeed! #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:25:06 PM
ClaireSquires: @sharpicecream @wvmierlo I wish! #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:25:20 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 Paratext explaining foreign sources and what the
author did with them. Poet&printer cooperate https://t.co/Snisk3Huqv
7/20/2016 4:25:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 on the Heptameron "There's some spectacularly bad
poetry in here. You know, you've read it." #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:25:31 PM
antoineoury: The latest Daily Bundle! https://t.co/2YLrWWrVgw Thanks to
@TheSFReader #sharp16 #tva
7/20/2016 4:26:59 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jotis13: .@acoldiron1 thinks invisibility of translators has distorted
literary history, impoverished canons, foisted off lies on reade…
7/20/2016 4:27:25 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARPorg: Not dining on the Seine tonight for the #sharp16
banquet? See below for an ‘unbanquet’ alternative… https://t.co/rfFOiw12Qy
7/20/2016 4:28:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Exegetical format used to complement poems with
moral commentary #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:32:13 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: I like that Coldiron's slides slowly move up Bruegel's Tower
of Babel image. Instrumental indeed! #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:32:25 PM
alisakbeer: @andiesilva Berthillion, on the Isle de la Cite - Paris-specific ice cream,
absolutely delicious. #sharp16 @sharpicecream
7/20/2016 4:32:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 "Plato to the bible, Pythagoras to the Patristics"; arabic
wise sayings #SHARP16

7/20/2016 4:32:57 PM
jotis13: You can tell when the BnF wifi temporarily blacks out... the #sharp16 hashtag
gets very quiet!
7/20/2016 4:33:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Socrates pictured with his students: "Judging from
Socrates expression here... it's the end of the semester I guess" #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:34:02 PM
SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: You can tell when the BnF wifi temporarily blacks out... the
#sharp16 hashtag gets very quiet!
7/20/2016 4:34:44 PM
sharpicecream: RT @andiesilva: Does @sharpicecream have any suggestions for places
to enjoy its delicious self? @jotis13 #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:34:45 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Exegetical format, however, encourages nonlinear
reading, showcasing syncrotism #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:34:51 PM
sharpicecream: RT @alisakbeer: @andiesilva Berthillion, on the Isle de la Cite - Parisspecific ice cream, absolutely delicious. #sharp16 @sharpicecream
7/20/2016 4:34:59 PM
alisakbeer: **Berthillon** on the Isle de la Cite - absolutely delicious. #sharp16
@sharpicecream https://t.co/lijLcYaOnf (now with corrected spelling)
7/20/2016 4:35:27 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 "This is in Paris, remember. In London... a different story."
#sharp16
7/20/2016 4:35:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 By 1499, the technology was well in place to handle
this layout with facility ... in Paris anyway. In London? well... #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:35:36 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Exegetical format, however, encourages
nonlinear reading, showcasing syncrotism #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:35:49 PM
sharpicecream: RT @alisakbeer: **Berthillon** on the Isle de la Cite - absolutely
delicious. #sharp16 @sharpicecream https://t.co/lijLcYaOnf (now with cor…
7/20/2016 4:36:04 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Exegetical format, however, encourages
nonlinear reading, showcasing syncrotism #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:36:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 William Copeland's publication of The First Book of the
Introduction of Knowledge" is a book about foreign customs #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:37:22 PM
alisakbeer: RT @jotis13: .@acoldiron1 "This is in Paris, remember. In London... a
different story." #sharp16

7/20/2016 4:37:26 PM
ILoveCopyright: @SHARPorg @sharpicecream @sharpparis2016 Actually, the preferred
time is now 8.30pm! #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:37:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 The Introduction of Knowledge, however, fails to
convey the distinctions it aims to convey #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:38:09 PM
SHARPorg: #sharp16 ‘unbanquet’ update… https://t.co/dIbXJadqSZ
7/20/2016 4:38:21 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 Same image used for the Gascon and the Egyptian
#SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:38:32 PM
sharpicecream: RT @ILoveCopyright: @SHARPorg @sharpicecream @sharpparis2016
Actually, the preferred time is now 8.30pm! #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:38:38 PM
Marie_LSJ: @ILoveCopyright @SHARPorg @sharpicecream @sharpparis2016 Who wants
to hang out between the keynote and the unbanquet? #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:38:51 PM
singingscholar: .@acoldiron1: "boke of knowledge" text registers continuum of
foreignness; images more ambiguous (Gascon & Egyptian the same!) #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:39:19 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @ILoveCopyright: You are lovely RT @AlexisWeedon: btw
@Ilovecopyright Wattpad paper out in Convergence June 2016 doi:
10.1177/1354856516…
7/20/2016 4:39:21 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 "In 1542 even, that was bad French!" #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:39:30 PM
bittenpub: RT @jotis13: Temporary tattoos for #sharp17? https://t.co/oRx29QpLAi
#sharp16 https://t.co/Fc82jwpLqq
7/20/2016 4:39:47 PM
sharpicecream: @MariLib ☹☹ oui #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:39:54 PM
SHARPorg: #sharp16 meetup! https://t.co/ozlI2kjATh
7/20/2016 4:39:57 PM
singingscholar: @Marie_LSJ @ILoveCopyright @SHARPorg @sharpicecream
@sharpparis2016 That bar around the corner advertises an Apérol Spritz... #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:40:06 PM
alisakbeer: @Marie_LSJ shall we get ice cream? #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:40:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 We're back to the naked Englishman -- a declaration of
love for novelty #SHARP16

7/20/2016 4:40:13 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 the "naked" Englishman has his scissors ready to steal the
"clothes" of any other nation, appropriating and accepting #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:40:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: @Marie_LSJ @ILoveCopyright @SHARPorg
@sharpicecream @sharpparis2016 That bar around the corner advertises an Apérol Spr…
7/20/2016 4:40:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 The French counterpart is fully clothed, his garments
(and culture, lang, wine) desired by others #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:40:47 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@acoldiron1 the "naked" Englishman has his scissors
ready to steal the "clothes" of any other nation, appropriating and accep…
7/20/2016 4:40:55 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 "France is full of fine food... in about 2 minutes, you'll be out of
here to taste that for yourselves." #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:41:03 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 We're back to the naked Englishman -a declaration of love for novelty #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:41:08 PM
jotis13: .@acoldiron1 Points that sound obvious and simple at SHARP need to be shared
more widely across (scholarly) cultures #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:41:46 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 We need to take seriously the languages of the book:
paratext, design,... #SHARP16
7/20/2016 4:41:53 PM
alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 the failures show us how excellent the successes are.
More broadly applicable than just print.
7/20/2016 4:41:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 the failures show us how
excellent the successes are. More broadly applicable than just print.
7/20/2016 4:42:04 PM
sharpicecream: No English insularity ici non plus! #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:42:06 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @singingscholar: @Marie_LSJ @ILoveCopyright @SHARPorg
@sharpicecream @sharpparis2016 That bar around the corner advertises an Apérol Spr…
7/20/2016 4:42:43 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jotis13: You can tell when the BnF wifi temporarily blacks out...
the #sharp16 hashtag gets very quiet!
7/20/2016 4:42:51 PM
sharpicecream: Ouais/Yeah #sharp16 https://t.co/6sjrs7Kakt
7/20/2016 4:43:42 PM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: #sharp16 @acoldiron1 the failures show us how
excellent the successes are. More broadly applicable than just print.

7/20/2016 4:43:56 PM
bittenpub: RT @ILoveCopyright: You are lovely RT @AlexisWeedon: btw
@Ilovecopyright Wattpad paper out in Convergence June 2016 doi:
10.1177/1354856516…
7/20/2016 4:47:18 PM
Mike_Kestemont: RT @mhbeals: .@Mike_Kestemont Authenticity means something
different in literature and a visual arts studies (copies okay in former) #sharp…
7/20/2016 4:50:19 PM
archivesopen: The latest The Archives*Open Daily! https://t.co/oiGOSySny0 Thanks to
@jonathanderson @JBNotes @gordonbelt #rncincle #sharp16
7/20/2016 4:53:10 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #6e Bold, Martens & Weedon - full house for a
superb panel #sharp16 https://t.co/DQnsKSR5sN
7/20/2016 4:59:46 PM
LornaMCampbell: Have really enjoyed following #copyrightcomms16, #sharp16 and
#QueerMuseum today. Thanks to everyone tweeting!
7/20/2016 4:59:58 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Seen in #BULAC famed Kyrgyz author Chinghis Aitmatov's Jamila
translated for African readers inc Amharic #sharp16 https://t.co/GnsamQ5AKY
7/20/2016 5:08:37 PM
gbarnhisel: Wonderful 1930s (1920s?) typeface and Art Deco windows on this post
office in Bastille #sharp16 #modernism https://t.co/uujCSEDTbK
7/20/2016 5:13:17 PM
MxComan: RT @mazarines: Ceci n'est pas un livre #sharp16 https://t.co/rFl9ODqEE3
7/20/2016 5:17:41 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @GrubStreetWomen: Coldiron: invisibility of translators has
impoverished the canon and created a silo effect in the academy #sharp16
7/20/2016 5:27:39 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @GrubStreetWomen: Coldiron: the translator is a coauthor that
forever changes the language, but beeds textual mediation #sharp16
7/20/2016 5:29:32 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @SHARPorg: A reminder that the #sharp16 Twitter prizes will be
awarded tomorrow at the Annual General Meeting after lunch!
7/20/2016 5:37:22 PM
Cible95: The latest Association Cible 95, le Journal! https://t.co/46sfKdQkwK Thanks to
@UniversiteCergy @olivierl @mediamus #sharp16 #lecture
7/20/2016 5:42:35 PM
ILoveCopyright: @SHARPorg @sharpicecream @sharpparis2016 One last 'unbanquet'
detail: it's booked under 'Mel' #sharp16
7/20/2016 5:51:46 PM
tigella: The latest Il giornale dei libri! https://t.co/AzX6n1D2JH Thanks to @edizionisera
@namenick @ale_grazioli #sharp16 #carlogiuliani

7/20/2016 5:56:53 PM
nsioki: Information design & affordances in the early modern book by Anne Coldiron
@sharp paris 2016 #sharp16
7/20/2016 6:03:52 PM
nsioki: Design as one of the languages of the book, Anne Coldiron, keynote lecture
@sharp paris 2016 #sharp16
7/20/2016 6:05:38 PM
casbc2: Something for #bookhistory in Canada to ponder. #sharp16
https://t.co/xsmheykWIs
7/20/2016 6:10:06 PM
digitalpigeons: I'm on a boat. #sharp16
7/20/2016 6:33:37 PM
lesliehowsam: Late-breaking news for @IanHesketh et al session at #sharp16 Thursday
on history in #bookhistory. 3pm Paris time. https://t.co/wtxCXoVF6K
7/20/2016 6:39:01 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @GrubStreetWomen: McKitterick: How we describe books has more
impact than numerical categories #sharp16
7/20/2016 6:42:32 PM
amandalastoria: missing #sharp16 to get on w/ #acwri. revisiting @angusph inside bk
pub. wish it incl def of 'edition'. need ref for industry not biblio use
7/20/2016 6:46:09 PM
BarnardStuart: RT @ClaireSquires: This audience shows how vibrant & welcomed
contemporary book history/publishing studies is in @SHARPorg #sharp16 https:/…
7/20/2016 6:47:02 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @gbarnhisel: @BeineckeLibrary to reopen (finally!) #bookhistory
#sharp16 https://t.co/ly0WNtzUsh
7/20/2016 6:47:50 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @mollyhardy: "City Readers" a project recently digitized reader
records from @nysoclib https://t.co/jlshdqEUoc#sharp16
7/20/2016 6:49:22 PM
AndreaEidinger: RT @keithsgrant: Interested in #bookhistory? If you're not in Paris
this week (*sigh*), follow #sharp16 for @sharp2016 live tweets. https:/…
7/20/2016 6:52:22 PM
mazarines: Just got to hear about the great @CitizenWald talk I sadly missed at
#sharp16. Huzzah, Jim!
7/20/2016 7:01:23 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @lesliehowsam: Late-breaking news for @IanHesketh et al
session at #sharp16 Thursday on history in #bookhistory. 3pm Paris time. https:/…
7/20/2016 7:02:47 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16Hommage de Martin Lyons à Jean-yves Mollier
7/20/2016 7:20:11 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16Jean-Yves Mollier, le Balzac de l'histoire de l'édition, sa Comédie
humaine à lui!

7/20/2016 7:20:11 PM
rcagna: RT @gbarnhisel: Wonderful 1930s (1920s?) typeface and Art Deco windows on
this post office in Bastille #sharp16 #modernism https://t.co/uuj…
7/20/2016 7:21:14 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16Jean-Yves Mollier, le Balzac de l'histoire de
l'édition, sa Comédie humaine à lui!
7/20/2016 7:52:59 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16Hommage de Martin Lyons à Jean-yves
Mollier
7/20/2016 7:53:05 PM
vincentchabault: RT @mroyUPO: Book history as "a wonderful territory that doesn't
belong to anybody" (Mollier) #sharp16
7/20/2016 8:12:17 PM
JasonEnsor: Ah Shakespeare & Co, you have quenched my thirst (this evening at
least!) for books. #sharp16 https://t.co/CS4xPCdFgd
7/20/2016 8:26:09 PM
GribouilleChat: The latest livres, le Journal! https://t.co/QAzH2s64D0 Thanks to
@bibliosurf @Passouline @marsupilamima #sharp16 #roalddahl
7/20/2016 8:28:07 PM
hellsgrannie: If #SHARP16 wants to put Publishing Studies at heart of book history,
why put contemporary panel in tiny noisy Aquarium?
7/20/2016 8:36:28 PM
nysoclib: Super excited to see Tweets like these coming from #sharp16! Wish I could be
there. https://t.co/qa49FaVeIS
7/20/2016 8:52:15 PM
MitchFraas: RT @nysoclib: Super excited to see Tweets like these coming from
#sharp16! Wish I could be there. https://t.co/qa49FaVeIS
7/20/2016 9:18:54 PM
IanHesketh: RT @lesliehowsam: Late-breaking news for @IanHesketh et al session at
#sharp16 Thursday on history in #bookhistory. 3pm Paris time. https:/…
7/20/2016 9:49:53 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @lesliehowsam: Late-breaking news for @IanHesketh et al session
at #sharp16 Thursday on history in #bookhistory. 3pm Paris time. https:/…
7/20/2016 9:52:31 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Day 3: discovered awesomeness of Bulac. Chaired meeting. Held paper.
Enjoyed superlative keynote. Then Parisian party. Bonne nuit. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:01:18 PM
bookhistories: RT @JasonEnsor: Ah Shakespeare & Co, you have quenched my thirst
(this evening at least!) for books. #sharp16 https://t.co/CS4xPCdFgd
7/20/2016 10:02:20 PM
stevemumford: RT @bookhistories: 'Dick died. Lulu is going to.' Account written by a
six year old passenger on a whaling ship in 1868 #sharp16 (#s7g) htt…

7/20/2016 10:02:20 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Day 3: discovered awesomeness of Bulac. Chaired
meeting. Held paper. Enjoyed superlative keynote. Then Parisian party. Bo…
7/20/2016 10:03:29 PM
eyeona: Fed some early @LinguisticDNA output into my sundry sources paper, + bibles
of course! Catch me in BULAC, 10am. #sharp16 #LDNA #BookHistShef
7/20/2016 10:05:53 PM
drjanepotter: @sharpicecream #sharp16 #paris https://t.co/f5vfJZeQbx
7/20/2016 10:12:11 PM
drjanepotter: @SHARPorg #sharp16 https://t.co/cwPgzU7dti
7/20/2016 10:14:21 PM
eyeona: Sheffield (@hridigital) Digital Humanities Congress programme will interest
some #sharp16 & #SRS2016 ppl: https://t.co/ZgeL7sdTQ1
7/20/2016 10:19:02 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Catching up. Melania plagiarism thing is unbelievable yet interesting
from an #authorship point of view #bookhistoryoftomorrow #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:20:18 PM
Johannaam78: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "'Unt libri sint liberi' : 'là
où il y a des livres sont les hommes libres'" #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:24:29 PM
TradeCardCarl: Conference banquet for @sharpparis2016 = dinner cruise on the Seine.
WOW!#sharp16 https://t.co/ZxFJeaIda5
7/20/2016 10:27:48 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @ClaireSquires: .@sprowberry - you can't understand computers
without knowing the longer history of media, and the book #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:30:34 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @bethlrx: Branding, commerce and distribution - terms close to the
heart of Publishing Studies academics #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:32:22 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @bethlrx: Mandhwani: "The middlebrow is formed from the politics of
exclusion" (what, no crime fiction?) #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:35:31 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @praymurray: Squires makes a great case for 'instinct' vs skill of
commissioning editors & the tension between the job & personal taste…
7/20/2016 10:39:04 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @bethlrx: Squires: "the fairytale myth of the undiscovered author"
means that people don't understand what publishers do. #sharp16
7/20/2016 10:40:55 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @sgediting: Sebastien Lehembre #sharp16 on the different terms
used across world to convey 'independent (creative) publisher' https://t.…
7/20/2016 10:42:37 PM
AmyHildrethChen: RT @superHH: As humanists we need better research behaviors.
Need to make sure others will understand our data. Yes, we have data too! #sha…

7/20/2016 10:42:43 PM
hobbb: Draft of my paper for #sharp16 panel 11a, 3pm today: Historical writing in 19☹th☹
century UK local newspapers https://t.co/kdkxfNPYu5
7/20/2016 10:54:36 PM
drjanepotter: #Lovelycouple @CitizenWald à Paris. #Seine #sharp16
https://t.co/qAtPUjrxSG
7/20/2016 11:23:04 PM
rachellynchase: RT @bethlrx: Squires: "the fairytale myth of the undiscovered author"
means that people don't understand what publishers do. #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:31:28 PM
rachellynchase: RT @bethlrx: Branding, commerce and distribution - terms close to the
heart of Publishing Studies academics #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:31:33 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: .@sprowberry - you can't understand computers
without knowing the longer history of media, and the book #sharp16
7/20/2016 11:31:39 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @hobbb: Draft of my paper for #sharp16 panel 11a, 3pm today:
Historical writing in 19☹th☹
century UK local newspapers https://t.co/kdkx…
7/20/2016 11:42:12 PM
DaveMazella: RT @hobbb: Draft of my paper for #sharp16 panel 11a, 3pm today:
Historical writing in 19☹th☹
century UK local newspapers https://t.co/kdkx…
7/20/2016 11:47:25 PM
digitalpigeons: Bonne nuit, Paris! #sharp16 https://t.co/yQ0kFDhyl2
7/20/2016 11:50:45 PM
beyondcitation: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: NY Public Library job application form asked
for list of recent books read by applicants#sharp16
7/21/2016 12:01:39 AM
beyondcitation: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: Race, class, gender discrimination of
recruitment process at odds with library's liberal ethos #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:01:44 AM
beyondcitation: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: library job form assessed literary taste
#sharp16
7/21/2016 12:01:49 AM
beyondcitation: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: references could show applicant was one of
us. Applicant also had to state parents' nationality #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:01:54 AM
beyondcitation: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: someone has written "negro" on form next
to mention of Larsen's father's West Indian links #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:01:58 AM
beyondcitation: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: reference from Harlem librarian swung it for
Larsen #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:02:02 AM

beyondcitation: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: Larsen's book list was bibliographically
correct, cosmopolitan, included racist and black authors #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:02:07 AM
beyondcitation: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: maybe the inclusion of racist books on her
list was ironic #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:02:13 AM
beyondcitation: RT @hobbb: 7e Hochman: most applicants were accepted, there was a
shortage of librarians. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:02:24 AM
beyondcitation: RT @hobbb: 7e Larsen's sophisticated self-presentation on job form.
And she got the gig. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:03:17 AM
alexadsett: RT @bethlrx: Squires: "the fairytale myth of the undiscovered author"
means that people don't understand what publishers do. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:16:59 AM
Tim_Coronel: RT @bethlrx: Squires: "the fairytale myth of the undiscovered author"
means that people don't understand what publishers do. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:36:05 AM
khetiwe24: RT @digitalpigeons: Ensor showing some impressive problem solving skills
in working with old/rare books and old/rare technology. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:17:57 AM
maryjane61571: Court Tomorrow.The We Have Been Abused/Violated and
Pilfered..@PhilBryantMS #Trump #sharp16 @ScarletPearl_MS https://t.co/90scJ5DCjf
7/21/2016 1:37:08 AM
helensonner: RT @jotis13: .@acoldiron1 giving a shoutout to the USTC, Renaissance
Cultural Crossroads Project, https://t.co/2CI0MsbniU, ARTIS, and more…
7/21/2016 2:58:34 AM
helensonner: RT @mazarines: Anne Coldiron (@acoldiron1) keynote on "Translation,
Paratext, Design: Languages of the Early Modern Book" #SHARP16
7/21/2016 3:00:54 AM
rachellynchase: The un-un-banquet in Pasadena, California with @NoraSlonimsky
#sharp16 #sharpdressers #sharpersgonnasharp https://t.co/ocF6tgZWkn
7/21/2016 3:08:28 AM
khetiwe24: RT @JasonEnsor: Simon Burrows & I developed a tool 4 mining book trade
data from 200 yr old catalogues #iambookhistory #sharp16 https://t.c…
7/21/2016 3:49:14 AM
EGarritzen: RT @hobbb: Draft of my paper for #sharp16 panel 11a, 3pm today:
Historical writing in 19☹th☹
century UK local newspapers https://t.co/kdkx…
7/21/2016 4:11:46 AM
bittenpub: RT @eyeona: Sheffield (@hridigital) Digital Humanities Congress programme
will interest some #sharp16 & #SRS2016 ppl: https://t.co/ZgeL7sd…
7/21/2016 4:27:15 AM
renaud81: The latest Bibliothèque et numérique! https://t.co/Z6xPuaPo4w Thanks to
@fxboffy @Liblola @kler_h #sharp16 #veille

7/21/2016 5:12:19 AM
pj1217: #SHARP16 Paris peeps: join us for panel "Retrofitting Archives"
@sharpparis2016 3-4:30pm, BnF: Morse, Sutaria, Joshi https://t.co/4AIuO2f2nl
7/21/2016 5:15:44 AM
SHARPorg: RT @TradeCardCarl: Conference banquet for @sharpparis2016 = dinner
cruise on the Seine. WOW!#sharp16 https://t.co/ZxFJeaIda5
7/21/2016 5:20:56 AM
bookhistories: RT @TradeCardCarl: Conference banquet for @sharpparis2016 = dinner
cruise on the Seine. WOW!#sharp16 https://t.co/ZxFJeaIda5
7/21/2016 5:26:20 AM
carenes: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Le vrai chercheur, imperturbable, ne craint pas la
chaleur et travaille... https://t.co/d5RgotqVpd
7/21/2016 5:41:32 AM
mazarines: @jotis13 @sharpicecream I was wondering if one of the boats was the
#SHARP16 boat! I'm so glad you heard them, too.
7/21/2016 5:44:01 AM
mafunyane: What do avalanches, exploding watermelons and shots have in common?
I'll be talking about them all at 9am in Sale Jules Verne #sharp16
7/21/2016 5:57:36 AM
jotis13: Six hours of sleep does not a happy conference-goer make. It's hard to be
sleep-deprived AND oxygen-deprived simultaneously. #sharp16
7/21/2016 5:59:57 AM
SophieBertrnd: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentation de projets numériques Hall Est
#BnF François-Mitterrand aujourd'hui de 13h à 15h #gratuit https://t.co/m0A…
7/21/2016 6:01:36 AM
jotis13: But we're off to the BULAC for what looks like will be an incredible 9am session.
#sharp16
7/21/2016 6:02:20 AM
SHARPorg: If wifi doesn't work in BULAC today please tell the volunteers at the
#sharp16 table in the entrance. https://t.co/5JXYrDt1xr
7/21/2016 6:04:20 AM
LinguisticDNA: RT @eyeona: Fed some early @LinguisticDNA output into my sundry
sources paper, + bibles of course! Catch me in BULAC, 10am. #sharp16 #LDNA…
7/21/2016 6:04:47 AM
SheffieldCEMS: rt @eyeona: Sheffield @hridigital Digital Humanities Congress
programme will interest some #sharp16 & #SRS2016 ppl: https://t.co/lPktav2xGk
7/21/2016 6:08:36 AM
sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on Kindle Popular
Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @clancynewyork
7/21/2016 6:14:59 AM
ILoveCopyright: RT @sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on
Kindle Popular Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @cl…

7/21/2016 6:17:32 AM
QueenlyVoices: RT @SheffieldCEMS: rt @eyeona: Sheffield @hridigital Digital
Humanities Congress programme will interest some #sharp16 & #SRS2016 ppl: htt…
7/21/2016 6:20:10 AM
hobbb: Eulogy to amateur local historian in Burnley Advertiser 1880 -- hear more in
Panel 11a, 15:00 #sharp16 https://t.co/NUHCYqXoLa
7/21/2016 6:21:45 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @SheffieldCEMS: rt @eyeona: Sheffield @hridigital Digital
Humanities Congress programme will interest some #sharp16 & #SRS2016 ppl: htt…
7/21/2016 6:23:18 AM
hobbb: Historical nods in title image of new town paper Barrow Herald, 1863 -- learn
more in Panel 11a, 15:00 #sharp16 https://t.co/0VEz1rcUr7
7/21/2016 6:28:36 AM
manc_italian: Still absorbing @acoldiron1's fabulous, rich, layered #SHARP16 keynote
lecture of last night - and thank you for the very generous shoutout!
7/21/2016 6:34:07 AM
Moodyarchive: RT @hobbb: Historical nods in title image of new town paper Barrow
Herald, 1863 -- learn more in Panel 11a, 15:00 #sharp16 https://t.co/0VE…
7/21/2016 6:34:33 AM
jotis13: Internet is up at the BULAC! Live tweeting now from network = CONGRES, pw
= SHARP2016 #sharp16
7/21/2016 6:47:11 AM
felixmlarkin: RT @hobbb: Draft of my paper for #sharp16 panel 11a, 3pm today:
Historical writing in 19☹th☹
century UK local newspapers https://t.co/kdkx…
7/21/2016 6:47:41 AM
EpistolaryBrown: This morning's opening panel on Textual Migrations features Roger
Chartier, John Pollack, and Peter Stallybrass #SHARP16
7/21/2016 6:47:57 AM
paigecmorgan: Sorry to miss the last day of #sharp16 b/c of a nasty cold: have fun
with your paper, @andiesilva!
7/21/2016 6:49:01 AM
mhbeals: Join me this morning at #Sharp16 in Jules Verne for what looks to be a great
session on digital books!
7/21/2016 6:51:23 AM
akazeeox: RT @loradeets: How do libraries handle a book like 'S', so easily diminished
or scrambled? Very carefully, report librarians in audience #s…
7/21/2016 6:56:52 AM
helenrogers19c: RT @hobbb: Historical nods in title image of new town paper Barrow
Herald, 1863 -- learn more in Panel 11a, 15:00 #sharp16 https://t.co/0VE…
7/21/2016 6:57:08 AM
drjtwit: RT @mhbeals: Join me this morning at #Sharp16 in Jules Verne for what looks
to be a great session on digital books!

7/21/2016 6:58:48 AM
bittenpub: #sharp16 @mafunyane about to speak on long, slow and fast text and
reading https://t.co/1R2VYZfbpS
7/21/2016 7:00:26 AM
bittenpub: RT @sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on Kindle
Popular Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @cl…
7/21/2016 7:01:34 AM
bittenpub: RT @mhbeals: Join me this morning at #Sharp16 in Jules Verne for what
looks to be a great session on digital books!
7/21/2016 7:02:19 AM
IanHesketh: RT @hobbb: Historical nods in title image of new town paper Barrow
Herald, 1863 -- learn more in Panel 11a, 15:00 #sharp16 https://t.co/0VE…
7/21/2016 7:03:14 AM
jotis13: Now getting underway, the Textual Migrations panel in BULAC Auditorium with
Roger Chartier, John Pollack, Peter Stallybrass #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:03:35 AM
Shaf_Towheed: Panel #9e: three provocations on contemporary Book History by
Brouillette (read by David Thomas), Fuller & Murray #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:03:42 AM
jotis13: "If these themes are of interest to you, we are currently hiring..." at the John
Carter Brown Library #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:04:21 AM
StevieLMarsden: Starting the day with an 'intentionally provocative' panel considering
Keywords for Book History Futures #sharp16 https://t.co/T03xI6PYqq
7/21/2016 7:04:35 AM
EpistolaryBrown: The John Carter Brown Library is hiring, and is plugging it in front of
the Migration of Texts panel #efficient #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:04:38 AM
ILoveCopyright: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel #9e: three provocations on contemporary
Book History by Brouillette (read by David Thomas), Fuller & Murray #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:04:52 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel #9e: three provocations on contemporary
Book History by Brouillette (read by David Thomas), Fuller & Murray #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:05:07 AM
hobbb: RT @StevieLMarsden: Starting the day with an 'intentionally provocative' panel
considering Keywords for Book History Futures #sharp16 https…
7/21/2016 7:06:10 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h starting off well w coffee and job offers in John
Carter Brown library - contact Neil Safier for details!
7/21/2016 7:06:27 AM
mazarines: If you're interested in textual migrations, John Carter Brown Library is
hiring, notes @neilsaf! #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:07:14 AM
jotis13: Of particular interest to the Digital Humanities folks at #sharp16 - job opening
to work with Neil Safier and co https://t.co/IofO2Qul1b
7/21/2016 7:08:07 AM
Niamh_NicGhabh: RT @mazarines: If you're interested in textual migrations, John
Carter Brown Library is hiring, notes @neilsaf! #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:08:26 AM
Marie_LSJ: In abstentia @brouillettese: real economy is "absolutely foundational" to the
literary industry (i.e. high culture) #sharp16 #amen
7/21/2016 7:08:27 AM
EpistolaryBrown: We're beginning with Roger Chartier Migrations d’un texte, mobilité
du sens : la Brevísima Relación de Las Casas #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:08:59 AM
hobbb: 9e Brouillette on historicising contemporary book trade through the idea of
"industry" #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:09:03 AM
mhbeals: First up, @mafunyane on "Does Length Matter" in digital publishing #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:09:25 AM
jotis13: First up, Chartier on multiple transformations on Bartolome de las Casa's
Brevisima Relacion #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:09:29 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: UK book industry in decline, becoming more
conservative & reducing diversity & opportunity for minorities #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:10:21 AM
sharpparis2016: RT @jotis13: Internet is up at the BULAC! Live tweeting now from
network = CONGRES, pw = SHARP2016 #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:10:28 AM
singingscholar: Nicola Darwood now presenting on early C20 author Stella Benson,
whose earliest protag has "wide & gorgeous life of unwomanliness." #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:10:35 AM
hobbb: 9e Brouillette: declining book industry has become more conservative, less
diverse #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:10:40 AM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: Starting the day with an 'intentionally provocative'
panel considering Keywords for Book History Futures #sharp16 https…
7/21/2016 7:10:45 AM
praymurray: RT @Marie_LSJ: In abstentia @brouillettese: real economy is "absolutely
foundational" to the literary industry (i.e. high culture) #sharp16…
7/21/2016 7:10:58 AM
genschaffner: (reflecting on #sharp16 in medias res - so far I've been in at least two
sessions where I was too intellectually challenged to live tweet..)
7/21/2016 7:11:15 AM

EpistolaryBrown: I may leave this one to those who tweet more adeptly and at speed
in French, apologies #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:11:18 AM
singingscholar: Today's @B_U_LA_C wifi code is sharp2016 again, by the way.
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:11:46 AM
RareBookLibAntw: You can now find my presentation "Imprint, Address, Location" on
SlideShare: #bookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/ikwNtYiuQI
7/21/2016 7:12:03 AM
jotis13: I will, alas, not be live-tweeting Chartier's talk as I don't know much French but
I'm sure there will be other tweeters #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:12:04 AM
hobbb: 9e Brouillette: from early 1960s, pressure on publishers to make bigger profits
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:12:15 AM
mhbeals: .@mafunyane Discussing the multi-dimensional consequences of length of
books -- deadlines, weight (distribution) and paper costs #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:12:17 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: UK book industry in decline,
becoming more conservative & reducing diversity & opportunity for minoritie…
7/21/2016 7:12:18 AM
jotis13: RT @RareBookLibAntw: You can now find my presentation "Imprint, Address,
Location" on SlideShare: #bookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/ikwNtY…
7/21/2016 7:12:22 AM
mazarines: RT @RareBookLibAntw: You can now find my presentation "Imprint,
Address, Location" on SlideShare: #bookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/ikwNtY…
7/21/2016 7:12:48 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: intensive marketing of writers by biographical means
writers of colour presented as 'literary', not mass market #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:13:11 AM
genschaffner: (and suddenly realising that in both #sharp16 sessions that have
knocked me out... the speakers are a synthesis of scholars-and-librarians)
7/21/2016 7:13:18 AM
genschaffner: RT @RareBookLibAntw: You can now find my presentation "Imprint,
Address, Location" on SlideShare: #bookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/ikwNtY…
7/21/2016 7:13:39 AM
hobbb: 9e Brouillette: most writers of colour are confined to least profitable market,
literary fiction #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:13:43 AM
praymurray: Brouilette: 42% of minoritised writer outputs fall into the category of
literary fiction confined by this least renumerative niche #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:13:46 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Brouillette: from early 1960s, pressure on publishers to
make bigger profits #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:13:55 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: intensive marketing of writers by
biographical means writers of colour presented as 'literary', not mass…
7/21/2016 7:13:58 AM
mhbeals: Physical characteristics (height, weight, length) shapes readers perceptions.
Clever design, spine, binding & paper weight choices #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:14:13 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier on Bartolomé de las Casas, whose
intention was deformed by later editors
7/21/2016 7:14:23 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: self-fashioning of the literary as diverse despite the
real 'whiteness' of UK publishing industry #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:14:40 AM
mazarines: RT @praymurray: Brouilette: 42% of minoritised writer outputs fall into the
category of literary fiction confined by this least renumerativ…
7/21/2016 7:14:56 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Brouilette: 42% of minoritised writer outputs fall into
the category of literary fiction confined by this least renumerativ…
7/21/2016 7:14:57 AM
hobbb: 9e Brouillette: white publishers decorate their lists with minority writers
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:15:22 AM
praymurray: Brouillette: (expensive) creative writing degree & low entry level salaries
are prohibitive barriers to entry esp for minorities #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:15:34 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: self-fashioning of the literary as
diverse despite the real 'whiteness' of UK publishing industry #sharp…
7/21/2016 7:15:44 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Brouillette: (expensive) creative writing degree &
low entry level salaries are prohibitive barriers to entry esp for minor…
7/21/2016 7:15:48 AM
singingscholar: Darwood: Benson an avid reader; on Wells' New Machiavelli: "I must
think of it, and then read it again." Words to live and read by! #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:15:51 AM
Marie_LSJ: Brouillette: to make a living as a writer, one must write genre fiction, but
minoritized writers are confined to the "literary" #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:16:24 AM
singingscholar: RT @praymurray: Brouilette: 42% of minoritised writer outputs fall into
the category of literary fiction confined by this least renumerativ…
7/21/2016 7:16:26 AM
singingscholar: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: self-fashioning of the literary as
diverse despite the real 'whiteness' of UK publishing industry #sharp…

7/21/2016 7:16:29 AM
hobbb: 9e unpaid internships, personal contacts, keep publishing industry relatively
closed #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:16:36 AM
Marie_LSJ: RT @praymurray: Brouillette: (expensive) creative writing degree & low
entry level salaries are prohibitive barriers to entry esp for minor…
7/21/2016 7:16:40 AM
mazarines: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: self-fashioning of the literary as
diverse despite the real 'whiteness' of UK publishing industry #sharp…
7/21/2016 7:16:43 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: UK book industry in decline,
becoming more conservative & reducing diversity & opportunity for minoritie…
7/21/2016 7:16:49 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @praymurray: Brouillette: (expensive) creative writing degree &
low entry level salaries are prohibitive barriers to entry esp for minor…
7/21/2016 7:17:03 AM
mollyhardy: .@neilsaf begins "Textual Migrations"panel by reminding us that words are
always in motion #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:17:14 AM
bittenpub: #sharp16 value & perception of long/hefty and short/slim digital impact of
lack of visual clues alters experience https://t.co/G0EeGsPk3o
7/21/2016 7:17:20 AM
mhbeals: In digital realm, length has different repercussions. Reader has weaker sense
of where they are (except Kindle progress bar) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:17:34 AM
praymurray: Brouillette: overwhelming statistics around high proportion of mixed race
& other ethnicities in UK pop - demands representation #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:18:03 AM
jotis13: RT @mhbeals: In digital realm, length has different repercussions. Reader has
weaker sense of where they are (except Kindle progress bar) #…
7/21/2016 7:18:08 AM
mhbeals: Palgrave Pivot sold on idea of selling work at its 'natural length' rather than
genre expectations #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:18:10 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: British cultural industry losing its 'Maverick sparkle'
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:18:10 AM
singingscholar: Darwood: Benson frames her own writing as "outré... inspired
impertinence" (apropos woman's desire to live alone.) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:18:16 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Brouillette: overwhelming statistics around high
proportion of mixed race & other ethnicities in UK pop - demands represent…

7/21/2016 7:18:17 AM
mhbeals: RT @bittenpub: #sharp16 value & perception of long/hefty and short/slim
digital impact of lack of visual clues alters experience https://t.…
7/21/2016 7:18:20 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: First French translator claims to be 'fidele'
but changed title, nature of text into anti-Spanish piece
7/21/2016 7:18:29 AM
praymurray: RT @Marie_LSJ: Brouillette: to make a living as a writer, one must write
genre fiction, but minoritized writers are confined to the "litera…
7/21/2016 7:18:31 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e unpaid internships, personal contacts, keep publishing
industry relatively closed #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:18:35 AM
hobbb: 9e Brouillette: publishing risks being left behind in an increasingly non-white
Britain #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:18:41 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: First French
translator claims to be 'fidele' but changed title, nature of text into anti-Span…
7/21/2016 7:19:03 AM
bittenpub: Natural length for authors freed from physical constraints Palgrave Pivot
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:19:08 AM
StevieLMarsden: Brouillette: women are more likely to work in the Arts for free & when
paid, paid less #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:19:25 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: British cultural industry losing
its 'Maverick sparkle' #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:19:35 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: Brouillette: women are more likely to work in
the Arts for free & when paid, paid less #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:19:38 AM
mhbeals: Digital 'natural length' doesn't acknowledge that writer isn't always right, or
that constraints can help creativity #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:19:59 AM
Marie_LSJ: RT @hobbb: 9e unpaid internships, personal contacts, keep publishing
industry relatively closed #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:20:51 AM
praymurray: Brouillette: the B format literary PB is at risk, an area of non-dynamism
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:20:51 AM
Marie_LSJ: RT @StevieLMarsden: Brouillette: women are more likely to work in the Arts
for free & when paid, paid less #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:21:11 AM
genschaffner: (pondering political authority-and not-of textes #sharp16 #s9h "la
lecture des choses et la lecture de textes est le même" -maybe Chartier?
7/21/2016 7:21:18 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: English translation of De la Casas
translates French but changes first title words to stress 'colonial' competition
7/21/2016 7:21:42 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: English translation
of De la Casas translates French but changes first title words to stress '…
7/21/2016 7:21:54 AM
ULgLibrary: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/21/2016 7:21:57 AM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: Brouillette: women are more likely to work in the
Arts for free & when paid, paid less #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:22:14 AM
StevieLMarsden: Brouillette: literature is an elite profession that is startlingly
unattainable for many people #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:22:18 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: literature is a elite profession startlingly unavailable to
most people #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:22:19 AM
singingscholar: Interesting to see Benson's own sharp awareness of her writing as
politicized, "annoying" to people, "roguish." (Darwood.) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:22:25 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: Brouillette: literature is an elite profession that is
startlingly unattainable for many people #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:22:26 AM
bittenpub: @mafunyane Would you rather look at a clock or be a clock? Slow content vs
clickable headlines #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:22:35 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: Casas uses 'Cristianos' (ironically) for
conquistadores; Fr & Eng translators replace this with 'Spaniards'
7/21/2016 7:22:42 AM
jotis13: RT @StevieLMarsden: Brouillette: literature is an elite profession that is
startlingly unattainable for many people #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:22:47 AM
hobbb: 9e @brouillettese: industry and meaning are not separate #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:22:55 AM
genschaffner: ("translating the translation" in more ways than one)... #sharp16 #s9h
https://t.co/n8l3KxOqzt
7/21/2016 7:22:56 AM

praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: Brouillette: literature is an elite profession that is
startlingly unattainable for many people #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:23:14 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: literature is a elite profession
startlingly unavailable to most people #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:23:18 AM
singingscholar: Benson consistently refuses heroic narratives; #WWI leads one protag
to comment that death has "no romance, and no reason to it." #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:23:34 AM
IanHesketh: I'm in the panel on "Publishing Science in the Contemporary Era"
#sharp16 9b
7/21/2016 7:23:37 AM
gbarnhisel: @brouillettese: "literature is education in the bourgeois sociolect" #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:23:48 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e @brouillettese: industry and meaning are not separate
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:23:49 AM
hobbb: 9e Danielle Fuller on "audience" #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:23:52 AM
Marie_LSJ: Brouillette: non-elite people are unlikely to end up writing the books that
will be studied at school and be regarded as literary #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:23:53 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: secong Eng translation changes title
"Tears of indians" shifting focus to Spanish cruelty, ref "Tears of Highlands"
7/21/2016 7:24:23 AM
singingscholar: So refreshing to hear Darwood describe Benson's spouse as "the man
who was destined... to become her husband." Trope inversion! #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:24:37 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller: inspired by Raymond Williams Keywords book #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:24:50 AM
praymurray: Fuller: session as an homage to William's Keywords; a personal inspiration
for Danielle (me too!) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:25:07 AM
bittenpub: Concept of cognitive kick out from immersive long form reading/content
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:25:21 AM
singingscholar: Also, why have I not read a feminist novel about witches and #WWI???
(Stella Benson, Living Alone) #ReadingList #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:25:31 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Fuller referencing Raymond Williams 'Keynotes' (1976) in relation
to the term 'audience' which has radically shifted with time #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:25:33 AM

genschaffner: (slaughter a people is to slaughter their texts; slaughter texts is to
slaughter their people..and to slaughter the language? #sharp16 #s9h)
7/21/2016 7:25:44 AM
drjanepotter: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: literature is a elite profession
startlingly unavailable to most people #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:25:58 AM
IanHesketh: Fabio Franzini considered the translations of Hayden's White's Metahistory
and Tropics of Discourse in Brazil. #sharp16 9b
7/21/2016 7:25:59 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller: shifting meanings of audience. Associated now with mass media.
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:26:17 AM
GirlsNeedRights: RT @singingscholar: Also, why have I not read a feminist novel about
witches and #WWI??? (Stella Benson, Living Alone) #ReadingList #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:26:21 AM
bittenpub: @mafunyane tells us about exploding watermelons and elastic bands - top
click bait example from Buzzfeed #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:26:27 AM
praymurray: Fuller: long history of the word 'audience' makes it challenging to work w;
wants to retag 'audience' to collocate with book hist. #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:26:37 AM
mhbeals: .@mafunyane "What could publishers do with live publishing where the final
length is unknown" #sharp16 #bigcontent
7/21/2016 7:26:38 AM
drjanepotter: RT @praymurray: Fuller: session as an homage to William's Keywords; a
personal inspiration for Danielle (me too!) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:26:44 AM
praymurray: RT @gbarnhisel: @brouillettese: "literature is education in the bourgeois
sociolect" #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:26:49 AM
IanHesketh: Franzini concludes that White's reception in Brazil has not been favourable
given the lack of translations #sharp16 9b
7/21/2016 7:26:53 AM
drjanepotter: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Fuller referencing Raymond Williams 'Keynotes'
(1976) in relation to the term 'audience' which has radically shifted…
7/21/2016 7:26:59 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Fuller referencing Raymond Williams 'Keynotes'
(1976) in relation to the term 'audience' which has radically shifted…
7/21/2016 7:27:02 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller: aims to RE-tag "audience" in a book-historical way #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:27:33 AM
Marie_LSJ: Danielle Fuller opens with Raymond Williams' "Keywords":
https://t.co/CcoBwsDUZw #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:27:45 AM
mazarines: Erasure of memory, lacunae in histories #sharp16 https://t.co/5aQLqFYBWc
7/21/2016 7:28:00 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: Casas' text also 'translated' into images,
for Latin trl but also circulate independently and used in German edition
7/21/2016 7:28:20 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @gbarnhisel: @brouillettese: "literature is education in the
bourgeois sociolect" #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:28:22 AM
praymurray: Fuller: "audiences are merely not aggregation of readers"-in a data driven
world we can see patterns across large grps #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:28:38 AM
mafunyane: RT @mhbeals: .@mafunyane "What could publishers do with live publishing
where the final length is unknown" #sharp16 #bigcontent
7/21/2016 7:28:56 AM
mhbeals: And now for "Is it emergent or merely new?" with Lisbeth Worsøe-Schmidt
#Sharp16
7/21/2016 7:29:12 AM
genschaffner: (personal aside- having been a librarian/custodian for the Casas book, I
suddenly wonder about parallels to #blacklivesmatter #sharp16 #s9h)
7/21/2016 7:29:17 AM
praymurray: Fuller: however, the individuated reader's record has been useful in the
light of the imperfect historical record #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:29:19 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller: can DH methods tell us anything new or nuanced about readers?
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:29:31 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Fuller: aims to RE-tag "audience" in a book-historical way
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:29:34 AM
mafunyane: RT @bittenpub: @mafunyane tells us about exploding watermelons and
elastic bands - top click bait example from Buzzfeed #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:29:40 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Fuller: "audiences are merely not aggregation of
readers"-in a data driven world we can see patterns across large grps #sha…
7/21/2016 7:29:41 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: image series of cruelty towards Indians
merged w images of protestant martyrs from Low Countries
7/21/2016 7:29:58 AM
praymurray: Fuller: Rose's assertion that a hist. of audiences wld necessarily include
mass audiences but challenges arise... #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:30:31 AM

bittenpub: #sharp16 is speed the key factual element in digital arena rather than value
perception of size/length? @mafunyane https://t.co/CDxjsDfyU7
7/21/2016 7:31:00 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: 'translation into same language':
stigmatising Castillians as opposed to other Spaniards
7/21/2016 7:31:01 AM
mhbeals: "The digital interim": cultural goods lost solid form, copies easily made,
purchase vs license, ownership vs right to use #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:31:08 AM
praymurray: Fuller asks how 'large' is Rose's mass audience & brings it closer to the
keyword 'masses' in William's work #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:31:18 AM
singingscholar: Erika Fülop now speaking on François Bon, who has moved his multigenre, experimental writing to the web: https://t.co/3hbU52DGfL #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:31:40 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller: Rose's "mass" audience -- does he mean large, or one oriented to
most popular works? #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:31:45 AM
jotis13: RT @mhbeals: "The digital interim": cultural goods lost solid form, copies easily
made, purchase vs license, ownership vs right to use #sha…
7/21/2016 7:31:45 AM
bethlrx: Panel 9g is looking at editing, and trying to make the invisible visible
@sgediting @JocHargrave #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:31:48 AM
bookhistories: Danielle Fuller: ’Audiences are not simply aggregates of readers’ (Jon
Klancher, ’The Making of English Reading Audiences’, 6) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:31:50 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: new edition: creoles are the new indians,
new victims of discrimination
7/21/2016 7:32:07 AM
mhbeals: Sleeping in? Get your #Sharp16 fix from your hotel bed. Georgian Pingbacks:
Attribution and Plagiarism in 19thC https://t.co/9d6rSncKWL
7/21/2016 7:32:07 AM
mafunyane: RT @bittenpub: #sharp16 is speed the key factual element in digital arena
rather than value perception of size/length? @mafunyane https://t…
7/21/2016 7:32:18 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: Danielle Fuller: ’Audiences are not simply
aggregates of readers’ (Jon Klancher, ’The Making of English Reading Audience…
7/21/2016 7:32:20 AM
praymurray: Fuller: holistic & contextual approach required across range of media to
define audience; refers to Butsch 'ideal publics' #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:32:45 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @praymurray: Fuller asks how 'large' is Rose's mass audience &
brings it closer to the keyword 'masses' in William's work #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:32:46 AM
singingscholar: Fülöp: Bon's website a document of self, and of self as reader, writer,
translator, in community w/ others. https://t.co/3hbU52DGfL #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:33:03 AM
mafunyane: @dannybirchall I just referenced you in my 'Does length matter?' paper at
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:33:13 AM
singingscholar: RT @bookhistories: Danielle Fuller: ’Audiences are not simply
aggregates of readers’ (Jon Klancher, ’The Making of English Reading Audience…
7/21/2016 7:33:14 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: first Portuguese translation of Casas only
in 1944, with correct title; 1984(?) ed: new title "Paradise destroyed"
7/21/2016 7:33:50 AM
praymurray: Fuller points out that we don't use a 'crowd' of readers, despite the
growing use of 'crowd' in crowdsourcing etc #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:33:51 AM
sarahdal: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: UK book industry in decline, becoming
more conservative & reducing diversity & opportunity for minoritie…
7/21/2016 7:33:59 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Fuller: we refer to a reading public, not a reading crowd - why?
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:34:01 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller on audience #sharp16 https://t.co/q5cEYmbcC0
7/21/2016 7:34:27 AM
bittenpub: RT @mhbeals: Sleeping in? Get your #Sharp16 fix from your hotel bed.
Georgian Pingbacks: Attribution and Plagiarism in 19thC https://t.co/9…
7/21/2016 7:34:36 AM
IanHesketh: I will be discussing large-scale forms of history in panel 11a on the
Languages of History at 3pm #sharp16 https://t.co/QEIgNhOB2N
7/21/2016 7:34:40 AM
bittenpub: RT @bookhistories: Danielle Fuller: ’Audiences are not simply aggregates of
readers’ (Jon Klancher, ’The Making of English Reading Audience…
7/21/2016 7:34:51 AM
praymurray: Fuller: the shared experience of aural reading eg Dickens' performances of
readings for large audiences #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:34:59 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Fuller: the shared experience of aural reading eg
Dickens' performances of readings for large audiences #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:35:22 AM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Fuller: we refer to a reading public, not a reading
crowd - why? #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:35:27 AM

bittenpub: RT @praymurray: Fuller points out that we don't use a 'crowd' of readers,
despite the growing use of 'crowd' in crowdsourcing etc #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:35:50 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: Current Penguin edition now uses
'Europeans' instead of 'Cristianos' in the original
7/21/2016 7:36:14 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Next up, John Pollack on "Travels of the Conoa" #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:36:30 AM
praymurray: Fuller quotes @ClaireSquires "a mismatch between the production of bks
and the desires of consumers" (BAME especially) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:36:38 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Chartier: Current Penguin
edition now uses 'Europeans' instead of 'Cristianos' in the original
7/21/2016 7:36:38 AM
mhbeals: "Digital publishing has brought the physical side much closer to the
intellectual side" #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:36:41 AM
jotis13: Next up, John Pollack, Travels of the Canoa. "Everyone's leaving me alone in
the canoe..." #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:36:58 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h "We now turn to John @JohnHPollack1, on the
canoe"
7/21/2016 7:37:04 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Pollack, as he's abandoned on stage, "Everyone is leaving me in the
Canoe" #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:37:10 AM
singingscholar: F. Bon sur son site web: "il ne s'agit plus d'une médiation du livre via le
réseau, mais... un livre à coté des livres." (Fülöp) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:37:40 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller: audience as customers, marketing categories, imagined inaccurately
as homogeneous #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:37:54 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Fuller: in US survey (2015) of 34 publishing firms 79% of staff in
publishing companies were white & 78% were women #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:37:55 AM
jotis13: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Fuller: in US survey (2015) of 34 publishing firms
79% of staff in publishing companies were white & 78% were women #…
7/21/2016 7:38:03 AM
genschaffner: (me: when McKenzie "read" NZ physical terrain as text, I wonder abt
geographical texts of "New" World and "les Chretiens" #sharp16 #s9h)
7/21/2016 7:38:07 AM
bittenpub: RT @praymurray: Fuller quotes @ClaireSquires "a mismatch between the
production of bks and the desires of consumers" (BAME especially) #sha…

7/21/2016 7:38:12 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 is tracing the migration of a single word, the most
'famous native word to enter European languages' #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:38:31 AM
praymurray: Fuller: readers cannot find themselves when they enter a bookshop or
library both due to class and race #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:38:41 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 is doing a case study of a single word canoa - most
familiar/famous native word to enter European languages #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:38:43 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 is Interested in the presence of native american
words that are transliterated in the texts of conquest #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:38:53 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Fuller: audience as customers, marketing categories,
imagined inaccurately as homogeneous #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:38:56 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Fuller: in US survey (2015) of 34 publishing
firms 79% of staff in publishing companies were white & 78% were women #…
7/21/2016 7:39:00 AM
StevieLMarsden: Fuller highlights stats of diversity (or lack thereof) in contemporary
British publishing #sharp16 https://t.co/kNF7ryXj37
7/21/2016 7:39:07 AM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Fuller: in US survey (2015) of 34 publishing firms
79% of staff in publishing companies were white & 78% were women #…
7/21/2016 7:39:10 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 Specifically looking at words that are transliterated
in roman characters #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:39:20 AM
mhbeals: New (new phase of dominant culture) vs Emergent (substantially alternative
or oppositional dominant culture) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:39:20 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 how should we read native words in European accounts, in
European alphabets, unremarked #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:39:27 AM
mollyhardy: .@JohnHPollack1 on "Travels of the Canoa" -- native american words
transliterated in early modern contact literature #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:39:36 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 We know remarkably little about the ways these
words were first transcribed or transmitted #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:39:39 AM
singingscholar: Fülöp: Bon as practicer/theorist of how the web changes "notre façon
d'organiser la pensée," & online writing as "l'art du vrac." #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:39:42 AM
StevieLMarsden: Fuller cites @Beth_driscoll's 'Twitter, Literary Prizes and the
Circulation of Capital' (2016) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:39:52 AM
praymurray: Fuller correctly describes social media as a 'fantasy of cultural inclusion'
which replicates the structures of power asserted #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:39:58 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 we know little about cultural significance of native words, how
they circulated, how they were interpreted #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:39:58 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller: idea of building an audience on social media for a book is mistaken
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:40:00 AM
mazarines: John Pollack (@JohnHPollack1) is alone in the canoe as his fellow panelists
depart to view his slides, Travels of the Canoa. #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:40:12 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 Although many native captives sailed to Spain, we
know too little about lives they lived in European courts #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:40:22 AM
mafunyane: RT @bittenpub: #sharp16 value & perception of long/hefty and short/slim
digital impact of lack of visual clues alters experience https://t.…
7/21/2016 7:40:22 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 we also know too little about how natives lived as slaves,
translators, even free people in Europe #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:40:31 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @StevieLMarsden: Fuller cites @Beth_driscoll's 'Twitter, Literary
Prizes and the Circulation of Capital' (2016) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:40:39 AM
StevieLMarsden: Fuller: Who is/isn't included in audiences built online via social media?
#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:40:55 AM
BnFMonde: L'hebdo @BnFMonde est sorti de presse! https://t.co/vRSZfZhOTM
#centroculturalsaopaulo #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:41:13 AM
mhbeals: In Danish book trade: Mofibo (digital streaming service for ebooks) and
NewPub (network of self-published authors) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:41:25 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller: #sharp16 https://t.co/XDYj5IqjYk
7/21/2016 7:41:39 AM
singingscholar: Fülöp sees François Bon's ongoing project as in Romantic tradition of
"seizing the world through writing." https://t.co/3hbU52DGfL #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:41:55 AM

jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 earliest surviving physical document concerning Columbus'
first voyage is printed letter from 1493 - "Carta" #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:42:08 AM
praymurray: Fuller: "what does it mean to live in a mediated world?' Question w/
ontological force & epistemological consequence (Bird) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:42:16 AM
carol_osullivan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 is Interested in the presence
of native american words that are transliterated in the texts of conques…
7/21/2016 7:42:17 AM
singingscholar: RT @jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 we also know too little about how
natives lived as slaves, translators, even free people in Europe #s9h #sharp…
7/21/2016 7:42:19 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 Columbus's Carta exits in one copy, discovered in
1889 and now held by the NYPL #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:42:29 AM
carol_osullivan: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 Although many native
captives sailed to Spain, we know too little about lives they lived in European c…
7/21/2016 7:42:31 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 the Carta has the first use of 'Canoa' #s9h
#SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:42:53 AM
praymurray: .@bittenpub *headdesk* #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:42:54 AM
bethlrx: Greenberg: does an editor see the text as a stand-in for the author or the
reader? #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:43:17 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Fuller: readers cannot find themselves when they
enter a bookshop or library both due to class and race #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:43:21 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 Carta contains first appearance, in print, of "canoa" description of canoes, similar to longboats but faster #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:43:30 AM
bittenpub: RT @bethlrx: Greenberg: does an editor see the text as a stand-in for the
author or the reader? #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:44:01 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Fuller: #sharp16 https://t.co/XDYj5IqjYk
7/21/2016 7:44:20 AM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: Fuller: Who is/isn't included in audiences built
online via social media? #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:44:25 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Roger Chartier, un de mes maîtres, session "Textes sans
rivages", traduction,migration des mots et du sens https://t.co/BQSOYBmFSO

7/21/2016 7:44:30 AM
singingscholar: Fülöp: aesthetics of online writing as "un double mouvement de
diffraction des contenus et d'accumulation archivistique." #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:44:31 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller: too much attention to transformative reading, not enough about
mundane, even bored, reading#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:44:48 AM
StevieLMarsden: Fuller: when is reading boring or difficult? When are other media/ums
preferred? #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:44:55 AM
genschaffner: ((after a winter in New Orleans, I can't help but see #TakeEmDown
#TakeEmDownNOLA in #sharp16 #s9h as "texts"?)) https://t.co/WZ3tl2lJn5
7/21/2016 7:45:08 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 thinks the presence of "canoa" helps bolster Carta's argument
that locals are ppl w/language, not barbarians #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:45:08 AM
bittenpub: RT @hobbb: 9e Fuller: #sharp16 https://t.co/XDYj5IqjYk
7/21/2016 7:45:12 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @hobbb: 9e Fuller: too much attention to transformative reading,
not enough about mundane, even bored, reading#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:45:34 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 the linguistic function of the 'canoa' is to convey
that the people encountered have language, are *people* #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:45:39 AM
praymurray: Fuller: audience might be a problematically culturally specific concept
associated w. an EuroAmerican tradition #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:45:42 AM
Marie_LSJ: Props to Danielle Fuller for addressing how theoretical terms don't
necessarily translate well! in this case "audience" #toorare #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:46:03 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Fuller: audience might be a problematically culturally
specific concept associated w. an EuroAmerican tradition #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:46:06 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @hobbb: 9e Fuller: too much attention to transformative reading,
not enough about mundane, even bored, reading#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:46:10 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 confusion on the part of compositor, scribe, or Columbus:
written as canoas, cauoas, canaus #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:46:32 AM
hobbb: 9e Fuller #sharp16 https://t.co/TSi2eWUxm6
7/21/2016 7:46:40 AM
praymurray: Fuller: is it more constructive to reconceptualise audience in terms of
ideas, media, money, labour tech. in the current era #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:46:46 AM
mhbeals: NewPub is 'emergent' as it is not interested in personal profit (resists
formalisation, remains a 'network' of authors). #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:46:49 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 Second instance of 'canoas' is spelled 'cauoas' -- is
this reversed n? v? 3rd: 'canaus" ¯\_(☹)_/¯ #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:46:58 AM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: Fuller: when is reading boring or difficult? When are
other media/ums preferred? #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:47:01 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Fuller: too much attention to transformative reading, not
enough about mundane, even bored, reading#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:47:04 AM
singingscholar: Fülöp: online literature = more than text. But as we've seen in other
panels, that's not a new or only digital phenomenon! #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:47:13 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 in modern editions, these textual ambiguities vanish; but
textual uncertainty reveals cultural uncertainty #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:47:15 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 in modern editions, these textual
ambiguities vanish; but textual uncertainty reveals cultural uncertainty #s9…
7/21/2016 7:47:33 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 For many critics, the printed Carta represents some
sort of abstract or redaction from a manuscript source #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:47:50 AM
JocHargrave: @sgediting and the poetics of editing, negotiating the text on behalf
readers. #sharp16 https://t.co/YMvoq5K2cH
7/21/2016 7:47:56 AM
mazarines: And, of course, early modern spelling is not fixed. #sharp16
https://t.co/9zSTVO2cwV
7/21/2016 7:47:58 AM
bethlrx: Greenberg quotes Kenneth Burke on writing and editing as "performance of
thought in action" @sgediting #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:48:11 AM
svanlente: RT @CorinnaNoRue: @ClaireSquires congratulating #sharp16 #6e &
emphaszng @SHARPorg's thematic & methodlgicl diversity #iambookhistory https…
7/21/2016 7:48:12 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 the Diario, in the hand of Las Casas, did not
circulate in the early modern period (as far as we know) #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:48:14 AM
bittenpub: RT @Marie_LSJ: Props to Danielle Fuller for addressing how theoretical terms
don't necessarily translate well! in this case "audience" #too…

7/21/2016 7:48:25 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 neither printed nor manuscript text get us all the way to the
native language, what actually said or meant #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:49:00 AM
hobbb: 9e Simone Murray on "digital" #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:49:02 AM
singingscholar: Fülöp: François Bon argues that the book has never existed as such,
but is always constructed by authors/publishers/readers. (!!) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:49:20 AM
praymurray: Murray: SHARPists have almost always used their tools to investigate their
print objects, rather than the born-digital (HEAR HEAR) #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:49:24 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 point of comparison: Latin versions of the letter was printed at
almost the exact same time as Spanish version #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:49:30 AM
tully_barnett: RT @praymurray: Fuller: "what does it mean to live in a mediated
world?' Question w/ ontological force & epistemological consequence (Bird)…
7/21/2016 7:49:50 AM
mhbeals: RT @praymurray: Murray: SHARPists have almost always used their tools to
investigate their print objects, rather than the born-digital (HEA…
7/21/2016 7:50:01 AM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 the linguistic function of
the 'canoa' is to convey that the people encountered have language, are *pe…
7/21/2016 7:50:13 AM
bittenpub: RT @StevieLMarsden: Fuller highlights stats of diversity (or lack thereof) in
contemporary British publishing #sharp16 https://t.co/kNF7ryX…
7/21/2016 7:50:13 AM
hobbb: 9e Murray: book historians neglect "born digital" texts#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:50:15 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 but in the Latin version, the canoa vanishes - becomes
"multas scaphas solidi ligni" - scaphas not canoas #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:50:17 AM
praymurray: Murray pts to @SHARPorg 's articulated commitment to 'marks on stone'
to the digital, has only been relatively recently in evidence #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:50:35 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Murray on the digital - book historians use digital tools to explore
print/manuscript rather than exploring born digital #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:50:40 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Murray: SHARPists have almost always used their
tools to investigate their print objects, rather than the born-digital (HEA…
7/21/2016 7:50:49 AM
drjanepotter: 'I feel like a folk trio @ Glastonbury while MickJagger gives his final
performance on the stage next door.' SMurray vs RChartier #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:50:49 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 given predominance of Latin version, most early modern
readers wouldn't have encountered "canoa" in print #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:51:00 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 given predominance of Latin version,
most early modern readers wouldn't have encountered "canoa" in print #s9h…
7/21/2016 7:51:33 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 but canoa became common word in court, travel circles
anyway #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:51:35 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @praymurray: Murray pts to @SHARPorg 's articulated
commitment to 'marks on stone' to the digital, has only been relatively recently in…
7/21/2016 7:51:36 AM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Murray on the digital - book historians use digital
tools to explore print/manuscript rather than exploring born digi…
7/21/2016 7:52:02 AM
praymurray: Murray uses Genette's paratext (peritext + epitext)/ the epitext is very
present, however, in the digital sphere #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:52:25 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 The characterization of 'canoe' involves both speed
(adept tool) and creation (crude tools, rocks and sticks) #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:52:37 AM
bittenpub: RT @praymurray: Murray: SHARPists have almost always used their tools to
investigate their print objects, rather than the born-digital (HEA…
7/21/2016 7:52:38 AM
hobbb: 9e Murray: Genette's paratexts include epitexts -- commentary, reviews,
conversation around a text #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:52:42 AM
bethlrx: A beautiful visual metaphor for the work of authors and editors in "shaping"
text @sgediting #sharp16 https://t.co/d8uBuAagJB
7/21/2016 7:52:45 AM
bookhistories: 'peritext + epitext = paratext'. It's as easy as that. (Simone Murray)
#sharp16 (#s9e)
7/21/2016 7:52:57 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 Guiliano Dati uses word "canoe" and describes craft #s9h
#sharp16 https://t.co/HlUi5eFjDU
7/21/2016 7:52:58 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 Poetic uses of "canoe" emphasize foreignness,
newness of word through placement and emphasis #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:53:07 AM
Marie_LSJ: Simone Murray hilariously compares her panel to a small folk trio at
Glastonbury while Mick Jagger (Roger Chartier) is playing #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:53:15 AM
genschaffner: (am I getting this? "canoe" as a word not translated, rather
appropriated, and/but within widely translated and printed texts? #sharp16 #s9h
7/21/2016 7:53:29 AM
JocHargrave: RT @bethlrx: A beautiful visual metaphor for the work of authors and
editors in "shaping" text @sgediting #sharp16 https://t.co/d8uBuAagJB
7/21/2016 7:53:40 AM
mhbeals: After two weeks of conferencing, I just hit 2.4k followers. Merci beaucoup
#sharp16 and dziękuję bardzo #dh2016
7/21/2016 7:53:50 AM
bookhistories: RT @Marie_LSJ: Simone Murray hilariously compares her panel to a
small folk trio at Glastonbury while Mick Jagger (Roger Chartier) is playi…
7/21/2016 7:53:52 AM
singingscholar: .@eyeona up next on early modern English Bibles: "book of books" but
"in debt to sundry sources." Paradox already in title! #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:53:54 AM
praymurray: Murray: Gray's 'Show Sold Separately' to demo. that these elements
foreground competitive claims for meaning-making authority #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:54:24 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 DeBry's definition of Canoe includes a classical
allusion, monoxylum #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:54:26 AM
drjanepotter: 'When I remember which is which, I get terribly excited.' Simone Murray
on para-/peri-/epitext #sharp16 https://t.co/dPxHplwgGf
7/21/2016 7:54:44 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 presenting image of Spanish-Greek-Latin concordance, has to
define "canoe" before translating #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:54:44 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 Vespucci in 1505 uses Canoe 6 times, capitalized
for the first 5 #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:55:01 AM
bittenpub: RT @bethlrx: A beautiful visual metaphor for the work of authors and editors
in "shaping" text @sgediting #sharp16 https://t.co/d8uBuAagJB
7/21/2016 7:55:02 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h @JohnHPollack1 : Latin neologism for canoe:
"monoxylum" (ie. 'monowood').
7/21/2016 7:55:21 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Murray: why have digital paratexts been marginal in Book History
scholarship? Neither too trivial or too commercial #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:55:21 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: Genette's paratexts include epitexts -commentary, reviews, conversation around a text #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:55:26 AM
praymurray: RT @Marie_LSJ: Simone Murray hilariously compares her panel to a small
folk trio at Glastonbury while Mick Jagger (Roger Chartier) is playi…
7/21/2016 7:55:38 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 word entered vocabularies with remarkable speed, broadly
defused across Europe and Americas #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:55:42 AM
praymurray: RT @drjanepotter: 'When I remember which is which, I get terribly
excited.' Simone Murray on para-/peri-/epitext #sharp16 https://t.co/dPxH…
7/21/2016 7:55:53 AM
mhbeals: RT @drjanepotter: 'When I remember which is which, I get terribly excited.'
Simone Murray on para-/peri-/epitext #sharp16 https://t.co/dPxH…
7/21/2016 7:55:57 AM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Murray: why have digital paratexts been
marginal in Book History scholarship? Neither too trivial or too commercial #…
7/21/2016 7:56:00 AM
singingscholar: .@eyeona making case for integrating history of C16 English Bibles w/
history of C16 European translation. So much anti-insularity! #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:56:36 AM
drjanepotter: 'I can't imagine anything to be 'too trivial' for a bibliographic-based
discipline such as ours.' Simone Murray #sharp16 #digitalparatexts
7/21/2016 7:56:37 AM
bookhistories: Simone Murray: ‘Since when did book historians discard as much as the
smudge from a reader's thumb?' #sharp16 (#s9e)
7/21/2016 7:57:04 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Murray: why have digital paratexts been
marginal in Book History scholarship? Neither too trivial or too commercial #…
7/21/2016 7:57:06 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 by 1530s and 40s, find native American groups in north of the
continent using variants of "canoe" in languages #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:57:12 AM
hobbb: 9e Murray: digital paratexts -- are they too trivial? Too commercial? Too
ephemeral? -- latter is genuine problem with internet#sharp16
7/21/2016 7:57:14 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 "casnouy" possible early French spelling for "canoe"
#s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:57:30 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 by 1530s and 40s, find native
American groups in north of the continent using variants of "canoe" in languages…
7/21/2016 7:57:38 AM
Shaf_Towheed: #9e Murray: 'Evanescence is a relative not an absolute phenomenon
for digital paratexts' #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:57:56 AM
singingscholar: .@eyeona: Coverdale (1535) lays claim to working from a) multiple
modern langs & b) “only the manifest truth of the scriptures" #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:58:04 AM
StevieLMarsden: Murray: we don't study digital paratexts because they're too 'other',
they're too new #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:58:27 AM
praymurray: Murray: digital trace too ephemeral to be useful for scholarly record? our
attn w/ print ephemera shld find its digital echo #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:58:32 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 showing us a 1580s watercolor of the Carolinas, word
"cannow" inscribed - untranslated - on side of canoe #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:58:43 AM
mazarines: @JohnHPollack1 refers the speed of word the "canoa" moving into
dictionaries to the speed of the vessel along water(y words). #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:58:54 AM
praymurray: RT @drjanepotter: 'I can't imagine anything to be 'too trivial' for a
bibliographic-based discipline such as ours.' Simone Murray #sharp16…
7/21/2016 7:58:56 AM
singingscholar: "I don't think anyone else has noticed this. I need to get on and publish
about it." - @eyeona #scholarproblems #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:58:57 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: digital paratexts -- are they too trivial? Too
commercial? Too ephemeral? -- latter is genuine problem with internet…
7/21/2016 7:58:58 AM
praymurray: RT @bookhistories: Simone Murray: ‘Since when did book historians
discard as much as the smudge from a reader's thumb?' #sharp16 (#s9e)
7/21/2016 7:59:03 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@JohnHPollack1 John White's watercolor labels the boat "cannow";
an image produced much after first encounter with the word #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:59:09 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: digital paratexts -- are they too trivial? Too
commercial? Too ephemeral? -- latter is genuine problem with internet…
7/21/2016 7:59:10 AM
hobbb: 9e Murray: digital paratexts not studied cos too "other", too new, too close to
media studies -- but they neglect them too. #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:59:19 AM
IanHesketh: MacDonald: Not a trivial task to translate difficult scientific findings into a
simple language that policymakers can understand #sharp16 9b
7/21/2016 7:59:22 AM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: Murray: we don't study digital paratexts because
they're too 'other', they're too new #sharp16

7/21/2016 7:59:25 AM
Marie_LSJ: RT @praymurray: Murray: digital trace too ephemeral to be useful for
scholarly record? our attn w/ print ephemera shld find its digital ech…
7/21/2016 7:59:32 AM
jotis13: .@JohnHPollack1 the word is a colonial artifact, became charged with
significance across Atlantic even as Taino vanished #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:59:38 AM
StevieLMarsden: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: digital paratexts not studied cos too "other",
too new, too close to media studies -- but they neglect them too. #sh…
7/21/2016 7:59:56 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Next: Peter Stallybrass on the Cannibal in the Hammock #s9h
#SHARP16
7/21/2016 7:59:59 AM
singingscholar: .@eyeona: C16 Biblical translators translate not only text of the
Scriptures, but paratext, page layout, etc (not uncritically!) #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:00:12 AM
jotis13: Last but not least, Peter Stallybrass on The Cannibal in the Hammock. Turning
off the microphone b/c "I have a big voice." #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:00:18 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: digital paratexts not studied cos too "other", too
new, too close to media studies -- but they neglect them too. #sh…
7/21/2016 8:00:21 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Peter Stallybrass: The cannibal in the hammock.
Stallybrass will go 'accoustic' so we can better enjoy his sonorous baritone
7/21/2016 8:00:24 AM
JocHargrave: #9g: Louisa Hunter-Bradley on the production of Plantin's printed
polyphonic music editions, 1578-1621. #sharp16 https://t.co/BBNXBaFYkP
7/21/2016 8:00:37 AM
bittenpub: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: digital paratexts not studied cos too "other", too
new, too close to media studies -- but they neglect them too. #sh…
7/21/2016 8:00:49 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: looking at image of Hans Staden, True History (Marburg 1557) of a
cannibal in hammock. Cannibal usually our focus #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:01:22 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: starting with an image from Hans Staden, 1557 showing
a Cannibal kicking back eating a foot #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:01:26 AM
praymurray: Murray quotes McKenzie who wanted to claim the verbal, visual, oral &
numeric data in forms other than literary text for bh #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:01:27 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: not surprising that we focus on the cannibal over the hammock, but
he wants us to look at the hammock instead #s9h #sharp16

7/21/2016 8:01:54 AM
StevieLMarsden: Murray: digital phenomena are the same content on a different
platform ie. Authors letter correspondence vs. Author tweets #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:02:10 AM
mafunyane: Intrigued by digital paratext chat in rival #sharp16 panel - does that
include Instagram posts? If so, I'm about to publish something on it.
7/21/2016 8:02:10 AM
hobbb: 9e Murray: turf wars, book history vs communication studies. Digital paratexts
fit easily into McKenzie's idea of book history #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:02:38 AM
singingscholar: .@eyeona: Geneva Bible translators not only used Hebrew/Greek but
also "conferred with the best translations in diverse languages." #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:02:39 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: Amerigo Vespucci 1505 broadside allegedly showing
cannibalism, with a paratactic germn subscription #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:02:40 AM
bethlrx: Hunter-Bradley shows mock-ups of music books by Plantin so that we can see
actual format and size. So helpful with scans! #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:02:45 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: Amerigo Vespucci's Broadside of the Cannibals (1505 first
depiction?) has engravings beneath it in German #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:02:49 AM
praymurray: Murray: teaching time-based media (eg live broadcast) as opposed to the
material bk's spatial bias - when are these txts 'finished' #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:03:12 AM
IanHesketh: I'm glad to see that MacDonald has taken the Languages of the Book
theme of #sharp16 metaphorically in his analysis of science and policy 9b
7/21/2016 8:03:23 AM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: Murray: digital phenomena are the same content on
a different platform ie. Authors letter correspondence vs. Author twe…
7/21/2016 8:03:29 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: "They also eat each other, even the slain" -- the
implication that they eat the unslain is quite disturbing here #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:03:43 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: caption describes communal, healthy society w/o gov't; fight with
each other & eat bodies; live to 150 years old #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:03:45 AM
hobbb: 9e Murray: how to teach live, unfinished, unstable texts? #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:04:00 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: "The cannibalism isn't presented as a big deal, it's just
stuck in there" #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:04:02 AM

jotis13: Stallybrass: cannibalism not a big deal, if anything there's an implication that
cannibalism leads to living to 150 years old #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:04:08 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: Cannibalism also seems to allow you to live to be 150
years old, you too can live long if only you eat people #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:04:51 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: caption is paraphrase in Vespucci, section actually begins "We
found... a gentle, tractable people." & healthy #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:05:01 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Stallybrass: cannibals a "gentle, tractable people"
and live to be a 150 years old, are seldom ill (Florence, 1502-3)
7/21/2016 8:05:02 AM
praymurray: Murray's assertion that we look at txts as snapshots (1st edn etc) rather
than process : the circulation & creation of the meme eg #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:05:29 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: Woodcut caption is a paraphrase of Vespucci, which
leaves out Vespucci's characterization of the people as gentle #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:05:39 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: how to teach live, unfinished, unstable texts?
#sharp16
7/21/2016 8:05:41 AM
singingscholar: Such diverse sources of authority in Biblical translation! My
Presbyterian forebears would be shocked, SHOCKED. #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:05:56 AM
hobbb: 9e Murray: we tend to treat texts as discrete rather than continuous flows (also
a problem for study of newspapers) #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:05:56 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: Europeans, however, were (maybe) obsessed with cannibalism;
favorite theme in art; fundamental aspect of writing #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:05:57 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: Vespucci went through 60 editions, Columbus ~20
editions #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:06:09 AM
Marie_LSJ: Murray: BH reminds trad lit studies of textual mutability, but struggles with
the digital pace "Hell, we didn't mean that mutable!" #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:06:11 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Stallybrass: Europeans, however, were (maybe)
obsessed with cannibalism; favorite theme in art; fundamental aspect of writing…
7/21/2016 8:06:16 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: Reprinting Vespucci and the Erasure of Cannibalism
1505-1507 #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:06:36 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @Marie_LSJ: Murray: BH reminds trad lit studies of textual
mutability, but struggles with the digital pace "Hell, we didn't mean that mu…

7/21/2016 8:06:37 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: more than 30 editions in seven languages in eight years of
Vespucci; when first reprinted, cannibalism erased #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:06:42 AM
StevieLMarsden: Murray: there's a pace of change in the digital world that we need to
step up to #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:06:43 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: revealing a pattern of illustrating Vespucci that can be
characterized as "Naked, No Cannibalism" #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:07:09 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass showing us title page images with naked people, no cannibalism;
Antwerp edition has more naked images inside #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:07:27 AM
mollyhardy: Stallybrass on reprints of Vespucci and the erasure of cannibalism 1505-07
#sharp16
7/21/2016 8:07:32 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Stallybrass: reprints of Vespucci don't focus on
cannibalism. Naked people yes, cannibalism no (would be great on a poster!)
7/21/2016 8:07:57 AM
singingscholar: .@eyeona: intensely literary preoccupations of Ruth translators: how to
translate "gibbor chayil," introducing character of Boaz? #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:07:57 AM
hobbb: 9e Murray: extent of audience Co-creation of digital texts is difficult for book
historians #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:08:00 AM
praymurray: Murray refers to the 'distributed network' (cf me! & @ClaireSquires) the
'fringe' of mainstream bk publishing-blogs, fanfic, meme #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:08:07 AM
dhpaulspence: RT @bethlrx: Questions bring out the vexed issue of diversity in the
publishing industry... (or the lack thereof) #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:09:06 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: later in the 17th century, we see Vespucci (and Columbus) as a
sailor and navigator, not focused on natives #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:09:09 AM
dhpaulspence: RT @sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on
Kindle Popular Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @cl…
7/21/2016 8:09:22 AM
StevieLMarsden: Murray: with our own interaction w/ digital world, are we still outside
what we aim to study? #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:09:27 AM
mazarines: Stallybrass: Printing & reprinting of Vespucci, incl. "Broadside of Cannibals"
(1505-07). Images change, cannibalism elided. #sharp16

7/21/2016 8:09:34 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: 1760 German etching pairs Vespucci with Dante, both
describing and measuring the Southern Cross #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:09:55 AM
praymurray: Murray points to the challenge of the digital 'are we still at a safe distance
from our object of academic interest?' #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:09:57 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass concludes: cannibalism was NOT a European obsession from 1500
on, it is the obsession of ppl studying period #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:10:05 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: Our (modern) obsession with cannibalism isn't reflective
of an early modern interest #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:10:20 AM
drjanepotter: RT @Marie_LSJ: Murray: BH reminds trad lit studies of textual mutability,
but struggles with the digital pace "Hell, we didn't mean that mu…
7/21/2016 8:10:29 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: thinks responsibility lays in our emphasis on 1st editions/images,
endless reproduction of those 1sts on internet #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:10:30 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Stallybrass: Cannibalism not a European obsession
16-18C; it is our obsession, based on endless reproduction of single image!
7/21/2016 8:10:38 AM
praymurray: RT @Marie_LSJ: Murray: BH reminds trad lit studies of textual mutability,
but struggles with the digital pace "Hell, we didn't mean that mu…
7/21/2016 8:10:47 AM
genschaffner: (me- cannibalise texts is to translate texts? or translation is to
cannibalise? And a "good thing" in Euro silence on cannibals? #sharp16)
7/21/2016 8:10:48 AM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: Murray: there's a pace of change in the digital world
that we need to step up to #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:10:53 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass attributes this in part to the obsession with first editions,
reproduction of single images online #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:10:55 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: extent of audience Co-creation of digital texts is
difficult for book historians #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:11:02 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: Montaigne takes Vespucci step further, writing account of
"cannibals" where the word only appears in the title #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:11:07 AM
praymurray: RT @StevieLMarsden: Murray: with our own interaction w/ digital world,
are we still outside what we aim to study? #sharp16

7/21/2016 8:11:08 AM
TweetBinderPRO: @SHARPorg cograts! #sharp16 has generated almost 10M
impressions. Check the infographic report https://t.co/KDwBrUIm73 via @TweetBinder
7/21/2016 8:11:10 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: Montaigne's On Cannibales only ever includes the word
in the title. #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:11:16 AM
mollyhardy: RT @jotis13: Stallybrass: thinks responsibility lays in our emphasis on 1st
editions/images, endless reproduction of those 1sts on internet…
7/21/2016 8:11:17 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass now switches his focus to hammocks "other things we might want to
talk about" #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:11:23 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: switching to Hammocks, reframing, rehanging the
discourse #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:11:37 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: there were no hammocks on ships before Columbus, who brings
back the first hammocks #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:11:39 AM
mazarines: Cannibalism is OUR obsession, not early modern European one. We obsess
about 1st eds., so tell stories from them, not full story. #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:11:40 AM
sgediting: Louisa Huntley-Bradley at #sharp16 on Platin's music publishing practices
https://t.co/y91S3moCf4
7/21/2016 8:11:50 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: Vespucci was fascinated by hammocks, huge passage on it; thinks
they were far superior to mattresses #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:12:09 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: Hammocks weren't used on European ships before
Columbus #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:12:15 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @mazarines: Cannibalism is OUR obsession, not early modern
European one. We obsess about 1st eds., so tell stories from them, not full s…
7/21/2016 8:12:27 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: Stradanus (one of few images that connects Vespucci with
cannibalism) but it's literally background to hammock #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:12:36 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Stallybrass: Hammocks introduced by Columbus,
popularized by Vespucci
7/21/2016 8:12:36 AM
loradeets: RT @StevieLMarsden: Brouillette: women are more likely to work in the Arts
for free & when paid, paid less #sharp16

7/21/2016 8:12:37 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: "I find the focal point the [huge!] native American getting out of
the hammock." #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:13:03 AM
praymurray: Murray alludes to work such as Ted Striphas coming out of the space of
cultural studies & the more established uni. depts...#sharp16
7/21/2016 8:13:03 AM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Fuller: in US survey (2015) of 34 publishing firms
79% of staff in publishing companies were white & 78% were women #…
7/21/2016 8:13:06 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass Stradanus's America (c. 1590): "The focal point is the
Naked America in a hammock, not the cannibalism behind her" #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:13:28 AM
hobbb: 9e Murray: we should link more to media, communication and cultural studies
scholarship on digital texts - we can bring history #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:13:33 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: "There is cannibalism, with the help of much magnification I can
show it" but it's definitely backgrounded. #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:13:45 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: "I call it backgrounding cannibalism" #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:13:50 AM
loradeets: RT @praymurray: Murray: SHARPists have almost always used their tools to
investigate their print objects, rather than the born-digital (HEA…
7/21/2016 8:14:06 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Stallybrass: "There is cannibalism, with the help of
much magnification I can show it" but it's definitely backgrounded. #s9h…
7/21/2016 8:14:19 AM
singingscholar: .@eyeona using EEBO to put C16 Bible translations in context;
fascinating work on cultural context/connotation of adjectives. #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:14:21 AM
praymurray: ...Murray says we must strive to integrate, invite but most imp. challenge
other disciplinary spaces re: studying the digital #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:14:25 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass now showing numerous images of hammocks, including a standalone image of a hammock all by itself (not even ppl) #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:14:34 AM
praymurray: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: we should link more to media, communication
and cultural studies scholarship on digital texts - we can bring history…
7/21/2016 8:14:38 AM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Murray: why have digital paratexts been marginal
in Book History scholarship? Neither too trivial or too commercial #…
7/21/2016 8:14:40 AM

RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Stallybrass: 'ever-present hammock' in images that
also show 'background cannibalism'
7/21/2016 8:15:08 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: "You can get your cannibalism, if that's whaty ou want,
but in Staden's 1557 work you get hammocks first" #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:15:11 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: showing another image "it's cannibalism AND hammocks" - fires
burning human limbs, warming hammocks #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:15:15 AM
Marie_LSJ: Murray: book history has to lay its hands on digital epitexts so it's not just a
media, communication and cultural studies object #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:15:22 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Stallybrass: showing another image "it's cannibalism
AND hammocks" - fires burning human limbs, warming hammocks #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:15:24 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: "Hammocks are going to transform Europe" #s9h
#SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:15:50 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass concluding with hammocks and the transformation of Europe (and
all those sailors' sleeping arrangements!) #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:15:58 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16Où il est question de cannibalisme et de hamacs!!! So funny!!!
7/21/2016 8:16:23 AM
mazarines: Stallybrass emphatic slide: "Hammocks and the Transformation of Europe"
#sharp16
7/21/2016 8:16:45 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Stallybrass: Hammocks transformed Europe;
Montaigne: hammocks 'like in our ships' - hammock Europeanized
7/21/2016 8:16:53 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: French and British navies transformed by hammocks, by the late
17th c. term defined as being naval #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:16:58 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: By the 17th century, dictionaries define hammocks by
reference to the Navy; fully adopted #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:17:05 AM
hobbb: RT @IanHesketh: I will be discussing large-scale forms of history in panel 11a on
the Languages of History at 3pm #sharp16 https://t.co/QEI…
7/21/2016 8:17:53 AM
loradeets: RT @praymurray: Murray points to the challenge of the digital 'are we still at
a safe distance from our object of academic interest?' #shar…
7/21/2016 8:18:00 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Stallybrass: Montaigne had a hammock in how own
house! Sounds in character...

7/21/2016 8:18:02 AM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16Peter Stallybrass, avec vos cannibales dans des hamacs, vous
nous avez bien fait rire!!!
7/21/2016 8:18:31 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: by the 18th century, friend trying to set woman up with naval man
hoped they might "swing in the same hammock" #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:18:39 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: by the 18th century, letters of Lady Elizabeth Montagu
show the hammock has entered idiom and metaphor #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:18:58 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Stallybrass: by the 18th century, friend trying to set
woman up with naval man hoped they might "swing in the same hammock" #s…
7/21/2016 8:19:05 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 #s9h Stallybrass tweets being picked up by seller of
hammocks...
7/21/2016 8:19:29 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Roger Chartier, un de mes maîtres, session
"Textes sans rivages", traduction,migration des mots et du sens https…
7/21/2016 8:19:40 AM
bethlrx: Hargrave: digitization is changing editorial style @JocHargrave #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:21:11 AM
jotis13: @RareBookLibAntw mine are being picked up by Sacramento gun store. Not
sure if they're interested in hammocks or cannibals...! #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:21:23 AM
dhpaulspence: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Thanks for tweeting this @Marie_LSJ @bittenpub haven't seen it before & yes it should be useful #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/21/2016 8:21:44 AM
bittenpub: @mafunyane asks how creators/authors might be recompensed for digital
content not accessed as now visible through analytics? #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:22:29 AM
singingscholar: In Q&A, Fülöp acknowledges continuities, suggests digital production > ease/accessibility of combination. #sharp16 https://t.co/p1QjEWrPDS
7/21/2016 8:23:45 AM
Marie_LSJ: Thought-provoking: "fan production labour" through review-writing... (didn't
catch the reference) #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:24:45 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: "Staden is a very particular case because he was about
to be eaten... it's a genuine panic" #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:26:08 AM
loradeets: Now following #sharp16 from desk in UK - fantastic material today on digital
paratext and elitism in pub. Thank you, SHARP on Twitter!
7/21/2016 8:26:17 AM

jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Stallybrass: "Staden is a very particular case because he
was about to be eaten... it's a genuine panic" #s9h #SHARP16
7/21/2016 8:26:20 AM
jotis13: Stallybrass: selective reading, focusing on & cherry-picking things *we* care
about, leads to distorted view of past interests #s9h #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:28:00 AM
uqpharri: RT @IanHesketh: I will be discussing large-scale forms of history in panel 11a
on the Languages of History at 3pm #sharp16 https://t.co/QEI…
7/21/2016 8:28:13 AM
loradeets: RT @praymurray: ...Murray says we must strive to integrate, invite but most
imp. challenge other disciplinary spaces re: studying the digit…
7/21/2016 8:28:16 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: Now following #sharp16 from desk in UK - fantastic
material today on digital paratext and elitism in pub. Thank you, SHARP o…
7/21/2016 8:28:49 AM
loradeets: RT @bittenpub: @mafunyane asks how creators/authors might be
recompensed for digital content not accessed as now visible through analytics?…
7/21/2016 8:28:59 AM
hobbb: 9e All Murray's debunked reasons for book historians not studying digital texts
also apply to newspapers #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:29:22 AM
genschaffner: (what? eating; cannibalising; reading? read text; fear that you will be
"eaten" by the text; especially travel books? #sharp16 #s9H??)
7/21/2016 8:29:39 AM
mazarines: Now thinking about canoe, hammock, & cannibalism in regard to words &
text: Words streaming, words lounging, & words eating words. #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:30:08 AM
genschaffner: RT @mazarines: Now thinking about canoe, hammock, & cannibalism in
regard to words & text: Words streaming, words lounging, & words eating…
7/21/2016 8:30:51 AM
bethlrx: Now you mention it, most people I know who study newspapers don't call
themselves book historians... #sharp16 https://t.co/hWWoo244up
7/21/2016 8:31:48 AM
StevieLMarsden: So pleased to hear issues of class and socio-economic privilege (or
not, as the case may be) at panel 9e #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:35:48 AM
mollyhardy: Stallybrass: Translation is an ongoing process; it is never finished
#sharp16
7/21/2016 8:36:30 AM
StevieLMarsden: Although suggesting that it's only just becoming an issue is naïve: if
you're affected/concerned by it it's always an issue #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:36:56 AM
ActuaLitte: Tonight 5PM (local time), live streaming of Roger Chartier's conference at
#sharp16 https://t.co/FdaA1cradb https://t.co/DH4U7aAmkk

7/21/2016 8:37:36 AM
SHARPorg: Sorry to report that wifi in BULAC is down and they're trying to fix it at the
moment... @sharpparis2016 #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:39:01 AM
eblida: Tonight 5PM (local time), live streaming of Roger Chartier's conference at
#sharp16 https://t.co/GgoFQKiOUl
7/21/2016 8:42:29 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentations de projets numériques ouvertes à tous
| 20 juillet 13h-15h30 Hall Est https://t.co/R4sCTeezlV https://t.c…
7/21/2016 8:48:30 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique
met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/21/2016 8:48:35 AM
ScoreMelissa: RT @hobbb: 9e All Murray's debunked reasons for book historians not
studying digital texts also apply to newspapers #sharp16
7/21/2016 8:53:35 AM
digitalpigeons: Can we take a minute to talk about how delicious these are? Oh my
goodness, they're AMAZING! #sharp16 https://t.co/wqoipu4zy6
7/21/2016 8:53:37 AM
B_U_LA_C: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Seen in #BULAC famed Kyrgyz author Chinghis
Aitmatov's Jamila translated for African readers inc Amharic #sharp16 https:/…
7/21/2016 8:53:38 AM
PodevinFlorian: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre
numérique met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/21/2016 8:54:35 AM
PodevinFlorian: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentations de projets numériques ouvertes à
tous | 20 juillet 13h-15h30 Hall Est https://t.co/R4sCTeezlV https://t.c…
7/21/2016 8:54:47 AM
EvaLegras: RT @ActuaLitte: Tonight 5PM (local time), live streaming of Roger Chartier's
conference at #sharp16 https://t.co/FdaA1cradb https://t.co/DH…
7/21/2016 8:57:49 AM
ScoreMelissa: RT @hobbb: Historical nods in title image of new town paper Barrow
Herald, 1863 -- learn more in Panel 11a, 15:00 #sharp16 https://t.co/0VE…
7/21/2016 8:58:05 AM
bouzekouk: RT @ActuaLitte: Tonight 5PM (local time), live streaming of Roger
Chartier's conference at #sharp16 https://t.co/FdaA1cradb https://t.co/DH…
7/21/2016 8:58:17 AM
fredoji: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Seen in #BULAC famed Kyrgyz author Chinghis Aitmatov's
Jamila translated for African readers inc Amharic #sharp16 https:/…
7/21/2016 8:58:55 AM
jotis13: First up in 2nd AM panel (not the PM panel as I started to type)
@GrubStreetWomen on Publishers Marketing Restoration Drama #s10g #sharp16

7/21/2016 9:01:25 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Up next, Kate Ozment "Publishers Marketing Restoration Drama: A
Case Study of Paratextual Experimentation" #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:01:33 AM
mazarines: RT @eblida: Tonight 5PM (local time), live streaming of Roger Chartier's
conference at #sharp16 https://t.co/GgoFQKiOUl
7/21/2016 9:01:43 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Kate Ozment is @GrubStreetWomen #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:03:09 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen in the middle of a study of publisher-controlled paratexts
using EEBO - love the transparency of db use #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:03:38 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen is currently conducting a large scale study of
publisher-controlled texts using EEBO #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:03:41 AM
bethlrx: Second session on African book history #s10h #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:04:02 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen This transparency in database use is
particularly important with genres like drama, which can vary widely #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:04:11 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen as use of cast list b/c standard in printed drama, so too
did the names of the players #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:04:19 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Print attempted to connect printed drama to
ephemeral performance, while tapping into celebrity culture #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:04:40 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen discussing the issue of lack of clarity/distinction between
printer, publisher, bookseller roles #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:05:08 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen notes that distinguishing between publishers
and printers is difficult in the period; fuzzy categories #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:05:18 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen has an entire slide of her data set: 1660-1700 EEBO,
chosen based on publishers w/rep for printed drama #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:05:34 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen has been systematically working through by
publisher, focusing on those who specialized in drama #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:05:39 AM
singingscholar: Time to get my nerd on (more than usual) at panel on Mystery fiction /
le roman policier. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:06:08 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen listing main publishers/booksellers at the moment,
currently has 905 records, 32% is printed drama #s10g #sharp16

7/21/2016 9:06:15 AM
EpistolaryBrown: 905 records on EEBO for selected publishers; approximately 32% of
output of these publishers was drama .@GrubStreetWomen #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:06:38 AM
alisakbeer: Wifi at BULAC! CONGRES, mot de passé SHARP2016. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:06:46 AM
Marie_LSJ: Elisa Marazzi: Barbanera almanachs were only products addressed to
'common readers' in Perugia, Italy in the early modern period #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:07:19 AM
jotis13: If you have trouble with SHARP2016 at any point, try sharp2016. It's bounced
back & forth between the two #sharp16 https://t.co/AmnZGDyXLn
7/21/2016 9:07:28 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen book lists and catalogues shaped buyer
understanding of publications, booktrade #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:07:34 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen "I've been using catalogue and book lists
loosely thus far" #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:07:48 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen defines catalogs as being independent of printed texts,
book lists opportunistic use of spare space in text #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:08:10 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Book lists are "opportunistic uses of paper"
bound into works #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:08:20 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen "EEBO records are not very good at explaining those
things." Difficult to study structure of books. #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:08:37 AM
ClaireSquires: Anyone seen @sharpicecream? Fear she is missing in action... #sharp16
@SHARPorg @sharpparis2016 @SHARP2017
7/21/2016 9:08:37 AM
alisakbeer: Le livre en Afrique: production et traduction #sharp16 #10h - mais
seulement deux presentations ce matin.
7/21/2016 9:08:41 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen "EEBO is not good for identifying" consecutive
leaves #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:08:54 AM
jotis13: @ClaireSquires @SHARPorg @sharpparis2016 @SHARP2017 I solemnly swear I
have not eaten @sharpicecream #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:09:14 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Hey, I'm not the only one whose images came out slightly mangled
on this screen! @GrubStreetWomen #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:09:15 AM

loradeets: RT @hobbb: 9e Fuller: too much attention to transformative reading, not
enough about mundane, even bored, reading#sharp16
7/21/2016 9:09:20 AM
Marie_LSJ: (The almanach is apparently still running? https://t.co/wuds6i6hmq
#sharp16)
7/21/2016 9:09:27 AM
alisakbeer: J’apologize en avance pour mon Français - je ne suis pas de tout courante,
mais je vais faire un effort aujourd’hui. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:10:15 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen It wasn't just plays at as a distinct genre, it
was leisure literature [that got these paratexts?] #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:10:17 AM
singingscholar: Erin A. Smith talks about masculine tradition of pulp/noir. Similar
descriptions of "manly/hard" authors/publishers as of protags. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:10:35 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Playbooks often drop the dates, so that slowselling items didn't become dated #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:11:02 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen Magnus and Bentley see their audience as being
interested in other plays but also French drama #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:11:33 AM
alisakbeer: Leperlier: Publications littéraires algériennes en cruise: déséquilibres
linguistiques et territoriaux pendant la guerre civile #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:11:41 AM
russellnohelty: RT @hobbb: 9e Brouillette: publishing risks being left behind in an
increasingly non-white Britain #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:11:46 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen early lumping together of genres does not mean this is a
full list of all they have; tailored to reader #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:12:05 AM
singingscholar: Smith: women writing to Black Mask signaled by editors as "mere
women"/"ladies," but write to say they like gritty pulp as is! #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:12:09 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Novels were advertised to play readers and
vice-versa; both framed as 'leisure literature' #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:12:13 AM
Lizbethtf44: RT @hobbb: 9e Brouillette: publishing risks being left behind in an
increasingly non-white Britain #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:12:15 AM
russellnohelty: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #9e Brouillette: self-fashioning of the literary as
diverse despite the real 'whiteness' of UK publishing industry #sharp…
7/21/2016 9:12:23 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen Magnes and Bentley specialized as a commercial move;
leisure novels had increasing market share in period #s10g #sharp16

7/21/2016 9:12:33 AM
alisakbeer: Leperlier: deux bases de donnés pour voir les effects de la crise sur la
litterature Algérienne. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:13:07 AM
Marie_LSJ: Marazzi: the name Barbanera (perhaps legendary 18c astronomer,
astrologer & philosopher) was used for almanachs by other publishers #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:13:16 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen French novels were in vogue in the 1670s; list
shows experimentation with signals of novelty (genre & date) #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:13:19 AM
jotis13: Evidence supporting @EpistolaryBrown theory about use of STC/Wing numbers
and EEBO: @GrubStreetWomen using Wing #s to cite EEBO #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:13:55 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen The term "play" falls off lists, but headers for
"English novels" and "French Novels" remain in 1677 #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:13:58 AM
singingscholar: Lots of contemporary resonances in Smith's discussion of pulp
publishers in 30s/40s: anxious abt women, but want to market to them. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:14:18 AM
alisakbeer: Leperlier: Une certaine stabilité dans la relation entre les langurs de
publication. #sharp16 https://t.co/ROscum80gC
7/21/2016 9:14:50 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Richard Bentley moved towards long numbered
lists of publications at the end of the 17th century #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:15:30 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen Magnus/Bentley don't represent all methods of
booksellers, but were experimental in advertising #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:15:39 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen Magnus/Bentley don't represent
all methods of booksellers, but were experimental in advertising #s10g #sharp…
7/21/2016 9:16:03 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen now looking at Wellingtor, has a wider variety of
publications including my arithmeticks & almanacks #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:16:12 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Richard Wellington, publisher of Behn in the
1690s, experimented with title page adverts #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:16:31 AM
singingscholar: Smith: Lee Brackett (f) asked for as "that man Brackett" by Howard
Hawks... she co-wrote script for The Big Sleep! #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:16:41 AM
drjanepotter: Prof Erin Smith quotes JT Shaw (c.1930): 'this magazine is by no means
going to be feminine!' #sharp16 #BlackMask https://t.co/u4zMniZwkZ

7/21/2016 9:16:48 AM
bookhistories: E. Marazzi: The Barbanera almanac was the most circulated print in
central Italy (from 1760s) despite low literacy rates #sharp16 (#s10f)
7/21/2016 9:16:57 AM
ClaireSquires: In a panel on library architecture, stealing ideas for my chidren's book
(extract in the 2015 sampler here https://t.co/CseSfKrrVd) #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:16:59 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen examining copy of "The Rover" - ad includes other female
playwrights, Rover precursor - highly tailored #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:17:22 AM
singingscholar: Smith: less sexism twds women writers of pulp from contemporaries
than from later scholars doing work of canon formation. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:17:33 AM
alisakbeer: Leperlier: Un rapport entre la publication par pays. On voit les effects de la
guerre après environ 2000. #sharp16 https://t.co/0zu4XotgHG
7/21/2016 9:17:52 AM
Marie_LSJ: Marazzi: agendas are a genre that evolved from almanachs... (interesting
qualification of agendas as a genre!) #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:18:13 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen not until Reformation did new ad take advantage of
celebrity by including players for roles listed #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:18:29 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Restoration Castlists have several formats;
Dramatis Personae were most common #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:18:31 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen cast lists appeared not only on new plays but on reprints
of old plays, printed to coincide with revivals #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:18:54 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Castlists appeared not only on new plays, but
reprints of older plays, like #Shakespeare #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:18:54 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Cast lists include characters to the left, the
names of the actors who revived the role on the right #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:19:21 AM
bethlrx: Leperlier shows moves back and forward between publishing in France or
Algeria, depending on stability in Algeria. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:19:24 AM
ClaireSquires: (Characters scamper over rooftops stealing metal; inc from a mysterious
building which _may_ be a library) https://t.co/3Xicd4k24d #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:19:26 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen is making me wonder if these might function a bit like a
playbill (detailed cast lists, info on players)? #s10g #sharp16

7/21/2016 9:19:59 AM
alisakbeer: Leperlier: La rapport entre les langues n’est pas bouleversé par la crise
politique. La publication en Français chute, reprenne. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:20:08 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Cast lists are sticky: remain in print long after
performance #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:20:11 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen curiously, often kept these eds for up to 10 yrs after
production ends; even w/new imprints, keep 1st cast #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:20:26 AM
sharpicecream: The lady doth protest too much #sharp16 https://t.co/Y2AZkY1PMm
7/21/2016 9:20:28 AM
singingscholar: Smith: women pulp writers erased from canon in reprints, despite
popularity. Also n.b. pulp covers have women as sexy/exploited. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:21:01 AM
BedsEnglish: RT @singingscholar: Darwood: Benson frames her own writing as "outré...
inspired impertinence" (apropos woman's desire to live alone.) #sha…
7/21/2016 9:21:02 AM
sharpicecream: Me voici! #sharp16 https://t.co/OgvsbOwy3M
7/21/2016 9:21:03 AM
BedsEnglish: RT @singingscholar: Interesting to see Benson's own sharp awareness of
her writing as politicized, "annoying" to people, "roguish." (Darwoo…
7/21/2016 9:21:11 AM
BedsEnglish: RT @singingscholar: Benson consistently refuses heroic narratives; #WWI
leads one protag to comment that death has "no romance, and no reas…
7/21/2016 9:21:20 AM
BedsEnglish: RT @singingscholar: So refreshing to hear Darwood describe Benson's
spouse as "the man who was destined... to become her husband." Trope in…
7/21/2016 9:21:23 AM
BedsEnglish: RT @singingscholar: Also, why have I not read a feminist novel about
witches and #WWI??? (Stella Benson, Living Alone) #ReadingList #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:21:27 AM
bethlrx: Leperlier: ongoing role of former colonial powers like France in post-colonial
period can be traced in Publishing #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:21:35 AM
sharpicecream: RT @drjanepotter: @sharpicecream #sharp16 #paris
https://t.co/f5vfJZeQbx
7/21/2016 9:21:37 AM
gbarnhisel: Marazzi: Barbanera almanacs published in backwater Foligno were pioneers
in developing Italian self-help genre #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:21:38 AM
Marie_LSJ: Marazzi: almanachs in the 19c discussed self-help, and in the 20c, current
news (even though these are yearly publications!) #sharp16

7/21/2016 9:21:48 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen 95% of plays including cast list, 68% included players'
names; not usually taken out in later reprints #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:21:52 AM
jotis13: .@GrubStreetWomen analysis of EEBO records "tends to suggest more than
prove, and raise more questions" - a good *start* pt #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:22:33 AM
singingscholar: Smith: pulp cover blurb for Dorothy B. Hughes' In A Lonely Place: "She
fled from terror with the killer on her heels!" #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:22:37 AM
singingscholar: Smith: feminist reprints of women pulp authors have moved from using
original covers to more restrained images w/ women as subjects #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:23:36 AM
eyeona: @Mike_Kestemont Sorry to have missed your #sharp16 paper. Are you still in
Paris?
7/21/2016 9:24:00 AM
jotis13: On the overcrowded room: "Are we all perchable? Good." @iangadd #s10g
#sharp16
7/21/2016 9:24:10 AM
singingscholar: Smith: (even) feminist reprints slip from discourse of getting women
back into canon to women writing pulp in gendered way. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:24:29 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Next! Marc Caball On the Tale of Two 17th Century Provincial
Libraries #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:24:37 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Next! Marc Caball On the Tale of Two 17th Century
Provincial Libraries #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:24:43 AM
bethlrx: Leperlier: for novelists, Algiers is an annex of Paris (but in Arabic, poetry is
more important). #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:25:20 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball The question of print in early modern Ireland is increasingly
attracting attention #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:25:27 AM
jotis13: Caball: contextualizing two private libraries in 17th c. Munster based on book
lists #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:26:12 AM
singingscholar: Just started fangirling sotto voce to seat neighbor about film adaptation
of Vera Caspary's Laura: https://t.co/NfOgEJ5Zf4 #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:26:17 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: contextualizing two private libraries in 17th century Munster
through book lists #s10g #SHARP16

7/21/2016 9:26:23 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: Personal interest, preference, proximity to the book trade
informed choices made in acquiring texts #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:26:49 AM
bookhistories: 'Halley's comet does not represent end of the world' - The Barbanera
almanac calming down Italian peasants (Elisa Marazzi) #sharp16 (#s10f)
7/21/2016 9:26:58 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: Christopher Sexton was collecting in the 1630s, but his book
included items acquired by his grandfather #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:27:17 AM
ClaireSquires: Alistair Black: 1960s libraries, & their design, was often thought of at the
time as a 'National Health Service for Reading' #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:27:28 AM
singingscholar: Smith: work by women authors doesn't fit into hardboiled/cosy binary
of crime fiction. (I say alleged binary!) #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:27:39 AM
jotis13: Caball: Sexton avoid implication in the Kildaire rebellion, appointed to political
office, converted to new faith #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:27:52 AM
vivdunstan: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: book historians neglect "born digital"
texts#sharp16
7/21/2016 9:28:03 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: the Sexton family converted to Protestantism during Edward
V's reign #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:28:04 AM
vivdunstan: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: digital paratexts not studied cos too "other", too
new, too close to media studies -- but they neglect them too. #sh…
7/21/2016 9:28:10 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Caball: Sexton avoid implication in the Kildaire
rebellion, appointed to political office, converted to new faith #s10g #sharp…
7/21/2016 9:28:14 AM
jotis13: Caball: Sexton's evangelical beliefs influenced the collection of books for his
library (that grandson expanded) #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:28:23 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: In the 1630s list, there's reference to 'books of my
grandfathers'" purchased during the 1590s #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:28:37 AM
singingscholar: Smith: women wrote pulp in all its forms: lesbian pulp, espionage,
working girl romances. Framings of reprints lose this nuance. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:28:50 AM
ClaireSquires: However, Alistair Black claims 1960s UK libraries were actually rather
conservative, more square than hip #sharp16 https://t.co/ESM3ROtovH

7/21/2016 9:29:09 AM
Marie_LSJ: Gary Kelly goes over a book history of fun! 1730s, first appearence of "fun"
in book titles, also associated with the theatre world #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:29:11 AM
jotis13: Caball: son/father not listed by name in book list but must surely have also
contributed to the formation of the Sexton lib #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:29:13 AM
neilsaf: What they say is true: @JCBLibrary is hiring curators! Cannibals (and others)
are welcome to apply. https://t.co/zWPzgkdTva #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:29:16 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: Sexton's father was educated at Oxford, which must have
contributed to the shape of the library #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:29:18 AM
jotis13: RT @neilsaf: What they say is true: @JCBLibrary is hiring curators! Cannibals
(and others) are welcome to apply. https://t.co/zWPzgkdTva #s…
7/21/2016 9:29:30 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: Other library was also accumulated by a protestant, this one
in North Cork #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:29:57 AM
alisakbeer: Leperlier: La poésie est moins affectée par la crise quite le roman! #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:30:21 AM
jotis13: Caball: (other) Percivall library resonant of Restoration vitality #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:30:23 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: John Percival, 3rd baronet, attended Christ Church Oxford
#s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:30:31 AM
singingscholar: Smith: reprints & reviews that frame women pulp/crime authors as part
of "insular women's tradition" do them disservice. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:30:32 AM
Marie_LSJ: Kelly: "fun" had national implications (different for English, Scottish, Irish),
now "fun" is claimed to be essentially American #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:30:44 AM
loradeets: RT @singingscholar: Erin A. Smith talks about masculine tradition of
pulp/noir. Similar descriptions of "manly/hard" authors/publishers as…
7/21/2016 9:30:47 AM
jotis13: Caball: Sexton and Percivall families had diverse experiences despite same faith
#s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:31:00 AM
mazarines: RT @neilsaf: What they say is true: @JCBLibrary is hiring curators!
Cannibals (and others) are welcome to apply. https://t.co/zWPzgkdTva #s…
7/21/2016 9:31:05 AM
loradeets: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Novels were advertised to play
readers and vice-versa; both framed as 'leisure literature' #s10g #SH…

7/21/2016 9:31:19 AM
alisakbeer: RT @neilsaf: What they say is true: @JCBLibrary is hiring curators!
Cannibals (and others) are welcome to apply. https://t.co/zWPzgkdTva #s…
7/21/2016 9:31:26 AM
jotis13: Caball: two libraries attest to the particular circumstances in which formed,
including the English Protestant culture #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:31:29 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: Sexton and Percival had a lot in common: Oxford educated
Protestants, influenced by elite English Protestant culture #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:31:30 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: Sexton's 1630 transcript contains ~130 items #s10g
#SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:31:52 AM
sharpicecream: And eating ice cream, I hope? #sharp16 https://t.co/NaD70GVcYt
7/21/2016 9:32:09 AM
gbarnhisel: Gary Kelly is tracing the evolving meanings of "fun" in print culture in early
C19 #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:32:09 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: Boos related to religion are about 1/3 of Sexton's library
#s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:32:18 AM
jotis13: Caball: Sexton books included schoolbooks/self-help manuals, scripture, law
and history #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:32:20 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Caball: Sexton books included schoolbooks/self-help
manuals, scripture, law and history #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:32:26 AM
bookhistories: ‘The Lottery Jest-Book, or Fun, even for the Losers’ (London 1777) what a wonderful book title! (Gary Kelly) #sharp16 (#s10f)
7/21/2016 9:32:40 AM
bethlrx: Leperlier shows different genres being published In capitals and publishing
centers than other areas - novels in main capitals. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:32:42 AM
GrubStreetWomen: Thanks for presentation feedback; sorry technology failed me
today #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:32:44 AM
jotis13: @GrubStreetWomen we had technical difficulties when we presented in this
room, too. It happens! #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:33:13 AM
alisakbeer: Leperlier: Une representation tres interessante! #sharp16
https://t.co/C1B3mTVzMr
7/21/2016 9:33:20 AM

eparpillee: RT @neilsaf: What they say is true: @JCBLibrary is hiring curators!
Cannibals (and others) are welcome to apply. https://t.co/zWPzgkdTva #s…
7/21/2016 9:33:22 AM
stirpublishing: RT @sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on
Kindle Popular Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @cl…
7/21/2016 9:33:30 AM
Marie_LSJ: Kelly: fun part of male sociability, & of the women who enjoyed that sort of
company, Austen only using it for Lydia Bennet in P&P #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:33:46 AM
ClaireSquires: RT @sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on
Kindle Popular Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @cl…
7/21/2016 9:34:03 AM
jotis13: RT @sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on Kindle
Popular Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @cl…
7/21/2016 9:34:11 AM
EpistolaryBrown: This seems like an overabundance of exegetical and biblical texts
Caball #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:34:12 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: The book of common prayer is notably absent #s10g
#SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:34:28 AM
alisakbeer: Leperlier: La crise renforce l’ecrivage arabophone de poésie, francophone
des romans - mais ça change après la crise. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:34:34 AM
alisakbeer: And back to English for Corinne Sandwith: Mutable Mofolo: The History of a
Multilingual Book. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:35:02 AM
jotis13: Caball: family informed of ecclesiastical debates - had King James' Meditations
but not Gaelic or English Bk of Common Prayer #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:35:02 AM
jotis13: Caball: "For the sake of brevity, I'm going to move on." #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:35:31 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball is cutting religious titles short for the sake of brevity; they can
be taken as read #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:35:48 AM
mazarines: In a canoe of waffle cone, lounging on a napkin hammock, the ice cream
eats itself. #sharp16 https://t.co/GIB6Q1JxYu
7/21/2016 9:36:11 AM
jotis13: Caball: Sexton library also included French Protestant works in English
translation; Calvinist interests? European? #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:36:15 AM
loradeets: @EpistolaryBrown @GrubStreetWomen Connection here to @AlexisWeedon
paper Weds - Walpole example of ipsative reading, play + novel #sharp16

7/21/2016 9:36:19 AM
loradeets: RT @singingscholar: Lots of contemporary resonances in Smith's discussion
of pulp publishers in 30s/40s: anxious abt women, but want to mar…
7/21/2016 9:36:59 AM
alisakbeer: Sandwith: “Sharka” a novel about the Zulu King who rose to prominence
C19 - but not written in Zulu. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:37:17 AM
loradeets: RT @drjanepotter: Prof Erin Smith quotes JT Shaw (c.1930): 'this magazine
is by no means going to be feminine!' #sharp16 #BlackMask https:/…
7/21/2016 9:37:39 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Tracking down books from brief references in lists can lead to some
tentative identifications; Cabell found impressive number #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:37:39 AM
singingscholar: Jennifer Nolan: original covers of P.D. James novels explicitly position
them in crime/mystery genre; reprints more literary. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:37:45 AM
sharpicecream: RT @mazarines: In a canoe of waffle cone, lounging on a napkin
hammock, the ice cream eats itself. #sharp16 https://t.co/GIB6Q1JxYu
7/21/2016 9:37:48 AM
Marie_LSJ: Kelly: fun associated with 6-penny print in early 19c, part of a plebian
modernity visited by elite flâneurs, see Life in London #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:38:10 AM
alisakbeer: Sandwith: Examination of cultural/social history surrounding the publication
of a text. #sharp16 ETA: Spelling fail: CHAKA.
7/21/2016 9:38:15 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: historical works were classified as "History and moral
instruction" #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:38:23 AM
EpistolaryBrown: So nice when readers label things! Caball: #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:38:33 AM
NicDarwood: Glad you liked it @singingscholar #sharp16 #stellabenson
https://t.co/Z2ikuMkFVx
7/21/2016 9:38:39 AM
loradeets: RT @singingscholar: Smith: less sexism twds women writers of pulp from
contemporaries than from later scholars doing work of canon formatio…
7/21/2016 9:38:44 AM
singingscholar: Nolan brings up ongoing ambiguities and blurring around the
boundaries between crime fiction as "genre" or "high literature/art" #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:38:57 AM
loradeets: RT @singingscholar: Smith: women pulp writers erased from canon in
reprints, despite popularity. Also n.b. pulp covers have women as sexy/e…
7/21/2016 9:38:58 AM

jotis13: Caball: majority of Sexton's book on religion, show they might have been
isolated socially locally, but not in book world #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:38:59 AM
alisakbeer: Sandwith: Early ed includes photographs (staged?) that appear to have
nothing to do with the text! Rep of Zulu-ness? #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:39:06 AM
loradeets: RT @gbarnhisel: Marazzi: Barbanera almanacs published in backwater
Foligno were pioneers in developing Italian self-help genre #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:39:16 AM
alisakbeer: Sandwith: Chaka seen as moralizing missionalia because of its publication
by the mission press? Visual Paratext suggests otherwise #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:39:55 AM
alisakbeer: Sandwith: Text includes information about witchcraft. Anomalous mission
product for the weight it gives to Zulu mythology. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:40:55 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: Percival's widow Catherine had to sell his books to settle
debts; sent a catalog to London for valuation #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:41:30 AM
alisakbeer: Sandwith: Tension between desire to change/convert and desire to preserve
local culture/practices. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:41:36 AM
singingscholar: .@JNolan_1925: P.D. James herself articulates tensions about mystery
fiction. Criterion for great lit = fulfilling human needs? #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:41:36 AM
jotis13: Caball: Percival's book list forwarded to London by widow who wanted to sell
them, didn't know value #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:41:38 AM
sharpicecream: Bof #sharp16 https://t.co/deSYtamhXq
7/21/2016 9:41:53 AM
jotis13: Caball: Percival had scant interest in history where not pertaining to
ecclesiastical matters #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:42:18 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: "Percival had scant interest in History where it did not pertain
to religious matters" #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:42:21 AM
jotis13: Caball: Percival library had lots of classical and contemporary works, with
particularly emphasis on drama #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:42:49 AM
alisakbeer: Sandwith: 1st English Ed is now ‘an historical romance’ and trans name
prominent on cover. Elaborate paratext--intro/trans note etc #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:42:50 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: Percival's taste in reading was not exclusively edifying
material; he had Chaucer, Francis Bacon, Philips's poems... #s10g #SHARP16

7/21/2016 9:42:53 AM
hobbb: Book history was mainly newspaper and magazine history in 19C -- learn more
in Panel 11a, 15:00 #sharp16 https://t.co/hg8LMX5yjE
7/21/2016 9:43:04 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: There's a reference to Beaumont and Fletcher's plays (the
1647? I wonder!) #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:43:21 AM
singingscholar: .@JNolan_1925 on early eds of Cover Her Face: mystery novel its
essential identity. What about Webster allusion, I wonder? #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:43:26 AM
alisakbeer: Sandwith: Paratext of English ed to legitimize unknown African author? Sir
H Newbolt & FH Dutton lending credence to T Mofolo? #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:43:31 AM
loradeets: RT @ClaireSquires: Alistair Black: 1960s libraries, & their design, was often
thought of at the time as a 'National Health Service for Read…
7/21/2016 9:43:52 AM
loradeets: RT @ClaireSquires: However, Alistair Black claims 1960s UK libraries were
actually rather conservative, more square than hip #sharp16 https…
7/21/2016 9:44:13 AM
singingscholar: .@JNolan_1925: marketing of P.D. James is both gendered and genred: comparisons with Christie, Marsh, Sayers. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:44:22 AM
Marie_LSJ: Kelly: Fairburn reprinted early popular chapbook texts alongside novels,
political burlesque, forming a certain radical modernity #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:45:26 AM
bethlrx: Sandwith: Chaka partly presented as and mined for ethnographic data.
#sharp16
7/21/2016 9:45:29 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Caball: Sexton in 1630s to Percival in teh 1680s shows a shift from
reading for edification to reading for pleasure #s10g #SHARP16
7/21/2016 9:45:43 AM
jotis13: Final speaker Cedric Ploix, For a Reconsideration of Published Translations
#s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:46:17 AM
sharpicecream: ☹ #sharp16 https://t.co/inGTVSTP7A
7/21/2016 9:47:12 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Next! Cedric Ploix on "For a Reconsideration the value of the printed
play-text" #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:48:05 AM
jotis13: Ploix actually focusing on printed play-texts, revision from the original program
title #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:48:14 AM

EpistolaryBrown: Ploix: Mise en Scene viewed as independent from textual guidance
#s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:49:20 AM
alisakbeer: Sandwith: 1940 ed first one to note the race of the author. #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:49:50 AM
singingscholar: .@JNolan_1925 invites us to compare Scribner eds. of James
(https://t.co/fDDpDnf8hv) & Fitzgerald: https://t.co/zbpv8oArnG #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:49:51 AM
genschaffner: RT @neilsaf: What they say is true: @JCBLibrary is hiring curators!
Cannibals (and others) are welcome to apply. https://t.co/zWPzgkdTva #s…
7/21/2016 9:50:17 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Ploix: some critics have argued that the printed dramatic text is
essentially incomplete #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:50:25 AM
Marie_LSJ: Take a look at a 250-year-old American ad analyzed by @TradeCardCarl
https://t.co/LsvtxPkg0l #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:50:26 AM
jotis13: Ploix: "It was much nicer on my own computer..." the eternal dilemma of
loading a ppt onto someone else's computer #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:51:00 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Ploix: comedies, in particular, are characterized as needing
performance to convey humor #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:51:43 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Ploix: some critics have argued that the printed dramatic
text is essentially incomplete #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:51:52 AM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Ploix: comedies, in particular, are characterized as
needing performance to convey humor #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:51:54 AM
dhpaulspence: Thoroughly enjoyed my time at #SHARP16 conference - theme
'Languages of the book' both timely and worthy of greater focus in future I'd say
7/21/2016 9:52:43 AM
singingscholar: .@JNolan_1925: blurbs for James novels vary: to praise her as author
of "mystery yarn" or position her w/ Dickens/Balzac/Thackeray? #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:54:02 AM
bethlrx: Such a mix of cliches and stereotypes in the paratext of the various editions of
Chaka! #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:54:26 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Ploix: undervaluing of the text is consistent w/the conception that
performance is both best embodiment and origin of plays #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:55:37 AM
sharpicecream: @dhpaulspence Have an ice cream Paul #sharp16

7/21/2016 9:55:58 AM
Marie_LSJ: Looking into the patriotic appeals of the early American press through their
advertisements in other periodicals w/ @TradeCardCarl #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:56:05 AM
singingscholar: .@JNolan_1925: Book group Q asks if we can blame Dalgliesh as much
as he blames himself? NEVER, OBVIOUSLY. </3 #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:56:16 AM
LinguisticDNA: RT @eyeona: Sheffield (@hridigital) Digital Humanities Congress
programme will interest some #sharp16 & #SRS2016 ppl: https://t.co/ZgeL7sd…
7/21/2016 9:56:36 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @eyeona: Sheffield (@hridigital) Digital Humanities Congress
programme will interest some #sharp16 & #SRS2016 ppl: https://t.co/ZgeL7sd…
7/21/2016 9:56:56 AM
alisakbeer: Sandwith: Fascinating overview of paratexts and the ways in which Chaka
was presented to audiences unfamiliar with Mofolo #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:56:58 AM
Marie_LSJ: Bold! @TradeCardCarl explains some publishers did not pay for the
advertisements, appealing to their colleagues' patriotism #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:57:06 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Ploix: Dramatic publications need to be periodically renewed through
performance #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:57:21 AM
loradeets: RT @Marie_LSJ: Take a look at a 250-year-old American ad analyzed by
@TradeCardCarl https://t.co/LsvtxPkg0l #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:58:33 AM
singingscholar: .@jnolan_1925 raises interesting Qs abt how mystery novel eds
influence their perception. Sampling of mine: #sharp16 https://t.co/spfFWk7oJr
7/21/2016 9:58:55 AM
loradeets: RT @Marie_LSJ: Bold! @TradeCardCarl explains some publishers did not pay
for the advertisements, appealing to their colleagues' patriotism…
7/21/2016 9:59:19 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Ploix: Mise-en-scene is a recent invention; performance cannot
replace the text #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:59:38 AM
jotis13: Ploix argues that performance can't replace the text; reader can have own
relationship with text outside performance #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:59:51 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Ploix: No matter a reader's theatrical understanding, there's nothing
wrong with reading, rather than seeing a play #s10g #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:00:12 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Ploix: Translations of theatrical texts often concern themselves with
"faithfulness" and "performability" #s10g #sharp16

7/21/2016 10:01:03 AM
Marie_LSJ: "American editions" could have a material resonance notes @TradeCardCarl
from the ads: made in the USA with American materials #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:01:13 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @hobbb: 9e Fuller: too much attention to transformative reading,
not enough about mundane, even bored, reading#sharp16
7/21/2016 10:01:18 AM
jotis13: It's for ex much easier to annotate a playbook. Writing on actors or the stage is
generally discouraged :) #sharp16 https://t.co/UOrR3a7gfp
7/21/2016 10:01:35 AM
bethlrx: Does the African novel have to undergo an apprenticeship as ethnography
before it is seen as literature? #sharp16 https://t.co/ntPEkECIve
7/21/2016 10:01:43 AM
genschaffner: 2/2 (...and of the so-called "small hands" Scottish women who set the
Britannica; Women's Typo Union in SF) #sharp16 https://t.co/bGA5pm3Us5
7/21/2016 10:02:50 AM
singingscholar: REALLY interesting Q. Poss generational difference? E.g. Achebe taught
as former, Adichie read as latter? #sharp16 https://t.co/RK9KnT1dq2
7/21/2016 10:03:18 AM
EpistolaryBrown: @jotis13 I dunno, If you get a sharpie, I think I can find some actors
we can test this theory on. #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:03:24 AM
gbarnhisel: RT @bethlrx: Does the African novel have to undergo an apprenticeship as
ethnography before it is seen as literature? #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/21/2016 10:03:46 AM
ClaireSquires: Kimball: [1896] 'What to do with children in the free public library is one
of the unsettled problems of library economy'... 1/2 #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:03:51 AM
EpistolaryBrown: @jotis13 actually, I think the equivalent would be a need to annotate
film or other temporal media #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:04:12 AM
genschaffner: (can't help thinking compositors of newspapers - how on earth did they
do that? 1/2 #sharp16...) https://t.co/vpkWFawCO4
7/21/2016 10:04:25 AM
ClaireSquires: Kimball: 'For the comfort of the elder reader it is certainly desirable that
children should not come in large numbers' 2/2 1896 #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:05:22 AM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown yes, being serious, that's probably a good equivalent. Or livetweeting commentary but that becomes contextless #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:06:12 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @Footprints_Heb: For #sharp16 and #iambookhistory people, our
source code (written by the amazing developers @ColumbiaCTL) is here: http…

7/21/2016 10:06:40 AM
JasonEnsor: RT @CorinnaNoRue: #iambookhistory #wearebookhistory #sharp16 #6e
https://t.co/b1VOG2nwPD
7/21/2016 10:07:40 AM
singingscholar: Mystery fiction/le roman policier ended up only having 2 panelists, but
it looks as though we'll easily fill up time with Q&A...! #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:07:49 AM
Marie_LSJ: "Chronological Table of American Events" as extra of the New-York
Magazine,to be constructed through crowd-sourcing @TradeCardCarl #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:07:51 AM
jotis13: Fading fast & I don't just mean the remaining power in my computer's battery.
Luckily, it's almost time for food & a power outlet. #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:08:42 AM
hobbb: RT @bethlrx: Now you mention it, most people I know who study newspapers
don't call themselves book historians... #sharp16 https://t.co/hWW…
7/21/2016 10:08:54 AM
mazarines: Sandwith, in Mofolo's "Chaka" case study, asks if African lit. must have
ethnographic apprenticeship before it can be "Literature." #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:09:05 AM
singingscholar: Smith: teaching women's pulp fiction licensed her women students to
speak in new ways about e.g. sexual double standards! <3 #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:09:06 AM
alisakbeer: RT @mazarines: Sandwith, in Mofolo's "Chaka" case study, asks if African
lit. must have ethnographic apprenticeship before it can be "Liter…
7/21/2016 10:09:56 AM
sharpicecream: @jotis13 have an ice cream, Jessica. Maybe affogato ☹☹ #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:10:21 AM
Marie_LSJ: Wonderful wrap-up by @TradeCardCarl: ads in periodicals guided their
readers as they "adopted the role of citizen consumers" #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:13:31 AM
singingscholar: Q&A session on mystery fiction raises Q of how editions of books as
material objects affect readers' experience/interpretation. #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:15:26 AM
archivist_chloe: RT @ActuaLitte: J.Y. Mollier, historien du livre : "'Unt libri sint liberi' :
'là où il y a des livres sont les hommes libres'" #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:16:19 AM
ClaireSquires: There should be more light-up lions in libraries #sharp16 (via Melanie
Kimball's talk on children's libraries)
7/21/2016 10:18:57 AM
alisakbeer: Wonderful to see a multilingual panel at #sharp16 where questions are in
both English and French, as are answers! Love it.
7/21/2016 10:21:23 AM

uvsq: #UVSQexpert Jean-Yves Mollier : L’histoire du livre, une discipline
« transnationale » https://t.co/feWxZrvJXsCongrès #SHARP16
7/21/2016 10:21:33 AM
PodevinFlorian: RT @uvsq: #UVSQexpert Jean-Yves Mollier : L’histoire du livre, une
discipline « transnationale » https://t.co/feWxZrvJXsCongrès #SHARP16
7/21/2016 10:22:16 AM
OCLC_FR: RT @uvsq: #UVSQexpert Jean-Yves Mollier : L’histoire du livre, une discipline
« transnationale » https://t.co/feWxZrvJXsCongrès #SHARP16
7/21/2016 10:22:47 AM
singingscholar: RT @alisakbeer: Wonderful to see a multilingual panel at #sharp16
where questions are in both English and French, as are answers! Love it.
7/21/2016 10:22:53 AM
Orianne_Vialo: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux
ebooks https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/21/2016 10:24:09 AM
upblisher: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/21/2016 10:26:10 AM
JasonEnsor: As #sharp16 affirms, finding & defining new ways to research, perform &
flex our scholarship has always been part of our humanities craft.
7/21/2016 10:26:22 AM
singingscholar: RT @uvsq: #UVSQexpert Jean-Yves Mollier : L’histoire du livre, une
discipline « transnationale » https://t.co/feWxZrvJXsCongrès #SHARP16
7/21/2016 10:26:39 AM
shrivastavshiv9: RT @JasonEnsor: As #sharp16 affirms, finding & defining new ways to
research, perform & flex our scholarship has always been part of our hu…
7/21/2016 10:27:10 AM
JasonEnsor: The humanities by its very nature is always in crisis because it makes us
uncomfortable by holding a mirror up to our activities. #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:27:18 AM
joyceheather294: RT @JasonEnsor: As #sharp16 affirms, finding & defining new ways
to research, perform & flex our scholarship has always been part of our hu…
7/21/2016 10:27:29 AM
JasonEnsor: Yet the humanities has always been a source of innovation & new critical
insights not beholden to format of delivery & analysis. #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:28:43 AM
jotis13: RT @JasonEnsor: As #sharp16 affirms, finding & defining new ways to research,
perform & flex our scholarship has always been part of our hu…
7/21/2016 10:29:17 AM
jotis13: RT @JasonEnsor: The humanities by its very nature is always in crisis because
it makes us uncomfortable by holding a mirror up to our activ…
7/21/2016 10:29:19 AM
jotis13: RT @JasonEnsor: Yet the humanities has always been a source of innovation &
new critical insights not beholden to format of delivery & anal…

7/21/2016 10:29:21 AM
singingscholar: Another great Q: how do we find an "apparatus of insurgency" as
readers? (In this case applying to non-feminist pulp authors, m/f.) #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:33:04 AM
singingscholar: RT @JasonEnsor: The humanities by its very nature is always in crisis
because it makes us uncomfortable by holding a mirror up to our activ…
7/21/2016 10:33:43 AM
sharpparis2016: Lunch is in the foyer of the Petit Auditorium today! #sharp16
7/21/2016 10:36:14 AM
Johannaam78: RT @uvsq: #UVSQexpert Jean-Yves Mollier : L’histoire du livre, une
discipline « transnationale » https://t.co/feWxZrvJXsCongrès #SHARP16
7/21/2016 11:13:41 AM
edinburghchb: RT @CorinnaNoRue: I work on 20th/21st c
green/children's/paperback/translation publishing (sometimes all at once) & book sales
clubs #iambo…
7/21/2016 11:17:09 AM
singingscholar: The food at @sharpparis2016 is spoiling me for all conference food
forever. Quiche aux poireaux & Chablis for lunch! #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:21:11 AM
alisakbeer: If anyone has an unwanted conference notebook, I will gladly take it off
your hands! #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:24:42 AM
ConstantinidouN: @edinburghchb Currently researching 16th c printing in Greek (esp
the classics) in Western Europe, #iambookhistory #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:28:19 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @hobbb: 9e Murray: book historians neglect "born digital"
texts#sharp16
7/21/2016 11:29:06 AM
CitizenWald: For those who think #book #history ppl R boring antiquarians: a
#SHARP16 talk on Timothy Leary as software designer https://t.co/uB5SHu3LtI
7/21/2016 11:32:18 AM
DrSKBarker: Really enjoyed #sharp16 #s10g - @GrubStreetWomen is funding some
really interesting things in C17 book lists & catalogues
7/21/2016 11:35:49 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @praymurray: Murray: SHARPists have almost always used their
tools to investigate their print objects, rather than the born-digital (HEA…
7/21/2016 11:36:17 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @RareBookLibAntw: You can now find my presentation "Imprint,
Address, Location" on SlideShare: #bookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/ikwNtY…
7/21/2016 11:37:27 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Panel #9e: three provocations on contemporary
Book History by Brouillette (read by David Thomas), Fuller & Murray #sharp16

7/21/2016 11:39:19 AM
DrSKBarker: Also Mark Caball on C17 provincial Irish libraries: details of many
continental theologians but sadly no Chandieu #alwaysbridesmaid #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:39:51 AM
onlinereaders1: RT @sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on
Kindle Popular Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @cl…
7/21/2016 11:39:55 AM
HistoireSaclay: RT @uvsq: #UVSQexpert Jean-Yves Mollier : L’histoire du livre, une
discipline « transnationale » https://t.co/feWxZrvJXsCongrès #SHARP16
7/21/2016 11:40:31 AM
RareBookLibAntw: Editorial board meeting of Quaerendo at #sharp16. 21st cty journal
history! https://t.co/rnWbgBYbV7
7/21/2016 11:41:00 AM
SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up! https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 11:41:48 AM
tmg7d: Shout-out in #s10d to @rarebookschool and its digitized lectures as a research
resource! #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:41:58 AM
jotis13: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 11:42:08 AM
RayS6: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 11:43:50 AM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 11:44:01 AM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 11:44:18 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 11:45:04 AM
mazarines: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 11:46:51 AM
superHH: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 11:47:10 AM
alisakbeer: I don’t actually look like a walking manicule. This is me. #sharp16 I’m in
town next week T-F for ice cream meetups https://t.co/zDG52t18TU
7/21/2016 11:48:42 AM

mhbeals: RT @hobbb: Book history was mainly newspaper and magazine history in 19C
-- learn more in Panel 11a, 15:00 #sharp16 https://t.co/hg8LMX5yjE
7/21/2016 11:49:43 AM
RareBookLibAntw: Chartiers closing lecture at #sharp16 will be broadcast over
Facebook https://t.co/JRLNxdgkGN
7/21/2016 11:50:06 AM
lesliehowsam: RT @praymurray: Fuller: long history of the word 'audience' makes it
challenging to work w; wants to retag 'audience' to collocate with boo…
7/21/2016 11:51:05 AM
RareBookLibAntw: Beware #sharp16 twitter archivars: I'm so tired I may have
mistyped and used #sharp14 by accident once or twice! #Flashback
7/21/2016 11:51:46 AM
tim_waters: RT @CitizenWald: For those who think #book #history ppl R boring
antiquarians: a #SHARP16 talk on Timothy Leary as software designer https:…
7/21/2016 11:51:54 AM
enoitan: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique met
en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/21/2016 11:51:54 AM
jotis13: #sharp16 General Meeting about to begin, @iangadd promising to keep us on
schedule b/c he has a panel to present on at 3pm!
7/21/2016 11:52:07 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd giving us an overview of SHARP's year as part of the
General Meeting #SHARP16
7/21/2016 11:52:21 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 11:53:01 AM
jotis13: @alisakbeer clearly you need to make yourself a t-shirt with your Twitter
manicule and wear it to all the conferences #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:53:12 AM
RareBookLibAntw: Of course we have all learned the annual report by heart! #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:53:17 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @praymurray: Fuller: long history of the word 'audience' makes it
challenging to work w; wants to retag 'audience' to collocate with boo…
7/21/2016 11:53:23 AM
EpistolaryBrown: @RareBookLibAntw Nah, you're good -- #SHARP14 was last used 85
days ago #SHARP16
7/21/2016 11:53:31 AM
jotis13: @EpistolaryBrown @RareBookLibAntw Twitter analysis for the win! #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:54:54 AM
andiesilva: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k

7/21/2016 11:55:11 AM
glennhroe: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique
met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/21/2016 11:55:21 AM
jotis13: .@iangadd discussing growth of diversity in @SHARPorg particularly as an
international society. #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:55:31 AM
singingscholar: .@iangadd announces that @sharpparis2016 is @SHARPorg's largest &
most diverse meeting yet. #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:55:36 AM
RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 AGM Gadd: important to continue asserting importance of
academic freedom
7/21/2016 11:55:45 AM
HistorioBLOG: "Books as Revolutionary Objects in Iran" by Naghmeh Sohrabi #sharp16
#TBT https://t.co/jfrXZrrUYb
7/21/2016 11:55:46 AM
CitizenWald: #SHARP16 business meeting underway. Here, Pres. @Iangadd presents
the #diversity statement & #socialmedia policy https://t.co/7shMGOIlEv
7/21/2016 11:55:51 AM
jotis13: Formally announcing the new journal: Lingua Franca, Book Studies in
Translation @SHARPorg #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:56:02 AM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd is announcing a new Journal: Lingua Franca, Book Studies
in Translation #SHARP16
7/21/2016 11:56:04 AM
tmg7d: #sharp16 @SHARPorg announces new journal: Lingua Franca, for studies in
translation!
7/21/2016 11:56:09 AM
praymurray: RT @CitizenWald: For those who think #book #history ppl R boring
antiquarians: a #SHARP16 talk on Timothy Leary as software designer https:…
7/21/2016 11:56:17 AM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jotis13: Formally announcing the new journal: Lingua Franca,
Book Studies in Translation @SHARPorg #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:56:17 AM
jotis13: Sharp 2018 approved a few hours ago - will be hosted by Western Sidney
University. #sharp18 #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:56:41 AM
singingscholar: RT @jotis13: Formally announcing the new journal: Lingua Franca,
Book Studies in Translation @SHARPorg #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:56:44 AM
praymurray: RT @JasonEnsor: The humanities by its very nature is always in crisis
because it makes us uncomfortable by holding a mirror up to our activ…

7/21/2016 11:56:46 AM
EpistolaryBrown: SHARP18 will be in Western Sydney Australia #SHARP16
7/21/2016 11:56:49 AM
tmg7d: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 AGM Gadd: important to continue asserting
importance of academic freedom
7/21/2016 11:57:05 AM
EpistolaryBrown: 24-29 June, 2018: SHARP Sydney @iangadd #SHARP16
7/21/2016 11:57:09 AM
jotis13: Will probably be 24th-29th of June 2018. Rats. That's not a week I'm free. Y'all
will have to have fun without me. #sharp16 #sharp18
7/21/2016 11:57:14 AM
mollyhardy: Look out for Lingua Franca: Book Studies in Translation, a new publication
from @SHARPorg, says @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:57:20 AM
jotis13: Next year is the 25th anniversary of @SHARPorg - @iangadd promising us lots
of celebration and forward thinking #sharp16 #sharp17
7/21/2016 11:57:44 AM
EpistolaryBrown: Next year will be the 25th anniversary of SHARP #SHARP16
7/21/2016 11:57:46 AM
mollyhardy: Next year is 25th anniversary of @SHARPorg -- look out for lots of
celebrations of the organization and its members, says @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:58:23 AM
arbuckle_alyssa: (Better late than never) @jameshodges_ on Timothy Leary's software
experiments & glitching #sharp16 https://t.co/37EiG30RhN
7/21/2016 11:58:23 AM
praymurray: Hope @sharpicecream is on the ball for the 25th birthday bash. sprinkles
please! #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:58:38 AM
jotis13: Now discussing money - "we're in a healthy state, financially but we're spending
more and we want to spend more." @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:58:39 AM
SHARP2017: RT @jotis13: Next year is the 25th anniversary of @SHARPorg - @iangadd
promising us lots of celebration and forward thinking #sharp16 #shar…
7/21/2016 11:59:00 AM
jotis13: Sounds like we're heading to more complicated membership fee structure,
encourage diversity and enable the less privleged @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 11:59:22 AM
DHInstitute: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 11:59:59 AM
jotis13: Will now have a differential membership rate. Basically, reduced rates (free) for
members from over 60 countries. No journal, tho #sharp16

7/21/2016 12:00:26 PM
jotis13: Also membership renewal dates vs conference dates confusion will be
eliminated by extending current memberships 6 mo, go to Jan-Dec #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:01:00 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @ClaireSquires: (Characters scamper over rooftops stealing metal;
inc from a mysterious building which _may_ be a library) https://t.co/…
7/21/2016 12:01:04 PM
jotis13: "So congratulations, it's an extra six months free!" @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:01:13 PM
singingscholar: RT @jotis13: Sounds like we're heading to more complicated
membership fee structure, encourage diversity and enable the less privleged @ian…
7/21/2016 12:01:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Putting membership renewal dates in-line with the calendar year
means keeping track of fewer dates. Whew. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:01:39 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 I'm already excited for #sharp17 in Vancouver and #sharp18 in
Sydney!
7/21/2016 12:01:49 PM
EpistolaryBrown: I'm now accidentally tweeting at SHARP17, what year is it? #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:02:28 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 I'm already excited for #sharp17 in Vancouver and
#sharp18 in Sydney!
7/21/2016 12:02:38 PM
zlkatz: RT @sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on Kindle
Popular Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @cl…
7/21/2016 12:02:43 PM
jotis13: Applauding all of those who received bursaries to attend #sharp16 congratulations for being so awesome!
7/21/2016 12:03:29 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @praymurray: Murray: SHARPists have almost always used their
tools to investigate their print objects, rather than the born-digital (HEA…
7/21/2016 12:03:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Yay, book prize time! #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:04:00 PM
jotis13: Now to the book prizes! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:04:02 PM
zlkatz: RT @arbuckle_alyssa: (Better late than never) @jameshodges_ on Timothy
Leary's software experiments & glitching #sharp16 https://t.co/37EiG…
7/21/2016 12:04:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: 60 books submitted to the De Long Book Prize committee #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:04:34 PM

RareBookLibAntw: #sharp16 Kirsti to announce winner of DeLong Book History Prize...
7/21/2016 12:04:35 PM
jotis13: Prize committee read nearly 60 books copyrighted 2015 across time and space.
#sharp16
7/21/2016 12:04:48 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @singingscholar: .@eyeona making case for integrating history of
C16 English Bibles w/ history of C16 European translation. So much anti…
7/21/2016 12:05:23 PM
jotis13: If you're interested in being a judge for the committee, let SHARP know!
#sharp16
7/21/2016 12:05:26 PM
singingscholar: Yay! Congrats @martin_steffi et al! #sharp16 https://t.co/xWsFlcvABa
7/21/2016 12:05:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: FYI #SHARP16, the text of last year's keynotes is now available:
https://t.co/sFHCDNxR7K
7/21/2016 12:05:54 PM
ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 1/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation to Nick Hopwood for
Haeckel's Embryos https://t.co/ASdnZ6w0Qf @UChicagoPress #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:05:56 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @drjanepotter: 'I can't imagine anything to be 'too trivial' for a
bibliographic-based discipline such as ours.' Simone Murray #sharp16…
7/21/2016 12:05:57 PM
Laura_Estill: RT @EpistolaryBrown: FYI #SHARP16, the text of last year's keynotes is
now available: https://t.co/sFHCDNxR7K
7/21/2016 12:06:09 PM
jotis13: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 1/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation to Nick
Hopwood for Haeckel's Embryos https://t.co/ASdnZ6w0Qf @UChicagoPre…
7/21/2016 12:06:10 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 1/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation
to Nick Hopwood for Haeckel's Embryos https://t.co/ASdnZ6w0Qf @UChicagoPre…
7/21/2016 12:06:22 PM
alisakbeer: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 1/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation to
Nick Hopwood for Haeckel's Embryos https://t.co/ASdnZ6w0Qf @UChicagoPre…
7/21/2016 12:06:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 1/2 DeLong Book Prize
commendation to Nick Hopwood for Haeckel's Embryos https://t.co/ASdnZ6w0Qf
@UChicagoPre…
7/21/2016 12:06:42 PM
tmg7d: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 1/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation to Nick
Hopwood for Haeckel's Embryos https://t.co/ASdnZ6w0Qf @UChicagoPre…
7/21/2016 12:07:12 PM
andiesilva: RT @EpistolaryBrown: FYI #SHARP16, the text of last year's keynotes is
now available: https://t.co/sFHCDNxR7K

7/21/2016 12:07:23 PM
ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 2/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation to Kate Loveman for
Samuel Pepys & his Books https://t.co/9BKY9Pi9Y5 @OUPAcademic #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:07:28 PM
mollyhardy: DeLong Book History Prize commendation to NICK HOPWOOD for Haeckel's
Embryos: IMAGES, EVOLUTION, AND FRAUD #sharp16 https://t.co/rOfwwdbry7
7/21/2016 12:07:29 PM
mazarines: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 1/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation to
Nick Hopwood for Haeckel's Embryos https://t.co/ASdnZ6w0Qf @UChicagoPre…
7/21/2016 12:07:32 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Apart from reading 60 book historical books per year, what are
duties of DeLong Prize judge? @ClaireSquires #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:07:40 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 2/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation
to Kate Loveman for Samuel Pepys & his Books https://t.co/9BKY9Pi9Y5 @OUPA…
7/21/2016 12:07:47 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 1/2 DeLong Book Prize
commendation to Nick Hopwood for Haeckel's Embryos https://t.co/ASdnZ6w0Qf
@UChicagoPre…
7/21/2016 12:07:47 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @SHARPorg has adopted a diversity statement as well as working
in enhancing diversity in short and long term #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:07:49 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 2/2 DeLong Book Prize
commendation to Kate Loveman for Samuel Pepys & his Books https://t.co/9BKY9Pi9Y5
@OUPA…
7/21/2016 12:07:52 PM
singingscholar: .@iangadd's forecast of lots of announcements and some clapping
coming to pass. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:07:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Kate Loveman's Samuel Pepys and His books! We just got a great
review of this in at PBSA #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:07:55 PM
jotis13: A book already on my to-read list, it looks fantastic #sharp16
https://t.co/l3WUHstKfV
7/21/2016 12:08:00 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 12:08:00 PM
mazarines: RT @EpistolaryBrown: FYI #SHARP16, the text of last year's keynotes is
now available: https://t.co/sFHCDNxR7K
7/21/2016 12:08:06 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: Murray: BH reminds trad lit studies of textual
mutability, but struggles with the digital pace "Hell, we didn't mean that mu…

7/21/2016 12:08:10 PM
zlkatz: RT @EpistolaryBrown: 24-29 June, 2018: SHARP Sydney @iangadd #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:08:14 PM
singingscholar: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 2/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation
to Kate Loveman for Samuel Pepys & his Books https://t.co/9BKY9Pi9Y5 @OUPA…
7/21/2016 12:08:14 PM
jotis13: RT @Marie_LSJ: Murray: BH reminds trad lit studies of textual mutability, but
struggles with the digital pace "Hell, we didn't mean that mu…
7/21/2016 12:08:22 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @SHARPorg launching new journal Lingua Franca book studies in
translation #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:08:35 PM
ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina Lundblad for Bound to
be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:08:38 PM
jotis13: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina Lundblad
for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 12:08:46 PM
mazarines: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 2/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation to
Kate Loveman for Samuel Pepys & his Books https://t.co/9BKY9Pi9Y5 @OUPA…
7/21/2016 12:08:47 PM
alisakbeer: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 2/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation to
Kate Loveman for Samuel Pepys & his Books https://t.co/9BKY9Pi9Y5 @OUPA…
7/21/2016 12:09:00 PM
FredericTheule: RT @uvsq: #UVSQexpert Jean-Yves Mollier : L’histoire du livre, une
discipline « transnationale » https://t.co/feWxZrvJXsCongrès #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:09:01 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina
Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 12:09:06 PM
mazarines: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina
Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 12:09:17 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @Marie_LSJ: Murray: BH reminds trad lit studies of textual
mutability, but struggles with the digital pace "Hell, we didn't mean that mu…
7/21/2016 12:09:29 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @SHARPorg launching new journal Lingua
Franca book studies in translation #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:09:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The De Long Winner is... Kristina Lundblad's Bound to be Modern
https://t.co/ERasqbVkdo #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:09:50 PM

tmg7d: #sharp16 DeLong prize goes to Bound to be Modern by Kristina Lundblad-hooray for publishers' bindings!
7/21/2016 12:10:07 PM
alisakbeer: Kristina Lundblad’s Bound to Be Modern examines books as material
culture: https://t.co/LkkPCs3rDi #sharp16 Awardwinning work - congrats!
7/21/2016 12:10:14 PM
mollyhardy: DeLong Prize to K. Lundblad for BOUND TO BE MODERN: PUBLISHERS'
CLOTHBINDINGS, 1840 - 1914 #sharp16 https://t.co/wX9DAOhnJu
7/21/2016 12:10:16 PM
singingscholar: I'm fascinated by how @SHARPorg book prizes pay such close attention
to book as object as well as text. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:10:24 PM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina
Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 12:10:36 PM
StevieLMarsden: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina
Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 12:10:45 PM
bethlrx: The best scholarship shows how regional book history can make a contribution
to the field more generally. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:10:54 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to
Kristina Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 12:10:55 PM
alisakbeer: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 DeLong prize goes to Bound to be Modern by
Kristina Lundblad--hooray for publishers' bindings!
7/21/2016 12:11:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The typesetter and graphic designer got a shout-out: importance of
modern book production emphasized! #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:11:30 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @bethlrx: The best scholarship shows how regional book history
can make a contribution to the field more generally. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:11:44 PM
joyceheather294: RT @bethlrx: The best scholarship shows how regional book history
can make a contribution to the field more generally. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:11:57 PM
andiesilva: Kristina Lundblad thanks her typesetter and her printer for putting the book
together. #bookhistorycredit #sharp16 https://t.co/axs2YMXUPx
7/21/2016 12:12:10 PM
CitizenWald: .@sharporg book commendation #1 goes to Nick Hopwood for Haeckel's
Embryos: Images, Evolution, and Fraud #sharp16 https://t.co/XIeqOjxHwF
7/21/2016 12:12:16 PM
loradeets: RT @EpistolaryBrown: The De Long Winner is... Kristina Lundblad's Bound to
be Modern https://t.co/ERasqbVkdo #SHARP16

7/21/2016 12:12:48 PM
loradeets: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina
Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 12:13:02 PM
jotis13: "In 2011 we embraced social media and... we haven't looked back." @iangadd
#sharp16
7/21/2016 12:13:03 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd encouraging non-Tweeters to check out the conference hashtag and
see what the fuss is about #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:13:22 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: The best scholarship shows how regional book history
can make a contribution to the field more generally. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:13:27 PM
JNolan_1925: RT @singingscholar: .@JNolan_1925: Book group Q asks if we can blame
Dalgliesh as much as he blames himself? NEVER, OBVIOUSLY. </3 #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:13:29 PM
sharpicecream: Right, this bit is all about me #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:13:36 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Ripples of excitement on twitter as @iangadd talks about tweeting
at #sharp16 - how meta!
7/21/2016 12:13:38 PM
jotis13: And the Twitter prize goes to... #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:13:40 PM
CitizenWald: .@sharporg book commendation #2 goes to Kate Loveman for Samuel
Pepys and his Books #sharp16 https://t.co/wOSvlMfA5h
7/21/2016 12:13:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Live note taking and footnoting, link spreading, and amplifying
conversations: Conference Twitter explained by @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:14:03 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @jotis13: .@iangadd encouraging non-Tweeters to check out the
conference hashtag and see what the fuss is about #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:14:04 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Live note taking and footnoting, link spreading, and
amplifying conversations: Conference Twitter explained by @iangad…
7/21/2016 12:14:08 PM
andiesilva: .@iangadd Shout out to Twitter and its great value for academic work and
conference. SHARP has embraced it fully, when wifi allows! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:14:13 PM
singingscholar: .@iangadd delivers tribute to conference tweeting as note-taking and
footnoting; adding to and amplifying conversations. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:14:14 PM
alisakbeer: Twitter&SHARP - tweeting at a conference as live note-taking/footnoting.
Amplification of narrative, publicizes conference offsite #sharp16

7/21/2016 12:14:20 PM
singingscholar: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Ripples of excitement on twitter as @iangadd
talks about tweeting at #sharp16 - how meta!
7/21/2016 12:14:36 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 @iangadd : conference tweeting offers live note-taking, live
footnoting, problem reporting, conversational opportunities
7/21/2016 12:14:40 PM
sharpicecream: Ouais/yeah #sharp16 #sharp25 https://t.co/ILq8bWHTe0
7/21/2016 12:14:44 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 On parle des tweets et de Twitter à SHARP, en bien!!
7/21/2016 12:14:55 PM
jotis13: Just a reminder that I've been archiving the tweets at https://t.co/hw5UAL7Mr6
if you want to play with data #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:14:58 PM
alisakbeer: RT @andiesilva: .@iangadd Shout out to Twitter and its great value for
academic work and conference. SHARP has embraced it fully, when wifi…
7/21/2016 12:15:00 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 5,000 tweets have reached 1,000,000 unique users. Wow.
7/21/2016 12:15:16 PM
mollyhardy: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 5,000 tweets have reached 1,000,000 unique
users. Wow.
7/21/2016 12:15:39 PM
mazarines: Tweeting at a conference is a form of live notetaking, sharing, & amplifying
the narratives of the presenters. - @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:15:39 PM
alisakbeer: Bridging gap between material and digital - Twitter users get copies of print
books. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:15:57 PM
arbuckle_alyssa: Is this #sharp16 Twitter data in a TAGS archive? Would love to see!
(& sorry if its already been published)
7/21/2016 12:15:58 PM
loradeets: RT @singingscholar: .@iangadd delivers tribute to conference tweeting as
note-taking and footnoting; adding to and amplifying conversations…
7/21/2016 12:16:13 PM
sharpicecream: WHAT??!! Quoi??!! I'm ineligible? #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:16:35 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @bethlrx: The best scholarship shows how regional book history can
make a contribution to the field more generally. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:16:36 PM
Laura_Estill: @arbuckle_alyssa Yes, thanks to @jotis13 #sharp16
https://t.co/J3UxMqX9sR

7/21/2016 12:16:41 PM
loradeets: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 5,000 tweets have reached 1,000,000 unique users.
Wow.
7/21/2016 12:16:43 PM
jotis13: So congratulations to all the mega-tweeters! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:16:53 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Congrats to @jotis13 @andiesilva and more for winning the Twitter
prize! #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:17:00 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 5,000 tweets have reached 1,000,000 unique
users. Wow.
7/21/2016 12:17:10 PM
EpistolaryBrown: @sharpicecream It'd blow your cover! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:17:20 PM
singingscholar: @loradeets You just won a #sharp16 tweeting prize! and the reward is
a book! :D
7/21/2016 12:17:25 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Humbled & honoured to be among #sharp16 twitter prize winners!
7/21/2016 12:17:26 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 chapeau to @alisakbeer @mhbeals @Marie_LSJ @RareBookLibAntw
@singingscholar & everyone else whose name flew by me!
7/21/2016 12:17:48 PM
singingscholar: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16 On parle des tweets et de Twitter à
SHARP, en bien!!
7/21/2016 12:17:49 PM
mhbeals: @jotis13 Congrats. The newspaper posse up here knew you'd win. Great job!
#sharp16
7/21/2016 12:17:52 PM
mazarines: Congratulations to the many #sharp16 Twitter winners! (I'm envious
because I want Hopwood's Haeckel's Embryos book.)
7/21/2016 12:18:01 PM
CitizenWald: .@sharporg Book Prize goes to: Kristina Sundblad for BOUND TO BE
MODERN, on publishers' cloth bindings #sharp16 https://t.co/ZHJ4ZVN0CY
7/21/2016 12:18:16 PM
Marie_LSJ: OMG?!? I'm one of #sharp16's noted Tweeters! Hope it's not just because I
complained about the wifi problems... =P
7/21/2016 12:18:16 PM
sharpicecream: Bof #sharp16 https://t.co/g8K82Z2WDh
7/21/2016 12:18:16 PM
alisakbeer: @singingscholar @andiesilva @tmg7d @alisakbeer and more (apologies for
those I missed!) win Twitter prizes at #sharp16

7/21/2016 12:18:36 PM
Bryan_A_Banks: RT @HistorioBLOG: "Books as Revolutionary Objects in Iran" by
Naghmeh Sohrabi #sharp16 #TBT https://t.co/jfrXZrrUYb
7/21/2016 12:19:00 PM
sharpicecream: Ouais/yeah #sharp16 https://t.co/UeR9NxCkRI
7/21/2016 12:19:08 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16 Récompenses aux meilleurs tweeteurs sur SHARP... J'ai
beaucoup tweeté, mais avec le mauvais hashtag!!! What a pity!
7/21/2016 12:19:23 PM
mollyhardy: Huge congratulations to @kdhighland for winning the @SHARPorg Book
History graduate essay prize for work on 19C NYC publishing! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:19:26 PM
sharpicecream: Ouais/yeah #sharp16 https://t.co/KaZVahoTni
7/21/2016 12:19:36 PM
alisakbeer: Very honored to be one of the Twitter prize winners - thank you #sharp16!
Merci beaucoup, c’est un grand honneur.
7/21/2016 12:20:04 PM
andiesilva: Congrats to all Twitter prize winners! Have had a great time learning +
sharing from the wonderfully diverse and multidisciplinary #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:20:26 PM
jotis13: Sneaking a peek at my current #sharp16 Twitter stats and now really curious
as to what the criteria is... volume, quality, vital info?
7/21/2016 12:20:30 PM
lisejaillant: Beth Le Roux encouraging submissions to the Book History Essay Prize for
graduate students: https://t.co/8CnNIDPacP @SHARPorg #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:21:06 PM
mhbeals: Like the 80s, Paris is never *over* #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:21:38 PM
CitizenWald: DYK @sharporg also gives a graduate student essay prize?This year's
winner is about the Appleton publishing co. in NY--& used #GIS #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:21:48 PM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 5,000 tweets have reached 1,000,000
unique users. Wow.
7/21/2016 12:21:48 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@RayS6 is giving a welcome to Victoria for #SHARP17 to #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:22:07 PM
andiesilva: Now @RayS6 and @arbuckle_alyssa now announce #sharp17 in Victoria,
BC. They have a slideshow, because DH #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:22:08 PM
sgontarski: RT @lisejaillant: Beth Le Roux encouraging submissions to the Book History
Essay Prize for graduate students: https://t.co/8CnNIDPacP @SHAR…

7/21/2016 12:22:16 PM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @BnFMonde: L'hebdo @BnFMonde est sorti de presse!
https://t.co/vRSZfZhOTM #centroculturalsaopaulo #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:22:25 PM
sharpicecream: Will I be there? @SHARP2017 Technologies of ice cream, ouais
#sharp17 #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:22:26 PM
jotis13: RT @andiesilva: Now @RayS6 and @arbuckle_alyssa now announce #sharp17
in Victoria, BC. They have a slideshow, because DH #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:22:38 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @SHARP2017 will be at Victoria and is titled Technologies of the
Book #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:22:48 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @mhbeals: Like the 80s, Paris is never *over* #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:22:50 PM
singingscholar: Jamais! RT @mhbeals Like the 80s, Paris is never *over* #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:22:53 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @lisejaillant: Beth Le Roux encouraging submissions to the Book
History Essay Prize for graduate students: https://t.co/8CnNIDPacP @SHAR…
7/21/2016 12:23:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #SHARP17 June 9-12; Victoria is Lovely folks #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:23:10 PM
genschaffner: blown away by BULAC - where they kept hand-written cards #sharp16
here in Arabic card cat drawers https://t.co/MriN4CmpmL
7/21/2016 12:23:15 PM
alisakbeer: Now @RayS6 and @arbuckle_alyssa talk about #sharp17 at UVictoria June
9-12, opt. June 13. It looks exciting! #sharp16 Paddle boat anyone?
7/21/2016 12:23:26 PM
jotis13: For those people attending #sharp17, it's super convenient to do a week of
DHSI on whichever side (or both!) that work for you. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:23:27 PM
loradeets: Happiness from my desk in Cambridge (had to leave conference Weds) - will
read it in 140 character chunks #sharp16 https://t.co/Q3MQLSRTu1
7/21/2016 12:23:43 PM
alisakbeer: RT @jotis13: For those people attending #sharp17, it's super convenient to
do a week of DHSI on whichever side (or both!) that work for you…
7/21/2016 12:24:01 PM
jotis13: "It's not Paris..." @RayS6 shows a... rather unattractive photo of a harbor to
much laughter. #sharp16 #sharp17
7/21/2016 12:24:03 PM
andiesilva: FWIW, Victoria is absolutely beautiful and I HIGHLY recommend
@DHInstitute as a companion event. #SHARP16

7/21/2016 12:24:08 PM
sharpicecream: .@SHARP2017 ☹☹ #sharp17 #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:24:21 PM
jotis13: I did DHSI for the first time this year and it was fantastic! #sharp16 #sharp17
7/21/2016 12:24:50 PM
genschaffner: snippet of BULAC's multilingual catalogue... #sharp16 ...those 3 grande
langues and more https://t.co/nJgtYPSiuG
7/21/2016 12:24:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "Come to Victoria, we have whales." #SHARP17 #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:24:59 PM
lisejaillant: Ray Siemens on the 2017 SHARP conference @uvic - looking forward to
going back to beautiful British Columbia (where I did my PhD)! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:25:28 PM
sharpicecream: Number of times you mention me, obvs #sharp16
https://t.co/gOeCduJrht
7/21/2016 12:25:43 PM
mazarines: #sharp17 is being offered adjacent to #DHSI17 in Victoria, BC, Canada on
9-13 June: https://t.co/yhvDdMBFUm #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:25:58 PM
andiesilva: .@RayS6: "we have deer" #understatement #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:26:32 PM
loradeets: RT @andiesilva: Now @RayS6 and @arbuckle_alyssa now announce
#sharp17 in Victoria, BC. They have a slideshow, because DH #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:26:44 PM
EpistolaryBrown: #TeamDeer or #TeamBunny? You'll have to decide... #SHARP17
#sharp16
7/21/2016 12:26:45 PM
jotis13: More UVic - #sharp16 #sharp17 https://t.co/iz8d0tYCHa
7/21/2016 12:26:56 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 5,000 tweets have reached 1,000,000 unique
users. Wow.
7/21/2016 12:27:30 PM
jotis13: We might have to update the hashtags... #TeamDeerEatingIceCream and
#TeamBunnyEatingIceCream ? #sharp16 #sharp17 https://t.co/IcnqxQq7ti
7/21/2016 12:28:40 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16Le flambeau est passé entre Paris et Victoria, lieu du prochain
SHARP. Ils n'ont pas la Tour Eiffel mais la plage!!!
7/21/2016 12:28:42 PM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @uvsq: #UVSQexpert Jean-Yves Mollier : L’histoire du livre, une
discipline « transnationale » https://t.co/feWxZrvJXsCongrès #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:28:56 PM

CHCSCuvsq: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/21/2016 12:28:59 PM
jotis13: #sharp17 CFP will be released in September, will be calling for individual
papers, panels, digital demos and "quirky activities" #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:29:22 PM
genschaffner: .@RareBookLibAntw @ClaireSquires ((I want that job, too)) #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:29:31 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @julia_flanders at @SHARP2017 be still my gender-conscious,
textual scholarship-loving heart #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:29:45 PM
andiesilva: Theme of #sharp17 will be "Technologies of the Book" #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:29:56 PM
singingscholar: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16Le flambeau est passé entre Paris et
Victoria, lieu du prochain SHARP. Ils n'ont pas la Tour Eiffel mais la plage…
7/21/2016 12:29:59 PM
jameshodges_: Attending my first #dhsi at UVic this summer, i fell in love with
Victoria's forests, waterfronts, and music. Viva #sharp17! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:30:02 PM
sgontarski: RT @mazarines: I like that Coldiron's slides slowly move up Bruegel's Tower
of Babel image. Instrumental indeed! #SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:30:14 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @andiesilva: Theme of #sharp17 will be "Technologies of the
Book" #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:30:18 PM
praymurray: So fun to see my #dh peeps onscreen as part of the #sharp17 trailer spotted so far: @elikaortega @scott_bot @jamescummings #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:30:22 PM
jotis13: Ooooh, we're going to have live Twitter interpreters to support multi-lingualism.
#sharp16 #sharp17
7/21/2016 12:30:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: "I don't normally say this, but the Canadian dollar is in the tank," it's
a great time to come to Canada #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:30:54 PM
sgontarski: RT @andiesilva: Cannot accurately live-tweet @acoldiron1 keynote because
for paratexts. Too fascinated to condense. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:30:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: Ooooh, we're going to have live Twitter interpreters to
support multi-lingualism. #sharp16 #sharp17
7/21/2016 12:31:08 PM
sgontarski: RT @mazarines: Ceci n'est pas un livre #sharp16 https://t.co/rFl9ODqEE3
7/21/2016 12:31:18 PM

astonclinton_rt: RT @loradeets: Happiness from my desk in Cambridge (had to leave
conference Weds) - will read it in 140 character chunks #sharp16 https://…
7/21/2016 12:32:01 PM
singingscholar: #sharp17 organizers announce plan to have Twitter translators. Great!
140-character morceaux of elegant/correct French beyond me! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:32:05 PM
sgontarski: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@acoldiron1 is taking a detour de tour de babel
#SHARP16
7/21/2016 12:32:24 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd "We've never been able to offer whales" before - obviously part of
the reason behind the choice of #sharp17 location. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:32:29 PM
alisakbeer: RT @singingscholar: #sharp17 organizers announce plan to have Twitter
translators. Great! 140-character morceaux of elegant/correct French…
7/21/2016 12:32:53 PM
loradeets: On to @SHARP2017 June 9-12 - Technologies of the Book (best conceivable
theme) plus whales, deer #sharp16 #sharp17
7/21/2016 12:32:54 PM
praymurray: Also excited abt joint events with @SFU for #sharp17 @jmaxsfu let's plot!
#sharp16
7/21/2016 12:33:34 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @loradeets: On to @SHARP2017 June 9-12 - Technologies of the
Book (best conceivable theme) plus whales, deer #sharp16 #sharp17
7/21/2016 12:33:37 PM
jotis13: Battery low again so closing down to save power for the last panel & keynote.
Can't start slacking now I've won a Twitter prize! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:33:52 PM
loradeets: RT @jotis13: #sharp17 CFP will be released in September, will be calling for
individual papers, panels, digital demos and "quirky activitie…
7/21/2016 12:33:55 PM
loradeets: RT @mazarines: #sharp17 is being offered adjacent to #DHSI17 in Victoria,
BC, Canada on 9-13 June: https://t.co/yhvDdMBFUm #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:34:10 PM
alisakbeer: New issue of Memoire du livre is bilingual - available online, get the URL on
a bookmark as you leave. #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:34:40 PM
alisakbeer: RT @jotis13: #sharp17 CFP will be released in September, will be calling for
individual papers, panels, digital demos and "quirky activitie…
7/21/2016 12:34:54 PM
loradeets: RT @jotis13: "It's not Paris..." @RayS6 shows a... rather unattractive photo
of a harbor to much laughter. #sharp16 #sharp17
7/21/2016 12:35:21 PM
RareBookLibAntw: #Sharp16 Plenaries of #sharp15 Montreal in special issue of
Mémoires du Livre/Studies in Book Culture - also online https://t.co/lDam9eLNy3

7/21/2016 12:35:39 PM
genschaffner: .@loradeets @SHARP2017 (moose and beaver, maybe?) #sharp16 (and
otter?)
7/21/2016 12:36:18 PM
praymurray: RT @genschaffner: blown away by BULAC - where they kept hand-written
cards #sharp16 here in Arabic card cat drawers https://t.co/MriN4CmpmL
7/21/2016 12:36:56 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @mazarines: Tweeting at a conference is a form of live notetaking,
sharing, & amplifying the narratives of the presenters. - @iangadd #s…
7/21/2016 12:37:50 PM
loradeets: @genschaffner @SHARP2017 Reading the Moose, Technologies of the
Bibliographic Otter...the panels write themselves #sharp16 #sharp17
7/21/2016 12:39:54 PM
ActuaLitte: [DIRECT] À 17h, on retransmet la conférence de Roger Chartier donnée à
@laBnF pr #sharp16 : https://t.co/FdaA1cradb https://t.co/v3wLWGfmNn
7/21/2016 12:43:14 PM
sharpparis2016: RT @ActuaLitte: [DIRECT] À 17h, on retransmet la conférence de
Roger Chartier donnée à @laBnF pr #sharp16 : https://t.co/FdaA1cradb https:/…
7/21/2016 12:46:09 PM
booktracesuva: Coming up next at #sharp16: @khj5c speaks about Book Traces @
UVA, #s11j, BULAC salle RJ 23
7/21/2016 12:48:24 PM
digitalpigeons: If you're debating which session to attend 11a Salle 70 "The Language
of History in the 19th Century" will be a real treat! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:48:58 PM
digitalpigeons: 11a I've read the papers and they are really excellent. With a
"workshop" format the session should provide some good discussion! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:50:36 PM
jmclawson: RT @JasonEnsor: The humanities by its very nature is always in crisis
because it makes us uncomfortable by holding a mirror up to our activ…
7/21/2016 12:53:48 PM
vincentchabault: RT @ActuaLitte: [DIRECT] À 17h, on retransmet la conférence de
Roger Chartier donnée à @laBnF pr #sharp16 : https://t.co/FdaA1cradb https:/…
7/21/2016 12:54:21 PM
digitalpigeons: 11a 4 short pres w a comment by @lesliehowsam read by me as she
could not attend. Looking for tweeters so Leslie can follow online! #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:54:30 PM
eyeona: #sharp16 #11g Crossing Confessional Borders (1) Market Realities: Christopher
Plantin's international networks in an ever-changing world.
7/21/2016 12:57:31 PM
genschaffner: ...and if you like to ponder bugs and coffee stains in books, come by
BULAC RJ23 for #s11j (books really aren't sacred) #sharp16

7/21/2016 12:57:44 PM
mhbeals: Up first @mollyhardy from @AmAntiquarian (my old home) on Copyright in N
Am Imprints program #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:58:30 PM
jotis13: "This is a good house but we can do better... let's give them all 2 minutes."
Settling in for #s11e in the BnF aquarium #sharp16
7/21/2016 12:58:36 PM
AlexisWeedon: #sharp16 Cinderella multidisciplinary conf @uniofbeds uk 15-17 June
2017 for book historian's research cfp this summer cinderella@beds.ac.uk
7/21/2016 12:59:08 PM
mazarines: Okay, #sharp16 folks thinking about #sharp17. Should the #sharp17
mascot be...
7/21/2016 12:59:40 PM
NicDarwood: RT @AlexisWeedon: #sharp16 Cinderella multidisciplinary conf
@uniofbeds uk 15-17 June 2017 for book historian's research cfp this summer ci…
7/21/2016 12:59:47 PM
NoraCBenedict: RT @booktracesuva: Coming up next at #sharp16: @khj5c speaks
about Book Traces @ UVA, #s11j, BULAC salle RJ 23
7/21/2016 1:00:01 PM
andiesilva: Last session of the conference! Copyright Records in the Digital Age.
Another crowd in the Aquarium #SHARP16 #s11e
7/21/2016 1:00:16 PM
POl1n3: RT @ActuaLitte: [DIRECT] À 17h, on retransmet la conférence de Roger
Chartier donnée à @laBnF pr #sharp16 : https://t.co/FdaA1cradb https:/…
7/21/2016 1:00:54 PM
BedsEnglish: RT @AlexisWeedon: #sharp16 Cinderella multidisciplinary conf
@uniofbeds uk 15-17 June 2017 for book historian's research cfp this summer ci…
7/21/2016 1:01:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Copyright Records in the Digital Age w/ @iangadd @mollyhardy and
Zvi Rosen #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:02:06 PM
alisakbeer: Julianne Simpson: Market Realities: Christopher Plantin’s international
networks in an ever-changing world. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:02:53 PM
kathoarn: RT @booktracesuva: Coming up next at #sharp16: @khj5c speaks about
Book Traces @ UVA, #s11j, BULAC salle RJ 23
7/21/2016 1:02:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy "Copyright Records in the North American Imprints
Program, 1790-- 1800" #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:03:02 PM
drjanepotter: Missing @lesliehowsam in this #sharp16 session on History in the 19thc.
https://t.co/WhIL9p5lSz

7/21/2016 1:03:33 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy The Catalogue reveals the attributes the cataloguer
ascribes to it #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:03:41 PM
jotis13: .@mazarines Ice cream whale, obviously #sharp16 #sharp17
https://t.co/igrJbRgqtQ
7/21/2016 1:03:47 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Morse on print culture & the sonic - reimagining the novel in
India in audio forms #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:03:56 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: 1576: Religious conflict intrudes into the trade. Difficulty of
maintaining international networks b/c conflict & upheaval #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:04:15 PM
Marie_LSJ: Finally! A panel with pre-circulated papers, shorter presentations and
commentary from the chair! Historiography meets book history #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:04:24 PM
mazarines: Writing on the Book: First speaker is @khj5c on @booktracesuva! #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:04:31 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy on Copyright Records in North American Imprints Program 17901800 #sharp16 #s11e
7/21/2016 1:04:38 PM
eyeona: Julianne Simpson (JRUL): 1576 note from Plantin archives 'Antwerp burned',
real challenge to book commerce.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:04:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy the data we optimize for searching the collection are
aggregated, mined at scale in Digital Union catalogues #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:05:03 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: Antwerp--”no other place in the world could furnish more
convenience for the trade I wished to practice” #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:05:10 PM
gbarnhisel: This is the one I've been waiting for: @mollyhardy, @iangadd, and Zvi
Rosen on #copyright #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:05:13 PM
mhbeals: .@mollyhardy on repurposing catalogue records for bibliometric research with
digital tools #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:05:19 PM
jotis13: Digital tools allow us to do copyright analysis work in new ways @mollyhardy
#s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:05:20 PM
NoraCBenedict: @booktracesuva @khj5c !!! #sharp16 https://t.co/p6m2lFVRPj
7/21/2016 1:05:26 PM
andiesilva: .@mollyhardy Digital union catalogues combined w dig. tools help improve
records but are not w/o peril #SHARP16

7/21/2016 1:05:34 PM
Shaf_Towheed: 11c Morse uses the term 'long 20th century' in relation to the
anglophone novel in India #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:05:44 PM
bethlrx: DF Mackenzie: "There is no evading the challenge of new technologies" but
Morse says we have evaded this... #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:05:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy By combining catalogue records with Federal copyright
records, Hardy was expanding the use beyond design #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:06:07 PM
eyeona: P's preference for Antwerp? Convenience for trade. Access. Marketplace.
Materials. Quick learning tradesppl. But sitn declined#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:06:09 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy was making secondary use of federal copyright records &
catalogue records - informative but potential for issues #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:06:13 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: DF Mackenzie: "There is no evading the challenge of new
technologies" but Morse says we have evaded this... #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:06:20 PM
CitizenWald: Intriguing #sharp16 panel on #book #history's contribution 2
historiography. Sorry @lesliehowsam cannot be here; glad to have remote comment
7/21/2016 1:06:21 PM
drjanepotter: RT @CitizenWald: Intriguing #sharp16 panel on #book #history's
contribution 2 historiography. Sorry @lesliehowsam cannot be here; glad to h…
7/21/2016 1:06:38 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Ooooh, shelfies of the @AmAntiquarian @mollyhardy #s11e
#SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:06:39 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: Periods of relative calm amidst Dutch revolt. Dangers of religious
conflict to printing potentially severe. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:06:43 PM
CHCSCuvsq: Présentation de DEF19, le dictionnaire des éditeurs fr. du XIXe, congrès
#sharp16 @CHCSCuvsq https://t.co/Mv0A704KQc https://t.co/RGwe1EAhJS
7/21/2016 1:06:52 PM
jotis13: AAS has created a union catalog of US imprints from first printing in what is
now the US to the year 1820 @mollyhardy #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:07:24 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy AAS has created a Union Catalogue of United States
imprints #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:07:27 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: AAS has created a union catalog of US imprints from
first printing in what is now the US to the year 1820 @mollyhardy #s11e #s…

7/21/2016 1:07:35 PM
mhbeals: North American Imprints, a union catalogue of 1640-1840 #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:07:53 PM
jotis13: "NEH willing..." these NAIP records scope will expand to 1840 @mollyhardy
#s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:07:54 PM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @ActuaLitte: [DIRECT] À 17h, on retransmet la conférence de Roger
Chartier donnée à @laBnF pr #sharp16 : https://t.co/FdaA1cradb https:/…
7/21/2016 1:07:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: What's in a NAIP record? separate issues, impressions, and editions
of works .@mollyhardy #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:07:59 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: While Plantin escaped legal punishment, he was declared
bankrupt in 1562--goods sold. Massive financial loss. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:08:14 PM
eyeona: Plantin faced Spanish investigation for printing Calvinist prayer text.
Journeymen blamed, P in Paris. Bankrupt. 1562.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:08:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy NAIP / AAS contribute to the Library of Congress Name
Authority files #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:08:33 PM
sarahebull: RT @lisejaillant: Beth Le Roux encouraging submissions to the Book History
Essay Prize for graduate students: https://t.co/8CnNIDPacP @SHAR…
7/21/2016 1:08:50 PM
jotis13: North American Imprint Program can be found at https://t.co/Ge5GsQZjIM
@mollyhardy #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:09:00 PM
andiesilva: RT @jotis13: North American Imprint Program can be found at
https://t.co/Ge5GsQZjIM @mollyhardy #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:09:29 PM
loradeets: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 11c Morse uses the term 'long 20th century' in relation
to the anglophone novel in India #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:09:31 PM
loradeets: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy By combining catalogue records with
Federal copyright records, Hardy was expanding the use beyond design…
7/21/2016 1:09:36 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy contextualizing her interest in copyright and catalogue, now
looking at Philadelphia Yellow Fever pamphlets #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:09:55 PM
eyeona: Partnership, official role, sitn improved. Later disheartened, letters "from our
once flourishing press", yet legacy edns.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:09:57 PM

loradeets: RT @jotis13: North American Imprint Program can be found at
https://t.co/Ge5GsQZjIM @mollyhardy #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:09:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@mollyhardy contextualizing her interest in copyright
and catalogue, now looking at Philadelphia Yellow Fever pamphlets #s11e…
7/21/2016 1:10:04 PM
sarahebull: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 1:10:07 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: Surviving archives of Plantin can be mined for many aspects of
book production. Here we look at international networks. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:10:34 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy The Philadelphia Yellow Fever Pamphlets was the first
piece of African American protest literature #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:10:38 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy The Philadelphia Yellow Fever Pamphlets
was the first piece of African American protest literature #s11e…
7/21/2016 1:10:50 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @mollyhardy Philadelphia Yellow Fever pamphlet was first African
America copyright #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:11:13 PM
andiesilva: .@mollyhardy Pamphlet war around Philadelphia Yellow Fever Pamphlet inc
first time an African American secured Copyright in America #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:11:17 PM
eyeona: Surviving archives provides more, incl. planned sales and distribution.
Fragments from 1555. Partnership systematised.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:11:25 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #11i last but not least - I've been looking forward to this panel on book
awards #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:11:31 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy looking at the first copyright claim made by an African American
in the new USA 1793 #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:11:47 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: Unesco world digital library hosts some Plantin records #sharp16
https://t.co/WuS4YI4zcS
7/21/2016 1:12:09 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Info @mollyhardy describes about early copyright registration in the
US is in the LOC's Rare Books room, not Copyright office #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:12:38 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Info @mollyhardy describes about early copyright
registration in the US is in the LOC's Rare Books room, not Copyright…
7/21/2016 1:12:47 PM
eyeona: Some items of archives in UNESCO world digital library.Ledgers created, issues
for Fair, other misc wages etc.#sharp16 #11g

7/21/2016 1:12:51 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: Binders, paper suppliers, type suppliers, workers - all give
information on exchange with others both local and foreign. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:12:54 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy adding copyright records to imprint records reembeds copyright
into the ecology of book production #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:13:14 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #11i Mei Duanmu on the award Fu Lei which is given for translated
work (translated from the French) in China #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:13:27 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: Geographical distribution of sales and networks of
distribution&relationships beyond scope of one individual? #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:13:37 PM
Marie_LSJ: The boundary between amateur and professional historians is not fast tight,
but is nonetheless useful, according to @EGarritzen #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:13:44 PM
eyeona: What don't we have? Systematic geographical analysis of Plantin's sales--more
than one person can do!#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:13:54 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy copyright records are records of imprints & in some ways belongs
w/imprint, even though its not part of imprint #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:13:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy "Copyrights have their own material histories" tied to
but not the same as the imprints themselves #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:14:22 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy mentions situation when we come across the title page of a book
never printed - have "aspirational copyrights" #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:14:43 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #11i cf https://t.co/aoce1bYZ3i #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:14:49 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy "Copyrights have their own
material histories" tied to but not the same as the imprints themselves #s11e…
7/21/2016 1:14:58 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: Sales in 1566 mapped: Where did the books go? #sharp16
https://t.co/ff7dsZAw0F
7/21/2016 1:15:04 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy pulled bibliographical records out of catalog, transformed out of
MARC into analyzable format #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:15:18 PM
mhbeals: Aspirational copyrights: only title page deposited, book never printed.
#sharp16
7/21/2016 1:15:21 PM

andiesilva: .@mollyhardy mentions "aspirational copyrights" for title pages deposited
but never printed. #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:15:22 PM
mazarines: Jensen @khj5c notes subject breakdown of texts by Library of Congress
Subject Headings. More interventions in 1900 on. Analysis TBD #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:15:29 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: Interesting look at where books went from Frankfurt as well some were sold on in other cities, extending network. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:15:35 PM
eyeona: Mapped 1566, 1579. Key outlets: Frankfurt, Paris. 1579: distribution from
Frankfurt incl to Lyon. Diversity by title.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:15:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy early in American history, title pages had to be
registered, rather than full books => "aspirational" copyrights #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:15:38 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy notes that this is not a reflection of what was copyright
registered, but what records survive to today #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:15:42 PM
bookhistories: Congratulations Kristina Lundblad (my former supervisor!) for winning
the 2016 DeLong Book History Prize! Great work, well done! #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:15:45 PM
lisejaillant: RT @bookhistories: Congratulations Kristina Lundblad (my former
supervisor!) for winning the 2016 DeLong Book History Prize! Great work, we…
7/21/2016 1:16:36 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @mollyhardy studied catalogue data by year and noted disparities
between printing and registered copyright #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:16:42 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy wondered what kinds of books copyrighted most? Time to entire
the quagmire of classification! #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:17:05 PM
eyeona: E.g. Reynard the Fox (Dutch, French) 97% sales in Dutch-speaking region.v.
Argonauticon: Leuven, Paris, London. #sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:17:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy "For this I had to enter the quagmire of rare book
genre classification" #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:17:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@mollyhardy wondered what kinds of books
copyrighted most? Time to entire the quagmire of classification! #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:17:12 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Glad to be here listening to panel #11i re: translation prizes with
@ILoveCopyright - much work still to be done #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:17:33 PM
mazarines: Jensen @khj5c explains @booktracesuva concerned about circulating
collections being digitized & maybe discarded, so lose markings. #sharp16

7/21/2016 1:17:33 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Morse using Lukacs to read Adiga's The White Tiger - mapping
aspects of the historical novel #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:17:54 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Gnere heading = "contains"; subject heading = "about" @mollyhardy
"a genre heading almanac means it contains almanacs" #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:17:54 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: Distribution of books by language sometimes predictable (Dutch
books sell locally, Latin more widely) >distance = >risk #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:17:57 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy had to look at genre and subject fields (is this of or about
something?) along with granularity issues #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:17:58 PM
gbarnhisel: @hardy: "the question of aboutness and ofness". Bonus ontological content!
#sharp16
7/21/2016 1:18:30 PM
eyeona: Vivae imagines (anatomic) -- mainly to Paris. Some to London. Low distance
indicative of risks in era? Spain absent 1560s.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:18:39 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy Yellow Fever pamphlet caused "Genre troubles" -- it's a
medical text, but also political #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:18:52 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Morse - Audiobook contains the trappings of the oral tradition
without its wisdom - consumed in private not collectively #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:18:56 PM
alisakbeer: Simpson: In 1570s, Spain becomes the chief market for Plantin! Huge
change - reflects political situation. See Biblia Regia sales. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:19:03 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @mollyhardy Genre exists on a continuum and is culturally
determined but cannot be ignored #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:19:08 PM
andiesilva: .@mollyhardy: Different to assign a single genre to smth like Yellow Fever
Pamphlet: medical, revolutionary, race? #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:19:14 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bookhistories: Congratulations Kristina Lundblad (my former
supervisor!) for winning the 2016 DeLong Book History Prize! Great work, we…
7/21/2016 1:19:20 PM
jotis13: RT @andiesilva: .@mollyhardy: Different to assign a single genre to smth like
Yellow Fever Pamphlet: medical, revolutionary, race? #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:19:22 PM
jotis13: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @mollyhardy Genre exists on a continuum and is
culturally determined but cannot be ignored #sharp16

7/21/2016 1:19:25 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy used the RBMS approved vocabulary for genre terms,
but allowed for more than one (limited to two) #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:19:25 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy captured proportionality of genre (rather than imprint) to allow
each value to be visualized #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:19:49 PM
eyeona: Polyglot Bible--1572-1603: trade sales = 40% copies to Iberia (excl Philip 2nd's
delivery). Also Paris. Frankfurt. London.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:20:04 PM
alisakbeer: Curious what visualization software Simpson is using for her maps - would
be nifty for some of my own work. Will ask&update. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:20:04 PM
archivejournal: RT @jotis13: "In 2011 we embraced social media and... we haven't
looked back." @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:20:04 PM
bittenpub: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @mollyhardy Genre exists on a continuum and is
culturally determined but cannot be ignored #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:20:05 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy turned to network model of genre to see how they connect to
each other, grouped by color in "genre communities" #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:20:38 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @mollyhardy Used network model of genres in order to not just
show numerical data but relationships and connections #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:20:55 PM
loradeets: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @mollyhardy Genre exists on a continuum and is
culturally determined but cannot be ignored #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:21:03 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy i.e. political works often frequently medical, historical, and legal
works; textbooks rival political in freq #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:21:10 PM
bethlrx: Morse: audiobook detractors deplore exactly the aspects that commercial
producers see as selling points. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:21:29 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@mollyhardy i.e. political works often frequently
medical, historical, and legal works; textbooks rival political in freq #s1…
7/21/2016 1:21:33 PM
jotis13: .@mollyhardy lots of isolated genre nodes such as manuals, plays, price lists
have no connections with other genres #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:21:36 PM
eyeona: Early August 1566, Plantin records concerns about coming troubles. Then: List
of outstanding debts, more than 4k florins.#sharp16 #11g

7/21/2016 1:21:42 PM
andiesilva: .@mollyhardy Network of genres helps visualize connections across genres
w/in diff. types of works #SHARP16 #s11e https://t.co/So3bNXA6Ih
7/21/2016 1:21:55 PM
jotis13: RT @andiesilva: .@mollyhardy Network of genres helps visualize connections
across genres w/in diff. types of works #SHARP16 #s11e https://t…
7/21/2016 1:22:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@mollyhardy 's visualization shows connected genres, historical
works tightly tied to travel literature #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:22:08 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @andiesilva: .@mollyhardy Network of genres helps visualize
connections across genres w/in diff. types of works #SHARP16 #s11e https://t…
7/21/2016 1:22:14 PM
CorinnaNoRue: @StevieLMarsden on now #11i #sharp16 @stirpublishing
7/21/2016 1:22:28 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Morse - US figures indicate 35,000+ audiobook titles published in
2015 alone #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:22:45 PM
eyeona: Army bookseller order entry 1568, libraire based in Duke of Alba's camp-primers, books of hours. Plantin.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:22:54 PM
jotis13: Next up @iangadd & Giles Bergel on the Copyright Life-Cycle: Understanding
the Practice of Anglo-American Copyright 1695-1801 #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:23:11 PM
ClaireSquires: Next up @stirpublishing's @StevieLMarsden on Apples & Pears language & judging the @Saltire_Society Book Awards #sharp16 @Stir_Research
7/21/2016 1:23:18 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd and @GilesBergel's paper The Copyright Life-Cycle:
Understanding the practice of Anglo-American Copyright 1695-1801 #s11e #Sharp16
7/21/2016 1:23:25 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @bookhistories: Congratulations Kristina Lundblad (my former
supervisor!) for winning the 2016 DeLong Book History Prize! Great work, we…
7/21/2016 1:23:33 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd acknowledges work of collaborator who could not attend the
conference but made the slideshow #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:23:39 PM
stirpublishing: RT @ClaireSquires: Next up @stirpublishing's @StevieLMarsden on
Apples & Pears - language & judging the @Saltire_Society Book Awards #sharp…
7/21/2016 1:23:45 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: The boundary between amateur and professional
historians is not fast tight, but is nonetheless useful, according to @EGarrit…
7/21/2016 1:24:02 PM

mhbeals: And now for our fearless leader Ian Gadd on the copyright life cycle #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:24:02 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Morning #sharp16 reading > email. I must do the email though.
https://t.co/7YWgvPkMrh
7/21/2016 1:24:18 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd lamenting that the AHRC declined to further fund their project trials & tribulations of grant-funded study model #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:24:19 PM
ILoveCopyright: @CorinnaNoRue We really need to get the@GI_London1 involved in
our research #welovetranslations #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:24:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd "I start with some disappointment," -- project bid for
"Conceptions of copyright" failed with the AHRC #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:24:22 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @ClaireSquires: Next up @stirpublishing's @StevieLMarsden on
Apples & Pears - language & judging the @Saltire_Society Book Awards #sharp…
7/21/2016 1:24:36 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Public acknowledgment of disappointing grant results doesn't happen
often enough @iangadd #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:24:41 PM
eyeona: Nov 1576 Antwerp fires: ransoms paid for protection. 2867 florins borrowed for
this. Pause in Plantin's transactions.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:24:52 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Morse: business & self-help books dominate Indian audiobook
sales with over 50% - mythic retellings also popular #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:25:07 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd 1695 -- 1801 = the century when copyright was born
#s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:25:08 PM
adeda78: RT @CHCSCuvsq: Présentation de DEF19, le dictionnaire des éditeurs fr. du
XIXe, congrès #sharp16 @CHCSCuvsq https://t.co/Mv0A704KQc https:/…
7/21/2016 1:25:13 PM
Steenshorne: #SHARP16 tweets
7/21/2016 1:25:43 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd beginning with quick overview of chronological boundaries: from
expiration of UK printing acts to US copyright act #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:25:49 PM
Saltire_Society: RT @ClaireSquires: Next up @stirpublishing's @StevieLMarsden on
Apples & Pears - language & judging the @Saltire_Society Book Awards #sharp…
7/21/2016 1:26:02 PM
mhbeals: Timeline of copyright a familiar one. 1695, 1710, 1735, 1774, 1798. A legal
and court based timeline #sharp16

7/21/2016 1:26:02 PM
eyeona: Setbacks ltd expansion. Sales to new authorities replacing: Customer interest in
fortification, maths, architecture (Palladio)#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:26:21 PM
mhbeals: RT @jotis13: .@mollyhardy captured proportionality of genre (rather than
imprint) to allow each value to be visualized #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:26:28 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd we know a good deal about the law of copyright & what was said
about it, but wanted to research what copyright DID #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:26:37 PM
mhbeals: RT @andiesilva: .@mollyhardy: Different to assign a single genre to smth like
Yellow Fever Pamphlet: medical, revolutionary, race? #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:26:40 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@iangadd we know a good deal about the law of
copyright & what was said about it, but wanted to research what copyright DID #…
7/21/2016 1:26:45 PM
mhbeals: RT @jotis13: .@mollyhardy wondered what kinds of books copyrighted most?
Time to entire the quagmire of classification! #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:26:47 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @iangadd we know what people said, but less about what
copyright did #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:26:48 PM
mhbeals: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Info @mollyhardy describes about early copyright
registration in the US is in the LOC's Rare Books room, not Copyright…
7/21/2016 1:26:59 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd "What was copyright really?" #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:27:10 PM
AmyHildrethChen: Last #sharp16 for now, but I find this so true - service to others and
to self. I re-read my tweets. https://t.co/j75DpVwtc9
7/21/2016 1:27:24 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd second moment of insight: copyright not property of a person, but
relationship between a work and a person #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:27:25 PM
andiesilva: .@iangadd Landmark dates condition our view of copyright world through
legislation and court cases, rather than what it did #SHARP16 #s11e
7/21/2016 1:27:29 PM
eyeona: 1585---more change! Plantin sees himself as mariner seeking to guide his
fragile craft. Small scale human story.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:27:37 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@iangadd second moment of insight: copyright not
property of a person, but relationship between a work and a person #s11e #sh…
7/21/2016 1:27:37 PM

mhbeals: .@iangadd copyright a relationship rather than a thing #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:27:54 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd this relationship manifests in events as recorded in trade document
#s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:27:55 PM
thstockinger: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Public acknowledgment of disappointing grant
results doesn't happen often enough @iangadd #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:27:57 PM
andiesilva: RT @jotis13: .@iangadd second moment of insight: copyright not property
of a person, but relationship between a work and a person #s11e #sh…
7/21/2016 1:27:58 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd copyright in practice: the material relationship between
humans and works #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:28:06 PM
alisakbeer: Zanna Van Loon: Christopher Plantin and Scottish Distribution Networks in
an Age of Confessionalisation #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:28:34 PM
alisakbeer: Van Loon: Archives can contribute to book history more broadly - here the
focus is on Scottish connections&clients. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:29:10 PM
eyeona: 2) Zanna van Loon (Leuven): Plantin & Scots distribution networks.-Too much
on Plantin? No: rich archives still contributing.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:29:14 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd wondered if copyright should be talked abt in top-down narrative
(legal practice) or bottom-up (commercial practic) #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:29:19 PM
CorinnaNoRue: #11i @StevieLMarsden: @ILoveCopyright & I compared length of IFFP
judging periods in Florence #sharp16 #literaryawards #welovetranslations
7/21/2016 1:29:52 PM
alisakbeer: Van Loon: Pettegree’s theory of ‘centre and periphery’ -- Scotland’s
dependence on the continent seen in this light. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:29:56 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @mhbeals: .@iangadd copyright a relationship rather than a thing
#sharp16
7/21/2016 1:30:05 PM
eyeona: Following Pettegree--Centre & periphery. Latin in centre, periphery importing.
Scotland dependent.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:30:20 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @mhbeals: .@iangadd copyright a relationship rather than a thing
#sharp16
7/21/2016 1:30:25 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @jotis13: .@iangadd wondered if copyright should be talked abt
in top-down narrative (legal practice) or bottom-up (commercial practic)…

7/21/2016 1:30:25 PM
genschaffner: (pondering in #s11j intentional traces (@booktracesuva) and
unintentional traces (@mazarines) in books #sharp16 (...lipstick traces?))
7/21/2016 1:30:37 PM
andiesilva: Some Qs @iangadd et. al are considering:did copyright work diff across
regions? Was it gendered? Did it change acc. to genre? #SHARP16 #s11e
7/21/2016 1:30:44 PM
Shaf_Towheed: 11c Joshi: all theories of the novel have been European & 18/19thC
based, e.g. Watt, Lukacs, Bakhtin #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:30:45 PM
alisakbeer: “Centre and periphery” by Andrew Pettegree can be seen here:
https://t.co/Qc2kcMsrTx #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:31:00 PM
andiesilva: RT @alisakbeer: “Centre and periphery” by Andrew Pettegree can be seen
here: https://t.co/Qc2kcMsrTx #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:31:43 PM
eyeona: Pre-1560 old alliance facilitated. Post-reform Antwerp supplied. Political &
religious conflicts affected distrib. #sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:31:50 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd "There's a two hour version of this... I'll give you the thirty second
version." #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:31:59 PM
drjanepotter: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 11c Joshi: all theories of the novel have been
European & 18/19thC based, e.g. Watt, Lukacs, Bakhtin #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:31:59 PM
alisakbeer: Van Loon: Methodology: use only of Plantin’s journals&letters b/c he
includes nationality of clients. Use of DB (Excel?) #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:32:01 PM
EpistolaryBrown: RT @jotis13: .@iangadd "There's a two hour version of this... I'll give
you the thirty second version." #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:32:05 PM
mhbeals: Looking at data on works and people to understand relationship that forms
copyright #sharp16 https://t.co/M0rUblF1CE
7/21/2016 1:32:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd The Stationers' Register is about commercial practice;
authors have no place in this as such #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:32:32 PM
bookhistories: @khj5c Fascinating presentation on book traces in library books with
truly wonderful examples from UVA @booktracesuva #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:32:33 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd The Stationers' Register is about commercial
practice; authors have no place in this as such #s11e #SHARP16

7/21/2016 1:32:43 PM
kathoarn: Shannon Supple: surface materials and damage can actually teach us about
provenance. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:32:46 PM
alisakbeer: In response to several papers this conference: Can we call Excel
spreadsheets a database? Why/why not? #sharp16 #methodology #terminology
7/21/2016 1:32:53 PM
alisakbeer: Van Loon: Trade with Scotland starts in 1570. Why? Scottish Civil War in
1560s? #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:33:34 PM
eyeona: Plantin sources (ledger, diary) clear. Show nationality, particlr prices,
merchants, etc. Gains from 1573. Peak to 1585. Fall.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:33:49 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Joshi: what does the investigation of the anti-literary in India tell
us about the 'literary' novel? #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:33:56 PM
ClaireSquires: @jotis13 @iangadd ONLY two hours?! #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:34:00 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @iangadd Produced an xml transcript of Arber's transcription of the
stationers company #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:34:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd The Register has been transcribed up to 1710;
@pipwillcox @jamescummings and others helped encode it #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:34:03 PM
bethlrx: Joshi acknowledges literary fetishisation, in considering how anti-literary
influences literary history. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:34:09 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd The Register has been transcribed up to
1710; @pipwillcox @jamescummings and others helped encode it #s11e #…
7/21/2016 1:34:13 PM
JocHargrave: RT @Marie_LSJ: Finally! A panel with pre-circulated papers, shorter
presentations and commentary from the chair! Historiography meets book…
7/21/2016 1:34:41 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: Joshi acknowledges literary fetishisation, in considering
how anti-literary influences literary history. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:34:43 PM
EpistolaryBrown: SRO data is on Github https://t.co/oImHYmvyRd #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:34:49 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd has put this information up on GitHub so you can download it
https://t.co/7DKZcb211g #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:34:51 PM
JocHargrave: RT @AlexisWeedon: #sharp16 Cinderella multidisciplinary conf
@uniofbeds uk 15-17 June 2017 for book historian's research cfp this summer ci…

7/21/2016 1:34:57 PM
genschaffner: (as a librarian who will be asked to preserve these projects in their digital
form forever... #sharp16 kill me now) https://t.co/y3IIT91G8g
7/21/2016 1:35:20 PM
alisakbeer: @Marie_LSJ I agree. But some speakers have referred to their “databases”
and shown Excel/.csv files as their organizing software #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:35:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd felt they needed a new database for copyright data #s11e
#SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:35:33 PM
alisakbeer: RT @EpistolaryBrown: SRO data is on Github https://t.co/oImHYmvyRd
#s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:35:43 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @iangadd ESTC for copyright with a "copyright lifecycle" #want
#fundit #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:35:49 PM
jotis13: .@iangadd Copyright Life-Cycle Framework - a format to describe copyright as
objects in their own right #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:35:56 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd new database would feature a format to describe
copyrights as objects in their own right #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:35:59 PM
mhbeals: Stationers register data available on github https://t.co/CWBFX714kc
#sharp16 #opendata #dh
7/21/2016 1:36:05 PM
eyeona: Local climates explain shifts. Moving otherwise prohibited books to Scotland.
Buyers incl printers, merchants.-Ebro community.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:36:13 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd copyright data: creation, exchange, expiration,
contestation, annulment, supercession #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:36:33 PM
genschaffner: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd The Stationers' Register is about
commercial practice; authors have no place in this as such #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:36:43 PM
andiesilva: Snapshot of the Stationers' Register Online. Data currently at
https://t.co/bK60omfA6Z #SHARP16 #s11e https://t.co/GP1CbWCIAa
7/21/2016 1:36:46 PM
Johannaam78: RT @CHCSCuvsq: Présentation de DEF19, le dictionnaire des éditeurs fr.
du XIXe, congrès #sharp16 @CHCSCuvsq https://t.co/Mv0A704KQc https:/…
7/21/2016 1:36:55 PM
bookhistories: @mazarines 'Foxing' derives from the ‘Rusty red color of Reynard The
Fox’. #sharp16 (#s11j)

7/21/2016 1:37:04 PM
andiesilva: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd copyright data: creation, exchange,
expiration, contestation, annulment, supercession #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:37:06 PM
johnruss28: RT @mhbeals: Stationers register data available on github
https://t.co/CWBFX714kc #sharp16 #opendata #dh
7/21/2016 1:37:22 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd copyright data: creation,
exchange, expiration, contestation, annulment, supercession #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:37:24 PM
jotis13: @alisakbeer @Marie_LSJ as long as have multiple excel/.csv don't see why you
can't. My db-in-progress is mostly .csv, only some sql #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:37:30 PM
JoanneKnowlesUK: RT @lisejaillant: Beth Le Roux encouraging submissions to the
Book History Essay Prize for graduate students: https://t.co/8CnNIDPacP @SHAR…
7/21/2016 1:37:30 PM
khj5c: I'm going rah-rah-rah to @mazarines making the case for precise description &
preservation of material evidence of book use #sharp16 #s11j
7/21/2016 1:37:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd "Who owned Shakespeare in 1763?" "Show me what
copyrights were owned by X" - possible queries in copyright database #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:38:21 PM
jotis13: @jotis13 @alisakbeer @Marie_LSJ I *intend* it to all go into mySQL db
eventually, but I still loosely call it all my "database" #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:38:27 PM
AlexisWeedon: #SHARP16 Ian Gadd on copyrights as objects in their own right,
independent of people and books
7/21/2016 1:38:33 PM
ClaireSquires: While @StevieLMarsden speaks, here's something I wrote about being a
Saltire Society literary judge https://t.co/JY2bhDrZ5L #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:38:41 PM
GrubStreetWomen: @iangadd Database would allow us to ask "who owned
Shakespeare" in a single year and to view existing copyright networks #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:39:08 PM
eyeona: Also direct to intellectuals. Professional bookselling began 1570s Scotland but
orders show not fully replacing direct sales.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:39:08 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd copyright data: creation, exchange,
expiration, contestation, annulment, supercession #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:39:20 PM
AlexisWeedon: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina
Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…

7/21/2016 1:39:25 PM
andiesilva: @jotis13 @alisakbeer @Marie_LSJ And arguably all databases start as .csv
spreadsheets. #datapreservation #backups #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:39:26 PM
Gregory_Stern: RT @HistorioBLOG: "Books as Revolutionary Objects in Iran" by
Naghmeh Sohrabi #sharp16 #TBT https://t.co/jfrXZrrUYb
7/21/2016 1:40:00 PM
eyeona: Linguistic texts extremely popular in Scotland: Melville focus on biblical
languages to u'stand religion. #sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:40:00 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Joshi: Indian publishing is becoming more concentrated &
centralised with fewer genres #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:40:12 PM
genschaffner: (I need to see whether Michael Turner's db of Stationers Co apprentices
made it over the digital seas..) #sharp16 https://t.co/FGJbcByGN1
7/21/2016 1:40:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd 1627: Jaggard dies, his half-share in Shakespeare's plays
passes to two further stationers, who each get 1/4 share #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:40:32 PM
jotis13: @andiesilva @alisakbeer @Marie_LSJ @mhbeals time for a roundtable proposal
on scope/meaning of databases? :) #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:40:49 PM
ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont profondément
transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https://t.co/PVtm0znTL8
7/21/2016 1:41:04 PM
eyeona: Plantin produced standard biblical texts on large scale. Also medical books. So
logical source for Scots.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:41:39 PM
alisakbeer: RT: And arguably all databases start as .csv spreadsheets.
#datapreservation #backups #sharp16 --And are often exported to .csv files!-aka
7/21/2016 1:41:43 PM
MegDaLibrarian: RT @mazarines: Tweeting at a conference is a form of live notetaking,
sharing, & amplifying the narratives of the presenters. - @iangadd #s…
7/21/2016 1:41:47 PM
celinea43: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 1:42:13 PM
alisakbeer: @jotis13 @andiesilva @Marie_LSJ @mhbeals Ooooh. Yes please? Color me
interested. #sharp16 #sharp17
7/21/2016 1:42:20 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Joshi: domestic production of anglophone Indian fiction is in new
genres - production decoupled from consumption #sharp16

7/21/2016 1:42:52 PM
andiesilva: @jotis13 @alisakbeer @Marie_LSJ @mhbeals + also when they're needed +
when you're probably better off with a diff kind of project! #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:43:02 PM
JiveLocal: RT @eyeona: Local climates explain shifts. Moving otherwise prohibited books
to Scotland. Buyers incl printers, merchants.-Ebro community.…
7/21/2016 1:43:02 PM
EpistolaryBrown: .@iangadd "I realize this is a contentious term, but time is pressing"
#BookHistoryInANutshell #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:43:14 PM
NoraCBenedict: Shoutout to @booktracesuva during @mazarines 's fascinating talk on
the lifecycle of book use! #sharp16 #metapanel #metatraces
7/21/2016 1:43:17 PM
khj5c: .@mazarines: accidental damage & accretions can tell us about the life cycle of
books #sharp16 #s11j
7/21/2016 1:43:31 PM
bethlrx: I am especially intrigued by the idea of the India genre of cric-lit (cricket
literature). #sharp16 https://t.co/VMuxNW6irs
7/21/2016 1:43:48 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Now in #11i Bérénice Wary on Le Prix du Livre Inter #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:43:59 PM
alchism15: RT @mazarines: Tweeting at a conference is a form of live notetaking,
sharing, & amplifying the narratives of the presenters. - @iangadd #s…
7/21/2016 1:44:02 PM
genschaffner: migrating technologies and especially considerable costs of digital
preservation are tough for high admin to commit to @alisakbeer #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:44:28 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Joshi: rise of 'low-cal' fiction in Anglophone Indian writing lowbrow & local #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:44:31 PM
cchartistes: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 1:44:39 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @bethlrx: I am especially intrigued by the idea of the India genre of
cric-lit (cricket literature). #sharp16 https://t.co/VMuxNW6irs
7/21/2016 1:44:42 PM
bookhistories: RT @khj5c: .@mazarines: accidental damage & accretions can tell us
about the life cycle of books #sharp16 #s11j
7/21/2016 1:44:45 PM
ClaireSquires: Time for #slowbookhistory?! #sharp16 https://t.co/7T1zqm8lF6
7/21/2016 1:45:00 PM
eyeona: 3) Giles Mandelbrote (Lambeth Palace): "Tongues of Sion: collecting the
languages of the Bible at Sion College Library." 17C.#sharp16 #11g

7/21/2016 1:45:06 PM
alisakbeer: Giles Mandelbrote: The Tongues of Sion: Collecting the Languages of the
Bible at Sion College Library, 1629-1666 #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:45:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Up next: Zvi Rosen Trends in American Copyright Filing, 1909 - 1977
#s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:45:45 PM
Marie_LSJ: Typologies are hard: @hobbb trying 2 find correspondences genres/formats
in historical articles in late19c British local newspapers #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:45:56 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Protestantism means increased interest in books in other
languages? English libraries must import these books. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:46:01 PM
eyeona: Why collect across divide? 1) increased interest in biblical languages, meant
importing; 2) polemic: know enemy, up to date.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:46:17 PM
booktracesuva: RT @NoraCBenedict: Shoutout to @booktracesuva during @mazarines
's fascinating talk on the lifecycle of book use! #sharp16 #metapanel #meta…
7/21/2016 1:46:22 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rosen "It's ended up going a little bit beyond that date wise" -- thus
is always the way with putting a date span on things #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:46:24 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Other reason to import books: “Know your enemy” - know
what Catholics are saying to refute them effectively. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:46:28 PM
onlinereaders1: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #11c Joshi: rise of 'low-cal' fiction in Anglophone
Indian writing - lowbrow & local #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:46:34 PM
mazarines: RT @khj5c: I'm going rah-rah-rah to @mazarines making the case for
precise description & preservation of material evidence of book use #sha…
7/21/2016 1:46:52 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Up next: Zvi Rosen Trends in American Copyright Filing,
1909 - 1977 #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:46:56 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Joshi: new Indian fiction eg Bhagat circulates across languages &
platforms - unlike Booker feted elite IndoAnglian novelists #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:47:00 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: showing data from microfilm of copyright records pre-1870;
index converted to table format #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:47:31 PM
GenevaWriters: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…

7/21/2016 1:47:41 PM
Japon92: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 1:47:43 PM
genschaffner: (o neat! one of my favourite cases of rescue of an entire collection - cf
Mckitterick - is Sion to Lambeth) #sharp16 https://t.co/zFRMdLyFUA
7/21/2016 1:47:45 PM
LaSOFIActCult: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 1:47:48 PM
eyeona: Main library 17C= Bodleian. Remarkable for determined acquisitions.
Agreement w Stationers Co. (printings). + Frankfurt Fair.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:47:57 PM
jotis13: RT @eyeona: Main library 17C= Bodleian. Remarkable for determined
acquisitions. Agreement w Stationers Co. (printings). + Frankfurt Fair.#…
7/21/2016 1:48:08 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Focus now is on a library that is “so obscure that it will not
even come onto the screen” #sharp16 #techtroublesfixed
7/21/2016 1:48:11 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Sion College Library--founded as a base for London clergy who
had expanded to promote Puritan preaching. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:48:47 PM
alisakbeer: RT @eyeona: Main library 17C= Bodleian. Remarkable for determined
acquisitions. Agreement w Stationers Co. (printings). + Frankfurt Fair.#…
7/21/2016 1:48:59 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: Intriguing #sharp16 panel on #book #history's
contribution 2 historiography. Sorry @lesliehowsam cannot be here; glad to h…
7/21/2016 1:49:06 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: that's a big list of copyright records that didn't make it to the
Library of congress. They got NOTHING from Deleware #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:49:10 PM
alisakbeer: RT @genschaffner: (o neat! one of my favourite cases of rescue of an entire
collection - cf Mckitterick - is Sion to Lambeth) #sharp16 http…
7/21/2016 1:49:22 PM
bethlrx: Joshi suggests a "joie de livre" #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:49:31 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Now I want to know what destroyed the Virginia records? Rosen
#s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:49:32 PM
jotis13: Rosen: majority of copyright records made it to Library of Congress, most VA
records lost, ditto other Confederate states #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:49:33 PM

mhbeals: Burnt out districts effect copyright registrations too.... #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:49:56 PM
GillesPalsky: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 1:49:58 PM
drjanepotter: Images of the session for @lesliehowsam #sharp16 #history #19thc
https://t.co/hSDLvksGsh
7/21/2016 1:50:07 PM
eyeona: But Sion College: like livery equivalent for London Clergy. Library not in
founder's will. Built Alms house. Above: space.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:50:11 PM
andiesilva: Zvi Rosen discusses data for Copyright records in US pre 1870. New York
leads registrations by far. #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:50:20 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: "If anyone knows where any of these are, please tell me"
#crowdsourcing #FindTheRecords #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:50:27 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Library at Sion College an afterthought? #sharp16 But how
did it fill its library with books in first few decades?
7/21/2016 1:50:33 PM
lisejaillant: Time to grab a flyer before the end of #sharp16! Including Modernism's
Print Cultures & my 2nd book Cheap Modernism https://t.co/mB71YaVjZr
7/21/2016 1:50:33 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Joshi: Chetan Bhagat has 7.4m followers on Twitter, 30 m friends
on Facebook #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:50:50 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rosen 1897, the year the copyright office moved into the library of
congress, has very few records #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:51:16 PM
eyeona: Big space. No books! So how was Sion Coll. Lib. filled? (Mandelbrote shows
photos of a full library & its catalogue.) #sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:51:50 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @RareBookLibAntw: #Sharp16 Plenaries of #sharp15 Montreal in
special issue of Mémoires du Livre/Studies in Book Culture - also online ht…
7/21/2016 1:52:05 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @alisakbeer: New issue of Memoire du livre is bilingual - available
online, get the URL on a bookmark as you leave. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:52:11 PM
mazarines: Susannah Buck on marginalia by one reader in a 44-volume collection of
Joanna Southcott's prophetic works, Drew U. copies. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:52:43 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jameshodges_: Attending my first #dhsi at UVic this summer, i fell
in love with Victoria's forests, waterfronts, and music. Viva #sharp…

7/21/2016 1:52:55 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: "Copyright was achieved by fixation... that means writing it
down. Lawyers love these words" #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:53:01 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Library never well endowed at Sion College--catalog privately
published by librarian John Spencer. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:53:01 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @GrubStreetWomen: @julia_flanders at @SHARP2017 be still my
gender-conscious, textual scholarship-loving heart #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:53:08 PM
eyeona: First the cause of Sion Library decline (why not so known now): Legal deposit
status traded for money.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:53:30 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: "Copyright was achieved by fixation... that means
writing it down. Lawyers love these words" #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:53:44 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @lisejaillant: Ray Siemens on the 2017 SHARP conference @uvic looking forward to going back to beautiful British Columbia (where I did…
7/21/2016 1:53:46 PM
booktracesuva: RT @mazarines: Susannah Buck on marginalia by one reader in a 44volume collection of Joanna Southcott's prophetic works, Drew U. copies. #…
7/21/2016 1:53:50 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Fire on 2 Sept 1666 (Great Fire of London) gives us the
terminal point for today’s paper. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:53:50 PM
GrubStreetWomen: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: "Copyright was achieved by
fixation... that means writing it down. Lawyers love these words" #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:54:02 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Printed catalog of Sion College=first printed cat of any nonBodleian English library, shows range of books&languages. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:54:11 PM
genschaffner: (cf. Rachel Buurma's "SLo Metadata" in END (Early Novels Database),
too?https://t.co/VN21uCahb1?) #sharp16 https://t.co/2048yuPvj0
7/21/2016 1:54:25 PM
mhbeals: Fiscal and calendar year statistics are apples and oranges. Align your data!
#sharp16
7/21/2016 1:54:32 PM
jotis13: Terminal in so many ways... I can just imagine booksellers' horror when St.
Pauls went up w/their stock #sharp16 https://t.co/EfhYEtgWYk
7/21/2016 1:54:36 PM
mhbeals: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: "Copyright was achieved by fixation... that
means writing it down. Lawyers love these words" #s11e #SHARP16

7/21/2016 1:54:55 PM
eyeona: And before that--- devastated by Fire of London. But earlier catalogue shows
variety of quickly filled library.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:55:08 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Library organization&rules familiar to us today--when the bell
rings, get up and leave “pretty smartly” #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:55:34 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: C17 if you publish a printed catalog, readers will come.
Parallels to digitization of collections today? #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:56:09 PM
StephanieLahey: RT @lisejaillant: Ray Siemens on the 2017 SHARP conference @uvic looking forward to going back to beautiful British Columbia (where I did…
7/21/2016 1:56:13 PM
eyeona: Rules: silence, don't tangle chains, leave promptly at end day. Catalogue
encouraged visitors. Jn Lightfoot moved to use 1629.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:56:18 PM
andiesilva: Rosen: data shows registration for Foreign Language books trended upwards
over time #SHARP16 #s11e
7/21/2016 1:56:34 PM
jotis13: Rosen can't figure out one thing: what happened to photographs? Registrations
shoot up around 1910, then fall, never recover #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:56:48 PM
drjanepotter: RT @lisejaillant: Time to grab a flyer before the end of #sharp16!
Including Modernism's Print Cultures & my 2nd book Cheap Modernism https…
7/21/2016 1:57:01 PM
mazarines: Buck tells us that all copies of Southcott's works that she reviewed included
Southcott's name crossed out in the text. #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:57:05 PM
DrSKBarker: Rules in Syon library in mid C17 - don't lean on books, put stuff back & get
out when bell rings at end of day #pluscachange #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:57:28 PM
anna_kajander: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina
Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 1:57:39 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Library register shows readers from as far away as the Baltic,
New World--Roger Williams (founder of Providence, RI), #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:57:42 PM
DaveMazella: RT @andiesilva: .@mollyhardy Network of genres helps visualize
connections across genres w/in diff. types of works #SHARP16 #s11e https://t…
7/21/2016 1:57:44 PM
booktracesuva: RT @khj5c: .@mazarines: accidental damage & accretions can tell us
about the life cycle of books #sharp16 #s11j

7/21/2016 1:58:04 PM
booktracesuva: RT @khj5c: I'm going rah-rah-rah to @mazarines making the case for
precise description & preservation of material evidence of book use #sha…
7/21/2016 1:58:09 PM
eyeona: By 1650s, visible diversity of readers (e.g. Mather of Harvard, others from
Danzig, Rhode Island, Elving). #sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:58:16 PM
ClaireSquires: Brilliant example of toilet humour, that ... (Berenice Waty on jurors'
applications for Le prix du Livre Inter) #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:58:32 PM
jotis13: Rosen: showing the dramatic extension of renewal terms starting around 1960s
1970s #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 1:58:37 PM
eyeona: How Sion Library happened: benefactors book chained in front hall. Dependent.
Wide range of Protestant merchant community.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 1:59:32 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: Spikes followed by sharp drops [in the chart on copyright
renewals] most likely due to rule anomalies #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 1:59:50 PM
AmreaderToo: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: that's a big list of copyright records that
didn't make it to the Library of congress. They got NOTHING from De…
7/21/2016 2:00:06 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @drjanepotter: Images of the session for @lesliehowsam #sharp16
#history #19thc https://t.co/hSDLvksGsh
7/21/2016 2:00:22 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: Spikes followed by sharp drops [in the chart on
copyright renewals] most likely due to rule anomalies #s11e #SH…
7/21/2016 2:00:41 PM
peasandpoetry: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: "Copyright was achieved by fixation...
that means writing it down. Lawyers love these words" #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 2:01:00 PM
genschaffner: wish I was at that session too #sharp16 check out 3-part history of Sion
on the Lambeth blog https://t.co/WGOQHN15h4 https://t.co/EFYidBhOGH
7/21/2016 2:01:05 PM
harrietBsouth: RT @mhbeals: .@iangadd copyright a relationship rather than a thing
#sharp16
7/21/2016 2:01:10 PM
Shaf_Towheed: #11c Sutaria: notes British in India Oral History Archive by Charles
Allen & BBC #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:01:11 PM
eyeona: Sion library raised 1200£ in year one. Small & big benefactors books. Book
plates: written and printed emphasising provenance.#sharp16 #11g

7/21/2016 2:01:12 PM
peasandpoetry: RT @genschaffner: (cf. Rachel Buurma's "SLo Metadata" in END (Early
Novels Database), too?https://t.co/VN21uCahb1?) #sharp16 https://t.co/2…
7/21/2016 2:01:14 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: What books came in? Some random donations, some planned
acquisitions. #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:01:34 PM
khj5c: Susannah Bingham Buck is doing a deep dive into the marginalia in a collection of
Joanna Southcott's works #sharp16 #s11j
7/21/2016 2:01:48 PM
EarlyNovelsDB: RT @genschaffner: (cf. Rachel Buurma's "SLo Metadata" in END (Early
Novels Database), too?https://t.co/VN21uCahb1?) #sharp16 https://t.co/2…
7/21/2016 2:02:25 PM
andiesilva: BTW, if you've never seen/taught w. A Fair(y) Use Tale check it out.Great
video on Copyright/Fair Use https://t.co/LUGp7Nl9qu #SHARP16 #s11e
7/21/2016 2:02:59 PM
eyeona: Gifts from many London parish ministers (moral pressure!), secular sources
too. Greek Orthodox Hours via merchant from Moscow.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:03:05 PM
MeganPeiser: RT @bookhistories: Congratulations Kristina Lundblad (my former
supervisor!) for winning the 2016 DeLong Book History Prize! Great work, we…
7/21/2016 2:03:08 PM
oakknollbooks: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina
Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 2:03:21 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: Typologies are hard: @hobbb trying 2 find
correspondences genres/formats in historical articles in late19c British local new…
7/21/2016 2:03:28 PM
alisakbeer: RT @andiesilva: BTW, if you've never seen/taught w. A Fair(y) Use Tale
check it out.Great video on Copyright/Fair Use https://t.co/LUGp7Nl9…
7/21/2016 2:03:44 PM
eyeona: Some donations more considered. E.g. 1629 Paul Pindar (merchant,
ambassador to Ottomans). Gifted Greek mss.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:04:17 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: when the copyright office switched to electronic registration,
it caused a huge backlog #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 2:04:34 PM
alisakbeer: Mandelbrote: Donors vary widely--collectors, religious, customs official, etc.
Gift book is fascinating! #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:04:35 PM
eyeona: John Lightfoot: 1631 don. books about Poland, Bohemia, Moravia. Walter
Travers posthumous bequest rabbinics. #sharp16 #11g

7/21/2016 2:05:33 PM
gregg_sh: Fascinating tweets out of #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:06:42 PM
eyeona: Authors donating own work. Book trade did not escape, says Mandelbrote: e.g.
George Thomason gives Atlas.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:08:15 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: "People have always been claiming rights far in excess of
what copyright actually grants" #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 2:10:17 PM
jotis13: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Rosen: "People have always been claiming rights far in
excess of what copyright actually grants" #s11e #SHARP16
7/21/2016 2:10:22 PM
eyeona: Gge Walker fundraised frm drapers, haberdashers, salters (& other
parishioners) raising 110k.1st purchase? 2 Babli Talmuds.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:10:24 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CitizenWald: .@sharporg Book Prize goes to: Kristina Sundblad for
BOUND TO BE MODERN, on publishers' cloth bindings #sharp16 https://t.…
7/21/2016 2:10:25 PM
jotis13: Rosen limiting himself to the easiest data to access, for starters, agrees more
complex data extraction good idea for future #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:12:06 PM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #11c Sutaria: notes British in India Oral History
Archive by Charles Allen & BBC #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:12:09 PM
eyeona: Each book logs donors individually. 18 vols of Talmud. Already rare Bomberg
edn. (-1548). £26. From? 1st 2nd-hand catalogue.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:12:17 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jotis13: A book already on my to-read list, it looks fantastic
#sharp16 https://t.co/l3WUHstKfV
7/21/2016 2:13:07 PM
praymurray: RT @bethlrx: Joshi suggests a "joie de livre" #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:13:33 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mollyhardy: DeLong Book History Prize commendation to NICK
HOPWOOD for Haeckel's Embryos: IMAGES, EVOLUTION, AND FRAUD #sharp16 https:/…
7/21/2016 2:13:37 PM
praymurray: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #11c Joshi: new Indian fiction eg Bhagat circulates
across languages & platforms - unlike Booker feted elite IndoAnglian…
7/21/2016 2:14:10 PM
eyeona: Featherstone fetched frm Venice (w. Frankfurt Fair disturbed): counter
reformation. Hebrew books, oddly numbered--cldnt read!#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:14:17 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Call out to SHARPists & DH people @sharpparis2016 #sharp16
https://t.co/uTBHwTs52u

7/21/2016 2:15:29 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @jotis13: Sharp 2018 approved a few hours ago - will be hosted by
Western Sidney University. #sharp18 #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:15:32 PM
drjanepotter: RT @bethlrx: Joshi suggests a "joie de livre" #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:15:56 PM
jotis13: On constructing a dataset: "I'm in a privliged position because I'm talking about
10 years... that's nothing." @mollyhardy #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:16:15 PM
eyeona: Featherstone and apprentice Martin gave other books incl. Chinese, more
Hebrew.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:18:33 PM
aasearle: RT @EpistolaryBrown: .@GrubStreetWomen Richard Wellington, publisher of
Behn in the 1690s, experimented with title page adverts #s10g #SHAR…
7/21/2016 2:19:39 PM
eyeona: Fire of 1666 ends donations. Burning buildings incl. property. But folios and
quartos saved---taken to Charterhouse.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:19:49 PM
CindyErmus: RT @HistorioBLOG: "Books as Revolutionary Objects in Iran" by Naghmeh
Sohrabi #sharp16 #TBT https://t.co/jfrXZrrUYb
7/21/2016 2:20:52 PM
andiesilva: #S11e Q&A: @belladead makes great point about constructing databases
with broad research questions in mind #humanINthehumanities #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:21:01 PM
Shaf_Towheed: On for SHARPists working on reading & marginalia & modernism
#sharp16 @sharpparis2016 https://t.co/uT90mBNvEE
7/21/2016 2:21:05 PM
eyeona: Early items of Sion now in Lambeth Palace Library being catalogued. So ends
Mandelbrote.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:21:14 PM
lornamhughes: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Call out to SHARPists & DH people
@sharpparis2016 #sharp16 https://t.co/uTBHwTs52u
7/21/2016 2:21:33 PM
eyeona: Excel Office 2016 does surprising maps. Extra takeaway from #sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:22:11 PM
alisakbeer: RT @andiesilva: #S11e Q&A: @belladead makes great point about
constructing databases with broad research questions in mind #humanINthehuman…
7/21/2016 2:22:28 PM
andiesilva: RT @Shaf_Towheed: On for SHARPists working on reading & marginalia &
modernism #sharp16 @sharpparis2016 https://t.co/uT90mBNvEE
7/21/2016 2:22:39 PM
alisakbeer: RT @jotis13: On constructing a dataset: "I'm in a privliged position because
I'm talking about 10 years... that's nothing." @mollyhardy #s1…

7/21/2016 2:22:43 PM
_MattShaw: RT @DrSKBarker: Rules in Syon library in mid C17 - don't lean on books,
put stuff back & get out when bell rings at end of day #pluscachang…
7/21/2016 2:22:59 PM
eyeona: Q re: Sion: Jewish readership in England then? A: London, Oxford, Camb
normally. No obvious Jews.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:23:09 PM
bittenpub: RT @Shaf_Towheed: On for SHARPists working on reading & marginalia &
modernism #sharp16 @sharpparis2016 https://t.co/uT90mBNvEE
7/21/2016 2:23:17 PM
bittenpub: RT @andiesilva: BTW, if you've never seen/taught w. A Fair(y) Use Tale
check it out.Great video on Copyright/Fair Use https://t.co/LUGp7Nl9…
7/21/2016 2:24:26 PM
eyeona: Q: how Scots pay Antwerp? A: hypothesis= Merchants received.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:24:30 PM
AnneWelsh: RT @Shaf_Towheed: On for SHARPists working on reading & marginalia &
modernism #sharp16 @sharpparis2016 https://t.co/uT90mBNvEE
7/21/2016 2:24:38 PM
drjanepotter: RT @Shaf_Towheed: On for SHARPists working on reading & marginalia &
modernism #sharp16 @sharpparis2016 https://t.co/uT90mBNvEE
7/21/2016 2:25:35 PM
eyeona: Q: Having an army bookseller about pillaging and conquest? A: not obv.
learned books. Same person also binder. #sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:25:40 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: ☹ #sharp16 https://t.co/inGTVSTP7A
7/21/2016 2:26:09 PM
bittenpub: Fascinating first visit to #sharp16 sad I had to miss last sessions. See you all
again! https://t.co/6AenjYMV10
7/21/2016 2:26:11 PM
eyeona: Q: contact with Amsterdam rabbinic Hebraists? Who read Hebrew? Broughton
earlier. A: Sion circle dvlps quickly w Lightfoot.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:26:48 PM
eyeona: A: Also items of Featherstone's catalogue bought by Bodleian. Some multiples.
Arabic scholarship too: catch-up era.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:27:56 PM
eyeona: Q: Plantin--qualitative moment of Calvinist regime? A: trying circumstances but
equally Scots context good. Money in accounts.#sharp16 #11g
7/21/2016 2:30:19 PM
jotis13: RT @bittenpub: Fascinating first visit to #sharp16 sad I had to miss last
sessions. See you all again! https://t.co/6AenjYMV10
7/21/2016 2:30:27 PM
astonclinton_rt: RT @eyeona: Q re: Sion: Jewish readership in England then? A:
London, Oxford, Camb normally. No obvious Jews.#sharp16 #11g

7/21/2016 2:32:05 PM
Marie_LSJ: Who's up for drinks? Meeting in the main hall! Wearing a purple dress which
looks like I'm going out dancing, not conferencing... #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:32:19 PM
JocHargrave: RT @Shaf_Towheed: On for SHARPists working on reading & marginalia &
modernism #sharp16 @sharpparis2016 https://t.co/uT90mBNvEE
7/21/2016 2:34:43 PM
JocHargrave: RT @lisejaillant: Beth Le Roux encouraging submissions to the Book
History Essay Prize for graduate students: https://t.co/8CnNIDPacP @SHAR…
7/21/2016 2:35:08 PM
JocHargrave: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 2:35:29 PM
JocHargrave: RT @JasonEnsor: The humanities by its very nature is always in crisis
because it makes us uncomfortable by holding a mirror up to our activ…
7/21/2016 2:35:37 PM
nsioki: A big THANK YOU to the people with the elegant vests who so kindly supported
us @sharp Paris 2016 #sharp16. https://t.co/ZfTssFNeB2
7/21/2016 2:35:54 PM
JocHargrave: RT @gregg_sh: Fascinating tweets out of #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:38:05 PM
philipspalmer: RT @Shaf_Towheed: On for SHARPists working on reading & marginalia
& modernism #sharp16 @sharpparis2016 https://t.co/uT90mBNvEE
7/21/2016 2:38:31 PM
pb49er: Coldiron: the translator is a coauthor that forever changes the language, but
beeds textual mediation #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:42:18 PM
kathiiberens: Thank u live tweeters, especially @EpistolaryBrown, for fantastic
coverage of @acoldiron1’s #sharp16 keynote “Translation, Paratext Design."
7/21/2016 2:44:58 PM
pj1217: #sharp16 great ppr by Erin Smith on paradoxes of women crime writers from
1940s https://t.co/ZgBxmmPZtQ
7/21/2016 2:45:02 PM
ladonzelle: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 2:49:21 PM
DanielRyanMorse: Priya Joshi retrofitting the theory of the novel at #sharp16
https://t.co/Rro27529di
7/21/2016 2:49:24 PM
DanielRyanMorse: Sejal Sutaria on oral archives at #sharp16 https://t.co/anvqsNyCjr
7/21/2016 2:50:32 PM
pj1217: #sharp16 fabulous paper on UK oral archives n colonial India by Sejal Sutaria.
https://t.co/V9jafJIM8P

7/21/2016 2:51:29 PM
beyondcitation: RT @jotis13: .@mollyhardy looking at the first copyright claim made
by an African American in the new USA 1793 #s11e #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:52:15 PM
khj5c: I've surrendered my spot on the #sharp16 Versailles Heritage library tour; please
contact the organizers if you are interested in taking it.
7/21/2016 2:54:44 PM
singingscholar: RT @khj5c: I'm going rah-rah-rah to @mazarines making the case for
precise description & preservation of material evidence of book use #sha…
7/21/2016 2:54:50 PM
CorsairQueen: RT @DrSKBarker: Rules in Syon library in mid C17 - don't lean on
books, put stuff back & get out when bell rings at end of day #pluscachang…
7/21/2016 2:57:23 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Elisa Marazzi: Barbanera almanachs were only
products addressed to 'common readers' in Perugia, Italy in the early modern pe…
7/21/2016 2:58:16 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: (The almanach is apparently still running?
https://t.co/wuds6i6hmq #sharp16)
7/21/2016 2:58:21 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Marazzi: the name Barbanera (perhaps legendary 18c
astronomer, astrologer & philosopher) was used for almanachs by other pub…
7/21/2016 2:58:24 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Marazzi: agendas are a genre that evolved from
almanachs... (interesting qualification of agendas as a genre!) #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:58:28 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Marazzi: almanachs in the 19c discussed self-help, and
in the 20c, current news (even though these are yearly publications!)…
7/21/2016 2:58:42 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Gary Kelly goes over a book history of fun! 1730s, first
appearence of "fun" in book titles, also associated with the theatr…
7/21/2016 2:58:45 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Kelly: "fun" had national implications (different for
English, Scottish, Irish), now "fun" is claimed to be essentially Amer…
7/21/2016 2:58:48 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Kelly: fun part of male sociability, & of the women who
enjoyed that sort of company, Austen only using it for Lydia Bennet…
7/21/2016 2:58:59 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Kelly: fun associated with 6-penny print in early 19c,
part of a plebian modernity visited by elite flâneurs, see Life in Lo…
7/21/2016 2:59:02 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Kelly: Fairburn reprinted early popular chapbook texts
alongside novels, political burlesque, forming a certain radical mode…

7/21/2016 2:59:10 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Take a look at a 250-year-old American ad analyzed by
@TradeCardCarl https://t.co/LsvtxPkg0l #sharp16
7/21/2016 2:59:23 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Looking into the patriotic appeals of the early American
press through their advertisements in other periodicals w/ @TradeCa…
7/21/2016 2:59:27 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Bold! @TradeCardCarl explains some publishers did
not pay for the advertisements, appealing to their colleagues' patriotism…
7/21/2016 2:59:33 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: "American editions" could have a material resonance
notes @TradeCardCarl from the ads: made in the USA with American materia…
7/21/2016 2:59:40 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: "Chronological Table of American Events" as extra of
the New-York Magazine,to be constructed through crowd-sourcing @TradeCa…
7/21/2016 2:59:44 PM
TradeCardCarl: RT @Marie_LSJ: Wonderful wrap-up by @TradeCardCarl: ads in
periodicals guided their readers as they "adopted the role of citizen consumers"…
7/21/2016 2:59:49 PM
singingscholar: Jean-Yves Mollier has been so consistently gracious! Also, now
impressively making jokes about Greek tragedy. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:00:17 PM
jotis13: Finally have a functioning translator and settling in for the closing keynote of
#sharp16
7/21/2016 3:01:15 PM
andiesilva: Our final event of #sharp16 is a roundtable in honor of Roger Chartier. At
peak exhaustion but this is a can't-miss.
7/21/2016 3:02:37 PM
mhbeals: RT @andiesilva: Our final event of #sharp16 is a roundtable in honor of Roger
Chartier. At peak exhaustion but this is a can't-miss.
7/21/2016 3:03:22 PM
singingscholar: Insatiable curiosity (Kipling allusion en français) such a lovely thing to
praise in a scholar! (J.Y. Mollier on Roger Chartier.) #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:03:24 PM
ClaireSquires: Will anyone at #sharp16 be heading back to Cambridge (UK) & be willing
to carry a (heavy-ish) book for me? Pls dm if so #sharp16 @SHARPorg
7/21/2016 3:03:41 PM
mazarines: Many, many thanks to the incredibly helpful #sharp16 volunteers! Merci
pour tout. (And I still want a souvenir vest) https://t.co/2K6T1HKI9v
7/21/2016 3:04:06 PM
ECFjournal: RT @andiesilva: Our final event of #sharp16 is a roundtable in honor of
Roger Chartier. At peak exhaustion but this is a can't-miss.

7/21/2016 3:04:35 PM
clancynewyork: RT @sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on
Kindle Popular Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @cl…
7/21/2016 3:05:05 PM
singingscholar: RT @mazarines: Many, many thanks to the incredibly helpful #sharp16
volunteers! Merci pour tout. (And I still want a souvenir vest) https:/…
7/21/2016 3:05:12 PM
mhbeals: RT @ClaireSquires: Will anyone at #sharp16 be heading back to Cambridge
(UK) & be willing to carry a (heavy-ish) book for me? Pls dm if so…
7/21/2016 3:05:17 PM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @nsioki: A big THANK YOU to the people with the elegant vests
who so kindly supported us @sharp Paris 2016 #sharp16. https://t.co/ZfTssF…
7/21/2016 3:05:19 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @CitizenWald: DYK @sharporg also gives a graduate student essay
prize?This year's winner is about the Appleton publishing co. in NY--& u…
7/21/2016 3:05:52 PM
jotis13: RT @ClaireSquires: Will anyone at #sharp16 be heading back to Cambridge
(UK) & be willing to carry a (heavy-ish) book for me? Pls dm if so…
7/21/2016 3:05:57 PM
mazarines: Mollier: Chartier worked tirelessly, including at the airport, where the
telephone never rings. (Alas, no more.) #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:07:55 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @ConstantinidouN: @edinburghchb Currently researching 16th c
printing in Greek (esp the classics) in Western Europe, #iambookhistory #sh…
7/21/2016 3:09:11 PM
JocHargrave: RT @mazarines: Many, many thanks to the incredibly helpful #sharp16
volunteers! Merci pour tout. (And I still want a souvenir vest) https:/…
7/21/2016 3:09:21 PM
andiesilva: Great intro by J.Y. Mollier. We had the honor to host Chartier at our
@WayneGEMS symposium in 2014. A brilliant + kind scholar #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:09:37 PM
JocHargrave: RT @EpistolaryBrown: FYI #SHARP16, the text of last year's keynotes is
now available: https://t.co/sFHCDNxR7K
7/21/2016 3:10:57 PM
GeorgeSimmers: RT @drjanepotter: 'I can't imagine anything to be 'too trivial' for a
bibliographic-based discipline such as ours.' Simone Murray #sharp16…
7/21/2016 3:11:05 PM
digitalpigeons: Thrilled for the opportunity to enjoy the closing round table on the work
and influence of Roger Chartier on l'histoire du livre #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:12:03 PM
mhbeals: RT @digitalpigeons: Thrilled for the opportunity to enjoy the closing round
table on the work and influence of Roger Chartier on l'histoire…

7/21/2016 3:13:00 PM
sharpicecream: Des glaces pour tous! Merci! #sharp16 https://t.co/oo9FL4HI7K
7/21/2016 3:13:10 PM
singingscholar: Mollier: "Je ne suis pas sûr que l'essentiel de la pensée de Roger
Chartier soit dans ses livres." Rather articles & relationships. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:13:37 PM
AlexisWeedon: #sharp16 thanks to the plenary translators in the plenary of the
conference
7/21/2016 3:15:35 PM
EpistolaryBrown: Fascinating aspect of final roundtable on Roger Chartier's influence:
scholars' tales of changing research interests & fluid fields #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:16:01 PM
singingscholar: Chartier's work as inspiring passionate reading, providing "un cadre
historique et méthodologique" for interdisciplinary work. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:17:27 PM
JocHargrave: RT @sharpicecream: Des glaces pour tous! Merci! #sharp16
https://t.co/oo9FL4HI7K
7/21/2016 3:19:10 PM
clionauta_ap: RT @ActuaLitte: [DIRECT] À 17h, on retransmet la conférence de Roger
Chartier donnée à @laBnF pr #sharp16 : https://t.co/FdaA1cradb https:/…
7/21/2016 3:19:22 PM
mhbeals: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Fascinating aspect of final roundtable on Roger
Chartier's influence: scholars' tales of changing research interests &…
7/21/2016 3:20:02 PM
sharpicecream: Dear @SHARP2017, I don't suppose it might be possible to have an ice
cream van for #sharp17? Je demande pour les copains #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:20:46 PM
digitalpigeons: Yes! It must be exhausting but we really appreciate it! #sharp16
https://t.co/mqfeni5sN8
7/21/2016 3:21:32 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: Will anyone at #sharp16 be heading back to Cambridge
(UK) & be willing to carry a (heavy-ish) book for me? Pls dm if so…
7/21/2016 3:22:02 PM
LCVSLeeds: RT @IanHesketh: I will be discussing large-scale forms of history in panel
11a on the Languages of History at 3pm #sharp16 https://t.co/QEI…
7/21/2016 3:23:00 PM
bl_magnacarta: RT @HistorioBLOG: "Books as Revolutionary Objects in Iran" by
Naghmeh Sohrabi #sharp16 #TBT https://t.co/jfrXZrrUYb
7/21/2016 3:23:51 PM
singingscholar: Alain Vaillant: "La nostalgie est toujours un mauvais conseiller." /
"Nostalgia is always a bad guide." #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:24:19 PM

SHARPorg: RT @jotis13: .@iangadd discussing growth of diversity in @SHARPorg
particularly as an international society. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:25:47 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mollyhardy: Look out for Lingua Franca: Book Studies in Translation, a
new publication from @SHARPorg, says @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:25:54 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 1/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation to
Nick Hopwood for Haeckel's Embryos https://t.co/ASdnZ6w0Qf @UChicagoPre…
7/21/2016 3:26:14 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 2/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation to
Kate Loveman for Samuel Pepys & his Books https://t.co/9BKY9Pi9Y5 @OUPA…
7/21/2016 3:26:19 PM
EpistolaryBrown: The speakers "cannot be reduced to their academic discipline"
#sharp16
7/21/2016 3:26:20 PM
digitalpigeons: @sharpicecream @SHARP2017 ice-cream+Nanaimo bars (like, Nanaimo
bar ice-cream...)Also asking for a friend. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:26:24 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina
Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 3:26:24 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mollyhardy: Huge congratulations to @kdhighland for winning the
@SHARPorg Book History graduate essay prize for work on 19C NYC publish…
7/21/2016 3:26:33 PM
SHARPorg: RT @lisejaillant: Beth Le Roux encouraging submissions to the Book History
Essay Prize for graduate students: https://t.co/8CnNIDPacP @SHAR…
7/21/2016 3:26:46 PM
gbarnhisel: RT @mollyhardy: Huge congratulations to @kdhighland for winning the
@SHARPorg Book History graduate essay prize for work on 19C NYC publish…
7/21/2016 3:27:23 PM
SHARPorg: RT @EpistolaryBrown: 24-29 June, 2018: SHARP Sydney @iangadd
#SHARP16
7/21/2016 3:27:30 PM
iangadd: RT @andiesilva: .@iangadd Shout out to Twitter and its great value for
academic work and conference. SHARP has embraced it fully, when wifi…
7/21/2016 3:27:56 PM
iangadd: RT @EpistolaryBrown: Live note taking and footnoting, link spreading, and
amplifying conversations: Conference Twitter explained by @iangad…
7/21/2016 3:27:58 PM
iangadd: RT @tmg7d: #sharp16 @iangadd : conference tweeting offers live notetaking, live footnoting, problem reporting, conversational opportunities
7/21/2016 3:28:05 PM
vivdunstan: The City of Literature: 40 Books Set in Paris #sharp16
https://t.co/YVJ3BPZHSW

7/21/2016 3:28:22 PM
mazarines: Merci, @sharpparis2016, @SHARPorg, #sharp16 volunteers, & live
translators. Oh, & @sharpicecream.
7/21/2016 3:28:22 PM
singingscholar: Am very sympathetic to Gisele Sapiro's condemnation of presentist
(chiefly US) model of social studies that marginalizes history. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:28:27 PM
helensonner: RT @singingscholar: Chartier's work as inspiring passionate reading,
providing "un cadre historique et méthodologique" for interdisciplinar…
7/21/2016 3:28:52 PM
lisejaillant: Gisèle Sapiro on Roger Chartier's dialogue with Pierre Bourdieu; see "Le
sociologue et l'historien" (2010) https://t.co/7vEAWh4OBf #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:28:56 PM
singingscholar: RT @lisejaillant: Gisèle Sapiro on Roger Chartier's dialogue with Pierre
Bourdieu; see "Le sociologue et l'historien" (2010) https://t.co/7…
7/21/2016 3:29:50 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Dear @SHARP2017, I don't suppose it might be
possible to have an ice cream van for #sharp17? Je demande pour les copains…
7/21/2016 3:29:51 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: Merci, @sharpparis2016, @SHARPorg, #sharp16
volunteers, & live translators. Oh, & @sharpicecream.
7/21/2016 3:31:13 PM
SHARPorg: RT @digitalpigeons: Yes! It must be exhausting but we really appreciate it!
#sharp16 https://t.co/mqfeni5sN8
7/21/2016 3:31:39 PM
helensonner: RT @andiesilva: .@iangadd Shout out to Twitter and its great value for
academic work and conference. SHARP has embraced it fully, when wifi…
7/21/2016 3:31:42 PM
SHARPorg: RT @khj5c: I've surrendered my spot on the #sharp16 Versailles Heritage
library tour; please contact the organizers if you are interested i…
7/21/2016 3:31:57 PM
JocHargrave: @digitalpigeons @AlexisWeedon Sadly my device is not working and my
tired brain is having trouble translating such rapid speech. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:32:04 PM
SHARPorg: RT @andiesilva: Our final event of #sharp16 is a roundtable in honor of
Roger Chartier. At peak exhaustion but this is a can't-miss.
7/21/2016 3:32:09 PM
SHARPorg: RT @nsioki: A big THANK YOU to the people with the elegant vests who so
kindly supported us @sharp Paris 2016 #sharp16. https://t.co/ZfTssF…
7/21/2016 3:32:26 PM
rachellynchase: RT @bookhistories: Congratulations Kristina Lundblad (my former
supervisor!) for winning the 2016 DeLong Book History Prize! Great work, we…

7/21/2016 3:32:26 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: Many, many thanks to the incredibly helpful #sharp16
volunteers! Merci pour tout. (And I still want a souvenir vest) https:/…
7/21/2016 3:32:31 PM
SHARPorg: RT @vivdunstan: The City of Literature: 40 Books Set in Paris #sharp16
https://t.co/YVJ3BPZHSW
7/21/2016 3:32:58 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina
Lundblad for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 3:33:00 PM
SHARPorg: RT @lisejaillant: Gisèle Sapiro on Roger Chartier's dialogue with Pierre
Bourdieu; see "Le sociologue et l'historien" (2010) https://t.co/7…
7/21/2016 3:33:07 PM
rachellynchase: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 2/2 DeLong Book Prize
commendation to Kate Loveman for Samuel Pepys & his Books https://t.co/9BKY9Pi9Y5
@OUPA…
7/21/2016 3:33:08 PM
mhbeals: RT @singingscholar: Am very sympathetic to Gisele Sapiro's condemnation of
presentist (chiefly US) model of social studies that marginalize…
7/21/2016 3:34:20 PM
ILoveCopyright: RT @mazarines: Merci, @sharpparis2016, @SHARPorg, #sharp16
volunteers, & live translators. Oh, & @sharpicecream.
7/21/2016 3:35:54 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @singingscholar: Chartier's work as inspiring passionate reading,
providing "un cadre historique et méthodologique" for interdisciplinar…
7/21/2016 3:37:24 PM
Ted_Underwood: Gotta say, the tweets from #sharp16 are making it look like an
awfully good conference.
7/21/2016 3:38:47 PM
celinea43: RT @Shaf_Towheed: On for SHARPists working on reading & marginalia &
modernism #sharp16 @sharpparis2016 https://t.co/uT90mBNvEE
7/21/2016 3:40:00 PM
singingscholar: Françoise Benhamou praises Chartier's consideration of the book as
both text & object, both personal & collective property. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:40:46 PM
mazarines: Françoise Banhamou notes that relationship to a book is personal &
collective. Economically speaking, both a public & private good. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:40:58 PM
jotis13: @Ted_Underwood it is a fantastic conference - big enough to have diverse
offerings, small enough to be congenial, great folks #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:41:07 PM
sharpicecream: @mazarines @sharpparis2016 @SHARPorg #sharp16

7/21/2016 3:41:39 PM
sharpicecream: RT @mazarines: Merci, @sharpparis2016, @SHARPorg, #sharp16
volunteers, & live translators. Oh, & @sharpicecream.
7/21/2016 3:42:16 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: Françoise Banhamou notes that relationship to a book is
personal & collective. Economically speaking, both a public & privat…
7/21/2016 3:42:42 PM
sharpicecream: @Ted_Underwood have an ice cream Ted #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:43:00 PM
unoeunolab: The latest The unoeunolab Daily! https://t.co/sNYtbP3Syk Thanks to
@aforisticamente #rncincle #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:45:34 PM
singingscholar: Benhamou speaks of rupture/revolution of ebooks/livres numériques,
"plus radicale que celle de l'imprimerie." Hmm...! #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:47:03 PM
singingscholar: Benhamou: ebooks/livres numériques as still having dual identity of
books as text & object, but in a new form. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:47:43 PM
glennhroe: RT @Ted_Underwood: Gotta say, the tweets from #sharp16 are making it
look like an awfully good conference.
7/21/2016 3:48:11 PM
mazarines: Benhamou posits that the digital revolution is more radical than the printing
revolution. Categories disappear, fragment. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:48:59 PM
mazarines: RT @singingscholar: Benhamou: ebooks/livres numériques as still having
dual identity of books as text & object, but in a new form. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:49:53 PM
singingscholar: Lodovica Braida: Chartier has contributed to historians no longer
having "monopoly over representation of the past." #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:49:56 PM
mazarines: I'd say that categories may transform or morph, but don't disappear.
[Twitter annotation to conference talk.] #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:51:07 PM
JocHargrave: RT @mazarines: I'd say that categories may transform or morph, but
don't disappear. [Twitter annotation to conference talk.] #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:51:45 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: Lodovica Braida: Chartier has contributed to historians
no longer having "monopoly over representation of the past." #s…
7/21/2016 3:52:34 PM
singingscholar: Braida: Chartier's work also reminds us not to underestimate the
constraints of vocabulary on how we frame/analyze history. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:53:19 PM

SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: Braida: Chartier's work also reminds us not to
underestimate the constraints of vocabulary on how we frame/analyze hist…
7/21/2016 3:54:29 PM
mazarines: RT @singingscholar: Braida: Chartier's work also reminds us not to
underestimate the constraints of vocabulary on how we frame/analyze hist…
7/21/2016 3:54:53 PM
singingscholar: Braida: reading, re: Chartier, never abstract, but rooted in practices
and places; an act always with significant context. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:57:26 PM
PodevinFlorian: RT @CHCSCuvsq: Présentation de DEF19, le dictionnaire des éditeurs
fr. du XIXe, congrès #sharp16 @CHCSCuvsq https://t.co/Mv0A704KQc https:/…
7/21/2016 3:58:10 PM
mazarines: Lodovica Braida: Chartier says reading is not an abstract act, but becomes
concrete in context. It has its own history, practices. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:58:56 PM
singingscholar: Braida's image of Chartier "voyageant parmi les textes" of early
modern authors is such a lovely one. #sharp16
7/21/2016 3:59:40 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mazarines: Lodovica Braida: Chartier says reading is not an abstract
act, but becomes concrete in context. It has its own history, prac…
7/21/2016 4:00:43 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: Braida's image of Chartier "voyageant parmi les textes"
of early modern authors is such a lovely one. #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:00:49 PM
singingscholar: Braida: Chartier has forced us to interrogate the truism "Verba volant,
scripta manent." Writing not permanent, but fluid. #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:03:18 PM
lisejaillant: Lodovica Braida: Chartier's ability to "listen to the dead with the eyes"
("écouter les morts avec les yeux") #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:03:47 PM
singingscholar: RT @lisejaillant: Lodovica Braida: Chartier's ability to "listen to the
dead with the eyes" ("écouter les morts avec les yeux") #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:04:42 PM
mazarines: Braida: Author archives can be seen as a part of the published work &
unseparated from it. Me: Alas, so expensive to acquire!#sharp16
7/21/2016 4:04:52 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mollyhardy: Look out for Lingua Franca: Book Studies in
Translation, a new publication from @SHARPorg, says @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:05:04 PM
sharpicecream: Beaucoup de glaces pour Roger #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:05:14 PM
singingscholar: Chartier praises the generosity of his colleagues' reading of his work...
and references Beaumarchais' Figaro, to my delight! #sharp16

7/21/2016 4:05:20 PM
SHARPorg: RT @lisejaillant: Lodovica Braida: Chartier's ability to "listen to the dead
with the eyes" ("écouter les morts avec les yeux") #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:07:18 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: Braida: Chartier has forced us to interrogate the truism
"Verba volant, scripta manent." Writing not permanent, but flu…
7/21/2016 4:07:24 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: Chartier praises the generosity of his colleagues'
reading of his work... and references Beaumarchais' Figaro, to my de…
7/21/2016 4:07:30 PM
mazarines: Roger Chartier! Yes, I noticed he was taking notes as his colleagues spoke.
#sharp16 https://t.co/QN5M2f86PX
7/21/2016 4:07:34 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: Beaucoup de glaces pour Roger #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:07:36 PM
CitizenWald: Roger Chartier responds to appreciations of his work as pioneer of modern
#book #history @sharpparis2016 #sharp16 https://t.co/nwbmpjqdTU
7/21/2016 4:08:11 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CitizenWald: Roger Chartier responds to appreciations of his work as
pioneer of modern #book #history @sharpparis2016 #sharp16 https://…
7/21/2016 4:12:38 PM
singingscholar: Chartier speaks of how texts & their materiality shape reading practices
and cultures across time & translation. #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:14:10 PM
JocHargrave: RT @mazarines: Lodovica Braida: Chartier says reading is not an abstract
act, but becomes concrete in context. It has its own history, prac…
7/21/2016 4:16:58 PM
JocHargrave: RT @lisejaillant: Lodovica Braida: Chartier's ability to "listen to the dead
with the eyes" ("écouter les morts avec les yeux") #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:17:03 PM
mhbeals: RT @singingscholar: Chartier speaks of how texts & their materiality shape
reading practices and cultures across time & translation. #sharp…
7/21/2016 4:17:45 PM
HistGeekGirl: RT @DrSKBarker: Rules in Syon library in mid C17 - don't lean on books,
put stuff back & get out when bell rings at end of day #pluscachang…
7/21/2016 4:18:09 PM
mhbeals: RT @singingscholar: Braida: reading, re: Chartier, never abstract, but rooted
in practices and places; an act always with significant conte…
7/21/2016 4:18:40 PM
mhbeals: RT @mazarines: Benhamou posits that the digital revolution is more radical
than the printing revolution. Categories disappear, fragment. #s…
7/21/2016 4:19:04 PM

mhbeals: RT @mazarines: I'd say that categories may transform or morph, but don't
disappear. [Twitter annotation to conference talk.] #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:19:16 PM
sharpicecream: When @sharpparis2016 is over I'll be available in the flavour
'saudade'/quand le congres est termine, j'aurais le parfum 'saudade' #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:19:37 PM
mazarines: Chartier: Translation not 1:1 as properties of each language are unique.
Translator can only come closer to impossible translation. #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:19:51 PM
singingscholar: RT @mazarines: Chartier: Translation not 1:1 as properties of each
language are unique. Translator can only come closer to impossible trans…
7/21/2016 4:21:18 PM
mazarines: ...I write while listening to live-translation to English of Chartier's French.
Then interpret & try to fit it into 140 characters. #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:22:16 PM
SHARPorg: RT @sharpicecream: When @sharpparis2016 is over I'll be available in the
flavour 'saudade'/quand le congres est termine, j'aurais le parfum…
7/21/2016 4:22:53 PM
singingscholar: To judge by appreciative murmur responding to Chartier, many in the
room have strong emotional connections to Don Quixote. #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:23:15 PM
franzini1971: RT @lisejaillant: Lodovica Braida: Chartier's ability to "listen to the dead
with the eyes" ("écouter les morts avec les yeux") #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:24:44 PM
clancynewyork: RT @mhbeals: "The digital interim": cultural goods lost solid form,
copies easily made, purchase vs license, ownership vs right to use #sha…
7/21/2016 4:24:54 PM
singingscholar: @HumphreyBohun The Cervantes! but I've spotted 2 opera tote bags
here & one of the organizers quoted Offenbach, so maybe both? #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:26:24 PM
mroyUPO: "French intellectual" used to be a pleonasm. Now it's an oxymoron (Chartier)
#sharp16
7/21/2016 4:26:49 PM
antoineoury: The latest Daily Bundle! https://t.co/PF16NfRB18 Thanks to @LeBonSon
@ActuaLitte #sharp16 #alife
7/21/2016 4:26:58 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @CitizenWald: Roger Chartier responds to appreciations of his work
as pioneer of modern #book #history @sharpparis2016 #sharp16 https://…
7/21/2016 4:27:59 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: Chartier: Translation not 1:1 as properties of each language
are unique. Translator can only come closer to impossible trans…
7/21/2016 4:28:12 PM
jotis13: RT @mazarines: ...I write while listening to live-translation to English of
Chartier's French. Then interpret & try to fit it into 140 char…

7/21/2016 4:28:14 PM
SHARPorg: RT @mroyUPO: "French intellectual" used to be a pleonasm. Now it's an
oxymoron (Chartier) #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:28:23 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @singingscholar: Chartier speaks of how texts & their materiality
shape reading practices and cultures across time & translation. #sharp…
7/21/2016 4:28:49 PM
tmg7d: #sharp16 Chartier: digital as rupture of object & text; one object no longer
corresponds to one text
7/21/2016 4:28:54 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @singingscholar: Braida: reading, re: Chartier, never abstract, but
rooted in practices and places; an act always with significant conte…
7/21/2016 4:28:54 PM
Moodyarchive: RT @mazarines: Benhamou posits that the digital revolution is more
radical than the printing revolution. Categories disappear, fragment. #s…
7/21/2016 4:28:57 PM
alisakbeer: RT @mazarines: Chartier: Translation not 1:1 as properties of each
language are unique. Translator can only come closer to impossible trans…
7/21/2016 4:29:25 PM
alisakbeer: RT @mazarines: ...I write while listening to live-translation to English of
Chartier's French. Then interpret & try to fit it into 140 char…
7/21/2016 4:29:33 PM
NoraCBenedict: Chartier cited Borges's lecture on "El libro" (_Borges, oral_) and my
heart melted. ☹☹#sharp16 #interdisciplinarity
7/21/2016 4:30:14 PM
SHARPorg: RT @NoraCBenedict: Chartier cited Borges's lecture on "El libro" (_Borges,
oral_) and my heart melted. ☹☹#sharp16 #interdisciplinari…
7/21/2016 4:30:57 PM
mazarines: Chartier: All that is social is reinvented in every situation. #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:31:35 PM
RareBookLibAntw: RT @mroyUPO: "French intellectual" used to be a pleonasm. Now
it's an oxymoron (Chartier) #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:32:29 PM
singingscholar: And Chartier concludes in style with a festive reference to a 15thcentury dictionary! #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:33:15 PM
tmg7d: RT @mazarines: Chartier: All that is social is reinvented in every situation.
#sharp16
7/21/2016 4:33:51 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: And Chartier concludes in style with a festive reference
to a 15th-century dictionary! #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:35:44 PM

mollyhardy: Ian Wilson, surprise guest on concluding Chartier roundtable #sharp16 -pretty cool
7/21/2016 4:35:46 PM
lesliehowsam: For the #sharp16 crowd, reading, annotation, materiality, family.
Cookbooks are #bookhistory https://t.co/gvJUdRIF2N
7/21/2016 4:37:13 PM
mollyhardy: Wilson describes Chartier as par excellence in his encyclopedic study of
culture of writing -- a lovely tribute #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:38:49 PM
AlexisWeedon: #sharp16 follow @cinderellaconf for news of the @uniofbeds conference
June 2017.
7/21/2016 4:38:53 PM
ClaireSquires: #sharp16 Jean-Yves Mollier thanks Roger Chartier on all of our behalfs
at @laBnF @sharpparis2016 @SHARPorg https://t.co/lua55sx84u
7/21/2016 4:41:31 PM
LesleyHulonce: RT @lesliehowsam: For the #sharp16 crowd, reading, annotation,
materiality, family. Cookbooks are #bookhistory https://t.co/gvJUdRIF2N
7/21/2016 4:42:02 PM
sharpicecream: I suspect the BNF boss is having an ice cream right now #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:42:23 PM
ClaireSquires: Or lost in an elevator shaft #sharp16 https://t.co/QZ9vfadTtG
7/21/2016 4:43:45 PM
sharpicecream: @AlexisWeedon no, I'm ineffable #sharp16
7/21/2016 4:44:28 PM
sharpicecream: A million ice creams to everyone involved in @sharpparis2016
#sharp16
7/21/2016 4:47:27 PM
singingscholar: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp16 Jean-Yves Mollier thanks Roger Chartier
on all of our behalfs at @laBnF @sharpparis2016 @SHARPorg https://t.co/…
7/21/2016 4:47:35 PM
AlexisWeedon: @sharpicecream #sharp16 for those reading this later - we had a pause
in the proceedings in the Auditorium
7/21/2016 4:48:53 PM
mollyhardy: Here! Here! #sharp16 Thank you, @sharpparis2016! It is totally amazing
what you have pulled off here -- https://t.co/jPrMv7Sz5C
7/21/2016 4:49:14 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Three cheers for Claire Parfait!!! #sharp16 @SHARPorg will always have
Paris.
7/21/2016 4:50:24 PM
mollyhardy: "Perfect Claire" deserves a huge thanks -- what an amazing model of
service to this intellectual community #sharp16 @sharpparis2016
7/21/2016 4:51:28 PM

singingscholar: It was my first @SHARPorg conference... the beginning of a beautiful
friendship. #sharp16 https://t.co/aDj3tUYbIR
7/21/2016 4:51:59 PM
CitizenWald: President @iangadd closes a superb @sharpparis2016 @laBnF. On to
Victoria, British Columbia in 2017! #sharp16 https://t.co/o6Gk2qyB7o
7/21/2016 4:52:50 PM
mroyUPO: RT @mollyhardy: "Perfect Claire" deserves a huge thanks -- what an amazing
model of service to this intellectual community #sharp16 @sharpp…
7/21/2016 4:52:53 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16Sharp Paris 2016, c'est bientôt fini, snif...☹☹
https://t.co/POC2vGtPk0
7/21/2016 4:55:43 PM
eric_loy: Funny/great/predictable to see the overlap between DH tweeps and #sharp16
in my feed. Looking forward to presenting on SHARP panel #mla17!
7/21/2016 4:56:07 PM
DucasSylvie: #sharp16La directrice de la BnF salue le français, langue de culture, et les
langues de France dans leur diversité ☹☹
7/21/2016 4:57:30 PM
nsioki: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp16 Jean-Yves Mollier thanks Roger Chartier on all of
our behalfs at @laBnF @sharpparis2016 @SHARPorg https://t.co/…
7/21/2016 4:57:38 PM
praymurray: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16La directrice de la BnF salue le français,
langue de culture, et les langues de France dans leur diversité ☹☹
7/21/2016 4:59:07 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @CitizenWald: President @iangadd closes a superb @sharpparis2016
@laBnF. On to Victoria, British Columbia in 2017! #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/21/2016 5:02:31 PM
sharpicecream: #sharp16
7/21/2016 5:03:46 PM
digitalpigeons: That's it! Thanks, #sharp16! Time to drink!
7/21/2016 5:03:47 PM
NoraCBenedict: RT @sharpicecream: #sharp16
7/21/2016 5:05:28 PM
Emily_F_Brooks: RT @lisejaillant: Beth Le Roux encouraging submissions to the Book
History Essay Prize for graduate students: https://t.co/8CnNIDPacP @SHAR…
7/21/2016 5:14:51 PM
carenes: RT @NoraCBenedict: Chartier cited Borges's lecture on "El libro" (_Borges,
oral_) and my heart melted. ☹☹#sharp16 #interdisciplinari…
7/21/2016 5:27:55 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @singingscholar: Lodovica Braida: Chartier has contributed to
historians no longer having "monopoly over representation of the past." #s…
7/21/2016 5:29:27 PM

Passouline: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 5:29:28 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mazarines: Lodovica Braida: Chartier says reading is not an
abstract act, but becomes concrete in context. It has its own history, prac…
7/21/2016 5:31:19 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @mazarines: Braida: Author archives can be seen as a part of the
published work & unseparated from it. Me: Alas, so expensive to acquir…
7/21/2016 5:31:57 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @singingscholar: Braida: Chartier has forced us to interrogate the
truism "Verba volant, scripta manent." Writing not permanent, but flu…
7/21/2016 5:32:21 PM
AngeloKoblan: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 5:35:01 PM
laBnF: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 5:35:42 PM
Camille_Eelen: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 5:37:27 PM
DannyDPurb: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 5:38:13 PM
harrietBsouth: RT @mazarines: Benhamou posits that the digital revolution is more
radical than the printing revolution. Categories disappear, fragment. #s…
7/21/2016 5:42:41 PM
harrietBsouth: RT @singingscholar: Braida: reading, re: Chartier, never abstract, but
rooted in practices and places; an act always with significant conte…
7/21/2016 5:43:14 PM
MarinaSofia8: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg 2/2 DeLong Book Prize commendation
to Kate Loveman for Samuel Pepys & his Books https://t.co/9BKY9Pi9Y5 @OUPA…
7/21/2016 5:43:25 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp16 Jean-Yves Mollier thanks Roger Chartier
on all of our behalfs at @laBnF @sharpparis2016 @SHARPorg https://t.co/…
7/21/2016 5:45:05 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: A million ice creams to everyone involved in
@sharpparis2016 #sharp16 …
7/21/2016 5:45:47 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Three cheers for Claire Parfait!!! #sharp16
@SHARPorg will always have Paris.
7/21/2016 5:46:14 PM
ilyenkov_et_al: RT @Shaf_Towheed: #11c Morse using Lukacs to read Adiga's The
White Tiger - mapping aspects of the historical novel #sharp16

7/21/2016 5:46:34 PM
ilyenkov_et_al: RT @Shaf_Towheed: 11c Joshi: all theories of the novel have been
European & 18/19thC based, e.g. Watt, Lukacs, Bakhtin #sharp16
7/21/2016 5:46:35 PM
CLKCrompton: RT @andiesilva: Now @RayS6 and @arbuckle_alyssa now announce
#sharp17 in Victoria, BC. They have a slideshow, because DH #SHARP16
7/21/2016 5:50:15 PM
UCCHistory: RT @HistorioBLOG: "Books as Revolutionary Objects in Iran" by Naghmeh
Sohrabi #sharp16 #TBT https://t.co/jfrXZrrUYb
7/21/2016 5:53:08 PM
drjanepotter: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 5:57:39 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @mazarines: Benhamou posits that the digital revolution is more
radical than the printing revolution. Categories disappear, fragment. #s…
7/21/2016 6:00:56 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @mollyhardy: Look out for Lingua Franca: Book Studies in
Translation, a new publication from @SHARPorg, says @iangadd #sharp16
7/21/2016 6:02:10 PM
sylvianursebc: RT @sprowberry: Here's the slides from my #sharp16 presentation on
Kindle Popular Highlights from yesterday: https://t.co/4ZxjKcYayQ cc @cl…
7/21/2016 6:02:38 PM
magpie839: RT @HistorioBLOG: "Books as Revolutionary Objects in Iran" by Naghmeh
Sohrabi #sharp16 #TBT https://t.co/jfrXZrrUYb
7/21/2016 6:04:27 PM
SHARPorg: RT @singingscholar: It was my first @SHARPorg conference... the beginning
of a beautiful friendship. #sharp16 https://t.co/aDj3tUYbIR
7/21/2016 6:19:16 PM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Three cheers for Claire Parfait!!! #sharp16 @SHARPorg
will always have Paris.
7/21/2016 6:19:23 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ClaireSquires: #sharp16 Jean-Yves Mollier thanks Roger Chartier on all
of our behalfs at @laBnF @sharpparis2016 @SHARPorg https://t.co/…
7/21/2016 6:19:29 PM
readingspaces: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 6:27:32 PM
jamescosullivan: RT @andiesilva: Now @RayS6 and @arbuckle_alyssa now announce
#sharp17 in Victoria, BC. They have a slideshow, because DH #SHARP16
7/21/2016 6:36:28 PM
sussman72: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…

7/21/2016 6:39:21 PM
singingscholar: If any #sharp16 people are still thinking of @sharpicecream, I'm
thinking of https://t.co/s0safAyKHQ
7/21/2016 6:42:05 PM
VReinburg: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 6:51:55 PM
teklalneguib: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16La directrice de la BnF salue le français,
langue de culture, et les langues de France dans leur diversité ☹☹
7/21/2016 6:59:55 PM
mazarines: Thank you, excellent #sharp16 community and speakers. Extra thanks to all
who attended that final session in @B_U_LA_C too!
7/21/2016 7:01:40 PM
CRostvik: RT @Ted_Underwood: Gotta say, the tweets from #sharp16 are making it
look like an awfully good conference.
7/21/2016 7:15:05 PM
CRostvik: Watching the tweets from #sharp16 with interest- keep the tweets coming!
7/21/2016 7:16:28 PM
johnboursnell: RT @Uniformbooks: Michael Hampton's 'Unshelfmarked'“…engaging and
occasionally dizzying essays"https://t.co/mEisyVK4yo#sharp16 https://t…
7/21/2016 7:17:57 PM
maplemuse: The latest Nick's Digital Humanities Daily! https://t.co/1JD7Ma7fQt Thanks
to @edsu @mattlaschneider @AlyssaA_DHSI #rncincle #sharp16
7/21/2016 7:31:29 PM
SylvieTiron: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 7:35:25 PM
thelostms: RT @mazarines: Braida: Author archives can be seen as a part of the
published work & unseparated from it. Me: Alas, so expensive to acquir…
7/21/2016 7:36:41 PM
benoitmelancon: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 7:44:09 PM
Marie_LSJ: After-party underway at Indiana in Bercy-Village #sharp16
https://t.co/fRuvSEnQFA
7/21/2016 8:14:57 PM
pj1217: Terrific paper on audiobooks as india's contemporary paratexts by
@DanielRyanMorse #sharp16 https://t.co/31duNuRRf8
7/21/2016 8:23:41 PM
NicDarwood: With thanks to all @sharpparis2016 @SHARPorg for a fabulous conference
#sharp16
7/21/2016 8:27:36 PM

GribouilleChat: The latest livres, le Journal! https://t.co/EN6gdBzMmH Thanks to
@cgenin @Folio_livres @HerveThouzard #sharp16 #hemingway
7/21/2016 8:28:08 PM
dzorich: RT @mhbeals: "The digital interim": cultural goods lost solid form, copies easily
made, purchase vs license, ownership vs right to use #sha…
7/21/2016 8:57:13 PM
RareBookLibAntw: For aftersharp beer join us at The Frog Bercy Village! (metro cour st
emilion) #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:22:42 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @sharpicecream: A million ice creams to everyone involved in
@sharpparis2016 #sharp16 …
7/21/2016 9:30:46 PM
jourdete: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 9:30:49 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Three cheers for Claire Parfait!!! #sharp16
@SHARPorg will always have Paris.
7/21/2016 9:30:57 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @Marie_LSJ: Murray: BH reminds trad lit studies of textual
mutability, but struggles with the digital pace "Hell, we didn't mean that mu…
7/21/2016 9:31:17 PM
aedaa: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 9:34:13 PM
SHARPorg: RT @NicDarwood: With thanks to all @sharpparis2016 @SHARPorg for a
fabulous conference #sharp16
7/21/2016 9:42:11 PM
MeganPeiser: Hey #sharp16 & fellow #DHers, #biblionerd @BenjaminPauley created
this tee-proceeds to @GirlsWhoCode @BlackGirlsCode https://t.co/4PQVydfg8R
7/21/2016 9:58:05 PM
MeganPeiser: #sharp16 get your #GirlsWhoCode tee here! Proceeds to @GirlsWhoCode
& @BlackGirlsCode https://t.co/4PQVydfg8R https://t.co/xL0hxP5G5X
7/21/2016 10:00:06 PM
IreneDelage: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/21/2016 10:01:06 PM
CitizenWald: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/21/2016 10:02:41 PM
CitizenWald: #sharp16 / @sharpparis2016 may be over, but your Executive Committee
was still hard at work tonight :) https://t.co/CbwJKhaGJN
7/21/2016 10:26:22 PM
CorinnaNoRue: It's been a long week #sharp16 @SHARPorg https://t.co/aZTe5RdnZT

7/21/2016 10:52:02 PM
vonjobi: RT @praymurray: Brouillette: (expensive) creative writing degree & low entry
level salaries are prohibitive barriers to entry esp for minor…
7/21/2016 10:52:57 PM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @CitizenWald: #sharp16 / @sharpparis2016 may be over, but your
Executive Committee was still hard at work tonight :) https://t.co/CbwJKh…
7/21/2016 10:53:26 PM
vonjobi: RT @ClaireSquires: .@SHARPorg DeLong Book Prize goes to Kristina Lundblad
for Bound to be Modern https://t.co/pGIHQxllFd @oakknollbooks #sh…
7/21/2016 10:59:45 PM
Beth_driscoll: RT @bethlrx: I am especially intrigued by the idea of the India genre of
cric-lit (cricket literature). #sharp16 https://t.co/VMuxNW6irs
7/21/2016 11:49:00 PM
hellsgrannie: RT @singingscholar: Chartier speaks of how texts & their materiality
shape reading practices and cultures across time & translation. #sharp…
7/21/2016 11:52:19 PM
CorinnaNoRue: Conf day 4: BnF terrace breaks. Dozens of #bookhistory hugs. Finally,
Parisian glace @sharpicecream. Seine stroll to BnF at night #sharp16
7/22/2016 12:00:15 AM
priscillaMercie: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/22/2016 1:38:08 AM
JeanMarcLevent: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/22/2016 3:50:20 AM
pj1217: RT @AnUncivilPhD: Grateful to be in Paris at #sharp16 where were coming
together to celebrate books and reading as instruments of human dig…
7/22/2016 5:05:14 AM
iangadd: #sharp16, c'est fini. Au revoir, Paris!
7/22/2016 5:40:38 AM
SHARPorg: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Conf day 4: BnF terrace breaks. Dozens of
#bookhistory hugs. Finally, Parisian glace @sharpicecream. Seine stroll to BnF…
7/22/2016 5:46:49 AM
SHARPorg: RT @MeganPeiser: Hey #sharp16 & fellow #DHers, #biblionerd
@BenjaminPauley created this tee-proceeds to @GirlsWhoCode @BlackGirlsCode https…
7/22/2016 5:47:28 AM
SHARPorg: RT @MeganPeiser: #sharp16 get your #GirlsWhoCode tee here! Proceeds to
@GirlsWhoCode & @BlackGirlsCode https://t.co/4PQVydfg8R https://t.co…
7/22/2016 5:47:29 AM
SHARPorg: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16La directrice de la BnF salue le français, langue
de culture, et les langues de France dans leur diversité ☹☹
7/22/2016 5:47:36 AM

SHARPorg: RT @DucasSylvie: #sharp16Sharp Paris 2016, c'est bientôt fini, snif...☹☹
https://t.co/POC2vGtPk0
7/22/2016 5:47:47 AM
iconihout: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
7/22/2016 5:50:23 AM
RareBookLibAntw: Aftersharp headache, time for Parisian breakfast, packing, final
sightseeing and trip home. Au revoir #sharp16!
7/22/2016 5:59:24 AM
pj1217: @sharpparis2016 #sharp16 Materiality matters! can the "book" survive the
cook? thanks @ILoveCopyright for image. https://t.co/WNVi4bllYh
7/22/2016 6:02:54 AM
mazarines: Attention #sharp16 https://t.co/TlbBN3lUrT
7/22/2016 6:15:04 AM
pj1217: Me too! Great to catch up with friends and make new ones @SHARPParis2016
#sharp16 Fab papers all around! https://t.co/zv9rGhZT2o
7/22/2016 6:35:38 AM
janegiscombe: RT @RareBookLibAntw: You can now find my presentation "Imprint,
Address, Location" on SlideShare: #bookhistory #sharp16 https://t.co/ikwNtY…
7/22/2016 6:53:03 AM
DrSKBarker: Quiet day post-conference. Wasn't sure what to expect from #sharp16 but
ended up hearing some great papers which have really got me thinking
7/22/2016 6:53:17 AM
janegiscombe: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Pettegree #sharp16 #3c: Rare books librarians
everywhere: consider signing up for 'Preserving Worlds Rarest Books' pro…
7/22/2016 6:54:57 AM
lisejaillant: Thanks very much to the organisers of #sharp16 It was a wonderful
conference! Au revoir Paris & see you in Victoria! https://t.co/Qt7fGc48H7
7/22/2016 7:35:49 AM
ILoveCopyright: RT @pj1217: @sharpparis2016 #sharp16 Materiality matters! can the
"book" survive the cook? thanks @ILoveCopyright for image. https://t.co/W…
7/22/2016 7:39:40 AM
Mondedulivre: RT @ActuaLitte: L’histoire du livre, une discipline « transnationale »
https://t.co/4znoJWlImh #sharp16 https://t.co/xiLAH0KlI9
7/22/2016 7:41:46 AM
Mondedulivre: RT @ActuaLitte: L'évolution du #livre, des tablettes de pierre aux
ebooks https://t.co/LOrWkUm0lE #sharp16 https://t.co/Ak80JOELQK
7/22/2016 7:42:03 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @singingscholar: Erin A. Smith talks about masculine tradition of
pulp/noir. Similar descriptions of "manly/hard" authors/publishers as…
7/22/2016 8:23:13 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @singingscholar: Lots of contemporary resonances in Smith's
discussion of pulp publishers in 30s/40s: anxious abt women, but want to mar…

7/22/2016 8:27:05 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @singingscholar: Smith: less sexism twds women writers of pulp
from contemporaries than from later scholars doing work of canon formatio…
7/22/2016 8:27:49 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @drjanepotter: Prof Erin Smith quotes JT Shaw (c.1930): 'this
magazine is by no means going to be feminine!' #sharp16 #BlackMask https:/…
7/22/2016 8:28:02 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @singingscholar: Smith: work by women authors doesn't fit into
hardboiled/cosy binary of crime fiction. (I say alleged binary!) #sharp16
7/22/2016 8:29:24 AM
sharpicecream: RT @singingscholar: If any #sharp16 people are still thinking of
@sharpicecream, I'm thinking of https://t.co/s0safAyKHQ
7/22/2016 8:32:59 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @singingscholar: Q&A session on mystery fiction raises Q of how
editions of books as material objects affect readers' experience/interpr…
7/22/2016 8:34:07 AM
damonayoung: RT @singingscholar: Q&A session on mystery fiction raises Q of how
editions of books as material objects affect readers' experience/interpr…
7/22/2016 8:35:55 AM
Beth_driscoll: RT @EpistolaryBrown: 24-29 June, 2018: SHARP Sydney @iangadd
#SHARP16
7/22/2016 8:36:17 AM
ActuaLitte: La clôture du congrès SHARP met Roger Chartier à l’honneur
https://t.co/KuQCZhPTpd #sharp16 https://t.co/m18pvcrWtD
7/22/2016 8:38:37 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: La clôture du congrès SHARP met Roger Chartier à
l’honneur https://t.co/KuQCZhPTpd #sharp16 https://t.co/m18pvcrWtD
7/22/2016 8:39:26 AM
DrSKBarker: RT @ActuaLitte: La clôture du congrès SHARP met Roger Chartier à
l’honneur https://t.co/KuQCZhPTpd #sharp16 https://t.co/m18pvcrWtD
7/22/2016 8:41:22 AM
h3z1: RT @pj1217: @sharpparis2016 #sharp16 Materiality matters! can the "book"
survive the cook? thanks @ILoveCopyright for image. https://t.co/W…
7/22/2016 8:43:21 AM
gaptiere: RT @ActuaLitte: La clôture du congrès SHARP met Roger Chartier à l’honneur
https://t.co/KuQCZhPTpd #sharp16 https://t.co/m18pvcrWtD
7/22/2016 8:48:00 AM
horatiorama: RT @pj1217: @sharpparis2016 #sharp16 Materiality matters! can the
"book" survive the cook? thanks @ILoveCopyright for image. https://t.co/W…
7/22/2016 8:49:27 AM
nomealore: RT @laBnF: #sharp16 Présentations de projets numériques ouvertes à tous
| 20 juillet 13h-15h30 Hall Est https://t.co/R4sCTeezlV https://t.c…

7/22/2016 8:53:31 AM
rhymesontheroad: @CorinnaNoRue Thank you! It's been a pleasure learning about
your research too. #sharp16
7/22/2016 9:02:13 AM
CorinnaNoRue: RT @ActuaLitte: La clôture du congrès SHARP met Roger Chartier à
l’honneur https://t.co/KuQCZhPTpd #sharp16 https://t.co/m18pvcrWtD
7/22/2016 9:31:12 AM
hobbb: RT @drjanepotter: Images of the session for @lesliehowsam #sharp16 #history
#19thc https://t.co/hSDLvksGsh
7/22/2016 9:36:07 AM
hobbb: RT @drjanepotter: Missing @lesliehowsam in this #sharp16 session on History in
the 19thc. https://t.co/WhIL9p5lSz
7/22/2016 9:37:40 AM
hobbb: RT @CitizenWald: Intriguing #sharp16 panel on #book #history's contribution 2
historiography. Sorry @lesliehowsam cannot be here; glad to h…
7/22/2016 9:37:40 AM
AutreCinalex: The latest *Autrement Cinémalex, le Journal! https://t.co/JLjde9skar
Thanks to @TeleramaSortir @UniversFreebox @PublikArt #valerian #sharp16
7/22/2016 9:46:07 AM
hobbb: RT @Marie_LSJ: The boundary between amateur and professional historians is
not fast tight, but is nonetheless useful, according to @EGarrit…
7/22/2016 9:47:32 AM
hobbb: RT @Marie_LSJ: Finally! A panel with pre-circulated papers, shorter
presentations and commentary from the chair! Historiography meets book…
7/22/2016 9:48:59 AM
cverdu: The latest Edición digital! https://t.co/LEgcNDr6Vw Thanks to @JulietaLionetti
@ElectricLit @queridapatricia #sharp16 #fb
7/22/2016 9:50:49 AM
claudedechauny: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/22/2016 10:17:02 AM
Dedicaces: Editions Dédicaces, le Journal est sorti de presse! https://t.co/j75SXWueqg
#sharp16 #firefox
7/22/2016 10:17:34 AM
ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels » du XXIe siècle
https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fymJBdlPg0
7/22/2016 10:24:42 AM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels » du
XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/22/2016 10:25:02 AM
vonlausen: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels » du
XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…

7/22/2016 10:26:13 AM
CayaSafla: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels » du
XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/22/2016 10:26:27 AM
PHB92: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels » du
XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/22/2016 10:35:55 AM
sharpparis2016: Merci à tous pour votre participation à #sharp16! Safe travels, and
see you in Victoria #sharp17
7/22/2016 10:40:06 AM
univ_paris13: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels »
du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/22/2016 10:41:12 AM
JBD1: @iangadd Sounds like it was a rousing success! #nowgetsomerest #sharp16
7/22/2016 10:44:14 AM
JeanLoupSalzman: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros
culturels » du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/22/2016 10:44:17 AM
hesperie1: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels » du
XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/22/2016 10:45:35 AM
ChrisThiry: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels » du
XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/22/2016 10:47:59 AM
livre_allemand: The latest Max&Moritz -www.livresallemands.com!
https://t.co/nmWxVaN0Hp Thanks to @perlentaucher00 @dw_francais @kunst__ #np
#sharp16
7/22/2016 10:54:55 AM
mroyUPO: Being on the #sharp16 organizing team was both thrilling & exhausting. Too
busy giving directions and enquiring about non-existent Wi-Fi…
7/22/2016 11:13:27 AM
mroyUPO: … to attend many sessions but enjoyed the experience all the same! Now I
think I deserve an ice cream #sharp16
7/22/2016 11:13:35 AM
CorinnaNoRue: Just minutes from home now. Travel to & from #sharp16 went
supersmoothly - hope it's the same for all @SHARPorgists. Merci beaucoup à tous!
7/22/2016 11:15:17 AM
DucasSylvie: RT @sharpparis2016: Merci à tous pour votre participation à #sharp16!
Safe travels, and see you in Victoria #sharp17
7/22/2016 11:15:58 AM
DucasSylvie: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels »
du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…

7/22/2016 11:16:33 AM
sharpicecream: @mroyUPO #sharp16
7/22/2016 11:24:01 AM
sharpicecream: ☹☹ #sharp16 https://t.co/SFAZENgYxE
7/22/2016 11:25:20 AM
docspourdocs: The latest Docs pour docs, le journal! https://t.co/H28fj5kr3f Thanks to
@alozach @SavoirsCom1 @hesperie1 #sharp16 #svt
7/22/2016 11:25:42 AM
R_Jagersma: David Roelands @ BnF, Paris. #sharp16 https://t.co/LwURlAVgrM
7/22/2016 11:27:00 AM
sharpicecream: Je suis heureuse/I'm a happy ice cream #sharp16
https://t.co/8i2MuSSdsg
7/22/2016 11:58:56 AM
IECIuvsq: RT @CHCSCuvsq: Le projet ANR #DEF19 https://t.co/95TbWXSR9V sera au
congrès #sharp16 ! https://t.co/W55zAPVUYs https://t.co/C2b5pd9TX6
7/22/2016 12:09:46 PM
lecteurduval: The latest Lecteur du Val, l'actu des bibs! https://t.co/AJGLexkxYk Thanks
to @archiveilleurs @GallicaBnF @marcmaisonneuve #sharp16
7/22/2016 12:11:14 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @EpistolaryBrown: 24-29 June, 2018: SHARP Sydney @iangadd
#SHARP16
7/22/2016 12:12:49 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Marie_LSJ: Finally! A panel with pre-circulated papers, shorter
presentations and commentary from the chair! Historiography meets book…
7/22/2016 12:17:09 PM
Fantomas_media: RT @lisejaillant: Thanks very much to the organisers of #sharp16 It
was a wonderful conference! Au revoir Paris & see you in Victoria! http…
7/22/2016 12:17:54 PM
ClaireSquires: Eminent @SHARPorg President @iangadd & friend on the Paris metro
#sharp16 https://t.co/jKCRaxISsJ
7/22/2016 12:26:51 PM
celinea43: RT @ClaireSquires: Eminent @SHARPorg President @iangadd & friend on the
Paris metro #sharp16 https://t.co/jKCRaxISsJ
7/22/2016 12:38:15 PM
iangadd: RT @ClaireSquires: Eminent @SHARPorg President @iangadd & friend on the
Paris metro #sharp16 https://t.co/jKCRaxISsJ
7/22/2016 12:38:30 PM
JasonEnsor: RT @CorinnaNoRue: Conf day 4: BnF terrace breaks. Dozens of
#bookhistory hugs. Finally, Parisian glace @sharpicecream. Seine stroll to BnF…
7/22/2016 12:50:33 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpparis2016: Merci à tous pour votre participation à #sharp16!
Safe travels, and see you in Victoria #sharp17

7/22/2016 12:52:44 PM
PadyoO: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels » du
XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/22/2016 1:12:32 PM
vivdunstan: RT @ClaireSquires: Eminent @SHARPorg President @iangadd & friend on
the Paris metro #sharp16 https://t.co/jKCRaxISsJ
7/22/2016 1:33:26 PM
abf_auvergne: RT @ActuaLitte: La clôture du congrès SHARP met Roger Chartier à
l’honneur https://t.co/KuQCZhPTpd #sharp16 https://t.co/m18pvcrWtD
7/22/2016 2:01:47 PM
celinea43: RT @pj1217: @sharpparis2016 #sharp16 Materiality matters! can the "book"
survive the cook? thanks @ILoveCopyright for image. https://t.co/W…
7/22/2016 2:18:43 PM
genschaffner: all respect to the colleagues at the BnF who made #sharp16 so
memorable. what a great meeting! logistics were perfect (that never happens)
7/22/2016 4:02:09 PM
antoineoury: The latest Daily Bundle! https://t.co/GjRdKVzT08 Thanks to @cachinolivier
#sharp16 #charleskinsey
7/22/2016 4:26:57 PM
IanHesketh: RT @drjanepotter: Images of the session for @lesliehowsam #sharp16
#history #19thc https://t.co/hSDLvksGsh
7/22/2016 5:02:37 PM
SHARP2017: RT @lisejaillant: Thanks very much to the organisers of #sharp16 It was a
wonderful conference! Au revoir Paris & see you in Victoria! http…
7/22/2016 5:21:51 PM
andiesilva: Last night in Paris after a fantastic first SHARP! Safe travels to all! #sharp16
See you at #sharp17 https://t.co/FniqN1nM7Q
7/22/2016 5:38:26 PM
Shaf_Towheed: RT @genschaffner: all respect to the colleagues at the BnF who made
#sharp16 so memorable. what a great meeting! logistics were perfect (th…
7/22/2016 6:02:40 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Aftersharp LinkedIn & Academia bonanza! Looking forward to
connecting 2u thru soul-sucking commercial social services #sharp16
7/22/2016 6:14:30 PM
BermaoAbder: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre
numérique met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/22/2016 6:17:06 PM
womenthat_: RT @MeganPeiser: Hey #sharp16 & fellow #DHers, #biblionerd
@BenjaminPauley created this tee-proceeds to @GirlsWhoCode @BlackGirlsCode https…
7/22/2016 6:18:18 PM
Shaf_Towheed: Raising a glass to toast organisers & speakers at #sharp16 conference
this week -santé et merci beaucoup! @SHARPorg https://t.co/Q8RghJ29aP

7/22/2016 6:21:58 PM
RareBookLibAntw: Visit to Père-Lachaise cemetary after #sharp16. Someone had left
their essay on Pierre #Bourdieu's tomb https://t.co/Ws8Aw0zXU0
7/22/2016 6:31:29 PM
Deb_Ontheweb: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels
» du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/22/2016 6:36:00 PM
superHH: Merci pour tout @sharpparis2016. Encore une très belle conférence
@SHARPorg. A l'année prochaine. #sharp16
7/22/2016 8:06:06 PM
superHH: Walking in Paris and seeing so many independent bookstores made me smile
so much today. #sharp16
7/22/2016 8:07:45 PM
uwkgb: RT @paigecmorgan: Wow; 16th c interpretations of whales were odd -- but as
Alan Rauch points out, they WERE seen as mammals. #sharp16 https…
7/22/2016 8:10:51 PM
JNolan_1925: Ending #sharp16 strong with tiny books and outdoor dining. Au revoir,
Paris! Until we meet again. https://t.co/8Fwd7Y6p0z
7/22/2016 8:18:54 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Raising a glass to toast organisers & speakers at
#sharp16 conference this week -santé et merci beaucoup! @SHARPorg https…
7/22/2016 8:47:33 PM
sharpicecream: WOW! Magnifique... Bien joué @digitalpigeons #sharp16
https://t.co/0CnA201NDC
7/22/2016 8:52:38 PM
sharpicecream: @SHARP2017 super! Merci! #sharp17 #sharp16
7/22/2016 8:53:18 PM
ClaireSquires: How much is that Parisian doggie in the window? #sharp16
https://t.co/AUnD5yTcMI
7/22/2016 8:57:55 PM
sarahebull: RT @lisejaillant: Thanks very much to the organisers of #sharp16 It was a
wonderful conference! Au revoir Paris & see you in Victoria! http…
7/22/2016 9:02:51 PM
SHARPorg: RT @Shaf_Towheed: Raising a glass to toast organisers & speakers at
#sharp16 conference this week -santé et merci beaucoup! @SHARPorg https…
7/22/2016 9:09:04 PM
NoraCBenedict: Last day in #Paris was a full-on workout!!! #sharp16
https://t.co/NML3t1njNn
7/22/2016 9:17:56 PM
ClaireSquires: RT @sharpicecream: Je suis heureuse/I'm a happy ice cream #sharp16
https://t.co/8i2MuSSdsg
7/22/2016 10:02:48 PM

HectorOAguilar: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/22/2016 11:22:11 PM
PetrusAngelorum: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/22/2016 11:23:49 PM
Maperez324: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/22/2016 11:24:58 PM
libreros: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/22/2016 11:25:01 PM
TTTashia1: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Aftersharp LinkedIn & Academia bonanza! Looking
forward to connecting 2u thru soul-sucking commercial social services…
7/22/2016 11:40:27 PM
millerlaurac18: RT @mazarines: I'd rather be a "Curious Books Librarian" than a "Rare
Books Librarian." #bringbackCurious #sharp16
7/23/2016 12:24:15 AM
millerlaurac18: RT @mollyhardy: "City Readers" a project recently digitized reader
records from @nysoclib https://t.co/jlshdqEUoc#sharp16
7/23/2016 12:24:18 AM
millerlaurac18: RT @RareBookLibAntw: Visit to Père-Lachaise cemetary after
#sharp16. Someone had left their essay on Pierre #Bourdieu's tomb https://t.co/W…
7/23/2016 12:25:04 AM
millerlaurac18: RT @MeganPeiser: #sharp16 get your #GirlsWhoCode tee here!
Proceeds to @GirlsWhoCode & @BlackGirlsCode https://t.co/4PQVydfg8R https://t.co…
7/23/2016 12:25:48 AM
Homegnolia: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/23/2016 5:05:11 AM
Plouzelambre: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels »
du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/23/2016 5:25:37 AM
Al_8_: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels » du XXIe
siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/23/2016 6:00:42 AM
TradeCardCarl: Surprise at conclusion of yesterday's #sharp16 tour of Versailles
library: visit to Tennis Court Oath site. Wow! https://t.co/85bSFms9s0
7/23/2016 8:32:21 AM
bookhistories: Thanks for a wonderful conference @sharpparis2016! #Grolierbinding
from Bibliothèque Municipale, Versailles #sharp16 https://t.co/oAsQZQ7LJp
7/23/2016 9:06:09 AM
TradeCardCarl: RT @bookhistories: Thanks for a wonderful conference
@sharpparis2016! #Grolierbinding from Bibliothèque Municipale, Versailles #sharp16

htt…
7/23/2016 9:11:39 AM
bookhistories: By the way, why can't all public transportation look like this? (On the
RER from Versailles) @tmg7d #sharp16 https://t.co/4Fcxfn9qRK
7/23/2016 9:26:33 AM
vanderjamen: The latest Noticias de la Grafosfera! https://t.co/XpetmkVoco Thanks to
@SHARPorg @negritasycursiv @andrewking2904 #sharp16 #rncincle
7/23/2016 10:37:34 AM
sicocando: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels » du
XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/23/2016 12:50:21 PM
grafografa: The latest El Grafógrafo! https://t.co/ZfKAobixJJ Thanks to @mediatelecom
#sharp16 #holanda
7/23/2016 2:30:33 PM
hauke75: RT @mazarines: Tweeting at a conference is a form of live notetaking,
sharing, & amplifying the narratives of the presenters. - @iangadd #s…
7/23/2016 4:53:25 PM
vivdunstan: Back home from Paris trip inc day at #sharp16 academic conference. Great
time but glad to be back in Scotland. Pizza & cider dinner tonight.
7/23/2016 6:40:41 PM
JosianneDube: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels »
du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/23/2016 6:57:16 PM
jackiekemp: RT @hobbb: Draft of my paper for #sharp16 panel 11a, 3pm today:
Historical writing in 19☹th☹
century UK local newspapers https://t.co/kdkx…
7/24/2016 6:00:00 AM
SamainPierre: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/24/2016 6:20:57 AM
IshyoArts: RT @ActuaLitte: Les éditions Dar Merit, refuge pour les auteurs égyptiens de
la génération 90 https://t.co/uqAqzFzJn1 #sharp16 https://t.co…
7/24/2016 7:03:00 AM
JNolan_1925: Good morning, America, how are you? #jetlag final #sharp16 tweet
https://t.co/EC28J7uVx4
7/24/2016 10:21:35 AM
sharpicecream: Holidays/les vacances! See you in Canada #sharp16 #sharp17
https://t.co/pqzbYLv1xb
7/24/2016 12:04:30 PM
masten_j: As #SRS2016 & #sharp16 conclude, passing along letters=bodies and
@PennPress disc code for Queer Philologies: PH20. https://t.co/1awXDNCEgl
7/24/2016 2:12:08 PM
Nicosia_Marissa: RT @masten_j: As #SRS2016 & #sharp16 conclude, passing along
letters=bodies and @PennPress disc code for Queer Philologies: PH20. https://t…

7/24/2016 3:51:10 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @sharpicecream: Holidays/les vacances! See you in Canada
#sharp16 #sharp17 https://t.co/pqzbYLv1xb
7/24/2016 4:12:23 PM
genschaffner: #sharp16 !! https://t.co/zXNg1cYmMS
7/24/2016 8:31:06 PM
MireilleDisdero: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels
» du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/25/2016 4:23:41 AM
mhbeals: Back from #SHARP16 & DH2016! If you are waiting on an email from me, will
do my best to get back to you asap! *stares at inbox in horror*
7/25/2016 7:22:45 AM
wunschkandidat1: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/25/2016 7:48:06 AM
LibrairesAqui: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels »
du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/25/2016 8:25:07 AM
pollen_pl2d: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels »
du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/25/2016 8:52:34 AM
genschaffner: .@mazarines on the rue Mazarine after coffee this morning... #sharp16
https://t.co/XMLt7ROFdv
7/25/2016 9:16:01 AM
genschaffner: .mazarines checks out the Mazarine bus... whither she? after #sharp16
https://t.co/z0f0KUdG1b
7/25/2016 9:17:55 AM
genschaffner: (live tweeting @mazarines taking up riding motorcycles and opening an
art gallery... after #sharp16 https://t.co/IRxIuGyewH
7/25/2016 9:24:15 AM
ContactVirgule: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/25/2016 1:44:28 PM
ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la bibliothèque de Versailles
https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/ImXUmfnc9S
7/25/2016 2:05:21 PM
BartheCloclo: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 2:12:49 PM
Karineg_NC: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 2:36:42 PM

DucasSylvie: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 2:42:39 PM
vivdunstan: Catching up with post #sharp16 contacts made, emailing followups as
promised to various people who I chatted to at the academic conference.
7/25/2016 2:55:23 PM
luluautoedition: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 3:11:16 PM
hesperie1: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la bibliothèque
de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 3:14:07 PM
SHARPorg: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la bibliothèque
de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 3:19:07 PM
antoineoury: The latest Daily Bundle! https://t.co/gy3S2h3t4v Thanks to @XXL #tva
#sharp16
7/25/2016 4:24:57 PM
mircom: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la bibliothèque de
Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 4:51:40 PM
Madeko07: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la bibliothèque
de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 6:16:24 PM
janetobikeller: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/25/2016 6:32:38 PM
BartheCloclo: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 7:48:05 PM
AthleaLily: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la bibliothèque
de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 8:09:27 PM
CTrignac: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la bibliothèque
de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/25/2016 9:30:02 PM
LucienCastex: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/25/2016 10:21:01 PM
azoubig: Congrès @sharpparis2016 – Allocution d’accueil de @franck75010 président
@cfibd https://t.co/gwbBcPMSZv#kebetu #technoveille #sharp16
7/25/2016 11:33:39 PM
senegalbot: RT @azoubig: Congrès @sharpparis2016 – Allocution d’accueil de
@franck75010 président @cfibd https://t.co/gwbBcPMSZv#kebetu #technoveille…

7/25/2016 11:45:03 PM
Jujuvietnam: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/26/2016 12:01:53 AM
brunsallz: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la bibliothèque
de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/26/2016 4:36:37 AM
rosesouslapluie: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/26/2016 5:57:28 AM
gj_kemp: Thanks Sophie @ActuaLitte for piece https://t.co/WUV4fiVaQ1 … on PWRB
#sharp16 #s3c @universalstc #rarebooks #worldsrarestbooks
7/26/2016 8:56:28 AM
universalstc: RT @gj_kemp: Thanks Sophie @ActuaLitte for piece
https://t.co/WUV4fiVaQ1 … on PWRB #sharp16 #s3c @universalstc #rarebooks
#worldsrarestbooks
7/26/2016 9:14:43 AM
a_cordellier: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/26/2016 10:02:57 AM
BartheCloclo: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/26/2016 12:16:32 PM
ArnaudDubos: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/26/2016 12:38:15 PM
Tempuslegendae: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/26/2016 12:48:08 PM
bousalem_hamid: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite
sont profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
7/26/2016 1:26:24 PM
ViaFabula: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique
met en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/26/2016 1:39:23 PM
KingsleySteph: Thrilled to read @lesliehowsam's #sharp16 address on #bookhistory &
the history of history books! #everythinghasahistory
7/26/2016 2:07:25 PM
lesliehowsam: RT @KingsleySteph: Thrilled to read @lesliehowsam's #sharp16 address
on #bookhistory & the history of history books! #everythinghasahistory
7/26/2016 2:32:24 PM
twittendoc: The latest Les infos de l'info-doc! https://t.co/Hejq6mhwpf Thanks to
@clemicreteil @InfodocClemi @Turone #sharp16 #emploi

7/26/2016 3:07:19 PM
Orcha31: RT @ActuaLitte: A. Compagnon : « Ne pas penser que le livre numérique met
en danger la culture » https://t.co/EnmSbWj3uW #sharp16 https://t…
7/27/2016 7:33:43 AM
Versailles: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la bibliothèque
de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/27/2016 7:58:45 AM
BsrGb: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la bibliothèque de
Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/27/2016 8:06:43 AM
Shazza1uk: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/27/2016 8:14:42 AM
HistoireSaclay: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/27/2016 8:53:30 AM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/27/2016 12:28:22 PM
CHCSCuvsq: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels »
du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
7/27/2016 12:28:44 PM
CarenzaLewis: 21st season digging #Sedgeford #SHARP16 https://t.co/cNZInmB4dV
includes mystery east-west C9th orientated building https://t.co/5E2jR6zREb
7/27/2016 10:22:53 PM
glownz: RT @CarenzaLewis: 21st season digging #Sedgeford #SHARP16
https://t.co/cNZInmB4dV includes mystery east-west C9th orientated building https…
7/27/2016 10:23:32 PM
iranicaonline: @GrolierClub many thanks @lesliehowsam the curator of "Artists &
Others" is Paul van Cappelleven, who also had a panel at #sharp16 in Paris
7/28/2016 1:05:28 AM
edinburghchb: RT @ConstantinidouN: @edinburghchb Currently researching 16th c
printing in Greek (esp the classics) in Western Europe, #iambookhistory #sh…
7/28/2016 4:26:32 PM
bernie_steel: RT @CarenzaLewis: 21st season digging #Sedgeford #SHARP16
https://t.co/cNZInmB4dV includes mystery east-west C9th orientated building https…
7/28/2016 5:56:44 PM
BethTranslates: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/28/2016 6:51:13 PM
SRSRenSoc: RT @masten_j: As #SRS2016 & #sharp16 conclude, passing along
letters=bodies and @PennPress disc code for Queer Philologies: PH20. https://t…

7/28/2016 9:23:45 PM
mattakaneko: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/28/2016 9:33:18 PM
SHARPexcavation: RT @CarenzaLewis: 21st season digging #Sedgeford #SHARP16
https://t.co/cNZInmB4dV includes mystery east-west C9th orientated building https…
7/28/2016 9:52:04 PM
madame_mowers: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/28/2016 10:59:06 PM
AntjeTheise: RT @SHARP2017: Psst, #sharp16: the website for #sharp17 is up!
https://t.co/tgwGIKl64k
7/29/2016 9:07:26 AM
colonelchabert1: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/29/2016 3:45:29 PM
rebelagenda: RT @genschaffner: oh yes "visual rhetoric", scientific observation and
experimentation, and *spectacle* in print culture history of science…
7/29/2016 8:35:00 PM
Musee_Medard: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/30/2016 12:04:33 PM
Bordographe: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/30/2016 2:07:49 PM
dandel941: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/30/2016 2:11:46 PM
CitizenWald: This "Babel 2001" installation reminds me of the Anne Coldiron keynote
@sharpparis2016 #sharp16 https://t.co/Kx3usgIluz
7/30/2016 7:21:24 PM
GiovanniFanfoni: RT @HistorioBLOG: "Books as Revolutionary Objects in Iran" by
Naghmeh Sohrabi #sharp16 #TBT https://t.co/jfrXZrrUYb
7/30/2016 11:35:46 PM
RS4VP: RT @Marie_LSJ: Wonderful wrap-up by @TradeCardCarl: ads in periodicals
guided their readers as they "adopted the role of citizen consumers"…
7/31/2016 9:40:31 AM
babuchogath: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres des rois et des reines de France, à la
bibliothèque de Versailles https://t.co/1CMvrQgJRe #sharp16 https://t.co/…
7/31/2016 11:13:06 PM
DrSKBarker: Yay! Just rediscovered pic of @manc_italian's name in BIG letters during
Anne Coldiron's #sharp16 plenary in inbox. https://t.co/6WIxyYkYtq

8/1/2016 2:31:20 PM
ClaireSquires: Found this cheese label in my suitcase, clearly filched from the
@sharpparis2016 wine & cheese reception #sharp16 https://t.co/j4p3DvcO1n
8/1/2016 4:20:00 PM
Anne__GE: RT @ActuaLitte: Roger Chartier :“Nos rapports avec la culture écrite sont
profondément transformés” https://t.co/90HbPFXlzl #sharp16 https:…
8/3/2016 4:21:39 AM
LucilleMialon: RT @ActuaLitte: Les livres les plus rares du monde ne sont pas les plus
précieux https://t.co/LLYknKxfY1 #sharp16 https://t.co/9p5qCMLhEN
8/3/2016 10:04:07 PM
vivdunstan: A day's visit to SHARP Paris book history conference
https://t.co/JjHTylaNy0 #sharp16 #bookhistory @sharpparis2016 @sharporg
8/4/2016 2:21:55 PM
mazarines: Apparently, #saa16 is loaded with Hamilton references. At #sharp16, my
references didn't play. (American v. International conferences!)
8/4/2016 2:42:21 PM
vivdunstan: A day’s visit to SHARP Paris book history conference
https://t.co/JjHTylaNy0 #sharp16 #bookhistory @sharpparis2016 @sharporg
8/4/2016 8:51:35 PM
PatrickDevaux: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels
» du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
8/4/2016 10:02:58 PM
Vivienne2345: RT @ActuaLitte: Les petits libraires indépendants, les « héros culturels »
du XXIe siècle https://t.co/ZSyrc7wMv6 #sharp16 https://t.co/fym…
8/4/2016 10:19:12 PM
YannisdeJames: RT @ActuaLitte: Histoire du livre : le numérique aura “plus de
conséquences que l'impression” https://t.co/6uX3R62xkQ #sharp16 https://t.co…
8/6/2016 1:57:53 AM

